
FOREWORD 

IN the middle of the rgth Century all the parts of India 
were united nuder one sceptre, and then began a cldflge, 
almost revolutionary iu its charac;ter, in the evolution of India'!! 
political life and thought. At exactly the same time a 
revolution aiso. b~gan in Indian historiography. Hitherto our 
historians' stock~in-trade had been only pious legends, age
worn traditions, laudatory poems in· hyperbole, and very .late 
coinpilations of blended· fact and fiction. The Hindu period 
of our past, covcri1ig nearly i,,.o thousand years, was dark,· and 
the darkn.ess was· ofteii made more misleading by the false light 
of Sanskrit romai1ces. Even in the' :Muslim period the current 

·histories \\'ere mostly popular abridgements and not" original 
sources. 1,-

Bnt a new <:ra in the study of Indian • history had 
dawned shortly hdorc the fsepoy Mutiny. General Alexander 
Cunninghain ha(l" hegm~ to dig down to the roots of ·our · · 
Buddhistic, Jaina and Hindu past, and Sir Henry 1\I. ·Elliot· 
had begun the monumental translation Of :tl\c History of India 
as told by its own historians. . His gT~at wJrk, destined to be 
c~mpleted in a ~astly amplified~ \o.on ap~\l~y another ~and in 
t:Ight volumes 111 1877, madc''1 J'ts\ fi.rst1 ' 11-ppearance m 1849 
under the title of Eibliogmphi-ca./ Tndex to the Historian:s of 
Muhammadan India. The first atithor to utilise the ·.vast 
material,_ thus made available in Englis~l,: was Stanley .Lane
Pook, whose Mcdiac11al India. under Mili~~ti1swnada-n 'Ru'ze · (1903h 

•when read with Elphinstone's chapters on the same subject, 
illustrates the advance in our knowledge made in less than 

~··half a century. · , 1, 

, Jn the Hindu period, the immei1se·mass of raw materials, 
· in the form of iuscriptio~s. coins, architectural remains· an~ 
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antiquities,_ brought to light by our field arch~ologists-both. 

official and private, scattered all over this continent of a 
country, vvas pieced together for the first time·in V. A. Smith's. 
Em·ly History of India (rgo4l. Indian readers had, no doubt, 
had an earlier glimpse of this new material, though in a very 
compressed form, in Hara Prasad Shastri's ·school History of 
India. But Smith's work, occupying a much ampler canvas. 
and full of details and exact references, can rightly claim to 
be called an epoch-marking book, 

But our progress did not stop here. An army of Indian 
scholars, some trained, but most others amateurs, continued 
Cunningham's work in their o:wn localities or subjected the· 
~iscoveries of others to critical study, and thus built up a vast 
body of more exact knowledge about our pa~t than was avail
able to Vincent A. Smith. Ali this knowledge lies scattered 
over n~mberless learned~ journals, popular magazines, sometime::; 
even · daily papers, pamphlets and books, in many languages 
besides English. Our problem for several years now has been 
to concentrate all these scattered rays of light into one focus, 
to rnake a synthesis of all our special treatises and researches 
in Indian history. As Professor Patrick Geddes used to warn 
our scientific students, "We have plenty of spinners, who have 
produced fine threads. \Ve now ·want a master weaver who 
will synthetise all ,these isolated facts. That is the crying need 
of the modern world of science : weave ! -.veave !" 

A new History of India embodying all thi.;; accUmUlated 
k"llowledge and abreast of the latest research must fill many 
volumes. Such a work, both by reason of its size and the· 
diversity Of· its contents, can be produced only by a syndicate 
of scholars. The writing .of such. a co-operative History of 
India wAs. first discussed by me with the late Mano Mohan 

· Chak!"aviuti in rgo8 after the first volumes of the Cambridge 
Modern HiStory had come out aild shown us the way. The plan 
was discussed in great detail and even lists of chapters drawn 
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up on two occasions in collaboration with the late. Rakha}das 
Banerji in 1918 and 1920. A fourth project, confined solely" ,to 
the cultural aspects of India's past on the model of the 

-'.'Heritage" series, was pondered over by me with the late 
Rev. ]. Farquhar.. But all of these schemes very soon came 
to nothing because we felt that the time was not yet ripe and 
we bad not enough scholars to do equal justice to every part 
of the subject. 

At last in 1937, Dr. Rajendra Prasad publicly broached the 
present scheme and we two inaugurated it at a meeting held 
in Benares on 28th December 1937. He was to take charge qf 
the administrative and financial side of it, and I was to be the 
. ~hie£ literary manager or chairman of the Editorial Board. 
Prompt and· generous donations were received from the Indian 
mercantile co~munity whose liberality to all good causes is 
tvell~known : and we actively set ourselves to ·planning the 
details, making the preliminary arrangements and · corres
ponding with various scholars whose aid or advice we sought. 
Just after the actual \Vriting had started, came tlie Japanese 
invasion· in 1941, and our scholars were scattered· and public 
libraries closed 'Or removed elsewhere, .wqich made us lose four 
years. At last in 1945, two volumes (the Fourth and the Sixth) 
out of a projected series of twenty (see the list at tlie end) 
were ready for the press and a third (the Twelfth, on Akbar) 
half completed. Now that the ground has been fully prepared, 
our progress both in writing and in printing will ·be much 
~~ . . . 

It has been my dream to produce these volumes at a price 
(say Rs. 4 ·each) which would place them within reach of all 
our people, as the volumes would be sole'. separately. \Vith the 
knowledge of our land's storied past daily advancing, revised 
editions would be frequently called for, in order that this 
science may not be stereotyped ; Q(1 t a low price would enable 
most purchasers of tfi,~. old edition t0 scrap it up and buy its 

( 
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improved and corrected successor. But the economic disturbance 
caused by World War II has belied this hope. 

This History is being written entirely by Indians. Lest 
this limitation of choice should cause its spirit to be suspect 
I invite the reader's attention to the following correspondence 
which makes our aiin fully clear. 

From Sir ]adunath Sarkar to Dr. Rajendm Pmsad, rgth 
November, 1937-"National history, like every other history 
worthy of the name and deserving to endure, must be true as 
regards the facts and reasonable in the interpretation of them. 
It will be national not in the sense that it will try to suppress 
or whitewash everything in our country's past that is disgrace
ful, but because it will admit them and at the same time point 
out that there were other and nobler aspects in the stages of 
our nation's evolution which offset the former, that a "drain 
inspector's report" is not the. whole truth about any nation. 
The first duty of our national historian will be· to depict all 
the aspects of our nation's life in the past usually ignored QY 
foreign writers, who merely give us an unrelieved picture of 
bloodshed and dynastic change. Social life and thought, art 
and culture, will have no less importance in the history to be 
written___by us. In addition, we shall try to explain, with that 
sympathetic insight which only a native can poss~ss,-or a 
rare foreigner like the gifted Sister Nivedita,--why things 
happened with our ancestors as- they did actually happen. In 
this task .... the historian must -be a judge. He will not 
suppress any defect of the national character, but add to his 
portraiture those higher qualities which, taken together with 
the former, help to constitute the entire individual." 

From Dr. Rajendra Prasa.d to Si1· ]adunatlz Sarkar, 22nd 
November, 1937-"I .entirely agree with you that no history is 
worth the name which suppresses or distorts facts. A historian 
who purposely does so under the impression that he thereby 
does good to his native country really harm'> it in the end 
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:Much more so in the case of a country like ours which has 
suffered much on account of, its national· defects, and which 
must know and understand them to be able to remedy them.\' 

Our thanks ar~. specially. due to Dr. Ramesh Chandra 
Majumdar and Dr. A. S. Altekar, who .have edited this volume 
and written most part of it, Dr. :Majumdar contributing eight 
chapters and Dr. Altekar ten out of a total of 2.3. We ·have· 
been fortunate enough to enlist the co-operation of a number 
of other scholars, each eminent in his special subject : Rao 

· Bahadur K. N. Dikshit has written on Arch!Cological Remains, 
Prof. K. A. Nilkant Sastri on South India, Dr.· Dines Chandra 
Sircar on the Eastern Deccan, Di:. P. C. Bagchi on Chinese . 
Contact, Dr. Paranavitana on Ceylon, Dr. C. Sivarama-muhi 
on South Indian Art, and Dr. V. S. Agrawala 011 Gupta Art. 
We offer our sincere thanks to all of them and also to the 
Director-General of Archreology, Government of India, the 
authorities of the Nizam's Archreological Department and the 
Mathura Museum for permission to print illustrations of which 
they hold the copyright. 

\Ve also take this opportunity to thank Mr. S. K. 
Sarasvati, ·M.A., Lecturer, Calcutta University, who has helped 
the editors ii1. seeing the book through the ptess and has 
rendered very useful s~ryice in many ways. Our thanks are 
also due to the Sri Gourang~ Press for having undertaken the 
printing ·of thi~ book in a time of exceptional difficulty and 
executed it with commendable promptitude. 

Ji!DUNATH SAI?.KAR, 

General Editor. 
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EDITORIAL PREFACE 

A FEW words are necessary to explain the scope and 
nature of the history narrated in the following ·pages. As 
planned by the General Editorial Board, this volume covers the · 
period 200 to 550 A.D. and is called the Gupta-Vakataka age. 
The title of the volume was selected for the sake of convenience 
only. It is not claimed that the political or cultural achieve
ments of the Vakatakas were comparable to those of the 
Guptas and sufficiently important to justify their association 
with the name of the age. Although this volume is intended 
to cover ,the period from 200 to 550 A.D., it has not always 
been possible to . conform to these chronological limits. The 
history of the \Vestern Kshatrapas commences with I6o A.D., 
as the· death -of Rudradaman I is a convenient stinting point. 
The history of Ceylon begins with 66 A.D., as the dynasty 
that was founded at that time continued to -rule practically to 
the end of our period. The history of the Maghas of Kausambi 
is taken back to c. 150 A.D. when their house started its career, 
as it was found more convenient to deal with the whole history 

. of the dynasty in one place. The careers of the Vish:r;m
kul).<;iins and the Maitrakas began at about soo A.D., and 
several independent kingdoms, notably those of Nepal and 
Assam, arose about the same time; Their early history is llOt 

discussed in this volume but reserved for ·full treatment in 
the next one dealing with the period when they played an 
effective pai:t in Indian history. -In the case of .the Maukharis 
and Later Guptas, ho,~:ever, their early history to the end of 
our period is dealt· with, as it was ne~essary to discuss it in 
connection with the decline of the· Gupta empire. It has been 
recently suggested (JHQ: XXI, rg) that the kings of Assam were 
mainly instrumental in bringing about the downfall of the 
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Guptas, but hardly any convincing evidence has been adduced 
to support so novel a hypothesis. 

The reader of the modern or medieval history, whether of 
India or EuroP.e, will no doubt find the narrative of the political 
history in this volume rather meagre and sketchy. But in the 
present state of our knowledge it is not possible to give a fuller 
account. In spite of the discovery of a large number of coins, 
inscriptions and monuments, it has to be confessed that there 
arc some dynasties in our period where even the names of most 
of its rulers are unknown to us. Such, for instance, is the 
case with the Nagas of Mathura and the Abhiras of northern 
Mahiiriishtra. Sometimes we know the names of the kings of a 
dynasty, but are ignt)rant of their dates and inter-relations, as 
for example, the Latet· Kushfu;las and the early Pallavas. Some
times the evidence is so indecisive that' the historian cannot 
state with certainty whether a particular event did or did not 
occur, or whether a certain personage, §.g., king Rama-gupta, 
is or is ·not a historical figure. Sometimes the ·evidence is so 
scauLy and dubiotts that it lends itself to diverse interpretations 
and the historian finds it difficult to choose between two or 
more possible alternatives. Such,· for instance, is the case with ' 
the history of the_ succes~ors of Skanda-gupta. If, therefore, 
the picture appears at places to be hazy, the account scanty 
and the discussions inconclusive, the fault lies primarily with 
the original sources and not the writers who have attempted 
to reconstruct the history. As a matter of fact, the first part 
of the period dealt with in this volume, viz., 200 to 300 A.D., is 
usually known to be the 'Dark Period' of ancient Indian 
history. An effort has, however, been made to elucidate it as 
best as possible. 

On account of the paucity of evidence some of the dynasties, 
which ruled during our period, have only been incidentally 
referred to, but not treated in detail. As notable examples may 
be iucntioned the 1\bhiras and the Traikfttakas. \Ve possess 
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some coins and a. few inscriptions of the Traikutakas, but 
beyond the names ·of two or three kings we know hardly any
thing about them. The Abhlras are known from a single 
inscription _and a number of incidental notices. But though 
the foundation of the so-called Kalachuri era, commencing in 
248-g A.D., has been ascribed to them, and an attempt has 
been recently made (ABORI. XXV, 161) to show that they 
established a~ empire, our knowledge of them is still very 
meagre. The littie that is definitely known about. th~m w]ll 
be found in the chapters dealing with the history of the 
Western Kshatrapas and the Vakatakas, wit~ whom they had 
come into close contact (pp. 48, 121). This book, it should 
be remembered, is intended to be a general history, and not 
an encyclopredic account of each and every dynasty that ruled 
in our period. This will also explain the absence of reference 
to ·some of the unimportant feudatories or obscure chieftains 
that belonged to our age. 

In a co-operative work of ~this kind, based upon data so 
vague and uncertain, it is almost inevitable thatdifferent writers, 
including the _two editors, will express or at least entertain 
different opinions. In spite of.long discussions between the two 
editors it was not possible to eliminate these differences altogether. 
Among important points on which they could not agree may be 
mentioned 'the extent of the Vakataka empire (pp. 98 ff.) and 
the view that Pravara-sena I~ of the main dynasty was the 
KuntaleSa of the IGilidasa tradition' (p. uo fn. r), the 

I . -

struggle for independence waged by the Yaudheyas and others 
against the Kushat).as (pp. 28 ff), and the relation between Piro 
and Rama-gupta and specially the inference drawn from the 
coins of Piro about his character {pp. 22-23). Nor did complete 
agreement become ·possible \Vith reference to the .vie\~~ expressed 
about the abdication of Chandra-gupta I.,(pp. 137~8), the precise 
western boundary of the empire of Samudr~-gupta (p. 144), 
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the assumption by him of the 1title llikrama towards the end of 
his reign (p. 155), and the nationality of Toramiil}.a. (p. IgS). 

A careful reader would come across other instances of this 
kind in the body of this work, clearly showing that where 
differ<:nf:e really exists, no attempt has been made, by dogmatic 
assertions, to accept one view as ·authoritative and final and 
reject the others. 

\Ve are fully conscious of the defects and imperfections of 
this volume. Most of its· chapters were vvritten during the 
unusual circumstances created by the second World \Var, when 
some of our contributors were denied the faCilities of good 
reference libraries, as many of them had. removed important 
books for safety. The proofs also could not be sent to some 
of our contributors owing to want of time. The fact that this, 
the sixth volume of the series, had to be published before its 
predecessors has also created some peculiar difficulties parti
cularly "·ith reference to controversial points· of the earlier 
periods, which have their bearing on our age as well. \Ve 
could not also kno"· how the earlier history of the various 
cultural movements treated in this volume would be dealt with 
by other writers in the preceding volumes. \Ve ·have, however, 
tried our best to give as complete and comprehensive a picture 
of the political and cultural history of the age as was possible 
in a volume of soo pages. The political history with its wars 
.1\nd conquests is not allowed to dominate the scene ; cultural 
J;Jistory, describing the religion and philosophy, the social and 
economic condition, the literature and sciences, and the art 
artd architecture of the age occupies almost equal space with 
the political history. Nor have we looked at the history of 
our country from the view-point of the isolationist. India's 
commerci~l, cultural and religious contacts with and influence 
upon its neighbours, both in the east and the west, have been 
adequately described.· 
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\Ve wish to express our tl.Janks to our contributors for their 
-promptness in sending their promised chapters. \Ve are_ indebted 
to Prof. K. A. Nilkanta Sastri, 1\I.A.-; for supplying us some data 
from the Tamil literature, which have been utilised in the 
chapters dealing with the cultural history of the age. Mr. S. K. 
Sarasvati, llf .. -\., has been of immense help in seeing the volume 
through the press and we are thankful to him for his care . 
and assiduousness. And finally we have great pleasure in 
expressing our indebtedness to Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar for his 
valuable advice and suggestions. 

R. C. MAjUMDAR, 

A. S. ALTEKAR. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Viikiitaka-Gupta age (c. 200 A.D: to c. 550 A.D;), which 
.s covered by the present volume of the New H istMy of ~he 
Indian People, is undoubtedlya very important epoch in Indian 
history. A new political consciou~ness was created in the country 
and national solidarity was ;estored aft~r the lapse: of ·nearly 
four centuries of political disintegration and foreign domination. 
At thecoinfi?.encetpent of our period (c. ;oo A.D.) the ::ku~hal}as 
and .the Western l{shatrapas were the leading political powers, 
more powerful than any other state in the country. It 1s true 
that they had become completely Hinduised at this time and 
were as zealous champions and admirers of Hindu religion and 
Sanskrit literature as any other indigenous dy~asty. But 

· . prob~bly it was still felt that they were ethnically different ; at 
~ .. . '.. . 

any rate the local states and powers whom they had subdued a 
· cen:t~ry e_!:lrlier were not· prepared to reconcile themselves with 

their. domination. As the third century advanced ~he Kushiil}as 
were gradually ousted froni. the .. U .P. and the eastern Punjab 
where the ¥aghas, the Nagas, the Yatidheyas and the Km;tindas 
re-establis}Ied their own independence. The rise of the Sassanians 
in Iran further weakened the Kushal}a power, till eventually it 
sank into insignificance towards the end of the 3rd century A.D. 

The Saka power also began: to decline. iti western ·India. 
·At the death of Rudra~diiman I in c. Iio A.D., the Sakas were 
the masters of northern Mahiirashtra, Kathiawar, Gujarat, 
Malwa, Sindh and greater part of Rajputana. Very soon, how. 
ever, the Satav~hanas re-asserted theii1Selves and reconquered 

, Northern Maharashp-a during the reig~ of Gautamiptitra. 
Yajftasri Siitakarl}i. Raji:nitan~ revoi~ed under the leadership of 
fhe Miilavas and re-asserted its independence in c. 225 A.D.. 

The rise of the Viikiitakas under the emperor Pravara-sena I 
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(c. 275-330 A.D.) led to the further decline of the Sakas. Their 
rulers are seen reduced to the feudatory status during the first 
half of the 4th century, and though there was a temporary 
revival under Rudra-sena III, the family was eventually wiped 
out by the Guptas towards the close of the 4th century A.D. 

The third century had succeeded in practically putting an 
end to foreign domination. Early in the fourth century A.D. 
the Guptas rose to power (c. 320 A.D.). Their great achieve-· 
ment was to secure as large a political unity and solidarity for 
the country as was practicable in those days. The Yaudheyas 

·and the Nagas, the Ku:l)indas and the Malavas had no·doubt re-
established their independence, but their political horizon did 
not extend beyond their own homelands. They did not aim at 
establishing a strong state that might become a bulwark against 
foreign aggression---and secure peace and prosperity for the 
country ,as a whole. The great Gupta emperors definitely aimed 
at founding a powerful unitary state, which could achieve these 
goals. Traditional political philosophy no doubt recommended 
that a conqueror should permit the vanquished kings to rule as 
feudatories ; but like Ajata5atru and Chandragupta Maurya, 
the Gupta emperors showed s~ant respect to it and boidly pro
ceeded to annex the territories of a number of kings that were 
then ruling in Bihar, Bengal, the United Provinces and Central 
India. In the days of Samudra-gupta, Magadha once. more 
became the leading power of India after a lapse .of soo years. 
He, however, did not follow the annexation policy throughout ; 
he permitted the Yaudheyas, the Arjunayanas, the Madras, the 
Malavas and a few others to rule as his feudatories and restored 
the kingdoms of the conquered kings in Chhattisgarh, Orissa and 

_ Andhra-desa. Probably he realised that the means of communi
cation being what they· were, it would be impracticable for a 
power in Magadha to rule effectively over these distant provinces, 
and the very aim of a strong central power would be defeated 
if the impossible was sought to be achieved. 
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Chandra-gupta II, the son· of Samudra-gupta, attempted to 
bring his father's ideal to greater fruition. . His· ,conquest of 
Malwa, Gujarat and Kathiawar resulted iii a considerable 
:expansion of the Gupta empire. And if we assume, as is very 
probable, that king Chandra of Meharauli inscription is none 
Dther than Chandra-gupta II, it would follow .that he 'SUcceedeq 
in extending his sphere of influence 'over · the Punjab as ~elf. 
When his ·son-in-law,· the Vakataka king Pravara~sena II, died 
a premature death, the administration of the Deccan also came 
and remained under his guidance and supervision £or about 
twenty-five years during the regency of his daughter Prabhavati
guptii. For a time at any rate the extensive territories between 
the Godavari and the Sutlej were ·welded together under his 
sceptre, and most of the neighbouring st~tes were willing to 
recognis.e his leadership. 

The Guptas were thus practically an all-India power towards. 
the end of the reign of Chan<lra-gupta II. The unity, however, 
did not last long. It was dependent to a great extent upon the 
ability of the reigning emperor .. · Neither Kumara-gupta I nor 
Skanda-gupta was asable as Chandra-guptaii or Samudra-gupta,. 
They also suffered from a politicalblundel' that had been already 
committed by their great predecessor. Chandra-gupta II. He did 
not· realise· the vital necessity of keeping an effective control 
Dver the .Punjab and the Khyber pass, if the political integrity 
of the rest of India was to be maintained. The Guptas showed 
in this respect less political insight than the Mauryas, who did 
not relax their efforts till they had secured an effective control 
Dver the Khyber and Bolan passes. Had the Gupta:s followed 
their example, .the country might not have suffered as much as 
it did from the Hii1;1a invasions during the sth and 6th centuries. 
Had they effectively garrisoned the Khyber pass, the critical . 
battles with the Ruvas would have been fought beyond the 
Indus and not.·in Malwa and Central India. 

The overlordship. of the Guptas in the political. field-did not. 
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last for more than a century (c. 360 to 460 A.D.). The later 
Gupta emperors were not so able as the earlier ones ; local 
governors began to develop into semi-independent feudatories, 
and the . great strength acquired by the alliance with the 
Vakatakas disappeared when that Deccan power began to 
decline towards the middle of the sth century. In the first half 

· o( the 6th century, it \Vas clearly rea1i~ed that the days of the 
Guptas and the Vakatakas were over and there \Vas a great 
scramble for the imperial position between the Later Guptas, 
the Maukharis; the Hii:vas, and the Aulikaras in northern India, 
and the Nalas, the Kadambas and the Kalachuris in the Deccan. 
The history of India onte more assumed the spectacle of inter
minable wars between rival po~ers which decimated national 
strength without benefitting any party. The time-honoured 
political philosophy, which maintained that local powers should 
_not be sacrificed for establishing a strong central state, .was 
mainly responsible for this state of affairs. 'I'he situation was 
worsened by the influx of the HiiJ;las, whose invasions were 
facilitated by the failure of the Guptas to secure or keep control 
over the Khyber pass and the Punjab. 

In the course of ·Indian history, north Indian powers are 
often seen to be trying to dominate over south India. During 
our period, the Guptas made one such attempt, . but it was 
successful only for a short time. In a later period a Deccan 
power-the Rashtrakiitas-attempted to secure political domina
tion in northern India ; during our period, no such attempt \Yas 
made by any Deccan or South Indian power. 

The .absence of an enduring political unity in the country 
was more than counterbalanced by an all-pervasive cultural 
-.~iformity that prevailed throughout the land. The adminis
trative machinery was similar all over the countr.y: .. The powers 
of the king, the items of taxation and the extent of local self
government did not show much variation, whether we consider 
the Gupta or the Vakataka or the Pallava administration. The 
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same three rcligions,--Hinduism, Buddhism and _Jainism--:-met 
a foreign observer, whether he was travelling in Bengal or in 
Maharashtra. New religious ideas and philosophical vie\~'s were 
travelling from one end. of the country to the other with lightning 
rapidity. There is no doubt that the missionary and religious 
activities of monks and preachers . contributed a good deal 
to\\·ards the fostering of the cultural unity. A Vasubandhu 
from. Peshawar would go to Ayodhya to preach his Mahayana( 
philosophy, a Dharmapala from Kaiichi would settle down in 
Niilanda to preside over and guide its educational activities. 
Ceylonese monks were moving about in India preaching the 

· gospel of the inaster in the land of his birth, and Indian monks 
like Buddhaghosha and Buddhadeva were settling do\vn in Ceylon 
to start a new eta in its literary and· religious· history. The 
effect of the new ideas ·and movements in Hinduism could also 
be seen all over the country. During the 3rd century A.D. the 
enthusiasm for Vedic sacrifices was as marked in Rajputana as 
it was in the Tamil country. A little later the Bhakti move
ment made as pronounced a headway in the south 'as in the 
north. It is needless to add· that the. family structure, the 
caste system and religious rituals were almost the same all over 
the country and further helped its cultural unification. 

But perhaps the greatest force in this direction was the 
existence of a common lingua franca for cultural purposes. 
Till the 3rd century Prakrits which . still -showed only 
slight variatiors served this purpose, but their place . was 
soon taken more. , effectively by Sanskrit, . which be-came the 
official language of administration, and the favourite ~dium of 
expression for poets, philosophers and scientists. It (s interesting 
to note that .even the- Buddhists and the Jains gave up their pre
dilection for ·pali and Prakrits and began to write in chaste and 
classiCal Sanskrit during our pe~iod. Nay, Sa11skrit be~ame the 
lingua franca between India and her cultural colonies in Insul-
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India. When it became the sacred language of the Buddhist 
also, it began to be studied by the Chinese as well. 

The cultural unity that was thus secured by the populari~ 
sation of Sanskrit was more deep~rooted than the one that is 
secured today by English, the present official language. English 
is not understood by the masses. Such was not the case with 
Sanskrit ; for it could be followed by ordinary_ people, as the 
Priilq-it dialects they spoke were still fairly akin to Sanskrit 
during our period. This cultural unity secured by a common 

_lingua franca did not, however, last much longer than our age; 
for from about the 6th century Dravidian languages gradually 
began to displace Sanskrit in south Indian administrative docu
ments. In Northern India the spoken dialects-Prakrits and 
Apabhrath5as-began to diverge more and more from the parent 
language, Sanskrit, and the latter ceased to be understood by 
those who spoke the former from c. 8oo A.D. onwards. 

The Viikiitaka-Gupta age will be ever remembered by a 
grateful posterity for its successful efforts to spread Indian 
religion and culture in eastem Asia. Hindu colonising activity 

. was, no doubt, started long before our period, but it is after 
the beginning of the 3rd century A.D. that we are able to trace 
its definite course and achievements. Without getting any help 
from any state in the mother country, private merchants, 
captains and missionaries manag~d to spread Hi.P.du r€1igion 
and culture and establish Hindu institutions in Java, Sumatra, 
Cambodia, Cochin China, Annam and Borneo. In China the 
Buddhist missionaries made a strenuous effort to spread their 
religion and translated a number of important works in the 
language of that country. If there exists an appreciable cultural 
unity today between India on the one side and China on the 
otl;ler, if valuable monuments which are silent witnesses to the 
glory of Indian culture are seen scattered all over. Indo-China, 
Java, Sumatra and Borneo, the cre{lit must be given to the great 
impulse given by the Gupta age to the spread of Indian culture 
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outside India. It must be added here that the contribution of 
South India in .this respect was as great. as that of Northern 
India. It is interesting to note tha~· the Briihma\].as of the age 
had no objection to the sea voyage ; we find them going to and 
settling in distant islands like Java, Sumatra and Borneo and 
also marrying local women. Borne of them are seen performing 
Vedic- sacrifices in Borneo· and others _maintaining Hindu 
temples in western Asia down to the begintii:gg of the 

. 4th century A.D • 

. A comprehensive intellectual renaissance was another 
important feature of our. age. It }Ielped -the rise of organised 
educational institutions and the endowment of .Agrahiira villages, 
which gav~ a great impetus to the cause of higher education. 
New Indian Universities were beginning. to acquire international 
status and reputation. The literary products of the age- were 
~umerous and varied,· and some of the great masterpieces of 
Sanskrit literature like the Sakuntala, the Raghu7Ja1'nsa arid the 
Mrichchhakatika were 'composed in our peril)d. The Pura\].as 
were remodelled and a number of important Smritis were com
posed. Philosophy was mostly critical in our period, but.it was 
remarkably creative as well in the case of the Mahayana school 
of Buddhism .. The most original, the most daring and the. most 
far-reaching contributions of this school to the progress. of 
Indian philosophy were made by. its thinkers who flourished in 
our period. . . 

But it was not only in the realm of literature, religion and 
philosophy that the intellectual renaissa11ce manifested it~lf. 
It wa.s equally 'active in the realm of science:· The epdch
mak:ing discovery of the decimal system . of notation with the·. 
place value of zero, which was to simplify the arithmetical 
processes all over the world, was made by the Hindus during 
our age. They had a lead over their contemporaries in ~he fields · 
of algebra and arithmetic. Their progress in astronomy was also 
remarkable. The discovery that the earth rotates round its axis 
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'was made by Aryabhata in the sth century. The length of his 
solar year is nearer its true duration than that postulated by 
Ptolemy. A comparison of the astronomical constants of 
. Hipparchus and Ptolemy on the or.e side and those of the Hindu 
astronomers like Aryabhata on the other shows that Hindu 
results were not only independent, but also usually more 
accurate. The progress in physics,· chemistry and metallurgy 
was also remarkable. The famous Iron Pillar by the side of 
the Qutb Minar near Delhi is an eloquent testimony to the 
striking metallurgical skill of the Gu~ta age. 

If Samudra-gupta and Chandra-gupta II were typical 
representatives of the age-as seems very probable-it follows 
that intellectual vigour usually went hand in hand with physical 
prowess, and martial spirit was often harmonised with literary 
and artistic temperament, during our period. Its leaders could 
thus take a comprehensive view of ·culture in its widest sense 
and promote its all-round progress. 

One important characteristic of the Hindu scholarship of 
our age was its complete freedom from self-complacency and 
narrO\vness 0f outlook. Hindu scholars were keen to ascertain 
and study the advances made by the savants of other countries. 
Greeks were no doubt regarded as Mlechchhas· but . were 
nevertheless respected as highly as the ancient sages for their 
proficiency .·in astronomy. Hindu scholars had realisetl that 
there was. nothing wrong in studying the contributions made 
by other countries and utilisi~g the.m, if necessary, for further 
advancement of knowledge and science. 

· The intellectual urge of the age natural resulted in 
strengthening the rational attitude in soeiety. Leaders of 
religious thought were not content merely to appeal to ancient 
texts, but they sought to evolve logical ·systems based apon 
rational grounds. The six systems of Hindu philosophy 
assumed their classical form in our age. Every one of them 
\vas constantly on the alert and. 11nxious to examine the new 
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theories that were being advocated in contemporary times, and 
to refute them, if necessary. Conflict of theories and ideas 
that we see in our age is indeed interesting and exhilarating. 
The followers of the different religions, however, lived in 
harmony and there was complete toleration. Hindu kings 
endowed Buddhist monasteries. Buddhist -kings performed 
Hindu rituals. In the same family some members followed the 
Buddhist, and some the Vedic religion. . 

Hinduism still believed that its scheme of religion and 
. philosophy was intended for the whole humanity, and success
fully tried to spread it in Java, Sumatra and adjacent islands. 
In the mother country itself foreign tribes still continued to _be 
absorbed in the Hindu fold. The Scythian kings were so com
pletely Hinduised during our period that their princesses began 
to be married into orthodox families. The H14tas became 
:staunch and· zealous Sivaites within two generations of their 
:settlement in ·I~dia. · . 

Dhar1na. (piety), Artha (economic prosperity), Kiima (pursuit 
of normal pleasures) and Moksha (spiritual salvation) .. are the 
four aims of life (Purushiirthas) recognised by Hinduism, and 
every individual is. expected to pursue them in the different 
·stages of his life. In the Gupta perJod, an even balance was 
~kept among them. Dharnia. did not, as happened in a later age, 
mean an unending ~eries of rituals and 11ratas to be performed 
·all the year round. Society sought to re~lise the goals of Artha 
and Kama as zealously as those .of Dharma and Moksha. Hence 
·OUr age made as. remarkable a progress in philosophy as it did 
in the fine and useful arts. The best sculptures and the best 
paintings of ancient India undoubtedly belong to the Gup~a, age. 
The artists succeeded i:i:J. ·perfecting their technique aiid evolving 
a technical ·lan~uage quite adequate to express abstruse .con
-ceptions and spirituaUdealism. Here, again, there was a perfect 
balance between the 'aesthetic and the spiritual. The best 
sculptures and paintings of our age strike us as vigorous as 
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well as serene, lovely as well as spiritual. In the famous seated. 
Buddha in the Sarnath museum, for instance, the artist, who· 
did not care even to hand down his name to us, has wonder-· 
fully succeeded in depicting the feeling of confidence, compo
sure, compassion and the inexpressible glow of boundless. 
spiritual bliss that marked the features of the great teacher. 
Our age succeeded in evolving the classical phase of Indian art, 
characterised by restraint, dignity, naturalness, expressiveness. 
and beauty, and its influence made itself felt in the sandy 
deserts of Central Asia and the far-off islands of the Indian 
archipelago . 

. The Hindus of that age were as successful in evolving new. 
and bold systems of philosophy as in building large and sturdy 
vessels to carry goods over the sea. Foreign trade increased 
the national income. The ample gold currency issued by the· 
Guptas and the large number of Roman gold coins found in 
South India show that the balance of trade was in favour of· 
India and that the country was overflowing with the yellow 
metal. The surprising variety of gold and pearl ornaments that· 
were popular in society make it clear that the people had enough· 
money to spare for rich and costly ornaments. Most of the· 
country's wealth was derived from trade and industry, which 
could make considerable strides owing to the existence of: 
numerous and efficient guilds. 

A few words are necessary here about the governments of· 
our period. They were both efficient and popular, and their· 
laws and measures, humane as well as effective. It is true that· 
there was no central parliament to control the king and; 
ministers, but we have to remember that government was·. 
remarkably decentralised, and most of its functions were· 

. exercised by the district administration. In the district head-· 
quarters, the officials of the Central Government were assisted:. 
and controlled by popular councils, whose sanction. was necessary· 
even if the state wanted to sell its own waste lands. Villages, 
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had their own popular councils which administered almost all 
the branches of administration, including the collection of taxes 
and the settlement· of village disputes. The poor and the sick 
were offered free relief in hospitals and charitable institutions. 
Governments were keen in guarding the roads, promoting trade 
arid< agriculture. and extending patronage to learning and fine 
arts. People as a whole were rich and prosperous and had very. 
little ground to complain against the administration either for 
high-handedness or for inefficiency. · 

We should also draw attention to some developments in our 
age that were eventually to lead to the decline of Hindu culture 
and civilisation. The UPanayana of the Kshatriyas and the 
Vaisyas began to be: discouraged in this ag~. As it disappeared in 
the course of a few centuries, the gap between the classes and 
masses increased, and the standard of culture and education 
was lowered in society as a whole, putting a severe handicap 
on the progress in trade, industry and useful arts. The marriage
able age of girls was lowered down to .Jj_jll" 13. in our period. 
This practically put an end to female education and eventually 
lowered the .marriageable age of boys also, -rendering Brahma
charya impossible to the end of the educational course. Inter
dining and inter-marriages were still taking place in the society 
of our age, but the· Smriti-writers had begun to frown up()n 
them. ;r'his was to result in their stoppage a few centuries later, 
leading to greater cleavage among the different sections of 
society, and rendering the admission· of foreigners within the 
Hindu fold impossible. 

The above surVey of the features and achievements of our 
age will show that it was undoubtedly a very important epoch 

"Of Indian history. It put an end to foreign domination and 
political disintegration and evolved a mighty state which could 
protect the country against foreign aggression for a long time. 
Goyernments of the age were both efficient and popular and 
secured peace and prosperity for the people. Indians of our 
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period made successful but peaceful efforts to spread Indian 
culture in Central Asia, China and· Indian Archipelago and thus 

· created new and valuable bonds of common culture between 
India and several islands and states in Eastern and Central Asia. 
Indian intellect in our period was remarkably creative and its 
achievements were notable as much in the spheres of religion, 
philosophy and literature as in those of science, and the fine 
and useful arts. An even balance was kept between Dharma, 
Artha, Kama and Moksha, which enabled society both to lead 
a pious and religious life and to secure the economic prosperity 
and political greatness. Different religions and sects lived in 
peace and harmony, and the standard of average education and 
culture was higher than in any other period of Indian history. 
An age characterised by the above features may well be called 
the Golden Age of Indian history. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PUNJAB, .SINDH AND AFGHANISTAK 

(c. r8o A.D. to c. 450 A.D.) 

Owing to the dearth of original sources, the history of the 
Puftjab, Afghanistan and Sindh, subsequent to .the death of 
Vasudeva I (in c. r8o A.D.), is shrouded in co11siderable 
obscurity. There are no contemporary inscriptions to throw 
light upon the events in the political history of these pr"vinces 
during the 3rd century A.D. The PuraJ;las no doubt refer to 
Saka, Yavana and Tushara rulers ruling in the north-west during 
this period, but do not give their names or the duration of their 
reigns. Foreign sources supply us with some more definite infor
mation, but it is meagre and often difficult to interpret. Coins of 
the kings ruling in these provinces and their contemporaries in 
Iran and Bactria are almost the only reliable source of informa
tion. · These, however, are not dated, and their legends also are 
often incomplete or illegible. It w~ll be thus seen that we can 
·at present reconstruct the history of this period only in broad 
outline ; 'gubsequent discoveries may modify our present tentative 
conclusions. 

I. KJ\NISHKA JII 

(c. I8o"2IO A.D.) 

According to the chronology accepted for this history, the 
accession of Kanishka III took place in c, I8o A.D. 1 The coins .. 

_ ' The latest . known date for Vasudeva I is 98 (of the Saka era). · 
He was then on the throne for at least 24 years and so we mav place 
t)le accessiori. of Kanishka III in c. 102 or 180 A.D. • 
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-of this ruler are numerous, and so we can reasonably assume 
that he had a fairly long reign, and may have ruled for about 
30 years down to c. no A.D. They are found in. the Punjab, 
Seistan and Afghanistan, which must, therefore, have been 
included in his kingdom. It also extended over Kashmir and 
Bactria1 

; the latter province was the homeland of the Kusha1;1as 
for several centuries. Towards the south-east the kingdom 
probably continued to include Mathura down to c. 200 A.D. 

But soon after that date the south-eastern Punjab and the United 
Provinces slipped out of the Kushava control owing to the 
revolt of the Yaudheyas and the Nagas. How these powers along 
with some of their neighbours succeeded in driving the 
KushalJ.as from their own homelands will be narrated in 
Chapter II. 

Kanishka III governed his kingdom through the agency 
of Satraps or governors, the names of some of whom appear in 
abbreviated forms in Brahmi characters on the obverse side of his 
coins. Vasu(deva), Virft(paksha) (Pl. I, r) and Mahi(svara) or 
Mahi:(dhara) were some among them. Of these Vasu(deva) was 
probably his son, who succeeded him as Vasudeva II. 2 It is not 
unlikely that either Mahisvara or Virupaksha or both may have . 
been brothers of Vasudeva. Vasudeva was ruling in Seistan, for . 

The existence of Kanishka III as distinguished from Kanishka I 
and II is proved by numismatic evidence only, which, however, is 
conclusive. The monogram on the coins of this ruler is that of 
Vasudeva I and not of Kanishka I, and so he must have succeeded 
Vasudeva I and not preceded him.. The Greek script on his coins 
is quite corrupt ; Brahmi letters are introduced on them, which was 
not done on the coins of Vasudeva I or those of any of his predecessors. 
It is, therefore, certain that Kanishka, whos·e coins show corrupt Greek 
script and Brahm;: letters, w,as a successor of Vasudeva I. He is, 
therefore, described as Kanishka III to distinguish him from the 
earlier rulers of the same name. · 

• 'l;'he view that Vasudeva I had lost his hold over Bactria and 
Afghanistan because his inscriptions are found only near Mathura is 
disproved by the findspots of the coins of his successor Kanishka III. 

• Banerji distinguished Vasu from Vasudeva II I]ASB. N.S. 
IV, 87-88), but without much justification. 
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the coins of Kanishka III with the name of this governor are 
-obtained mostly from that province. 1 Virfipaksha and Mahisvara 
were probably ruling parts of the Punjab and Afghanistan. 
Letters Vi, Si and Bhri, which appear on the obverse of the ~ 

coins or Kanishka III to the right side of the standing king 
are also most probably the .initial letters of other governors 
ruling some .other parts of the extensive kingdom. The names 
of the Kushan emperor and most of. his governors are all 
Hindu ; this. shows that the Hinduisation of the Kushans had 
become almost complete by this. time. 

. Apart from the initials or portions of the names of the 
_governors, there appear on the ·coins of Kanishka III some 
additional letters like Pa, Na, Ga, Chu, · Khu, Tha, Vai, etc: 
·whose exact significance is not yet known. It is, however, likely 
that some of these may stand for the initials of the mimes of 
.cities .from which the coins were issued, and other-s for the 
initials of the names of the provinces or tribes among whom they 
were current. Thus Pa may be standing for ·· Purushapura 
(Peshawar), Na for Nagarahara · (Jaia1abad), Ga for Gandhara 
country, and Chu and Khu for the tribes of the Chutsas and 

·the Kshudrakas living in the upper and the middle ·Indus 
·valley.2 If we had more accurate information about the history 
and the geography of the period, ·it would have been possible 
to pr9pose more confi9-ent interpretations for these letters 
making their mysterious appearance on the c::oins of the later 
]{ushans and their successors. 

Kanishka III issued ·coins of two types. The first of these 
is a continuation of the type of his predecessor, Vasudeva I, 
where -..~e have Siva by the side of his bull on the reverse .. 
In the second type (Pl. I, I) the Roman goddess, seated 
Ardoksho, takes the place of Siva. The coins of the first type 
are usually found in . Bactria and Afghanistan and those of the 

. 
1 Ibid. 83-86. 
•.Ibid. 84. 901t(~-

1 5 hi~i\ 1~65 
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second type in Gandhara, Seistan and the Punjab. It is im
portant to note the provenance of these types, because it helps 
us to unravel some of the incidents of the history of the period. 

The appearance of the initials or portions of the names of 
~atraps or governors on the coins of Kanishka III is a new 
departure in the Kushal}.a cbinage; for earlier emperors of the 
dynasty never permitted such liberty to their governors. It 
is clear that during the reign of Kanishka III, the provincial 
sat.raps were getting more assertive even in the Punjab, and 
that the Central Government found it necessary to appease 
them by allowing their initials on 'the imperial coinage. Many 
of them must have aspired to establish independent kingdoms 
at the occurrence of a suitable opportunity. That opportunity 
presented itself at· the death of Kanishka III. 

2. VASUDEVA II 

(c. 210 to c. 230 A.D.) 

Kanishka III was succeeded by Vasudeva II, who was 
probably his son, .governing the important and turbulent pro
vince of Seistan. His existence also is known only from numis-· 
matic evidence. 1 

During the reign. of Vasudeva II, the Kushan empire 
seems to have been partitioned among the provfncial governors, 
who were already aspiring for independence during the preced
ing reign. Coins of Vasudeva II are rather rare and show only the· 
Siva and Bull type (Pl. I, 2), which was prevailing in Bactria and 
Afghanistan. It is thus probable that Vasuveda II could control 
only these provinces and his governors in the Punjab and 
Seistan had become independent. Letters Rada; Phri and Ha 

' Coins of Vasudeva II have to be differentiated from those of 
Vasudeva. I, because they show greater degeneration in Greek script 
and permit the initials of the names of governors. Tf1e monogram 
is also different. 
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·which appear on some of his coins may be portions of the names 
of some of his governors, who were still loyal to him. 

The position of the Kushans towards the end of the reign 
of Vasudeva II became very critical. The Gangetic ~lain had 
been already lose and provincial governors had become in· 
dependent in the Punjab. A tribe named Jotian-Jouan was 
threatening them from the north-east from beyond the Oxus. 2 

The Sassanians, who had now founded a powerful kingdom in 
Persia, were casting their covetous eyes on the fair. valley of the 
Oxus, which used to form part of the Persian empire under 
the Achaemenians. rnder such circumstances, therefore, it was 
but natural for Vasudeva II to try to enlist help from outside 
quarters. We would not be, therefore, wrong in identifying him 
with P'o-tiao, the king of the great Kushal}.as, who is known 
to have sent an emb~ssy to Chinese court to ask for help in, 
c. 230 A.D. No outside help could, however, save the 
Kushiins. Their days were now numbered. They had t? fight 
hard against the Jouan-Jouans, and· were weakened by the 
struggle. They had lost their rich Indian provinces, which n;;
plenished their treasury. Ardeshir I took advantage of the 
situation and succeeded in establishing his own supremacy over 

('> Bactria in c. 238 A.D. He started. the practice of sending the 
crown-prince as governor over the new province, as was often 
done by ·the Achaemenians. also six hundred years earlier. The 
crown~prince so deputed had the privilege of issuing his own 
coins with the title Kushan Shah, the king of the Kushal}as. 
Fro~ 252 A.D. onwards this title was changed into Kushiin
Shahiin-Shiih, the King of the kings of the Kushiil}as. 3 

That the Kushal}.a prince·· overthrown ·by the Sassanians 
was Vasudeva II is made fairly certain by the evidence of the 

. ' Chap. II will show how the Yaudbeyas and the Nagas reasserted 
their independence in this region. · 

• Num. Supp. XLVII, 25. 
· • Herzfeld, K.tlshlino-Sassanian Coim, p. 33. 

·2 
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Kushano-Sassanian coinage, which was issued by the royal 
governors of Bactria. The coins of this serie~ have on the 
reverse Siva and the Bull, which was the only type issued 
by Vasudeva II, and which is known to have been current in 
Bactria. Following the usual practice of conquerors in ancient 
Bactria and India, the Sassanians imitated the coinage of the 
king whom they supplanted. ·He must, therefore, have been 
Vasudeva II and none else. \ 

3. THE PERIOD oF SASSANIAN AscENDANCY 

The Kushano-Sassanian coinage1 issued by the Sassanian 
viceroys was current only in Balkh, Merv and Samarkand ; its 
specimens are not to be found in Afghanistan, Seistan or the· 
Punjab (Pl. I, 3). It is, therefore, clear that for some time 
the Sassanians were content to occupy only the home provinces 
of the Kushal)as. Their tit.J.es on the coins, 'the king of the 
Kushal)as' and 'the ·king of kings of the Kushiil)as' would 
further indicate that the Sassanians did· not drive the Kushiins 
out of Bactria, but only established their suzerainty over that 
province. Very probably some Kusha:Q.a chie(s may have con
tinued to rule as their feudatories. 

The conquest of some Indian provinces of the Kushiil)a 
empire was attempted and accomplished by the Sassanian 
emperor Varahran II. This ruler succeeded in annexing 
Afghanistan, North-Western Frontier Province, Seistan and 
Sindh to the Sassanian empire by c. 284 A.D. Varahran II now 
transferred the crown prince Varahran III to Seistan as its 
Governor with the privilege of issuing coins with the title Sakan 
Shiih, t)le king of the Sakas. We can understand the signi
ficance of this title of the crown-prince when we remember that 

' These coins are called Kushiino-Sassanian because the" obverse is 
in imitation of the Sassanian coins and the reverse of the KushliJ;ta 
coins. Cunningham had described them as Scytho-Sassanian, but 
Kushiino-Sassanian is no doubt a more accurate term. 
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Saka chiefs were in power in Sindh and Seistan for about two 
hundred years. The Punjab· was not conquered by the Sassa
nians ; their coins are but rarely found in that province. 

Afghanista~ and. the Indus valley continued -to be under 
the Sassanian rule for about So years down to c. 360 A.D. There 
were frequent wars of succession during this period and there
fore it was at· on:e time thought that the. Sassanian rule in the 
Indus valley must have been. very short-lived. Inscriptions 
recently discovered at Persepolis show, however, that even in 
310-1, A.D., wheti the reigning Sassanian emperor Shapur II 
was only a baby, his elder brother continued to rule in Seistan 
enjoying 'the titles, King of Sakastan, Minister of ministers of 
Sindh, Sakastan and Tukharistan. The Sassanian rule in these 

'regions was well established and organised ~ for the Persepolis 
inscription discovered by Herzfeld refers to a High Judge at 
Kabul and a Minister of Public Instruction in . Sakastan 
{Sakastiin andarzpet) .1 

We must, however; note that during the period of Sassanian 
ascendancy in. Afghanistan and the Indus valley, some Saka 
and Kushava chiefs continued to rule as petty feudatories. Thm 
there was a feudatory Kushiiva family ruling at Kabul ; for the 

· wife of the Sassanian emperor Hormuzd II (303-309 A;D.) was 
a Kushiiva princess belonging to that family. It is quite possible 
that there may have been other Kushiiva and .Saka feudatories 
in the Indus valley as well. 

4· THE PUNJAB DURING c. 230 TO c. 340 A.D. . 

We have seen already that the Sassanian conquests in the 
east did not extend to the Punjab proper. The conquest of 
this province is not explictly claimed for any Sassanian ruler, 
nor does the coinage of the province of the 3rd century A.D. 

show any Sassanian influence. It is, however, difficult to state 

' Herzfeld, Op. cit. pp. 35-.6 
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who precisely were the successors of Vasudeva II in the land 
of the Five Rivers. There are no inscriptions to enlighten us 
on the point and coins again are our only source of information. 

The numismatic evidence shows t~at the Western and 
Central Punjab was being governed during this period by three 
Scythian houses. The western part of the province was being 
ruled by a dynasty, which may be described as the Shaka (not 
Saka) dynasty, as the term Shaka appears on the obverse of 
most of the coins issued by its rulers. Peshawar was the capital 
of this house ; a large hoard of its coins was recently discovered 
there. The coins of the rulers of the Sbiika family so closel:;r 
resemble those of Kanishka III and Vasudeva IP that we may 
safely presume that it immediately succeeded Vasudeva II in 
c. 230 A.D. Sayatha, Sita and Sena are either the names or 
portions of the names of three rulers of this house. Pra, Mi, 
Bhri, and Bha are probably the initials of four other members. 
The dynasty ruled for about roo years and may well have con
sisted of seven kings thus known to us from its coinage. 

The numismatic evidence shows that the Shlladas and the 
GaQ.ahanis were holding sway over the Central Punjab at this 
time. . Kings Bhadra, Bachar1;1a and Pasana of the former 
dynasty and Peraya and Kirada of the latter are known from 
coins. There may have been other rulers as well, whose coins 
may not have come down to us. Both these dynasties were 
ruling in the Central Punjab down to the days of Samudra
gupta ; for a GaQ.ahara chief is seen putting the name of that 
emperor on his coins. They however lost a portion of their 
kingdom when the Madras re-established their republic at 
Sialkot sometime before 325 A.D. 

From the Puriil).as we learn that 8 Yavana, 14 Tushara 
and 13 Muru1,1<;la chiefs ruled, presumably in the Punjab, after 
the fall of the Andhras. 2 It would appear that the Puranic 

1 Cunningham, Later Indo-Scythians, Pl. II, Ji. 
• _DKA. p. 45 ~ 
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writers had the Shaka, Shilada and Ga9aliara dynasties in view 
when they wrote this account. Prima facie, it appears strange 
tha~ the Pura:gas should have described one of these dynasties 
as Yavana ; Greek rule had become extinct long ago. It is how
ever likely that the -term may be referring to the tribe Jouan-; 
Jouan of the Chinese writers, who were threatening the 
Kushans in c. 320 A·.D. and who may have eventually pene-
trated to the ·Punjab 'during the ·confusion subsequent to the 
overthrow of the Kusha:gas. 

It may be pointed out that the coins of the above Scythian 
families (Pl. I, 4) are never found outside the Punjab. Coins 
and inscriptions on the other hand show that the Yaudheyas, 
the Arjunayanas and the Mala vas had risen to power and .bec(lme 
independent in the Eastern Punjab, Northern U. P. and Raj-· 
putana during the 3rd century A.D. There can, therefore, be 
no doubt that the Scythians were driven out from these territories 
early in the 3rd century A.D. The part played by Hindu 
chiefs in this episode will be discussed in chapter II. 

s. Tm: KmA.RA KusHA.:r:<AS. 

The rule of the Shakas and the Shi:Iadas came to an end 
in c. 340 A.D. with the rise of a tribe, which is sometimes 
described as the Little Kushfu}.a and sometimes as Kidara 
Kusha:ga. Its chief Kidara/ whose capital was at Peshawar, 
was originally a feudatory of the Sassaniaris, who were then 
supreme in Afghanistal! and the Indus valley. On his early 
coins, the bust of Kidara is seen facing right, a convention · 
which had to be followed by all the feudatories of the Sassanian 
empire. In course of time, however, Kidara conquered Kashmir 

1 Cunningham had placed Kidara in c. 425 A.D. (Later Indo· 
Scythians, p. 185) but Major Martin has now adduced fairly conclu
sive numismatic evidence to show that this chief must have flourished 
about a century el\l'lier. See Num. Snpp. XLVII, 30 ff. 
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and the Central Punjab.1 He now felt himself strong enough 
to assume independence and began to issue coins with the bust 
facing to the front, which was the privilege of the Sassanian 
emperor only (Pl. I. 5). This step, probably taken in c. 355 
A.D., evoked imperial anger and reprisal. We find Shapur II 
encamped at Kabul in 356-57 A.D. and pursuing operations 
against his rebellious feudatory. 2 He was successful in this 
venture-; Kidara was compelled to acknowledge his suzerainty. 
We find him sending assistance to his liege lord in 359 A.D. 

when he was engaged in his· Mesopotamian campaign. 
The closer association with the imperial army probably 

enabled Kidara to realise its weak points and he began to 
mature plans for reasserting his independence. He secured the 
good will of Samudra-gupta, who had by this time extended 
his sphere of influence to the Punjab, by sending him presents 
along with professiohs of allegiance, and delivered his blows 
against Shapur II in 367-8 A.D. Kidara was successful in his 
undertaki:p.g ; he · annihilated one Sassanian army and drove 
away another, though it was ·,being led by Shapur himself. 
These victories· enabled Kidara to consolidate his power in 
Gandhara, Kashmir and the Western and Central Punjab. He 
appointed a number of Satraps to rule these provinces. Varo 
Shahi, Piroch and Buddhabala, whose names are preserved on 
his coins/ were three among them ; there may have been 
others as well. 

Kidara was succeeded by his son Piro in c. 375 A.D. He 
must have naturally attempted to extend his power further .east
ward in the Punjab when the strong arm of Samudra-gupta 
was removed by death at aJ?out this time. To check this grow
ing menace, Rama-gupta, the successor of Samudra-gupta, seems 

· ' The Puriit.Ias mention a 1\!lechchha king ruling over these terri
tories contemporaneously with the Guptas; DKA. p. 55. Most probably 
he is the Kidara king. · 

_• Num. Supp. XLVII, 31. 
• Ibid. 41-2. 
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to have· undertaken an expedition against him in the Punjab, 
but was signally defeated and compelled to conclude an ignoble 
peace, requiring the surrender of' the Gupta downed queen. 
A glance at the features of Piro1 shows that he w~s a cruel and 
lascivious ruler, who could well have imposed the above condi~ 
tion on his vanquished adversary. 

The success of Piro was, however, short-lived. Shapur III 
(383-88 A~D.) took .steps to avenge the defeat inflicted upon 
his predecessor and broke Piro's power. He was compelled to 
acknowledge the Sassanian suzerainty and issue coins as a 
feudatory, with the bust facing to l-ight instead of facing to 
front: Chandra-gupta II also seems to have hammered Piro 
from the ease ; we do not know, however, whether his attack 
was before or after the defeat inflicted by Shapur III. The 
Gupta armies seem to have pursued him right up to the Indus. 

The Guptas do not seem to have followed their vict9ries in 
the Punjab to their logical conclusion by annexing the province 
and stationing their garrison in the Khyber pass. In fact we 
have very little evidence of the Gupta influence in the Punjab 
apart from. that of the Shorkot inscription, . which seems to 
have been dated in the year 83 of the Gupta era. Nor was the 
province under the· Sassanian sphere of influence,· for no coins 
of Sassanian emperors or their feudatories who ruled later than 
Shaptir III have been found in the stupas of the Punjab or 
Afghanistan. 

Numismatic evidence shows that a number of petty rulers 
like Kritavirya, SiEiditya, Sarvayasas, Bhasvan, Kusala and 
Prakasa were ruling in the Punjab during the first half of the 
sth century A.D. They were probably Kidara Kushiil).a rulers, 
for the name Kidara appears on their coins on the obverse. 

' Nmn. Supp. XLVII, Plates •I and II, Nos. 15-21. 
2 This is on the assumption that king Chandra of the Meharauli' 

pillar inscription is Chandra-gupte II. This assumption is the most 
probable one, but it has not yet been accepted by a few scholars. 
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Their names would show that they had been completely 
Hinduised by this time. They were probably professing 
allegiance to the Guptas, when it became necessary to do so. 
It must be admitted that neither Chandra-gupta II nor Kumara
gupta showed keen interest in securing an effective hold over 
the Punjab. The expedition of Chandra-gupta II to the Indus 
appears to have been a mere raid, for it does not seem that he 
took any steps to occupy the Punjab or to garrison the north
western frontier in an effective manner. The local Kidara chiefs, 
referred to above, were swept away easily and completely when 
the Hiit;ta avalanche broke in its full fury by the middle of the 
sth century. 



CHAPTER II 

NE\V INDIAN STATES IN RAJPUTANA AND. 

MADHYADESA 

(c. 200 to c. 350 A.D.) 

The history of the United Provinces during the 3rd century 
A.D. is still shrouded in considerable mystery. Kanishka was 

·most probably ruling over Benares in_8r A.D. but no inscrip
tion of his successors has been found east of Mathura. It is, 
however, not unlikely that Madhyadesa or the upper Gangetic 
plain continued to be under , the KushaJ}a sphere of influence, 
if not under Kushii:Q.a administration, down to the ·death of 
Vasudeva I in c. r8o A.D. ; for seventeen coins of Huvishka 
and a coin-mould of Vasudeva were found at Bhita in the 
Allahabad district. 1 It was during the reign of' Kanishka III, 
•the successor of Vasudeva I, ·that the upper Gangetic plain 
:slipped out of the KushaJ}a control ; coins of neither this ruler· 
nor those of any of his successors are found in this region. 

There is, however, no unanimity of views as to the causes 
:;and circumstances that led to the disintegration of the KushaJ}a 
empire in· its eastern portion. Which powers drove out the 
. Kusha\las from the United Provinces and Rajputana, what part 
'did each of them play in thi!'> achievement, and where precisely 
';they were ruling, are questions upon which there is a sharp 
difference of opinion among the scholars. 

:r. Dm THE BHA.RASIVAS DRIVJt ouT THE KusHi\~As? 

The credit for the overthrow of the KushaJ}a power in the 
Gangetic plain was once given . to the Guptas, 2 but this view 

' AS I. 191 H2, pp. 63-5. 
·-• ..Banerji; The Age of the Imperial Guptas, p. s.· 

l 
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can no longer be upheld. There is no evidence to show that.the 
Kushava empire continued to include the Gangetic valley after 
c. r8o A.D. The Allahabad inscription of Samudra-gupta makes 
it certain that there was. no Kushal}a rule in Magadha or U. P. 
when the Guptas were laying the foundation of their empire. 
The kings of Aryiivarta, whom Samudra-gupta forcibly uprooted, 
were all Indians ; none of them was of Kushal}a or Saka 
extraction. 

The late Dr. Jayaswal advocated the view that the Kusha!}a 
empire collapsed owing to the onslaughts of the Bharasivas, 
whose work in this connection was later completed by the 
Viikatakas under the leadership of the emperor Pravara-sena l. 1 

It will be shown in Chapter V how the Vakataka emperor never 
came into contact with the Kushavas. Nor is there any evidence 
to show that the Bharasivas were the leaders of the movement 
to emancipate the country from the foreign rule. They had no· 
doubt celebratt!d ten horse-sacrifices, but these were often 'per
formed in our period by even small rulers with no claims to 
imperial achievements or conquests. 2 

According to Jayaswal, the Bhiirasiva family is identical 
with the Nava-niiga family of the Pura!}as and that its founder 
was king Nava, whose capital was at Kantipuri, modern Kantit,. 
in Mirzapur District, U. P. There is nothing to indicate that 
any Naga family was ever ruling at Kiintipuri or that king 
Nava of coins was a Naga ruler who belonged to it. His coins. 
are not found at Kantipuri and bear no resemblance whatsoever 

1 Dr. Jayaswal's Bharasiva theory is based almost entirely on· 
numismatic evidence; the present writer has shown in details else
where how the numismatic data do not support the theory at all. See 
JNSI. V, lll-f34. 

• The Ikshvaku king Siintamiila, who had performed an Asamedha· 
sacrifice in c. 225 A.D., did not rule over more than two or three 
districts. Kadamba king Krishl)a-varman, who had celebrated it in 
c. 450 A.D., was not even an independent king. The Visht~ukui)<Jin king 
Madhava-varman I, who had performed II of them in c. 425 A.D. was 
ruling over a very small kingdom. 
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to any known Naga coinage. Naga rulers invariably attach the 
epithet niiga to their names on their coins, though they are very 
small ; king N ava: never does so, though his coins are relatively 

. much larger in size. The assumption that Vira-sena, the· 
successor of Nava, was the real founder of the· three Naga. · 
families ruling at Kantipuri, Padmavati and Mathura, has ~Tet 
to be proved. Since his coins are found in Mathura, it is quite 
likely that he was an independent Naga ruler. But there is. 
nothing to shmv that he had ousted the Kushal}as from the 
eastern P.unjab, for his coins are but rarely found beyond the 
Jumna. The view that the successors of Vira-sena----,Traya-niiga, 
Haya-niiga and Barhit;J.a-naga-~pressed the Kushiit;tas so hard 
that they were compelled to seek the protection of the Sassanian 
emperor Shapur I, has absolutely no'shred of e:vidence to support 
it. The coirt~ of these rulers are never found in the Punjab, 
which is ·said to have been the scene of their military exploits ; 
nay, it is very doubtful whether we have got their coins at all, 
for the legends on the coins, attributed to 'them, are very 
blurred and cannot be read with certainty. 

When considering the question of the disintegration of the 
Kushava empire, we must therefore disabuse our mind of the 
notion that it. ·was· the Bharasivas of Kantipuri who annihilated 
the KushaJ.'la empire. The riddle of the disappearance of the 
Kushava power from the Gangetic plain can be solved only by 
carefully studying the coins 'and inscriptions of the contem
porary powers. If we do so, we shall find that the Yaudheyas, 
the Kuvindas, the Malavas, the Nagas and the Maghas\ who 
began to strike coins as independent powers in the 3rd century, 
all played their own part in driving ~ut the Kushal}as. 

Like most other dynasties in indian history the Kushavas 

' 1'he Maghas asserted independence earlier in c. 160 A.D.; as will 
be shown later in this chapter ; but the Kushal)as probably connived at 
their rebellion as the Magha homelands lay in the ·jungle tracts of 
Rewa, not ea&ily accessible. 
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also began to decline after a career of about rso years in c. 200 

A.D. 'l'hey had no doubt been indianised by this time, but 
nevertheless, it was probably felt that they belonged to a 
different ethnic stock and the Yaudheyas and their neighbours, 
with their age-long republican traditions, were not prepared to 
lose a golden opportunity to regain their political independence, 
when they dttected that the imperial Kushiil}.a power had 
become weak. Evidence available at present does not favour 
the view that any big federation consisting of all the above 
powers and working under a common leadership was formed in 
order to overthrow the Kushiil}.a empire. 'l'he Yaudheyas were 
the strongest and probably the first to inflict an effective blow, 
perhaps in co-operation with their immediate neighbours, the 
Kul}.indas and the Arjunayanas. The success of this move 
emboldened the Nii.gas of Padmii.vati and the Malavas of 
Rajputana to follow their exap1ple and to reassert their inde
pendence. We shall now proceed to narrate how all these 
events took place in the first half of the 3rd century A.D. 

2. 'l'HE YAUDHEYA, Km:HNDA. AND THE ARJUNii.YANA. REPUBLICS 

The credit of giving the first. blow to the Kushiil}.a empire 
really belongs to the Yaudheyas, and it is rather strange that 
their achievement in this connection should have escaped the 
notice of most of the modern historians. Before the rise of the 
Kushiil}.a empire the Yaudheyas ·were a great power ruling over 
a wide stretch of territory covering northern Rajputana and 
the south-eastern Punjab. 1 Soon aterwards however the 
Kushiil}.as under the leadership of Kanishka smashed their power 
and succeeded in penetrating right up to Benares, if not bey.ond. 

The Kushiil}.a power was at its zenith during the reigns of 
Kanishka and Huvishka, and so the Yaudheyas could not raise 

' Mbh. II, Chap, 35, vv. 4 ff. 
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their head for about half a century. They were, however, too 
martial a~d freedom-loving to brook the foreign yoke and 
raised their sta.ndard of revolt in c. 145 A.D. somewhere in the 
north-eastern Rajputana. The task of crushing their rising was 
entrusted to Saka Mahakshatrapa Rudra-daman I and he proudly 
states in his Junagadh record how, he forcibly overthrew the 
Yaudheyas, who had become insubordinate owing to their pride 
due to their valour being respe.cted by all the Kshatriyas. The 
Yaudheyas were not dismayed by this initial reverse. They 
bided their time for a few decades and made a second bid for 
independence towards the. end of the second century A.D. This 
time they were successful in their venture and succeeded iil 
freeing their homeland and ousting the . Kusha1;1as beyond the 
.Sutlej. 

Though the above view relies almost exclusively on the 
evidence of coins, yet it is fairly conclusive. It is true that 
there is no evidence directly referring to the conflict between 

· the. Yaudheyas and the Kushii1;1as, but tlie evidence ·supplied 
by numismatics conclusively shows that. the former could have 
succeeded in re-establishing their power only by overthrowing 
the latter. The coins of Kanishka III (c. 180 to c. 210 A.D.) 

and Vasudeva II (210 to 240 A.D.) are not found to the ea'st 
of the Sutlej ; it is thus clear that they had lost all cis~Sutlej 
territories. On the other hand, the post-KushatJ.a coins of the 
Yaudheyas having legends in the characters of the 3rd or 4th 
century A.D.· are found in large hoards between the Sutlej and 
the Jumna, the homeland of the Yaudheyas, in the districts of 
Saharanpur, Debra Dun, Delhi, Rohtak, Ludhiana and Kangra. 1 

It is therefore quite clear that they were ruling over this territory 
as an. independent power from the beginning of the 3rd century 
A.D., obviously after ousting the Kushatias who were pre
viously holding it: The territory on the banks of the Sutlej 

~ ASC. II, 14, 77. 
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right up to the borders of the Bahawalpur state is §till known 
·as Johiyawar after the Yaudheyas ; it is therefore clear that the 
·state of Patiala and the greater part of northern Rajputana must 
have been included within the dominions of the resuscitated 
Yaudheya republic. 

The above achievement of the Yaudheyas was a remarkable 
one. It was no easy thing to challenge a power whose empire 
extended from Bactria to Bihar, whose resources were practi
cally limitless, and whose kings enjoyed the prestige of being 
revered as the Sons of Heaven for more than a century. The 
Kushal}as must have probably thrown all their select reserves 
fro.m the North-Western Frontier and Central Asia in their 
effort to put down the Yaudheya rising, but they proved of no 
avail against the bravery and patriotism of the revolting republic. 

The Yaudheya victory over the imperial Kushal}as naturally 
increased their prestige and reputation. They were already 
known as Kshatriyas Par excellence ; now it began to be believed 
that they possessed a mystic formula (mantra) ensuring victory 
in all circumstances and against all odds. 1 

The Yaudheyas naturally celebrated their independence by 
.issuing a new currency (Pl. I. 6).2 As it was intended to 
replace the coinage of the Kushal}as, it bore a striking resem
blance to it in weight and general fabric. The foreign Greek 
and Ksharoshthi scripts were however replaced by the national 
Brahm! one, and the legend, Yaudheyagatz,asya jayal] proudly 
proclaimed the victory, of the new republic. Kartikeya, the 
generalissimo of the gods, occupies the place of honour on the 
coinage and naturally ; for he was also the tutelary deity of the 
Yaudheyas since the days of the Mahiibharata. 3 

• 

1 A Yaudheya clay-seal found near Ludhiana along with Yaudheya 

coins has the legend ~ ~~ ; PASB. 1884, p.' 139. 
• As to the dates of these coins, see Allan, Catalogue of Indian 

Coins, Ancient India, Introduction, para 184. 
• • Mbh. II, Chap. 35, vv. 4 ff. 
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The Yaudheyas very probably received valuable support and 
-co-operation in their bid for' independence from the Kut;J.indas, 
their northern neighbours, who were occupying the region 

.b¢tween the- upper courses of the Sutlej and the Beas. The 
Kut;J.indas, like the Yaudheyas, were- an independent republic 
before the middle of the first century A.D., and they also had to 
submit to the Kushiit;J.a hegemony at c. -76 A.D. - The coins of a 
Kut;J.inda ruler Chhatresvara bearing the titles Mahiitman and 
Bhiiga'Vata have been found with a legend in characters of 
c. :zoo A.D. They bear close resemblance in type, fabric and 
size to the contemporary coinage of the Yaudheyas with 
Kartikeya on the obverse. 1 This remarkable resemblance in 
coinage will, to_ soine extent, support the hypothesis that 
Kul).indas and Yaudheyas were contemporary powers and 
worked hand in hand in regaining their independence towards _ 
the beginning of the 3rd century A.D. As compared to the 
Yaudheyas, the Kul).indas were a small state and it seems that 
they eventually coalesced with them. For, we do not find their
·coinage subsequent to C. :250 A.D. ; nor do they figure among 
the republics mentioned in the Allahabad inscription of 
:Samudra-gupta. ' -

To the south-east of the Yaudheya country lay- the terri
tory of another republic, the Arjunayanas, who were occupying 
the Agra~J a~ pur area. There is no doubt that they also rebelled 
:against the Kushiil).as and established an independent state ; 
it continued to flourish down to the middle of the 4th century, 
a,;; it figures among the· tributaries- of Samudra-gupta. It is 
rather inexplicable that we should have so far found no coins 
of the Arjunayanas issued during the post-Kushal).a period. · _ 

Oil 'SOme Of the Y ~udheya coins is_sued at this time, we have 
the myst-erious words, d'Vi (two) _and tri (three) after the legend 
Yaudheyaga1;1-asya jayal].. No satisfactory explanation of these 

"ATian, CAl. Pl. XXIII, 11-16 with,Pl. XX~!X, 22 & XL, 10-14. 
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terms can at present be proposed. According to the traditional 
belief, the Arjunayanas and Yaudheyas were the descendants. 
of the Pal).<.iava brothers, Dharma and Arjuna. 1 It is likely that· 
this belief may have facilitated the formation of a kind of lo~· 
union between the two neighbouring republics. \Ve have seeti 
already _how the Kut).indas also appear to have coalesced with 
the Yaudheyas after c. 250 A.D. In course of time a kind 
of loose confederation seems to have been formed between these 
three republics, the move being also due to the realisation of the 
necessity of having a strong state which would effectively meet 
the Scythian menace, if it occurred again. The terms 'two•· 
and 'three' occurring on some of the later Yaudheya coins, 
may perhaps refer to the second and third members of the 
Yaudheya confederation, viz., the Kul).indr.s and the Arjunii
yanas. 

The Yaudheyas continued to be a powerful republic down. 
to the third quarter of the 4th century A.D. Their coins in 
the characters of the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D. are found in 
large numbers, in northern Ra]putana and the south-eastern 
Punjab, thus showing that they continued to be a formidable 
power throughout this period. Unfortunately we possess no 
information about the details of their republican administration. 
As shown above, it was probably a confederation of three 
republics, the Yaudheyas, the Arjuniiyanas and the Kul).iridas. 
The federating units, it seems, enjoyed complete autonomy and 
did not lose their separate existence. The foreign policy and. 
the military operations were probably under the direction of a. 
council of the pre~idents of the three republics, elected by the 
federating units. The presidents enjoyed the titles of Maharaja. 
and Mahaseniipati. 'A fragmentary inscription of such a Mahii
riija-Mahaseniipati, elected by the Yaudheya republic, has been· 
found in the Bharatour state.2 Had the name and the genealogy 

'Mbh. I, Chap. 95, v. 75 (Born, Ed.). 
• CII .. l!I, 252. 
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of this dignitar:y been preserved, we might have :known \vhether 
the post was hereditary or depended on election. 

3· THJ;; l\IADRA REPUBLIC 

Towards the beginning of the 4th century A.:D. the 
GaQ.aharas lost a portion of their kingdom in the central Punjab 
to the Ma<:lras. Emboldened by the success of the Yaudheyas, 
the Madras also made a bid for independence at ·this time and 
eventually succee~ed in establishing their ,independent repubJic 
in the Ravi-Chenab doab ; Sialkot was probably their cavital. 
The Madras seem to have issued no coins ; at least none have 
been found so far. The successful establishment of their 
republican -state is . h?wever proved by the evidence of the 
Allahabad inscription of Samudra-gupta in which the Madra 
republic appears as the most north-western one. 

Before the rise· of the Kushiil}a empire there was an 
Audumbara republic occupying the districts of Kangra, Gurud~s
pur and Hoshiarpur in the Punjab. · Nqmerous coins of this 
republic have been found issued in the pre-Kushiil}a period but 
none in . ~he post-Ku.shal}a epoch. . This circumstance may 
probably be explained on the assumption that the· Audumbaras 
did not succeed in emerging as an independent state in the 3rd 
or the 4th· century A.D. Probably they were merged in the 
Madra republic. 

4. Tmt MALA VA REPUBLIC' 

The Malavas, who were occupying the Ravi-Sutlej doab in 
the days of Alexander the Great, later moved southwards, 
probably due to foreign pressure. In course of time they 
occupied Ajmer-Tonk-Mewar area, where they flourished as an 
-independent republic till about the end of the rst century A.D. 

With the rise of the Kushii1;1as and their feudatories, the Western 

3 
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Kshatrapas, the power of the Malavas was eclipsed for about a 
century. They were defeated and their territory was annexed 
to the dominions of the Western Kshatrapas. . 

The Malavas, however, did not permit the Kshatrapas to 
rule over them peacefully. They were rising in rebellion or 
making furtive attacks on the allies of their conquerors. 
Nahapana had to send his son-in-law Ushavadiita to relieve his 
allies, the Uttamabhadras, who were being molested by the 
Miilavas. The Malavas, however, could not hold their own 
against the ~akas and had to submit to the ~aka rule till the 
end of the 2nd century A.D. 

At this time there arose a prolonged war of succession in 
the ~aka kingdom between Jiva-daman and his uncle Rudra
si:rhha I, which considerably weakened the Kshatnipa power (see 
Chap. III). This gave a golden opportunity to the Mala vas to 
reassert their independence. A Malava leader named ~ri( ?)soma 
raised the standard of revolt and celebrated in c. 225 A.D. 

the Ekashashti sacrifice to proclaim the independence of his 
republic. 1 Curiously enough the record which describes this 
victory does not mention the name of the enemies defeated, · 
but it is clear that they ~ould have been none others than the 
Western Kshatrapas. Henceforward neither the Western 
Kshatrapas nor the Kushav.as were able to impose their hege
mony over the Miilavas. 

From c. 225 A.D. the Malavas continued to flourish as an 
independent republic down to the time of Samudra-gupta. Their 
rise was also due to national fervour, for we find Sri( ?)soma 
proudly referring to his descent from the Ikshvakus, probably 
in contrast to the pedigree of the foreign ~akas. Like the 
Yaudheya republic, the Malava one also was administered by 
elected chiefs, who sometimes became hereditary. ~ri( ?)soma, 

' This statement is based on the evidence of Nandsa Yiipa inscrip
tions, which are being edited by the present writer in the Epigraphia 
Indica. They may be published in 1946. 
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who liberated the Mala vas, . is described as . supporting the 
ancestral yoke of public administration. It is, however, note: 
worthy that neither he nor his father nor grandfather is given 
any royal or military title like Maharaja or Senapati. It is 
dear that the republican traditions were strong among the 
Mala vas ; even the glorious hero who rescued their country from 
the foreign yoke did not dare to arrogate to himself atiy royal 

t 
title, not even in the record which was .primarily intended to 
proclaim his signal achievement. 

The Malavas issued a copious currency (Pl.· I, 7) during 
the 3rd and the 4th centuries A.D. proving their continued 
existence as an independent state.1 

It is usually held that the careers of the Yaudheya, the 
Madra, the Arjunayana and the Malava republics mentioned in 
Samudra-gupta's Allahabad inscription came to an end owing 
to the imperialistic ambition and' expansipn of the GuptiJ.S. 
There is, however, no definite evidence to support this view. 
Samudra-gupta only claims that these republics accepted his 
overlordship and paid him tribute. This is quite compatible 
·with internal autonomy, and it is quite possible that the 
republics may have continued their existence during the reigns 
of Chandra-gupta II and Kumara-gupta I. It is important to 
note in tliis connection that we have no evidence whatsoever 
to show that the homelands of these republics were ever annexed 
to the Gupta empire. The fact that no monuments of the Gupta 
rule have been found in. Rajputana or beyond Mathura shows 
that the. Guptas could hardly exercise any effective control over 
these republics. They may well have continued their semi
independent existence down to the middle of the sth century 

' It is held by ~ome scholars that the names like 1\Iagaja, Mapojaya, 
Magajaya, etc., which occur on these coins, are the names of Malava 
kings, proving their foreign extraction. The Malavas were, however, 
claiming a descent from the Ikshvakus at this time. These mysterious 
legends cannot be satisfactorily explained at present. 
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~.D., when they appear to h<~ve been engulfed in the Hfi\1a 
avalanche . 

. 'i. 'THE NAGAS OF PADMAVATI AND MATHURA 

During the 3rd and the 4th centuries A.D. two Naga families 
were ruling in Western U. P. and Gwalior state ; the capital of 
the one was Mathura and that of the other, Padmavati, now 1 
represented by the small village Padam-Pawaya in Gwalior 
state, about 125 miles to the south of lVIathura. It is possible 
that the two Niiga houses ruling at these· places were related 
to each other, but we have no definite evidence on the point. 

According to the Puravas seven kings had ruled at Mathura 
and nine at Padmiivati when the Guptas were rising to power 
by c. 325 A.D. 1 This would show that these houses started 
their career in the latter half of the 2nd century. The early 
rulers must have been the feudatories of the Kushavas. 

Of the two Niiga families, the one ruling at Padmiivati 
seems to have been the more important one, and its rulers were 
most probably known also as the Bharasivas. It is well known 
how the Bhiirasivas were very particular to carry always a 
Sivalinga on their shoulders ; the Nagas of Padmavati give a 
prominent position to Siva's emblem Trisula and vehicle Nandi, 
on their coins. Bhava-naga, the only individual Bharasiva ruler 
known to us, has a Naga-ending name, suggesting his Naga 
extraction. His coins also are known to be found along with 
those of the other members of the Niiga family of Padmavati. 
Their palreography shows that -Bhava-naga, the Naga ruler of 
the coins, must have flourished in the first half of the fourth 
century ; the Vakataka history shows that Bhava-n~ga, the 
Bhii.rasiva ruler, also must have fl.ourishecl at exactly the .same 

1 DKA. p. 53. 
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time. It is thus almost certain that the Bhiirasiva rulers, who 
~re known to have conquered the territories right up to .the 
Ganges and performed ten Horse-sacrifices, were none others 
than the Naga kings of Padmavati. 1 

The Puravas state that there were nine rulers in the Naga 
family.of Padmavatl, but do not give either their names or their 

~
'order of succession. Coins disclose the e~istence .of ten Nagao 
rulers, Bhima-naga, Vibhu-naga, Prabhakara-naga, Skanda-naga, 
Brihaspati-naga, Vyaghra-naga, Vasu-niiga, Deva-naga, Bhava-. 
naga (Pl. I, 8) and G:vapati-naga; the Harshac~arita refersto an, 
I I th ruler named N agasena, who also figures m the Allahab~~ · 
inscription of Samudra-gupta, which possibly .mentions f~rthe1; a, 
12th Naga king, named Nagadatta. 2 Pad.mavati'and 1vfathura are' 
separated by about I25 miles only ; it is therefore not iinpr<?-: 
bable that some of the coins may belong to the Naga family 'of 
Mathura as well. The coins of Ga1,1apati-naga are much mor:e, 
-common at Mathura than at Padmavati, and he very probably 
belonged to the Mathura qynasty. 

As the order of the above Naga rulers is not known at' 
present, it is futile to conjecture as to who among them ·were 
the feudatories of the Kushavas, and as to ·who were the 
distinguished heroes who got the Ganges water by their valour 
for coronation and performed ten Horse-sacrifices. The~~- <last
mentioned incidents must have occurred during the first half 
of the 3rd century A.D. when the Kushavas are known to have . 
lost the upper Gangetic plain. The Maghas in th~ south ~nd 
the Yaudheyas in the north were making successful efforts at 
about this time to reassert their independence, and the Nagas 
or the Bharasivas also must have followed their example. The 
Kushal)a empire was already reeling under the blows inflicted 
by the Yaudheyas, as shown above, and the Nagas therefore 

1 See JNSI. V, 21-27 for a more detailed discussion of this topic. 
• It is possible that Virasena, whose coins (Pl. II, I) are found at 

· J.\Iathura, may. have been a 13th Nag a· ruler. 
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could not probably have found it difficult to establish thei1· 
authority right up to Mathura in the north and the Ganges in 
the east by displacing the local Kusha1,1a governors. They 
celebrated their victory by performing as many as ten Horse
sacrifices. This large number of Horse-sacrifices need not, how
ever, be taken as proving that they were the leading power 
to oust the Kushii1;1as ; for Horse-sacrifices were often performed 
by petty rulers in 'lUr period. The fact is that the Kusha1;1a 
empire' lost its eas.ern provinces by the almost !>imultaneous 
risings of the Yaudheyas, the Malavas and the Nagas ; the j 

leading role however was played by the Yaudheyas, as already . 
shown above. 

Among the Naga rulers of Padmavafi, definite. historic in
formation is available only of Bhava-naga, who was ruling from 
c. 305 to c. 340 A.D. His daughter was married to the Vakataka 
crown prince Gautamiputra in c. 300 A.D. The Vakataka 
records never fail to mention that Bhava-naga was the maternal 
grandfather of Rudra-sena I. Maternal grandfathers are usually 
introduced in royal genealogies either when they are distinguished 
rulers or when they happen to have rendered material assistance 
to their maternal grandsons. In the present- case both the 
reasons seem to be operating. After a career of nearly a 
century, the Naga kingdom of Padmavati had become a fairly 
strong power. Pravara-sena, therefore, naturally felt that he 
would strengthen the position of his rising dynasty by marrying 
his crown-prince to a daughter of Bhava-naga. We do not know 
whether Bhava-naga participated in any of the campaigns of 
Pravara-sena or the latt• son Gautamiputra, but there is 
nothing improbable in his u~tving done so. 

Bhava-naga's son-in-law Gautamiputra predeceased his 
father and so the crown passed on to the latter's son Rudra
sena I. The new king found himself in a sea of troubles soon 
after his accession and received ~aterial assistance from his 
experienced maternal grandfather, which enabled him .to main-
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tain his hold upon the throne. The situation will be fully 
elucidated in Chap. V. 

At the death of Bhava-naga in c. 340 A.D .. the Nagas had 
become fairly powerful in U. P. The successful help which 
Bhava-naga had given to the Vakatakas had increased their 
prestige. The two Naga houses, among themselves, were ruling 
·over the territory which included Mathura, Dholpur, Agra, 
Gwalior, Cawnpore, Jhansi and Banda. 

Nagasena and Ga!)apati were the two Naga rulers ruling by 
the middle of the 4th century. The first of them seems to have 
been the king of Padtrtavati aud the second, of Mathura. 1 f';They 
could not maintain. themselves against the rising power of ·the 
Guptas; they were both defeated by Samudra-gupta, who 
annexed their kingdoms. 

Padmavati, the Naga capital, became a flourishing city 
under the Naga rule. It was situated near the 'confluence of 
the Sindhu and the Para and thus had natural protection from 
three sides. It could boast of a number of magnificent palaces 
and temples. It was also a famous centre of culture and educa
tion: Its reputation in this respect did not diminish even after 
the fall of the Naga dynasty ; we find ministers from Berar 
sending their sons for higher education to this city even during 
the 8th century A.D. 2 

• 

A king named Achyuta had risen to power in Ahichchhatra 
(Rohilkhand) by the middle of the 4th century A.D.· His coin
type (Pl. II, 2) bears a close resemblance to that of some Naga 

1 The Harshacharita definitely states that Niigasena was ruling at 
Padmiivati ; but its comi11entator states that he lost his life and king
dom due to the machinations of a minister,, and not owing to the 
invasion of an outsider. His coins also are not vet found in the hoards 
of Niiga coins. One cannot be therefore certain. whether he was ruling 
at Padmavati. The coins of Gal)apati are still very common in the 
markets of Mathura~ .I myself have seen hundreds of them there. 

• Miilatimiidhava, Act IV. Bhavabhiiti, no doubt, describes the city 
of the 8th century A.D., but the ruins and their stratifications show 
that it was flourishin9 from the 2nd century A.D. ASI. 1915-16, pp. 100 ff. 
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coins and it is not improbable that-he was himself a Naga ruler, 
perhaps a scion of a collateral branch of the Mathura family. 
He offered stubborn resistance to Samudra-gupta but it proved 
of no avail (see Chap VII). His kingdom was incorporated in 
the Gupta empire. 

To judge from the name, king Nagadatta of Aryavarta, 
overthrown by Sainudra-gupta, was also a Niiga ruler. But 
where precisely he was ruling, we do not know. Probably he 
was a member of a collateral branch of the Naga house of 
Mathura, ruling somewhere in the upper Doab. 

The Guptas claim to have forcibly uprooted all the Naga 
families. But some members of the old houses continued to 
exist either as Gupta feudatories or officere down to the decline 
of the Gupta empire. Samudra-gupta himself married his son 
Chandra-gupta II to the daughter of a Naga chief in c. 370 A.D., 

and Sarva-naga was the Gupta governor of the Doab about a 
century later. 

6. THE MAUKHARIS OF BAJ;IVA 

At Ba9,va in Kotah state, about 150 miles to the west of 
Padmavati, the Naga capital, there >vas a small Maukhari 
principality during the first half of the 3rd century A.D.

1 Maha
~enapati Bala2 was at its head in 239 A.D. and he had three 
grown up sons to help him in the administration. At this time 
the title Mahaseniipati usually denoted the status of a feudal 
chief, ruling over a district or so. The Maukharis of BaQ:vii 
were, therefore, probably a feudatory power, owing allegiance 
either to the ·western Kshatrapas of Ujjayini or to the Nagas 

'See EI. XXIII, 42-52. 
· • According to the strict rules of grammar the title Mahliseniipati 

has to be construed not with the father Bala but with his sons. But there 
is no doubt that we have an instance of sapeksna-samJisa in the 
expression MaMsenapate1} Mokhare'IJ Balaputrasya SoltU!devasya 
yupa~t. It is very improbable that all the sons of Bala should. have 
attained the status of Mahiiseniipati ilL 239 .a.D. 
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-of Padmavati. The family seems to have championed the Vedic 
religion ; each of the three sons of Bala had performed a Triratra 
sacrifice in 239 A.D. The stone YuPas (pillars) erected to coril" 
~emorate these sacrifices have rescued the family from oblivion, 
for it is so far known only from the records inscribed on them. 
Its earlier or later history is quite unknown. It is therefore 
impossible to state whether the Maukhari families that subse~ 

• quently rose to power in south Bihar and Kanauj were or were 
-not connected with the Maukharis of BaQ.va. 

7· THE MAGHAS OF.BAGHELKHAND AND KAUSAMBI 

To the south-east of the Naga kingdom of Padmavati was the 
;principality 'of the Maghas,' which was in the beginning con
fined to Baghelkhand alone. There is a great controversy about 
the dates of the rulers of this dynasty, but it seems most probable 
.that the era they used was the Saka era, rather th'an the Chedi 
-or the Gupta one. 2

/ • . . 

Vasishthiputra Bhimasena: is the earliest known ruler of this 
·dynasty, and his son was Kautsiputra ,Pothasiri. The known 

1 This name is . g1ven to the dynasty by the Pural)as ; four of the 
.'kings of the dynasty, known so. far, hl!Ve names ending in -magha. 

' Messrs. N. G. Majumdar and Krishna Deva think it very· probable 
that thea era used is the Chedi era, starting· in 248 A.D .. (El. XXIV, 
146 and 253) ; Rai Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni thinks· that the era· is the 

·"-Gupta era (Ibid. XVIII, 159). Marshall, Konow and.Dr. Moti Chandra 
opine that the era used is the Saka era (ASL 1911-12, p. 417; EI. 
XXIII, 247; ]NSI. II, 95ff). The most cogent argument in favour of 
the Chedi. or the Gupta era is palreographical ; there is no doubt 
that the characters of the Magha inscdpfions are almost the Gupta 
characters. This argument however is not a convincing one ; for 
many of the Gupta forms of characters ere to be seen in an inscription 
of Kanishka, dated in the 14th year (92 A.D.); see fi'T. XXI,_ 2. The 
most fatal objection against referring the dates Chedi or the 
Gupta era is the contemporaneity of some- of these· rulers with the 

"'mperial Guptas, which it renders inevitable. The Gupta feudatories 
even in the distant 'parts of the empire refer to. their overlords in their 
records; is it likely that Samudra-gupta; who had forcibly uprooted 
the kings of the Gangetic valley, would have allowed Bhima-varman , 
to rule as an independent king at Kausambi' in the yt>ar 139-358 A.D. i 
·.No Gupta feudatory was ever permitted .to mint any coins. Is, it 
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dates for the father are 51 1 and 522 and for the son, 86, 87,. 
and 88. 3 \Ve may therefore place the reign of Bhimasena from 
c. 120 to c. 140 and that of Pothasiri from c. 140 to c. 170 A.D. 

During the greater part of the above period the Kushai;ta 
empire was at the zenith of its power, extending upto Benares, 
and it is therefore impossible that Kausiimbi, which lay on the 
high road to that holy city, could have been under the sway of 
this house at that time. It is interesting to note that no 
inscriptions of Bhimasena are found to the north of Ginja, about 
40 miles south of Allahabad. The sealing of this ruler found at 
Bhita may have gone there with a letter ; it does not prove his 
sovereignty over that city. It is clear that the Kushai;tas, like 
the Mughals in later times, did not care to penetrate into the 
jungles of Baghelkhand and Rewa state and permitted Bhima
sena to rule there more or less as an independent ruler. 

Maharaja Kautsiputra Pothasiri, the son of Bhimasena, is 
known to us from six unpublished records, all hailing from· 
Bandhogarh in the heart of Baghelkhand. 3 His known dates 
are Saka 86, 87 and 88 ; he therefore ruled from c. 140 to c. no, 
when Huvishka and Vasudeva I were the ruling Kushiii;ta 
emperors. Pothasiri was an able ruler and his capital at Ban
dhogarh flourished under his fostering care. Merchants from 
even distant Mathura were visiting the place and making reli-
gious endowments. • 

Magha, the foreign minister of Pothasiri, must have been 
the guiding light in the planning and execution of the ambitious 

possible that the Guptas would have permitted a· feudatory family 
ruling at Kausambi to issue its own coinage ? On the orher hand, i1 
we refer the inscriptions to the saka era, there will be a gap of more 
than 50 years between the Maghas and the Guptas. It will explain 
the independent status of the Maghas, as also the circumstance of the 
Magha coinage showing no influence on the Gupta copper issues. 

1 Supplied by a Bandhogarh inscription, not yet published. 
1 Supplied by the Ginja record, EI. III, 302. 
•! am indebted to Dr. N. P. Chakravarti for kindly supplying me· 

the summaries of these unpublished records. 
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foreign policy of the heir-apparent Bhadra-magha or Bhattadeva, 1 

which aimed at taking advantage of the growing decay of the 
Kushaf)a empire under Vasudeva I and extending ·the bounds of 
the kingdom northwards. By c. 155 A·.D. Bhadra-magha had 
snatched away Kausambi.from the Kushaf)as; we begin to get 
his inscriptions th.ere from ($aka) 8r or 159 A.D. We have got 
the rather strange phenomenon of finding the father Pothasiri 
ruling at Bandhogarh down to r66 A.D. and the son Bhadra
magha administering the affairs at Kausambi frqm 159 A.:r;>. 2 

We can explain this riddle by the assumption that the Crown 
Prince Bhadra-magha managed to extend the kingdom beyond 
Kausambi by his own valour or diplomacy and that' the father 
permitted him to rule at the latter place as an independent ruler 
even in his own life-time. It was probably by diplomacy or a 
coup, rather than by an open rebellion against Vasudeva I, 
that Bhadra-magha succeeded in getting Kausambi ; Vasudeva I 
connived at this aggression in a distant corner of his empire as 
did the Bijapur Sultan in the case of Shivaji at the beginning 
of the latter's career, probably for simiJar reasons. 

As a corollary of the growing importance of the dynasty, 
Pothasiri seems to have started coinage near the fag-end of his 
rule. 3 It was however his son Bhadra-magha, who started the 
'Magha' series of coins by determining the type which was to 
continue for several generations. 

The duration of the rule of Bhadra-magha is not definitely 
known. His father probably died in r68 A:D. ; from this time 
his inscriptions begin to appear at Bandhogarh also. His inde-

'Bhadra-magha of the Kausambi recocds of the years 81, 86 and 
87, Bhadradeva of one Bandhogarh inscription dated 90, and Bhattadeva 
or BhaQ.adeva of another record of the same place and date are 
obviously identical personages. 

• Bhadra-magha's records are dated in the years 81, 86, 87. and 90 
and those of Pothasiri in the years 86, 87 and 88. 

• This assumption presupposes that the single blurred copper 
coin, found at Bhita, apparently bearing the legend Prashthasriya, was 
issued by him. The legend is however indistinct. ASI. 1911-12, p. 60. 
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pendent reign did not last long and seems. to have terminated 
before c. 175 A.D. 

Gautamiputra Siva-magha seems to have been the successor 
of Bhadra-magha. No date of this ruler is known, nor do we 
possess any definite information about his relationship with 
Bhadra-magha. We may however presume that he was his son, 
and ruled from c. I/5 t<;> r84 A.D. 1 No incidents of his reign 
are known. 

The view that Gautamiputra Siva-magha was a younger son 
of the Vakataka emperor Pravara-sena I, ruling as a provincial 
viceroy at Kausambi, cannot be accepted. It is true that the 
metronymic Gautamiputra lends· some colour to this theory, for 
it was the metronymic of the eldest son of Pravara-sena. Siva
·magha however clearly belonged to the 'Magha' dynasty, for his 
seal found at Bhita bears the same symbols as those found on 
the seal of Bhimasena. 2 Siva-magha issued a copious currency ; 
it would be strange that the Vakataka kings themselves 
should have issued no coins whatsoever when one of their 
viceroys was doing so. The coins of Siva-magha clearly belong 
to the Magha series and he cannot be separated from that 
dynasty and engrafted on the Vakatakas. 

King Siva-magha was succeeded by; king Vaisrava1_1a some 
time before r85 A.D. The latter was the son of lilahasenapati 
Bhadrabala and so it is difficult to state the precise relationship 
between Siva-magha and his successor. It is tempting to suggest 

1 107 i.e. 185 A.D. is the earliest date for the next ruler Vaisravat;~a. 
It is possible that Bharlra-magha may have continued to rule up to that 
year. But then we shall have to postpone the reign of Siva-magha 
sometime after c. 230 A.D. This is rendered rather improbable by 
~he very close resemblance between the seals of Bhima-sena, who wa~ 
ruling in c. 125 A.D. and that of Siva-magha. 

• The symbols are, to right woman standing, to left standing bull 
with crescent below its neck. The legend is below the symbols on 
the seal of Bhlmasena and above them on that of Siva-magha. AS!. 
\910-11, pp. 50-1. This point however can be conclusively proved when 
evidence becomes available to show that Siva-magha · was a son or 
a relation of Bhadra-magha. 
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that Mahasenapati Bhadrabala is identical with Bhadra-magha, 
the predecessor of $iva-magha. In that case VaisravaJila would 
be his younger brother. It is however more probable that 
BhaCfrabala was a junior member of the royal family, whose son 
VaisravaJ;la succeeded in usurping the throne by a coup. 1 

VaisravaJila's reign extended from c. r85 to c. 205~ It was 
probably during his reign that the kingdom was extended north
v,;ards at least up to Fathepur· district.- This was rendered easy 
by the growing decay of the KushaJ;la empire. The Maghas now 
became the eastern neighbours of the . Nagas of Padmavati. 
The rulers of Kausambi very often ruled over Mirzapur and 
Benares. Whether the Maghas did. so in the heyday of their 
glory is not known. No Magha coins or antiquities are found 
in these districts. The southern limit of the Magha kingdom is 
but vaguely known. From the Pur:aJilas we Iearn that they ruied 
over (southern) Kosala, but the southern boundaries of this 
province also are but vaguely known. It is however not unlikely 
that the Magha kingdom may have extended about rso miles 
to the south of Bandhogarh. 

Like his predecessors, VaisravaJila also issued a copious 
currency attesting_ to the prosperity and orderly government 
under his supervision. His rule terminated in c. 205. 

The successor of VaisravaJila was most probably king Bhima
varman,2 whose known dates are 208 and 217 A.D. He may 
therefore be presumed to have ruled from c. 205 to 225. 

I In a Bandhogarh inscription of king Vaisrava:Q_a, his father Bhadra-· 
bala is called a Mahasenapati only and not a Riijii or a Mahiiriija. 
Bhadra-magha, the predecessor of siva-magha, assumes the title 
Maharaja in anumber of his records. It is improbable that if Vaisraval}a 
was the son of Kausikiputra llhadra-magha, he would have designated 
his father by an inferior title like Mahasenapati, when he had assumed 
the higher title of Maharaja in the latter part of his career. Maha
senapati Bhadrabala, the father of Vaisravat:Ja, thus appears to be 
"different from Maharaja Bhadrabala, the. predecessor of siva-magha. 

• It is possible that Vasithiputa Siri' Vichitasena, known from a 
· fragmentary and undated inscrip'tion from Bandhogarh, may have ruled 

for···a.:s}Jor't period before Bhima-varman. One and the same donor ... 
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We have so far referred to six kings of the Magha dynasty. 
The Pural)as however state that there were nine kings in this 
family and two out of the three missing kings are obviously 
Sata-magha and Vijaya-magha, whose coins were published1 by 
me in 1943. The coins clearly belong to the series started by 
.Siva-magha and we can therefore have no hesitation in assigning 
these rulers to the 'Magha dynasty. The dates of these rulers 
are unknown. They however cannot be placed anywhere 
amon$"st the six kings mentioned above. We must therefore 
place them after Bhima-varman, between c. 225 and 265 A.D. It 
is possible that one or two more rulers may have followed, but it 
does not seem likely that the Maghas were in power after 
30::> A.D. 

Numismatic evidence shows that a king nanied Nava 
succeeded the Maghas at Kausambi. His coin type is an exact 
copy of the Magha coin type, tree in railing and three-arched 
hill on the obverse, and bull on the reverse. We may place his 
reign between c. 300 and 320 A.D. Who followed Nava we do 
not know, but by the middle of the 4th century A.D. a king 
named Pushvasri or Fushpasri was ruling at Kausambi. I have 
recently published the coins of this ruler. 2 It is probably a 
successor of this ruler, who was ousted by Samudra-gnpta. 

Pushya is seen making a grant in the reigns of Pothasiri and Vichita
sena. 

I ]NSI. IV, 10-11. 
2 Ibid. IV, L<-7 



CHAPTER III 

THE SAKA RULERS OF WESTERN INDIA 

(c. 170 to c. 400 A.D.) 

I. DAMAJADA I, JIVA-DAMAN AND RUDRA-SIMHA I 

The Western Kshatrapas had reached the zenith of their 
power when their greatest ruler, Rudra-daman I died about 

·170 A.D. His was a remarkable career ; starting almost without 
any patrimony he had succeeded in extending his kingdom in 
less than 25 years over Malwa, Gujarat, Kathiawar, northern 
Konkan, western Rajputana ·and Sindh. His son and successor 
Da~aghsada or Damajada 11 continued to rule over the whole 
of this extensive territory. He was associated with his father 
in the administration as a Kshatrapa, and very probably. took 
an active part in some of his campaigns. The coins of Damajada 
as a Mahakshatrapa are very rare, and the portrait on them 
shows that he was a:n old man at the time of his accession. His 
:reign, therefore, probably did not extend beyond 175 A.D. 

During this short rule of about five years . the peace of the 
'kingdom w~s most probably undisturbed. The Satavahanas were 
·still reeling under the blows that had been inflicted by Rudra
-daman in c. rso A.D., and the Kusha!Ja emperors were getting 
\veaker and weaker. The Sassanian kingdom was yet to come 
into existence. There was, therefore, no power to challenge the 
supremacy of the Western Kshatrapas in their dominion. 

Damajada I had two sons Jiva-daman and Satya-daman. 
Of these the former was the elder and succeeded his father as 

.a Mahakshatrapa in c. 175 A.D. Jiva-daman had 'not much 

1 On 'his ·own coins this name appears in the Scvthian form 
:Damaghsada.; later it was Indianised by his descendants as Damaja<;la. 
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administrative experience before his accession 1 and he was 
relatively young when he ascended the throne. He had further 
the misfortune of having an ambitious and experienced uncle 
in Rudra-sithha. For a fev,· months after his accession Rudra
sithha continued to profess loyalty to him and accepted the 
subordinate position of a Kshatrapa in his administration. He 
was, however, all along conspiring to make a bid for the throne. 
In his plans he received material assistance from the Abhiras,' 
whose leaders were at this time serving as generals in the 
Kshatrapa armies. With their assistance he dethroned his 
nephew Jiva-daman3 and became l\iahiikshatrapa himself. The 
dethroned nephew was not allowed to function even as a 
Kshatrapa, and he and his younger brother Satya-daman 
probably went into exile. 

Rudra-sithha I, however, did not enjoy an undisputed 
possession of his ill-gotten throne for a long time. Isvara-datta, 
another Abhira general who had carved a principality for himself 
in N asik, deposed him and became Mahakshatrapa himself in: 
r88 A.D. Rudra-sithha I submitted to the inevitable and con:. 
sented to rule as the feudatory of the conqueror in the capacity 
of a Kshatrapa. He utilised his position to undermine the power 
and the influence of ISvara-datta and managed to oust him in 
about two years.' The year I9I A.D. saw him ruling again as-

' Coins issued by him as Kshatrapa during his father's rule han: 
not been found, hence this conjecture. · · 

2 In the Gunda inscription, dated 181 A.D., the A.bhira general 
Rudra-bhiiti is referring to Rudra-siritha as a Kshatrapa, ignoring 
altogether the existence of Jiva-daman, who was then still a Mabii
kshatrapa. General Rudra-bhiiti must have been one of the partisans 
of Rudra-simha. See EI. XVI, 233. . .. 

• Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar's view. that Jiva-diiman was not a Mabji
kshatrapa before 181 A.D. is untenable. See ]NSI. I, 18-20. 

• Rapson places the Xbhira intervention under tsvara-datta in 236-238 
A.D., during which time no coins were issued by the Western Kshatrapas. 
Since the Xbhiras are known to be serving as generals under tht 
Western Kshatrapas in c. 180, it is more probable that the degradation 
of Riidra-simha I during 178-180 A.D. was due to their co-uf' under 
ISvara-datta, as suggested by Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar (AS1, 1913-4,.. 
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l\:fahakshatrapa, which he continued to do _doWn to c. '197 A.D. 

The struggle for the throne between the uncle and the 
nephew and the revolution at the capital which put the Abhiras 
in p~wer for a ~ouple of years could not but affect the fortunes 
of the Western Kshatrapas. The contemporary Sii.tavahana 
king Yajfiasri Satakatvi was an able and am9itious ruler and 
managed to reconquer northern. Konkan from the Kshatrapas.t 
The Mala vas also began to show signs of restiven~ss. in the 
Udaipur-Ajmer tract. . . . . 

Rudra-sithha I was succeeded by his dethroned' nephew . . . . . . 

Jiva-daman as Mahakshatrapa in 197 A:D. (Fot his coins see. 
Pl. II, Nos. 3~4). Whether a reconciliation.was effected between 
the uncle and the nephew, or whether the nephew.defeated the 

· . · uncle and ascended the throne, is not definitely kn~wn. _ The 
former alternative seems niore likely ; for we find Rudra~silhha's 
son Rudra-sena working. under. Jivacdaman as a ;Ksha:hap~ 
towards the end of his reign. 2 Like Huniayun in later days, 
Jiva-daman did not·have a long reign after his second ac~ession, 
for· we find his nephew Rudra-sena I ruling as Mahiikshatrapa 
in 200 A.D .. · 

.· 2 •• RUDRA~SENA 

.. (200 A.~. to 222 !\,.D.) 

Rttdt~-sena I. enjoyed· a fairly)ong reign of 22 years, whkh 
was not disturbed · .by· any internedne wars. .He had . two 
brothers, Satigha-damati andDama-sima, and two s0m;,·Prithivi· 

pp; 227-45). Rapson attributes . this · degradation 'of Rudra-sitb.a to the 
r~assertio~ of. his . power by his nephew Jiva-daman. But. in the absence 
of any coms Issued by Jiva-daman as Mahakshatrapa during the period 
178-180 A.D. the theory seems· quite uncmivincing. · . · 
'· 

1 Coins and inscriptions of this ruler are found in this· .province. 
The former are in imitation of the Kshatrapa coinage and attest to the 
expansion of the Satavahana. power at the cost of Western Kshatrapas. 

2 Jiva-daman's younger brother Satya-daman also ruled as .a Kshatrapa 
under him just after his second accession. The features . of .Satya
daman on his solitary coin show that he was a man. of about 4.5 w.hen·· 
he became a Kshatrapa and this .CQ\lld be only . in, c. 198 A.J:) •.. :For the 

4 
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sena and Damajada. Circumstances were thus quite favourable 
for a prolonged and bitter struggle for the throne. But growing 
wiser by the war of succession in the preceding generation, 
which had led to the diminution of the kingdom, it seems that 
the Western Kshatrapas decided that usually. the crown should 
pass from the reigning sovereign to his younger brothers in 

·succession and not to his eldest son. We thus find Rudra-sena 
being succeeded by his younger brothers Sangha-daman and 
Dama-sena in succession. In the next generation we find three 
sons of D-ama-sena ruling one after another. A generation later 
Visva-sena was suc~eeded by his brother Bhartri-daman. This 
arrangement seems to have been preferred, because it ensured 
the presence of experienced rulers on the throne and removed 
the temptation to rebel from the path of the brothers of the 
reigning sovereign. It, however, made it more or less im
possible for· .,tb.e eldest son of the ruling king to succeed him as 
the supretne' ruler of the state. He was, however, offered the 
position and status of a Kshatrapa under his ruling uncles. 
Thus we find both Prithivi-sena and Damajada II ruling as 
Kshatrapas in succession under their uncles Sangha-daman and 
Dama-sena. 

During the reign of Rudi:a-sena I, Malwa, Gujarat, 
Kathiawar' and Western Rajputana continued to be under the 
sway of the \Vestern Kshatrapas. It is not known with certainty 
whether Sindh still continued to be under their rule. Northern 
Konkan had been lost in the previous decade to the Satavahanas. 
A little later the !\..bhi:ras carved out a principality for them
selves in that province. In the beginning they must have pro
fessed themselves to be the feudatories of the Satavahanas ; later 
they became independent. They were ruling in northern 

contrary view that Satya:-daman may have been the·.elder brother, who 
ruled for a short tinie as a Kshatrapa under his· father, see Rapson, 
Catalogue,. pp. cxxviii-cxxix. . 

! ·1 Several inscriptions of Rudra-sena I are found in Kathiawar. 
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Konkan and Maharashtr~ thr~ughout the Jrd century A.D.
1 

Very little, however, is known either of the names of the 
rulers of this dynasty or of theirachievements. 

U)jayini:, as before, was the . capital ._of the Western 
Kshatrapas, and they continued. t<;> enjoy the prestige of a great 
power in spite of the turmoils of the preceding generation. 
The)· were by this time not only completely. Hinduised but were 
also well known as patrons of Sanskrit learning and- Hindu 
religion. It is, therefore, no wonder that rulers of far-ofF pro
vinces should . have sought the hands of their princtesses. 
Virapurusha-datta, the Ikshvaku king of Andhra cquntry 
(c. 240 to 265), had married a $aka princess, ~udradhara- _ 
bhatarika by name; who is described as the daughter of a.king 
of Ujjayini:. 2 She was perhaps a daughter of Rudra-~na I 
whose marriage took place after tl;te death of her father or she·
may have been his grand-daughter. $aka Moda, whost sister· 
is recorded to have made a donation of a: sculpture of tile foot
prints of the Buddha at Amaravati, was probably a member of 
the entourage that accompanied the princess to her new 'l:iome. 
A sister of Rudra-scn~ named Prabhudama is known ·from a · 
.seal found at Vaisali3 The; seal describes her as a 1\'l;ahadevi, 
Ghief Queen, but does not give her husband's name. Tt js _not 
unlikely that he_ may -have been either a hitherto unknown 
Hindu ruler of eastern India, who had married a Scythian 
.princess, or a Hinduised Kushan chief, ruling over a small 
principality in Magadha, _which had survived the c~llapse of 

the Kushan empire. 4 
- · 

. . . 
1 The- Purat}as state that 10 A.bhira rulers will rule for 67 !Years after 

the fall of the &ltavahanas. The information about the duration of their 
rule seems to be incorrect ; for an A.bhira ruler is known td have sent 
an embassy to congratulate the Sassanian emperor Narst:h on his 
success in the war for the throne in 293 A.D. 

'El. XX, 19 .. 
• ASI. 1913-14, p. 136. _ . 
• El. XX. 37. Sculptures of two warriors in Scythian dress mav also 

be due t() the same circumstance. · · • 
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3· SANGHA-DAMAN AND DAMA-SENA. 

(222 to 238 A.D.) 

Rudra-sena I had two sons, Prithiv1-sena and Diimajada. 
T."le former was ru1iag as a Kshatrapa under him towards tlre 
end of his reign,· but the crown passed to his younger brother 
Sangha-daman according to the convention about succession 
referred to above. 'I'hough not more than 40 at his accession,. 
Sangha-daman ruled only for about a year and half ; for we 
fim:t his younger br()ther Dama-sen~ ruling as Mahakshatrapa 
in 223 A.D. 

It is not impossible that Sa~igha-daman may have met with 
a natural premature death. It is, however, more likely that he 
may have died in battle, while fighting against the Malavas of 
Ajmer-Udaipur tract, who made a successful bid for indepen
dence at about this time. A Malava chief, {Sri?) Soma by name, 
is known to have p!;!rformed an important sacrifice at Nandsa 
in Udaip~r .State to celebrate the liberation of his country. 1 

An inscription of thi~ ruler, dated in 226 A.D., has been recently 
discovered, announcill.g how freedom and prosperity had returned 
to the country of thE;! Miilavas by that time, and how the fame 
of his exploits had fi.Ued the wide space between the earth and 
the heaven. The en!;!mies of the Malavas are not mentioned in 
the record, but they must have been obviously none othersthan 
the 1Vestern Kshatn~pas, as western RBjputana is known . to 
have been under their rule ever since the days of Rudra-daman I. 
The war for freedon1 of the Miilavas, which was over before 
226 ·A.D., may have lasted for three or four years and Sangha
daman may have lost his life in it in 223 A.D. 

Along with the 1\.jmer-Udaipur tract, Sindh also must have 

' This information ts supplied- by the Nandsil Yiip& inscriptions, 
which will be soon published by the writer in the Epigraphia Indica. 
The Malava country, Which was liberated, comprised portions of the 
states of Udaipur, Jaipl{r, Tonk and the British district of Ajmer. 
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slipped a.'v.a,r!::" .from. ',the hands o. f the West.er. n Ks.ha.trapa. s. soon 
after this tt' .e: th,ey could not have .effectively controlled it 
after the los.· . of the above territory. We, however, do not 
know wh.o s cceeded the Western Kshatrapas in Sirldh and 
who was r:ulir:·is ti1ere till 284 A.D. wlJ.en the. province' passed 
'llnder· tlie sw/ay of the ~assanians. V~ry pr~babl~ some local 
Scythian chieJfs -yvere rultng there dunng thts penod. 
- Duringfhe reign of Dama-sena, the kingdom oft~~ Western 
Ksh:;ttrapa:¥' thus became confined . to Malwa, GuJarat and 
Kathiawl)tr. Ujjayini. still continued to be the capital. 

Du ing the first ten years of · the reign of Dama-sena, 
Prithi 'i-sena and Damajada II, sons of his deceased eldest 
b;oth :~ Rudra~sena I, ruled under him as Kshatrapas. During 
the 1 'st four years of his reign, however, his own son Vira~ 
<lama ' was raised to that status. He seems to have pre-deceased 
his f· ther, for his younger brother Yaso-daman succeeded his 
fathd , and ruled as Mahakshatnipa in 238 A.D. 1 

. 

( 

~~· . 
(238 A.D. to 279. A.D.) 

~ Yaso'- diiman vvas only about 40 at his accession, but he 
•· the kingdom only for two years. In 240 A.D. he was 

by his younger brother Vijaya-sena, who ruled as 
trapa from :?40 to 250 A,D. He had ruled for a year 

as a Ksh atrapa during the short reign of his elder brother. 
The . rem.ature deaths of the two brothers,- Vira-daman and 

Ya5o-da ~ in the short space of two years appear to indicate 
some tro ble in the body politic, but~its nature cannot at present 
be. ascerta 'ned. The succession _to the throne was according to . .. 

'There i. a gap ot'two years _in the Mahiikshatrapa coinage during 
236-38 A.n: a d Rapson places Isvar.i!-~datta'.~ usurpation during this 
-interval; Ra son, Catalogue, pp. cxxm-cxxvu. 
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the accepted -:onvention and there was at this tu~e no outside 
p~~er, strong enough to create trouble in the S ka kingd.om. 
V1Jaya-sena had, however, a peaceful and pros crous re1gn, 
for his coins are found in large numbers throu hout Gujarat 
and Kathiawar. , . 

Vijaya-sena was succeeded by his youtlgest brother 
Damajada III in 250 A.D. Being the youngest of ~our brothers, 
he naturally had a short reign of five years, and w~s succeeded 
in 255 A.D. by Rudra~sena II, who was the son of\his eldest 
brother Vlra-daman. Rudra-sena II had a long rei~n of 22 

years, but very few of its political incidents are definitely nown. 
We have seen already how a junior prince of the royal 

family was usually associated with the reigning king wi h the 
status of the Kshatrapa since the beginning of this dy 
During the period 239 to 275 A.D. no prince, however, is ound 
to be associated in this c~pacity with the reigning aha
kshatrapa. A change, therefore, seems to have been eff.ec 
the system of administration a'nd the offi~e of the crow prince 
(Kshatrapa) seems to have been abolished for reasons w ich are 
not known at present. It was\ however, revived by Rudra
sei:J.a II towards. the end of his re~~n, for his son Visv 
known to have functioned as a Ks~atrapa for a short ti 
his father's death. 

Our sources of information arc silent about the 
the Western Kshatrapas during the period c. 230 to 
But it seems fairly certain that theit kingdom suffer 
contraction during the latter part of this period. T 1e copper 
coinage of the Western Kshatrapas, ·which was cur rent only 
in Malwa up to c. 240 A.D., suddenly comes to an nd after 
that year. This would, to some extent, RUpport the th eory that 
the $akas lost Malwa soon after that date. Vindhy sakti, the 
founder of the Vakataka kingdom, ruled for about 20 years from 
c. 255 to 275 A.D. He was a contemporary of R dra-sena II 
and seems to have annexed a part of easter~ Malwa. An upstart 
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Saka chief named Sri'dhara-va.rman was ruling a~ 1n . indepen
dent king at Sanclii (near· Bhopal) probably from c •. 266 A.D.' 

With the loss, of Malwa the capital of the kingdom ninst have 
been -shifted fiom Ujjayini in Malwa to Girinagara (Junagadh) 
in Kathiawar. \ - . -

The view \that the Kshatrapas had annexed Maharashtra 
during the latter half of the 3rd century, when the &itavahana 
power had coli~psed, 2 

- is untenable. .The epigraphical and · 
Puravic eviden~e shows that thj: Abhiras ros€ to powei- in Maha
rashtra during ~he 3rd century an,d_ t~ere is no evidence to show 
that the Kshatr~pas defeated theni m c. 250 A.D. and annexed 
their kingdom:\ The discovery of the hoard. of Kshatrar)a coins 
near Karhad (in Satat:a district), in which the rulers in the latter . I ·. - -- . 
half of the 3rd century are represented, can be easily explained 

• otherwise. .Karhad was a famous holy place. Its Brahmavas 
. were noted for llearnin~ and they were welcomed in dist~mt 

royal courts. The K shatrapa hoard found near that town- 1nay 
have been brought with him by a Brahmava emigrant of the 
town, returning 'to it in partie when a rmolution broke out in 
the Kshatrapa ki~gdom in c. 304 Ap., w i.ich will he described 
in due course·. t 

t 
I 

5· VrsvA-SrMHA AND BHARlRI-DAMAN. 

_ \(c. 279 A.D. ~0 C. 304 ~.D.) 
. Rudra-sen.a II seems to have h:ld no younger brothers ; 

' t ' ' ' 
hence he was succeeded by his eldest son Visva-sithha in c. 279 

.A.D. He had; ho~ever, a short reign of about 3 years only, 
for we find his br~ther ~hartri-daman . uling as Mah~kshatrapa 

'This is t_he. date acccirding to Mr. R. ,D. Banerji (EI. XVI, 232'). 
Mr. N. G. l\Iajnmdar places him forty yeltrs later (]ASB. NS. XIX, 
343). ' 

1 ]BBRAS. VII, 16-17; BG. I, 48-49. 
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in 282 A.D. He had governed as a Kshatrapa for about four 
years before his accession. 

The reign of Bhartp-diiman most probably extended up to 
J04 A.D. and his son Visva-sena was functioning' under him as 
Kshatrapa from 294 onwards. The coins of Bhartri-daman as 
Mahakshatrapa and of Visva-sena as Kshatrapa are found in 
large numbers ; we may therefore assume that they succeeded ii1 
retrieving the fortunes of their family to a large extent. 

In 284 A.D. the Sassanian emperor Varahrau II conquered 
Seistan and Sindh and appointed his brother Varahran III as 
the governor of· the new province with the title .$akiin Shiih. 
This event did not directly affect the fottunes of the Western 
Kshatrapas, for most probably they had already lost control 
over Sindh a few decades earlier. The local . Saka chiefs in 
Sindh and Seistan had to transfer their allegiance to the 
Sassanian emperor after this conquest. 1 

The conquest of Sin~h by Varahran II brought the Western 
Kshatrapas into closer contact with the Sassanians, and Bhartri
daman naturally felt it desirable to cultivate friendly relations 
with the new neighbours. He did not take pare in the war 
of succession that ensued between Varahran III and Narseh, 
but when the latter came out successful, he sent ambassadors 
to congratulate him and to intimate his recognition of the new 

1 There is no sufficient evidence to show ~hat the eastern l'onquests 
of any Sassanian emperor in the 3rd century .A. D. had extended to the 
Punjab or Gujarat and Kathiawar. Only one solitary eoin has been 
found in the Punjab showin~ some Sassanian influence, and it cannot 
support the theory of Sassa111an conquest of that province. The rulers 
of Avant! and Kathiawar are no doubt mentioned a~ recognising the 
title of Narseh, but they are expressly described as independent 
princes in the Paikuli inscription. . 

2 The Paiknli mscription mentions the king of A ,·anti as siding w1tl 
Varahran III in the war of succession; but at this time Avanti or 
Ujjayinl dicl not form part of the dominions of the Western Kshatrapas. 
Some local ruler of Avant!, possibly n Saka, may have joined the side 
of the Varahran IJI. 
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regiine. Th'e even tenor of the reign of Bhartri~daman was not 
affected by :any events in contemporary Saisanian hiStory. 

6. THn RisE oF A NEw SAKA HousE. 

RuDRJ\.-srMHA II A.ND YAso~DAMAN rr. 

(c. 304 to c. 345 A.D.) 

"\ j \ ' . 

Some events, however, occurred towards the end of the · 
reign of Bl1artri-daman, which put an end to the house of 
Chashtana,lruling oyer Gujarat and Kathiawar for more than I7S 
years. We ifind that the successor of Bhartri-daman .was not his 
son· Visva-~ena, who had functioned as Kshatrapa under him 
for about t~n years, but. one Rudra-sirhha II, who is described 
as the son of Svami Jiva-daman, a person mentioned without any 
royal titles(like 'rajan or Kshatrapa. The relationship of Rudra
sirhha II with Bhartri-daman is unknown ; he seems to have 
been an up~tart or at most a member of a colhiteral Saka branch. 
His accessibn in ~304 A.D. was n~t a peaceful one. It was attended 
by a sever~· struggle, which i"end~red life and property unsafe 
at the· capital, inducing people to bury their valuables and flee 
away for safety. 1 Rudra-sirhha II, however, succeeded in 
getting an effective control 6ver the kingdom in less than a yeat· 
and ruled over it down to 316 A.D., when he was succeeded by 
his son Yaso-daman II; who ruled certainly down to 332 A.D. 

and perhaps for a few years more. 
Both Rudra-sirhha II and Yaso-daman II, however, did 

never assu'me the higher title of the Mahakshatrapa and after 
332 A.D., tl1ere is a break in the Kshatrapa coinage for r6 years, 
during wJ{ich period no ruler is known to have issued coins 
e!:her_ as aj Kshatrapa or as a Mahiik~hatrapa. When the curtain 
nses 111 :348 A.D. we find a new chtef, Rudra-sena III, on· the 

l 
1 A hoard of 520 coins buried towards the etid of. the reign of 

'Bhartri-<laman wns found at Junaglldh. Num~ .. Supp. XLVII, 97. 
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throne ruling as Mahakshatrapa. It is, however, certain that 
his father Rudra-daman II had also ruled as Mahakshatrapa 
for a few months or years before that date, though no coin~ 
of his have been so far discovered. 

The circumstances which compelled Rudra-sithha II and 
Ya5o-daman II to be content with the lower title of · the 
Kshatrapa and caused the total cessation of the Kshatrapa 
coinage during 332 to 348 A.D. are not yet sufficiently known. 
One view is that the Sassanian intervention was responsible for 
this gradual decline and total eclipse of the power of the 
\Vestern Kshatrapas. 1 This view does not seem to he correct. 
The Sassaman emperor Narseh, who was ruling frou1 293 to 
303 A.D., \\'as signally defeated by the Roman emperor Galerins. 
Narseh had to cede extensive provinces to the conqueror in 
order to recover his family, which had fallen into the hand:-. 
of the enemy. Narseh therefore was not in a position to 
bring about the downfall of Bhartri-diiman. His successor, 
Hormuzd II, had a short reign of seven years (303 to 3IO A.D.) 

and is not known to have undertaken any expedition:; to the 
east. The next ruler, Shapur II, was a baby of iess than one 
year at the time of his accession in 310 A.D. When he grew 
into manhood, he was involved in Roman wars during 337-8 A.D. 

Sassanian intervention therefore does not --;;-eem to have been 
responsible for the decline and eclipse of the power of the 
Western Kshatrapas during .;o4 to 348 A.D. If may be 1;ointed 
out that no Sassanian coins of this period are found in Gujarat 
and Kathiawar ; nor does the coinage of Rudra-sithha II and 
Y oso-diiman II show any Sassanian influence. 

It seems more probable that the conquests of the Vakitaka 
emperor Pravara-sena I were responsible for the decline of the 
Kshatrapa power during the' early decades of the 4th century A.:o. 
There is, however, no direct evidence to show that Pravara-

' PHAI'. p. 428. 
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sena I had reduced the Western Kshatrapas to his vassalage 
. He, however, is the only Vakataka ruler to .assmpe the title of . 
Sam rat, emperor, and is known to have performed as many as 
four horse-sacrifice~ (a§-zu1.medhas) to celebrate his different con
quests. His father Vindhyasakti had ousted the K~hatrapas 
from a part of Malwa ; . he may therefore well have tried to 
extend his sphere lot influence in the west by supporting the 
claims of the upst~rt Rudra~sirhha II and by giving him help 

.. to oust Bhartri-datnan or his son Visva-sirhha or; both, who 
were the legitimat~ claimants to. the thr'One. Imperialism gene
rally tries to exte~d its sphere of influence in this manner. 

· One can hardly believe that Rudra-sirhha II and Yaso-daman II 
had voluntarily . rbmained content with the lower title of 
Kshatrapa, which Jt thi; time denoted a feudatory ~tatus. No 
other neighbouring I power was in a position to impose its sove- • 

. reignty upon the Kshatrapa rulers. The theory that Rudra
sithha II and Yaso!daman II had become Vakataka feudatories 
for some time gets 1some further support from the discovery of· 
the hoard of Kshat-1-apa coins at Chhindwara in C,P.; in which 
Rudra-sirhha II and 'va5o-daman II happen to be the latest kings 

· to be represented. 1 It is not unlikely that both these rulers 
were sending occasional· tributes to Pravara-sena I which was 
responsible for the entry of the Kshatrapa· coins in the Vak3.taka 
dominions: The tribute ceased to co~e with the deaths of 
Pravara-sena I and [ Ya~o-daman II; when th~ Vakatakas lost 
their overlordship ; and so later Kshtrapa coins are not to be 
seen in the hoard. it must, however, be clearly understood that 
Pravara-sena's overlJrdship over the Kshatrapas is only a theory, 
no doubt more probkble than any other, but still lacking con-
clusiv~ proof. . ! · . ·· . 

What was the cause of the total stoppage of the Kshatrapa 
coinage during .)32 to 348 A.D.? Wilen we note how there are 

'Num. Supp. XLVII, 97. 
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hardly any gaps of more than two or three years in the dates of 
the Kshatrapa coinage from 178 to 332 A.D., we cannot but 
suspect some serious political disturbance during this period. 
The usual view th~t the Kshatrapa ,power was in complete 
abeyance during this period does not seem to be correct. Neither 
the Valcitakas nor the Sassanians were at this time in a position 
to effect a total eclipse of the Kshatrapa power. The Vakataka 
king Rudra-sena I, who succeeded the emperor Pravara-sena 
in c. 335, was relatively a weak ruler and could not have under
taken any expedition against the Kshatrapas. The Sassanian 
emperor Shapur II was engaged in Roman \Yars during 337-8 A.D. 
It seems that there was a struggle for the Kshatrapa throne 
which was responsible for part of this gap. It is not unlikely 
that future discoveries will narrow it down, showing that Yaso
daman II ruled for a few years after 332 and Rudra-daman II 
for a few years before 348 A.D. The intervening period may have 
been spent in a bitter struggle for the throne during which 
neither claimant· found it possible to issue any coinage. We 
must remember in this connection that Mahakshatrapa Rudra
daman II, '"hose son Rudra-sena III was ruling as Maha
kshatrapa in 348 A.D.,· is not known to be related to Yaso
illlman' II, who was ruling as a Kshatrapa down to 332 A.D. 
Possibly he was a· rival claimant from a collateral branch and 
could substantiate his claim only by a successful appeal to arms. 
A bitter struggle for the throne was therefore inevitable. It is 
this internecine struggle rather than a foreign conquest which 
seems to be responsible for part of the gap of 16 years. Future 
discoveries alone can, however, finally solve the riddle. 

RuDRA-DAMAN II AND Hrs SuccEssoRs. 

(c. 345 A·.D. to C. 395 A.D.) 

Ru.dra-daman II, who supplanted Yaso-daman II, was very 
proba.bly a scion of the house of Chashtana, which had been 
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ousted by Rudra-sirhha II in 304 A.D. probably with the 
assistance of the Vakataka emperor PravaraLsena I. The weak
ening of the Vakataka povvcr at the end bf the· reign of that 
emi)eror in c: 335 A.D. enabled Rudra-daman II to oust the 
son of his noininee and become Mahakshatrapa-himself. How 
long Rudra-daman II r?led we do not know; for no coins of 
his have been' found so far. We may assume that he may have 
ruled at least: for two or' three years before 348 A.D., when his 
son Rudra-sena III was ruling as Mahakshatnipa. The sway of 
Rudra-daman I II extended over Kathiawar and northern 
Gujarat. j 

Rudra-sena III had a long reign of more than 30 years 
(c. 348 to c. ;380 A.D.). It was, however, n~f. a peaceful one. 
A great political upheaval once more occurred soon aftei: 
35I A.D., whith rendered life· and property Unsafe throughout his 
kingdom. We find people burying hoards for safety both in 

I . ' 
the heart of the kingdom as well as in its outlying cities. 1 The 

~ . . . . . . 

disturbance lasted for I3 years, from c: 35I to c. 364 A.D.,during 
which Rudr;"-sena. III could issue no coins whatsoever. He; 
however, regained his position in 364 A.D. and we find him 
issuing coins regularly down to 378 A.D. 

. The cause of this sudden eclipse of the power of Rudra
sena. III is not definitely known at present. It could not have 
been an inv1sion by the Vakatakas ; for they were too weak ,. . . . . · .. 

to think of any such venture at this time. Dr. K. P. J ayas\val 
lias suggested· that it may have been an attack on the Kshatrapa 
power by Simudia-gupta. This view also does ·not seem to be. 
convincin~. IThe Kakas and Sanaka~ikas of eastern Malava are 

·known to have been the western netghb<:>urs of Samudra-gupta. 
It is not likely th~t .he had inv~ded the Kshatrapa dominion 
which lay frlrther to the west in Gujarat and Kathiawar. It is 
important to note tha:t the Allahabad eulogy of Samudra-gupta, 

1 ]BBRAS. 1899, pp. ""~09 for the Uparkot hoard and ASI. 1913-14;· 
pp. 227-45 for the Sarvan1a hoard. 
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which gives an exhaustive account of his conquests, does not 
mention any smashing defeat inflicted on the Sakas>of Western 
India. Shapur II, the contemporary Sassanian emperor, is 
known to have· led an expedition to the east in 356-i A,D. Can 
it be that after conquering the Kida.ra king of the Punjab in 
357 A.D. he turned to Kathiawar from his base ir.. Sindh and 
totally eclipsed the power of Rudra-sena III for some time ? 
Had Sassanian coins been found in Kathiawar, this conjecture 
might have appeared probable ; as it is, there is nothing to 
support it: The view that Sarva Bhattaraka, who started the 
so-called Valabhi coinage, may .have temporarily overpowered 
Rudra-sena III is also not free from difficulties.' It must, there
fore, be admitted that the cause of the eclipse of the power of 
Rudra-sena during 351 to 364 is still unknown. Nor do we 
know how he re-established it in c. 365 A.D. 

378 A.D. is the last known date of Rudra-sena III. He may 
have ruled for a year or two more and we may place his death 
in c. 38o. 

The history of the Western Kshatrapas subsequent to the 
·death of Rudra-sena III is again shrouded in mystery. He was 
succeeded by Simha-sena, "vho was his sister's son, and not his 
-own. The succession therefore may not have been a peaceful 
-one. We find Simha-sena ruling as Mahakshatrapa ir. 382 A.D., 

but within the next six years ot: so not only his own reign but 
that of his son Rudra-sena IV came to an end, for in 388 A.D. 

-or soon after we find Rudra-simha III on the throne ruling as 
Mahakshatrapa. The relationship of this ruler to his predecesSor 
Rudra-sena IV is not knowri_. It is not unlikely that his father 
Satya-simha may have been" a brother of Rudra-sena III ; he 
may, therefore, have felt that he was a better claimant to the 
throne than Rudra-~na rv;·.who derived his title from a sister-' 
of Rudra-sena TIL 

'JNSI. VI, 19-~VERSITY OF NORTH :DENGAL 

LIBRARY 
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Rudr'a-si1hha III, however, cbuld not rule the kingdom for 
a long time. In less. than ro years from 388 A.D. he was .com
pletely defeated by Chaildracgupta II; ~vho annexed Gujarat 
and Kathiawar to the Gupta empire and put an end to the 
Saka rule. A:n account of this 'conquest will be given in 
Chapter VIII. 

I 



CHAPTER IV 

EASTERN DECCAN. 

I. ANDHRA 

During the age of the Later Satavahanas the heart of the 
Andhra country, corresponding to the districts round the month~ 
of the Kistna and the Godavari, appears to have had its head
quarters at Dhanyakataka. The city has been identified by some 
scholars with Bezwada, while others, with greater plausibility, 
have suggested its location in the present Amaravati-Dharanikota 
area of the Kistna District.1 The extinction of Satavahana rule" 
in the above region is usually placed towards the end of the 
first quarter of the third century A.D. Local feudatory families 
had no doubt been gaining strength as a result of the weakness 
of their Later Satavahana overlords and must have contributed 
largely to the latter's downfall. But the Ikshvakus of the 
Kistna-Guntur region possibly .struck the strongest blow to th{; 
suzerain power. 

The Ikshviikus. 

The earliest known Ikshvaku king Vasishthiputra Santa-
. I 

miila (Chantamfila) I flourished about the second quarter of the 
third century, that is to say, immediately after the fall of the 
Satavahanas in the country round Dhanyakataka. The assump-' 
tion of independence by a Muslim tuler of medieval India was 

1 The Amaravati inscription of Ikshviiku Virapuruslla-datta (SIE .. 
!937-38, No. 529) refers to the installation of two Dhartiiachakra.s at the 
eastern entrance of the MahliviMra at DhaJ!lfiakaQ.a (Dhiinyakata). An 
Amariivatl pillar inscription of Keta II, dated A.D. 1182, mentions 
Sri-Dhiinyakataka with its temple of Siva Amaresvara and the lofty 
Chaitya of Lord .Buddha (EI., VI, 146). 
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characterised by the issue of his own coins and by an order to 
insert in the Khutbah (sermon delivered. after divine service ,on 
Friday) his own name instead of his overlord's. The indel)en.; 
dent 'status newly acquired by Indian ruling fainilies of the early 
centuries of the Christian era was likewise signalised usu.ally 
by the celebration of the Asvamedha. It is, therefore, interesting 
to note that Santamula I was the performer of a horse-sacri'fic~. 

\Ve know little about the predecessors of Santamula I. It 
is not impossible, that the Ikshvakus of the Andhra-de5a actually. 
represented a brandt of the celebrated Ikshvaku dynasty of 
Ayodhyd which migrate<;l to thE! Deccan and settled there. The 
Ikshvakus of the Fa-r South appear to have had their capital ~
Vijayapuri situated in the valley of the Nagarjunikonda hills. 1 

, I . 

No re·cord of SantamUla's time has so far· been discovered. 
Details iof the political career of this king as well as the extent . 
of his kingdom are, therefore, unknown. SantamUla I was a 
staunch Brah~ai1ist and performed not only the Asvamedha 
but al~o the Vajapeya a~d other Vedic sacrifices. Like the 
Kadambas and the Chalukyas of later times, he is described ·as 
"favoured by Mahasena (Skanda-Karttikey-a)''. · SantamUla I 
had at least two sisters, the first of whom was married to a 
feudatory chief who had the style Mahiiseniipati Mahiitalavara 
and· belonged to the Pukiya· family. The king's daughter Atavi
Santisri >vas ,married to an official styled Mahiisenapati Mahii-_ 
dat!cfa.niiyaka and reported to have belonged to the noble fam~ly 
of the Dhanakas. The vvord Pukiya has been connected by some 
scholars with the Pungi district covering parts of southern 
Guntur and the adjoining region. The Hira:t;tyaka family, 
related to the Ikshvakus, has been similarly connected wi~ 
the Hiral}yarashtra which must have induded the northern and 
western parts of the Nellore District and the adjacent area. 

' The Ikshvakus · were probably the Sriparvatlya Andhras of )he: 
Purattas. sriparvata 'was the· ancient name of the Nallamalur Range. 

,'"1 
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Santamflla I was succeeded by his son Mathal'iputra Vira
purusha-datta (third quarter of the third century) who ruled at 
least up to his twentieth regnal year. One of his queens was 
Rudradharabhattarika who is described as the daughter of tht 
Maharaja of Ujjain. 1 It is not impossible that Rudradhara· 
bhattarika was related to Rudra-sena II (c. 254-74 A.D.) 01 

Rudra-sena I (c. 199-220 A.D.) the Saka rulers of Western India. 
Virapurusha-datta gave his daughter in marriage to the Maharaja 
of Vanavasa which has been identified \Yith modern Banavasi 
in the North Kanara .J)istric.t of the ;Bombay Presidency. The 
son-in-law of the Ikshvaku. king seems to have been no other 
than a ruler of the Chutu family supposed to haye been a branch 
of the Satavahana dynasty settled in the ancient Kuntala 
country. Matrimonial alliances with the royal houses of Ujjain 
and Banavasi no doubt strengthened the position of the 
Ikshvakus during the reign of Virapurusha-datta, although the 
credit for contracting these relations might 'belong actually to 
the king's father Maharaja San\amula I. 

Records belonging to the reign of Virapurusha-datta have 
been discovered at the Buddhist sites of Amaravati, Jaggayapeta 
and Nagarjunikonda. 2 The latest date supplied by the epigraphs 
is the king's twentieth regnal year. The inscriptions are, how
ever, not official documents, but records of private donations 
in favour of several Buddhist establishments. Most of tlie 
Nagarjunikonda epigraphs record the benefactions of some 
female members of the Ikshvakn family to the Great Monastery 
lying near the capital city of Viil:lyapnri. These ladies were 
apparently Buddhists in faith. It is, however, unknown whether 
king Virapurusha-datt3 himself and his son· were actually 

1 It ts mteresting to note that three of Virapurusha-datta's queens 
were daughters of his paternal aunts. Such alliances were evidently 
familiar in this region even in the early period. Cf. Baudhiiyana 
Dhanna-sutra, I. II. 1-4. 

1 EI. XX, I ff; XXI, 60 ff. 
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Buddhists.. But attention in this connecti~n may be dra\~n 
to the fact that, unlike Santamftla I, neither of these rulers ;has 
been described as the performer of any Brahmankal s~crifices 
Dr as favoured by the god Mahasena. It is, therefore,. not im
probable that the immediate successors of Santamula I were 
Buddhists and not staunch Brahmanists like their an,cestor. 

' Mathariputra Virapurusha-datta was succeeded by his son 
V.asisthiputra Ehuvula1 Santamtila II who ruled at least up to 
his eleventh regnal year. The independent rule of the Ikshvakus 
in the heart of the Andhra country appears to have ended about 
the c~ose of the third century A.D. This is suggested by· the 
Mayidavolu charter recording an order of the Pallava crown
princ~ Sivaskanda-varman of Kaiichi to the provincial governor 
of tlie:.Andhrapatha residing at Dhiinyakataka. Though there is 
difference of opinion amongst scholars as regards the date of 
Sivaskanda-vannan2 and his father during whose reign the grant 
was is~ued, it seems quite reasonable to 'ascribe the overthrow 
of thel Ikshvakus and the Pallava occupation of the· Kistna
Guutui region to about the end of the third ce~tury A.D. It is; 
however, uncertain whether Ehuvula Santamtila was himself 
ousted by the Palla vas. 3 J . 

There is evidence to show that the Ikshvaku dynasty 
lingered long as a local power. A record of the Kekaya family 
of northern Mysore belonging to the fifth century A.D. refers 
to matrimonial relations between the Kekaya kings and the 

\ 
I 

' Of the two forms, Ehuvula and Ehuvala, the former is to be pre
ferred. Cf. the name HamguJ;lavula-Devana, Sue. Slit. p. 391. 

· • Some scholars• would like to assign him to the middle of the 
third century A.D. For an examination of the question· and for reasons 
why he should be ascribed to the first half of the fourth century, see· 
Sue. Slit. pp. 161-68. 

• Maharaja. Rujupurusha-datta, mentioned in · an inscription at 
Gurzala in the Guntur' District (EI.· XXVI, 123 ff), may have been the 
successor of Ehuvula santamiil~U. The ·palaeography of the record 
as well as the name-ending datta· seems to connect. him' with the royal 
family of the Ikshvakus, specially with Virapurusha-datta. 
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royal sages of the Ikshvaku dynasty. These Ikshvakus are 
almost certainly to be identified ·with the descendants of 
Santamiila I. In this connection it is interesting to recall the 
epic instance Of a matrimonial alliance between the Ikshvakus 
of Ayodhya and the Kekayas of Girivraja and Nandigrama in 
the Punjab. Vague reminiscences of the southern Ikshvakus 
may probably be traced in the late Kannada poem entitled 
Dharmiimrita by Nayasena. 

The Brihatphaliiyanas. 

There was an old kingdom covering the present Bandar 
(Masulipatam) liiluk of the Kistna District and the adjoining 
region with its capital at a city called Pithu1,1~a ( = Pritkuda ?} 
lying not very far from Masulipatam. 1 According to the Hathi
gumpha 1nscription, king Kharavela of Kaliilga, who may be 
assigned to the second half of the first century B.C., devastated 
the royal city of Pithuv.~a. About the middle of the second 
century A.D. the Greek geographer Ptolemy mentions "the 
metropolis of Pitundra" which is located in the Masulipatam 
area:. Then .. is hardly any doubt that the inscription of Khara
vela and the Geography of Ptolemy refer to the same royal city. 
Towards the end of the third century A.D., a king named Jaya
varman is known to have been ruling over the above region 
very probably with his capital at the city of Pithu1,1~~- 2 King 
Jaya-varman belonged to the Brihatphaliiyana gotra; but no 
other king of his line is as yet known. 

'According to Ptolemy's Geography (VII, i, § 79, 93), Pitundra= 
Pithur.t<;ia was in the land of the people called ::vraisoloi. The name of 
this country is given as l\Iaisolia which is apparently identical with 
the first part of the name of Masulipatam. See infra. 

• Some scholars believe that Kudiira, the place whence the 
Kpl).damndi grant was issued, was the -capital of the Brihatphaliiyana 
kings. See Dubreuil, AHD., pp. 84-85. For a criticism of this view, 
d. Sue. Sat. pp. 41-49. 
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A copperplate charter dated in the tenth regnal year of 
Jaya-varmari who is described as a .devotee of Mahesvara (Siva) 
was discovered at Kondamudi in the Tenali taluk of the Kistna 
district. 1 It was issued from the victorious camp of Kudura to 
the governor of the Kudura iihiira (district) in regard to a gra~1t 
of land iti favour of a number of Brahmat}as. Kudura, ··which 
·appears to have been the headquarters of the district of that 
nanie, has been identified. with. n1odern Guduru near. Masuli
patani .. jSome scholars locate it at Kodtiru on the sea not far 
from Ghantasala which is the same as Ka~takasaila or!IS:a~ta-

. kasattla/ of old records and as Kantakassulos .of the Greeks·. 
. Unfortunately the relations of the Brihatphalavanas of 

f PithUJ;i~a with the .neighbouring kingdom of the Ikshv'akus at~d 
with tl1e Pallavas of Kaiichi cannot be determined in the present 
state of our knowledge. It appears that the earlier kings of 

. Pith~~Q.a accepted the suzerainty of the Later Satavahanas and, 
later,' possibly also of the Ikshvakus. On the eve of the Pallava 
occupation of the Andhrapatha, · Jaya-varman · Bri)1atphalayan~ 
seems to· have r:uled for some time as an independent king .. The 
sudden rise of the Brihatphalayanas may hav~ been·. at·the 
expense of the Ikshvakus. Jlut very soon both the dynasties 
appear to have been· subdued by the Palla vas of Kiifichr: It is, 
however; impossible to be qetlnite on this point as materials for 
the history of the Masulipatani'.region during the early centuries 
of the Christian e~a ar~ scapty. With the rise of the. Salat'i'
~aya~as of Veigi, some of~~ te~ritories originally enj;yed by 

·the Brihatphaliiyanas seem' :eb: have passed to them. 

The .A~'andas. 

Epigraphic evtdenc~ points to the existence of a royal family 
ruling in the Guntur district about the second halt of the fourth 

• • • ,. • '· t 

,•. 

1 EI. VI, 315. 
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century A.D. and parts of the fifth. 1 Only three kings of this 
dynasty are known from in:scriptions. An epigraph in the 

. Kapotesvara temple at Chezarla to the west of Guntur speaks 
of Satsabhamalla who was the daughter's son of king Kandara 
belonging to the gotra (lineage) of a great sage named .Ananda. 
In the Gorantla copperplate grant of Attivarman, the king is 
described as "sprung from the family of king Kandara", while 
the family itself is said to have "arisen from the lineage of the 
great sage Ananda". The Mattepad grant of Damodara-varman 
was issued from Kandarapura (a city very probably founded by 
Kandara) and the king is represented as having belonged to the 
Ananda gotra. The three kings, Kandara, Atti-varman and~ 
Damodara-varman should therefore be assigned to the same 
family which may be called the Ananda dynasty of the Guntur 
region. 2 It should, however, be noticed that the name of 
Ananda is not found in the list of gotrarshis in the Puravas and 
other early works. Apparently the dynasty could not boast of 
its relations with any acknowledged gotrarshi of old. 

Of the three kings of the Ananda family, Kandara who 
seems to have founded the city of Kandarapura is· evidently 

' There is difference of opmton amongst scholars as regards the 
chronology of the Xnanda kings. Gopalachari assigns them to the 
sixth and seventh centuries A.D. He believes that the Chezarla inscrip· 
tion palaeographically resembles the records of the Pallava king 
Mahendra-varman I (c. 600·30 A.D.). See EHAC., p. 185. Rama Rao 
I]AHC. T, 11) places the Xnandas in the period 375-500 A.D. 

• Some recent writers prefer the dynastic name Xnandagotra to 
Ananda, but apparently they forget the fact that the word gotra means 
family and that kings of the Salankayana gotra represent themselves 
in their official records simply as Salankayana. Attention in this connec
tion may also he drawn to such dynastic names as Ikshvaku which is 
after an illustrious early member of the family. Expressions .like 
"the B:rihatphaliiyana gotra kings", "the Xnanda gotra kings", etc., 
can therefore hardly be entertained. Cf. V. S. Ramachandramurty, 
]AHRS. XI, 43 ff; Rama Rao, ap. cit. Gopalachari is inclined to 
style the family as "Kandara" (op. cit. p. 185). Apparently however 
kin~ Kandara himself cannot be described as belonging to "the Kandara 
family". Of course Kandara's descendants may be designated by that 
style. 
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the earlie~t. There is, however, difference of opinion amongst 
scholars as regards the relative chronological position between 
Atti-varman and Damodara-varman. It is interesting to note 
that Damodara-varman is described in his own re~ord as 
hirattyaga:rbha~odbhav"odbhava, i.e., one whose father'\vas ~ 
performer of the mahiidiina (great gift) ceremonY. known as the 
Hiral).yagarbha. Atti-varman's record, on the other hand, re- · 
presents him as a hirattyagarbha-frrasava, i.e., performer .Of the , ' 

Hiral).yagarbha. · Damodara-varman may have, therefore, been 
actually a son of Atti-varman. According to some scholars, 
ho\vever, :the former was not a successor but a predecessor of 
the latte~. 1 

Ka1~dara, like Kandhara, Kandhiira, Kanhara, Kanhiira and 
Kannara, 'is a Prakritic corruption of the Sanskrit name Krishtta 
influenced by words like Skandhci (Prakrit Kandhara). The 
Prakritic riames of Kandara and Atti-varman and especially the 
fact that jthe names of a l~rge .number of Brahm~1).a d~nees ~f 
the Mattepad grant of Damodara-varman are giVen 111 the1r 
Prakrit fJrms would suggest th~ ascription of these kings to a 
period not much later than the middle of the fourth century A.D. 

when Prakrit was ousted by Sanskrit from the field of South 
Indian epigraphy. 

The .Chezarla inscription2 represents king Kandaia as lord 
of the Krish1).avel).1).a (i.e., Kistna), of the hill called Trikftta 
and the city called Kandarapura and of two janapadas or pro
vinces. It has been suggested that the Trikiitaparvata of the 
Chezarla ~ecord is the same as the Trikiitamalaya mentioned in 
a Vislu;nikuv.Q.in inscription and is no other than present 

' 
1 Gopalachari believes that Diimodara-varman flourished about a 

century before Atti-varman (op. cit. p. 194). Rama Rao places Kandara 
and his grandson in 375-400 A.D., Damodara-varman in 435-460 A.D'. and 
Atti-varman in 480-500 A.D. 

• SII. VI, No. 594. For a different interpretation. of this record, 
see Rama Rao, op. cit. p. 5, cf. Sue. Slit. p. 396 ff. 
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Kotappakonda near Kavilr. 1 Of th~ t"·o provinces under 
Kandara's rule one seems to have been the district round 
Kandarapura which has not been satisfactorily identified. 2 The 
banner of king Kandara is said to have borne the representation 
of a golii.ngula (a species of monkey). As the banner and crest 
'df a royal family are sometimes found to be the same, it is not 
impossible that the defaced seals of the Gorantla and Mattepad 
·grants actuallty bear the figure of a go/lingula. Prince Satsa
bbamalla was the daughter's son of Kandara and probably 
belonged to a viceregal line. Kandara appears to have been called 

· Prithiviyuvarat and is possibly also credited with victory in 
. some battl\!S at Dhanyakataka. This seems to suggest that 
about the middle of the 4th century Kandara and his feuda
tbries drove out the Pallavas from Dhanyakataka whicl:- is 
known to· have been the early Pallava headquarters in the 
Andhrapatha. 

It appears from the Gorantla Inscription3 that Atti
. \Tarman and possibly also his predecessors were devotees of 
Siva. The locality called Vake5vara where the temple of the 
family deity OJ1Ce stood has, however, not been identified. \Ve 
have possibly to look to Chezarla which is famous for the temple 
of Kapote5vara. In that case, Kandarapura, capital of the 
A ~anda kings, was probably not very far from Chezarla. 

Damodara-varman was certainly a Buddhist.4 The Kapo
te5vara temple at Chezarla has been supposed by scholars to 
have been a structural Chaitya Hall, originally Buddhist, but 

1 Krishna Rao, ED A.. p. 430. 
1 Rama Rao identifies Kandarapura with Kanteru in the Guntur 

tiiluk (op. cit. p. 12). Somasekhara Sarma believes that the village 
of Chebrolu in the Bapatla taluk of the Guntur Dist., which is famous 
for the temple of Skanda, might have been known after that god as 
Skandapura, Kandapura and Kandarapura. ' He further identifies 
·ehebrolu, called CheJTlbrolu or Tiimbrapura in local inscriptions, with 
Tiimbriipa of the Early Pallava charters. See J. Mad. Un. XII, 154. 

• I A.. IX, 102 ff. . 
• Cj. Mattepad Grant, EI. XVIII, 327 ff. 
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later coilVerted to Hindu usage. 1 It is usually ascribed to the 
fourth century A.D. which date probably connects it. with the 
kings of the Anartda dynasty. 

The end of the Anandas is wrapped i11. obscurity. They 
were possibly subdued by the Sala:ftkayanas, though both the 
dynasties appear to have been originally responsible for over
powering the Pallavas in the heart of the Andhra country. It 
is also possible to suggest that the decline of the Anandas wa!> 
brought about b)t their constant struggle with the Palla vas. 2 

' \ 
l 
I 

The Siilankiiyanas. 

Accotding to Ptolemy's Geography," assigned by scholars 
to the middle of the second century A.D., a people called the 
Salakenoi; lived to the north of the Maisoloi who apparently 

. belonged \to the Masulipatam region. The word Salaken'oi 
appears to be a Greek corruption of the Indian name Sala:ft• 
kaya~a.4 .\rt is again· ~ot. impro~able that Bena~ouron, .the 
premter ctty of the Salaken01 accord111g to Ptolemy, ·ts a copyist's 
mistake for Bengauron; i.e., Vetigapura=Ve:ftgipura which ·is 
knowri to have been the capita1 of the Salatikavana Maharajas. 
All the Sala:ftkayana charters, so far discover~d, wer~ ·issued 
from Vetigi or Vetigipura and a Sala:ftl{ayana ~ing is actually 
mentioned in the Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudra-gupta 
as V aii!geyh.ka, indicating no doubt "the lord ~f Ve:ftgl." The 
city of Venki has been located at the site cif the .modern village 
·Of Peddayegi near Ellore in the Godavari district .•. 

Some of the Salankayana charters mention . the names of 
the reigning monarchs without any reference to their prede
cessors. Th~ po~ition of these rulers in the genealogy is there-

1 Cf. Cooniaraswamy, HIIA. p. 77. 
2 Cf. Ramachandramurty, JAHRS. XI, 43-50; cf. also Sircar, Ibid. 

-pp. 129-30. ' 
• VII, i, 79. 
• PH AI'. p. 419 n. 
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fore difficult to determine. They are Deva-varman of the Ellore 
grant/ Nandi-varman of the Kanteru grant (No. 1)2 and 
Skanda-varman ·of the Kantern grant (No. 2) 3 The Kollair 
gra:o.t4 is, however, issued by a king named Nandi-vannan who 
is called the eldest son of king Chav<;la-varman, while, in the 
Peddavegi grant, 5 apparently the same ruler is represented 
as Nandi-varman II who is not only called the eldest son of 
Chaw~a-varman but also the grandson of N andi-varman I and 
the great-grandson of Hasti-varman. We do not know if Nandi
varman of the Kanteru grant (No. I) has to be identified with 
Nandi-varman II of the Kollair and Peddavegi grants. But the 
identification is not improbable in view of the facts that all 
the three epigraphs belong to the same epoch according to the 
evidence of palaeography and that unlike the other members 
of the family the reigning monarch is described as a parama
bhiigava.ta, i.e., devotee of Lord Vishvu, in all the grants. The. 
exact relation of Deva-varman of the Ellore grant and Skanda
varman of the Kanteru grant (No. 2) with any of the other 
four kings cannot be determined in the present state of our 
knowledge. The Ellore grant is, however, written in Prakrit, 
while all other records of the family are couched in Sanskrit. 
It is therefore evident that Deva-varman ruled earlier than both 
Nandi-varman II and Skanda-varman, as Prakrit was ousted by 
Sanskrit from the epigraphy of the Lower Deccan about the· 
middle of the fourth century A.D. In case it is conjectured that 
there was no break in the succession ·from Hasti-varman to 
N andi-varman II it has to be assumed that Deva-varman ruled 
earlier than Hasti-varman6 and Skanda-varman after Nandi--

1 EI. IX, 56 ff. 
• ]AHRS. V, 21. 
• Ibid. 
• IA. V, 176. 
• ]AHRS. I, 92. 
• Some scholars believe that Deva-varman was a successor, possibly 

·a· son, of Hasti-varman: cf. Sue. Slit. p. 73 n. 
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varman II. It must, however, be. admitted that palaeography 
does not suggest a long interval of time between the rule ot 
Deva-varman and that of Nan:di-varman II and ~anda-varman. 1 

Besides ,the ·evidence of palaeography, there is an jnterest
ing reference that helps us in determining the· epoch to which 
the · Salankiyana kings, known from inscriptions, belonged. 
Hardly any' doubt can be entertained as to the identity of 
Salailkayana Fiasti-varman, great-grandfather of · Nandi
varman II of the Peddavegi grant, -with the king H asti-varman 
of Veilgi·who was defeated by Samudra-gupta according to the 
Allahabad pillar inscription. The southern· expedition qf 
Samudra-gupta is usually ascribed to the middle of the fourth 
century· A.D.i to which epoch Salatikayana Hasti-varni.an has also 

I ' 
to be assigned. 

Lord Chitraratha-svamin was the family deity of the 
Salatikayana' Maharajas. It is interesting to note that in rgo2 
a· mound wis shown by the villagers to Hultisch on his visit 
to Peddavegi as the site of the ancient temple of Chitraratha
svamin.2 The word chitmratha means the sun ; the family 
deity of the~Salailkayanas may therefore have been the sun"god. 
But the personal faith of individual Salailkayana monarchs 
is known to have been in some cases Saivism and in others 
VaishJJ.avism. 

The seals attached to tlie Salailkayana charters bear the 
figure of a j bull which. seems to have been the crest of this 
family of rulers: The word sillankayana indicates Nandin, the 
bull of SivJ. It is therefore not improbable that the crest of 

.. the Salanka'yan~ kings was connected with the natlte of their 
family.. .Salankayana has been rightly taken to be the name of ' 
the gotra to, which the family belonged, although the kings are 

1 !'"or. the, supposed existem;e of a prince named. Buddha-~ai:man in 
the Salankiiyana dynasty, cf. S1rcar, IHQ. 1933, p; 208 ff; S1tc. Slit. pp. 
63-68. Skanda-varman is usually supposed to have been a younger 
brother of Nandivarman. II. 

•.EI. IX, 51. 
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simply called Siilankiiyana instead of the usual epigraphic style 
Sala.1ikii.yana-sagotra. · 

The Ellorl! grant of the parama-miihdvara Maharaja Deva
vatman was issued in the thirteenth year of the king's reign. 
Deva-vannan is described in the grant as a performer of the 
Asvamedha sacrifice. This possibly suggests that he established 
the greatness of his family after having defeated some enemies 
who might have· been no other than the Pallava conquerors of 

the Andhrapatha. 
The known dates of Nandi-varman II (first half of the fifth 

century) are his seventh and tenth regnal years. He, there
fore, ruled at least for more than nine years. 

The end of the Salatikiyanas, like that of the other royal 
families of the region, is shrouded in darkness. It is, however, 
very probable that towards the dose of the fifth century A.D. 

they were overpowered by the Vish:vuku:vc,Hns whose history 
will be treated in the next volume. 

2. KALINGA. 

After the downfall of the Chedi or Chaidya dynasty of 
Kalit'lga, to which the great Kharavela belonged, the Kaliilga 
country (roughly speaking, the coastal land between the 
Mahanadi and the Godavari) was split up into a number of petty 
principalities. This state oi things is indicated by the Allahabad 
pillar inscription of Samudra-gupta which refers ~o the Gupta 
emperor's victory over some South Indian kings in the 
fourth century A.D. The Dakshi:vapatha contemporaries of~ 

Samudra-gupta, who are usually assigned to the Kaliilga region, 
are Svami-datta of Kottflra, Mahendragiri of Pishtapura, Damana 
of Erat;tQ.apala and Kubera of Devarashtra. 1 Kottflra is identi
fied with Kothoor near the Mahendragiri in the Ganjam district 

1 These are fully dealt with in Chapter VII. 
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and 1EraJ;J.<;lapalla is believed by' some· scholars to have been 
situ~ted near Chicacole in the same. district. .Little, however, 
is ktl.own about these states. But there .is evidence of the con
tinu~d existence of the kingdoms of Pishtapura and Devarashtra 
which are to be identified respectively with the modern state of 
Pithapuram in the Godavari district and the Yellamanchili 
tiiluk of the Vizagapatam district. Some kings of these kingdoms 
are , known from their copper-plate grants palaeographid1Uy 
assigned by scholars to about ·the fifth century A.D. Other 
reco'rds of the ·same period disclos~ the name of the royal city 
of· Simhapura which is not mentioned in the Allahabad pillar 
insc}-iption and probably flourished after the middle ofthe fourth 
century. Simhapura, identified with Singupuram near Chicacole,· 
is supposed to have been the capital of a Kalinga kingdom as 
late as the· twelfth century. i · 

j 

f

. The Pitribhaktas. 

• A. Maharaja, named ChaJ;J.<;lav·~rman, is known from the 
Komarti grane issued from . victorious Simhapura in the king's 
sixth year -of reign. The record describes Chav.<;lavarman as 3 
Kaiingiidhipati (lord of Kaliilga), and the seal bears the word 
Pitfibhakta (devoted to father). All the pecularities of the above 
ch~rter are present in the Tiritthana copper-plate grant" of the 
fourth regnal year of a king. of the same name who seems to I . . 
be 1no other than Cha1;1<;lavarman of the Komarti record. As, 
however, the script of the second charter is some,vhat different; 

·the existence of two kings named Chal}<;lavarman in the family 
of the rulers of Simhapura has been ~ggested. Another charter 
issued from Simhapura (h~re given in the Prakrit form Sihapura) 

1 R. C. Majumdar, Outline of the History of Kalinga in DVS. Vol. II, 
No. II, 1 ff. 

'·EI. IV, 142ff. 
• ASI. 1934·3.5, p. 64 .. 
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is the Brihatproshtha grane dated in the thirtieth regnal year 
of Maharaja Umavarman, lord of Kalinga. The Dhavalapeta 
grant2 and the Tekkali charter3 of the y~ar g, issued by a king 
of the same name respectively from Sunagara and Vardhamana
pura (modern Vadama in the Palakonda tiiluk of the Vizagapatam 
district), probably belong to }faharaja {.'Inavarman of Sirhhapura, 
known from the Brihatproshtha record. Sunagara and Vardha
manapura were probably secondary capitals or temporary resi
dences of the king. That Umavarman and Chat~<Javarman 

belonged to the same family is indicated by the word Pitribhakta 
said to be found on the seal of the Tekkali charter. The proxi
mity of the reigns of these two rulers is not only suggested by 
palaeography, but is further supported by another fact. It is 
interesting to note that the 'Tiritthana grant of Chai).<Javarman 
refers to a certain Rudradatta, son of Matrivara who seems to 
be the same as Matrivara, son of Haridatta, mentioned in the 
Brihatproshtha record of Umavarman. If this suggestion is to 
be accepted, Umavarman may probably be regarded as a near 
ancestor (possibly the father} of Chai).<Javarman. Some scholars 
however take l\Iatrivara of the Brihatproshtha inscription to be 
the grandson of his name-sake of the Tiritthana plates, and 
Maharaja Umavarman as the son of king Chal).gavarman. 

Another king associated with the above rulers seems to be 
Maharaja Nanda-Prabhafijanavarman of the Chicacole grant, 4 

which not only belongs to the same epoch, but bears on the 
seal the word Pitribhakta as on the seals of some of the charters 
of Umavarman and Cha1,1gavannan. The king is also described 
as 'lord of the entire Kalinga'. His charter was issued from the~ 
Viisaka (the king's residence or camp) at the victorious Sara
pallika. The 'vord Pitribhakta found on the seals of Umavarman, 

' El. XII, 4 ff. 
2 ]AHRS. X, 143-44. 
3 Ibid. VI, 53 ff. . 
• IA. XIII, 48 ff.. 
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Chal).Q.avarman and Nanda-Prabhaiijanavarman probably suggests 
that' all of them belonged to the same family and that the word 
was used as a dynastic designation. It is, however, tempting 
to suggest that the name Nanda-Prabhaiijanavarman actually 
indicates Prabhafijanavarman of the Nanda family. One may 
point out in this connection that a king of the Nanda dynasty 
of Pataliputra is associated with Kalinga in the Hathigumpha 
inscription of Kharavela and that a Nanda or Nandodbhava 
family is known to have ruled in the Jeypore-Nandapur region 
of Orissa, at least from the ninth century A.D. 1 

The Matharas. 

Almost contemporaneously with the Pitribhaktas of Sitillui
pura in central Kalinga ruled the royal family of the Mathara:? 
who had originally their capital at Pishtapura. The Ragolu 
grant2 of Maharaja Vasishthiputra Saktivarmari which records a 
gift hf land near Chicacole and describes the king as the lord 
of Kaliilga and the ornament of the Mathan~ dyna~ty, wasissued 
in the regnal year 13 from the city of Pishtapura. The Matharas 
.of south Kalinga thus appear to have conquered the· heart of 
the kingdom of the Pitribhaktas in central Kalitiga by the time 
,of this monarch. It is interesting 'to note that the Sakunaka 
:grane of the regnal year 28 of Maharaja Ananta-Sakti
varman, wpo is also called the lord of Kalinga and 'ornament 
·of the Mathara family', was issued from Sithhapura which 
was the capital of the Pitribhaktas. That Ananta-Sakti
varman was either identical with Saktivannan of the Ragolu 
plates or, as is more probable, his immediate successor 
(possibly a son), seems to be indicated by · the fact that 
apparently the same high official called de§iikshapataliidhikrita 

1 Sue. Sat: p. 77 n . 
... EI. XII, 1 ff. 
·• A$1. ,op. cit. p. 65. 
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tala-va.ra Arjunadatta in the Sakunaka grant of Ananta-Sakti
vannan is mentioned in the Ragolu plates of Saktivarman with 
a humbler title as amiitya Arjunadatta. The amiitya seems to 
have been raised to higher offices during the later part of his 
life. According to !>Orne scholars, the name Ananta-Saktivarman 
really indicates king Saktivarman vvho was the son of Ananta
varman, while others suggest ·that Ananta-Saktivarman was a 
successor of Saktivarman with the possibility of a king named 
Anantavarman intervening between them. 

The Vii~ishthas. 

Another 'lord of Kalinga' vvho had his adhish(hiina ·(capital) 
at Pishtapura was the Para.mamahe§vam Anantavarman who 
issued the Srungavarapukota1 and Siripuram grants; palaeo
graphically assigned to the second half of the fifth or the begin
ing of the sixth century. King Anantavarman was the son of 
Maharaja Prabha:fijanavarman and the grandson of Maharaja 
Gu:t;J.avarman. The Srungavarapukota charter, issued from 
Pishtapura, describes Gu:t;J.avarman as the lord of Devarashtra 
and Prabha:fijanavarman as the moon in the Vasishtha family. 
In the Siripuram grant, issued from Devapura which was 
apparently the capital of Devarashtra in. the.Vizagapatam district, 
Gu:t;J.avarman is mentioned as the moon in the Vasishtha family 
but not as the lord of Devarashtra. The above facts may 
suggest that these kings of the Vasishtha family were originally 
rulers of central Kalinga, but that they later conquered South 
Kalinga from the Matharas and transferred their headquarters 
to Pisbtapura. It is, however, uncertain whether the Vasishthas 
were related to the family of the rulers of Sithhapura represented 
by Umavarman, Cha:t;J.<;l.avarman and Nanda-Prabbafijanavarman. 
But it is tempting to suggest the identification of the Vasishtha 

1 EI. XXIII, 56ff. 
1 EJ. XXIV, 47 ff. 
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king Prabhafijanavarman with Nanda-Prabhaiijanavarman, If 
this suggestion is accepted, we may possibly regard the king 
as born of a girl of· the N anda family .1 But the identification 
must be regarded as tentative as the seal of Anantavarman's 
records does not bear the tvord Pitribhakta like those of the 
charters ofUmavarman, Cha:r;I<;lavarman and Nanda-Prabhailjana
varman. The Vasishthas as well .as the· Matharas of Kalitiga 
appear to have been matrimonially related to many royal families 
represented by kings who had the metronymics Vasishth1pntra 
and Mathariputra. 

Other Dynasties 

A king named Visakhavarman is kno-vvn to have issued the 
Koroshanda grane in his seventh regnal year from victorious 

· Sripura which is identified. with modern Siripuram in the 
Vizagapatam District. He does not call himself the lord of 
Kalitiga and his relations with _other kings of the same region 
and period cannot be determined with any amount of certainty. 

The history of Kalinga about the fifth century A.D. seems 
to· have been marked by the struggle between the royal houses 
of Pishtapura and Sithhapnra for the supreme authority over 
Kalitiga. The regular use of the title Kalingiidhipati by most 
of the rulers no doubt points to the political ideal of the period 
which may or may not have been realised in practice. The 
epithet Sakala-KalingiidhiPati (lord of the entire Kalii1ga coun
try) applied to Nanda-Prabhaiijanavarman probably shows that 
some of the Kalingiidhipatis ruled only over parts of the country .. 
When the kings of central and southern Kaliftga were struggling 
for supremacy, a new royal line, that of the Gailgas of Kalit'lga
nagara (often identified with Mukhaliftgam in the Ga~1jam Dis-

'Cf. Sircar, JUl. XV, 270; R. C .. Majumdar, HB.R. I, 190. 
• EI. XXI, 23 ff. . 

6 
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'. 
trict), was established in the north en} part of the country. 
Kings of the Gatiga dynasty used an era of their own which is 
supposed by some scholars to have started from about 496 A.D. 

The Jirjingi grane (year 39=c. 535 A.D.) of Indravarman is pos
sibly the earliest record dated in the Gatiga era. It was the 
Catigas who· subdued the rulers of central Kalitiga in the sixth 
century, while the rulers of South Kalitiga were supplanted by 
the Chalukyas in the beginning of the seventh century. We do 
not know what relations the early rulers of Pishtapura and the 
Chalukya conquerors of that kingdom had with king Prithivi
Maharaja of the Tandivada2 plates (issued in the year 46 from 
Pishtapura and paleographically asigned to the beginning of the 
seventh century), who was the son of Vikramendra and grand
son of Maharaja Ral)adurjaya. 

Besides the· 'lords of Kalitiga', there is reference to an 
unnamed 'lord of Chikura' in an inscription3 found at Sarabha
varam lying about 20 miles from Rajahmundry. He was prob
ably a feudatory of the kings of Pishtapura. Another inscrip
tion4 has been discovered at Podagarh in the Jeypore Agency 
(Vizagapatam District) belonging to the twelfth year of the son 
of king Bha,radatta of the Nala dynasty. It is not known 
whether these Nalas were related to the mighty Nalas of Nandi
vardhana in Berar who subdued the Vakatakas and were them
selves overthrown by the Chalukyas of Badami in the second 
half of the sixth century. 

Another dynasty of rulers holding sway over parts of the 
Ganjam and Puri Districts in northern Kalitiga was that of the 
Sailodbhavas who had their capital in Kotigoda in the Ganiam 
District. According to the Khurda5 grant and the Ganjam plates 

' Sel. Ins. I, p. 458 ff. 
1 ]OR. IX, 188 ff. 
1 EL XIII, 304. 
• SIE. 1921-22. p. 95; EI. XIX, 101. 
• ]ASB. LXXII, Part I, 284 ff. 
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(dated 6rg A.D.)/ Maharaja Mahasamanta Sainyabhita-Madhava
raja II, who was a feudatory of king Sasatika of GauQ.a, was 
the son of Ayasobhita and grandson of Sainyabhita-Miidhava
raja I. 2 Sainyabhita.Madhavaraja II appears to be no other than 
Sainyabhita II-Madhava-varman who issued the Bugnda, Puri, 
and Cuttack Museum grants. 3 The Buguda record, like the 
Parikud charter4 of the son of Sainyabhita-Madhava-varman II, 
refers to some members of this family viz., Pulindasena, who 
was famous amongst the peoples of Kalinga, Sailodbhava, Ral}a
bhita and hts sort Sainyabhita I, and Ayasobhita and his son 
Sainyabhita II, the exact relation between the last two groups 
and between them and their predecessors not being stated. The 
Sailodbhava feudatory of Sasatika seems to haye ruled for some 
time after .the death of his overlord when probably he issued 
the Khurda grant as an indepen·dent 'lord of. Kalitiga', although 
it is. uncertain whether his son Ayasobhita II-Madhyamaraja 
performed the Vajapeya and Asvamadha sacrifices before or 
after 643 A.D. when Harsha, after. subduing the .Gau<)as, made 
an attempt to recover· Kotigoda, the recently lost dependency 
of GauQ.a. As Sainyabhita-Madhava-v~rman II seems to have 
flourished about c. 6ro to 630 A.D., his great-grandfather Ral}a-

1 EI. VI, 143 ff. 
• He is called 1\:Hidhavaraja in the· Ga~jam grant and Sainyabhita 

in the Khurda plates. · . 
. • EI. III, 43 ff;. Bhandarkar's List, No. 1674; EI. XXIV, 149. The 

Puri grant· ca11s the king also SrTnivasa. Some scholars assign Sainya
bhfta · II-Miidhava-varman of the Buguda and Parikud grants (whiCh are 
considered late on grounds of palaeography) long after the issue of. 
the Khurda and Ganjarn records; cf. ]..4HRS. X, I ff. But the striking 
resemblance in the sailodbhava genealogy furnished by both sets of the 
records can hardly be explained away. . The passage tasy-{lpi vmhse 
(i.e., [born] in his family) in regard to the relation between Sainyabhita 
I and his succt:ssor Ayasobhita in the second ·set of the charters pro
bably suggests that Ayasobhita, a member of the Sailod.bhava· family, 
was the adopted son of Sainyabhita I. The palaeographical problem seems 
to be solved by the Cuttack Museum grant which is· written in a script 
similar_ to _that of the· Ganjam grant, but gives the genealogy as in the 

· Buguda charter. 
' EI. XI, 284 ff 
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bhita may have founded the $ailodbhava dynasty. of Ko:tigoda 
in the first half of the sixth century. The names of Sailodbhava 
(possibly an eponym) and Pulindasena do not appear to be 
historical. The title Mahiisiimanta, sometimes applied to the 
names of the predecessors of Sainyabhita-Madhavaraja II, pro
.bably suggests that Kotigoda acknowledged the suzerainty of 
GauQ.a even before Sasatika's time (c. 6oo to 625 A.D.). It is, 
however, also not unlikely that the Sailodbhavas were originally 
.feudatories of the Mava Kings, whose original principality lay 
somewhere in the hilly region between the Midnapore and Gay a 
Districts, but who gradually extended their sway over nearly 
the whole of modern Orissa by the latter part of. the sixth 
century A.l>. 1 

J. KOSALA. (DAKSffiJ:lA-KOSALA) AND MitKALA. 

Dakshina-Kosala (literally, South Kosala) compnsmg· 
roughly the present Raipur, Bilaspur and Sambalpur districts 
of the Central Provinces and Orissa was one of the earliest 
Aryan ·settlements in the Deccan. The name of the country 
suggests its colonisation by the princes of the Ikshvaku dynasty 
of Ayodhya, capital of the Kosala (Uttara-Kosala, M::lha
Kosala2) janapada, in the Fyzabad region of the United 

· 
1 Cf. ]RASBL. XI, 4-5. King Sambhuyasas of the Mudgala or 

Maudgalya family, known from the Soro (579 A.D.) and Patiakella 
(602 A.D.) grants (EI. XXIII, 197; IX, 285), ruled over DakhiQa-Tosali 
(territory round Dhauli in the Puri and Cuttack Districts) and Uttara
Tosali (the Soro region in the Balasore District) as a feudatory of 
kings of the Mana family. The foundation of the Mal}.a and Mudgaln 
houses may probably be placed long before the date of Sambhuyasas. 
The Soro area in Uttara-Tosali forming part of the 04ra vishayu: soon 
passed from the Mudgalas into the hai).ds of Soma-datta and Bhii.nu-datta 
who· held sway over Utkala (north-eastern Balasore and the adjoining 
region) and sometimes also over Da:l)qabhukti (area round Danton in 
t~e Midnapore District) under sasai1ka of Ga!J.Qa. The Maf).as were pro
bably responsible for the name of Manbhum. 

1 South Kosala is sometimes wrongly represented as Maha-Kosala 
by mOdem writers; cf. IC. VIII, 57. The name is :>!so spelt Kosala, 
and the <:spital city is sometimes calJed Kosalii; cf. Mekala and Mekalii. 
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Provinces. The early history of SOuth Kosala is wrapped in 
obscurity. According to traditions recorded · ~Y the Chinese 

·· pilgrims who visited India, the celebrated Mahayanist teacher. 
Nagarjuna lived for some time at a Buddhist monastery neaj 
the capital of South . Kosala which was then Under the rule of 
a king of the . Siita,vahi;ma dynasty. . The Satavahana ~ontem
porary. of Nagarjuna, who is said to have flourished in the 
second century A;D, ·is called tri-samudradhipati in the Harsh~ 
charita and may be identified with the Dak.shi?Jii.Pathapati 
GautamiputraSatakawi (c. 106 to 130 A.D.), called tri-samudra-
toya~pUa-'Viihana in a Nasik inscri'ption. 1 It must however ~ 
admitted that the elaborate list of countries over which Gautami
putra Satakaq1i is stated in the Nasik record to have heladirect 

· sway does ·not contain the name of Kosala. A king named 
Mahendra ruled over the South Kosala country about th~middle 
of the fourth century A.D. when the Gupta emperor Samudra
gupta.led his victorious campaigns against the kingdoms of the 
Dakshit,1;ipatha. The influence of Gupta coin-types on the 
coinage of Dakshi:~;ta-Kasala2 as well as the use of the 'Gupta 
era in this land probably suggests that the kings of South 
Kosala, became subordinate allies of Samudra-gupta and 'his 
immediate successors. The Arang (Raipur district, C. P.) plates3 

of Mahiirii.ja Bhimasena II were issued from SuvatJ;ta-nadi (the 
river Son) in the year 282 of the Gupta era, corresponding to 

· 6or A.D. The record mentions Maharaja Sura, his son Maharaja · 
Dayita I, his son Maharaja Vibhisha~a, his · son Maharaja 
Bhimasena I, his son Maharaja Dayitavarman II, and his son 
Mahiiriija Bhimasena II. Allowing, as is usual, a. quarter of a 
century for each generation, king Sfua, the founder of this line 
of kings, may be assigned to the second. half of the fifth 

~ cf. PHAI'. p. 391 n. 
• The silver coins of Prasannamlitra bear the figure of . Ga:tnqa 

1ogether with the discus and conch symbols. 
8 Hiralal, DL. p. 100, No. 127. 
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century A.D. when the Imperial Gupta dynasty began to decline. 
Sura's family seems to have ruled in the northern part of · 
Dakshi:r;ta-Kosaia 

The Sarabhapuriyas. 

Contemporaneously with the family of Sura was ruling a 
line of kings who had their capital at the city of Sarabhapura. 
The city has not been satisfactorily identified, different scholars 
locating it at Sambalpur, Sarangarh, Sarpagarh and other 
places.1 But as the charters issued from Sarabhapura have been 
found about the Raipur District, C. P., the royal city appears to 
have been situated not far from modem Sirpur (ancient Sripura 
which became the later capital of the Sarabhapuriyas) in the 
same ~trict. 

The city of Sarabhapura was apparently founded by a king
named Sarabha who seems also to have oeen the founder of the 
dynasty of the Sarabhapura rulers. King Sarabha is actually 
.known to have been the father of Maharaja Narendra who issued 
the Pipardula grane from Sarabhapura in the third year of his 
reign. This Sarabha may further be identified with Sarabharaja, 
maternal grandfather of Goparaja, who was a vassal of Bhanu- . 
gupta of the Imperial Gupta dynasty and died at Eran in 
sro A.D. 3 If this identification is to be accepted, both the kings 
Sarabha and Narendra would probably be placed about the 
latter part of the fifth century when the hold of the Guptas on 
their subordinate allies began to weaken. The emblem of the 
Sarabhapura kings was the Gaja-Lakshmi which is engraved pn 
the seals attached to their copper-plate charters. 

A later king who ruled at Sarabhapura was Jayaraja (often 
called Maha-Jayaraja), son of Prasanna. known from his own 

1 IHQ. XIX, 144 n. 
• Ibid. p. 139 ff. 
'CII. III, 91. 
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Arang grant1 as ~ell as from his seals attached to some of the 
charters of his brother's son Sudevaraja (sometimes called Maha
SuQ.evaraja). King. Sudeva, who was the son of Manamatra 
and grandson of Prasanna, issued his Khariar, Arang, Sarangarh 
arid Raipur grants2 from Sarabhapura; the latest of the charters 
l)eing dated in the regnal :y;ear IO. The fuller form of the name 
of Prasanna was Prasannamatra as is known from his· silver 
coins, only a few of which have so far been discovered and 

·-published.3 We do not. know if king Prasannamatra was the 
immediate successor of Mahiiriija Narendra; but apparently the 
interval between the reign-periods of the two rulers was not" 
long. 

King Prasann~ljlatra had at least two· sorts, 'Viz. Jayarija 
and Manamatra, the first of whom ruled for more than four 
years. It is as yet uncertain whether Manamatr11- was an older 
or younger brother of king Jayaraja and .whether he ruled at 
all as a king of Sarabhapura. He is no doubt usually identified 
with king Mananka, "the ornament of the Rashtrakiitas", who 
is known from the Uttc;lik;avatika grant4

- of his great-grandson 
Abhimanyu residing at Manapura (supposed to be the modern 
Manpur near Bandhogarh in the Rewah State). Mananka was 
the father cif Devaraja (identified by some scholars with Sudeva• 
raja of Sarabhapura), grandfather of Bhavishya and great~ 
grandfather of Abhimanyu. These kings apparently had the 
dynastic -name Rashtrakiita which points to the fact that the 
progenitor of the~ family was a Rashtrakuta (governor of a 
riishtra or province) und_er some king. . The facts that the 

1 CII. Ill, 193 ff. • .· .· . . 
1 EI. IX; 172 ff; MKSP. II, 39-40; EI. IX, 283 ff; CII. III, t97f, 
• Two ·of Prasannamiitra's coins were discovered by the Maha• 

Kosala Historical SocietY; cf. 111KSP. II, p. 24 of the Appendix. Two 
other coins are known to be in the possession of Mr. S.- K. Saraswati of 
the Calcutta Uniyersity. One of these . is . in a very satisfactory state 
of preservation and the legend . sri-prasannamatra in . box-headed 
characters is perfectly· clear: · _ · 

• EI. VIII, 165 f; Dubreuil, AHD:, p. 77 .. 
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Sarabhapura kings never refer to themselves as belonging to 
tl1e Rashtrakuta dynasty, that the territories over 1vhich the 
two ruling families held sway are not identical; and that unlike 
the Sarabhapura charters the U:Q.~ikavatika grant with its seal · 
containing ·the figure of a lion is not written in the box-headed 
script, rend,er the identification of the Rashtrakuta king Manatika 
with Manamatra of Sarabhapura highly improbable. 1 

Two sons of Maniunatra certainly becati1e kings, the eldest 
of them probably (heing Sude:va. who ruled at least for about ten 
years. Mahiiri?ja Pravararaja,. probably a younger son of Mana
matt a, is known from the Thakurdiya graue issued from Sripura 
(modem Sirpur) in the third year of his reign. King Pravara 
seem.." to have been the founder of the new capital where he 
transferred his headquarters from the old city of Sarabhapura, 
the capital of hi!i predecessors. He probably flourished about 
the middl~ of the sixth century in the latter half of which the 
Pat.l<Juvarhsl: kings, originally rulers of the land towards the 
west and north-west of DakshiJ;Ja-Kosala, became lords of South 
Kosala. The rule of the Sarabhapuriyas was probably terminated 
by the PaJ;JQ.uvatiiSi ruler Tivara who issued his charters from 

1 The identification of lVHiniitika of the UI.JQikavatika grant with 
Mananka, father of Devaraja and grandfather of Avidheya who issued 
the Pandarangapalli grant discovered near Kolhapur, is very probable. 
Although the Panclarangapalli charter does not refer to the Rashtrakuta 
lineage of the kings, the script and the seal of the two records are 
remarkably similar. Manati.ka seems to be described. in this inscription 
as the conqueror of Vidarbha (modern Berar region) and Asmaka 
(district round Bodhatr, ancient Paudanya, in the Hyderabad State 
according to Raychaudhuri). He is probably also said to have been 
the chastiser (Pmslisiili) of the Kuntalas, referring no doubt to the 
Kadambas of Banavasi. It is probable that these Rashtrakutas ruled 
somewhere in the southern part of the Bombay Presidency. Mitashi 
locates them .about the Satara District; cf. ABORI. XA.V, 36 ff. ·His 
suggestions that 1\.faniinka and his successors were the 'lords of Kuntala' 
~:eferred to in the Kuntale5va1"adautya aud the Vakataka &rants and 
that Devaraja may be identified with Devaraja of the Gomtn dynasty · 
who issued the Siroda grant from Chandrapura (Chandor near Goa) 
are unconvincing. For some unwarranted .suggestions about the 
'empire' of these Rashtrakiitas; see ASM. 1929, p. 197· ff. 

• EI. XXII, 15. 
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Sripura. Tivar~ uiay have occupied the kingdom of the Sarabha
. puriyas either in the reign of king Pravara or in that of one 
.of his immediate successors.' 

ThB Piil_t4UVtHhS'is. 

There is difference of opinion as regards the. date of king 
Tiyara (often called Tivaradeva and Mahasiva-Tivararaja) of 
the Piit;I<;lUV.jl-Ihsa. 2 Some scholars assign his records to the 
eighth century A.D. The theory seems to have been influenced 
by the fact that. the box-headed script employed in' Tivara'~ 
copper-piate grants resembles that ·used in the charters of 
Vakataka Pravara-sena II who was ascribed by early writers to 
the same century. It is now well known that Vakiitaka Pravara
'Sena II was tlie daughter's son of Chandra-gupta II (3i6-4I4 A.D.) 

and that he must ha,ie flourished in the fifth ce11tury A.D. 'l'he 
Pa:~,.Q.uvariiSi king Tivara may likewise be placed about the fifth 

·Or · sixth century. 3 The ascription of this ruler to about the 
middle of the sixth century is suggested by his probable con
temporaneity with the Visht;Iukut;I<;lin king Madhavavarman I. 
'(c. 535 to 585 A.D.) and the Maukhari. prince Suryavarman 
(553 ·A.D.). According to the Ipur and Polamur'u grants, 
Madhavavannan I, who flourished more thal;l a generation earlier 
than the Easter~ Chalukya king Jayasirhha I (c. 633-63 A.D.), · 
claims to have captured Trivaranagara, i.e. the capital city of 
king Tri vara (Tivara). The Sir pur inscription of Balarjuna, 

. 
1 See . infra, p. 90.. Mirashi suggests the dates c. 515-30 foi: 

Pra:vara and c. 530-50 for Tivara the conqueror of Kosala . 
. 

2 The family is called the Panduvamsa or Piindavavafusa ·in earlier 
;ecords; but in laterrecords it is referred to as 'the.family of the Moon' 
(Chandriinvaya, Sasadhariinvaya, Somaila1ilsa). It is however better 
to can these kings PiiJ,lquvamSi to avoid a confusion .with the later 
Somavamsis of Kosala. . · · . 

• 
3 Sue. Sii~. pp .. 129, 400; IHQ. XlX, 143 f. His identification with 

Tr~vara mentioned m the Kondedda ·grant of ~ailodbhava Dharmara;a- · 
Manabhita, grandson of Miidhavavarxpan II, is improbable. · 
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who was a grandson (actually, brother's grandson) of Tivara, 
refers to the king's maternal grandfather Suryavarman, a ruler 
(nriPa) belonging to the dynasty of the Varmans who became 
great owing to their suzerainty over Magadha.1 As these 
Varmans appear to be no other than the Maukharis, Surya
varman, contemporary of Tivara; is probably identical with 
Maukhari Isanavarman's ·son of that name who, according to 
the Haraha inscription of 553 A.D., was possibly ruling over 
part of eastern U. P. as his father's viceroy. Ki1!? Tivara of 
the Pal}Q.uvathsa thus appears to have flourished about the 
middle of sixth century (c. 565-80 A.D.). 

Tivara, who issued his Rajim and Baloda grants2 respec
tively in his seventh and ninth regnal years, was the son of 
king Nanna (called Nannadeva, Nannarajadhiraja and Nanne
svara), grandson of king Indrabala and great-grandson of king 
Udayana. If Tivara ruled about the middle of the sixth century, 
the accession of his great-grandfather Udayana c·an hardly be 
assigned to a period l~ter than the close of the fifth century. 
A rock inscription3 at Kalanjar in the Banda district of U. P. 
mentions king Udayana of the Pa~1Q.ava family. His identifica
tion with his Sahara namesake defeated by a general of Pallava 
Nandivarman (c. 717-79 A.D.) is based on the supposed,late 
date of the Pal}Q.uvathsis.' The Sirpur inscription5 of Balarjuna 
speaks of Indrabala as the son of Udayana. According to a 
record6 of Nanna's time, originally discovered. at Bhandak in 
the Chanda District of C. P., Indrabala appears to have had 
at least four sons. '!'he eldest of them, Nanna, succeeded his 
father and is said to have 'conquered the earth'. The same 
record mentions the fourth brother of Nanna as Bhavadeva 
(also as Ral}akesarin and Chintadurga) who restored a decayed 

1 PHAI'. p. 512 n; IHQ. XIX, 278 n; EI. XI, 190 ff. 
• CII. III, 294; EI. VII. 104 ff. 1 EI. IV, 257 n. 
• The fact that Sabara Udayana was defeated at Nelveli (Tinneveii.Y) 

points to his southern origin. . 
• IA. XVIII, 179 f. • ]RAS. 1905, p. 624 ff .. 
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temple founded by an andent . king of the Bhandak region 
named Suryaghosha. The earliest· record of· the Pav<;luvamSis 
in South Kosala seems to be the Kharod (Bilaspur Distri.ct) 
inscription 1 of ISanadeva, another brother of Nanna. it there
fore seems that the PaJ,iQ.uvamsis originally ruled over. wide 
regions of Central India and that they .invaded Dakshiva-Kosala 
during the rule of Nant~a. But Tivara is called Kosaliidhipati 
(lord of Kosala) on his seal and priiPta-sakala-KosaliidhipaJya 
(one who obtained the sovereignty of the entire Kosala country) 
in his charters. It is thus possible that the occupation of. the 
country was completed by this king. 

King Balarjuna (sometimes called Mahasivagupta Balarjuna · 
or Sivagupta Biilarjuna) ·who, according to the Sirpur inscrip
tion, 'conquered the earth' with the help of his brother Rava
kesarin, was the son of Harshagupta and Vasata (daughter of 
Suryavarman of the Varman dynasty of Magadha)1 and· grandson 
of Chandragupta, a brother of Ti:vara. It is uncertain whether 
Chandragupta was an older or younger brother· of Ti:vara, but 
he seems to have ruled as a king. His identification with a 
prince of the same name mentioned in the Sanjan grant as 
defeated by Riishtrakftta Govinda III (c. 794~8r4 A.D.) cannot be 
accepted if his brother Ti:vara is to be placed about the middle 
of the sixth century. Balarjuna, grandson of Chandragupta, 
may· be assigned to the first half of the seventh century. He 
himself or one of his immediate successors may have been 
defeated by Chalukya Pulakesin II who. led an expedition 
against Kosala some time before 634 A.D. 2 Little is known 
about the end of the dynasty and it~ relations with the later 
Somavamsis of Kosala who flourished about the tenth, eleventh 
and twelfth centuries A.D. 

' Hiralal, DL .. p. 113 ff, No. 149. 
. • A Sirpur inscription refers to. Sivanandin, son . and governor of · 

Nityiinanda who has been identified with Baliirjuna; c£. Bhandarkar's 
List,.p. 396 n. · · · 
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We are equally ignorant of the relation of this family with 
the PaJJ.Q.uvarilsis of Mekala, the region round the modem 
Amarakantaka hills. A copper-plate charter, 1 recently found at 
a village, called Bamhani, in the Sohagpur tahsil of the Rewa 
State in Baghelkhand, gives the names of four members of this 
family, viz., Jayabala~ his son Vatsaraja, his son Mahiiriija 
~agabala, and his son Mahiiriija Bharata or Bharatabala. }alias 
Indra). The last two kings are not only styled Maharaja 
but also bear the epithets Parama-miihesvara, Parama-brahmattya 
and .Parama-guru-devatiidhidaivata-viSesha. Queen Lokaprakasa, 
wife of the fourth king Bharatabala, is supposed to have been 
described as a princess of Kosala and as one having a divine 
origin. It has been suggested that she belonged to the family 
of the Pal).Q.nvarilsis of Kosala ; but it is improbable in view of 
the late date of the PalJ.Q.uvarilsi occupation of that country. 
The palaeography of the Bamhani record seems to indicate that 
the PaJJ.c;luvarilsis of Mekala, named above, ruled in the fifth 
century A.D., and this agrees fairly well with what has been 
said above regarding. the origin and early history of the Pal).c;lu
varilsis in Central India. It niay be surmised that while Jaya
bala and Vatsaraja were mere feudatories, either of the Guptas 
or of the Vakatakas, Nagabala established . an independent 
principality in Mekala in the second half of the fifth century 
.A.D., and was more or less a contemporary of Udayana, ,,the 
founder of the other· branch of the family. 

The Viikataka kin5: Narendra-sena (second half of the fifth 
century), who re-established the fortunes of his family, claims 
to have the kings of Kosala, Mekala and Malava as his sub-~ 
ordinate allies, and apparently the Pa:I).Q.uvarliSis were ruling 
in Mekala about this time. It has been suggested that there is 
a veiled reference to Narendra-sena in the Bamhani grant, indi
cating that Bharatabala recognised him as his overlord ; but this 
is extremely doubtful. 

, Bhiirata-Kaumudi, p. 215 ff. 
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THE VA.KA.'fAKAS. 

I. THJ:<~ D~CCAN AT c. 250 A.D. 

The history of Berar an<;l. Central Provinces during the first 
half of the 3rd century A.D. is still shrouded in considerable 
mystery. These territories constituted the kernel of the 
Vakataka kingdom, but we do not kn<wi who was ruling over 
them before the rise of that dynasty. When the Satavahatia 
empire collapsed by c. 225 A.D., we know how the Ikshvakus, 
the Chutu-Satakan;tis and the Abhiras succeeded in carving out 
small principalitiesjn its outlying provinces like central Andhra
desa, southern Kar~ataka and western Maharashtra ; but what 
happened in the central territories of that empire is not known. 
Probably lo~al officers .developed into small independent kings, 
each seeking to extend his kingdom· at the cost of· others. 

Circumstances were thus favourable for the establishment · 
of a new empire in the Deccan, . when· the Vakatakas rose to 
power in the latter half of the 3rd century A.D. ·The rulers of 
none of the kingdoms mentioned in the last paragraph had shown 
the capacity to· extend their dominions or spheres of influence 
beyond their small principalities, arid found a Deccan-wide 
e·mpire. The achievements of the Western Kshatrapas under 
~Rtidra-daman I, had no doubt shown that they once possessed 
the grit and leadership necessary for this purpose. But their 
power was cin the decline by the middle of the 3rd century ; 
the. Mala vas had inflicted a smashing defeat upon them 
(a.nte, p. 34) and ·wrested several districts from their dominion. 
The $akas therefore could no longer aspire to control the 
politics or the destinies of the Deccan. The Yaudheyas, the 
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Arjunayanas, the Nagas and· the Mala vas had reasserted their 
independence recently, but in ancient times it was almost 
impossible for a trans-Vindhyan power to establish ..a. stable 
empire in the Deccan. By c. 250 A.D. the political situation 
therefore was fairly favourable for a spirited and ambitious 
chieftain to found a new empire, which might recall the glories 
of the defunct Satavahana power. The first two rulers of the 
Vakataka family e.ventually succeeded in aGhieving this goal. 

2. VAKA'fAKA CHRONOI,OGY. 

Before however proceeding to narrate the Vakataka history, 
we shall have to say a few words about its chronology, which 
is not yet definitely settled. The theory that the Chedi era, 
starting in 248-g A.D., marks the establishment of the Vakataka1 

power would have given us a fixed starting point, but it is 
altogether untenable. It is but reasonable to expect that the 
Viikatakas would have used this era at least in their own official 
documents, if they had started it themselves. As it is, not a 
single Vakataka copper-plate is dated in this era ; everyone of 
them refers to the regnal year of the grantor. 2 .The theory that 
the Vakatakas founded the Chedi era to mark the foundation of 
their power is thus untenable and it cannot be argued that they 

'Jayaswal, History of India 150 A.n.-350 A.D., pp. 108-11; Pai in 
]IH. XIV, 184 ff. 

1 It is no doubt argued by Pai and Jayaswal that 11 seal of the 
emperor Pravara-~ena I found at Bhita is dated in the 37th year of 
the Chedi era (Ibid.). The seal bears only the title Maharlijiidhiriija 
and has no complete proper name, the letters raka alone being pre
served. It also bears no date, as is usually the case with seals. 

Jayaswal argues that we have got a coin of· Rudra-sena I dated in 
the year 100 of the Chedi era. The coin in question bears no date, 
and was issued at Kausambi ·about 400 years before the birth of this 
ruler. Similarly what Jayaswal holds to be a coin of Pravara-sena, dated 
in the year 76 of the Chedi era is really an undated coin issued by 
king Virasena of l\Iathura. ]NSI. V, 130-4. 
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rose to power in 248-9 A.D., because that is ·the starting point 
I 

of the Chedi era. 
We can determine the main outline of the Vakataka chrono

logy only with the: help of the known date of Prabhavati-gupta, 
the queen of ·the Vakataka king Rudra-sena II, who was a 
daughter of the Gupta emperor Chandra-gupta II (c. 375-414 
.\..D.). Prabhavati-gupta was widowed early iJ;!. her life and her 
surviving son could assume the reins of th-e administration only 
in c. 410 A.D.. Her husband Rudra-sena II, therefore, probably. 
died in c. 390' A.D. He had a short reign of about five years. But 
his father Prithvi-shel)a had a fairly long and prosperous reign 

. and we may phie~YJt ·between c. 36o A.D. and 385 A.D. An 
expression1 used --ii:t connection with this ruler in several 
Vakiitaka charters shows that the family was ruling prosperously 
for about a hundred years before his accession in c. 360 A.D. 

We can, therefor~, place the reign of th~ rounder of the family 
Vindhyasakti between c. 255 and 275. His son J:>ravara-sena I, 
who assumed the imperial title as a result of extensive conquests, 
had a long reign. The Puriil)as say that it lasted for 60 years· 
and we may well accept that statement, for inscriptions show 
that he was succeeded not by a son, but by a grandson. The 
rule of Pravara-semi I, therefore, may: be placed between .c. 275 
and 335 A.D. and that of his grandson Rudra-sena 1 between 
c 335 and 360 A.D. We have shown already how the next ruler 
Prithvi-she:pa I is known to have been ruling from c. 36o to 
_ 385 A.D. The known synchronism of Rudni-sena II with 
Chandra-gupta II, along with other fairly reliable evidence 
referred to above, thus enables us to determine the approximate 
date of Vindhyasakti, the founder of the dynasty, as c. 255-275. 
The discovery of new epigraphs may necessitate some adjust
ment in the chronology suggested above, but it will not be 
considerable. 
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3· THE Ho:r.n: oE" THE VAKA'fAKAS. 

Like the Sunga, the Kal).va and the Satavahana rulers of 
the earlier period, the Vakatakas were Brahmat}as, their gotra 
being Vishl).uvriddha. Their original home is not yet definitely 
known. One view is that the family hailed from Bijnaur-Bagat, 
a village in Bundelkhand. 1 It is quite possible that a family 
coming from the village Bagiit or Vakat may have been known 
as Vakataka, but the conection of early Viikatakas with this 
territory is not yet ddinitely proved. The Knreha inscription 
does not refer to the Vakatakas, 2 as has been contended, nor 
do the Puravas refer to any connection of the early rulers of 
this dynasty with the Kilakilii river of the Punna State, 3 as 
has been maintained. A third century inscription from Amara
vati in Andhra country refers to a Vakataka pilgrim, who hatl 
come to visit the local stupa; this may suggest that the village 
Vakata, to Which he belonged, was rather to the south than to 
the north of the Vindhyas. We must await further discoveries 
to settle satisfactorily the question of the home of the Vakatabs. 

4· VINDHYASAKTI. c. 255-275 A.D. 

Whatever may have been the original home of the 
Vakatakas, there is clear evidence to show that the sphere of 
their early activity was neither in Bundelkhand nor in Andhra 
country, but in V.Testern C. P. The Puravas mention Vindhya
sakti, the founder of the dynasty, as a ruler of Vidisa (modern 
Bhilsa near Bhopal}, and Purika, which is mentioned t>.s its 
early capital, is connected with Vidarbha (modern Berar) and 
Asmaka by ancient geographers.4 "\Ve may, therefore, well 

I HI]. pp. 66-68. 
• Its reading is Va1ikatrika and not Viiklifaka; see HIJ. Pl. V. 
• The PnriiJ)as state that Vindhyasakti came after Kilakila kings 

and not from Kilakila cpuntry. D J{A. p. 48. 
• The Purika province is cpu-pled with Da-sarJ)a in Brlhatsatnhita. 

XIV, 10, and mentioned along with Vidarbh11. and Asmaka in the 
M/!rlla~ujeya PurlitJa. CVII, 48. 
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presume that the nucleus of the origin~l Vakataka principality 
lay in Western C. P. or Berar. 

Vindhyasakti is probably not the personal name but the title 
(birud,ti) of the founder of the dynasty, and he may have pro
bably got it because he had succeeded in incorporating in his 
originai patrimony the territories on the outskir:ts of the Vindhya 
range. What induced Vindhyasakti to make a bid for found-· 
ing an independent kingdom, we do not know. It was probably 
petsonar ambition, not untinged with a desire to ·establish a 
Brahmal}a state which may encourage the old orthodox Vedic 
religion. 

Vindhyasakti has been described as 'the founder· of the 
family' in the Pnral}as and as its banner 'Vamsaketu' .in one 
official inscription. 1 It is thus clear that it was he who secured 
for the family a definite status among the contemporary rulers. 
How he succeeded in doing this, and what were the main 
incidents of his career is still a mystery ; it can be solved only 
by new discoveries. We may, however, well presume that the 
ancestors of Vindhyasakti were probably ·local officers in Berar 
.under the defunct Satavahana empire, and that they continued 
to administer the territories under their charge even when that 
power disappeared. The patrimony, which Vindhyasakti 
inherited, probably comprised. of a district or two in Berar or 
Western C. P. ; his achievement· consisted in extending its 
limits across the Vindhya r~nge,. so as to include a portion of 
Malwa. This may perhaps explain why the Puravas mention 
Vindhyasakti among the kings of Vidisa in eastern Malwa. 

The districts annexed by Vindhya5akti were mostly a kind 
of no man's land at that time, and the expansion of the patri
mony was probably achieved more by diplomacy than by force. 
Vindhyasakti, however, assumed no regal titles and probably 
received no formal coronation. His achievements were soon 

1 Hyd. A1·. S. No. 14. 

7 
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eclipsed by the glorious exploits of his illustrious son. His 
name, therefore, was omitted ~rom the family genealogy when 
it was-first compiled for the copper-plate charters about 125 years 
after his death. -

s. EMPEROR PRAVAR!>-SENA I 

(c. 275 to c. 335 A.D.) 

Vindhyasakti was succeeded by his son Pravara-sena I. 
-He is tile only ruler of the . dynasty to assume the title of 
Samriit or emperor, and we may therefore well presume that 
it was_he who succeeded in extending the Vakataka hegemony 
over the greater part of the Deccan. How he succeeded in 
doing this is however not yet known ; the Pura:gas and inscrip
tions grow eloquent in referring to his four Horse-sacrifices but 
not in_ describing the specific exploits that justified their 
performance. 

The career of the emperor Pravara-sena I has at present to 
be reconstructed with the help of very meagre data. His 
grandson, Rudra-sena I, who suc~eded him, was ruling over 

' 0 
the greater part of C. P. One of his sons Sarva-sena, who 
founded a branch line, is known to be ruling ov.er southern 
Berar and :north-western portions of the Nizam's dominion. 1 

The Pura:gas state that he had two 'other sons, who were assigned 
separate. principalities, presumably outside these areas. The 
empire of Pravara-sena I was thus fairly extensive at the time 
of his death and it is a pity that we should not be able to fix 
its boundaries definitely. 

· . The development of the small patrimony of Pravara-sena 
in western C. P. into this empire probably took place stage by 
stage. He is known to have performed four Horse-sacrifices, 

1 The Basim plates of thts ruler give a village in the Nanded 
district of Hyderabad state. There are several Vakataka records at 
Ajanta. 
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and they probably marked the termination of four .successful 
campaigns. 

One of them may have been directed towards the east and 
resulted in the annexation of the eastern and north-eastern 
districts of C. P. right up to Jubbulpore and Balaghat. In 
course of time, one_ of the princes was put' in charge of this 
territory. 

A- second campaign may have been directed towards the 
south and it resulted in th~ annexation of southern Berar and 
the north-western part of the Nizam's domitiions. Epigraphs 
definitely s~10w that its north-western portion was under the 
Vakataka rule, and was being ruled by Sarva-sena, another son 
of Pravara-sena, who eventually founded a branch line in that 
territory. It is, however, not unlikely that it may have extended 
further to the south. A tradition recorded in Sr'iSailasthala
miihiitmya states that a daughter of king Chandra-gupta, name.d 
Chandravatl, daily used to offer a garland of jasmine flowers to 
god Mallikarjuna of Srisaila, situated in the Karnool district 
on the Krishna. 1 The daughter of Chandracgupta, here referred 
to, may have been Prabhavati-gupta, Chandravati being possibly 
her pre-marriage name. This tradition would suggest the 
inclusion of Srisaila in the Vakataka kingdom, showing thereby 
that it .extended over a considerable part of the Nizam's domi
nions even in the time of Pravara-sena I, since none of his 
successors has been credited with any important military expe~ 
clition in this direction. 

The history of Andhradesa, Southern Kosala and Baghel
khand is still imperfectly known during the ·reign of Pravara
sena I. The Ikshvakus of Andhrade8a had ceased to reign by 
c. 290 A.D.· and the Salatikayanas came on the scene about 40 

years later. The Na}as of Chhattisgarh ·and Bastar state rose to 
power still later. Whether Pravara-sena took advantage of the 

J SIE. 1914-15. D. !ll 
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abs~ce of a strong power in this region and brought it under 
DW control, we do not definitely know. But there is ·nothing 
improbable in his having done so and appointed a third son to 
rule over the area. It. is important. to note in this connection 
that petty rulers in Baghelkhand like Vyaghraraja of Ganj 
continued to acknowledge Vakataka sovereignty even during 
the reign of Prithvi-shet;~.a 11 (360-385 A.t>.), who is never credited 
with the conquest of this area. It is therefore very probable 
that Pravara-sena may have extended his sphere of influence 
over a considerable portion of Baghelkhand and Chhattisgarh. 

The Saka rulers of Gujarat and Kathiawar were the north
western neighbours of Pravara-sena. We have already shown 
how it is very probable that Pravara-sena succeeded in extend
ing his. suzerainty over them during the first quarter of th{; 
4th century (ante, pp. 58-59), It must, however, be clearly stated 
that Pravara-sena's overlord.ship both over eastern Deccan,. 
as well as Malwa, Gujarat and Kathiawar is still a theory, very 
probable no doubt, but lacking definite and conclusive proof. 

The achievements of Pravara-sena I were thus indeed 
remarkable and they fully justified his assumption of the title 
of samriit 0r emperor. From the position of the king of a petty 
kingdom in western C. P. he rose to be the ruler of a big empire 
comprising northern Maharashtra, Berar, Central Provinces (to 
the south of the Narmada) and a considerable part of Hyderabad 
state, which were all under the direct administration of the 
emperor or· his sons. His sphere of influence extended over 
southern Kosaia, Baghelkhand, Malwa, Gujarat and Kathiawar. 
A large part ·of the Deccan and some territories adjacent to it 
were thus included in his empire, and he could well adopt the 
title of emperor, which was not subsequently claimed by any 
of his· descendants. 

Dr. Jayaswal has, however, argued that Pravara-sena was 

1 EI. XVII, 13. 
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the lord paramount practically of the whole of India, 1 ·~hthis 
view is altogether untenable. The theory tha_t. this ruler coli
trolled south India through one of his sons, whQ fo»gded the 
Pallava dynasty, is yet a mere hypothesis, with no .eVidepce 
whatever to support it!· The conquest of U. P. by Pravara~·sena 
is based upon the attribution of the Mathura ·coins of Virasena 
to the Viikataka e~peror. This . attribution is altogether un
tenable.~ It is further interesting to note that these SQ-c~lled 
·2oins of Pravara-sena are never f~und in the: heart of the 
Viikiitaka kingdom, but only near Mathura. If Pravara-sena 
had really issued them, one cannot explain why they·should be 
conspicuous by their absence in the home provinces of his 
dominions. There is no evidence whatsoever to suppor( the 
view that Pravara-sena had at any time conquered .Jhe Pmtjab 
and driven out the KushaJJ.as into Afghanistan .. Th~rei$ ~bttiuJi 
to indicate that the KushiiJJ.aS welcomed the Sassanian sover~iguty 
as a means of protecting themselves against 'the attacks 'of 
Pravara-sena ; as a matter of fact it was imposed upon them 
as early as c. 250 A.D., when Pravara-sena was probably yet to 
he hom. 

There is, therefore, no evidence whatsoever to show that 
Pravara-sena ever exen~ised any control either ?ver South India 
or over the United Provinces or the Punjab .. Nevertheless, his 
achievement in becoming the lord paramount of ne~rly the 
whole of the Deccan was fairly dazzling, well. justifying his 
daim to the title of samriit, which he formally assumed at' the 
end of a Vajapeya sacrifice, specially celebrated .for the pu::pos~~ 
Pravara-seila was an orthodox Hindu ·and in addition to the 
Viijapeya, he perfo~med a .number of other Vedic.saciificeslik~ 
Brihaspatisava, Asvamedha~ Agnishtom!l, Aptoryama, Uktby~; 
Sho<;lasin and Atiratra. Of these he performed Asval}iedha fot.i.t 

' HI]. pp. 82-94 • 
. • ]NSI. · V, .130..4. The legend clearly reads Viras~na · and not 

Pravara-$ena;. cf; Pl. IL 1. 
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times, probably at the conclusion of four different military 
campaigns. 

Pravara-sena had four sons. These were appointed as 
viceroys over different provinces of the rapidly extending empire 
and they became independent after the death of the father, 
thereby considerably weakening the power of the Central Gov
ernment. Of the four sons Gautamiputra1 was the. eldest. He, 
however, predeceased his father. Sarva-sena was probably the 
second son ; he became the founder of 'a branch of the· dynasty 
at Basim in southern Berar, which continued to flourish almost 
contemporaneously with the main Vakataka house down to 
c. 525 A.D. The names of the third and fourth sons of Pravara
sena are . not known ; very probably they were ruling as 
viceroys in the eastern territories of the empire. 

6. RUDRA-SENA I 

(c. 335 A.D. to C. 360 A.D.) 

Pravara-sena was succeeded by his grandson Rudra-sena, 
the son of Gautam'iputra, in c. 335 A.D. His reign is shrouded 
in considerable mystery and has given rise to a number of con
troversies. . The Vakataka genealogy usually mentions his 
maternal grandfather, king Bhava-naga of the Bharasiva dynasty 
ruling at Padmavati near Gwalior. 2 It is clear that he must 
have been of considerable help to his young grandson at some 
critical juncture.3 What its nature was is, liowever, not yet 
definitely known. Rudra-sena had three uncles, who had 

' The view that Gautamiputra Siva-magha of the Bhita seal was 
the third son of Pravara-sena and the :(_ounder of the Magha dynasty 
is untenable. Siva-magha had at least, three predecessors; see ante 
Chaf· II, p. 44. 

For the identity of this Bhava-naga, see ]NSI. V, :zl-7, and a11te. 
pp. 38-39. 

• As a general rule, maternal grandfathers are mentioned in royal 
genealogies only when they happen to have rendered conspicuous help 
to their daughter's sons. · 
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established separate kingdoms, carved out of the parent empire. 
They were all relatively more exper1enced than .the heir to the 
imperial throne. It is possible that some or all of thei:n may 
have tried to·· oust him, and . his maternal grandfather, king 
Bhava-naga, may have saved ;the situation by intervening on 
behalf of his grandson. The family of ~nly one uncle of 
Ruqra-sena continued to rule. It is not unlikely that the .other 
two uncles may have perished in 'the struggle or tnay have been 
dispossessed of their territories by quondam Jocal rulers. 1 

, 

It has, however, been argued with considerable force that 
the danger which threatened and eventually destroyed Rudra
sena proceeded not from his- uncles but from the Guptas: · If . . . . . 

Rudra-sena could not continue to be a Samriit or empe~p:J," like 
his grandfather, it was because the Guptas managed to.r'i5e to 
the imperial status; Before they could succeed in doing' tliis, 
they had to humble down the power of the Vakatakas, . whose 
emperot Pravara-sena I had for a while ~verwhelmed the founder 
of their· dyna~ty,. Chandra-gupta I, and reduced him and his 
son Samudra-gupta to the feudatory status. Eventually, ho\v.
ever, Samudra-gupta inflicted a smashing defeat upon· Rudra
sena I, the successor of Pravara-sena, in a sanguinary battle 
fought at Kausambi in which tl:).e Vakataka kirig lost his life 
on the battlefield in c. 345 A.D. The Vakatakas then sanldrito 
the position of mere feudatories of the great Gupta empire. 2 

.. 

-It is not possible to examine . this theory here in all its 
·details. 3 Suffice it to say that we have really no evidenc~ to 
show that the power of Chandra-gupta I had ever been over" 
thrown by Prava:l'a-sena I or that Samudra-gupta was at any 
~--'-----·---··. 

. 1 The .last alternative would appear as the more probable one, if ~v~ 
assume that they were viceroys over northern Andhradesa and southern 
Kosala. These teri'itoties were being· governed by a number· of inde~ 
·pendent kings at the time oCSamudta-gupta's invasio .... 

1 ABORI. IV, 30-40; Jayaswal, Hir pp. 80-2. 
' See Altekar in' IC; IX, :99-106 for a. detailed. refutation of this 

view. 
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time a feudatory of the. Vakatakas and wreaked his vengeance 
upon them by killing their king Rudra-sena on the battlefield 
of Kausambi. The king Chav.Q.asena of f{aumudimahotsaoJa, 
who is stated to have been driven out from Pataliputra, cannot 
be identified with the Gupta emperor <:handra-gupta I. 1 The 
tiger type of the coins of Samudra-gupta describes him as. a 
?"iijii, not because h.e was then a simple feudatory, but because 
the fl.an of the coins could not accommodate at the particular 
place a longer word like Riijiidhiriija or Mahii riijiidhirg.ja. It is 
true that Rudradeva is one of the nine kings forcibly uprooted 
by Samudra-gupta, but he cannot be identified with Rudra-sena, 
the Vakataka king. Rudradeva of the Allahabad inscription 
was a ruler in northern India, Rudra-sena of the Vakatakas was 
a king of the Deccan. We must further remember that the 
Allahabad pillar inscription is a prasasti of Samudra-gupta, 
which seeks to give a full and glorious picture of his different 
achievements. In order to heighten the effect on the mind of 
the reader, the full imperial titles of the Kushav.a kings, who 
had probably offered a mere nominal submission, are given in 
the record. Is it then likely that the most sensational achieve
ment of Samudra-gupta, which enabled him to regain the 
imperial status for his family, would have··· been summarily. 
dismissed by mentioning the mere name of the Vakataka 
emperor, Rudra-sena, along with those of half a dozen non
entities? If Rudradeva defeated by Samudra-gupta had belonged 
to the Vakataka dynasty, which had thwarted the imperial plans 
of Chandra-gupta I and Samudra-gupta, the Allahabad record 
would have grown very eloquent in ref~rring. to this most 
glorious achievement of the Gupta emperor ; 'it would have 
described it in several verses or in a string of long compounds,. 
and would certainly not have dismissed it merely in four letters. 
Rudradeva overthrown by Samudra-gupta was a third r.ate 

1 Ibid. 
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_chieftain of a petty state in the Gangetic valley, and not the 
Vakataka king Rudra-sena. It may further be pointed out that 
if Rndra-seila had died at the hands of Samudra-gnpta in the -
battle of Kausamb1, it is extremely unlikely that his son Prithvi
sheJ.la would ev.:r have -selected, as the bride for his heir
-apparent, Prabhavati-guptii, who was a grand~daughter of the 
enemy who had been instrumental in shortening his father's 
Jife. 

It is thus clear that Samridra-gupta did not overthrow 
Rudra-sena . I. The conquests of Samudra-gupta did · not 
materially, affect the Vakiitaka interests. Even in his southern 
-campaign Samudra-gupta did not come into any direct conflict 
with Rudra-sena. During the reign of Pravara-sena I, the Viika
Jakas probably exercised a kind· of overlordship over southern 
Ko5ala and the eastern Deccan, the kings in which were defeated 

·-and reinstated by Samudra-gupta in the course of his southern 
.expedition. But this venture was undertaken by Samudra-gupta 
by c. 360 A.D., and a decade or two before that date the local 
kings of these provinces had diso"vned Vakataka supremacy 
:and asserted independence, taking advantage of the >veakness of 
the imperial power during the rule of the inexperiencea and 
weak Rudra-sena. Nor can we identify king Vyagharaja of 
the Great Forest, who transferred his allegiance to Samudra
gupta, with Vyiighariija, king of danj, who was a Vakataka 
feudatory. The former was a kit1g in the Deccan, ruling to the 
south of the Vindhyas, while the latter was a king in Baghel- _ 
khand, ruling to. the north of that mountain range. 

It is true that the title· emperor (samriit) which .was assumed 
by Pravara-sena I, is not known to be used by Rudra-sena I. 
But that was in no way a consequence of the assumption of the 
imperial· title_ Mahiiriijiidhiriija by his contemporary Sam~dra
gupta. According to the_ sacred .texts it is the proper perfor
mance of the Vajapeya sacrifice whi~J:i entitles a king to the 
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title of Samriif. 1 Rudra-sena I had not, like Pravar.a-sena, per-
formed this sacrifice and, therefore, could not assume that title. 
It must be further remembered that the title Mahiiriija., which 
he had assumed, did not at this time indicate any subordinate· 
position in the Deccan, as it did in the Punjab. It was used 
even by independent rulers like the Ikshvaku king Santamftla. 
and the Vish1.J.ukuJ;I<;lin king Madhava-vannan, who had per
formed several Horse-Sacrifices. The same was the case with. 
great Pulakesin II, who had defeated Harsha, the lord para
mount of northern India. The officers who drafted the Vakataka 
plates during the regency of Prabhavati-gupta, were bred up· 
in the Deccan tradition in this respect and do not appear to· 
have distinguished very much between the titles Mahiiriija and 
Mahiiriijiidhiriija. It is definitely known that Chandra-gupta I 
and Samudra-gupta had both assumed the higher title Mahii
riijiidhiraja, but the Poona plates of Prabha.vati-gupta describe 
Chandra-gupta I as a simple Maharaja. In the Rithapur· 
plates, not only Chandra-gupta I, but also his illustrious son: 
Samudra-gupta, is called as mere Maharaja, the title Mahii
riijiidhiriija being given only to Prabhavati's father .Chandra
gupta II. _ 

When the stereotyped text of the Vakataka plates was fixed' 
by Pravara-sena II on attaining majority, he was still under· 
the spell of the Gupta influence. He may have naturally felt 
a disinclination to claim for his ancestors a title which was· 
claimed for themselves for more than half a century by the 
.members of the family of his quondam guide and protector· 
Chandra-gupta II. He decided to designate his namesake 
Pravara"sena I by the title of Samriit, because- he was entitled 
to it by the performance of a Vajapeya sacrifice. He saw no· 
objection in describing all the succeeding rul~~s, including 

1 Cf. ~~T Ci ~~i'l ~ ~ ij~~ ~rr; ef<l't ft ~ ~ 
'ffl......,t!f""i\14..,.,...¥{1 Satabatha Br. V, t. t. 13. 
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himself, as Maharajas, because that title still · indicated the 
independent status in the Deccan. . 

Rudra-sena ruled for about 25 years down to c. 360. • The 
division of the empire into four parts that followed his accessior 
and the opposition', open or covert, which his uncles were 
offering to him, weakened. the Vakataka power and influence 
for some time. · He w'as himself young ·and inexperienced and 
could smooth down the situation · only with the help of his 
maternal grandfather Bhava-naga. The quarrels at the capit~l 
enabled the feudatories of outlying provinces to become inde
pendent. They also prevented Rudra-sena from sending help 
to Yaso-varman II; the. Vakat~ka protege on the Kshatrapa 
throne, who was 'soon ousted by Rudra-dainan II, who imme
diately assumed the title of Mahiikshairapa, indicative of inde
pendent status. Rudra-sena had to reconcile himself with these 
developments. With the help of his maternal grandfather 
Bhava-naga, 'he however soon managed toget an effective control 
over the rest of his kingdom. Its south-western part had however 
to be ·allowed to remain in the hands of his uncle Sarva-sena, 
whose descendants continued to rule in southern Berar and 
north-western Hyderaba:d till the end of the sth century. 
Nothing is heard . of the remaining two uncles of Rudra-sena ; 
probably he overthrew them . with .the help of his mat~rnal 

grandfather, 
Rudra-sena was thus e';(entually able to control the situation 

and once more establish the· prestige 'of· the Viikataka · power. 
It is interesting to note that Samudra~gupta did not attack the 
Vakatakas, either during his Deccan expedition or when he 
penetrated into Central India and occupied the Saugor district 
of c. P. 1 He probably felt that the Vak3taka$ would bLe useful 

' If we· assume, as is very probable, that Samudra-gupta reached 
Eran via Padniav~ti and Jhansi, or via Kausambi, Chitrakiitil and 
Jhansi, rather. than via Katni and Jubblepore, . the. necessity of his., 
conflict with the Vakatakas can be eliminated. ·The last mentioned 
route is the most difficult of the three. · 
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allies and may have thought it prudent not to provoke an 
nnnq;essary conflict with them. The Vakiitaka records assert 
that their treasury, army and prestige were continuously on the 
increase for a hundred years at the time of the accession of 
Prithvi-shet;J.a I, the son and successor of Rudra-sena I. 1

· We 
1i1ay, therefore, confidently conclude that no catastrophe like 
the defeat and death of the king on the battlefield had over
taken the Vakatakas by the middle of the 4th century A.D. 

Rudra-sena continued to rule down to c. 360 A.D. and was 
successful in restoring, to a great extent, the prestige and 
power of his house, that had suffered considerably owing to the 
division of the empire that had been unwisely assented to by 
his grandfather. 2 

7. P~I1'HV'i -SHE~ A I 

(c. 300 A.D. to C. 385 A.D.) 

Rudra-sena was succeeded by his son Prithvi-she~a I in 
c . • 360 A.D. He may be presumed to have had a reign of' about 
25 years, for in the Viikataka records he is often described as 
a patriarch, surrounded by sons and grandsons. 

The contemporary of Prithvi-shel,la in the Basim branch 
was Vindhya-sena, the son of Sarva-sena. The relation between 
the two houses had become fairly cordial by this time.. The 
Basim branch probably recognised a nominal overlordship of 
the main family, while enjoying full internal autonomy. 3 It 
was at one time. held that it was Prithvi-shet;Ia I, who had 
annexed Kuntala or southern Maharashtra to the Viikiitaka-

1 See ante, p. 95, n I. 
2 The view that the Lankey Bull type of coins are the coins of 

Rudra-sena is untenable; see Chap. XV. 
• The kings are seen making land-grants without the sanction o( 

the rulers of the main hotise; EI. XXVI, 137 ff. Their relations with 
the rulers of ·the main branch were probably similar to those of the 
branches 'of the Chiilukya and Rashtrakiita families in Gujarat and 
Andhtade~a with the rulers of the main houses. 
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empire. The revised readings of the Ajanta inscription in 
cave XVI however show1 that it was king Vindhya-sena of th_e 
Basim branch who ·was mainly responsible for this annexation. 
It is ho:wever very probable that· he received material assistance 
in. this · venture from Prithvi-she:IJ.a ; ·otherwise it would be · 
difficult to explain how the rulers of the main branch should 
have been described as K untaldas or lords of Kuntala in some 
literary works. 

The identity ·of the Kuntala king defeated by the Vakatakas 
cannot yet be satisfactorily determined. It is usual to assume 
that he was a Kadamba ruler, most probably king Kaiiga
varman, who was ruling over Kuntala or northern Kar:IJ.ataka 
at this time. It is also- possible, but not probable, that he nuiy 
have. been an ancestor of the Rashtrakuta king Avidheya, who 
was ruling in Sholapur district at the beginning of the sixth 
century A.D. The point, however, canhot be satisfactorily settled 
at present. As a result of the conquest of Kuntala, southern 
Maharashtra was incorporated in the Vakataka kingdom. 

The power of. the Western Kshatrapas was at this time 
again eclipsed between 351 and 364 A.D. The Kshatrapa 
debacle does not, however, seem to be the result of any effort 
made. by the Vakat~kas to reassert their over lordship over 
Gujarat and Kathiawar: As observed already( its cause is 
still unknown. -

Two records found in Baghelkhand show3 that a local king, 
named Vyaghraraja recognised the overlordship of Prithvi-sheva. 
It is verx likely that th1s Prlthvi-she:IJ.a is Prithvi~shet;la I and not 

- Prithvi-she:IJ.a II.4 The records would thus show that Baghel-

1 Hyd. Ar. S. No. i4. 
• See Chap. III, ante, pp. 61-62: 
J Ganj inscription, . Cll. ·III, No. 54; Nachne-ki-Talai inscription, 

EI. XVII, 12.. . 
• If we assume that Vyiighraraja of these records is the :Uchchakalpa 

ruler of that name, then his overlord will be Prithvi-shel_la IL This, 
however, is very improbable. All the territories between the Jumna 
and the Narmada were under Gupta overlordship in: c. 465 A.D. Even 
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khand was under the Vakataka sphere of influence during the 
reign of Ppthvi-sheQa I. 

The conquest of Kuntala had increased the prestige of the 
Valcitakas, and the Gupta emperor Chandra-gupta II, who was 
.contemplating the overthrow of the Western Kshatrapas at this 
time, felt that it would facilitate his task if he could secure a 
helpful ally on his southern flank, while his armies wer~ operat
ing in Malwa and Gujarat. He, therefore, proposed a matri
monial alliance to Prithvi-sheva by offering his daughter 
Prabhavati-guptii. in marriage to the Vakataka crown prince 
Rudra-sena. The. offer was accepted by Prithvi-sheQa and the 
marriage was celebrated with great pomp, probably at Patali
putra, in c. 380 A.D. 1 

Prithvi-sheQa died about five years· after the marriage in 
c. 385. 

8. RUDRA-SENA II 

(c. 385 to c. 390 A.D.) 

Rudra-sena II ascended the. throne in c. 385 A.D. He was 
mder considerable influence of his illustrious father-in-law 
Chandra-gupta II, for we find him giving up his ancestral 
religion, Saivism and becoming .a VaishQava like the latter. 

The Vakataka kingdom was in a prosperous condition at 

the Parivrii.jakas, who were the · wesrern neighbours of the Uchcha
kalpas and thus nearer to the Vii.kataka capital, were acknowledging 
the Gupta sovereignty. It is therefore ·v~ry improbable that Prithvi
shel:}a could have exercised his overlordship over the Uchchakalpa king
Vyaghraraja in c. 465 A.D. 

' A literary tradition states that i'ravara-sena II, the youngest son 
of this union, was spending his early youth in the pursuits of pleasure 
in c. 410 A.D., as his maternal grandfather Chandra-gupta II could be 
relied upon to look after his administration. Cf. Pibatu madh'!'sugan
dhinyananani priylitJlim I Mayi vinihitabl!am~t kuntalattamadh.fsaiJ II 
At the time of the death of Chandra-gupta II in c. 414 A.D., his grandson 
would be about 25; his birth, therefore, may be placed in C. 390 A.D. 
He was at least the second if not. the third or fourth child of his 
parents, and so their marriage may be placed in c. 380 A.D. 
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this time. Its treasury was full and its armies had secured 
victories in the south in recent times. The new king was a 
young and energetic man, and we may well presume· that _he 
may have heartily welcomed the plan of his father-in-law to 
attack the Kshatrapas and even offered a willing· co-operation 
to the military project, anticipating that a portion of the 
Kshatrapa kingdom would naturally fall to. his own share. 
Unfortunately however, before the plans could materialise 
Rudra"sena died suddenly in c. 390 -·~.D. at the premature age 
-of about 30 after a short reign of five years. This unexpected 
.calamity must have come as a great shock to· both the royal 
families and it may have postponed the contemplated invasion 
.of Gujarat by a few years. 

g. REGENCY OF PRt\BHi\VA.Ti-GUPTi\. 

(c. 390 to c. 410 A.D.) 

Soon after the bereavement, Chandra·gupta must have paid 
:a visit of condolence to his daughter Prabhavati-gupta. She 
was only about 25 at this time and had two sons, Divakara-sena 
.and Dampdani-sena/ the former being about 5 years in age and 
the latter about 2. Chandta"gupta advised his daughter to 
assume the reins of administration as regent for the minor king 
Divakara-sena, promising all heip, military and administrative. 
:She decided to follow the advice and began. to rule as regent. 

' Damodara-sena later assumed. the coronation name of Pravara
·sena: at the time of his accession. The expression Mahiiriija-Diimodara
se!!-11-Pravara-sena-janan'i used of Prabhavati-gupta in the Rithapur 
·plates does not show that she had then two sons living, Damodarasena 
and Pravarasena. Had such been the case, the order of the two names 
in the compound would suggest that Damodara-sena was the elder 
one and the ruling king. The plates however were issued in· the 19th· 
regnal year of Pravara-sena and not of Damodara-se·na .. :>It is, there
fore,. elear that Dii.modara-sena is identical with Pra~Bia-sena, the 
latter being his coronation (abhisheka) title. 

It is not unlikely that besides .these two sons, Phabhavati-guptii 
·may have had a daughter or two, whose names are ·not mentioned in 
:the records hanrlP(I tlnw.- l-0 11~. 
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She carried on the administration ably for a period of about 
twenty years with the valuable assistance of the officers that had 
been deputed by her father from Pataliputra. 1 

· 

In the Basim branch Vindhyasakti II was the contemporary 
of Prabhavati-gupta at the time of her bereavement. He does 
not seem to have offered any opposition to the administration of 
the regency. Being the eldest agnatic male in the Vakataka 
family, he may have felt naturally disappointed that he should 
not have been made regent for the minor king. But as 
Prabhavati-gupta had the solid backing of her mighty father, r 
Vindhya5akti had to bow down to the inevitable. The relations 
between the main Vakataka house and its Basim branch were 
fairly peaceful th~oughout the regency. 

It was during the regency of Prabhavati-gupta that the· 
Gupta conquest of Gujarat and Kathiawar was accomplished,/ 
and we may well presume that the dowager queen afforded all 
possible assistance to· her illustrious father. There is, however, 
no direct evidence to support this conjecture. 

· Chandra-gupta II not only helped the regency administra
tion by sending experts, but seems to have also taken active 
interest in the training of his young grandsons. There is a 
literary tradition to the effect that the poem ~ ()etubandha was 
composed by king Pravara-sena of Kuntala soon after his 
accession and was later. revised by Kalidasa. It is not unlikely 
that this great poet may have been one of the tutors appointed 
by Chandra-gupta to educate the Vakataka })ri?ces. 2 

1 The Poona plates of Prabhavati-gupta, which use the eastern 
Gupta script and begin with the Gupta genealogy, instead of the 
Vakataka one, make it fairly clear that they were drafted by a Gupta 
officer, imported from Pataliputra. 

• Ramagiri-sviimin of P.amtek was highly revered by the Viikiitakas 
and Prabhavati-gupta made her last grant in his presence. Is it not 
likely that Kiilidasa too may have visited Ramtek several times in the 
company of his wards and their mother, and that it may have been 
during one of these visits that the idea occurred to him to 
make this hill the place of the exile of his Yaksha in the Me.glladuta? 
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Prabhiivati:-gupta was destined . to suffer one mor~ tragic 
bereavement. Divakara-sena, her eldest son and the minor king, 
died soon after the r3th year of her regency. 1 This must have 
been a great blow to the dowager queen, for she must have 
been then looking eagerly to the day when she would be 
relieved of the onerous duties of administration. Damodara
sena, her younger son, was installed on the throne, and 
Prabhavatl-guptii continued to be the regent for another five 
or six years. Eventually the regency terminated in c. 410 A.D.; 

when Damodara-sena took up the reins of administration, 
assuming the coronation name of Pravara-sena II. 

Prabhavati-gupta continued to live for a long time after 
the termination· of ·her regency. We find her making a grant 
in the rgth year of her son Pravara-sena's reign. Four years 
later the son is seen making a grant for the spiritual welfare 
both of himself and his mother in this and after life. 2 Prabhavati~ I . . 

gupta, therefore, seems to have lived for about 25 years in her 
son's reign and died at the ripe age of about 75., · 

· ro. PIUVARA-SENA II (c. 41~c. 449 :A·;n.). · · 
. . . . . . . . 

At his accession in c. 410 A.D., l:"ravara-se:iia.\vas a yilufu 
of about 20. A literary tradition records tlutt: he spent the 
first few years of his reign in the .pursuits of the pleasures of 
youth.3 When, however, his illustrious· grandfather died in 
414 A.D., he must have assumed the· fu1f controlof.the admini
stration. He' may not have felt that the affairs 'of his. govern
ment would be as safe in the hands. of his maternal uncle 
Kumara-gupta I as in those of his grandf~ther. 

Nearly a dozeti copper plates of Pravara-sena II have been 
discovered so far ; ·neither they nor any later Vakataka records 

1 He was the reigning king when Prabhavati-gupta issued her 
Poona- plates in the 13th year of her regency. 

• EI .. XXII. 170 ff. · . 
$.See a1tte, p. Ill, n. I. 

8 
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refer to any military exploits,of the new king. It is, therefore, 
clear -that he had no military or territorial ambitions and was 
Satisfied with the patrimony he had inherited. He was a man 
of literary tastes and composed a Priikrit poem, named Setu
bandha, ·describ-ing the exploits of Rama in the capture of 

. I 

Lanka. Ramasvamin of Ramtek was highly revered by his 
family, and it was but natural that Pravara-sena, who was a 
Vaishl}ava, should have turned to the exploits of Rama. an 
incarnation of Vishl}.u, for the theme of his poem. 

Purika, situated somewhere in Berar or Western C. P., 
was the earliest Vakataka capital, as mentioned in the Puriil}as. 
Later on it was shifted to Nandi-vardhana, which is most probably 
Nagardhan (also spelt as Nandardhan) near Ramtek, about 13 
miles north of Nagpur. 1 Pravara-sena, however, decided to 
found a new capital, to be named after him as Pravarapura. 
This city has not yet been satisfactorily identified. It has been 
sugges'ted that it may be Pavanar in Wardha district, having a 
strong fort overlooking a river .2 If excavations or explorations 
lead to the discovery of any Vakataka antiquities at this place, 
the theory may become generally acceptable. Headquarters 
were shifted to the new capital sometime after the r8th year of 
Pravara-sena's reign (c. 430 A.D.). 

The evidence Sttpplied by the place-names in the numerous 
'charters of Pravara-sena makes it clear that the districts of 
Amraoti, Wardha, Betul, Chhindwara, Nagpur, Bhandara and 
Balaghat were under the administration of the main branch of 
the Vakataka dynasty. The same was probably the case with 
the remaining portion~ of C. P. and Khandesh. Southern Berar, 
north-western Hyderabad and southern Maharashtra were 
under the administration of the rulers of the Basim branch of 
the Vakataka family. , Curiously enough, the Basim contern-

1 This city is·.aiso identified with Nandpur, 34 miles north of Nagpu 
(]A$B. NS. XXIX, 159). 

I Tbid. 
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porary of Pravara-sena II was a ruler bearing the same name, 
who was also Pravara-sena II of his own branch. · 

In c; 430 A.D., Pravara-sena married· his cn;nvn prince 
Narendra-sena to Ajitabhattarika, a daughter of a king- of Kun
tala. The identification of the family of this princess is not yet 
.satisfactorily settled, but very probably she was a daughter of the 
Kadamba king Kakustha-varman, who is known to have married 
his daughters in Gupta and other royal families. Among the 
'other' royal houses selected by him, the Vakataka family .may 
have been naturally included, for its prestige at this time 
was second only to that of the Guptas. This marriage may 
h~ve put an end- to the ill-feeling created between the two 
families by. the Vakataka conquest of southern Maharashtra. 

The 27th year is the last regnal year of Pravara-sena II 
kno\vn so far. 1 We may, therefore, assume that he ruled for 
about 30 years and died in c. 440 A.D. 

II. NARENDRA-SENA. 

(c. 440 to c. 460 A.D.). 

Pravara-sena was succeeded by his son . N arendra-sena in 
c. 440 A.D. The Vakataka records observe that he had to regain 
the fortunes of his family, and that the sterling qualities which 
he had inherited stood him in good stead in this connection. 
What the great calamity was from which the Vakatakas suffered 
during the reign of the new king .could not, however, be satis
factorily determined for a long time. The few known. facts o'f 
history seemed to . be presenting almost an insoluble puzzle. 
Majority of scholars were inclined to assume that there was a 
long war of succession after the death of Pravara-sena II, and 

·that Narendra-sena could eventually get the throne only after 
defeating a rival brother and his son, ·who were believed to be 

1 EJ. XXIII, 81 
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mentioned in the fragmentary inscription of _Cave XVI at 
Ajanta. 1 There were considerable difficulties in establishing this 
theory also, but it seemed that the known facts of history could 
be best explained by ·it. 

It has, however, been proved now2 that the rulers men
tioned in the Ajattta record do not belong to the main branch 
of the Viikataka family and that the minor king and his son 
Deva-sena need not be sandwiched between Narendra-sena and 
Ppthvi-she1;1a II. They in fact belong to the Basim branch, 
which had separated from the main stock, not at the death of 
Pravara-sena II in c. 440, but at the death of Pravara-sena I 
nearly a century earlier. 3 There is no evidence to show that 
either Deva-sena or his father contested the throne of the main 
branch, and the war of succession, therefore, was not the cause 
.of the misfortunes from which Narendra-sena suffered. 

The debacle, which temporarily overwhelmed the Vakataka 
family in the reign of Narendra-sena, was the invasion of its 
dominions b~r the Nala king Bhavadatta-varman, ruling in Bastar 
state. A gr<>llt of this king shows that he had succeeded in 
penetniting deep into the Vakataka dominion and occupied 
Nandi-vardhana, its erstwhile capital."' The precise time of this 
record is not known, but its palaeography suggests that it would 
belong to the ntiddle of the sth century A.D., which was just 
the time when Narendra-sena was in the whirlpool of difficulties. 
The victory of Bhavadatta-varman was a decisive one. We find 
-him granting" a village in Yeotmal district, situated in the very 
heart of the Vakataka dominions. It is clear that Bhavadatta
varman succeeded, not only in defeating Narendra-sena but also~ 
in effectively occupying a part of his .kingdom. After this great 
achievement we find the conqueror r~pairing to holy Prayaga, 

'ABORI. V, 33 ff; HI]. pp. 100 ff. 
• Hyd. A1-. S. No. 14. 
• EI. XXVI, 141-2. 
• EI. XIX, 102. 
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apparently as a thanksgiving ·pilgrimage. ' The victory·. of 
Bhavadatta-varman may be placed in c. 445· A.D. 

The Na!as, however, were riot in a position to occupy the 
Vakataka districts for· a long time. Soon aft~r the death· of 
Bhav~datta-varman, Narendra-sena succeeded in driving thexri · 
out. His victory was a decisive one, for he not only :reoccupied 
all his territory, but carried the war into. the enemy's countcy, 
and captured and devastated that capital. Arthapati, the imm~-. 
cliate successor of Bhavadatta-varman, was probably killed in the. 
war and was succeeded by his brother Skanda-varnian, who 
retrieved the fortunes of "his family and r~populated the capital.1 

It is very probable that Narendra-sena received substantial 
T ' . . . 

help from the· Kadamba relations. of his. queen in regaining his 
kingdom. OtherwisE: we cannot explain. why :Prithvi-sheJ;la II, 
the, son of N arendra"sena, ·should have mentioned his maternal 
grandfathei:: in the genealogy of his fa:mily .. · It does not seem 
that Kumara-gupta I helped his grand-nephew in the hour of 
his calamity. By c. 450 A.D., when Narendra-sena was ~ti the 
thickest trouble, Kumara-gupta himself was tottering on: his 
throne owing to the rising of the Pushyam.itras and the. invasion 
of the ;HllJ;laS .. He could, therefore, have ill afforded to send 
any help, even if he were anxious to dci sd. 

Narendra-sena is described as the overlord of Malava ili his 
son's record. Did he snatch it from the Guptas ·by siding with 
their enemies, the Pushyamitras.? This does not seem probable. 

·His hands were too full with the NaJa inv.asion and he. wou:ld 
certainly have been Very reluctant to incur the enmity of his 
Gupta relations by making a common: cause with their enemies; 
It appears that when the prospects of the Gupta emperor of reo 
establishing his authority in the distant P.rovinces of his empire 
seemed very remote in c. 455, the locaL feudatory in Malava 
may have for some time transferred his·allegiailce to the Vakii.taka 

"1 EL XXI, 153; x;xvr, 52 .. 
. . I 
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king Narendra-sena, in the hope that he may assist him in 
maintaining his own position in the troubled times. \Ve should 
not forget in this connection that the prestige of the Vakatakas 
had increased at this time by their overthrow of the N ala power. 
Miilava, however, did not long remain under the Vakataka 
sphere of influence, for it came back under the Gupta over
lordship during the reign of Skanda-gupta. 

The overlordship over Mekala and Kosala has also been 
ascribed to Narendra-sena by his son. There is nothing im
probable -in this claim. He had smashed the power of the Nalas 
ruling in Chattisgarh and Bastar state, and it is quite likely that 
he may have annexed a part of the territories, which bordered 
upon. or were included in their kingdom. The Parivrajakas and 
the Uchchakalpas however did not become Vakataka feudatories. 

The termination of Narendra-sena's reign may be placed 
c. 460 A.D. He was a fairly efficient ruler, for he not only 
retrieved the fortunes of his family, but eventually extended 
the boundaries of its kingdom by annexing a large part of the 
Nala kingdom. His relations with the kings of the Basim branch 
were fairly cordial. 

I2. P~I'l'HVl-SHE~A II. 

(c. 460-c. 480 A.D.) 

Definite.dates about the limits of the reign of Prithvi-sheva 
are not known, but we may place it between c. 460 and c. 480 A.D. 

with fair confidence. His contemporary . in the Basim branch 
was Deva-sena, who .was more devqted to pleasures than to the -
pursuits of war. The relations between the two rulers were, 
therefore, cordial. 

Prithvi-she:Q.a, .like his father, had not a smooth reign. His 
Balaghat plates tell us that he had to rescue the fortunes of his 
family twice, but.do not enlighten us about the enemies whom 
he had to overcome. It is. probable that the first of these occa-
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_swns was the expulsion of the Nala invaders, in which he 
may have taken an active.part during the reign of his father,_; 
in c. 450 he was a youth of about 20. The second occasion was 
probably an invasi<m of the Vakataka .kingdom by the Trai
kutaka king Dahra-sena: ruling in s<'>uthern Gujarat during 
c. 445-475 A.D._ This ruler is kno\\;ti to h;we performed a 
Horse-sacrifice, anq the expansion. of power suggested by it 

_ was probably at the cost of the Vakatakas, ·who were his eastern 
neighbours. Prithvi-she~a only regained his lost districts but 
was unable to smash the Traikutaka power ; fo.r it continued to. 
prosper and expand duri:qg the reign of Vyaghra-:>ena, the 
sitccessor of Dahra-sena. 

No son of king Prithvi>she~a is known to have succeeded 
him. After .his death we find the leadership of the Vakataka 
family passing toking Haii-shena ~f the E.asim branch, who is 
described in the Ajanta inscripti~n as the conqu~ror ~f Knntala, 
Avanti, Lata, Kosala; Kalitiga, and Aridhra countries. He could 
have made these conquests only by first se.curing the effective 
possession of the territories and resources of the kingdoni of the 
.main Vakataka branch. We shall proceed to describehis careeJ;, 
but it will be convenient to preface it by a connected, though 
brief, history of the earlier rulers of the Basim branch. -

13. BASil\-! BRANCH ()F THE-VAKA'fAKAS. 

Sarvacsena, a younger son of the emperor Pravara-sena I,_ 
·founded the B;1sim branch in c._ 330 A:n,l_- Since Pravara-_sena 
had a long reign of 60 years, we may well presume that the reign 
of his son. Sarva-sena, was probably a short one, . tenninatirig 
by c. 350 A.D. No events of his reign are known, but it is ·not 
Unlikely that he -and his brothers may have tried to th·wart the 
accession of their. young nephew, Rudra-sena II. 2 Vindhya-sena, 

,.,t . - -

'EI. XXVI, 137 fl; Hyd. Ar. S. No. 14. 
• Ante, p. 103 .. 
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the son and successor of Sarva-sena, had a long reign of about 
fifty years. 1 He was an able and ambitious ruler and annexed 
Kuntala (southern Maharashtra) to his patrimony. It is very 
probable that he may have received some help in this under
taking from Prithvi-she:t;J.a I, the ruler of the main Vakataka 
branch. Vindhya-sena ruled over a fairly extensive kingdom 
including southern Berar, northern Hyderabad, and the districts 
of Nagar, Nasik, Poona and Satara. His descendants continued 
to rule over most of this territory, probably professing a kind 
of nominal allegiance to the rulers of the parent stock. 

Vindhyasakti II was succeeded by his son Pravara-sena II 
who had a short reign of about 15 years2 (c. 400 to c. 415 A.D.). 

Curiously enough, for about five years from c. 410 to c. 415 A.D. 

the rulers of both the main Vakataka line and its Basim branch 
bore the same name. 

The name of the minor son o~ 8 years, who succeeded 
Pravara-sena at Basim in c. 415, has not been preserved in the 
fragmentary Ajal!.ta record. We possess no information about 
the manner '1. which the administration was carried on during 
his minority. It is not unlikely that Pravara-sena II of the 
main branch may have acted as the regent ; this may have 
resulted in the amalgamation of the governments" of the two 
lines for about ten years or so. 3 Pravara-sena handed over the 
administration to his Basim cousin when he attained majority. 
He may be presumed to have continued to rule down to c. 455·. 
He is praised in the Ajanta record for being a good ruler ; 
welfare of his subjects, rather than warfare with his neighbours, 
seems to have been his chief concern. It is, however, likely 

1 His Basim plates were issued in his 37th regnal year. t 

• His father had ruled for about 50 years and he was succeeded bv 
a son who was a minor of 8 years at his accession. Hence the reign 
of Pravara-sena II was very probably a ·short on~. . · 

' This will explain how Pravara-sena II of the maitt-.line became 
known in literary tradition as the ruler Qf Kuntala, though it was the 
Basim branch which had conquered the province and was ruling over 
h. . . 
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that he may have sent military aid to Narendra-sena, when he 
was trying to oust the Nala conqueror. The invasion of the 
Na}as did not cause any appreciable disturbance in the kingdom 
·of the Basim branch, but its ruler may hiwe apprehended that 
his turn might come next and may therefore have offered help 
out of enlightened self-interest. 

The 'nameless' king was succeeded by his son Deva-sena 
in c. 455 ; he may be presumed to have continued to rule down 
to c. 475 A.D. He was a pleasure-loving ruler,~ but had the 
wisdom to entrust the administration to the care of an efficient 
minister nanied Hastibhoja, who was both able and popular. 

Deva-sena was succeeded in c. 475 A.I>. by his son Hari
sheva, who continued to rule· down to ~c. sw A.D. Hari-she:va 
was the most powerful ruler of the Basim branch. Soon after 
his accession, Prithvi-she:va II of the main Vakataka family 
died. He either left behind no son, or what is equally probable, 
the one who succeeded him was overthrown by Hari-she:va . 
. Whatever ·may 4ave been the real case, there is no doubt that 
the Basim ruler soon managed to ~et effective possession of the 
entire dominion of ·the main line. 

He· was, however, not satisfied with this achievement, for 
his Ajanta record claims that he conquered or extended his 
sphere of influence over Grijarat, Malava, sbuthern Kosala, 
Andhra and Kuntala provinces.1 There isnothing improbable in 
·the claim put forward. The Traikutaka ruler Dhara-serta died in 
.c. 495 A.D. No sticcesso; of his is known and Har.i'-she:va may 
well have managed to get control over his kingdom at least for 
a short time. The conquest of Mi;lava attributed to him wa~ 
quite possible at the ·end of the 5tk century, ~hen it hac:J 
-slipped out of the·. hands . of the GuptiJ.s. after the death of. 
Budha-gupta. Hari-she:va may have succeeded in compelling the 

· Varman ·farriily ruling i:Q. that ·province to transfer its alle~iance 
--...,.-· . \;, 

'Hyd. Ar.· &: No: 14; p. 11. 
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to him, but probably for a short time only. South Ko5ala was 
under the rule of the Na1as, who being afraid of the rising 
pmver of Hari-shel}a, may have thought it prudent to acknow
ledge his suzerainty, lest their kingdom should once more suffer 
from a hostile invasion. Vikramendra, the contemporary 
Vishl}ukul}<;lin king in Andhra country,· had married his son 
:\Iadhava-varman I to a Vakataka princess, wJ?.o was probably 
a grand-daughter of king Hari-shel}a. His court poet, there
fore, could h;ve felt no objection in including him amo.ng his 
master's feudatories~ 

. The mother of Prithvi-she\Ia II (of the main house) was 
a Kuntala (Kadamba) princess, and if it is true that Hari-shel)a. 
had superseded ,her son, it is not unlikely that the latter may 
have invoked the .help of the Kadambas to regain his throne. 
This would have naturally caused a clash between Hari-she\Ia 
and the Kuntala power, which may have been glorified into a 
vi.ctory by the court poet of Hari-shel}a. The Kadamba records 
do not disclose that kings Mrigesa and Ravi-varman, who were 
the contemporaries of Hari-shel}.a, had ever suffered any seriou~ 
defeat at the hands of·any enemy. The defeat of the K.untala 
king by Hari-shel}a, therefore, probably refers only to some 
frontier skirmishes between the Kadambas arid the Vakatakis, 
in which the latter may have come out successful,l . 

At the death of Hari-shel}a . in c. sro · A.D. the Vakataka 
kingdom was at the zenith of its power and prestige; Practically 
the whole of Hyderabad state, Bombay Maharashtra, Berar, and 
most of C. P. were under its direct administration, and northern 
Konkan, Gujarat, 1falava, Chattisgarh and Andhra province· 
were under its sphere of influence. The extent of the Vakataka 
empire at this time was thus even greater. than what it was 

. . . . 
'Mahamahopadhyaya V. V. Mirashi suggests that the Kuntala 

kings referred to in the Vakataka records may have belonged to the· 
Rashtrakiita family mentioned in the Pandurangapalli plates. .4BORI. 
XXV, 36-50. 
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during the reign of Samrat Pravara-sena I. In fact, no con
temporary kingdom was so extensive a~d powerful. Hari-shel)a 
must have been an able ruler, a skilful administrator, and a 
renowned general to render this achievement possible. 

I4. THE FALI,. OF THE VAKA'fAKAS.' 

The Vakataka empire, which· was ·thus at the zenith. of its 
glory .at about sw A.D., disappeared wit:P.in less than forty years. 
By c. 550 A.D. the Chalukyas occupied the greater part. of it. 
How this decline and disappearance of the Vakataka power took 
place is, however, still ~ mystery ; for the ·records of the 
Chalukyas, who succeeded them as the overlords of the Deccan, 
do not disclose any conflict between them and the Vakatakas. 

It has been argued that the immediate cause of the dis
appearance of the Vakataka power \vas the rise of a Rashtrakftta . 
empire, which ruled over the whole of. Deccan during the 6th 
century A.D. 1 It has, however, to be observed that there is no 
evidenc~ to prove tl}at such a ~ashtrakftta empire ever existed, 
anywhere except in the poetic imagination of the wth century 
court poets ot the later Chalukyas. 2 The Chalukya records of 

. the 6th century A.D., which describe in detail even the .minor 
exploits of the earlier members of the dynasty, are silent about 
their ever having overthrown any mj.ghty Rashtrakuta empire, 
that stood between them and the overlordship of the Deccan. 
Nor is there any- evidence to· sho\,v that the kl.ng Ma~ailka of 

. Chattisgarh was a Rashtrakftta or that his grandsons Jayaraja, 
.Bhavishya and Avidheya were. ruling as meni1:>~rs of a powerful 
Rashtrakuta federation in Kosala, Berar arid southern lVIaha
rashtra, and thereby dominating the whole of the Deccan. They· 
were mere local feudatories. None of them was even known 

1 MAR. 1929, pp. 197 ff.' • 
2 For a detailed refutatioii of this theory, see Altekar in· ABORI. 

XXIV, 149 ff. . 
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as a Rashtrakiita. It is only in the reign of Abhimanyu, a sor 
of Bhavishya, that his family is described as a RashtrakiitE~ 

family ; that may have been probably due to his having recent!) 
won that office. 

We cannot thus attribute the decline of the Vakataka power 
to the sudden emergence of a Rii.shtrakiita empire at the begin
ning of the 6th century. Its real causes are, however, still 
unknown: 

No successor of Hari-shev.a is so far known to us. We may, 
however, assume that on his· death he was succeeded by a son 
of his, who may be presumed to have ruled down to c. 530 A.D. 

The VishJJ.ukm;u;lin king Madhava~varman I (c. 525 to c. 570 A.D.) 

had married a Vakataka princess ; she may have been a daughter 
of this ruler. 

In the reign of this king, the disintegration of the empire 
started apace. Chattisgarh slipped from 'the Vakataka control 
and passed under the rule of Tivaradeya, a SomavarhSi PaJJ.Q.ava 
king, who was ruling also over Chanda district. 1 In Malava 
and Northern C. P. Y:,1sodharman of Mandsore suddeniy rose 
~o power and assumed imperial titles by c. 525 A.D. He proudly 

·claims that the territories conquered neither by the HiiJJ.as nor 
by the Guptas recognised his overlordship. These most probably 
were the northern districts 'of the Vak~taka dominions. ThE 
power of Yasodharman did :hot last long, but the loss of th~st 
districts must have lowered the prestige of the Vakatakas. The) 
were unable to re-establish their authority in them, for so01 
after the disappearance of Yasodharman, we find the Kalachurh 
rising to power in this area. Iti. southern . ;Maharashtra thE 
Rashtrakuta king, named Avidheya, set up an independent 
principality. It also did not fl.oUiish long, but it is important 
to note that it was wiped out not by the Viikatakas but by. the 

1 EI. XXIJ, 15-23. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar however places this ruler 
in the 8th century (List, p. 396)_. See. ante, pp. 89-90. 
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Kadambas. In the east the Nalas once more became powerful 
and repudiated the Vakataka overlordship. 

The Vakataka empire thus disappeared by c. 540, because 
the Kadambas of Karvataka, the Kalachuris of Northeni Maha
rashtra and the Nalas of .Bastar state managed to absorb m'ost 
of its territories during the weak rule of the successor (or 
successors) of Hari-sheva. ·None of these powers however 
succeeded in building up an empire embracing the whole of · 
the Deccan .. Quite unexpectedly there arose a new ruling house 
in Xarvataka, that of the"~ Chalukyas, ~hich soon managed to 
defeat every one of these powers and anne~ its territory. 
How this happened will be narrated in the next volume. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE RISE OF THE GUPTAS 

Gupta families or clans existed in India from very early 
times. The names of officials ending in Gupta are foun~ in the 
records of the Satavahanas, and even a queen of Gupt~. family 
(Gupta--,•alhSoditii) is .referred to in an old Brahm! inscription 
The well-known Bharhut Pillar inscription of the Suilga period 
also refers to the son of Rajan Visadeva as Gotiputa, indicating 
thereby that his queen was a Gaupti {i.e., belonging to tht 
Gupta clan). The same surname, GotiPuta, occurs in many 
other ancient records. 1 These instances show the importance 
and antiquity of the Gupta family or clan. \Vhether there was 
one parent clan from 'Yhich all others branched or there were 
different families, without any connection, who adopted this 
name at different times, cannot be determined with any degree 
of certainty. But the latter seems more probable in view of 
tlie "·ide spread of the name all over North India and the 
Deccan. 

We possess very little information regarding the early 
history of the Gupta family that was destined to raise the name 
to an imperial dignity. Practically all that is definitely known 
is contained in the conventional genealogical account given in 
several Gupta records. According to this Samudra-gupta "·as 
"the son of the son's son of the Mahiiriija, the illustrious (Srif 
Gupta ; the son's son of the Mahiiriija, the illustrious (Sri) 
Ghatotkacha ; the son of the Mahiiriijiidhiriija, the illustrious 
_L . 

' For the inscriptions referred to, cf. ·Liider's List, Nos. 1105, 1125, 
11, 687, 92a, 91, 96, 156, 194, 271, 442, 663, 680-2, 1088. In No. 681 the 
Gotiputra is said to be of the Kaut.tQ.inya gotra. 
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·(Sri) Chandra-gupta, and the daughter's son of Lichchhavi 
·(Lichchhavi-dauhitra.) begotten on the Mahiidevi Kumiiradevi". 

This brief account not only gives the names of the first three 
kings of the dynasty, but indirectly also supplies very valuable·, 
information about them. ·.In the first place, the contrast between· 
the titles Mahiiriijti. of the first two kings' and the Maliiiriij- ·. · 
iidhirii.ja of the third (and his successors) cannot but be regarded 
as deliberate/indicating a differe~ce i~ rank and status. fThere 
-can be little ldoubt, therefore, that Chandra-gupt~ wasJa' inore 
powerful king tha~ his rfather and grandfather. /The latter are 
generally regarded as feudatories, for it has been held that "in 
the early Gupta and subsequent periods the title MahiiTiija was 
applied only to feudatories, not to independent sovereigns". 
This view ·can, however, hardly be accepted as correct. 1 Further, 
even ~ssurning. that they were feudatories,• we c~nnot• say who 

·was the paramount. sovereign to whom they might have owed 
allegiance. ·We must, therefore, leave undecided the question 
whether the first two Gupta'.kings were really independent rulers 

. or feu}latory chieftains. . · · ' 
~ · ...;!he epithet Lichchhati-dauhitra '(daughter's son of the 
Lichchhavi) applied to· Samudra-gupta in. the Gupta rec~rds 
down~ to the latest period seems .. to suggest that the 'marriage of 
Chandra-gupta I with the·Lichchhavi (princess) ~Kumiiradevi was 
an event of considerable importance. V. A. Smith expressed the 
view that Kumaradevf b~ought to her husli>and as her dowry 
·valuable influence, which in the course of a few years secured 
to him a paramount position in :M;agadha and the neighbouring 

-countries. 2 He even went so far as to suggest that 'the Lich
chhavis were masters o{ Pataliputra and Chandra7gupta, by 
means of his matrimonial alliance, succeeded to the power. pre-

~ 
1 'l'he examples of the Lichchhavis (Nepal), the Maghas, the Bhara

. ~ivas and the Vakatakas are sufficient to prove that the title Mahiiriija 
does not necessarily indicate a feudatory rank. · 

2 EHI-'. 279. 

. . 
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viously held by his wife's relatives. On the other :hand Allan 
thinks that "the pride of the Guptas in their Lichchhavi blood' 
was probably due rather to the ancient lineage of the Lichchhavis 
than to any material advantages gained by this alliance"1

• It 
is to be remembered, however, that the Miinava-dhannasiistra 
(X. 20, 22) regards the Lichchhavis as descendants of Vr.iitya 
Kshatriya, and Vratyas are defined as those who, not fulfilling 
their sacred duties, 'W'ere excluded from. the Siivitri: As purity, 
in the orthodox sense, counted far more than the antiquity of 
a family in ancient' times, it may be doubted whether the Guptas 
laid so much stress on their Lichchhavi descent merely for the 
sake of social prestige. It appears more probable, therefore, that 
the marriage alliance of Chandra-gupta I was highly important 
from a political rather than social point of view. 

This view gains considerable strength if we carefully weigh 
the evidence of a class of coins (Pl. II, 7), which have "on the 
obverse the :figures and names of Chandra-gupta and Kumara
devi, and on the reverse a goddess seated on a lion, along with 
the legend Lichchhavayal} {the Lichchhavis)." :Mr. Allan's 
contention that these were struck by Samudra-gupta to com
memorate the marriage of his parents is hardly convincing. 
The view, held by the old numism_atists, that tqese coins were 
issued by Chandra-gupta jointly with the Lichchhavis and their 
princess Kumaradevi, who was his consort, has been very ably 
defended by Dr. Aiyangar and Dr. Altekar.2 Altekar has. 
rightly deduced from these coins "that Kumaradevi was a queen 
by her own right, and the proud Lichchhavis, to whose stock , 
she belonged, must have been anxious to retain their indivi-~ 

duality in the new imperial state.':,. Indeed, it is difficult to 
offer any other reasonable explanation for the occurrence of 
the ~e rLichchhavaya'l],' on these coins. The use of the 
tribal name in plural number seems to imply that a vestige of 

1 CGD, p; xix. 
• Num. Suppl. XLVIII, 105 ff; JIH. VI, Suppl. 10 ff. 
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the old republican constitution still persisted among the Lich
chhavis,· buJ: the position of , Kuptaradevi iii.dicates _something 

. like,~ hereditary monarchical constitution in aetual' "practice . 

. in any case, ~n. the basis of the a~ailable. evidelJ?-e, .. we' may' 
reasonably assume that the· marriage· ?f' Chandra-gupta and 
Kumaradev"i led to. the~ am~lganiation of the· Gupta pri11cipality 

'with the Lichchhavi stite, and the epithet Lichchhavi-daithitra 
was deliberately given to s~mudra-gupta to. ~mplia~ise his right 
of "succession to. the dual monarchy:/- . 
v;1'J.o far we are- on tolerably sure grounds~ E-ut the location 

of the two states is a matter oLconsiderable difficulty. · Both 
the Gupta and the .Lichchhavi kingdoms have been located by 
different scholars in -Magadha, with Patalhmtra as capital~but 
.these views are not supported by any positive evidence.VSome 
light ·is thrown on this question by I-tsingfihis Chinese 
pilgrim, who travelied in India during the period 671-695 A.D., 

refers to a king· ~ri~Gupta (Chi-li-ki-to) as having built a temple 
for tne Chinese . p:ri~sts and .granted twenty-four villages as an 
endowment"for its maintenance'/~ This temple, known as,the 
"Temple.of .China", was situated close .to a sanctuary called 
Mi~H-kia-si~kia~po~no which lVas about forty Y pjanas to the east 
of Na~anda, following 'the course ,of the Ganges. Allan ·pro
posed to .identify .this king· ~r"i-Gupta" with Gupta, the founder 
-of the Gupta dynasty.~ Unfortunately, this identifi.catio11. is 
by no means certain, :For I'-ts~n:g· plac~ ~ri-Gupta' about 'five· 
hundred years before his tirrie', whereas the founder of.· the . 
Gupta" dyna~ty cannot be placed i:riore than"fo1.1r hundred years· 
l:>efore he wrote. · Allan does not take this as a. serious objection 
against the proposed identification in view of the· "lapse of 

· .. -~ . . . . . . . . . . . 

. time and the ··fa~t th~t the Chinese pilgrim gives the statement 
on the authority 6£ a tradition handed ~own from anc~ tini~s . 
by old men.~'; -~·while there is :a ,great deal of force iuthis· 

. • - ' . _.,.... . . ~ . •.. . .. l . . . . ' . 

"C.GD, .p, · .xv.: 

.9 1 
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argument, the chronological difficulty cannot be altogether 
ignored, and the identification of I-tsing's Sri-Gupta with the 
founder of the Gupta dynasty, although highly probable, 
cannot be regarded as absolutely certain. We may, however, 
accept it as a provisional hypothesis and regard the original 
kingdom of Gupta as having comprised a portion of Bengal)/ 

As regards the Lichchhavis, they are known to have been 
settled in Vaisali (modern Basarh in Muzaffarpur district) .in 
the time of Gautama Buddha, and, though conquered by Aiata
satru, they continued as an important clan, as shown -by 
references in Kautilya's Arthasiistra and Manu-Smriti. The 
Lichchhavis founded a kingdom in Nepal probably as early as 
the first or second century A.D. Whether they still continued 
to occupy Vaisall and the neighbouring region is not definitely 
known, but it is not unlikely, for reference to Nepala in 
Samudra-gupta's inscription proves that it was different from 
the Lichchhavi kingdom which he had inherited from his 
mother. On the whole, as in the case of the Guptas, although 
nothing is definitely known, the Lichchhavi kingdom of 
Kumaradevi may be provisionally located in North Bihar with 
Vaisali as its centre. 

It is very lik~ly that the Guptas and Lichchhavis ruled over 
two contiguous states which were amalgamated by the marriage 
of Chandra-gupta and KumaradevL In view of what has been 
said above, we may regard a portion of North and \Vest Bengal 
as forming a part of the Gupta territory, and North Bihar as 
that of the Lichchhavis. We do not know how far the former 

. I 

extended towards the west and the latter towards the so.uth, 
hut it s.eems probable that a considerable part of Bihar and 
Northe~ and Western Bengal was included in the joint 
kingdcAh. Beyond this it is impossible to say anything more 
even with a tolerable degree of plausibility. 

1 HBR, pp. 69-70. 
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A strict and literal interpretation of the expression 'five 
hundred years', in the passage of 1-tsing, would go to establish 
the rule of a king· Sri-Gupta (or ,Gupta with honorific Si:i, as 
~<; the case with the founder of·the Q~pta family) in Bengaf .. ,/ 
-in the last quarter of the second century.,A.D. · Eve!?- if such a 
king really existed, we do not know his relationship, if aw. 
with his namesake who flourished about·a century later. A 

datfghter- of Chandra:.gupta II, married to a Vakataka prince, 
·is s~id, to have bel~nged to Dha~ava-gotra which must conse
ciuently have been the gotra of the Gupta family. It has been 
suggested from this that they may have been related to queen 
Dhariv.i, the chief consort of Agnimitra. 1 But this. is highly 
problematical. On the whole it is impo-ssible, at_ the present 
state of our. knowledge, to say anything about the antecedents 
of the royal family founded by Mahariij~ Gupta/ Reference 
may be made in this connection to two seals, one with the 
legend Guta~ya,l(in mixed Sanskrit--and Prakrit) and the other 
with the Sanskrit legend "Sriguptasya". 2 Both of these,_ or at 
least the latter, might belong to the founder of the Gupta 
·fami~.- but this is by no means certainp/ ~ 

V"''he third king \Chandra-gupta I is undoubtedly the first 
powerful king of the family who ext~nded 'its powe; ~ndprestige 
to a considerable extenf. But beyond' his marriage with the 
Lichchhavi princess, and the assumption of the title Mahiiriijii
dhiriija, we hardly possess a~y,definite information about him. 

(It is gener~lly assumed that he ~ounded a new era, ~ating froin 
~is coronation, which took place on December io, 318 A.D., or 
February 46, 320 A.D. according to different calculations -of the 
exact epoch of the Gupta Era-) But there is nothh1g to prove . 
definitely t~at it was he who founde~ this era .. It_ iner~~ests 
on the behef that he was a very powerful: kmg and h1s two 
predecessors were too insignificant ·to found an era. Both these 

1 PHAI.• 443 fn. - J" -
• JRAS, 1901, p. 99; 1905, p. 814 .. 
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assumptions are highly probable but lack convincing proof. 
At the same time we should not lose sight of the possibility 
that the era commemorates the accession of Samudra-gupta who 
is definitely known to have established a vast empire. • This 
theory finds support in the two copper-plate grants of Samud;a
gupta found at Nalanda and Gaya and dated respectively in the 
years 5 and g. The genuineness of these two plates is certainly · 
not above suspicion, but it is difficult to assert positively]fthat 
at least the first of these is a forged one. 1 If, therefore, we 
believe that it was issued in year 5 of Samudra-gnpta, it \vould 
be more reasonable to regard the Gupta era as commemorating 
the year of Samudra-gupta's accession, rather than that of his 
father. In any case we should not forget that the almost 
unanimouslY\ accepted view that Chandra~gupta ·I founded the 
Gupta era is at best a reasonable and probable hypothesis, but 
by no means an established fact. l 

(It is difficult to form an exact idea of the extent of the 
Gupta kingdom ·under Chandra-gupta I. It almost certainly 
included the greater part of Bihar and also very probablyt-a 
portion of U. P. and Bengal.. 'But any attempt to -define it 
more precisely is beset with difficulties.) (See Appendix). 

The foregoing discussion would make it Clear that we 
possess very little definite information regarding the origin and 
~arly history of the Guptas. It would be idle to speculate 
further on this subject ;until 111'ore facts come to light.\(It has 
been suggest~d that Chandra-gnJ?ta I liberated "the people- of 
Magadha. from the thraldom of the hated Scythian .foreigner.' 1 

...;Phe history of theKush~as has been dealt with in a preceding 
chapt(!r, and there. is not a particle of positive evidence to 
sup~ the .view th~t Chandra-~upta .I ''simply drove out t.he 
Scythians and gave independence to the province of Ma!iadha 

' lC. ~I; 225 .. 
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after three centuries of subjection and foreign oppression" .1 

Such speculations are useless, 2 and for · the present we may 
sum up the position oomewh~t as follows:.--) 

(Towards the close of, the third and the beginning of" the 
fourth century :i\:o; there wats no paramount political power in 
tforth~rn India,· and it pres~nted ,the spectacle which usually 
follows the disintegration of an ·empire. The whole country 
was divided into ~ number of:independent states both monar
chical and non-monarchical. · Two of these in Eastern India,~ 
viz., th~ Lichchhavt· state and the principality founded by 
Gupta, were united by a marriage alliance: and Chandra-gupta I, 
grandson of Gupta ·and son of Ghatotkacha, ruled over .a power-

. ful ' kingdom which probably included not only the. modern 
province ·of Bihar but also parts of U. P. and • Bengal.) l He 
:Signalised his increased power ·arid prestige by .changing the 
title Maharaja used by his father and grandfather for the higher 

. imperial title _MahaTiijiidhiriija, -and probably also by founding 
. ' t... - • f 

an era. 
It is a pity that nothing is known of the heroic deeds by 

which Chandra-gt1pta paved the way for the future greatness 
of· his kingdom. But one of his last acts, which perhaps con
tributed mor'e than anything else in this direction, was the 
:selection of his son Samudra-gupta as his successor, who built 
on the foundation, so well laid: by him, a noble struct~~e that 
has immortalised his family. 1 "' "· 

· 'AIG,' pp. 3, 5. . 
2 Jayaswal's reconstruction .(ABORI. XII, 50; ]BORS. XIX, 113) of 

the origin and early history of the Guptas, on the basis of the. drama 
Kaumudi-mahotsava, though supported by some (]BORS. XXI, 77; 
XXII, 275), has been justly rejected by most other scholars (~ngar • 
Comm. VoL. pp. 359-362; .IC. IX, 100; IHQ. XIV, 582; Thomas C~nm. 
Vol. p: 115; ]AHRS. VI, 139). Still more illusory is a recent attempt 
(JBRS. XXX, 1) to write the Gupta history in detail with the help of 
a _passage in Bhavishyottam-Puriit!i:t, which is a palpable 'modern forgery 
(IHQ. XX, 345). It is impossible to take all ·these v:iews seriously and 
notice them in a sober historical work. 
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APPENDIX 

THE EX'l'EN'l' OF 'l'HH KINGDOM OF CHANDRA-GUl"l'A I. 

The idea that Chandra-gupta's dominions comprised Saketa 
(Oudh), Prayiiga (Allahabad) and Magadha (South Bihar) is 
widely accepted. It rests upon a Pur~ic verse which is restored 
as follows by Pargiter : 

Anu-Gangii Prayiigarh cha Siiketam Magadhiirhs tathii I 
Etiin janapadiin sarviin bhokshyante Gupta-varhsajiil], II 

He translates it as follows :-((Kings born of the Gupta race 
will enjoy all these territories, namely, along the Ganges, 
Prayaga, Saketa and the Magadhas." The expression anu
Gangii (along the Ganges) is somewhat vague, and may be 
connected with the next word to mean all the territories along 
the Ganges, from its mouth to Prayaga. Some have taken it 
as a qualifying epithet to the three other place-names, but then 
Saketa can hardly be regarded as a territory along the Ganges. 
But this is not all. Some Pura1,1ic texts substitute 'Gupta' 
'Guhya' 'SaPta' or 'Matzidhiinyajiil],' for 'Gupta-vamsajiih' of 
the above passage. The corresponding prose passage in VishtLU 
is "Anu~Gangii Prayiigam Miigadhii Guptiis-cha bhokshyanti" 
i.e., the territory along the Ganges (up to) Prayaga will be 
enjoyed by the . people of Magadha and the Guptas. 1 This 
considerably modifies the extent of the Gupta kingdom. 

These discrepancies render it a difficult task to reconstrue 
from the Pura:r-ic passage the extent of territory ruled over 
by the Guptas. But many scholars go even further and identify 
the territories, as enunciated in Pargiter's emended text, as 
those of Chandra-gupta I. \ It s4onld be remembered that the 
passagjil""tn the Puriil}a is followed by a description of other 
kingcfc;ms, and at least two individual rulers are menl!ioned. 

·In the particular passage the Guptas, in plural nnmber, are 

'DKA, p. 53 fn. 8. 
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described as the rulers.· It is prima facie unreasonable, there
fore, to think that the author of. the passage had specifically 
the kingdom of Chandra~gupta I in view. Even taking the 
extended territory of the emended text of Pargiter, it may 
describe ~qually well tl).e territory of Chandra-guptf- I or that 
of Samudra-gupta at a certain stage 'of his victorious care~r. 

. t - - . 

Some have even taken it as the Gupta dominions in the period 
~ o(" decline after Skanda-gupta. In any . case, c;nsidering the 

~
various.· d!fficulties ?f ~nt.erpretati~n and uncertaint~es in the 
exts, 1t 1s hardly JUstified to assign too great an Importance 
o the Purai)ic passage, and far less to rely upon it in deducing 

. . ~ . ~ 
ne extent of territory ruled over by Chandra-gupta I. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE FOUNDATION OF THE GUPTA EMPIRE 

1. SouRcEs oF HISTORY 

With the accession of Samudra-gupta our knowledge of the 
political history becomes fuller and more precise. This is due 
to a large number of· records, engraved on stone and copper 
during the reigns of this monarch and his successors, which 
have· been found alf over Northern India from Bengal to 
Kathiawar. It has become possible with their help to recons
truct the chronolog'y and the main outline of the history of the 
Guptas with a tolerable degree of certaint)·. 

Of Samudra-gupta himself we posses two records on stone 
~d'two on copper (Nos. r-4). 1 The first two bear no dates, but 
the others are dated respectively in years 5 and g. The genuine
ness of these hyo dated copper-plate charters has been doubted 
by ~any, but so far at least as the first of them is concerned, 
grounds for this opinio~, as .stated above, are certainlv very 

·inadequate. '~. 
The inscriptions engraved on the Asoka Pillar at Allahabad 

(No. 3) is by far the most important record not only of Samudra
gupta, but also of the whole Gupta series. It descFibes the 
political condition of India and the achievements and personality 
of Samudra-gupta with such fullness of details as is not to be 
found in the record of any other king of Northern India, with 
the single exception of A8oka. It forms our principal, and , ~ 

1 The figures within brackets refer to the serial number 1n the 
List of Gupta Inscriptions given in the Bibliography at the end of the 
volume. · 
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' 
:almost the only, source of information about the history of 
. ;Samudra-gupta and as such requires careful· study. 

· This iong royal prasa.sti (eulogy) 'of 33 lines- was composed 
·by Ha'rishe:~p, ··who p.eid various important offices ,in the state. 
Although Fleet held that the record was incised after the death 

~.... . .: 

-of Samudra-gupta, there are no· adequate grounds against the 
natural· assumption that it was set up during the life-time ~£ 
the great emperor. . · · .... ~ 

. 
2. SAMUDRA-GUPTA'S ACCESSION. 

,. I .• ¥".,..~: 

The fourth verse oi this inscription refersHo a memorabl~· 
o:Scene in the court of Chandra-gupta I. We are told that, in 

. the ·presence of a full assembly in the open Durbar, the king 
·embraced his son.· Samudra.,gupta, ·and overcome. with ·emotion, 
with the hairs of his body staliding.ere~t, said, with· tears in 
his eyes: "Thou art worthy,· rule 'this whole world".; 'the poet· 
.adds that while this declaration caused the joy (lit. tMde the~ 
heave a sigh of relief) of the courtiers (sabhya), it caused heart*
burning ·among others of equal birth, who looked with Sfld 
faces at Samudra-gupta, the· forturi~te :-winner of the. prize~./ 

It is generally assui11ed that the above .verse refers to the 
:selection of Samudra-gupta as heir-apparent by Chandra-gupw,; 
But literally interpreted, .the pa$Sage would rather imply that 
·Chandra-gupta I formally reriounced the throne and anointed 
his son as king. It inay; no doubt, be argueQ. that the poet's 
dramatic accomit was a bit exaggerated, and the wordsrput'in. 
the mouth of the king were torefer to future events. vBut the 
-e.tnotion of the king,- so vividly described, suits more with his 

· abdication and final leave-taking. than merely a for~al announce
ment of his successor. On the other hand, the· attitude '\>f ~he 
king .arid the tense· atmosphere prevailing in the ComtAnight 

'have been du£to special circUmstances which invested nle selec
tion of the heir-apparent with an extraordinary. in}erest. .ll'he 
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possibility of this is hinted at by the opposite reactions of the 
royal announcement on the courtiers and 'others of equal 
birth'. It clearly .implies that other princes of the royal blood 
had coveted the throne and these contending claims for 
success1on were ~xciting the public, and perhaps even disturb
ing the political life. In order to put a stop to all dangers for 
the present and future, the king, perhaps in the presence of all, 
nominated Samudra-gupta as his successor. But the view that 
Chandra-gupta I abdicated the throne in favour of his son 
Samudra-gupta is also not unlikely and is probably hinted at 
even in Ins. No. 4· 

The fact that the court-official HarisheJ}a referred to this 
incident, with clear emphasis on the displeasure of rival princes, 
although it happened long ago, may not unreasonably be taken 
to imply that it contains allusions to an historical event attended • 
by important consequ~ces. It has accordingly been suggested 
that Samudra-gupta's brothers rebelled against him, and put 
Kacha, the eldest, on the throne. 1

"' '!'his ruler is known to us 
only from coins which bear such a close resemblance to those 
of Samudra-gupta, that almost all numismatists have identified 
the two. Allan even suggests that "~ha was the original 
name of the emperor and that he took the name Samudra
gupta in allusion to his conquests". This is, however, by no 
means certain, and we shall have occasl.on to discuss another 
probable identification. But even if Kacha be not identical with 
Samudra-gupta there is nothing to support the view that he 
headed a rebellion against the latter. It is perhaps possible to -
detect some reference to the political disturbance at the begin
ning of the reign of Samudra-gupta in the fragmentary verses
(5 and 6) which describe how some were attracted to him by 
his extraordinary deeds of valour, and others submitterl after -----' --- . 'ABc; IX, 83. V. A. Smith also formerly held the view that 
K1icha w~\n all probability the brother and predecessor of Samudra
gupta (]RAS. !893, p. 8i). 
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being ~faicted by his prowess. But 't~e precise implications of. 
these vague statements are unkn~wn at present. · 

3· .SAMUDRA-GUPTA'S CONQUESTS_ 

The Allahabad inscription gives a very detailed account of 
the co~quests of Samudra-gupta. It not only refers in a general 
way to the emperor's skill in a hundred battles which left scars 
of wounds all. over his body, but mentions specifically the 
eneri1ies with whom he fought. 

The seventh. verse refers to important' military achievements 
of SamU:dra-gupta, but we are· unable to understand tlie full 
implication, as part of the verse is lost/ Mention is first made 
of his complete· victory over two rulers named Achyuta and 
Nagasena, and~ a third, belonging to the family ·of the Kota;. 
This is followed by a 'statement that he took his pleasure at 
the city called Pushpa: The lac~~"a, ~aused by the peeling off 

. of the surface of the ~tone )n fthis part of the record, leaves us . 
in the dark about the connection. between these events,. but · 
the construction of the 'sen tepee makes iC very· likely tliat 
Samudra-gilpta;s>victory ~ver the kings,' at least the third one, · 
is closely connected with his visit to the city called Pushpa.v 
In other words: it was probably the viCtory over one, or all of 
them, that enabled him.to take possession of,the city. 

Both Achyuta and Nagasena are mimed later in the record 
along with other kings as having 'been exterminated by 
Samudra-gupta. W!Jether. this result was achieved by the cam
paign we are discussing, or by others at a later date, cannot be 
definitely decided, but the former ·appears more probable; in 
view of the use of the word unmiilya (to uproot) about them. 
Achyuta probably ruled in. Ahichchhatra (near B. areill~yand 
Nagasena probably belonged to the Naga royal family of P ma
vati (Padam Pawaya, 25 miles north-ea~t of Narwar, in G alior 
State). As to the Kotas, coins bearing the name ;ave been 
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found in E. Punjab and Delhi, and they probably ruled in the 
Upper Gangetic valley. In view of the location of these 
kingdoms, it may be held that the city which Samudra-gupta 
took possession of after his great victory, was Kanyakubja, 
which was called Pushpapura in ancient times. 

, Pushpapura was, however, also a well-known name of 
Pataliputra, which is generally supposed to have been the 
capital of Samudra-gupta, and it is just possible that the poet 
refers to the triumphal entry of Samudra-gupta into his own 
capital after his brilliant military campaign.<- But it has been 
held by some that Achyuta, Nagasena and other kings attacked 
him in Pataliputra, and the new king had to fight in his o~ 
capital against a confederacy of kings that challenged his 
accession. 1 Others ha_; held that the Kotas were.: at that time 
ruling over Pataliputra and it was b\· defeating them that 
Samudra-gupta seized the city. 2' But. there is no positi;e 
evidence in support of any of these views. Pushpapura may 
denote Pataliputra, but then we can hardly be definite about 
its connection with Samudra-gupta's victory over the three kings 
named above. 
/After this account of the first military . campaign of 

Saniudra-gupta follows a long list of kings, states and peoples 
who were conquered by him and acknowledged his suzerainty. 
'I'hese are clearly divided into four categories, and the relation 
of each with Samudra-gupta is described in different terms . 
./'!'he first category includes twelve states of Dakshi1,;1apatha 

(Deccan and South India) with· the names of their rulers who 
were defeated and captured, and then liberated. 
Jt The second category contains the names of nine rulers of 
Aryavarta (Northern India) ·who were violently exterminated. 
Here e must presume that their kingdoms were annexed to 
the d inions of Samudra-gupta., 

1 JI . V~- SuppL, pp. 24:27, 37. 
•]BORS. r:IX, 113, 119. 
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_ . To the third category belong the r'U~ers of five k!ngdoms, 

expressly referred to as frontier· chiefs,. and .nine' tribal states, 
who "paid taxes, obeyed orders and performed obeisartc~ in 

· · pers~m to the great emperor." . - ' -
· /Before describing the . fourth categor~- whi~h. require~ a 

more detailed treatment on account. of difficuities in interpreta
tion, we may try to .forin an estitnite' of the e~npire of S~mudra- -
gupta on the basis of his relation with, the states desq:ibed so 
far. It is obvious that the dominions,. directly ruled over· by 
Samudra-gupta, incl'!d~d, in addition to the ancestral territori~s 
inherited by him, those .of the rulers included in the second 
category. ~This is pt:oved riot only by the word 'exterminated' 
used in respect of th~se kings, but also by the fact that they 
are "nal!led. \vithout. their kingdoms,; _unlike _the SOtith~1ridiat\ 

-rulers in category I. Evidently these states are not named as -
. ' . . . . ·. ,. . . ... 'f""' 

-they ·no- longer existed as separate :units. But howsoever that 
. . ... :·· . -

may be explained,' the omission of their names.i·enders it difficult 
to localiS$ the niJ?.e kingf} ,,WhO~e dominions ;vere incorporated
in th

4
e Gupta Empire \,/Of them .Qal).apati-naga . was probably 

the Naga king of Mathura, 2 and Chandra-varma·n may' be ident} 
fied 'vith the. king of that name 'whose rec'o;d has b~en f;;-nd -. 
at Susuni~- in Bapklira ·district, Benga( T0o othe;s-;-Achyuta· -- --..... --- .. . .. 
and Nagasena, have been discussed above. The dominions of 
th~ remaining five ·viz. Rudraqeva, Matila, Nagadatta, Nandii1 . 

1 Identifications of kings and- states mentioned ·- in the ~llaha:bacl 
•Ins. have been. discussed in detail by_ V. A. Smith (JRAS. -1897, pp> 87 
ff), l)r. D. R. Bhandarkar (IHQ: I, 251 ff.) and 'Dr. H. C.-Raychaudhurl 

,.(PHAI'. pp. 449 ff). The views iri the i:ext, unless othf!rwise stated, 
are based on their- writings, to. which- reference may be made for the 
grounds on which the proposed identifications -are made and also for 
other probable identifications. Cf. also ]IH.- VI, Suppl., p. 27 for some· 
new suggestions which are, however, very problematical. 

• Bhandarkar locates Gru_1apati-naga's kingdom in .Vidisa. · !though 
Bhandarkar does not . mention it,· the e:x:ist~nce of -a Naga ouse of 
Mathura, like that of VidiSa, is attested to by' the Puriil}as. D . Altekar 
found. h11ndreds' of Ga!}apati~s coins iri Mathuta, while on! few coins 
have been found at Vidisa. It is; therefore, ·mote likely .t t h,e':rule,d. in 
Mathur a 
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and Bala-vannan cannot be located at present. The identification 
of the four states would show that Samudra-gupta's dominions 
included the greater part, if not the whole, of U. P., a portion 

1 
of Central India, and at least the south-western part of Bengali'"•~"· 
• ..::l'fhe states in the third category also supply indirect testi

mony to the extent of the territories which were directly under 
the mle of Sanmdra-guptaj As the five kingdoms in this cate
gory are specifically referred to as frontier-states, it may be 
safely presumed that they bordered on the dominions directly 
under the sway of the great emperor. Three of these, viz. 
Samatata, Kamarftpa and Nepala, are well known, corresponding 
respectively to South-east Bengal, UPPer'Assam and Nepal. The 
fourth, .Qaviika, was probably situated in Nowgong district in 
Assam. 1 The fi.fth, Kartripura, has been identified with Kartar
pur in Jalandhar District, and according to some it even com
prised the territory of the Katuria Raj of Kumaon, Garhwal and 
Rohilkhand. Some have, however, identified it with Kahror, 
between ~I ultan and I.,ohni. 2 

Among the tribes whose states were also presumably on or 
near the frontier, the Thfalavas, Arjunayanas, Yaudheyas and 
.::Yiadrakas form the first group, The Malavas settled in various 
localities in ·western India after having migrated from the 
Punjab where they had fought with Alexander on the banks of 
the lower Ravi. At the time of Samudra-gupta they probably 
occupied Mewar, Tonk and adjoining regions of S. E. Rajputana. 
The Yaudheyas inhabited the territory still known as Johiyabai, 
along both banks of the Sutlej on the border of the Bahawalpur 
state, but their dominions at one time extended almost up to~ 

Kangra in the north, Shaharanpur in the east and Bharatpur 
in the south. The Madrakas occupied the territory between the 

• Ba a, Early History of Kiimarapa, p. 42. There is a place still 
called D aka in the valley of the Kapili and the Jumna rivers in 
Nowgoug ict (]ourn. Assam Res. Society, I, 14-15, 124; V, 14-57). 

' TRAS. 1 8, pp. 198-99; ]IH. XIV, 30. · 
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.Ravi and the Chenab, round modern Sialkot, which represents 
their ancient capital city Sakala .. ·The territory· :of. the Arjtin
ay~nas q9-not be locate~ with certainty, but if the group Malava~ 
Adunayana-Yau.dheya-Madraka has been n~med in the record 
iu geographicai order, as is generally believed, the country of 
the Arjunayanas may· be placed between Bharatpur and Eastern 
Rajputana~ somewhere near Jaipur. ' · · .. 

The location ,.pf the other group of 'five tribes viz. the 
Abhiras, Prad~n;;;~ Sanakanikas, • Kakas and·. Kharaparikas is 
somewhat uncertain. The Abhi:ras had their main ·settlement in · 
W. Rajputana· which is called Abiria in the. Periplus, and we 
·have ·record of Abhira chiefs- both in this part as well as in 
Maharashtra. But they ha4 arioth~r settlement in. Central India, 
which was called .,after them Ahirwara; betwee* Bhilsa and 
]hansi. This was probably the s!ate referr~d to in the,Allahabad 
·record. ''-.... . 

As regards the Sanakanikas, a feudat~ry chief of this tribe 
.recorded his gift on a VaishJ;laVa cave<temple at Udayagiri·, a 

·well-known hill about. two miles· to· the north-west of . Bhilsa, . ' . during the reign of Ch:;mdra-gupta II (Ins; No. 6). It may be, 
:therefore, surmised that the Sanakani:kas lived in the miighbour
:ltood of Bhilsa, but it would. be too niuch to,.presume that' they 
:held the province of Vidisa. 1 • ' · 

Kakapur, a village about 2t> miles north of Bhilsa, has been 
.identifieq as the ancient seat of the Kakas/ while the Khara~ 
;parikas have been located in the .Damoh district in C. P.-· But 
these identifications cannot be regar~ed as certain. . 

According to the identifications proposed above this second 
_group of tribes ruled over territories to the north and east of 
Bhilsa .. If the tribes in this group have ·lllso been harned in 
geographical order, the Prarjunas,.--about whom nothing is 

.. . / 

·'This view of Dr. Bhandarkar is inconsistent. with his. iden Jtii:ation 
of Ga1.1apati-naga as a king of Vidga. 

1 .]BCJI9S. XVIII, 212·3. .· · 
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known, may- be located to the north of Bhilsa, and in any c.ase 
they probably did not live very far from this city. 

It may be noted in passing that the Sanakanika feudatory 
chief of Chandra-gupta II, as well as his father and grand
father, bore the title Maharaja, indicating that the S,.anakanikas, 
and probably other tribes in this_group, were not tribal republics, 
as is generaliy supposed, but were ruled by hereditary chiefs. 

(''"If we now consider the position of those- states in the third 
category whose identification is more or-less certain, and regard 
them all as situated on the frontier, ·we may form a fairly 
accurate idea ·of the extent of the territory under the direct 
rule .of Samudra~gupta. In the east it included the whole of 
Bengal, ·excepting its south-eastern part Its northern boundary 
ran along the foothill of the Himalayas. In the west it extended 
up to the Punjab and probably included its eastern districts, 
between Lahore and KamaL FrQm. the last named town the 
boundary followed the ~umna river up to its junction with the 
Chambal, and thence along an imaginary line passing by t\le 
west of Narwar almost due south to Erany~Ins. No. 4 definitely 
proves that Eran, in Saugor district, C. P., about so miles to 
the N. N. E. of Bhilsa was included in the dominions of 
Sam_l.dra-gupta . 

. ·~'he southern boundary ran from Eran to Juboulpore and 
thence alon'i the.)'indhya range. This may be inferred from 
the statement in the Allahabad inscription that Samudra-gupta 
made all the Atavikarajas i.e., kings of the forest countries to 
become his servants. In two inscriptions in Baghelkhand, 'dated 
in the years 199 a·nd 209 of the Gupta era, king Hastin. is_ said 
to have ruled over J)abhala together with the eighteen .forest 
kingdoms (ata'Viriijya). ·These were therefore conti~ous -to 
J)abhala which denoted the territory round Jubbulwre. The 
eighteen forest kingdoms may thus be taken to have denoted 
the ;~~.tracts, full _of dense forest, that ~~tended further 
towara~ east, across the whnle of Chota Nagour·: · 
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The conqU€St of these hilly states undoubtedly facilitated 
the campaign of. Samudra-gupta against the twelve kings of 
DakshiJ)apatha mentioned in category i: These are, Mahendra 

·of,. Kosala, Vyaghraraja of Mahakantara, MaJJtaraja of Kaura!a 
(Kerahi), MahendragirF of Pishtapura, Svamidatta of Kottura,_ 
Damana of Eraw;lapalla, Vish1;1ugopa of Ka:iichi, Nilaraja of 
Avamukta, Hasti-varman of Veilgi, Ugrasena of Palakka, Kuvera 
of l)evariishtra and Dhana:iijaya of K~sthah1pura. /Among these 
Vishnugopa must have been a king of the well-~nown Pallava 
dynasty ,Z and Hasti-varman was almost certainly the king of 
ffie Salailkayana dynasty whose record has been fqund at 

~ Peddav~gt The remaining Izmgs are not known from any other 
source, but we are better informed aoout the location of the 
kingdoms named. V""of these ,Kosala undoubtedly.· denotes 
Dakshiva-kosala (South Ko5ala:) comprising the districts of 
Bilaspur, Raipur and Sambalpur. Pishtapura is. modern Pitha
puram in the Godavari district; and Kiifichi is Conjeeveram in 
the Chingleput district, Madras. The name Veilgi, the capitaL 
city of the ki~gdom of that mime, is still preserved in Vegl or 
Peddavegi, 7 miles north of Ellore between the Krish1;1ii and 
the Godavari rivers. Names of EraJ)c;lapalli and Devarashtra 
occur also in the records of Kalitiga kings, and these were 
probably situated in Vizagapatam district. Palakka has been 
identified with Palakkada, the capital of a Pallava viceroyalty, 
and was probably situated in t4e Nellore district. 3 Keraia, 
Kottura, Avamukta and Kusthalappra cannot be located with 

·~~Fleet took the name of the king ~be simply 'Mahendra', con
necting 'gi1'i' with the place-name KoHura that followed. But 
Dr. Bhandarkar seems to be right in the view that Mahendragiri was 
the name of the king of Pishtapura (IRQ. I, 252; Aiyan.gar Comm. Vol. 
p. 155; IC. II, /ol-62). This view is also supported by actual instances 
of personal names ending in 'girV (IC. III, 230). 

• According to Dubreuil, the .name of this king occurs in Vayalur 
Ins. (AHD., p. 61), but Pro . Nilk.anta Sastri doubts it. (Cf/h. XII). 

• Prof. Nilkanta Sastri r rds Ugrasena as a feudatory Vishl;lu-
gopa (Ch. XII). ' '· . 

ro 
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certainty.. 1 ~ii.ghrarii.ja of Mahiikii.ntii.ra has been identified 
wi~~ the Vii.kataka feudatory prince Vyii.ghra Lwhose inscription~ 
have been found at Nach-ne-ki-talai and Ganj in Central India, 
while some hold that he was also the ruler of the Uchchakalpa 
dy.na~ty in :S~delkha~d me_nt~oned. in ~ns .. Nos. ~o-66.) T~e 
pnnc1pal obJection agamst th1s 1dent1ficatwn 1s that Vyaghrarii.Ja 
is included among the rulers of _j)~kshil).ii.patha, while it \Vould 
place his kingdom north of the Vindhyas, and in a region 
included in Atavirii.jya which is separately mentioned in the 
same record. These are not insuperable objections, but certainly 

- very weighty arguments again'St the proposed identification. lIt 
has accordingly been suggested that Vyaghraraja ruled in 
Jeypore forest (in Orissa) which is referred to as Maha-vana, a 
l)ynonym of ~aha-kantii.ra, in an old inscription. 2 ) 

Leaving aside this doubtful point it seems to be clear that 
in course' of his southern campaign Samudra-gupta passed 
through the eastern and southern part of the Central Provinces 
to Orissa, and then proceeded along the eastern· coast3 up to the 
Pallava kingdom of which Kii.fich1 was the capital. Doubts have 
been expressed as to his actually proceeding so far south, and 
it has been suggested that he fought with a confederacy of these 
S9Uthern princes somewhere further to the north. 4 This, ho\Y-

1 Mr. R. Sathianathaier proposes to identify, among others, Maha
kiintara with Kanker and Bastar, Kerala with Cherla (Nagpur Taluk, 
ll:. Godavari district), Kottura with Kottnru near Tuni (E. Gqdavari 
distrit:;t), Erat.tQapalla with Erraguntapalle in the Chentalapudi taluk of 
the West Godavari district, and Devarashtra with the place of that name 
in the IDla:hapur Sub-division of the Satara district. He thus maintains, 
against ~he generally accepted view, that Samudra-gupta did not pass 
through Orissa, Ganjam and Vizagapatam, but first emerged on the east 
coast at Pishtapura (Pithapuram) and that he also conquered Westel:u 
Deccan. ·(Studies in the Ancient History of Tcn;t{!ama.'l)(ialam, pp. 13-19\. 

. • ]AHRS. I, 228. 
• But cf. fn. 1 above. . 
• J. Dubreuil is of opinion (op. cit. pp. 60-61) that Samudra-gupta, 

who .advan ed ·up to the river Krishna, was opposed by a confederacy 
of the king of the E. Deccan, and being repulsed, abandoned the ~Of!· 
quests he ba made in the coast of Orissa and returned home. This IS 
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ever, is a gratuitous assumption, which seems to be belied by 
the detailed mention of the kings defeated by him.-

...(Having thus discussed the first three categories of states ' 
mentioned i~1 ·the Allahabad Pillar ,Inscription we may now 

. proceed to a consideratio~ of the-fourth. (' 
The fourth category consists of a few independent or semi

independent principalities. Unfortunately the interpretation of 
the passage describing these has proved very difficult, both as 
regards the names of the states as well as the different kinds of 
hotmtge performed by them.) As regards the former, we have, 
in addition to Sithhala and other islands, a compound word 
Dai'IJaputra-Skiihi-Shiihiinushiihi-Sak.a-Muru'IJlJ.a: The first three 
are well-known titles .boriie by the Kushan kings, and may refer 
to one of them. It has been urged, however, that they denote, 
not a single Kushan king, but three of the stnaller states into 
which the Kushan empire was divided, the ruler of each of 
them ·appropriatitig· one of the titles for himself. Although 
supported. by greit authorities, this view seems hardly justified 

, by available evidence, and the probability rather is that reference 
is made here to a Kushan ruler exercising sway over Kabul and 
a part of tl\.e Punjab, and possibly other _!~!2!!6r~-~he~ 
the west. 1 j · 

Of the two remaining· words of the compound, Saka is a 
well-known tribal name, and we have positive evidence that the 
Saka (Western) Kshatrapas were ruling in W. India, and other 

' persons of that nationality were ruling in and about Safichl.2 
· 

As regards Mnnu;Q.a, some regard it as the name of a powerful 
foreign tribe, ruling in the Upper Ganges valley, 3 while others 

pure imagination and directly contradicted by the explicit statements in 
the. Allahabad Ins. cf. also N. Sastti's views in Ch. XII. . 

' CGD. pp. xxvi-ii; PHAL 4, .p. 460; AIG. p. 24: rf. supra. Ch. I. 
• El. XVI, 230; ]ASB. N.S. XIX, 337. 
• CGD. p. xxix. According to the Chinese authority, the capital of 

1\feou-lun (a word equated with Murul}Q.a) was 7000 li from the mouth 
of the Great River, which was undoubtedly the Ganges.. Allar.\' is, there
fore, hardly correct when he says that the Chinese descrio.ciol'l of the 
capital seems to suggest Pataliputra. 
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hold that "Muruvc;la is not the name of a tribe, but a $aka 
word meaning lord, which was used as a title by the Sakas, 

.and after them by the Kushii.J;J.as", and that $aka-Mul11\lc;la 
·denotes the Western Satraps. 1 

We may hold, therefore, that the fourth category includes 
the Saka and Kushava princes of the west together with the 
peoples of Sithhala and othe~ islands, and for the present it is 
impossible to be more precise. 

lThe words denoting different kinds of homage performed 
by these states a.re :-1. Atma-nivedana; 2. Kanyopiiyana-riiina; 
and 3. Garutmad-anka-sva-vis haya-b hukti-siisana-yiic hana. 

· The first means literally, offering oneself as sacrifice, and 
probably means p~rsonal attendance. The second means 'pre
senting unmarried daughters and giving them in marriage', but 
it is not easy to distinguish between the two. For it would be 
unreasonable to think that rulers who enjoyed at least some 
degree of autonomy wo.,tld present their daughters for any other 
purpose than ·marriage.l 

The thin;. compound presents some difficulty. It has been 
urged that it means a two-fold request asking for charters 
(siisana-yiichana) (i) for the use of the Gupta coin bearing Garuc;la 
symbol (Garutmad-anka) and (ii) for the government of their 
own territories (sva-vishaya-bhukti). 2 On the other hand 'Garut
mad-anka' has been translated as 'bearing the Garuc;la seal' and 
regarded as a qualifying epithet of Sasana, the whole compound 
being taken to mean the soliciting of imperial charters, con
firming them in the enjoyment of their territories, bearing the 
Garuc;la seal. 3 

) 

'EI. XIV, 292-3; ]BORS. XXIII, 449. Jayaswal took ~aka-Murui}Qa 
to denote the smaller Saka rulers like the Shalada, Shaka, and the 
Ga9abara chiefs as well as the Western Satraps' (]BORS. XVIII, 210). 

I ]BORS. XVIII, 207; XIX, 145. 
• CGD. p. xxv. It has been suggested that the different forms of 

homage ol. submission apply respectively to the different groups of states 
included iti the category (]BORS. XIX, 145). But this is very unlikely 
(]BORS. XXID, 447·48). -... .. 
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We have discu~sed· this category at: some length, for an 
accurate idea of the nature and extent of the Gupta empire, 
specially its relation with the outlying ~aka and KushaQa prin
cipalities, depend~ upon a proper identification oftne-sfate-s 
named and correct LnJerpretation of the fontis of homage paid
by them.-!n_spite ~f difference of v-fews,-'attendance in person' 
and 'a~ing for. imperial charters for the e;;_joyment of terri
tories', the two forms of homage, about which there is no differ
ence of opinion, would certainly imply that the Saka au"d .· 
KushatJ.a rulers of West and North-West India acknowledged 
the suzerainty. of Samudra-gupta. But wheth~ this represents 
the actual state of things, or is a mere boastful rhetoric on the 
part of the panegyrist, it is difficult to say:·~ 7'he ittdtision of 
even distant Sirhhala. (Ceylon) and all other· islands in this 
category raises great doubts about this interpretation, and we 
shall hardly be justified in taking the words of the court-poet 

~ . 
in their literal sense without corroborative evidence. 

So far as Ceylon is concerned, we have fortunately an 
independent evidence of its political relation with Samudra
gupta. According to a Chinese text, •MeghavartJ.a, king of 
Ceylon, sent two monks to Bodh-Gaya to visWthe sacred spots, 
but they were put to great inconvenience for want of suitable 
accommodation. To remove this difficulty for future .pilgrims 
to the holy place, Meghavarva decided to found a monastery 
there. He -accordingly sent a mission to Samudra-gupta with 
rich presents and asked for permission to build a monastery and 
a rest-house for Ceylonese pilgrims. Samudra-gupta readily 
gran-ted tlie permission, and the Ceylonese king built a splendid 

· monastery to the north of the Bodhi tree1
• By the time of Hiuen 

Tsang it had developed into a magnificent establishment, with 

1 ]A. 1900, pp. 316 ff., 401 ff.; I.A. 1902, p. 194. ··The date of Megha· 
van;ta is uncertain. Geiger (Mahava1nsa Eng. TransL, p. xxxix) plll,ce1 
him between 352-379 A.D., but according to Mr. Parnavitan11 .(cf. Ch. XIII'-
he ruled from 304 to 332 A.D. · · · \ · 
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more than 1 ,ooo priests, and the pilgrim has described the rich 
decorations and massive grandeur of the buildings. Referring 
to the old history of its foundation Hiuen Tsang says that the 
Ceylonese king 'gave in tribute to the king of India all the 
jewels of his country'. It is likely that Sanmdra-gupta's 
courtier also regarded the .rich present as tribute, ,and construed 
the Ceylonese king's prayer for permissio~1 to build a monastery 
into an 'application for charter confirming him in the enjoy
ment of his territories', one of the forms of homage paid by 
the category of states into which Sirhhala is included. There J 
may he similar basis for the inclusion of the other states in 

"- this category, the offer of a daughter's hand being very common 
among neighbourly kings. ,;(n view of the great name and 
fame of Sanmdra-gupta, the neighbouring Saka and Kushiil;a 
rulers might have thought it politic to cultivate friendly rela
tions with him and strengthen them by personal visit or 
matrimonial alliance. This might have been easily twisted into 
iitma-nivedana and kanyopayana-diina, the two other forms of 
homage referred to aboYe. It may be easily admitted that the: 
weaker states of the fourth category, situated just outside the 
limits of the mighty empire, maintained diplomatic relations 
with Samudra-gupta and deliberately sought to win his favour 
and goodwill by . various measures which, however derogatory 
to a sense of royal pride and position of equality, did not 
theoretically infringe their independent status. But it is diffi
cult to believe, without more positive evidence, that these 
rulers in any way openly acknowledged the suzerainty of the 
Gupta Emperor, or enjoyed their kingdoms merely as fiefs on ~ 

the basl's of charters granted by Samudra-gupta. Such 
evidence is, however, not altogether wanting. The discovery 
of Kusha:J;~a type 0f coins with the names of Samudra and 
Chandra~ may be taken to indicate the suzerainty of Samudra
gupta over the Kusha:J;~as. 1 

1 For these~ coins, cf. JRAS. 1893, p. 145. See also Ch. I. 
. )W'-~ 
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' The inclusion of 'all islands' in addition to Shnhala,. in 
this category, cis worthy of note. Although none is specific~lly 
named, it very likely refers; in a general way, to the Hindu 
colonies in Malay Peninsula, Java, Sumatra and other. islands 
in Indian archipelago.· As will qe shown in a separate chapter, 
the Hindus had established colonies and kingdoms in.· ·these 
regions during or. before the Gupta period, and the inlluence 
of Gupta culture is deeply imprinted on most of ~*m. That 
there was a ·constant and intimate intercourse between · India 
and these colonies is proved by Fa-hien's narrative, and it is. 
only natural that the ·Hindu colonists in these far-off regions 
would maintain contact with the most powerful e'mpire in their 
motherland._ Many of them must even have originally migrated 
from the different regions which constituted that empire. ·The 

. reference to homage paid by the dwellers of all island's need 
' I 

not, therefore, be treated as mere rhetoric, but may be based 
. on actual relationship with some of them, the' exact nature of 
which, however, .cannot be ascertained. ~ 

As in the case of the fourth category, there is some element -
of doubt in respect of Samudra-gupta's exact relationship with 
the rulers men'tioned in the first. All that ·is said in the record 
is that he acquired glory by the favour shown in capturing· and 
then liberating•the kings. The natural conclusion,. of course,· 
is that these vanquished rulers were re-instated on their throne 
as feudatory kings, ·and whatever might have been the actual 
terms imposed upon each of them in respect of· payment of 
tribute or other services, they at least had to acknowledge the 
suzerainty of the Gupta emperor and owe allegiance to .. hini'. 
But there is no specific mention of the exact status of th~.se 
kings after their restoration to the ·throne. &---

The above discussion enables us to d.escribe the nature and
extent of the empire of Samudra-gupta with an ·accuracy' and 
fulness of details which are rare in ancient Indian histdry. It 
comprise<i nearly the whole of Northern India, with the exclu-

\~ 
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sion of Kashmir, \\'estern Punjab, Western Rajputiina, Sindh 
and Gujarat, together with the highlands of Chattisgarh and 
Orissa and a long stretch of territory along the· eastern coast 
extending as far south as Chingleput and probably even further. 
Of these vast territories, a considerable portion of Northern 
India, more accurately defined above, was directly administered 
by the emperor through his own officials. This was surrounded 
on all sides except the south by an almost continuous line of 
tributary states, five kingdoms on the north and east, and nine 
tribal states on the west mentioned above. The twelve con
quered kingdOJns in the south also probably occupied similar 
status. .rBeyond these tributary states, lay the Saka and 
Kushiil).a principalities on the west and north-west, and Ceylon 
and other islands in the south and south-east, whose rulers 
were within the sphere of influence of the empire and, even if 
not actually subordinate, maintained a supmis~ve and respect
ful attitude towards their powerful neighbour and endeavoured 
by all means to win his grace and favour. Thus was "the 
(whole) \\'orld bound", as the courtly author puts it, "by means 
of the amplitude of the vigour of the arm" of Samudra-gupta. 

The organisation of the conquered territories reflects great 
credit upon the statesmanship of Sa1nudra-gupta. The Allaha
bad inscription clearly demonstrates that he was inspired by 
the vision of an all-India empire. But he did not attempt the 
almost impossible task of bringing the whole country under 
his direct rule. At the same time he established a strong 
central authority, sufficiently powerful to check the disruptive 
tendencies of smailer states and the:r mutual dissensions which 
had proved to be India's ruin in the past. By a ruthless 
campaign he extinguished the numerous petty states contiguous 
to his own dominions and carved out a big empire. But he 
was not intoxicated by his success. He did not follow the 
Kautiliyan policy of :establishing one imperial sway over all
and try to annex the frontier kingdoim like East Bengal, Ass~m 
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aild Nepal which were hard to conquer ·and still harder to 
retain, as the Muslim and British rulers of India were to realise 
at a later date. Towards the distant tribal states on the western 
frontier he adopted the same policy, specially perhaps as they 
were buffer-states against the foreign rulers like -Sakas and 

· Kushal}as. By . retaining these frontier states as faithful tribu
taries, he added to• the defensive strength o(the infant empire. 
!'he rulers of the states in South India were made to feel the 
weight of the !J_ew power,. but were conciliated by a wise and 
liberal policy. Solid and lasting foundations were thus laid for 
a gre~t imperial fabric on which the successors of Samudra
gupta were to build in future. 

/The vast empire was undoubtedly the fruit of numerous 
inilitary campaigns extending over many years which testify 
to his prowess and military skill of a very high order. It is 
not necessary to suppose that he £ad to fight with every r~ler 
or state mentioned in the Allahabad inscription, ·for many might 
have submitted without opposition. It is known from the 
~ins and inscriptions that Qa.umdra-gupta performed an A.~
!!.'edha sacrifice, and no historical Indian ruler, either before 
or after , him, had greater justification for this time-honoured 
ceremony and age-old unique method of establishing- universal 
supremacy. But it may ju~tly be doubted whether he scriiQu
lorisly followedthe prescribed method of letting loose the 
sacnficial horse and these extensive con nests were undertaken 
merely as e necessar relude to the great ceremony. _9r 
H is significant that the Allahabad Inscri tion wh1c 1 describes 
these conquests in detail does not refer at all to the Asvame ha 
sacrifice. The probability rather , is that . the Asvamedh·a
sacrifice was thought of towards the dose of his reign as-a 
fitting symbol to signalise the wonderful results achieved by 
arduous military campaigns of a long life. The statement that 
Samtidra-gupta restqr~cl the Asvamedha sacrifice. which had 
long been hlabeyance.- cannot be regarded as corr~Ct. for we -
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have many known instances of this ceremony extending over 
the whole period between Pushyamitra and the rise of the 
Guptas. 

Although the author of the Prasasti refers to 'hundred 
battles' in whic11 Samudra-gupta was engaged, he does not 
mention the number or sequence of these campaigns. All 
that we can reasonably assume is that the campaigns against 
Achyuta, Nagasena and the Kotas were probably the earliest 
in the reign. Although the campaign in South India is men
tioned next, itis"diJficult to believe that Samudra-gupta would 
have undertaken an expedition so far away from his kingdom, 
without bringing under his sway (or finally settling the affairs 
of) the numerous states in his immediate neighbourhood. It is 
not, therefore, safe to rely on this order of enumeration in 
forming an idea of the military campaigns of Samudra-gupta. 

We can certainly regard him as a hero of hundred battles 
-in a figurative rather than a literal sense-but no details of 
these are vouchsafed to us. 

4· PERSONALITY OF SAMUDRA~GUPTA. 

Brilliant as a general and as a statesman, Samudra-gupta: 
possessed many qualifications which are more suited to a life of 
peaceful pursuits. It is unreasonable to accept all that 
Harishe:ga says of his royal patron's qualities of head and 
heart at its face value, 1 but; even making due allowance for 
exaggerations in royal Prasastis, no doubt is left of the striking 
personality of Samudra-gupta, and it would be quite in the
fitness of things, if, as it seems likely, he assumed the proud 

1 Dr. R. K. Mookerji has made a detailed analysis o~ the 'l!la~y
sided genius and character of Samudra-gupta' on the bas1s of h1s m
scriptions and coin-legends (IC. IX, 77). But we shall hardly be justi
fied in accepting the expressions occurring in them at their face-value. 
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title of Vikramiiditya/ presumably in imitation'of that king 
of legendary fame. 

Harisheffa lays special emphasis upon Samudra-gupta's · 
learning and wisdom, sharp and polished intellect, and above 
all his poetical and musical talents. It is specifically stated 
that he 'established. his title of king of poets by various poetical 
COlllpOSitions that ~Yere fit to be the means of subsistence of 
learned people'. There are also other references to his poetic 
works and poetic style. Evidently he was the author of some 
poems which unfortunately have not survived even in quota
tions. We are more fortunate in possessing a unique evidence 
of his skill in music in the shape Of a class of gold coins which 
portray the emperor as playing on a lyre. 

The references to Vasubandhu in Buddhist works throw 
light on the literary patronage of a Gupta king whose!dentity 
cannot- be established with certainty. It is said by the rhetori
cian Viimana that the son of Chandra-gupta, known as Chandra
prakiisa, was a great patron of letters, and appointed the famous 
Buddhist scholar Vasubandhu as his minister. If Vasubandhu 
flourished in . the fourth century A.D .. and died soon after the 
middle of. that century, as i~ generally held, we have to take 
Chandra-gupta as Chandra-gupta I and regard Chandra-prakasa 
as another name of Samudra-gupta. 2 Vamana's reference to 
his· patronage of letters would be quite in keeping with what 
Harish~Jfa says of the great Gupta emperor. 

• 1 This is inferred from the title "Sri Vikrama{t~: rece1,1tly found on 
one of his coins (jNSI. V, 136). So;ne scholars, however, do not accept 

'the view. · · 
• The whole question has been fully discussed by V. A. Smith in 

EHI.3 pp. 328 ff .. Takakusu 'held that Vasubandhu lived from about 
420 to 500 A,D. (]RAS. 1905, pp. 43 ff). Against -this M. Peri i:nain
tained (BEFEO. XI, 339 ff.) that Vasubandhu lived in the fourth 
centurv A.D. and died soon after the middle of that century. This 
view is generally accepted. Takaknsu o~pased it and reaffirmed his 
old view (lnd·la11. Studies in honour of C. R. Lanman, pp. 79 ff). For 
other views cf. V. A. Smith, op. cit. 
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Harishe1,1a also refers to Samudra-gupta's charity and 
kindness, even to conquered kings. 'He re-established many 
royal families, fallen and deprived of sovereignty, and his 
officers were always employed in restoring the wealth of the 

. various kings conquered by him. He was a great patron of 
learning and by his liberal munificence removed the eternal 
discord between good poetry and plenty'. His devotion to 
religious duties and sacred scriptures is referred to, and he is 
said to be ·the giver of many hundreds of thousands of cows, 
evidently as gift to Briihmal).as. 

The rich variety of gold coins issued by Samudra-gupta 
not only indicate the power, wealth and grandeur of his empire, 
but also give us some idea of his appearance and a fair insight 
into his personal qualities. 

The coins of Samudra-gupta show no less than six 
different types, five of which are distinctly characteristic of his 
life and reign: Three of them represent him in his military 
aspect. In one he stands fully dressed, with a bow on the 

In addition to the passage of Viimaua referred to above in the 
text we haYe reference to Vasubandhu's relation with the Guptas in 
Paramiirtha's biography of that Buddhist scholar, which mav be 
summed up as follows :-

King Vikramaditya of Ayodhya b~came a patron of Buddhism on 
account of Vasubandlm's. snccess in reli~ious activity. He sent his 
crown-prince Biiladitya . to Vasubandlm t~l learn Buddhism, and, the 
queen, too, hecame one of his disciples. Vi'hen he came to the throne 
king Bfiladitya in 'conjunction with his queen-mother invited Vasu
bandhu (who had gone to hi~ native place, Peshawar) to Ayodhyii and 
favoured him with special patronage (JRAS. 1905, pp. 33 ff). 

It is generally accepted that Vikramaditya and BiiHiditya refer to 
two Gupta emperors; but it is not possible to identify them so long 
as the date of Vasubandhu is not definitely fixed. 

An interesting side-issue arises out of the statement in Paramartha's 
biography of Vasubandhu that the city of Ayodhya was the residence 
of both. the kings Vikramaditya and Baladitya. It has been inferred 
from this that the Imperial Guptas had a secondary capital at Ayodhya, 
for which, however, there is no other ·,evidence. :_. 

An inscription found at Sarnath mentions a royaJ dynasty in which 
there was more than one king named Baliiditya (CII. III, 284). It is 
not altogether impossible that Vasubandhu's patron belonged to this 
or a !llimilar local dynasty of Ayodhya. · 
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left and an arrow on the right hand, with the legend ~'having 
conquered the earth, the invincible one wins heaven by good 
deeds." In another, he holds a battle~axe with the legend, 
"wielding the axe of KrWinta (the god of death), the uncon
quered conqueror of unconquered kings is victorious.'' In 
the third the king, wearing turban and waist-cloth, is 
trampling on a tiger which falls backwards as he shoots it, 
with bow in right hand and the cleft hand drawing its string . 
backbehind left ear. The legend refers to the king as 'having 
the prowess of a tiger'. There can be hardly any doubt that 
these figures of the king are drawn from real life, and the same 
thing _is true of the fourth type" in which the king, wearing 
waist-cloth, is seated cross-legged on a couch, playing on a 
vittli (lute or lyre) which lies on his knees. The legend on this 
type of coins simply gives his name without any reference to 
his martial exploits. The fiftli type of coins (Pl. III, r) com
memorates the As'Vamedha sacrifices. It shows,. on one side, a 
spirited horse standing before a sacrificial post, and on . the ... 
other the figure of the queen-empress. The legend on this 
type 'reads: "The king of kings, having conquered the earth, 
wins heaven, being the performer of Asvamedha." These five 
types of coins thus symbolise the warlike. a~d peaceful pursuits 
of the king, and form a suitable and illustrative commentary 

' " on ~is prowess and military glory as we1.1 as his versatile 
genius, so ably described in the ,Allahabad hnscription. ·It is 
interesting to note also how the . legend corresponds to the 
particular aspect of the king figured on each type of coins, 
and gives expression to the bravery and heroism of the king as 
well as his great military genius. The personal appearance of 
the king, so far as we can judge from his figure on the coins/ 
is also fully in keeping with the ideal we otherwise form of 

'For a detailed description of the coins, cf. CGD. pp. 1-23, cv~<.cxii, 
pH. I-V. For some corrections of the legends on Asvamedha coirfl of. 
]ASB. NS., X, 255; XI, 477. 
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him. Of tall stature and good physique, his body is marked 
by strong muscular arms and a fully developed chest. '"" 

The artistic execution of the gold coins of Samudra-gupta 
gives us a foretaste of the wonderful progress of art which was 
to mark the Q:upta n.griod as the Classic Age in India. The 
emperor Samudra-gupta, such as we know him even from the 
scanty materials at our disposal, was a visible embodiment of 
the physical and intellectual vigour of the coming age which 
was largely his own creation. As we study his coins and 
inscriptions we seem to visualise a king of robust and powerful 
build, whose physical vigour, matched by his intellectual and 
cultural attainments, heralded a new era in which Aryiivarta 
regained new political consciousness and national solidarity 
after five centuries of political disintegration and foreign domi
nation, and reached the high-water mark of moral, intellectual, 
cultural and material prosperity which marked it as the Golden 
Age of India to which untold generations of the future were to 
look back for guidance and inspiration. 

( Samudra-gupta must have had a fairly long reign. He 
died some time before 380 A.D., the 'earliest known date for the 
11eign of his son Chandra-gupta II, and probably before 376 A.D. 

(~t is difficult to determine, even approximately, the year of his 
accession. It depends largely on the solution of the question, 
-who founded the Gupta era./If, as is generally assumed, the 
Gupta era dates from the accession of Chandra-gupta I, who 
married Kum.aradevi shortly afterw.ards, Samudra-gupta pro
bably did not come to· the throne till about 350 A.D. For we 
can hardly believe that Samudra-gupta gave· evidence of hi-;; 
prowess and ability and was selected by his father as the fittest 
prince to succeed him before h~.affairied the age of twenty-five 
to thirty years. 1 To hold f'ffat Samudra-gupta ascended th,e 

1 There is a certain amount of loose thinking about the date of 
Samudra-gupta. Thus Allan places the accession of Chandra-gupta .I 
in 32<}, ;)..D, and holds that he married Kumii.radevi after oonquering 

·.· 
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throne about ~ A.D., oi: even somewhat earUer, certainly 
implies that Chandra-gupta I married Kumaradevi long before,.
he became a king or that he established the era long after he 
had ascended the. throne. 

But, as already poiitted out above, there is no positive 
. evidence to 'support the theory that the Gupta· era was founded 

by Chandra-gupta I or dates from. the first year of his reign, 
and it is equally likeiy that the era dated from the accession of 
Samudra-gupta, the greatest of the Gupta emperors. This 
would be regarded as almost certain if the Nalandii charter of 

. the 5th year be regarded as a genuine grant of Samudra-gupta, 
or even a late copy of a genuine grant. · 

There is . one serious objection against this view. As 
Kumara-gupta I, the grandson of Samudra-gupta, was on the 
throne in the year 136 of the Gupta era, it would give a total 
duration of 136 years to three 'generations which is far above 
the average. The objection applies almost equally to the 
current view that Samudra-gupta \ ascend.ed the .throne in 325 
or 335 A.D. If the Nalauda grant prove to be genuine we have 

·to accept it as a fact that three generations of Gupta rulers 
reigned for at least 131 . years, and there can be hardly any 
objection to the addition.\ five -years to this total by regarding 
Samudra-gupta as the found~\ of the era. It may be pointed 

• <>Ut that although a period of Ij6 years for three generations of 
J..Eings is undoubtedly very high, it cannot be reg~rded as 
ini.possible, for we know that three generations of Western 

Vaisall (CGD., pp. xix-xx). Yet he ·place<" the accession of Samudra
gupta in 335 (CGD. p. xxxii) when SaRmdd.~pta could not have been 
more than 13 or 14 years old. ·It is difficult to~sup.P.ose that· a boy of 
l4 would be selected by the father as the fittest amohg- rival prince&. 
Dr. H. C: Raychaudhuri also holds· that Chandra-gupta· I ascended the 
throne in 320 and strengthened his position by a matrimonial alliance 
w·ith the Lichchhavis (PHAI•. p. 445), yet he does not rule ou.t the 
,>ossibility that _ Bamudra-gnpta might have ascenfled the throne in 

.... 325 A.D .. (Ibid .. p. 446). -
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ChiHukya kings from Vikramaditya V to Some5vara III ruled 
for n8 years. 

It would thus. follow that while there is much to support 
the view that Samudra-gupta ascended the throne in 320. A.D. 

or c. 350 A.D. there is little justification'for the date 325-335 A.D 

usually assigned to his accession. ') ' 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE EXPANSION OF THE GUPTA· EMPIRE . . . 
I. -R~lliA-GUPTA . 

. Until about twenty. years ago it was unanimously held thai: 
the gre~t emperor Samudra-gupta was succeeded by his son 
Chandra-gupta n:J Since then, the recovery of a fe~ p~ssages 
of a lost dramatic work, Devi-Chandra-guPta by Visakhadatta, 
has thrown altogether new light on this question. 1 

By J?iedng .together the scattered evidences contained in 
this drama and _supplementing them by isolated references con-. 
tained in the H a-r~l;a-charita, Sanjan and Cam bay copper
plates, and the Kavyalnlmii1izsii, some scholars have reconstruct
ed the story somewhat as follows :-

Samudra-gupta was succeeded by his son Rama-gupta whose 
wife was Dhruvadevi. In course of a war with the Saka king · 
he was closely besieged and placed in such a difficult position 
that, in order to assure the· safety of l;is p~ople,2 he agreed to 
surrender his queen to the ,Saka king. His youngei brother · 
Chandra-gupta protested . against this act of dishonour, and 

' offered to go to the enemy's camp in the disguise of queen 
Dhruvadevi in order to _kill the hated Saka king. 'fhe stratagem 
succeeded, and Chandra-gupta saved the empife ~md its honour. 

I 

' The question· has been discussed by a large number of scholars 
· among whom the following deserve special mention : S. Levi (]A·. 
CCIII, pp. 201 ff) ; R. Sarasvati (IA. LII, pp. 181 ff); A. S. Altekar 
I]BORS. XIV, 223 ff;. XV, 134 ff); R. D. Banerji (AIG. pp. 26 ff); 
Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar (Malaviya Comm. Vol. pp. 189 ff); K. P. Jayaswal 
(]BORS. XVIII, li ff); \Vinternitz (Aiyangar Com.m. Tlol. pp. 359 ff); 
Sten Kot1ow (}BORS; XXIII, 444); V. V. Mirashi (IHQ. X, 48; JA. LXIl, 
201); N. Das Gupta {JC. IV, 216); V. Raghavan {Bcuares Hindu U11hJei'-. 
'ifY Magaziuc, II, 23·1'4, 307). H. C. Raychaudhuri (PHAI.• p. 465). 

'','Prak1·itiniim ooliStnlsaniiya". Some take it to mean "for satisfying 
the Councillors". 

II 
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The incident must have raised him in the estimation of his 
subjects as well as of queen Dhruvadevi, and the character 
and reputation of Rama-gupta must have suffered a correspond
ing decline. There was an estrangement between the two 
brothers, and Chandra-gupta, presumably afraid of his elder 
brother's design on his own life, pretended madness. Ultimately, 
by some means which is not known, Chandra-gupta succeeded 
in killing his elder brother and not only seized his kingdom 
but also married his widow. 

The patience, industry and ingenuity of a number of 
scholars have thus laid bare a fairly complete picture of a 
momentous but hitherto unknown episode in the history of the 
imperial Guptas. We have now to decide whether the picture 
represents actual facts or is based merely on the imagination 
of dramatists and story-tellers. 

While the issue is an important one, the judgment is not 
an easy process. On the one hand we have the two historical 
names-Chandra-gupta (II) and Dhruvadevi-as the hero and 
heroine of a drama whose author, even if not a contemporary 
of them, as some contenc;l, probably flourished not long after
wards ;1 and the essential parts of their story, on \Vhich the 
drama was based, are corroborated by tvvo authoritative sources 
like Bav.a's Harsha-charita (7th century A.D.) and Rashtrakflta 
copper-plates (gth-roth century A.D.) originating from two 
distant parts of India. On the other hand it has been pointed 
out that the version of the story given by Bal)a and his com
mentators differs from that known to the author of the Kii1!ya
m'imalhsii, and that details not- found in the earlier accounts 
are added in the days of Amoghavarsha and Govinda IV. 

' S. Levi places Visiikhadatta some time between the Gupta dynasty 
and Ha"rsha. Jayaswal, Sten Konow and N. Das Gupta regard him as 
a contemporary of Chandra-gupta II. Winternitz, who originally held 
the same view, gave it up on the discovery of Devi-Chandra-fiupta, and 
assigned its author to the sixth century A.D. (d. B. C. Law Volu.nre. 
p. 50). 
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Ftirther, the story in itself, even apart from such supernatural 
element.s as Vetiila-siidhanii (goblin~wors~ip), is not only ~n
usual, almost bordering on the romantic and incredible, but 
is also pri~za. facie so much opposed to our knowledge of facts 
and belief in practices of the period, that nothing but .the 
strongest evidence should ind~ce us to place any credence in it. 

\Ve have, for-instance, a pretty large number of coins'and 
inscriptions of the Gupta period, but they contain no reference 

• to a king Rama-gupta, who n!ust be presumed, according to the 
story, to have ruled· over the Gupta empire after the death of 
Samudra-gupta. Again, while the niurder of a brother for. the 

• sake of kingdom is by no means unusual, the marriage of his 
brother's widovv by the rebel and the regicide clashes with our 
cherished notions al)ont morality and social custom prevalent 
in those times. 

These objections are not unanswerable:.-It~has been point
eel out.· that neither Sastric injunctions n9r: social practices 
prohibited a marriage between a widow and the· younger brother 
of her husband. But we should remember that the' Sangali and 
Cambay plates definitely condemn the act and e\•en describe it 
as illicit intercourse. '1\s regards the other point, it has been 
argued that as the official records give the genealogy, and not 
the succession of Kings, the omission of the, name of Rama~ 
gupta need cause no SllljPrise. The absence of coins is a more 
serious objection. But some have explained it away by 
assuming a very short rule of the kin~while others have attri~ 

' buted to him the gold coins, bearing the name Kacha, already 
referred to above. Dr. Bhandarkar holds that the name Rama
gupta, which occt":trs only once in the passages quoted from th~ 
Devi-Chandra-guPta, i.s a misreading of Kacha-gupta, the rea~ 
name of the king, while Jayaswal regarded Kacha and Rama 
as two different names· of the same king. · · 

These arguri1ents in support of the story are no doubt 
plausible, but certainly not convincing. There are, however, 
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other objections besides the hro mentioned above. It is difficult, 
for instance, to believe that the inheritor of the mighty empire 
of Samudra-gupta could be so decisively defeated by a Saka 
king that he had no means of saving his army or kingdom save 
by consenting to an act, which would be regarded as the most 
ignominious by any king in any age or country, not to speak 
of the mighty emperor of the golden age of India who had the 
blood of Samudra-gupta running in his veins. A story preserved 
in the Mujma1u-t-Tawiirikh has been sei~ed upon as a suitable 
explanation of this enigma. It has been suggested that the 
king and his retinue were besieged in a hill-fort, and his army 
having been defeated by the Saka king he was at the complete 
mercy of the latter. But even such a situation can hardly 
condone the utter infamy and disgrace involved in the proposed 

< . 
means of escape from it. It should be remembered that we can 
not explain it merely as a caprice of a monarch, who might be 
imbecile or insane, fo.r· we are asked to believe that his action 
had the full approval of the people, even if it was not instigated 
by them. The code of honour in the golden age of India mu~>t 
be assumed to have been very different from the later and 
more degenerate days, whru1, in similar peril women, preferring 
death to dishonour, ~re known to have thrown themselves in 
blazing fire, and men rushed out and fought till they avenggd 
the insult with the last drop of their blood. 

These considerations stand in the way of accepting as 
historical the strange episoc1e of Rama-gupta, until at least the 
existence of this-king is establ'ishcd on unimpeachable grounds/ 
While the story cannot be ciismissed off-hand, as altogether a 
figment t)f imagination, we must not rush to the other extreme 
of accepting, in toto, plots of drama and popular tales as reliable 
facts. In other words, we must suspend our judgment upon 
the historical character of Riima-gupta, his fight with the Sakas, 
and the strange event which deprived him of his throne, life 
and the natural affection and fidelity of his wife. 
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In view of this, it 'would hardly serve any useful purpose 
to discuss at length whether the· Saka opf>o.~eiit of Rama-gupta 

• ·was the Saka Satrap of Western India or a' Kushiil)a king of th{ 
. Ptuijab, and •whether the battle' took place in the Himalayas 

• or a place called Alipura (i~ the Punjao), or Nalinapura (neat 
Jelalabad). · 

These problems canr.ot be 'solved until further evidence is 
available, tior is their solution very material for the broad mid 
general historical question that concerns us for ·the present/V.Te 

. ma}· therefore proceed to discuss the reign of Chandra-gupta JI 
• ··without any further reference to the episode of Rama-gupta. 

• < 

2 .• CHANDRA-GUPTA. tr. 
When Sann;dra~gnpta died, probably in -ripe old age, he 

left· ma~1y sons .and grandsons ~ehind him. ~hether Chandra
gupta II \vas his eldest sontis not definitely known.; In the 
converitiona'i Gupta genealogy, as 'recorded in royal grants and 
seals, the expression tatj>a1·igrihtta (acc;;epted by -him i.e. 
Samndra-gupta) is applie-d to Chandra-gupta II, whereas the 
corresponding expression appiied to the kings succeeding him 
is t.a.t.-Piidiinudhyiita (meditating on or favoured _by the feet of). 
This has been taken to indicate that Samudfa-gupta chose hitil 
as his successor out of his many sons. 1 The acceptance of 'this 
view would cut at the very root of the theory that Rama-gupta 
succeeded Samudra-gupta. But the two phrases indicating the 
relationship of hYo successive kings may be taken as merely 
conventional expressions of good-will and. respect without im
plying anJ;thing more about special selection or immediate 
succession. \Ve ·should not, therefore, defini'tely infer, without 
any corroborative evidence, that Chandra-gupta II '' wa~ chosen 
out of many sons by his father as the best fitted to succeed him", 
though this iii by 110 means unlikely. . 
. Chandra-gupta had a second name Deva and is referred 
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to as Deva-gupta, Deva-raja or Deva-sri. His mother's name 
is Dattadevi and we know the names of two of his queens 
Dhruvadevi (or Dhruvasvamini) and Kuveraniiga. He is styled 

• Parama-Bhagavata and was evidently a staunch devotee of the 
yaishnava faith. 
~~Six records (Nos. 5-10) of the time of Chandra-gupta II are 
known so far. The earliest, found at Mathura (No. 5), is dated 
in the year 6r of the Gupta era, corresponding to A.D. 380. 
The inscription also contains his regnal year. 1 Unfortunately 
this part of the stone is damaged, and the regnal year cannot 
be read with absolute certainty. Some have read it as 'prathame' 
(first), and others 'paiichame' (fifth). The latter reading seems 

J more probable, and acc9rdingly Chandra-gupta's accession 
would fall in A.D. 376-7 _;\The inscription proves that on this 
date Mathura formed an integral part of the Gupta emvire. 
It thus stretched beyond the Jumna river which has been pro
visionally accepted above as the western boundary of the terri
tory directly administered by S.::trnudra-gnpta. \Vhether it indi
cates further conquest\ of Chandra-gupta II or whether Mathu~a 
had already formed an integral part of the kingdom ruled over 
by his father, it is difficult to say.~ In any case it may be taken 
to prove that the empire did not probably suffer any diminu
tion, towards the west, after the death of Samudra-gupta.'} ~ 

\There are clear indications that Chandra-gupta II emulated 
his father's military career and went out in a campaign of con-

. quest. A cave in Ud~yagiri hill, about two miles to the north
west of Bhilsa, was dedicated to Sambhu by Vi:-asena, a 
'minister of peace and war' of Chandra-gupta II: It is stated 
in the short inscription (No. 10), recording this gift, that the. 
minister was an inhabitant of Pataliputra, and had accompanied 
4is royal master to Udayagiri while the latter was 'seeking. to 
conquer the whole world'. This undoubtedly refers to a military 
campaign undertaken by Chandra-gupta II towards the so~lth
western part of the empire. 
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CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE SAKAS 

/ The great snce::ess achieved by the Gupta emperor is in
/direct!)~ attested by coins. \lt is a significant fact that the long 

•/ · series of coins testifying to the almost unbroken ·rule of the 
Western Kshatr.apas fof more than thre~ hundred year~ comes 
to an end bci;een ·A.D .. 388 and .'397 and -is replaced by coins ' 
of sim_ilar design issued by, Chandra.-gupta II). 'l'pis leaves no 
doubt that Chandra-gup~ II extinguished the power of the 
Western Kshatrapas and annexed their dominions.f '!'J:lis was 
undoubtedly the main result of the military Cqmpaign which • 
he had undertaken 'to conquer the world', as his minister so· 
characteristically describes it. 

,_ In addition to the record of the· minister Virasena, \Ve have 
another (No. 6) in the same locality referring to the gift of a 
Sanakanika Maharaja, a feudatory of Chandra-gupta II, in the • 
year 82 (=:~.D. 40!-'2). Another inscription (No. 8), dated 
93 (=A.D. 412"13), records" some donations to the great 
Buddhist Vihiira at Sanchi by Amrakarddava,- who was an 
official of Chandra-gupta II, and 'acquired banners of victory 
and fanie in many batt}es'. 

The pl'esence of a feudatory, a minister and a military 
officer of Chandra-gupta II in the . same iocality in Eastern 
Malwa may no_!. unreasonably be connected with the protracted 

._ military campa.ign of Chandra-gupta ·II which may thus be 
'• . . 

placed during the early years of the fifth.~ntury A.D., though 
it might have commenced even earlier.J"The coins issued by 
Chandra-gupta II in imitation of those of the Western Kshatra
pas bear dates in Gupta era of which only the first symbol 
denoting go is clearly legible. These coins must therefore 
have been. issued between A~D. 409 and 415 (when Chandra-

! 
gupta had ceas~d to reign). ·Everything thu. ~ indicates that 
Chandra-gupta's military campaign was·planned, and the con
quest of the Saka dominions completed, during the closing 
decade of the fourth and the first decade of the fifth century A.D. 

\ By this brilliant conquest the GupjLemperot not only 
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\ 
put an end· to the domination of the foreigners, \Yho occu1)ied 
the soil of India for the longest period, but added the ric:J 
provinces of Kathiawar and N. Gujarat to the empire which 
now extended from the Bay of Bengal to the Arabian Sea. ~I 
The Gupta empire now controlled a large part of the Indian 
commerce with the western world and \\"as brought into closer 
contact with the westem civilisation--! Chandra-gupta's exploits 
naturally recalled those of king Vikramaditya cf Ujjain who 
is described in Indian legends as having expelled the first Saka 
conquerors of India more than four hundred years before. It is 
presumably in imitation of this legendary hero that Chandra
gupta, like his father, assumed the title Vikramaditya- which 
gradually came to be regarded as a title of distinction by mighty 
rulers of India famed for their military exploits:' It is also not 
unlikely that the literary references to Chandra-gupta's wars 
with the Saka chief, reviewed in the last section, contain an 
echo of this great victory. vc;--

'I'he claims for Chandra-gupta's almost equally brilliant 
military campaign i1 the north-west rest on less solid grounds. 1 

A record (No. 67) engraved on the iron pillar which now stands' 
near Kutb Minar at Delhi refers to a king called Chandra, 'who 
defeated a confederacy of hostile chiefs in Vatiga-,. and having 
crossed in warfare the seven mouths of the river Sindhu, con
quered the Vahlikas.' As Vahlika denotes Bactria, we ha.;e' 
to presume that this king, who crossed the Punjab rivers and 
carried his victorious arms beyond the Hindu Kush mountains, 
was also in a position to fight, with equal success, against a 
powerful enemy in Bengal. Even if, as .some hold, Vahlika is 
located in the Beas valley bordering on Kashmir, the military 
exploits of king Chandra must be regarded as remarkable. 

It is, however, difficult to regard as certain the proposed 
identification of king Chandra with Chandra-gupta If. 1 It is 

2 For the different views on the identification of Chandra and the 
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undoubtedly' moi·e probable ·.than . the proposed identification of 
Chandra with Chandra-gupta I or Chandra-varman, but in the 

~ absence of any corroborative evidence we cannot definitely 
credit Chandra-gupta II with these brilliant military· exploits 
simply on the basis of the recon:fon tlie iro;t pillar at Delhi. 

lThe Knshat;ta type of coins, with tlie ~me Chandra, however, 
:indicates his supremacy ~W_,_Ergptier Pro:yince. 

-1 Xo political event of the reign of Chandra-gupta II,:
except his S99quest of the Saka territory, is known with 
c~rtainty. 1~t some of his matrimonial alliances might have 
son1e,1political significance. He'ntarried Kuberanaga, a daughter 
1
of the Naga fatnily, and the issue of this mar~~~e; his daughter 
.Prabhavati, was ·marri.ed to the Vakataka king Rudra,sena II'.// 
The Nagas, as noted above, were a powe.rful ruling d;m · alfd 
a marriage alliance with them might have been of great use to 
Chandra-gupta in consolidating the newly established· imperial 
position of the Gupt~sJ\\1As regards the Vakataka kirig, it h~s 
been ri'ghtly pointed out by'IX/~ A. Smith2 that the geographical 
position of his kingdom was such that "he could be' of much . 
·service or disservice to the northern invader of the dominion::; 

· -of the Saka satraps of Gujarat and Surashtra." ) The assistanc~ 
. which Chandra-gupta II possibly derived from _the Vakataka,s 

and his influence ·over that Kingdom have already been ·discussed 
above (Ch. V). lIt is not, therefore, an unreasonable assump" 
tion that these matrimonial alliances were deliberately mad,e 
with a political· m?tive. I ~f ·we r\eme~ber how marriage --~~ ~ 
Chandra-gupta I wtth a L1chchhavi pnncess. had enabled the 

1ocation f Viihlika cf. JRASBL. IX, 179. In addition to the references 
<: t . ~d therein cf. EI. XIV, 367 ;· ]AHRS. X, 86; JIH. XVI, 13. 

r. J. Ratnakar describes (llfQ. III, 719) a stone horse found at 
a village nam_ed. Nagawa ..... in the south-east corner of Benares. The 
short record orF it is read by him as Chandramgu (whom he identifi~s 
with Chandra-gupta II). But the published fascimile does not support 
the reading, and we cannot, therefore, credit Chandf~·gupta II with· 
the performance of an Asvamedha sacrific~.. · 

• ]RAS. 1914, p. 324. 
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Guptas to rise to a position of supremacy, and Samudra-gnpta 
regarded the offer of a daughter as a normal feature of his 
feudatories' relationship with himself, we may well believe • 
that 'the matrimonial alliance played .no insignificant part in 
the foreign policy of the Guptas' .1 

) An inscription of the 
Kadamba ruler Kakustha-varman of Ifuntala (Kanare::.e country 
in the Bombay Presidency) tells us that his daughters were 
married to the Gupta and other kings. t1:t has been suggested 
that Chandra-gupta II arranged a marriage between his son and. 
the daughter of Kiikustha-varman, the most powerful ruler of 
the family 2

• Although we cannot be sure whether the alliance 
was arranged by Chandra-gupta II or his successor, it also. 
proves the traditional policy of the ~uptas to form matrimonial 
alliances with the most powerful and distinguished royaL 
families ftn different parts of India) 

'Chandra-gupta II introduced a currency in silver and 
copper.· His gold coins, like those of his father, .'reflect the· 
pomp, power and grandeur of the empire, and to some extent 
also his striking personality.' Some of his coin-types resemble 
those of his father, but the difference is significant.') Thus in· 
·one type the king is represented as slaying a lion (Pl. III, z) / 
instead of a tiger, as on his father's coin.) The legends on these 
coins refer to him as Sithha-vikrama (having the prowess of a. 
lion) and 'Narendra-chandra.' or best of kiugs, unconquered in 
t~e world. The su~stitution of l~on for tiger yrob,hly represents 
h1s conquest of GuJarat where hons are avatlablj. The Couch
type of coins resembl; the lyre-type of his father; bnt instead. 

~ 

1 PHAI.• p. 466. 
• ]BORS. XII, 462. It may be noted in this connection that certain· 

mediaeval chiefs of the Kanarese country claimed descent from Chandra-· 
gupta, and according to some literary traditions Vikramaditya sent 
the poet Kiilidasa as an ambassador to a Kuntala king. The value ·of 
these, and their conn~ction with Chandra-gupta II are, however, uncer
tain (cf. PHAI.• p. 475, fn. 2) cf. Chs. V, XII. 
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of a vitu1 or lyre he holqs a flower in uplifted right hand a!J.&l 
the legend ( ruPiikriU' probabl:y emphasises his intellectual·and 
physical eminence, or his artistic sense. I In a new type of coip 

· introduced by Chandra-gupta II the king is represe~ted as 
standing with.left hand on sword-hilt, while a dvvarf-atten'da~t 
holds a parasol ovt::r.. his beau.~ Here the umbrella· is no' doubt 
the insignia of universal sovereignty. In another new type the 
king rides on a fully caparisoned horse and holds a bow or a 
sword. This type, which was used extensively, and the lion
slayer type, with its numerous varieties, probably reflect ·the 
personal habits of the king, but the couch-type shows that, like 
his father, his martial spirits were not incompatible with an 
artistic and intellectual temperament. It is perhaps not with
out significance that in his coins, the' figure of a throned goddess, 
derived from foreign coinage, was finally. replaced by the purdy · 
Indian type of a goddess. w 

As notetl above, Chandra-gupta II assumed the title 
Vikramaditya; which, along with Vikniina and Vikramalika, 
occurs in·his·coin iegends.\It is~h~ld:bym~my scholars that 
he is' the original of the legendary king Vikramaditya who is 
said to have defeated the Sakas, ruled at Ujjl),yini, and founded 
an era (Vikrama Sam vat) in 58. B.C .. Chandr~-gupta II defeated 
the .$aka Satraps and his association with Ujjayi'n.i is rendered 
probable by his longstay in Malwa iri connection with his fight 
against them. Without entering into the . debatable que~tion 
whether there \vas a king Vikramaditya in s8 RC., it may be. 
i·egarded as probable that one cycle of the legends con,cerni1fg 
him refers to Chandra-gupta U, and""in thi~ ..category we~may 
include the presence of the famous poet Kalidasa in his court., 
'It should be remembered, however, that the titleVikramaditya 
was also assumed; probably by Samudta-gupta, and certainly 
by at least two successors of Chandra-gupta Il -viz., Skanda
gupta and Puru-gupta ·(or .Budha-gupta): It is,. therefore, 
equally likely that the cycle of legends, referred to above, 
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reflects the Gupta age as a whole rather than the reign of an 
individual Gupta king. 

Reference may be made to some feudatories of Chandra
gupta II. One of them is Maharaja Trikamala, known from 
an inscription, dated year 64, engraved on the image of a 
Bodhisatva at Gaya1

• Another feudatory was Svamidasa, ruler 
of Valkha, probably situated somewhere in Central India, who 
issued a land-grant in the year 67. 2 Maharaja Sri Visviinutra
SvHmi, whose name occurs on a seal found at Besnagar, was also 
probably a feudatory chief of Chandra-gupta II." '\ 

The last known date of Chandra-gupta II is 93 ( = 412-3 
A.D.), and he could not have ruled much longer, as his son was 
on the throne in 96 (=4rs-r6 A.D.). He thus enjoyed a fairly 
long reign of more than thirty-six years. ":His reign saw the 
consolidation of the Gupta empire, and if we may credit the 
stories about Vikramadity~ as applicable to him, it also. 
witnessed an· outburst of intellectual activity which has made 
the Gupta age, t~ classical age or the golden a~ of I!!Q~ 

An idea of the peace and prosperity prevailing in the vast 
empire may be had from the account of the Chinese pilgrim 
Fa-hien who travelled through Chandra-gupta's wide dominions 

( for more than six years. Unfortunately Fa-hien does not give 
any account of the political condition of India,-he does not 
even mention the ~atp.e of the great Gupta emperor. Still 
Fa-hi~n's book is of great value in forming an estimate of the 
culture and civilisation in the Gupta agE;; to which reference 
will be made later. \The art and literature of the period will 
also be dealt with in separate chapters. It is only necessary to 
einphasise· here that the conquests of Samudra-gupta and 
Chandra-gupta II brought about that imperial peace and 
prosperity to which we mainly owe the flourishing state of 

1 ASI. • 1922-3, p. 169 .. 
2 El. XV, 289. But this is doubtful, cf. ABORI. XXV, 159. 
• ASI. 1914-15, p. 81. 
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art, literature ahd the other aspects of civilisation which dis
tinguished the age. 

' -... 
3· KUJ'fli\RA-GUP1'A I. 

On' the death _of Chandra-gupta II, his son Kumara-gupta, 
born of queen Dhrnvadevi, ascended the throne ahont 4' 4+; A-. o., 
and enjoyed' a long reign of more than forty years. - No less 
than thirte;n records of his reign (Nos. r2-24) have come to 
light, the_ largest number that we possess of any Gupta ndcr. 
Although they. d~ not throw much light 01i the events of his 
reign, they convey in a general way that he maintained intaet 
the vast empire that he had inherited from his ,father. This 
conclusion is also support~d by the finds of nu{nerous coins of 
his in 'Vestern India, as far as· Ahmadabad and Bhatmaga~·

The coins furtl,er prove that Kumura-gupta, lil5e his grandfather; 
p~rformed an Asvamedha sacrifice. ~A large hoard of Kumara
gupta;s coins, found at Sa tara .in Bombay, has been taken by 
some as a possible indication of Gupta influence in the South-

-\Vestern Deccan1
, though obviously we cannot draw any definite 

conclusion from this or the find of 13 coins of his at Ellichpnr. 
Kumara-gupta issued several new types of gold coins, one 

of which depictS';:tXiirtikeya riding on his peacock on the 
reverse, and the king feeding a peacock on the obverse-. He 
extended the silver coinage and introi:luce(l it for thc first tirne 
in the central provinces of the empire where the peacock was 
substituted for Garu0a on the reverse of the coins. It appears 
from the legends on his coins that he assumed the title 
Mahendraditya, ·and he is referred to as Sri-Mahendra, 
Mahendra-sithha, Asvamcdha-Mahendra etc. 

·.The inscriptions have preserved the names of some of his 
feudatories <;-and governors. Ghatotkacha-gupta, a member of 

~--

1 PHAT. 4 pp. 475 (fn. 2i, 480. \ 

\. .. 
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the royal family, and probably a son or brother of the emperor, 
was ruling in E. Mahva with jurisdiction over Tumbavana 
about so miles to the north-west of Eran (Ins. No. 17). He 
was probably the governor of Airikit.ta (Eran) known to be a 
Gupta province (Prade§a) in the time of Samudra-gupta (Ins. 
No. 4). Further west, Bandhuvannan, probably also a feuda
tory chief, was ruling at Dasapura, Mandasor in \Vestern 
~Ialwa (Ins. No. 52). The emperor's younger brother Govinda
gupta was also probably a governor in this region. 1 Another 
governor, Chinitadatta, was ruling over Pu1,1gravardhana or N. 
Bengal · (Ins. Nos. 20-21). Th~se records may be taken to 
indicate progress in the development of administrative machi
nery du~ing the reign of Kumara-gupta I, but as the absence 
of similar documents for the earlier period may be purely 
accidental, we may not regard it as a special characteristic of 
his reign. 

\Yhether the Asvamedha sacrifice of Kumara-gupta implies 
anv new conquests on his part we cannot ~· But towards 
the close of his reign the kingdom was certainlY disturbed by 
wars, the exact nature of which it is difficult to determin~. 
The passage in the Bhitari Stone Pillar Inscription (No. 30), 
which is om sole authority for this notable event, is un
fortunately not free from difficulties. According to the reading 
generally accepted, the adversary of the Gupta emperor was 
the king of the Pushyamitras, but according to a proposed 
emendation of the text, 2 the hostile chiefs are simply referred 
to as enemi~:s. If we adopt the reading 'Pushyamitras', it is 
not easy to locate the tribe. They are referred to in the T'ish1,1u 

1 The cases of Bandhu-nmnan au,] Go\·inda-gupta have been dis
cusst>d in ,Jetail under the reign of Skanda-gupta. 

• Fleet read the crucial expression as "Puslzyalllitrilli!S=cha", but 
noted that the second syllable of the nam-e is damaged (Cll. III, 54, 55, 
fn. 2). Mr. It. R. Divekar proposes to read the whole. thing- as 'Yudlly
amif.ni.1ils=cha' (ABORI. I, 99 ff\. 

I 
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Puriit<a· and probably lived in the valley of the Narmada or near 
the. source of that river. But this is by no means certain. 1 

!/But whoever might have been the adversary (or adversaries), 
he ·was very powerful ·and his progress must Jiave, constitut<;!d 
a grave menace to the empire2

• The inscription expressly states 
that the enemies 'had great resources in men. and money', and 
in course of his fight ~ith theni 'to re;tore the fallen fortunes 
of his family', Skanda-gupta passed a whole night on bare 
earth. In spite of possible poetic fancies and exaggerations, 
th~ statement leaves the impression that the Gupta emperor had 
met with. serious reverses and was threatened 'with utter ruin, 
when Kumara-gupta's sgn Skanda-gupta turned the scale in 
his favour by inflicting a crushing defeat upon the enemy. 
The poet tells us that this heroic achievement of Skanda-gupta 
was snng in every region 'by happy men, •even down to the 
children'. The sense of relief. echoed in 'these laudatory songs 
may be regarded as a proper measure of· the apprehended 
calamity. It is significant that in four successive verses, the 
poet refers no less' tlian three times to the 'ruined fortunes of 

' . 
the Gupta family', and their restoration by Skanda~gupta. 

This emphasises the serious nature of the crisis that was .averted 
by Skanda-gupta, but its exact nature still remains unknown. 

4· SKANDA-GlJP'!'.'I.. 

The aged emperor Kumara~gupta I. died in the year 136 
(=A.D. 455-6) before Skanda-gur>ta retur~eg from his victorious 
campaign. Indicati<?,.ns are not wanting that there were some 

1 IA. XVIII, 228. rior other views cf. CDG. :xlv-xlvi. , 
• Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri infers from the title 'Vyiighm-pariik·rama' 

that Kumiira-gupta probably invaded the tiger-infested forest territory 
beyond the Narmada, and the imperial troops met with disaster, which 
wa~ retrieved by Skanda-gupta (PHAI. 4 p. 480). But neither the a.ssump
tion of the title nor the find of coins in the Satara district ''·ould justify 
such an inference. · 
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troubles over the succession, and the brother and otlwr sons 
of Kumara-gupta probably set up rival claims for the throne.' 
But the evidence is so vague and uncertain that no definite 
conclusions are possible. 

According to the royal seals Puru-gupta was .the son of 
Kumara-gupta I and his chief queen (Mahadevi) Auantadevi. 
Curiously enough the royal seals ignore Skanda-gupta, and 
while the genealogical portion, even in the inscription of 
Skanda-gnpta (No. 30), refers to the chief queens, who were 
mothers of his three predecessors, tt.J.s_j;,il~al:!..oJtt_hi.:LJJ.Wll 
t~er. This undoubtedly raises a suspici£1]_th.f!t.1!is. mo.th.er 
did not occupy tlieJt~Jii's.. oCa Mahadevi, though we cgnuot be 
quite "'Sure -onthis _poi!lt.::It ~has heeu-sugg~;t~d that'his 
motl'i'et'~~la;;--IC was D;vaki, but this view rests MJerely on an 
analogy which the poet had drawn between his visit to his 
widowed mother after his victory and that of K ris}JJ.1a to 
Devaki. 3 This analogy migh.t ha\re been due to similarity of 

1 Arguments in support of tllis hypothesi,; are given in JASB. NS., 
XVII, 25.3 ff. They have been criticiserl in rletail in J>H.H.' pp. ~81 ff. 
The criticism 11nisse~ the real points of many of the arguments. Thns 
re&ar<ling the omission of the name of Skanda-gupta's mother in the 
Ulutari pillar Ins., it is merely observerl that 'the names of the mother:; 

' of kings are !'<Ometimes omitted' and 'there was no rule prohibiting 
the mention of ordinary queens· in inscriptions'. These remark~ show 
a lack of appreciation of the main argument, viz .. "thai the omission 
of the Mahilflevi of Kumiira-gupta I, the mother of the reigning king, 
in slrildu~; col!lra$1 to tile· -menlio'l of the other Malz<idcvis o_f carlin 
kings iu 'the same 1'Ccord, cannot but be lookerl upon as significant". _ 
It is true that ahum;t all the facts, on which the hypothesi~ is based, 
tnny he explainerl away in a different manner. If they were not, then 
the view would not be a mere hypothesis but a definite fact. Bnl 
nothing has been said to indicat~ that the proposed view i5 not a pro
bable and a reasonable inference from the facts before us. 

• The analogx !.li ~ B~ns~;LJ!illl.l.ttill12-~a_t~ ,_Q!at~s ~oel no.,4 as 
has_ b'Fen sngges!e~. (l'.J'IAJ -~P- 483},. !aK«:.__,~ay_ t~1e }.orce o_f t ~~-l!rgu
ment:...::.~9r_.hcre,. RfiJya-varclh~t]a'$_111Q_t!le! _IS ment},Pil!;.Ll_.m!d 1!~ Farsha
varohana.Js~~aid to beltis~m;uja, "the ~pa:r1it'e'!tzentiotr of hts mr;Ther 
Is ·-Teii(tered u'!Jnecissary:-·~ ~ - ~ ~- ==---- -
•----.-s-ewelt. R'lsT-riif:'o_t Sout11. I11dia. p. 349; PH.H.' p. 4SO. 
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<.'irmustance~ 1 rather than similarity of names, and here, again,.· 
no definite conclusion is po~sible. 

The same uncertainty P.DWails regarding the early events· 
of Skanda-gupta's reign. ~part from the war of succession~ · 
1J there we~e any,t;lhere are references in the Junaga1h inscrip
tion (No. 26) to ~tru«gle with hostile kings including those· 
against the Mlechchh~ -"This presumably refers to a,... series .. 
of engagement~ at the very beginning of his reign, though 
unfot:tunately no details are preserved.~ The war with the 
Mlethchhas probably refers •to h_is fight with the Huvas whiCh 
is specifically refened' to in the Bhitari Pillar Inscription. But 
whJther the Mlechchhas are the same as Hul;las, or . were a. 
different tribe, both the· records claim that Skandii-gupta com
pletfly def~ted these enemie~;2 hhe verse describing the 
conflict with~ the Huvas, though mutilated, leaves no· doubt 
that it was a severe one. "fhe Huvas who appear now for the 
~r5t time in Indian historljwere 7festinea to play an important 
r6Ie which will pe discussed later.r--For the present, it will 
suffice to state that they ived in e'ntral Asia on the western 
hortler of China as far. back as f second century B.c. n 
cb'urse of their migrations to the w 'st one branch (or race) of 
them, known as the Ephthalites or White. Hpns, occupied ~he 
Oxns valley and conquered Gandhiira. They destroyed this 
kingdom. and set up a king who was cruel a~d vindictive and; 
practised .. the n10s} barbarous atrocities. According to the 
Chinese pilgrim Sung~yun, this took place two generations 
before his time (520 A.D.). 3vrt is evident, therefore, that not 
long after his accession to the throne Skanda-gupta found ·.nis: '\,; 

']ASB. NS., XVII, 254. 
• Allan finds an echo of Skanda-gupta's victory over the .. l!iit;as. i.sa 

a story of king Vikramaditya preserved in Somadeva's Kathli'Sllhtsi!i(aru. 
According· to it Vikramaditya; son of Mahendradity~l,--king.: of UUaih,. 
having succeeded to the throne .ot:t--his-.father's-·abdication, utferty: 
defeated the Mlechchhas who were overrunning the earth (CGD. P· xlix. 
fn: _1)_: 

' . 
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empire menaced by the onrush of these b\lrbariaus who had 
crossed the Indus, ca~rying devastation at'd ,destruction all 
around. \Vhere Skanda-gupta met them we cannot say, but 
the statement in his inscripti~ns that he thoroughly defeated 
them seems to be borne out by the fact ..lJlat we have no 
evidence of the Hun depredations cast of~andbara till the 
close of the fifth or the beginning of the sixth century A.D. 1 

./If we remember that the cruel devastations of the Huns 
hml spread from the Danube to the Indus, that their leader 
Attila, who died in 453 A.D., was ~able to send equal defiance 
.to the courts of Ravenna and Constantinople', and that thirty 
years later they overwhelmed Persia and killed its king,J we 
can well realise the value of the great victory of Skanda-gupta 
over them. All over the vast empire the people must have 
heaved a sigh of relief at the great deliverance: ~This heroic 
achievement that saved his kingdom front the scourge of a cruel 
barbaric invasion justified · the assumption of the title of 
Vikramaditya by Skanda~gupta which we find on his coins 
along with Kramaditya.\/The continual stress of wars during 
the reign is also re~~~·inage. The gold coins· of 
Skano"-gupta are compa~ly few and belong mostly to the 

1 Accon1ing to a Buddhist text 'Chandragarbha-parlprichchiW', King 
Mahendrasena, who was born in the country of Kausiimbi, had a valiant 
sou. After he had passed the age of twelve Mahendra's kingdom was 
invaded by three foreign powers· in concert-Yavanas, Palhikas and 
Sakunas who took possession of Gandhiira and countries to the north 
of the Ganges. The young son of Mahendmsena led his father's anny 
of two hundred thousand men· against the enemy whose soldier,; 
numbered three hundred .. thousand. The prince, however, broke the 
enemy's army and won the battle. On his return his f~~;ther crow_ned 
him king sa)"ing "hettceforth rule the kingdom", auu htmself rettred 
to religious life. For. twelve years after this, the new king fought 
these foreign enemies and ultimately captured and executed· the three 
kingll. It has bee1l suggested that this story gives an account of the. 
fight between Skanda:gupta and the H fH.tas (I H l. p. 36). But no great 
reliance can be placed on the details of such stories. 

~ According to A.rya~Mafijusri-Miilakalpa, Skanda-gupta was also 
called Deva-riija. This, as .well·as the title of Vikrantiiditya, was horne 
b)l' his grandfather Chandra-gupta II. 
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archer-type. . This as well as a depreciation in. the purity of 
gold was possibly due to. the financial drain caused by the war. 
His silver coinage was, however, very extensive atld presents a 
variety of typ~ . . 

One type, of Skanda-gupta's .gold coins 1s of more than 
usual interest .... it the king is represented standing with a 
bow in one hand and an arrow in the other; in front of him 
is the GaruQ.a standard ; beyond it, on the right side, stands 
a female figure facing the king and holding a lotus in her left, 
and an uncertain object, probably a fillet, in her right hand. 
She was formerJy identified as the queen of Skauda-gupta, but 
Allan regards her as Lakshmi, the gpddess of sovereignty. 
Allan riglrtly associates this picture with the statement in the 
Junagadl'l· Inscription that the goddess of sovereignty 'of her· 
i>Wn accord selected him as her husband, having in succession 
discarded all other princes'. It is possible t~ret this coin 
~ a memorial to the fact that Skanda-gupta did not owe the 

throne to the right of succe~ion but to his owti prowess and 
valour. 

Skanda-gupta is said to have appointed governors of 
different provinces (lit. all provinces), almost immediately· after 
his accession. Special reference m~y b~ made to the apooint
meut of Parv.adatta as governor of Surashtra. The restoration 
of the ancient embankment of the. great lake or water-reservoir 
on the Girnar hill, \vhich h;ad burst in the very first year of 
Skanda-gupta's ·reign, was a great achievement that redoUn.<tv 
to the credit of the governor Parv.adatta and his son Chakra
palita, the local 1\Iagistrate. They saved the country from a 
great disaster and the poet, echoing the voice of the grateftil 
peoples, lauded up to the skies the virtues and merits of both 
the father and the son, in a composition which is expressly 
stated' to be. the 'Book on the repair of Sudar5aria Lake' 
'Sudarsannlajiika-sa1nskiira-grantha-rachana) .(Ins. No. 26). 

More than usual interest attaches to anoth-er governor of 
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· Skanda-gupta. An inscription found at Mandasor1 records 
some constructions by Dattabhata, Commander-in-chief of the 
forces of king Frabhakara, in the l\falava Samvat 524 ( = 467-68 
A.D.). The inscription..,.. mentions- emperor Chandra-gupta· II 
and his son Govinda-gupta, and we are told that Dattabhata's 
father Vayurakshita was the general (senadJ!ipa) of Govin~la
gupta. The date of the record places it during or immediately 
after the reign of Skanda-gupta and presumably Prabhiikara 
was his governor. But it raises several interesting problems. 
First, as to the position of Govinda-gupta/ He is also known 
to us from a clay-seal at Vaisali which "records the name of 
'MaiJiidevi Sri Dhruvasvamini, wife of the Mahiiriijiidhiriija 
Sri Chandra-gupta, mother of the Mahiiriija Sri Govinda-gnpta'. 
It has been suggested that Govinda-gupta was the governor of 
Vaisali: during his father's reign .. 2 In that case it is not very 
likely that he was alive in the year 467-68 A.D., far less that 
he held any important·position in that year. How .are we then 
to explain the reference to him as a great ruler in the Mandasor 
record which does not even mention the name of the emperor 
Skanda-gupta? Dr. Bhandarkar has pointed out that 'as Indra 
is represented as being suspicious of Gov1nda-gupta's power, 
the latter seems to have been a supreme ruler'. This would 
mean that he had rebelled, either against his brother Kumiira
gupta or the latter's son Skanda-gupta, a !)resumption that 
lends colour to the tlieory of internal troubles during the 
closing years of Kumiira-gupta I or tbe early part of his son's 
reign. Viewed in this light, the omission of all references to 
Skanda-gupta in the Mandasor Inscription of 467-8 A.D. becomes 
significant. This date is the last-known date of Skanda-gupta, 
and it is just possible that troubles broke out again immediately 

~ . 

' Bhandarkar's Ust No. 7. The inscription was noticed in ASI. 
1922-23, p. 187 but has not yet been edited. 

2-CGD. p. xl. 
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after his death,-but all these must remain a. pure conjecture 
~ I 

. for tfie~present. 
. We must also consider in this connection another feudatQry 

line ruling in W. Malwa with its 'capital Dasap,ura, modern 
Mandasor, in which place and its neighbourhood four records 
_(Nos. 49-52) of this family have been discovered. The first two 
rulers of this family, Jaya-varman and his son Sithha-varman, 
seem to be independent rulers in the latter bali of the fourth 
centun' A.D. Nara-vannan, the son ·of Sfmha-varman, was 
rtlling.in 404 A.D., ;nd Visva-varman, the ... son of Nara-varn~an, 
in 423 A.D . ., Altiwugh these dates fall within the reigns of 
Chandra-gupta II and Kum.<ira-gupta I, there is nothi~g in the 
records . of 'the two rulers of Mandasor to show that they 
acknowledged the S\lpremacy of the Guptas. The records sing 
their glories as •'if they were independent kings, and make no 
reference to the Guptas. It is interesting to note also that all 
the records of this family are· dated in the M.<ilava era and. not 
in the Gupta era. 

Only the last record of Mandasor (No. 52) connected with 
this family explicitly refers to Kumara-gupta ·as the overlord . 

. It is a long· record composed in . beautiful verses. After· 
referrino to Kumara-gupta as the ruler of fhe earth, it mentibns 
king Vi va-varman and his son Bandhu-varman. While this 
Bandhu- annan was ruling over Dasapura a temple of the Sun
god was built by the guild ·of silk-cloth weavers in the Malava · 
year 49. ( =436 A.D.) In course of time, under other kings, 
part of this temple feU into disi='epair and so in the year 529 

(=..J.72 .D.) the same guild· repaired the temple. 1 

Th · main. object of the inscription was tints to record the · 
repair tiHi temple ii1 4i2 A.D.,. and it must have beet~ com
posed i or shortly after that date. Under ordinary. rules of 

1 ·Fo the long aud protracted controversy o\'er the interprdatton 
of this 1 cord, and partieularly the date when the temple was repaired 
and th recori! set np. of. tl.1e references given nni!er .Ins. No. 52. 
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c:>nstruction, Kumara-gupta should be understood to h::~ve h~n 

the overlord at the time the record was set up i.t~., in 472 A.D.' 
but most of the scholars have taken the reference to Knmara· 
gupta iu connection with the original construction of the temple. 
~ other words, they hold that in 436 A.D., when the temple 
wasbuilt1 Bandhu-varman was the governor of Dasapnra, and 
Kumara-gupta was his overlord.\ According to this view, the 
Gupta suzerainty was established over Mandasor in or before 
436 A.D. In that case it becomes significant that thc_reconl 
does not name either the Gupta overlord or the local governor 
of Mandasor in 472 A.D. i.e., at the time when it was actually 
set up. On the other hand, it vaguely refers to other king~ 
(the plural number denoting at least three) ruling between 430 
and 472 A.D. Whether these refer to the local rulers or Gupta 
overlords we cannot say, but it gives the impression of some 
trouble or confusion prevailing in the region between A.D. 436 
and 472. The importance of this will appear in the discussion 
of the history of the Guptas after Skanda-gupta. But whether 
Randhu-varman was really a feudatory of Kumiira-gupta or not, 
it tnay be reasonably held that Western Malwa had probably 
already been a feudatory state under Skanda-gupta, as it. 
undoubtedly was in 472. 

It is iK•cessary to discuss in this connection the claims out 
forward by the Vakataka king Narendra-sen_a that his 'com
mands were obeyed by the lords of Kosala, Mekalii and Malava'." 
It is undoubtedly tempting to connect Narendra-scna's invasion 
with the early struggles of Skanda-gupta's reign or the troubled 
state in Malwa between 436 and 47a A.D. as disclosed by the 
Mapdasor inscriptiou, discussed above~but it is difficult to come 

1 This is ihe view of Paunalal (HIIJduslan l?cview, 1928, p. 31) an,! 
Mr. Diskalkar (]BBRAS. NS., II, li6) who naturally take this Kumiira
I{Upta to be Kumara-gupta II. 

• EH IX, 27i. For the history of Narendra-sena cf. anti' ':'1• '.7 
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to any definite conclusion until the date of Narendra-sena is 
more definitely known. 

V On the whole, so far as the available evidence goes, we 
may reasonably hold that in spite of t\le Hu~1a ·invasion and 
uther troubles, probably at the beginning of his reign, Skanda
gupta maintained till the last his hold over the vast empire tpat 
now literally stretched from the Bay of ·Bengal to the Ar~t-iau 
Sea, and comprised practica1ly the whole of Northern India to 
the east of the Punjab. and 1-{ajpuhina. The poet who referred "' 
in the year A.D. 46o-r (Jns. No. 27) to the tranquil ·reign of 
Skanda-gupta, the lord of hundred kings, was not probably 
g~ilty of serious exaggcr&~When this great Gupta emperor 
(lied about 467 A.D., little did he or anyone el:;e dream that the 
mightyA empire which he left· in peace and security would 
crnmhtj' away almost before th~ e:'es of the ~xisting generation. V 



CHAPTER IX 

THE IMPERIA~ CRISIS 

I. INTERNAL . TROUBT,£S 0 

It is impossible, at the present state of our knowledge, to 
give a definite outline of the history of the Imperial Guptas 
after the death of Skanda-gupta. We know the names of a 
number of kings, and in some cases also their relation to each 
other and definite dates. But there are king~ whose date or 
relationship to other kings is not known with certainty, and 

~ naturally views differ widely about their place in the line of 
succession. Without discussipg these differei1ces in detaiP we 
may offer below a provisional reconstructiort of the Gupta 
history as appears to be the most reasonable. 

A number ·of royal seals (N,os. 34, 35, 41 and 44) discovered 
at Nalanda and Bhitari enable us to draw the following genealogy 
of the successors of Kumara-gupta I all of whom are also known 
lrom their coins. 

Kumara-gupta I 
. I 

Skanda-gupta 

I 
Budha-gnpta 

Anantadevi 
I 

Piiru-gupla ~ Chandradevi 

! I 
Narasithha-gupta = Mitradevi 

I 
Kumiira-gupta (II or ITT) 

. I 
Vt~ht)u-gupta 

The last known date of Skanda-guph\. is 148 (=467-8 A.D.), 

and the next known date is 154 (=473·4 :\.D.), found in a record 
of a Gupta king Kumara-gupta. It does not seem to be very 

'Cf. IC. X, 172·3. 
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likely that this Kumara-gupt~ is identical with the son of 
Narasithha-gupta bearing the same. name. It is more reason
able to regard him as a different king, and he was possibly the 
son ~nd successor, either of Skanda-gupta, or of Piirti-gupta. 

v'Piiru-gupta might have contested the throne after the death. 
of his f.ather .Kumara-gupta I, and in that case we may presume 
that fie was defeated by his brother Skanda·gupta. It is very 
likely, however, that he seized the throne after the death of 
Skanda-guptaJin this case, and if Kumara-gupta II, ·of 473 A.Il., 
he regarded as a successor of Skanda-gupta, it was evidently by 
dispossessing him that Piirn-gnpta cmild come to the throne. 
But ·it is also .not unlikely that Kumara-gupta II was a son of 
Punt-gupta~and succeeded him after his .death. . . ,· . , 

In any case the reigns of Puru-gtipta and Kumara-gupta II 
were short, and must have comprised a period _of less than ten 
years between 46i and 4i7 A.D. 

Whatever we might think of ·the alternative views. put 
forward ahove, it is extremely likely that the years immediately 
following the death of Sk"anda-gupta were full of troubles; 
both. internal and external. . Reference has already been made 
10 Ghatotkacha-gupta; a member of the imperial family, who 
was Governor of Malwa in II6 ( =435-6 A.D.). He, as well as 
Pra15asaditya, otherwise unknown, issued gold coins which have 
been assigned .to this period. The case of :PqLbhi\ikara, ruler of 
Malwa in 46i-8· A.D., is also very suspicious as noted above.· 
The claim' of the Vakataka king Narendra-sena to hav~ exercised 
supremacy in Malava, Kosala and Mekala probably also belongs 
to this period. Due significance should also. he attached to the 
reference in the Maudasor Ins\ription of 4i2·J~~D. to the reig-n~ 
of m~ny kings between 436 an(l 472 A.D. and its silence .about 

~ the contemporary loc~l ruler and also of the, emperor· (acc~rding 
to. the current jnterpretation), in contrast to the meticulous care 
with which they are mentioned in r~gard to a past event. 
Though vague and indefinite, the cumulative effect of all these 
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circum:-.tance:; secmf to point to a considerable dcdiue, in thE? 
power of the impenal Guptas, a conclusion strengthened by the 
htck of epigraphic or other evidence of a positive nature that 
the emperors Furu-gupta and h um::ira-gupta II maintained 
intact the mighty empire inherited by them. Excepting the 
royal seals, only one short record of Kumara-gupta II (No. 33) 
has been found at Henarcs. This negative evidence of iJiscrip· 
tions is confirmed by the positive evidence of their coins which 
offer a striking contrast to those of their predecessors. They all 
belong to only one type and many of them are of very nlde 
execution and debased metal. It has been doubted whether 
the coins, very few in mlmber, usually attributed to Pf1ru-gupta 
really belong to him. 1 The coins no doubt show that Kumara
gupta II assumed the title Kramaditya, and Puru-gupta (if the 
colns really belong to him), that of Sri-Vikrama (or Vikrama
(litya), but these arc probably more indicative of pride ami 
prestige than real power. 

With the accession of Budha-gupta we ~re on a somewhat 
firmer ground in reSllect of the history of the empire. Six of 
his records (Nos. 36-4r~ have come to light, and these prove 
heyond doubt that he ruled over extensive dominions stretch
ing from Malwa to Bengal. \Ve have .no positive evidence that 
the Gupta empire under him extended further west and in
cluded Kathiawar' Peninsula aS' it did in the days of Skanda
gupta. But a careful consideration of the records of the 
.Maifraka ~lynasty of Valahhi seems lo indicate that the Gu1'~ta 
supremacy over that rep;ion eontinn.etl timing the reign of 
l~udha-gupta. 

The Maitraka dynasty which '-ruled over Kathia\\'at· 
Peninsula with Valahhi as its capital "from soo to no A.D. lws 

• Mr. S. K. Saraswati thinks that the gttld coiu'S att:rihnted by Allan 
to 'Pura-gupta' belong really to Budha-gupta (IC. I, 691-92). I hm·e 
come to the same conclusion on a close examination of a cast of the 
coin. nut the question cannot be finally •leciderl till clear ~pacimens 
of thi,; type of coins are available. 
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, left numerous records. \Ve leSJru from them that the iounde-r 
of the dynasty was Senapati Bhatiirka. and hi~ son was Sena.pa./i 
Dharasena. The latter's younger brother was Mahar~ja Drot,la
sithha "whose installation in the royalty by . besprinkling was 
performed by the paramount master in person, the ;;ole lord 
of the circumference of the territory of the whol~,; earth.''". It is 
evident from this that Bhatarka, a general of the emperor; gn:>W 
to be an important chief of Sura::;htra, and was in a position to 
bequeath his power to his son. But as they both bore the title 
'general', it is ·evident they did not assume. the role of indepen
dent kings. It was not till the time of Dr01,tasithha that the 
paramount ruler formally invested him with the po::;ition o( a 
feudatory ruler:~ This conclusion is borne .out by an inscription 
oF Drot}as.iritha ,'.himself dated rs., (=so; A.D.) .1 'l'his official 
record begi~s 1with the phrase "Parama-bhattiirakaPlidanu
dhyiita", and shows clearly that Dro!J.asithha still recognised 

· the suzerainty of the etitperor> There is hardly any doubt that 
the imperial power can only refer to the Guptas. 2 It is, there
fore, obvious. that although the Maitrakas were gradually 
growing powerf1Jl, and the Gupta authority was declining, still 
the Gupta emperor was acknowledged as the suzerain in 502 A.n. 
Drol}asirha undoubtedly occupied a higher status than that 
occupied by Par!J.adatta, the governor 'of Surashtra in r38 
(=457-8 A.D.), but the province was not lost to the empire 
during the reign of Budha-gupta. 
\. In the Sarnath Inscription (No. 36), which is not an official 
record, the poet- describes Budha-gupta as having ruled the 
earth (Prithiv'im prasiisati). · Two of his governors of Northern 
Bengal, Brahmadatta (482 A.D.) and Jayadatta, record their 
allegiance to him (Iris. Nos. 38, 40) in the same phrases as were 
used before, but it is interesting to note that both of them are 
styled ·uparika-Mahiiriija., instead of ~imply UParika., as in the 

1 El. XVI, l8. 
• This point has been fully discn!\serl in TC. V, 409-10. 
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days of Kumara~gupta I Another governor, Surasmichandra, 
also called Mahii:rii.ja, ''"as ruling. over the extensive territory 
between the Kalindi: (Jumna) and Narmada rivers, and under 
him, Matrivishl},u, also a Maharaja, was governing the district 
( Vishaya) round Eran in 484 A.D. (No. 39). 

To the east of the territory under Surasmichandra la·y the 
feudatory state ruled over by the Parivrajaka ::\faharajas, so
called because they were descended from the kingly ascetic 
(nriPa-Parivriijaka) Susarman. Six coi)per-platc grants of this 
dynasty have come to light (Nos. 53-58). They belong to two 
kings, Hastin (156-rg8 i.e., from 475 to 517 ·.A.D.) and 
Samkshobha (199-209 i.e., from 518 to 528 A.D.), and begin with 
the date followed by the phrase 'Gupta-nriPa-rajya-bhuktau' 
i.e., in the enjoyment of sovereignty by the Gupta kings. 
Although no individual Gupta emperor is named, there cannot 
he any doubt that the Parivriijaka Maharaja Hastin was a 
fe(l(]atory of Bttdha-gupta. 

Contiguous to the Parivrajaka kingdom lay another, with 
Uchchakalpa as the capital. A stone pillar at Bhumara, about 
9 miles. to the north-v\'est of Uchahara in Nagod (Bundelkhand) 
marl<s the boundary between these two kingdoms (Ins. No. 59).' 
We have seven copper-plate grants of this dynasty (Nos. oo-66) 
which mention two kings, Jayanatha (years 174, 177) and his 
son Sarvanatha (rgr-2r4), and four ancestors of the former. 
There is, however, no reference to the Gupta sovereignty, as 
in the grants of the Parivrajaka Maharajas. There is also some 
douht about the era to which the dates of these records should 
b€ referred, some taking it to be the Kalachuri, and others. 
the Gupta era. 2 The absence of any reference to the Gupta 
5overeignty in all their grants, in marked contrast to those of 

1 This is, however, denied by some whn in (f'r from the re,c,lrrl nn 
the pillar thnt the Pchchakalpas were subordinates of the PHrivriijaka,; 
(IHQ. XXI, 137). 

• Thil' point is fnlly <iiscussed in EL XXliT, 173. 
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the Parivrajakas, makes it likely that they did not acknowledge 
the supremacy of the Guptas. But as the territory of the 
Parivrajakas lay beyond. them to the south, it is just possible 
that the Uchchakalpa rulers owed allegiance to the Guptas. 

Leaving aside the doubtful case of the Uchchakalpa state, 
Budha-gupta may be regarded ~s having exercised sway .over 
nearly the whole of the Gupta empire as left .by Skanda-gupta .• \)(/ 
It is obvious, however, that the power and prestige of the 
Gupta empir~ was ·visibly on the decline.~.-- The fact that the 
feudatory Maitrakas anq the Parivrajakas. refer onl)T in vague 
general terms to the paramount Gupta emperor is perhaps not 
without significance. It .i.s also to be noted that the governors 
of Bengal and Malwa are called Maharaja, and in the first case 
we definitely know it to be an innovation introduced· since the 
time of Kumiira-gupta I. These tell their own tale. The coins 
of Budha-gupta support this inference. His gold coins; if they 
exist at all, are very rare. He issued silver coins current only 

.. in the central provinces of the Gupta empire, and discontinued 
the type current in Gujarat and Kathiawar. · In addition to a 
general decline of power, they prove his hold over the central, 
but considerable loss of authority in the western, parts .of the 
empire. • 

As noted above, some of the coins of rBudha-gupta are 
dated 175 (494-5). On some of his coins, however, it is possible 
to read the date as r8o with or without a numeral in the unit's 
place. 1 ·We may, therefore, hold. that Budh~-gupta died about 
500 A.D. ·or shortly after it. 2 

J · 

~" The death ~fBu(lha-gupta seems to have been followed bv ~ · 
a disputed su'cce~sion. . We possess an inscription of Vainy~
gupta elated 506 A.J>. (No. 45) and one of Bhanu-gupta dated 

1 IA. XVIII, 227. 'nut the reading of the symbol for 80 is very 
uncertain (IA. XIV, 68). • . · S · · 

• C. V. Vaidya refers to a passage in Sk.andd'-Pui·at~a according to 
which Budha-gupta was ruling in 499 A.D. (POC. 'vn, 576). 
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510-11 1\.I>. (No. 47), found respectively in E. Bengal and 
Malwa. The copper-plate grant. of Vainya-gp.pta shows that 
Samatata, which was an autonomous feudatory state in the 
days of Samudra-gupta, had lost that statu" and formed part 
of the dominions directl,r held by the Guptay 'l'his probably 
took place long before the reign of Vainya-gupta. Although 
Vainya-gnpta is style(l merely Ma.fu'iriija in his grant, he isgiven 
the full imperial titles in the Nalamla Seal (No. 46), and he 
also issued gold coins of the type used by the Gupta emperors 
after Skanda-gupta. There is, therefore, hardly any doubt that 
he belonged to the imperial family, and it is uot unlikely that 
he was the son and successor of Budha-gupta, though of this 
we have no positive evidence. 

Bhanu-gupta is known from a :o;ingle inscription (No. 47) at 
Eran dated rgr (=siO-II A.D.). Neither his coins nov any royal 
seal mentioning him have as yet come to light. The inscription 
records how a feudatory chief named Copar~tja accompanied 
'the mighty king, the. glorious Bhann-gupta, the bravest man 011 

the earth', and fought a famou,; battle. Goparaja died in thi:i 
battle and his wife accompanied him on to the funeral pyre. 
The small pillar, now worshipped as a Sivaliirga, on which th~ 
record is engraved may thus be regarded as a memorial Sati 
Stone Pillar. 

It appears from the description that Hhatm-gupta was the 
suzerain or the Gupta emperor in 510 A.D. Whether he suc
ceeded Vainy~-gnpta, or the two ruled at the same time 
resp~ctively over the western and eastern parts of the empire, 
it is difficult t:o determine. The latter view seems ·more probable 
and this internal dissension perhaps paved the way for the 
downfall of the empire. 

The famous battle in which Bhanu-gupta and Goparaja 
were engaged at Eran was probably fought against 'rorama1_1a. 
For at a date, which cannot be long removed from szo-n A.D .• 

we :find Toramatta as the overlord of Eran. Two records found 
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at this plact> unmistakably indicate this transfer of sovereignty. 
The earlier one (No. 39) dated 165 ( = 484-5 A.D.) records some 
pions construction by Mahiiriija Matrivislwu and his younger 
brother Dhanyavisln.m during the. reign of Budha-gupta. The 
later one (No. 68) reco~ds the construction of a temple by 
Dhanyavi~lu.m, after the death of his brother Matrivislwu, 'in 
the first year \vhile the 1\Jahiiriijiidhiriija, the glorir.us' 'fora
miit.Ia of great fame, is ruling the earth' .\~'ft is evident, there
fore, that some time after 484-5 A.D., but within one genenitiotl 
of that, Toramava, who had already conquered the Punjab and 
part of Rajputana, · also made himself master of E. Malwa. 
The ba.ttle fought by Bhanu-gupta might have been either the 
unsuccessful resistance offered to Toramav.a, or a campaign for 
putting an end to Totamii~l}a's occupation of Malwa. · In the 
former case Torainav.a's conquest of Malwa must have taken 
place in or after 510 .\.D., and in th~ latter case, some time 
before that·date. l'nfortunately, the Eran inscription of Gopa
,·aja is silent about the result of _the battle. 

Bhanu-gupta, in spite of the high encomiums paid to his 
bravery in the Eran Ins., remains a shadowy figure, and we do 
not know what was· his position in the Gupta imperial family, . 
or \vhat part he played in the dark days of the Gupta empire. v 
,It is not unlikely that he had freed Eran hom the yoke of 
Toratniit;ta, for the Gupta sovereignty was acknowledged by the 
I>arivrajaka Maharajas, who ruled in the .f<Ijpining province 
from sro' to at least 528 A.D.: But it is somewhat strange that . 
if he had really achieved such a ·great victory it should not 
have been· expressly stated in. the .record while referring to 
him. • 

lri ~my ca:se,: for reasons just stated, .we may hold that the 
Gupta suzerainty in this region was soon re-establishe.d and 
continued till at least 528 A.D. '(Ins. No. s8) .• Fifteen ye_ars 
rater, the suzerainty of. a Gupta emperor was acknowledged .in 
N. Bengal (fnl'>. No. 48). It is obvious, therefore, that the 

<'"f·· 
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Guptas :;till ruled over the old empire from Bengal at least to 
Central India or E. l\Ialwa. The phrase 'Pamma-bhaftti.raka
piidan.udhyiita' occurs in the records of the Valabhi ruler 
Dhruva-sena I who ruled till at least 545 A.n. All these indicate 
that the Gupta empire continued, at least in name, 'down tn 
about the middle of the sixth century A.D. 

The genealogy given at the beginning of this chapter ~hows 
that Budha--gupta's brother Narasithha-gupta occupied the 
imperial throne, and was followed by his son and grandson. 
The reigns of these three emperors may thus be placed between 
SC!Oand 550 A.D. This half-centnry saw the decline and down
fall of the Gupta empire. 

We do not know whether N arasithha-gupta was the imme
diate successor of. his brother Budha-gupta. In that case we 
must presume a struggle for succession !lmong two or possibly 
three rival claimants and a partition, however temporary, of the 
Gupta empire,-Vainyawgupta ruling in Bengal, Bhanu-gupta 
in Malwa, and ~l;u~-gupta probably in Mag;;:dha. But 
it is also possible that Narasithha-gupta ascended the throne 
after Bhanu-gupta./ 

N arasirilha-gupta issued gold coins of a single type which 
show that he assumed the title Baladitya. It is possible that 
he is the king Baliiditya who is mentioned by Hiuen Tsang as 
a great patron of Buddhism, and the builder of a great sa.tighli.
·riima at N:ii.landii. c. Hiuen Tsang also describes in a iong sto~y 
hovy he fought with, and defeated the terrible Hul}a chief 
Mihirakula. 

An inscription found at Nalanda, 1 and· belonging to about. 
the middle of the eighth century A.D., also refers to 'Baladitya, 
the great king of irresistible valour' who, 'after having van

. quished all the foes and enjoyed the entire earth, erected a 
great and extraordinary temple at Naland~'. We need hardly 

EI. XX, 43. 
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·doubt his identification with. Bii.Uiditya 'mentioned by Hiuei1 
Tsang. Two -independent sources thus confirm the tradition 

. of a· great ruler called Baladitya, noted alike for his prowess 
_ and construction of a famous sanctuary at Nalanda. His identi-
fication with· the Gupta emperor Narasithha~gupta cannot be 

'regarded as certain, b,;_t seems to be very plausible. As, in 
that case, the chief event of his reign is his fight wit~ the 
Hii!}a chie£Mihira1mla, it would be convenient, before proceed
ing further, to describe at length the HfiQa invasion of India 
and the political convulsion caused thereby. 

2. TnE Hu~A INvAsioN.' 

The Huns. a band of nomad Savages, lived origimilly ib 
the neighbourhood of China. Advancing towards the. west, 
they divided into two main streams, of which one was directed 
towards the Volga and the other to the Oxus. The activities 

·of the former find· prominent mention in the annals of the 
Roman empire and nee4 not be referred to, here, · The other 
band, originally subject to the Joan-Joan tribe, became power
ful in the Oxris valley towards the middle of the fifth century. 
From the name of their ruler's family they came to be known 
as ·ve-tha, Hephthalites or Ephthalites, :and the Greek accounts 
refer to them also as White Huns. 

Froin the Oxns valley these Huns came down upon both 

1 The. general account of the Htil}as is based on . the following 
authorities:- · , " . · _ 

1. Chavannes-Documenl-s sur le~ Toukiue Occidentaux, pp. 223 ff. 
2. Sir Aurel Stein-White Huns and Kindred tribes in the' 
history of the· Indian Nor.th-westem frontier; IA. 1905, pp. 73 ff. 
For'!'the Hiit;~a activities in India reference may be made to the 
following, though. many of the statements contained in these 
articles require modification or are palpably wrong: IA, XV, 
245ff; 346ff; IHQ. III; L. ff; NIA. IV, 36. For Hiit;~a coins cf. 
]ASB. LXIII. Part I, pp. 191 ff. For the antiquity of the Hiit;~as 
and their activity in Iran cf. Bhitndarkar Co171m. Vol. pp. 65 ff. 

13. 
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Persia and India. Skanda-gupta, as already noted ·above, 
inflicted a cru~hing defeat upon them some time between 455 
and 467 A.D., and saved his empire from their ravages. Persia 
was at /first less successful. The Huns proved to be her most 
redoubtable enemy, and in 484 A.D. their ktng Akhschounwar 
defeated and killed Firoz, the Sassanian ruler of Persia. This 
success raised the power of. the Huns to its greatest height, and 
towards the close of the fifth century A.D. they ruled over a 
vast empire with their principal capital at Balkh. But when the 
Western Turks becanie powerful in the middle of the sixth 
century A.D. the Sassanian king Anushirwan of Persia made an 
alliance with them against th(! Huns. The allied power defeated 
the Huns and killed their king some time between 563 and 
567 A.D. After this the Oxus became the boundary between 
the Turks and the Persians and the latter conquered most of 
the Hun possessions to the south of that river. 

Very little is definitely known of the activities of the Huns 
in India proper, and in view of the prevailing misconceptions 
on the subject, it requires a somewhat detailed treatment. 

. Beyond a general reference in a few inscriptions to the 
defeat inflicted upon the Huns, contemporary Indian records do 
not throw any light upon their activities. Two kings, Tora
mal)a and Mihirakula, ·known from coins and inscriptions, are 
regarded as Huns, perhaps correctly, but there is no conclusive 
evidence as to their nationality. 

After the defeat inflicted upon the Huns by Skanda-gupta, 
the earliest information regarding their relation with India is 
supplied by the. account of Sung-Yun, one· of the ambassadors 
sent by the Empress of the Northern Wei dynasty in China in 
518 A.D. Passing through · Udyana, Sung-Yun reached 
Candhara in szo A.D., and gives the following account of the 
country. 

''This is the country which the Y e-thas destroyed and after-
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wards set up a tegin1 (prince or member of the royal family) to 
be king over the country.; since which events two, generations 
l1avc passed. The disposition of this king (or dynasty) was 
cruel and vindictive, and he practised the most barbarous 
atrocities. He did not believe the l~w of Buddha, but loved to 
worship demons. , . . Entirely self-reliant on his own strengtl1, 
he had· entered 011 a war with the -country of Ki-pin (Kashmir), 
disputing the boundaries of their kingdom, and his troops had · 
been already engaged in it for three years. The king has 700 
war-elephants .... · The king· continually abode with· his 
troops on the frontier and never returned to his kingdom ... " 
Somewhat later in date Is the account given by' Cosma!&., sur
named Indicopleus,tes (Itidian navigator), 2 an Alexandrine· 
Creek, in his Christia1i Topography, which was probably begun 
in 535 but not put in. its final form. till 547 A.D. In one place he 
says:· "Higher up in Ii1dia, that is farthet to the north, are· 
the White Huns. The one called Gollas when going to war 
takes with him, it is said, no fe'''er than two thousand elephants 
and a great force of cavalry. He is the lord of India, aiid 
oppressing the people, . forces them to pay tribute." . Afte~ 
narrating some stories about him the ·same writer r6inarks: 
"The river Phison separates all the countries of India from the 
co~mtry of the -Huns." Fortunately the ·author clearly s~ys, 
elsewhere, that the Phisori is the sam'e as the river Indus. The. 
date to which this accbunt refers catinot be ex'actly· det~i:mined: 
but may be placed between 525 and 535 A.D. · 

As regards Indian records we have first the Eran lnscrip~io~·~ 
(No. 68), referred to above, dated in the first year of Mahii:riijii

~ ·dhiriija Toramal).a. Next, there is an inscription ~t Gwalior, 
dated in the r5th regnal year of_:)\!ihiraku'la (No. 6g). The 

' 
' Beal, Records, I, pp. x"v ff; xcix ff. Beal misunderstood the word-, 

out the correct meaning was first pointed out by Marquart, · cf .. 
Chavannes, op. cit. · 

• Tr. in Etiglis~ by J. W. Mcerindle (London; '1897), ct pp. 366, 
.371-2 .. 
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name of his father is mentioned, but only the first two letters 
'Tora' can be read, the rest being utterly lost. It has been 
restored as Torama:tJ.a. There is another inscription found at 
Kura (Salt Range, the Punjab) ·referring · to Riijiidhiriija 
.Yahiiriija Toramii:tJ.S-:Shiihi-Jau. (bla), whom some scholars 
identify with the king mentioned in the Eran Inscription, but 
others regard as quite different. 1 None of these jnscriptiGBS" 
calls these kings Huns or contains any reference to that people. 

We find an interesting account of ToramaJ}a in a Jaina 
work, Kuvalayamiilii, composed in 700 Saka (=778 A.D.).

2 

Toramfu}a (written as 'Toraraya in one manuscript), we are told, 
enjoyed the sovereignty of the world, or rather of Uttarapatha. 
He lived at Pavvaiyii on the bank of the Chandrabhaga (Chenah 
river). His 'guruwas Hari-gupta, who himself was a scion of 
the Gupta family and liv_~d there. 

Hiuen Tsang gives a .long account of Mihirakula in con
nection with the old city of Siikala, which was his capital. 
"Some centuries ago", we are told, "Mihirakula established his 
authority in this town and ruled over India. He subdued all 
the neighbouring provinces without exception." At first he 
took some interest in Buddhism and ordered that a Buddhist 
priest should meet him. Th~ priests sent to him one who had 
been a servant in the king's household. Feeling deeply insulted 
at this he "issued an edict to destroy all the priests through 
the fi-ve Indies, to overthrow the law of Buddha, and leave · 
nothing remaining.'' 

The subsequent defeat of Mihirakula by Biiladitya, as told 
by Hiuen Tsang, will be referred to later. But the most 
important 'point to be noted is that Hiuen Tsang places this 
defeat "some centuries ago" i.e., several hundred years before 

1 Biibler bt~ld that .they were different (EI. I, 239), but. Sten Konow, 
following Cunningham and V. A. Smith (]ASB. r~XIII, 186), holds th11t 
they were identical (IHQ. XII, 531). 

1 ]BORS. XIV. 28 ff. 
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c. 633 A.D., when he visited sakala; This is.hardly compatible 
·with the view that the incident referred to by him took place 
~bout. 530 A.D. As Watters has pointed out, other Chinese 
authorities also seem to place Mihirakula long before that date. 
This. naturaliy casts grave doubts on the credibility of Hiuen 
Tsang's story about Mihirakula. · _ 

· Both ToramaJ}a and Mihirakula are referred to ·in Rajc
tarangit}i, put their history, as recorded therein, can hardly be 
reconciled with that of the two HliJ}a chiefs. 

Stray reference to the · HuJ}as occurs in Indian literature. 
A Sutra-'Vritti in the CIJandra Vyiika~atJI!' gives the sentence · 
Ajayad•$upta (? or faPto),Hut}iin as an illustration of the use 
of the imperfect to express an event :which occurred within the 
l.ife-time of the aut)tor. 1 This probably refers to the victory of 
Skanda-gupta over the- HliJ}as. 'Again; the Jaina author Soma~ 
deva (roth cent.) refers to a tradition thal a Hft\la king con
{luered Chitrakuta. 2 Reference here is probably to Mihirakula. 

In the Mandasor inscription of . Yasodhannan reference is 
1~ade both to Mihirakula ~nd to the Huvas, but in a mannet 
which far from connecting the two, might even suggest a 
definite distinction between them. Similarly, we have the·r.oins 
of ToramaJ}a and Mihirakula, and also those bearing the mime 
Tora. Although some of them are barbarous imitations of the 
Sassanid kings, there is nothing to indicate. them definitely as 
Hfi.J}a; ·i 

In these circumstances it might appear as somewhat sur-

1 Belvalkar; Systems of Sanskrit Gr~mmar, p. 58~ The emendation 
of the original.]ato or Japto into Gupta is not, however, accepted by all. 
Kielhorn read the word a11 Jarto, and took it as the name of a' people 
and its ruler (NGGW. ·1903, p. 305). Hoernle identified the people with 
the Jiitbs and regarded it as a reference to the defeat of the Hilttas by 
Yasodharman (JRAS. 1909, p. 114). Jayaswal takes it as a reference 
to Skanda-gupta and relies upon this passage as ati evidence that the 
Guptas were Jiiths (JBORS. XIX, 115-16). It is difficult to take these 
eonclusions ~eriously. . • · 

• Bhandarka-r Commemoration Volume.,_p. 216 . . 
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pnsmg that scholars have almost unanit;10usly regarded ~he 

Hftl).as as having played a decisive part in bringing about the 
fall of the Gupta empire. This belief rests solely upon the 
identification of Toramii.l).a and Mihirakula (also called Mihira
gul) as Huva leaders. Although this view is generally assumed, 
there is no definite evidence in support of it, and we cannot 
altogether rule out the possibi1ity that 'foramat}a was a K ushava 
chief, and. being allied to the Hftl).as, was mistaken as such in 
India, specially because he led the Hftl).a hordes. 1 

King Gollas, mentioned by Cosmas, has been identified 
with Mihiragul or Mihirakula. This identification is based on 
the similarity of Gollas with the name-ending Gul, but chiefly 
rests on the assumpton that Mihiraknla was a Hiil).a chief. It 
must be noted, however, that whereas the chief seat of Hftt)a 
vower, according to both Sung-Yun2 and Cosmas, was to the 
west of the Indus, Mihirakula's capital, according to Hiuen 
Tsang was at Sakata (Sialkot) and that of Toramat}a, according 
to the Jaina book, ·on the river Chenab. 
~/ inay now go back a little and take a comprehensive 

view of the Hftt,1a activities in India. Vole may trace two 
distinct waves of this foreign invasion. The first may be date•l 
about 460 A.D. or somewhat earlier, when Skanda-gupta defeated 
the Hftl).as but they were able to retain possession of Gandhiira 

' Sir Aurel Stein (op. cit) and Jayaswal (]BORS. XVIII, 203) held 
that Toramal)a was a Kushat.w. Fleet also held the same view (IA. 
XV, 245). Sten Konow holds that Toramiil}a was, in all probability, a 
Hiit}a, us has usually heen assumed, and .not u Kushal}a. (IHQ. XII, 
532). 

• Sung-Yun described the vast extent of the Hun empire and noterl 
its boundaries. It extended from Khotan in the east to Persia on 
the west. Real's identification (p. xci) of the northern and smtthern 
boundaries with Malava (or Va!abhi) and Tirabhukti is absolutely un
founded. Chavaunes describes the extent of the Hfit.Ja empire in 
500 .\.D. It included Tokharistan, Kabulistan and Zabulistan, but no 
part of India proper. Chavanues adds that accordint< to Chinese his
tory (presumably the account of Sung-Yun) the only Indian countries 
under the Huns were Gandhiira and Chitral (op. cit. pp. 224-5). Evident· 
ly he disregarded Beat's fanciful identifications. 
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and·set up a new ruling chief, perhaps a mert1ber ·Of the royaf 
family. . Orte or two generations passed before the· Hii1:,1.as we're. 
on the move again. The leader of. this second movemertt\vas. 
Torat11afj.a~ but we cannot say whether be represented the Hft~~ 
principality of Gandhara-or was ruler of a separate state in the 
Purtjab. Proceeding from .his base at Gandhara or. the Punjab 
he carried, his victorious arms as far as Malwa. His success 
was, however, short-lived, due probably to 1 the defeat inflicted 
upon him by Bhanu-gupta in 510 A.D. 

For the time being the Hftt,la advance was checked, but 
Mihirakula revived the ambitious project of his father. He, 
too, had some success at first, as we kn~w tha·t his· stueniinty 
was acknowledged in Gwalior in the 15th year of his re,ign · 
(c, 530 A.D.). Besides,· according to Hiuen Tsang he subdued 
the whole of India and Cosmas also describes the Hft:t;Ia chief 
at this time as the lord of India. Bttt the Hft:t;Ias. were not 
destined to enjoy success for long, and Mihirakula, too, soon 
met his doom in the hands of two Indian rulers Y a5odharman 
;md N arasithha-gupta. 

In his Mandasor Inscription (No. 70) Yasodharman claims 
that "respect was paid to his feet by even the (famoits) king 
Mihirakula' 1 ~ Mihirakula, was evidently defeated, hut his 
kingdom or po\ver was not destroyed. With. the fall of Ya5o
dharman, which probably took place not long after, he again 
came to the forefront. 

The Gtipta king who then occupied the imperial throne 
was probably Narasitilha-gupta Baladitya. He was temporarily 
everwhelmed by ·the victorious raids of Yasodharman (to. be 
referred to later),. and Mihirakula evidenly took advantage of 
~~is imperial·crisis to extend his power. Narasithha-gupta, far 
from playing the traditional role of his family of checking the 
Hfit,la aggression was, according to Hiuen Tsang, forced to the 
humiliating position of paying tribute to Mihirakula. After 
mentioning :Mihirakula's great power and persecution of Bud· 
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dhism, already narrated above, Hiuen Tsang tells· a long story 
how finally Baladitya trit.mphed over his rival. This may be 
summed up as follows : --

"Baladitya-raja, king of Magadha, profoundly honoured 
the law of Buddha. When he heard ·of the cruel persecution 
and atrocities of Mihirakula, he strictl'y guarded the frontier~ 
of his kingdom ·and refused to pay tribute. When Mihirakula 
invaded his dominions, Balii.ditya took refuge with his army in 
an island. Mihil;akula left the main part of his army in charge 
of his younger brother, embarked on boats, and landed with a 
part of his troops on the island. He was, however, ambushed 
by the troops of Balii.ditya in a narrow pass and was taken 
prisoner. Baladitya resolved to kill Mihirakula, but released 
him on the intercession of his mother. Mihirakula found on 
·his return that his brother had gone back and occupied the 
throne. He, therefore, sought and obtained an asylum in 
Kashmir. Then he stirred up a rebellion there, killed the king 
and placed himself on the throne of Kashmir. He next killed 
the king of Gandhii.ra, exterminated the royal family, destroyed 
the stupas and sa1ighiiriimas, plundered the wealth of the 
country an,~ returned. But within a year he died." 

Apart from· the fact that the general account of Hiuen 
Tsang is liable to suspicion, on the ground of his placing 
Mihirakula several centuries ago, it is difficult to believe many 
of the details• in this story. 

It has already been noted above, that Kashmir probably 
and Gandhara certainly was already a part of the Hfitta empire 
in India, and Hiuen Tsang was evidently wrong in describing 
them as new conquests by Mihirakula. The long account of 
the defeat and discomfiture of Mihirakula in the hands of 
Baliiditya, and particularly the manner in which it was achieved, 
undoubtedly contains a great deal of exaggeration. But in spite 
of all these we may, in the absence of a better or more satis
factory hypothesis, provisionally regard Balii.ditya as· having 
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·defeated Mihirakula and saved the Gupta empire from the 
Hiiv,a depredations. That would explain why, as noted above, 
his na~and fam{; as a great 'hero survived even two centuries 
later. ""'the defeat of Mihirakula1 appears to have finally crushed 
the Huv,a political supremacy in India. 'For although the 
existence of a Hii1,1a community, and even of small Hiiv,a 
principalities, is known in later periods, the Hiiv,as no longer 

.·appear as a great power or even as a disturbing element in 
·Indian history. 

'The way in which Yasodhanwm refers to Mihirakula, particularly 
that his head was never before bent to anybody, is hardly compatible 
with the view that the latter had already suffered defeat in the baRds 
of Biiliiditya. I have therefore accepted the statement of Hiuen Tsang 
that Mihirakula's power was finally broken by Baliiditya, and conse
quently Yasodharman's victory must have preceded it. This view was 
held by Heras (IHQ. III, 1). It is not, however, unlikely as Hoernle 
suggested (]ASB. LVIII, Part I, p. 96) that Yaso.dharman, as a feudatory 
chief, helped· Narasiritha-gupta in his expedition against Mihirakula, 
. and later asserted independence and carried on· victorious raids even 
against" his suzerain. In later and more prosperous day:> his earlier 

·successful' operations against Mihirakula might ~have been easily 
.construed as an independent victory. 



CHAPTER X 

THE DISINTEGRA'l'ION OF 'fHE GUPTA EMPIRE 

About the time of the inroads of 'l'oramii\la and :Mihirakula, 
and largely as a direct consequence of them, we notice a steady 
progress of the forces of disintegration within the empire itself. 
Feudal chiefs an~ high officials gradually assumed great power 
and authority and finally set up as independent kings. The 
dwindling resources of the empire are shown by the poor and' 
scanty coinage of a single type. The inscriptions of different 
chiefs such as the Maukharis and Later Guptas refer. to battles 
in all directions, and although we cannot always locate them,. 
they unerring!y indicate a period of unrest and excitement. 
Taking advantage of this situation Harishel}a, the Vakataka 
ruler, invaded Malwa. According to the Vakiitaka records he 
conquered or extended his political authority ove1· Malava, 
Gujrat and other countries (see ante Ch. V). Althongh the 
exact date of Harishet)a is not known, he flourished towards. 
the close of the fifth and the beginning of the sixth century A.D. 

It is probable, therefore, that it was during the troul:Hc and 
confusion following the invasion of Torama!Ja that he invaded 
the distracted province of Miilava and obtained some success. 
But his triumph was short-lived. Soon an ambitions and enter
prising hero appeared on the scene. This was Yasodharman,...
who not only established independent authority in Miilava bitt 
wp.s soon .in a position to hurl open defiance against the emperor. 

Little is known of Yasodharman's origin sa,·e that he had 
probably some connection with the family to which belonged· 
· tl1e long line of rulers ending with Bandhu-varmaii who 
governed Malava or a part of it, as a feudatory chief under 
Kumara-gupta I wit{!. . Dasapura (Mandasor) as his capital. 
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But nearly a century intervened between Bandhu-vannan and • 
VaSodharman, and we do not know anything about the history 
or activiti~ of this family during this period. Sttddently, some 
time about 530 A.D., Ya5odharman appears as a meteor in the 
political horizon, carries his victorious arms far and wide, and 
sets up ;:t big empire. Like a meteor again, he suddenly 
vanishes, and his empire" perishes with him. 

All that we know of the achievement _of Yasodharman by 
way of military conquests is derived mainly from an inscrip
tion (No. 70) engraved in duplicate on .two stone pillars at 
Mandasor. It is a pra.sasti of the type of Sanmdra~gupta's 
Allahabad Pillar Inscription, but unlike the latter it does not 
specify the countries conquered by Yasodharman. Instead we 
find only a soniewhat vague and bo~stful· assertion that 
"spurning (the confinement of) the boundaries of his own 
house", he conquered 'those countries which were not enjoyed 
(even) by the Gupta Lords and which the command of the chiefs 
of the Hfi\las failed to penetrate', and, further, that to his feet 
bow down chiefs "from the neighbourhood of the riv~r Lauhitya 
up to the mountain Mahei1dra, and from Himalaya up to the 
Western Ocean". The only specific reference to any colHJUest 
is that over Mihirakula, referred to above. · 

Such a general and conventional description of universal 
conquest (digvijaya), so familiar to us in Sanskrit poetry and 
royal prasastis, cannot of course be taken at its face value, 'and 
we shall hardly be justified in regarding Yasodha'nnan, o1i the 
basis of this record alone, as th"e sole monarch of Northern India. 
At the same time such a claim, publicly made, miisf·ha·ve""some 
basis in fact, and we need hardly doubt that y asodhal'man w~s 
a great conqueror. It seems also to be quite clear that his an1ls 
were mainly directed against, and his conquests ·were mostly 
accomplished at the cost of, the Hfi1;1as a~d the Guptas, though 
probably some other power's also ·had to feel the weight of h_is 
power. . .. 
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The fact that the region round Mandasor formed the centre 
of Yasodharman's empire and the principal seat of his authority 
makes it probable that he first rose to power and distinction by 
freeing the country from the Hftt;J.a yoke. He probably com
pleted the task which Bhiinu-gupta failed to accomplish or only 
partially suc~eeded in doing. lit was probably in course of this 
struggle with the Hftl}.as that he came into conflict with 
Mihirakula and defeated him. By this great victory he must 
have risen to power and distinction, and then he made a bold 
bid for the imperial power./ 'l'he gupta emperor, Narasithha
gupta, was unable to check his growing power, and for some 
time Y asodhannan seemed to have carried everything before 
him. (But in spite of his brilliant military success he failed to 
achieve any permanent result.> 'l'his is demonstrated by the 
fact that in 543 A.D. a Gupta emperor, and not Ya5odharman, 
was invoked as suzerain in a land-grant in N. BengaC As we 
have noted abov~, the Parivrajaka rulers acknowledged Gupta 
suzerainty as late as 528 A.D. Yasodharman's short-lived 
triumph may, therefore, be reasonably placed during the interval 
between these dates. This is confirmed by the only other 
inscription (No. 71) that we possess of the time of Yasodharman, 
also found at Mandasor, dated in 533-4 A.D. 

How Yasodharman's power came to an end still remains a 
mystery. It may be due to his natural death, or the assertion 
of centrifugal forces in the empire which he had himself brought 
into being. 'His dazzling success probably led others, such as 
the Maukharis or the Later Guptas, to imitate his example, 
and there wal:\ perhaps a general uprising among the feudatories 
of the Gupta empire.} The bond that had hitherto knit 
together, however loosely, the vast dominions from the Bay of 
Bengal to the Arabian Sea was cut by the cruel sword, not of 
the Hftt;~a chiefs, but of the ambitious Yasodharman, and he 

' This point will be further discussed in the next chapter. 
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was probably the fiz:st victim to perish in the· resulting chaos 
and conflagration. , 

Shortly after the great coup .of Yasodhannan, and 
perhaps as an inevitable consequence thereof, several power
ful feudal principalities were es~ablished in the very heart 
of the Gupta empire. The most powerful of them were the 
Maukharis and· the Lat~r Guptas. The history of both these 
dynasties will be treated in greater detail in the next volume, 
and here we shall only briefly notice their activity during the 
first half of the sixth century A.D . 

. The Maukharis1 were a very ancient family, but did not 
come into prominence. as a politi<;al power till the sixth century 
A.D. Two branches of this family ruled as feudatory chiefs 
under the Guptas, one in Bihar and the other in U. P. Of the 
first we know only the names of three kings . from three ins- ' 
criptions engraved on the Barabar and Nagarjuni Hills, about · 
rs miles to the rtorth-_east of Gaya. These were Yajfiavarman, 
who probably founded this family, his son $ardulavarman, and 
his grandson Anantavannan .. We hardly_ know anything about 
them. · 

The other branch of the Maukharis ultimately beeame more 
powerful. The founder of this family, Harivarman; was suc
ceeded by his son Adityavarman, and the latter by his son Isvara
vannan. All these three bear the title M3hqraja and nothing 
definite is known about them. But Isanavarman, the son of 
ISvaravarrtian, assumed the title Mahariijadhiriija, and we knO\v 
from his record2 that he defeated the Gau<;ias, the Andhras .and 
the. Sulikas .. The GauQ.as, whom he is said to have forced to 
take shelter towards. the sea-shore, were undoubtedly· the people 
of Western Bengal. The Andhras probably refer to the 
Vish~ukUJ;l<;iins of Eastern Deccan ; but· the $iilikas cannot be 
identified with certainty. It 'ivould thus appear that Isana-

1 For the Maukhari inscriptions cf. · CII. III, Nos. 47-St. 
I ET. XIV, Ill.. 

. . I 
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varman was the first lHaukhari chief to set up an independent 
kingdom. He was undoubtedly a powerful king, for he not 
only assumed the title Mahariijiid.hiriija, but also issued coins 
in his own name. These coins very closely resemble those of 
Toramiit;1a, and as the Maukharis are expressly mentioned in 
a Later Gupta record as having defeated the Hftt;las, that great 
achievement might also be probably set to his credit. One of 
l1is known dates is 6II 5:ialin:at or 554 A.D., and there is thus 
no doubt that his rise to power and greatness synchronises with 
the downfall of the Gupta empire. 

The I~ater Guptas were also at first feudatories of the 
Imperial Cuptas. As Kumiira-gupta, the fourth king of this 
family, defeated Isanavarman, the fourth Maukhari king, we 
may hold that the I~ater Guptas rose into prominence about 
the same time :+s the Maukharis. \Ve know very little of the 
three predecessors of Kumiira-gupta 'Viz., Krisht;la-gupta, 
Harsha-gupta and Jivita-gupta. Reference is made in the 
A ph sad Inscription, 1 a late seventh century record of the family, 
to the military campaigns of Jivita-gupta both in the Himalayan 
region and on the sea-shore ; but as no earlier record of the 
family is available, we cannot say whether these campaigns 
were undertaken by him as a feudatory on behalf of the 
Imperial Guptas, or as .an independent king on his own behalf. 
The same uncertainty prevails, to ·a certain extent, in regard 
to the defeat inflicted by .the next king Kumara-gupta upon 
Isanavarman. But whether Kumiira-gupta fought with Isana
varman on behalf of his imperial master, or on his own behalf 

. for t4e spoils of· the empire, his success must have paved the 
· way to the fortunes of his own family. When we remember 

that there is no' reference in any record to a Gupta emperor 
after 543. A.D., we may well believe that from the time of 
Kumiira-gupta, if not before, the Later Guptas had, to all 

' CII. III, 200. 
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intents and purposes, assumed an .independent position. Tlia:t 
the success attained by Kumiira-gupta was. both great and 
pernianent is proved by the fact, recorded in the Aphsad ins
cription, that he had advanced up to Prayaga where he died, 
and that· his son Damodara-gupta again defeated the Maukharis 
though he himself probably died or was seriously wounded in 
the battle. 1 

The subsequent history of the Later ·Guptas does not 
concern us here.~ But we have ·to discuss· two questions of great 
importanee concerning then,1. which have a bearing on the 
history of the Imperial Guptas. In the first plac~, the name
ending Gupta of all the kings, save one, raises the question 
whether this family was in any way . related to the Imperial 
Cuptas. The contemporaneity, the similar name-ending, and· 
the possession of a part of the Gupta empire no doubt raise a 
sfrong presumption in favour of this view. But on the other 
harid, · cOI1sidering the usual tendency of the court-Writers to 
exaggerate. the importance of the royal families even to the 
extent of .giving them pedigrees reaching not only to epic heroes 
but also to ~he sun and .the moon, it must· be regarded as very 

.·surprising that. no allusion should have. been made in their 
inscriptions to. any. connection with the Imperial Guptas if there 
were e~en any remote basis for it. In the Aphsad Ins., for 

·exatpple, Krish~a-gupta, the first king, ·is simply said to belong . 
to a good family (sad-1Jamsal],), and one wonders whether the 
author· of this long prasasti would have omitted to refer to the 
Cupta lineage if there were even any tradition to that effect 
current in his time. This evideuce, . though negative i~ 

• .. •. t 

· 
1 Fleet's translation of the passage, convexing the idea that the 

king expired in the fight, is generally accepted. Mr. K. C. Chatto~ 
padhyaya, however, argues that the passage does not refer to Damodara· 
·gupta's death, but only speaks of his swoon and of his . subsequent 
awakening, i.e., regaining consciousness. (D. R. Bhandarkar Volunu, 
pp. 181 !f). He has also pointed out that the inscripti()n r"efers tq the 
v1ctory and not defeat of Damodara-gupta, as supposed by· Pr, B_asak 
(HNI. p. 12..1). · · 
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character, at least raises great doubts about any connection 
whatsoever between the Imperial Guptas and the Later Guptas. 
In the absence of any positive corroborative evidence, it is 
difficult to accept the view that the Later Guptas were related 
by blood to ~he Imperial Cuptas, although they inherited the 
family-title and part of their territories. 1 

Far more difficult is the question of the original home of 
the Later Guptas. Adityasena, the first king of the family of 
whom we possess contemporary records, undoubtedly ruled in 
Magadha towards the close of the seventh century A.D., and so 
did all his successors. But although all their inscriptions, so far 
discovered, have been found in M:agadha, doubts have been 
entertained whether originally they were rulers of this province. 

It has been suggested by some that the · Later Guptas 
were rulers of l\lii.lava till Adityasena founded a kingdom in 
Magadha. The main argument in favour of this view seems 
to be that as the Imperial Guptas certainly ruled in Magadha 
up to 530 A.D. and the Maukharis held sway over it in the 
latter half of the sixth century A.D., the early rulers of the 
Later Gupta family could not rule in that province, and, as 
Mahasena-gupta is said to be king of Malava in the Harsha~ 
Charita, all his predecessors, too, presumably ruled in that 
province.2 

This view is based on the assumption that KrishJ.ta-gnpta, 
Harsha-gupta and Jivita-gupta all ruled as independent 
sovereigns from the latter part of the fifth century A.D. Of this. 
there is no evidence whatsoever. They might have been pro-
vincial governors or other high officials who, as we have seen 
above, assumed the titles of Mahiiriija, and their military cam
paigns described in Aphsad Inscription mig!J.t have been under
taken on behalf of the Imperial Guptas. There are at least two 
important considerations which militate against the view that 

' IC. VIII, 33. 
I JBORS .. XIX, 402. 
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they were originally rulers of Malava. In the first place, it is 
ilicompatible with the history of Yasodharman whose centre 
of authority was :11alava. Secondly, }ivita-gupta, of the Later 
Gupta family, who flourished about the same time, is said to 
have fought on the sea-shore which indicates the eastern region. 
of the Gupta empire. 

The probability, therefore, is that the Later Guptas had • 
.not founded any distinct kingdom until after the overthrow. <)f 
the Gupta' empire, and then they fought with the Maukharis 
and other powers for a share of the spoil. They probably 
retained as much· of it as they could and may be regarded as 
the residuary 'legatee of the Gupta empire. Magadha1 and 
Northern Bengal, \vhich were thelast strongholds of the Gupta 
emperors, were probably seized by them. They also p~obably 
laid claims to other parts of the empire including Malwa, of 
which they might have got· possession even somewhat earlier, 
after the downfall of the· short~liyed empire of Vasodha:rman. 
Later, when Sasatika established an independent kingdom in 
GauQ.a, the Later Guptas were confined t<? Malava. Although 
this vie\'v cannot be supported in all details by positive evidence, 
it reconciles all that we know about the Later Guptas and is 
not contrary to any knpwn fact. · But a detailed discussion of 
this topic takes us beyond the period under rt'liew and must 
be reserved for the next volume. 

The Maukhar;is and. the Later Guptas were not the only 
powers that came into prominence by the decline of the Gupta 
Empire. Vatiga (South and East Bengal) also finally shook 
off the ~uzerainty of the Guptas, and at least from the second 

• ' Even if we assume that two Maukhari kings were in possession of 
the village of Varut;~ika (Shahabad district) in the 'latter half of the 
sixth century A.D. it does not necessarily foilow that the Later Guptas 
could not hold sway· in any part of M\\gadha. Mahasena-gupta must 
have been in possession of at least a part of Magadha before he could. • 
reach the Lauhitya (Brahi)laputra) river. Portion· of Magcdha might. 
have frequently changed hands in th~ long stmgg}e between the 
Maukharis and the Later Guptas. · 

14 
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quarter of the sixth century A.D., if not before, ranked as an 
independent kingdom. 1 

Reference has already been made above to Vainya.-gupta 
ruling over this region in so6 A.D. His status and position in 
the Imperial Gupta family are unknown. A copper-plate 
(No. 45) found at ,Gunaighar, r8 miles to the north-west 
of Comilla in E. Beng~:J.];' records a grant of land in that neigh
bourho6cl to a Buddhist monk by Maharaja Vainya-gupta, who 
mediates on the feet of Mahade,va, in the current year r88 
(=so6 A.D.). The grant was triad~ at the instance of his vassal 
Maharaja· Rudradatta, and another vassal-chief, Maharaja Vijaya
sena, who held ·seyeral high offices, was its diitaka. Although 
'vainya-gupta is st.yled Maharaja, he had more than one vassal
chief undtlr him bearing thE! same title, and there is no doubt 
that he held a fairly high position, even though he was not the 
suze:rahr ruler 'at that time. That he certainly occupied this 
position, either then or later, is indicated by his gold coins 
and the Naland:a Seal referred to above. Whether in that 
.capacity he ruled over the whofe empire or merely a portion 
·of Bengal, if -not the whole of it, cannot be determined, but 
the latter view seems more probable. In other words, it is just 
possible that he prochtimed himself the rightful emperor, but 
his actual authority was confined to Bengal or a part thereof. 
If this were the case, we may trace from this time the existence 
e>f an independent kingdrun i·u Bengal. But, in any case; not 
1ong after his death, Vailga rises into importance as an ih
dependent kingdom under d'acal rulers who assumed the title 
Ma.hiira;jadhiriija. The first of them, Gopachandra, had a vassal
chief Maharaja Vijayasena ruling -Q_Yer Vardhamana-bhukti, 
.i,e. Burdwan division in W. Bengal. It~ is pr~bable that this 
Vijayasena is identical with the chief of the same name who 
~erved as du.taka. in the Grant of Vainya-gupta. In that C'ase 

• For detailed discussion of this topic cf. HBR. pp. 51 ff. 
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~ may consider it as highly probable, that Gopachail.dra 
!ru:ceeded to the dominions of Vainya-gupta; not long· after 
506-7 A.D .. and that these extended from Burdwan to Comilla. 
But be that as· it may, Gopachandra and two other Jrings, 
Dharmaditya and Sam'adW.radeva, must be regarded as in
dependent· kings, as they all assumed the title Maharajiidhiraja. 
Samacharadeva also ·issued gold coins resembling those of the 

·last Gupta emperor anlf assumed the title Narendraditya. The 
records of these kings refer· to two · important provinces, 
Vardhamana-bhukU and NavyavaWika (or SuvaqJavithi), as 
being ruled by their governors. It may thus be hetd that they 
ruled over South Bengal and at least a portion of Eastern and 
Western Bengal during the second and third · quarters of the 
sixth century A.D. 

It has been stated above that Isanavarman defeated the 
Gaw;las and forced them to take shelter in the sea-shore. It 
is not unlikely that this refers to a conflict with GOpachandril 
or one of his. successors. For GaucJ.a denoted in a vague. way 
both Western and Northern Bengal, and Gopacha1;1dra's domi
nions certainly included territories in Western Bengal. It is 
worthy of note ·that no record of the two successors of Gopa
chandra has been found in Western Bengal. It is not impossible,·· 
therefore, that Isanavarman succeeded in driVing these kings 
from Western Bengal, and as they were forced to fall back on 
the marshy and deltaic lands of Southern Bengal, the Maukhari 
king could fittingly describe them as samudrasraya (sheltered 
by the sea). It may be recalled that Jivita-gupta of the Later 
Gupta family is also said to have fought against enemies who 
lived on the sea-shore. Here, too, the reference might be to . 
the people of Lower Bengal who had declared independence 
of the Gupta empire. The probability i$ not altogether excluded 
that the military campaigns of Isanavarman and ]ivita-gupta 
were undertaken, jointly or severally, on behalf of the Gupta 
emperor, their nominal overlord. But in view of the very 
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meagre data that we possess, these conclusions are very u. 
certain. If the GauQ.a-enemy of Isanavarman were differe~~ 

, from Gopachandra or his successor, we have to presume that 
the people of. West Bengal, too, were asserting their authority 
and had come to be recognised as an important political entity. 
But we have no definite information of its political status at 
this period. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE FALL OF THE GUPTA EMPIRE 

we- are now in a position to resume the history of Nara
sithha-gupta Baladitya (See p. 193) and to view his reign in a 
true perspective. He had ascended the throne at a time when 
internal dissensions and foreign invasion (under HarisheJ}a and 
Toraatav.a) had still further weakened the power and pt·estige 
o{ the empire ·which had already been considerably diminished, 
even in the reign of Budha-gUpta: -ths-~ empire now 

. resembled the Mughal empire after the 'death of Aurangzeb. 
The imperial authority was acknowledged in name, but already 
some provincial satraps and feudatory chiefs behaved almost 
like independent r~lers. It was not long before YaSodharman 
openly took up arms against the Gupta emperor and began his 
victorious · raids·: But although we may credit Yasodharman 
with a number of successful military campaigns, it is difficult 
to believe that he could consolidate his con9uests and establish 
a big .empire. It is interesting to note in this connection how 
epigraphic evidence clearly indicates that his conquests did not 
bring about any political change either in the eastern or in the 
western extremities of the area/~ver which he is said to have 

II . 
carried his victorious arms. No less than fourteen Valabh~ 
Grants ranging in date between 525 and 545 A.D. have been 
discovered so far. They all refer to Maharaja Dhruvasena and 
are drawn up in the normal style reflecting no political change 
of any importance. In N. Bengal, as we shall see, a· grant 
dated 543 A.D. definitely. refers to the Gupta emperor. These 
may not be regarded as conclusive evidences, but certainly 
favour the supposition that YaSodharman's campaigns were of 
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the nature of military raids and marked no important change 
in the pqlitical map of Northern· India . 

.rllut ~lthough Narasimha-gupta had survived the onslaught 
of YaSodharman, the prestige and authority of the Gupta 
empire received a shattering blow. Taking advantage of the 
situation, Mihirakula, whose power was curbed but not broken 
by Ya5odharman, began his depredations into the very heart 
of the empire, and if we may believe Hiuen Tsang, the Gupta 
emperor was even forced to pay tribute to the HutJ.a chief. 
But when his oppression and cruelties exceeded all bounds, 
the proud descendant of Skanda-gupta made a final effort to 
rid the country of this cruel scourge. How he achieved com
plete success has already been described. 

Narasimha-gupta's victory over Mihirakula must have 
enhanced the imperial prestige and given it an added lease of 
life. 'He was followed on the throne by his son and grandson, 
Kumara-gupta III aud VishQ.u-gupta, whose reigns may be 
placed between 535 and 550 A.D. 

The hoard of gold coins found at Kalighat, as far as they 
can be traced now, consisted, according to Allan, "mainly of 
coins of Narasitbha-gupta, Kumara-gupta II and coins identical 
in cype to the preceding bearing the name Vish\).U under the 
king's arm." 1 These coins can now be reasonably attributed to 
the three successive kings Narasimha-gupta, Kumiira-gupta III 
and VishQ.u-gupta, known from the royal seals. It appears 

·from the coins that they assumed, respectively, the titles 
Baladitya, Kramaditya and Chandriiditya./ It is, however, just 
possible that some of the coins bearing the name of Kumiira
ppta might really belong to Kumiira-gupta II. Some of these 
coins are of very rude workmanship and base metal, and this 
debasement of coins, which commenced from the end of 
Narasimha-gupta's reign, continued right through to the end. 
The rebellion of Ya5odharman and the invasion of the HutJ.aS 
tnight well account for this. But the very fact that gold coin& 
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were still being issued by the emperors shOW:$ that the gr~t 
imperial fabric had not finally collapsed even i;;l Vishl):u-gupta's 
time. - , 

The same inference may he derived from a study of the 
only epigraphical record of the period that we possess. It is 
the latest of the five copper-plates found at Damodarpur in 
N. Bengal (No. 48). The record, which closely resembles in 
contents and phraseology the, other four plates (Nos. 20, 21'-- 38, 
40) belonging --to the reigns 'of Kumara-gupta . I an~ Budha- · 
gupta, is dated in. the year 224 ( = 543 A.D.) and refers to the 
Gupta emperor in' the usual style. Unfortunately the first part 
of the name of the- emperor cannot be read with certainty, 
though the name-ending Gupta .is quite clear. Dr .• Basak, who 
edited the record, •read the name. doubtfully as Bhanu-gupta, 
but according toY. R. Gupte and H. Krishna Sastri the name 
is probably Kumara. 1 If this latter view be accepted, it would 
support the genealogical and chronological sch_eme adopted by 
us, and we might refer the record to the reign of Kumiira-gupta 

. in. The attribution to Bhanu-gupta. ~s less liKely as the date 
• of the record is now known to be 224, and not 214 as Dr. Basak 

thought, and there is an interval of 33 years between this and 
the only other (No. 47) known record of Bhii.nu-gupta. · 

But whosoever may be the king who issued the· record; it 
proves the continued existence of the Gupta empire, at least in 
eastern parts, even after the triumphant progress ef Ya5o~ 
dharman to the banks of the Lauhitya river. A comparisOn of 
it with the fourth Damodarpur Copper-plate (No. 40) issued in 
the reign of Budha-gupta shows what little impression the 
raid of Ya5odharman produced on the. Qupta adi_ninist~ative : 
machinery in N. Bengal, a province which the great cqnqueror 
almost certainly must have passed on his way, if he had really 
proceeded as far as the Brahmaputra .river. Although the two 

1 ]IH. IV, Part m, pp. 118-9; EI.,. XVII, 193, fn, t. 
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records are separated by an interval of nearly half a century, 
we find the same administrative machinery at work in the 
district, the same method and procedure followed in the tran
sactions for sale of lands,.an,d what is most interesting, probably 
one of the members of the district court (or Board) viz. Nagara
sreshthin Ribhupala continued in service thrbughout this long 
period. There does not appear to have been any violent break 
in the history or tradition of the imperial Gupta rule in Eastern 
India. 

One significant change has, however, to be noticed. The 
Uparika-Maharaja who was governing Puv4ravardhana-bhukti 
in 543 A.D. is called "Raja-putra-Deva-bha(tiiraka". The most 
reasonable interpretation· seems to be that Deva, the son of the 
etnperor, was then the governor of N. Bengal. This evidently 
gave an added importance to the province which is indicated 
by. the addition of 'hastyas'Ua-ja:n.a' before the word 'bhoga' 
following the governor's name. During the century preceding 
this record, N. Bengal was governed by Chirata-datta, Brahnta
datta and Jaya-datta, probably all belonging to the same Datta 
family. The reason why an imperial prince replaced this family 
is not 'known to us. But the fact is not without significance. 
Usually, at the time of the decline of an empire, the provincial 
governors beLome almost like independent hereditary rulers. 
Here the process is entirely reversed. This unerringly indicates 
theltrong hold of the Gupta emperors in this region. 

Hiuen Tsang described Baladitya as king of Magadha, and 
it is doubtful if after YaS<Jdharman's coup d'etat, any territory 
further west acknowledged the suzerainty of the empire. As 
noted above, immediately. to the north-west of Magadha, the 
Maukharis were coming into l?rominence, and although it is 
very likely. that they joined Baladitya in the crusade against 
the Hfi\Jas, as s11ggested above, they soon set up an indepen
dent kingdom.· Furth~r west, ip. :Malava, the Later Guptas 
had probably established virtual/ independence after the death 
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of Yasodharman. Southern, and a part of Western and Eastern, 
Bengal had already formed an independent kingdom. The rule 
of the last two emperors was, therefore, confined to Ma~adha 
and N. B~ngal. 1 

· How and when the imperial Gupta fatllily 
•came to- 1~~~ this last stronghold. of their power still re~fns 
unknown. But the growin·g power of the Maukhafis and. the 
Later Guptas, and to a certain extent the rise of GauQ.a and 
Vanga (Bepgal) as political powers, must have been the most 
important/factors that brought about the final collapse of the 
imperi~l-~Guptas. A copper-plate Grant found at Amaunjl2 in 
the.~ Gaya District was · issued by Kumarkmiitya-Mahiiriija 

Nandaria in 232 ( = 551-52 A.D.) without any reference to the 
Gupta Emperor. This probably indicates the ·virtual end of 
~ta empire before that date. 

In spite of the many uncertain factors in the history of 
the period, the above review will make it clear that the Hii\).a 
invasion cannot be regarded as the chief cause of the downfall 
·of ,the empire. It no doubt operated as an important contri
butory ·factor, but the internal dissensions iti the imperial 
familyii the ambitious enterprise of Ya5odharman and ·the 
assertion of independence by . feudal vassals and provincial 
governors were mainly instrumental in bringing about 'its 
·Collapse.3 The Hiil}a menace was great, but that barbarous 
horde was kept in check throughout the :fifth century A.D., and 
:although later they caused damages and devastations on a large 
·:Scale, they never counted as a lasting factor in Indian politics. 
But for the short period of Mihirakula's success after Ya8o
·dharman's death, they never played even any important 

• 
1 A mission was sent by ihe C.hinese emperor in A.D. • S39 to the 

'Court of Magadha, and Paramiirtha accompanied this mission to China 
where he spent the rest of his life. The Court of Magadha evidently 
refers to the Gupta Emperor, and proves tl1e existence of this kingdom 
ju 539 A.D. 

s EI. X, 50. 
• Cf. PH41.• App. D, p. 531. 
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political r61e save in the , border regions of Kashmir and 
Afghanistan. The decline and downfall of the Gupta empire 
was brought about by the same causes which operated in the 
case of the Maurya empire in the older and the Mughal empire 
in later days. 



CHAPTER XII 

SOUTH INDIA. 

The three centuries and a half of South Indian history, 
forming the subject of this Chapter, are full of unsettled ques
tions. The fitful evidence, alike of literature and epigraphy,. 
admits of diverse interpretations ; consequently there is no 
consensus of opinion among the scholars who have written 
on this period. However, no attempt will be made here t<> 
review rival 'theories j our aim will be. rather to state the 
evidence concisely and offer the minimum of comment calculated 
to set forth our view of the most probable course of the events. 
of the period. 

I. THE CLOSS OF THE SANGAM AGE. ___...-:::-:::----- . 
The later phases of Sangam poetry in Tamil may well be· 

taken to fall within our period, and the celebrated Chola 
monarch Karikiila and his contemporary who ruled in Kiifi.chi, 
Tm;t<;laiman Ilam Tiraiyan (I}andiraiyan), may well be placed 
about its commencement or a little earlier. The two .kings are 
extolled in two poems by one P<>et, Uruttirangal}.l}.anar, a 
Brahmin of Ka<;liyaliir. To a somewhat later period belonged 
Nannan of Kovk:anam ·and 'the minor chieftains famed for their 
patronage. of the arts and for that reaso~ counted along with: 
some earlier names as Ka<;lai-yelu-vallalkal, the Seven Patrons 
of the las't Sangam. Later than this generation was that 
dominated by the Pa\l<;iyan ruler, Ne<;lufijeliyan. This may b~ 
inferred from the facts that Nakkirar who celebrates him in the 
Ne<;lu-nal-va<;lai mentions Karikala in one of his poems1 and 

'Aham, 141. 
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that none of the poets of the age of Karikiila makes any 
reference to Ne<;lufijeliyan though they know of lesser PiilJQ.yan 
names. This Piil;t<;lya was also a great patron of learning, but 
there is evidence that even after him the patronage of Sangam 
Tamil literature was continued for a time by Nalliyakko<}an, 
Kumav.an1 and -others, though not on the same scale as before. 
The several generations of Chera princes who were contem
porary with all these monarchs and chieftains complete the 
picture of the political map of the Tamil country in this period. 

No connected account of political history is possible in the 
absence of a settled chronology· and of genealogies of the ruling 
dynasties. All our knowledge comes from disconnected poems 
of various iioets preserved in schematic anthologies put together 
long after the time of original composition ; the occasion of the 
poem and the name of its author rest on colophons added to the 
poems by their editors, and we have n,o means of controlling 
ihe tradition preserved in these colophons. We have indicated 
above the relative chronology of the most important land-marks 
in our period.2 Within the broad framework of this relative 
chronology some outstanding· facts may be briefly noticed, and 
the social life of the age may be sketched with greater confidence 
in the. light of contemporary' literature. Karikiila and Koccen
gat,tan are the two most prominent rulers of the Chola kingdom 
and the names of both have. been decked by posterity in rain
bow hues of legend. The son of Ilafijetchenni, who was dis
tinguished for the beauty of his numerous war-chariots, 
Karikula was deprived of his birth-right by his enemies and 
<;onfined in a prison for some years. He effected his escape by 
overpowering the prison guards, and made himself king. In a 
great battle at Ve\Wi3 now·called Koyil Vel}V.i, fifteen miles to 

1 Siruf>ii1J., Puram, 158. 
• The Chronology of the Early Tamils by K. N. Sivaraja Pillai 

(Madras 1932) is of no value owing to its grave defects of method. 
• A ham, 55, 246; Puram, 66; and Porunar.arruppagai, 11. 146·8. 
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the east of . Tanjore, he inflicted a defeat on the Pav<Jya and 
the Chera who appear to have lent their support to Karikala's 
domestic enemies; along with eleven ·minor chieftains . who 
shared the defeat with them; the Chera king Perum Seral 
Adan, who received a wound on his back in the course of ~he 
battle, expiated the dishonour by starving himself to death on 
the field. Vevvi was thus the turning point·· in Karikala's 
career ; the victory seated him firmly on his ancestral throne 
and secured for him the hegemony of the Tamil state system 
for. the rest of his life. Another· engagement at Vahaipparan
dalaP and expeditions against the Ar:uvalar2 in the lower valley 
of the Pevvar; and the Oliyar, probably a predatory tribe of 
Naga extraction, who were tamed by Kiuikala into a settled 
life, are among the other known events of this·· great king's 
reign. A certain Adimandi is the subject of many poems·; one
of them by· Paravar3 states that her J:!.usband Attan Atti was 
being drowned . in the mohth of the Kaveri and· that. he 
was rescued from the sea by _ another woman Marudi. 
The Silappadikiiram says !that Adimandi was Karikala's 
daughter. Karikala was a follower of the Vedic religion, . . 
a patron of Brahmms and poeti, and a promoter . of 
art, industry and trade. He made his mark as an im
partial judge. He was also a gqod liver who spent a fair 
amount of time in feasts, drinking and the company of women. 
In later ages· the achievements of Karikii.la were magnified into 
a conquest of practically the whole of India ; but the most 
celebrated among his legendary achievements is ·the construc
tion of the floodbanks of the Kaveri with the aid of prisoners _ 
from Ceylon ·(Ceylonese story) and t.with that of several sub
ordinate kings· among whom wa5 'rril;letra -Pallava who lost his 

.~ .. ., 

1 Aham, 125. 
• Patti?fappa!ai, 11. 274-5. 
• A ham, 222. 
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third eye for refusing to carry out the emperor's behest (Telugu
ChoQ.a inscriptions). 

Tol).c;laiman l!andiraiyan who ruled in Kafichipuram must 
have been a younger contemporary of Karikala who reached 
eminence after the death of the great Chola monarch ; for not 
only does he not figure among the enemies of Karikala, but he 
is clearly said to have commanded the respect of the three 
crowned kings of the Tamil land. 1 He was doubtless an inde
pendent ruler, and there is no support for the views often put 
forward that he was a grandson of Karikala or a viceroy ap
pointed to rule Kafichi after Karikala's conquest of that city. 
I}andiraiyan is ·said to have been born in the line of Vishl).tt 
in the family givet;J. by the waves of the sea (tirai) and thence 
called Tiraiyan ; the family had also the name· of Tol).c;laiyar 
and were noted for their prowess in war and success in the 
storming df enemy forlresses. Ilandiraiyan's sceptre shunned 
evil and scrupulously followed the path of Dharma. The name 
Tol).Q.ai then applied both to the ruling dynasty and the country, 
.exactly like Chola, Chera and P~c;lya ; but totr4ai is also the 
name of a creeper (Capparis horrida), and to this fact must be 
traced the, name Pallava (sprout) of the rulers of Tol).Q.aimaJ,lQ.a
lam in later times, and the legend recorded by the commentator 
N accinarkkiniyar that the child born of a liaison between a 
Chola prince and a Naga maiden was floated on the sea with a 
twig of the totuf,ai tied to him for identification in accordance 
with the prior understanding between the lovers--a case of 
euhemerism accounting at once for the names Tiraiyan and 
Tol).c;laiyar. What the relation was, if any, between the 
Tiraiyar-Tol).c;laiyar and the Pallavas, and what the interval 
was between the t~o lines of the rulers of Kanchi, can hardly 
be determined at present. 

'Pera§iriyar, however, in his comment on Tol. Marapu, 83 counts 
this rule[. as a princeling not of full regal rank. We follow the words 
in the text of the poem here as elsewhere. 
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I}andiraiyan thus stands alone as we know nothing of hb 
predecessors or successors of the Tol)c,laiyar line from any source. 
He is counted among the poets of the Sangam age like many 
another prince and patron of poets in that period. 

Of a later generation than Karikala and l}andiraiyim was 
Nec;luiijeliyan, the Piil;lc;lyan king who is always distinguished 
from his namesakes by the attribute Talaiyalaganattucceru
venra, i.e., victorious in the'battle of Talaiyalaganam. Among 
the predecessors of this ruler, was MudukuQ.umi Peruvaludi, a 
fierce warrior as well as the performer of many sacrifices, who 
is styled Paramesvara in the Velvikuc;li grant of the eighth 
century A.D. which renewed his original grant of the village of 
Velvikuc;li (sacrifice settlement). NeQ.uiijeliyan himself was· 
~alled to the throne as a youth .. Tempted by his, tender age 
.and their own cupidity, his two neighbours, 'the Chola and the 
Chera, entered into a combin11tion with five minor chieftains 
and planned an invasion of the PavQ.yart kingdom. Nec;luii
jeliyan, however, 'rose equal to the occasion, and a simple poem 
:of great force and beauty attests the y~>nthful king's heroic 
resolve to hold his own at all costs. 1 His enemies took the 
·offensive greatly underrating . his strength and ability, and 
:hoping for an ea!?Y partition of his territory among themselves. 
NeQ.uiijeliyan had to commence the fight almost at the gates 
·of Madura ; but he soon threw the. enemies out of .his kingdom 
and pursued them across the frontier . into the Xanjore district. 
The decisive engagement took place at Talai-yalanganam, which 
probably is now represented by the village with art identical 
name Talai-1ilam-lro9;u, eight mile~ 1o the north-west of Tiru
viUfu. Chey, 2 the Chera king of the Elephant-look, was captured 
alive3 tn literal fulfilment of the vow taken by Nec;lunjeliyan 
on the eve of the campaign. . Aftef'·, his brilliant success in 

' J>ura.m, "72 . 
. , Tirwk'kural, 355 .comm: 
3 P~rn. 17. 
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defending his kingdom against foreign aggression, Negufijeliyan 
was engaged in successful wars against the Kongu chieftain 
Adigan, and another petty ruler nearer home, Evvi of Nigftr, 
from ·whom he wrested the two districts called Milalai and 
Muttftru and annexed them to his own kingdom. The battle· 
of Talai-yalanganam was a turning point in Pa1_1Q.yan history 
and was long cherished with pride by Negufijeliyan's suc
cessors ; a brief but vivid allusion to it occurs in a PiiJ;tQ.yan 
charter of the tenth century-the Sinnamanur plates of Raja
sithha II. Negufijeliyan was. a follower of the Vedic religion 
and performed sacrifices. Himself a poet of no mean order, 
he patronised many poets like Mangugi Marudan, Nakkirar and 
his father, and Ka!Hidanar ; their poems contain many traces
of an intimate admiration for the king and his qualities and 
achievements. 

The Chota monarch SetigaJJ.iin (Red-eye) defeated his Chera 
contemporary l<al)aikkal Irumporai in the battle of Kalumalam 
near Karuvftr ·in the Kongu country and took him prisoner. 
The victor finds a place in the hymns of the $aiva devotees 
Sambandar and Sundaramftrtti, as well as of the Vaish1,1ava 
Tirumangai Al var, and in the legendary genealogy of the Cholas 
of the Vijayalaya line. $etigal)an was believed to have wor
shipped Vish:Qu in Tirunaraiyiir, and constructed seventy ~ 
beautiful. temples enshrining the eight-armed !Sa (Siva). ' 

The Cheras have been mentioned more than once in the 
preceding paragraphs. We hear generally little of them besiQ.es 
their names, which are too cumbrous to be included in a general 
account like this. Students of Tamil literature have discussed 
at great length, but with inconclusive results, two questions of 
Chera history-the location of the Ch&a capital Vafiji, and the 
rule of succesSion in the royal line. Some would locate Vaiiji 
in Kariir in the Western confines of the modern Trichiru>poly 
district, while others identify it with TiruvafiJaikkalam on the 
west coast in the Cochin State. 
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' ··Whether .the· succession· in ·the Chera. royal line ,went from 
father to son or followed the matriarchal rule of inheritance by 
sister's sons (marumakka}-tiiyam) has also been ~debated at 
undue length ; and discussion has centred · round dubious- and 
cryptic expressions in the colophons to the extant portions of 
the anthology known· as 'the Ten Tens'. (Ptidirru/JPattu.) The 
only positive evidence o~ the matter points to succession in the 
male line~ 1 

· · 

Two facts of Chcra history deserve to be mentioned here. 
One is the victory -of Imaiyavaramban Ne<;lufijeral A.dan against. 
the Y,avanas of 'graceless harsh speech', ·who were made pri
soners . and subjected to ill-treatment, their hands being, tied 
behind· and oil being poured on their. heads ; besides they were 
relieved of . many precious . utensils and a good quantity of 
diamonds. ··These Yavanas were either Gree~s or the Arab 
intermediaries who took a prominent share in the trade·between 
India and the West. The other fact is the overthrow ·ofothe 

· Ka(h1mbu located in a delta near the· sea~another ·achievement 
attributed to the same ruler. One of his successors is said to 
have decapitated Nann.an whose capital city had the round
blossomed KaQ.an1bil near its portal. This recurring \varfare 
in which the Cheras seem to glory in the seizure and destruc
tion of the Kadamba tree as .their trophy deserves to be noted ; · 
it may well be ·that Natman's line and their 'guardian tree' 
(kiival -ma!am) of the ·l{a<;lambu anticipate· in the West the 
Kadambas ·of Vanavasi telebrated in inscriptions of a slightly 
later age, very much in the same manner as Ilandiraiyan and 
the line of Tol)<;laiyar in Kaiichi anticipate the Pallavas in the 
east .. But to conclude fro'm this that the Pallavas and Kadambas 
were' indigenous lines of· rulers of South Indian origin may not 
be correct ; for the probability remains of incoming dynasties 

'o·f ·.northern origin · adopting prevalent local tradition~ and 

·
1 Padirruppa.ttu, . 74.: 

IS 
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assimilating them, thus winning for themselves a larger claim 
to the affections of the local population.1 

• 

·In striking contrast to the obscurity of the political history 
of the period, is the vivid picture of the social and cultural 
conditions that stands out from the numerous poems of the age. 
The most prominent feature of its culture is its composite 
quality. It is the. unmistakable result of the blend of two 
originally distinct cultures, best desc;ribed as Tamilian ~nd 
Aryan, though it is by no means easy, without much preli~ 
minary study that must engage scholars for some years to come, 
to isolate the elements of the Pre-Aryan Tamil culture that 
have entered into the amalgam. Everything has already been 
thoroughly overlaid with the Aryan influences which act some
times as no more than a superficial yeneer thinly disguising the 
original traits, but more often pervades through and through 
transforming practices and institutions beyond recognition. 
There are at present no traces ·Of any literary work in the·Tamil 
language, however ancient, which does not betray Sanskrit in
fluence to some extent. Yet we may be quite certain that the 
bulk of the population, · like the bulk of the words employed 
in the literature of the time, were of pre-Aryan Tamilian 
origin ; only the spirit animating both has been thoroughly 
Aryanized. And this great cultural transformation was appa
rently effected in a: very peaceful manner ; the literature 
bears no sign of opposition to the inflow of the new in
fluences or conflict with them ; on the contrary there is abundant 
evidence that they were everywhere welcomed and embraced 
with alacrity. The same process was contintiedi as we know, 
in Ceylon and in the eastern colonies farther afield. 

The vision of the poets of our age was not limit.ed to the 

1 The 'Kadambas' have sometimes been spoken of :as pirates and 
the Chera victories as great naval achievements. There is no talk of 
Kadambas in this ronteid: but only of the KaQ.ambu tree in our sources. 
A unique naval.achievement against an unnamed island occurs however 
in Nos. 45 and 46 of Padirruppattu. 
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confines of the Tamil country ; the whole of India from the 
Himalayas to Cape Comorin is often referred to especially in 
connection with the conquests of different heroes. The Hindu 
colonies in the east across the seas and the regular trade that was 
carried on by them and other countries with South India are 
also mentioned. Urban life was fairly developed in a few ~entres, 
particularly the capital cities of Kafichi, Uraiyiir, Madura and 
Vaiiji ; these cities were well fortified, were surrounded by deep 
moats, and their .streets were broad and bazaars crowded. In 
the chief sea-port -towns like Mamallapuram, Puhar and Korkai 
the same features of urban life were reproduced with the addi- · 
tion of the residences of foreign. merchants· from many lands 
and the activities of busy customs officials and those engaged 
in loading and unloading vessels in the hatbour. 1 The row of 
lboats; that had·returned a. fter disposing.of .. cargoesof white.salt 
In exchange for paddy and were lying' in harbour, are com
pared, by the author of Pa!t~ri:.D:.PPiilai, 2 to a number of war horses 

~ . . . 
tethered in a row. In the extensive bazaar .of Puhar were many 
grand and spacious mansions, raised on platforms reached by 
high ladde1's ; these were naturally centres of art, culture and 
fashion. 3 In all parts of the town there were flags of various 
kinds and shapes flying in the air. Some were flags that were 
worshipped ·by many .as a high divinity and the entrances to 
their precincts were decorated with flo\vers. Others were white · 
flags raised on frames supported by posts, below which were 
made offerings of rice and sugar to precious boxes of merchan. 
dise. Yet others were flags that announced the ch.allenge of 
great and renowned teachers who had mastered many sciences 
and proclaimed their readiness to hold a public debate with 
other scholars. There were also flags waving on the masts of 
ships h~aving in the port of Pubar like huge elephants chafing 

' Maduraikkaiiji, 11. 536-44. 
•u. 29-32 . 
• 11. 142-80. 
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at their t>osts. Yet others, flying over shops where fish and 
flesh were being sliced and fried and whose thresholds were 
strewn with fresh sand and flowers, announced the sale of high
class liquor to their numberless customers. Drink was a very 
comtiiott luxury among high and low ; importe_d wines figured 
J)rominently in royal banquets, while lesser folk had to be 
content with country toddy and other varieties of drinks, among 
which tiJppi prepared from fermented paddy is spoken of very 
highly. 1 Courtesans skilled in music were another attraction o~ 
the city life, but the poets point out how their wily love cannot 
be compared with the deep devotion ()f the wedded wife. 

Our poets give ns beautiful pictures of other aspects of 
life also. The rural landscape, studded with coconut and mango 
trees, and characterised by the different agricultural activities 
is often described in rich colours. '!'he interesting features 
the life of hunters with their paraphernalia of dogs, nets at 

traps are also referred to. We get a vivid account of the life o 
the fishing folk of Puhar-how they caught and cooked fis 
on the shore, how they spent their leisure time in fierce duels, 
how they worshipped their traditional deities and ·how they spent 
their nights in music ~nd love-making. The pure and homely 
atmosphere of an Agrahiira village, where even the parrots in 
the unpretentious dwellings of the pious and learned Brahmins 
could nicit~ the Vedic hymns, is also reprOduced with equal 
success. And finally the poets do not fail to describe in glow
ing colours the warm and rich hospitality they often received 
from their royal patrons-how they spent their time pleasantly· 
in the palace listening to exquisite music, drinking delicious 
wines and eating to their hearts' · content rich dishes, vege
tarian and non-vegetarian, 'till. the edges of their teeth became. 

·blunt like the plough-shares after ploughing dry lands.' The 
kings used . to supervise personally - the reception of their 

1 Perumb6.tJ-4m&JIJIIU)ai, 1, 142. 
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minstrel guests, and they had very good reasons to do so ; for 
they were apprehensive that they would be· pilloried in their 
songs by disappointed and irate bards. 

2. THE EARLY PAI.LAVAs: 

The 8atavahana empire tottered to its fall towards the 
close of the second century A.D. or the beginning of the third. 
Heirs to the great Mauryas in the Deccan, the Satavahanas 
must l'ave come. into possession of all the country t}l~t had 
formed part of Asoka's empire ; certainly Vanavasi in tlie'West, 
and probably also To~H}.aimal}Qalam in the east thu~;Ftime under 
Sataviihana rule for a time. The families of N annan ·in the \Vest 
and Tiraiyar in the East are, as we have seen;· :inentioned in 
Tamil works that are best placed in the period of 'the with
drawal of &itavahana power fr<;>m the South .. They may well 
represent the natural power of the Tamil state system to extend 
into the region vacated by the rulers. of the Deccani or possibly 
of the Tamil states in these regions to emerge into h1depe:iidence 
after a period of.subordination· to northern rule. Ho,Ve~·er that 
may be, it ~'as not long before rulers Of nortl1ern origin and · 
affiliation once more took possession of these lands and ruled 
them for several generati~ns, the Chiitus and the .Kadambas 
in the West, and the Pallavas in the East. 

Epigraphy affords clear evidence that these . three lines of 
rulers, like the Ikslrvalms and Brihatphaliiyanas in tlie Tclugu 
country, continue the Satavahana tradition in· administration, 
and prima facie they are all instances of powerful local officials 
setting up independent rule with the weakening and dis
appearance of the central power to which they had. been subiect 
earli~r. Every\Nhcrc the charters· of· the: 'n~w , dynasties .retaiii 
the language, the script tmd tlie'o~cial titles of the. Sat~vah_anas ) 
later the laugu,age:J?.hap.ges info .sin.skrit andJhe script develGps 
new forms,: !lnd 'a £.\u:1:W!t sta~ .it(:tli~ tlavelopment· occais .when . . 
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the inscriptions become bi-lingual, partly Sanskrit and partly 
local idiom, Telugu, Tamil or Kanarese. The last stage was 
not reached within the limits of our period. 

The origin of the Pallavas has been• much debated ; some 
would postuiate for them a Parthian (Pahlava) origin, and 
suppose that, like Suvisakha, the Pallava minister (am.iitya) 
of Rudra-dii.man in Surashtra, the' founder . of the Pa11ava 
dynasty might have been a Sii.tavii.hana official of foreign extrac
tion ; this is a hypothesis which can neither be confirmed nor 
contradicted in the present state of the evidence, but strictly 
speaking it is unnecessary when the question is viewed in a 
wider background. For there is· good reason to think that the 
Pallavas and the Kadambas, and even the Chutus before them 
to some extent, sought to adopt local traditions for their own 
use and incorporate them in their charters. Thus &itakar1,1i 
of the Chutu-kula, ruler of Vanavas1, worships and endows at 
the shrine of the god of Malavalli ;1 on the same pillar which 
bears th_is brief record, we find immediately after it a lo.nger 
inscription of a Kadamba king, described as Vaijayanfi
dhamma-mahiiiriija, and also, like Satakar1,1i, worshipper of the 
god of Malavalli.. A little later the Kadmnba line began 
to declare their devotion to Svami Mahasena, whom Tamil tradi
tion regarded as dwelling in the Kac;lamhu tree. In the same 
manner, Pallavas, as the name of the dynasty of Kaiichipuram, 
must be taken to be the Prakrit-Sanskrit rendering of Tol)c;lai, 
the Tamil name of the land and its rulers. ·Curiously enough, 
poet Ottakkuttan who wrote in the twelfth century A.D. seems 
vaguely to recall these early attempts at mutual adaptation 
between the North and the South when, referring to the tree 
sacred to the local deity (sthala-vriksha), the nwn,go, he calls 
it Chuta-pallava.:a 

I EC. VII, ~k. 263. 
• Tallka Yiigapparanl, v. 625. 
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The eastern and south-eastern section of the satavahana 
empire fell to. the Ikshvakus, . the Bphatphalayanas and the 
Pallavas. The history of the ~t two of these houses has been 
dealt with in Chapter. IV, and we shall therefore trace_ here that 
of the last mentioned one. 

The early history of the Panavas of Kafichi is to .be traced 
from three copper-plate grants, in the Praktit lang\iage, two 

·issued from Kii.iichipuram, and all containing the name of 
· Skanda-varman with varying prefixes. 1 These prefixes are in 

order Ywvamahiiriija Siva, Dhammamahii.riijadkiriija Siva, and 
Siri Vijaya .. The words Siva and Vijaya, like Siri, are only 
auspicious honorofics, and do not militate against our considering 
the Skanda~varman of all the three charters as one and the 
same person ; the palaeography of the records affords strong 
support to this view~ Thus the earliest of these grants was . 
issued by Skanda-varnian when· he was still Yuvaraja and the 
two others when he was,the ruling monarch; one of these bears 

. a date in his eighth regnal year, and the :year of the other is 
lost by the act~on of time. _· 
- As Yuvaraja, Skanda-vanna:n is described as belonging· to 

• I 

the Bharadvii.ja gotra and the. Pallava family. As monarch, he 
is called in addition the performer of the Agnishtoma~ Vajapeya 
and Asvamedha sacrifices and. supreme king of kings <levoted 
to Dharma, It appears from these inscriptions that the Pallava. 
kingdom had Kaiichi for its capital and extended up to the 
Tungabhadra and the Krishna rivers: There is. no direct 
evidence oil the location of its westet:n frontier ; but considering 
the traditions that the Kadamba Mayiirasarman got the c~untry 
bet\veen the \Vestem sea and Prehara from a Paltava· monarch, 
and that the Ganga kings continued to occupy .a feudatory rela
tion to the Pallavas for .some generations, it seems probable that 
Pallav.a dominion extend~d right up to the Western sea in this 

1 Mayidavolu, EI .'VI, 84-9; Hirahadagalli, Ibid. I, 2; also II, 480-5. 
British Museiun plates of Charudevi, .lb,id. VIII, 143-6. · · 
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early period. The steps by which this empire was built up are 
not now traceable, · but its wide extent shows that Skanda
vannan could legitimately claim imperial position as he did 
by his title Dharma-mahJ.ii.riiiiidhiriija. He had also performed 
the Asvamedha sacrifice. Obviously, he was not the first Pallava 
ruler· of Kafichi ; ):tis title Yuvamaharaja in the Mayidavolu · 
plat~ indicates that clearly enough ; but at present we have 
no defi:nite !fnowledge of his predecessors. S_kanda-varman had 
a son, Buddha-varman, who was Yuvaraja as we learn from a 
grant issued by his queen Charudevi, who calls herself mother 
of Buddhyatikura. Skanda-varman flourished in the latter part 
of tqe 3rd century. We have no historical information about 
the reign or achievements of any of his successors. 

There is total darkness for a century more or less after 
the recox:ds of Skanda-varman's time, and the only direct 
evidence so far known for the continuance of Pallava rule in this 
period in Kanchipuram is the well-known reference in the 
Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudra-gupta to Kaiichi. 
Samudra-gupta's invasion of the South took place about the 
middle of the fourth century A.D. There can be no rcasenable 
doubt that : is opponent VishJ.Iugopa was a Pallava ruler of 
Kaftchi ; but none of the kings of this name mentioned in the 
Pallava Sanskrit charters can be considered sufficiently early to 
be identified with the enemy of Samudra-gupta~ There is no 
evidence that Samudra-gupta reached as far South as Kaiichi, 
though he niet its ruler in battle somewhere.1 

The next stage in the annals of Pallava rule known to 
history is represented by ten copper plate charters2 and the 

' Cf. p. 146 above. 
• They are: (1-2) Omgodu-two sets A and "B, EI. XV, 246-55; 

(3) Uruvapalli, IA. V, 5o-53; (4) Nequtigariiya, Bharati, (Vrsn) Jyestha, 
pp. 699-713; (5) Mangadur, IA. V, 154-7; (6) Pikira, El. VIII, 159-63; 
(7) Buchireddipalem, fl. Mad. Univ. XII, 129-59; (8) Chendalur, El. VIII, 
233-36; (9) Udayendiram, EI. III, 142-7; (10) 'Chiira, EI. XXIV, 137-43. 
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Darsi fragment, all of them in Sanskrit. · There is besides a 
unique stone inscription of Sithha-varman in Prakrit discovered 
recently iri the Guntur district. The charters _are all dated. in 
the regnal years of the kings ruling at the time of their issue 
without reference to any well. known era, and for chronology we 
•depend mainly on palaeography ; a western Gin1ga copper plate 
<:harter, to be dated likewise on palaeographic grounds, men
tions a couple of synchronisms with Pallava rulers, and there is 
a Saka date in a Jaina manuscript which confirms the chrono
logy suggested by these rather vague indications. 

The Sanskrit charters are . none of them issued from 
Kafichipuram except the Chendalur and. Udayendiram plates . 
.Several writers have mainta.ined that the Pallavas lbst Kafichi 
-during this period ; they find support for this view in the state
ment of the Velurpalaiyam plates that Kaiichipura was seized 
by Kumaravishvu, and argue that Kaiichi passed into the hands 
of the Cholas, Karikala and his successors,. for a time. We have 
assigned Karikala to an earlier age ; and there is little tangible 
.evidence of his having ever conquered Kafichipuram. Even if 
.the Chendalur and Udayendiram plates of the Pallavas issued 
.from Kafichi are set aside on the score pf doubts about their 
genuineness, tl1e jumbled traditions of the Veh1rpalaiyam plates 
cannot offer reliable guidance to occurrences which took place 
about fotlr c:>t five centuries earlier. The theory that Kat1chi
puram ceased to be the Pallava capital for a time cannot be 
accepted without more tangible evidence. 

The genealogy and chronology of the Pallavas of the 
Sanskrit charters may be arranged in the following martucr. 

'Tiie last three have been ~m;pecterl on paleographical gronncls; they are 
at best l:opies. of originals no longer accessi.blc, if not altogether spurious, 

. and thetr evHlcml'e should he treated With n•serve. The information 
supplied hy the Pullava records about the culhtral cimrlitions of the 
tim~s. hasr been . u~ilise1l in the ge_neral a~c.onnt of the 1\~minis~ratio~, .· 
Rehgton ·~nd &lc'tal and · El~ouonue comhtton of our peruui g•ven 111 
Chaps. XIV, XVIli & XIX. . . • . 
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,accepting the data from all known records as genuine, but. 
marking off the doubtful ones from the rest. 

KumaravishQu I (Om. A), 325·50 
I 

Skanda-varman I, 35()-375 
I 

Vira-varman (Virakorcha-varman of Dar§i), 375-400 

S
.. I 
Jmha-varman I 

(436-60) 
I 

')kanda-varman III 
460-80 

d
. I 

Nan 1-varman 
(Udayendiram) 

I 
Skanda-varman II (Om. A), 400-436 

I 
I . I 

Ynvamahiiriija Vish!].ngopa-varmau I Knmiiravishl}.n II 
~Uruvapalli, Necjungariiya) j 

S .. h I 1m a-varman II (Om. B. M:.mgaliir, Buddha-vannan 
Pikira, Buchirjddipalem), 480-500 I 
Vishl}ugopa-varman II (Chura) Knmiiravishqu III 

(Chendalur) 

'!'he dates given against the monarchs are approximate, 
based on a rough calculation of twenty to twenty-five years for 
each reign with the date from the Lokavibhaga and the Ganga 
synchronisms as the starting points.1 '!'his scheme, it will be 
noticed, renders it probable that Samudra-gupta's Pallava 
opponent was either KumaravishQu I himself, or a brother of 
his named Vislw.ugopa. Si:thha-varman II must be taken to· 
have had a prosperous reign as he is found issuing the largest 
number of grants. Yuvaraja VishQugopa-varman I may .or 
may not have reigned, though he is called Mahiiriija in the 
Chura plates; perhaps he did not. We are by no means sure 
what happened after Simha-varman II ; the grants have all 
been suspected as their palaeography is not of the period to> 

' The Penuko!.J(Ja plates oi Miidhava-varman II, for which A.D. 475' 
is considered a very_good date, state that Madhava himself, who had 
another name,.-BililfJa-vannan, was annointed by the Pallava Maharaja. 
Skanda-vannan, and earlier, his father Ayya-varman· was annointed by 
the Pallava Maharaja Sirilha-varman, who is generally taken to be 
Siri1ha-varman II. The manuscript· of Lokaviblz.iiga gives the· informa
tion that Sarvanandin finished copying or composing the work on a day 
corresponding to 25th August A.D. 458, which fell in the twenty-second 
regnal year of Simha-varman, the ruler of Kiiiichi. 
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which they purport to belong. There is no room in this scheme 
for Sithha-varman, the father of Sithhavishtj.u,. who starts the 
line. of Pallava rulers whose history is best known from the 
end of the sixth century A.D. Here is another gap in the line 
of succ~ssion which cannot be bridged at present .. " 

The political history of the Pallava kingdom during this 
period is almost a blank; as the conventional epithets applied 
to the different kings in different charters on their performance 
of sacrifices, success in many fields. of battle, honouring gods 
and Brahmattas, and protecting their subjects, .are not of much 
value to the historian and do not deserve detailed discussion. 
The contemporary inscriptions of the Kadambas and Catigas, 
however, mention a few facts bearing on the relations of the 
Pallavas with these dynasties and these are best considered with 
the history of these lines of rulers. 

3· THE "KADAMBAS. 

The rise of the Kadambas 1s narrated in sc>me detail in 
the Talagul}.<)a pillar inscription1 engraved within a century 
of the events. There ,was a Brahmin family who derived their 
descent from Hariti and belonged to the Manavya gotra ; they 
were devoted to the study of the Veda and the performance. of 
Vedic sacrifices ; they were regular in the performance of 
rituals, daily and periodical, and kept an open house where 
guests were always welcome ; they were called Kadambas as. 
they tended with care a unique blossoming K adamba tree that 
had come up near their dwelling. In this family was bom 
Mayt1raSa.rman who, after a good education, went to the capital 
of the Pallava ruler along with his guru (teacher) Vi:ra5arman, 
to compl~te his studies and entered the gha{ikii (college) with 
a view to learn the entire Veda. There he had a fierce quarrel 

' El. VIII, 24-36; EC. VII, Sk. 176. 
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with a mounted guard (as'Vasa1hstha), and in his wrath, he felt: 
'Alas ! in this age of Kali, Brahmal)ahood is helpless against 
the Kshatra ; for what can be more pitiful than this, that even 
after I have given full satisfaction to my gurus and studied my 
sii/(hii with great effort, the realisation of my spiritual aim 
should depend on the king?' So with his arm deft in handling 
kusa (a kind of holy grass), samidh (fuel) and other 'ingredients 
of sacrifict!, he grasped the shining weapons of war wishing to 
conquer the world. He soon overpowered the Pallava officials 
of the frontier in battle, and occupied the dense forests round 
about Sriparvata (in the Karnul district). He also levied tribute 
from the Brihad-bat.tas and other rulers to fulfil his avowed 
project and to rouse the anger of the. Pallava kings. When these 
rulers of Kaiichi came at the head of their vast forces to engage 
him in. battle, he surprised them in their camps by nocturnal 
attacks, and kept on harassing them, while avoiding an open 
battle in the field .. The Pallava rulers admired his prowess, and 
thinking that no good can C<?nte out of the destruction of so 
eminent a warrior, they readily courted his friendship, employed 
him as commander in their wars and in due course cro\\'tJCd 
him with their own hands sole monarch of the territory bet\\'e(;'n 
the western sea ~md Prehnri:i. Prcharti, the eastern limit of the 
Kadamba kingdom which thus came into existence, has not 
been identified ; it has generally been taken to be a river, either 
the Tungahhadra or Malaprabha ; but at present this is no more 
than a plausible guess. 

Now there is nothing incredible in this account ; an in
sult, nial or'imagincd, leads to a successful rebellion, terminated 
by a peace on the basis of mutual regard and friendship. But 
the details are far from clear ; the nature of the original quarrel 
that followed Mayurasarman's entry into the ghatikii, the place 
where he lived and studied at first and whence he went over to 
Kaiiehi, the reason for his selecting the Sr!parvata region for 
the base of l1is operations against the Pallavas, or for the 
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Pallavas making over the western m!lrches of their dominions 
to l\Iaylini5arman are all unknown. And it seems that· the 
description of the family of Mayfua5arman a5 Haritiputras of 
the l\lanavya go.tra who derived their family name from teuding 
a Kadamba tree is a myth connecting the family with well
known local traditions o£ the Chutus and other lines of rulers .to 
whom the country belonged . in. earlier times. Several myths 
gathered round the name and family of Mayfua5arman in later 
ages, and there was invented a three-eyed four-armed eponymous 
ancestor of the family. There is no need to reproduce all these 
legends, but a sample niay be given ; an inscription of A.D. 

· n8g1 states that being born in a Kadamba forest the founder of 
the line was called Kadamba Rudra, and as he bore on his 
limbs the reflections ~f a peacock's feathers, he came to be 
called l\fayuravarman,-note the change of Sarman to Varman: 

Epigraphy is our only guide to the chronology of Kadamba 
history. The Talagunda pillar inscription may well be assig~ed 
to the middle of the fifth century A.D. ; this would indicate the 
tniddle of the .fourth century as the date for Mayurasarman. 
The suggestion has been made that Samudra-gupta's inroad 
abont this time must have given a rude shock. to the power 
of the Palla vas, and that· Mayurasarman took advantage of the 
resulting weakness and confusion to establish his. kingdom in 
the West. • However that may be, the fact that the earliest 
Kadamba inscription known2 is in the Prakrit langu~ge and 
has features it1 common with the Hirahadagalli plates, shows·· 
that the foundation of Kadamba power cannot be later than the 
first half of the fourth century. This inscription is found . w . . . 
engraved on a pillar in Malavalli, below a shorter record of the 
Chutus. The inscription does not give the name of the Kadamba 
king, but it may be assigned to _the first ruler of the line as it 
confirms and amplifies an earlier gift of Sivaskanda~varman a 

I EC. VIII, Sk. 179 .. · 
I lbl4. VII, Sk. 264; JA. XLVI, 154-55. 
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Haritiputra of the Manavya gotra and ruler of Vaijayanti
obviously a Chutu king; the Kadamba king (Kadambiiniim 
.,-iijii) is described as Vaijayanti-dharma-ma1iiiriijiidhiriija devoted 
to the study of the Veda-Patikata-sojjhii.yi-cliachchiiParo, a 
phrase which recalls a part of the set praiastis of tpe later 
Sanskrit inscriptions of the Kadambas. Another Prakrit ins
cription from Chandravalli, 1 much shorter than the Malavalli 
record, names MayfiraSa.rman, states that he dug a tank 
( tafiikam), ascribes to him conquests in 'l'raikuta, Abhira, 
Pallava, Pariyatrika, Sakasthana, Sayindaka, Punata, Mokari, 
and then stops abruptly at this point. 'l'his impossible record 
has all the appearance of a modem fake, and its evidence should 
a wait confirmation before being accepted as history. 

The genealogy of the Kadambas to be gathered from tl.tc 
inscriptions is as follows ; the dates given under each ruler 
being approximations ~f Jouveau-Dubreuil. 

Mayiirasarman A.D. (345-60) 
. . I 

Kanga-varman (360-85) 
I 

Bhagiratha (385-410) 
I . 

I 
Raghu (410-25) 

I 
Kakustha-varman (425-50) 

. I . 

. I 
Ravt-varman 

(500-538} 
I 

Hari-varman 
(538-50) 

I I I. 
$anti-varman Kumii~a-varman Krishna-vannan I 

(4S0-75J 1 . . I 
I Mandhatri-varman I I 

M:rigeS&-varman (488-500) Vishl)u- Deva-varman 
(470-488) vannan 

I 
Bhiinu-varman ,. 1 h s· ·1

h S1varat a tm a-varman 
I . 

Krislwa-varman II (550-65 A.D.) 

. I . 
AJa-varman etc ... 

a MAR. 1929, No. t, pp. 50 ff. 
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·What services Mayftrasarman rendered to the Palla vas after 
he became friends with them and before they gave him inde~· 
pendent and sole charge' of the kingdom of. Vanavasi 
(Vaijayant1), is not stated either in the TalaguJ;lc;la pillar ins~ 
cription or ·elsewhere. But the inscription says that Mayiira~ 
Sannan was appointed as Senapati by Shac;lanana and the mothers, 
a statement which finds a permanent place in the standard 
p1·a.sasti of the Kadambas ever afterwards in the phrase : S-vami~ · 
mahiisen~miitriga~~anudhyatiibhishiktiiriiim ; we have already 
shown reason to hold that this was an instance o~ the adoption 
of local myths and legend by the new line of rulers. Mayftra
Sarman, as he c~me to be known later, was credited in mediaeval 
times with the performance. of eighteen hors~-sacrifices,. and 
the distribution of 144 villages among the 32,000 Brahmins of 
the prlmevai 'village.....,.an4di ··agrakara.:.....o£ StbanakuJ;l<;lftra (Tal
gunda), but there is ·no mention of Mayftra5artnali h~ving 
performed even one ·Asvamedha, not to speak of eighteen, in 
the contemporary inscription$. The Halsi plates1 of Yuvaraja 
Krurustha-varman, the great~grandson of Mayiira5arman, are 
dated in the eightieth Sa1i~vatsara of an unnamed ·epoch ; the 
reckoning may be taken to have· started from the coronation of 
Mayftra5arman as monarch, but it does iiot appear in any other 
inscription. 

Of Kaftga-varmltn and Bhagiratha we learn little from the 
'l'alagunda inscription. The former is said to have won fame ,. 
in fierce wars ; the Vakataka ruler Vindhya-sena: of the Basim 
branch (c. A.D. 340-go} is said to have conquered Kuntala, and 
it seems probable that Katiga-varman had to face ari invasion 
by the Viikataka ruler which, while it, tested the military 
strength of the Kadamba kingdom, does not seem to have .bad 
any permanent results.2 To the reign of Bhag1ratha may have 
to be assigned the em~assy of .Kalidasa from Vikramaditya to 

1 1A. VI, 22-4. . 
I JRAS. 1914, pp. 324-25, 328; EI. XXVI. 148. . 
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Kuntalesvara. 1 Raghu, the elder son of Bhagiratha, who suc
ceeded him, 'subdued his enemies by his valour' ; his younger 
brother Kakustha was Yu-varaja under him, holding his court 
perhaps in Palasilcii (Halsi) ; a grant .issued by him from that 
town hands over some land to a general, Srutakirti by name,. · 
for the use of the venerable arhats of the place in order to 
secure his spiritual welfare in the next world (atmanas
tararJ;iirtham).' At the end of Raghu's reign Kakustha-varman 
became king ; the Talgunda pillar inscription bestows great 
praise on him and describes the prosperous ·condition of the 
country under his rule and the splendour of his numerous palaces 
adorned with gopu.ras. He is said also to have brought joy to 
many a royal household like that of the Guptas by means of 
his daughters. The details of the marriage alliance \~ith the 
Guptas are not forthcoming, unless the surmise is accepted that · 
Kalidasa's embassy to the ruler of Kuntala, referred to above, 
had something to do with it. But a princess of Kuntala, 
Ajitabhattarika by name, is said to have been the queen of 
Vakataka Narendra-sena and mother of Prithvi-shet}a II, 3 and 
it·seems probable that she was a daughter of Kiikustha-varman. 
This king made a large fresh water tank within the precincts of· 
the celebrated Siva temple of Talagunda, and the fact was 
recorded on a pillar by his son and succesSor Santi-varman in 
the ins~ription that has so far guided our exposition of Kadamba 
history. 

An inscription from Talagunda mentions a prince Kiikustha 
of the Bhatari line, son' of a beautiful Kadamba princess ; this 

1 The embassy is attested to by two rather later works, Klfvya
mimihnsii of Rajasekhara and Auchlt)·avichiiraclutrchit of Kshemendra. 
There however is no unanimtty among the scholars about the identity 
of the KnntaJa king. 

• IA. VI, 23. The phrase cited in .the text was misunderstood by 
Fleet, and some history has been made by Moraes ir. his Kadambakula 
p. 23 out of Fleet's mistaken translation. 

a EI. IX, 271, vv. 3();.1'. Kielborn's date for the Balaghat plates. 
is clearly far too late. J. Dubreuli AHD. pp. 75, 100. Cf. Ch. V above. 
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ririncE;! is said to have attained the' headship of te~ nuif!4alikas 
with control over custom~ d'uties-a statement which is interest
ing, as another insp'ription states, as we shall' see, that 

• Vaijayanti had eighteen ;nii1Jqalika$ in charge of its customs 
revenue. it seems riot unlikely .that the Kadamba princess men
tioned here· was also· a daughter ·of the ·famous . Kadamba 
Kakustlla, ~md that .his namesake of the Bhatarivath5a was a 
grandson of his. 

Siinti•vannan is described as a rnler of · great· fame, the 
·beauty of whose fine person was enhanced by the wearing of 

··.·three crowns (patfatrayn) ; this seems to indicate fresh accession 
of territory; but the details are unknown. A record of his son 
l\lrige5a from Halsi also says, without specifying details, . that 
Siinti-vannan dragged to himself by mairi .. force the Lakshmi 
froin the palaces of his enemies. 1 He was apparently served in 
a subordinate capacity. by his younger brother Krishva-varman 
and the latter's son Visht,1u-varman. ·The position of Krishva
·varman is, however, involved in some obscurity. While there 
are ito inscriptions directly emanating from him,. in those of his 
soris he is credited with ruling the southern country with great 
efficiency and popularity arid with · having performed· the 
Asvamedha. 2 While Deva-varman calls himself Yuvariija and 
issues his grant from a place called Triparvata (not identified), 
his elder ,brother Vishl)u-varman dates his grants in his own 
regnal years ·(third and fifth)·; in one. grant he takes the per
mission of his uncle Santi-varman for making' the gift, ~nd 
describes him as "his elder father, lord of the entire Karn:at~ 
cotmtry of which Vaijayanti with its eighteen miiv<;lalikas w~:> 
the tilaka'', but in another grant, two years later, there is ® 
mention of Santi-varman, and Vishvu-varman announces that 

·he· was anointed by the ·Pallava ruler S~nti-varma-ma~raja. 

1 IA. VI, 24-5. . 
·· 1 Biriir plate of Vis~u~varman EC. VI, Kd. 162; Hebbata grant of 

same MAR. 1925, p. !IS; Devagiri plates qf·'Deva-yarman IA. Vll.· ici •. 
16 
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Some light on this puzzling set of facts may be got from two 
other inscriptions of the time. From the Barnahalli plates of 
Kpsh~a-varman II~ 1 the great grandson of Krishl}.a-varman I, 
the subject of our present discussion, we learn the fact that he 
had for his queen a Kekaya princess who was the mother of 
Vishl}.u-varman. Secondly, a stone inscription from AnaW 
(Davanagere taluq in the Chitaldurg distrkt of Mysore) makes 
the important statement that Sivananda-varman, a scion of the 
renowned line of Kekayas, witnessed the ravages to whicl1 his 
·country became subject during the battle between Na~akkasa, 
the Pallava king, and Krishl}.a-varman in which Krislwa
varman's forces were shattered ; the sight .of so much suffering 
stirred Sivananda to the depths of his being, and he resolved 
to renounce all wordly ambition and seek his peace and the 
eternal fame of his family by fasting unto death. Now it seems 
very probable that Sivananda was the brother of the Kekaya 
queen of Krishl}.a-varman. 

In the light of all these facts, the course of events may be 
reconstructed somewhat as follows. During Santi-varman's 
reign, the hostility of the Palla:vas spelt danger to the Kadamba 
power ; the situation was met by the southt;rn part of the 
kingdom being constituted into.a separate charge under Krishl}.a
varman and his sons with independent status, a virtual division of 
the kingdom accentuated by the performance of a horse-sacrifice 
by Krishl}.a-varman ; all the same, the blow from the Pallavas 
fell heavy on this boastful ruler and perhaps cost him his life, 
besides ruining the principality of the Kekayas, the home-land 
of his queen; as a result of their .victory ,the Pallavas claimed 
the allegiance of Vishl}.u-varman \\·ho had to accept investiture 
from' them. If this view of the events is correct, the Kadambas 
must be held to have suffered a tangible set-bac.k in their position 
in this period ; a part of their territory and a branch of ~he 

1 EI. VI, 16-20. 
• EC • . vr, 11-20. 
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royal family passed under Pallava suzerainty at least for 1"W 
The names of the Pallava rulers concerned, N~akkasa a~ 

. Santi-varman, are otherwise unknown, a sharp reminder of how 
little we know at present of the history of those times. 

Santi-varman was followed on the throne by his son 
·Mrige5a-vannan who. is known from several records. 1 He ruled 

· from Vaijayant1, had Paliisikii under his control, and waged 
successful \vars against the Galigas and Pallavas ; in the Halsi 
plates he is described as the destroyer of the eminent family 
of the Galigas and ~he destruCtive fire (pralayanala) to the 
Pallavas. But no details of these wars are forthcoming. His 
learning and wisdoin, his proficiency in the riding of horses 
and elephants and all other manly exercises, his ability as a 
soldier and capacity. "as a ruler of men receive high praise in 
the Devagiri plates of the fourth year. He built a J aina temple 
in Pal~sikii in memory of his father. and endowed it liberally 
(Halsi plates). The queen of Mrige8a-v:arman was called 
Prabhavati; she came of t!Ie family of the Kekayas with' whom 
the Kadambas had several matrimonial connections, and she 
was the mother of Ravi-varman. 2 

Mandhatri-yarman is the next ruler. to be considered. 
While editing one of his two records Kielhorn expressed the 
opinion that Mandhata was more closely connected with Mrigesa 
Jhan any other ruler of the Kadamba line, and that he might 
have been a younger brother of Santi-varman or of Mrigesa 
himself, and thus, his immediate predecessor or successor. The 
discovery of the Shimoga plates3 has shown,. however, that the 
name of Mandhiita's father was Kumara-varman ; and he might. 
have been a third son of Kakustha-varman. · Mandhiitii is called 
ruler of Vaijayanti in the Kudigere plates of his second year, 

'Devagiri plates Yr. 3 IA. yrr, 35-7; .Devagiri" plates Yr. 4 IA.._ VII; 
37-8; Hitnahebbagilu Yr. 7 EC. IV, Hs. 18; Hire SakunaYr. 8 EC. 
VIII, Sb. 33; Halsi plates Yr. 8 IA. VI, 24-5. 

• MAR. 1911, pp. 33. 35: · 
• lbj4.._ p. 32. 
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Nnile the other grant is issued from Uchchangi (Uchchhringi) 
in. his fifth regnal year. Possibly Mandhatri-varman ruled 
during the minority of Ravi-varman (son of Mrige5a), who 
succeeded him and had a long reign of about forty years. 

Of Ravi-varman's reign we have quite a number of records, 
ranging from the fifth to the thirty-fifth regnal year, and a 
damaged stone record in Kavadi in the Sorab tiiluq of Shimoga 
districe seems to record the sati performed by his queen on 
his death. Of the two undated records from Halsi/ one deals 
with the institution of a Jaina festival at Halsi, and the other 
makes the important statements that having killed in battle 
Vishl,lu-varman and other kings he conquered the whole earth, 
and occupied Palasika after drivinK· out the lord of Kaiich1, 
known as ChalJ.~adaJJ.~a ; probably, the title Kaiichisvara applied 
to ChaJJ.~adavc).a is only a ~ynonym for Pallava, and does not 
necessarily imply his rule in Kaiichipura, and Chat;t~ada:Q.~a 

might have ·belonged to the same branch of the· Pallavas as 
Santi-varman who appointed Visht;tu-varman. However that 
may be, we have clearly a further stage in the hostilities 
between the Kadambas and the Pallavas, and .. the former seem · 
to have got the best o{ it in this round. The words of the. 
inscription le ... d us to suppose . that Chat;t~adat;tQ.a and perhaps· 
VishJJ.u-varman also had invaded the territory of the. Vanavasi 
kingdom, and penetrated into it as far as Halsi ; Ravi-vartnan 
succeeded in disposing of his collateral ·unCle on the battle field, 
and throwing out the Pallava intruder. This perhaps restored 
the original unity and extent of the Kad~mba dominion.. The 
Nilambur plates are dated in the fifth year of the reign, and 
issued from Vaijayanti (Vanavasi),3 and so too the Sirsi grant· 
of the thirty-fifth year;' which mentions a temple of Mahadeva 

1 EC. VIII, Sb. 523. 
• IA. 'V.J, 25-7, 29-30. 
1 EI. VIII, 146-9. 
• lbld. '-."VI, 2~. 
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erected by a favourite minister of the king who \Yas the' antiitya 
of the division (desa) of the kingdom called Ni1aka1,1tha, the 
Nelcynda of the Greek writers. · 

Ravi-varman was followed by his son }Iari-varman who 
ruled from Vaijayantt, as is seen from the Sangoli plates of his 
eighth year, 1 whi~h contain astronomical details • yielding a 
date in A.D. 538 for his accession to the throne. The Halsi 
plates of the fourth year2 state that he. enjoy~d 'the rule. of his 
kingdom in peace-(ni,:upadra'Vii.m riijyasriyam), and this is 
confirmed by the general tone of another record of the next 
year from the same place, which mentions a Sendraka ruler 
Bhanu5akti, as a feudatory. But the end of the reign was by 
no means so happy or peaceful. About A.D. S45 Pulakesin I 
established his power in Badami ; and this meant not only the 
1os5 of the northern parts of the Kadamba· kingdom, but the 
emergence of a new danger to .the. very existence of Vanavasi 
as an independent kingdom. And the Kadambas were by no· 
means a strong and united power. The feud b~t\veen tlui elder 
and younger branches was hushed for a time after the resound
ing successes of Ravi-varman, and Siritha-vannan, the son of 
Vishl}.u-varman, took a warning from the fate of his father and· 
was content to remain· in obscure subordinatron. Not so, how
ever, bis son Krislll)a~varman II who strengthened himself by 
alliances with his neighbours and actually undertook a 
military expedition against Vaijayanti as we learn from his 
Bennur plates-Vaijayanfi-'Vijayayiitram-abltiprasthita.IJ-. 3 We 
may well suppose that tJI.is expedition put an end to the reign 
of Hari~varman, the l~st kriown r.uler of the elder branch, and 
brought. Krislwa-varman II to the'"'\throne of. Vaijayanti. His 
Bannahalli. plates issued in his seventh year' confirn1 this view 

. • Ef. ·xrv, t63-s. 
I lA. VI, 30-2. . 
• EC. V, Bl. 245. 
''El. VI, 16-20. 

.i 
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of his progress by hinting at the contrast between his father's 
obscurity and his own prominence and saying that. he obtained 
the status of monarch by the strength of his own mind and 
arms. An inscription of his nineteenth regnal year records a 
memorial grant for the· spiritual benefit of his parents. Either 
Krishv.a-varman II himself or his ·son Aja-varman must have 
been ruling Vanavasi at the time of its definite· conquest by 
Kirtti-varman, the son of Cha}ukya Pulakesin I. 

Other early Kadamba princes are known from stray records, 
like Madhu-varman of the Tadagani inscription/ and Damo
dara, whose name with the designation of king is inscribed 
twice on a rock near a water-fall of the Ghataprabha in Konnur, 
might have been a Kadamba too. But their place is uncertain, 
and their names are a warning that our knowledge of the history 
<?f the period is far from complete. 

4. 'l'lut GANGAS. 

We must now complete the main outlines of the political 
map of south1 India · during the period by the history of the 
Gangas whose territory lay between those of the Kadambas and 
the Pallavas in the southern part of the modern Mysore terri-· 
~ry which came to be k~own to history as Gangavadi by its 
long association with Ganga rule. Early Ganga history has 
suffered much and suffered in equal measure from scepticism 
as well as credulity. That a good number of copper-plates 
bearing unusually early Saka dates are palpable forgeries is 
clear ; until about 1915 when Fleet admitted the Penukonda 
plates of Madhava-varman as the first genuine early Ganga 
record, all was confusioti; and no record seemed to be free from 
suspicion. Since then, the tendency has been to reconsider the 
whole position, and fresh discoveries of clearly genuine copper-

' EC. VII, Sk. 66. 
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plates have aided in the work of reconstructing the history of 
the line in this period. But there is. still room for different 
views even about the genealogy of the dynasty,. and we must 
proceed with caution; aiming only at tentative conclusions froni 
definite data. 

The Gatigas, like ma:J?-y other dynasties, developed in course 
of time a legendary history of the achievements of their ancestors 
of which the early records know nothing, and the account that 
follows is based on records that turn out to be early by this 
test, though the later legends will be briefly adverted to in so 
far as they concern individual ru"lers. One. of the earliest of 
these legends is the cutting of a stone pillar into two by a 
lusty blow of his sword by the founder of the line, and records 
mentioning even this· feature should be treated separately from 
those which do. not. · 

The earliest record .so far:known is a grant by the second 
ruler :of the line, Madhava-varman I, . the son of Kotikaq.i
varman, recorded in the Sasanakota plates and relating. to a 
brahmadeya (gift to,, Brahmal}as) in the Paru-vishaya. 1 The 
next genuine record -is found in the Penukonda, plates ·of 
Madhava-varman q, the grandson of Madhava I,. referring to 
a brahmadeya iti"Paruvi-vishaya.2 Paru and Paruvi are clearly 
variants of the same name, and are· represented by modem 
Parigi, seven miles north of Hindupur in the Anantapur distriet . 

. The genealogy of the iine yielded by these two records is as. 
follo~s: · . 

Kotika~i-varman Dharmamahadhiraja (A.D. 400) 
I . 

Madhava Mahadhirlija (A.D. 425) 
. I . 

· Gangariija Xyya-varman (A,D. 450) 
I 

Miidhava Mahiidhiriija, alias 
Sh:hha~varman A.D. 470 

1 .EI. XXIV, 234-9. 
I Ibid. XIV, 331-6. 
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The dates suggested against each name are in accordance with 
Fleet's· chronologiCal scheme oased upon _the data of t_he 
Penukonda record. 

The origin of the Gatigas is even rt10re obscure than that 
of the Pallavas and Kadambas. The early inscriptions only 
say . that the first ruler Kotl.kal)i-varman belonged to the 
Jahnaveyakula, .the family of the Ganges, and the Kal).vayana 
gotra; that by the force of his victorious arms he carved out a 
prosperous kingdom for himself ; and . that he distinguish"ed 
himself on many a field as the many scars on his body witnessed. 
The invocation which occur.s uniformly at the beginning of all 
Ganga plates shows them to have been worshippers of Visll!)tl. 
The title Dharma-mahiidhiriija rna~ indicate that Kotika!)i
varman was an independent ruler ; but if that was so, the con
dition did not last long,· and throughout their long history of 
seven or eight centuries; the Gatigas found themselves com
pelled to acknswledge the suzerainty of one or other of the 
greater dynasties of South India by turns. The elephant was 
the emblem of the family. 

The capital of the early kingdom is nowhere named in the 
contemporary inscriptions ; later tradition, current atriong the 
Gati.gas of 1\{ysore and Kaliitg_a, avers ·that it was Kuvalala,. 
modem Kolar, at first, and afterwards Talak~d, nearer the 
hostile frontier of. the Kadambas agai'hst whom they waged war 
in company of the Palla vas in this early period. The view that 
a branch of the Cai1gas ruled. at Parigi rests on n~ mor~ evidence 
. ,. 
than the location of the. property tMt forms the subject of the 
gifts in ·the" two grants just mentioned. 

Of Madhava I the eafly grants say that he inherited all 
the great qualities of his father, and that he had a well 
cultivated tnind proficient in all the Siistras, particularly in the 
exposition and practice of the science of Politics (NitiSiistra) ; 
later tradition follows this up by attributing to him the author
ship of a· 'V!itti (gloss) on the Dat(akasutra, a treatise on adop-
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tion. 1 
· The next ruler Ayya-varman (Arya-Varman) 2 was a great 

warrior and proficient in the Sastras, ltihiisas and Purai,ta, and 
was appointed duly by the Pallava Sirhha-varnlan, the first ruler 
of the name known to have reigned in Ka11chi according to our 
chronological scheme. The reason Of the coronation l~y the 
Pallava: is not ~pparent;- but probably the G~u"Igas itad reason 
to fear the .power of the Kadambas and entered into a sub
ordinate alliance with the Pallavas and soi.tght their protection. 
Or more. likely there was a .succession dispute between .. Ayya
varman and his brother Krishl)a-varman, who is known from 
at least three early .records." The Penukot.t<;la plates say. that 
Ayya-varman was consecrated by Sirhha-varman 'according to 
his deserts' (yathiirham), and later grants, which give his name 
as Hari-varman. state that he removed the capital to Talakad 
on the Kaveri in the Mysorc district. So it may be that the 
brothers had· a disimte, wl.tidt was settled by Siritha-varman's 
mediation which ended. ih a ·'vfrtual division of the kingdom 
~between them. We have the Chttkttttur grant of Sithha-varman, 
the son of Krishna-varman, in which he caBs himself Mahiidhi
raja and makes a memorial gift after the· death of his heroic 
younger brother Y-u-variija Vlra.~varmal1. Let us -note also that 
both Ayya-varman and Krisht.Ja-varman name their sons SiJillta
varman,. in recognition of their political relation to the Pallava 
ruler. 

Later genealogies introduce . a Vislu.lUgopa as the son of 
Hari-varm~n, making Madhava the son of Visl11.utgopa. This 
looks. much like a fabrication calculated to stre<>s the Pallava 

' This occurs in the Kfragalur plate of Madhava IT (MAR. 1930, 
p .. 113,. No .. 31, which contains the whole gamut of l~gcnd~ like Avani 
~tone-mscnptwn (EC. V, ·Mh. 263). Snch r~cords do not sfcm to havl 
~he same daim to authenticity as the simpler ones used in mrr accounl 
m the. text. . · 

2 Gudlur grant, MAR. 1!1.30, p. 25!1, No. 88. 
• lkndiganhalli plates of his first year, MAR. 1915, p. 40; Ku<iittivan 

plates of his second year, MAR. Hl32, p. 124; Chukuttur grant oc·his 
·son Sititha-varman, MAR. 1924, p. 79. 
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connection by borrowing one more Pallava name. The Penu
konda plates do not know him, and Rice's attempt to explain 
the omission as due to accident or error is not convincing. 

From the beginning of Ayya-varman'~ reign then, the 
Ganga kingdom was ruled in two parts by two branches of the 
family from Talakad and Kuvalala, and the same arrangement 
seems to have continued under the sons and successors of 
A.yya-varman and KpshJJ.a-varman, viz., Madhava Il: alias 
Simha-varman, and Sirilha-varman· of the Chukuttftr grant. The 
former was anointed by Pallava Skanda-varman, a fact which. 
finds more prominent mention in the Ktidalur grant than in. 
the Penukonda plates, for the grant opens with a formal bene
diction on Skanda-varman, his family and gotra being duly men-· 
tioned. Madhava II, called Ta9angala 11'Gidhava in later re-· 
cords, has for his queen a sister of Kadamba Kris\;tl).a-varman I~ 
i.e. a daughter of Kakustha-varman who is said to have bestowed 
his daughters on many royal families including the Guptas. The 
child of this union was A vinita according to the later grants. 

Our view of early Ganga history may be presented in a 
single conspectus thus: 

Konka!}i-varman (A.D. 400) 
1 

Miidhava I -5asanakota plates, Yr. 1 (A.D. 425) 

. I . 
Ayya.-\'arman, crowned by Siritha~ 

varman (A.D. 450) 
. I 

Midhaxa II alias Siritha-varman 
=Kap,amba K:rish!}avarman's 

sister; ctowned by Skanda-varman 
-Penukof).Qa plates (A.D. 475) 

I 
Avinita (annointed as a baby in 
his mother's lap) (c. A.D. 500) 

I 

Krishtta-varmatL-nendiganhalli 
plates; Yr. 1 ; Kudittiyam plates. 

(A.D. 450) 

l 
Sirithu-varman 

Chukuttiir 
gr:mt. 

(A.D. 475) 

I 

Vira-varman 
Yavariija 



CHAPTER XIII 

HISTORY OF CEYLON. 

The first dynasty of Sinhalese kings of the isiand of. 
Ceylon. came to an end with the death of Yasaliilaka Tissa. 
This gave occasion for various· adventurers to contend for the 
throne. An imposter named Sabha1 ruled for six . years, but 
was ousted by a prince named Va~bha {66-uo)~ who not only 
established. himself securely on the throne but also succeeded in 
founding a dynast:v,_which lasted for more than three hundred 
years. 

As is usual with the founders of new dynasties, stories of 
a romantic nature 'have been told of this prince. His future 
greatness, it is said, was foretold by soothsayers and he was 
protected by Providence from dangers which threatened him, 
He belonged to a clan called the Lambaka:l}.1}a, members of 
which had already made a bid for the throne before the 
accession of Vasabha. 3 Nothing certain is known about the 

-origin of this chm. . Later writers connect it with the imperial 
Mauryas of North India- and state that the Lambaka:I}.J}.a family 
was founded by Asoka's kinsmen who accompanied the branch 
of the sacred Bodhi tree to .Ceylon, but the Maha.-varhsa and the 
other early Pali chroni~les are silent about the origin of the 
Lainbaka:I}.J}.as. Whatever his origin, Vasabha succeeded in 
making his authon'ty universally acknowledged in the island as 

1 The name occurs as Snbha in the Mahavamsa, but in inscriptions 
he is called Saba (EZ. III, 166). · 

• The proper names are in their Pali forms as given in the 
Mahavamsa. For dates, see note 1m· the chronology at the end of the 
chapter. 

• See the account of Daniga's reign in the Mahavatnsa, Chap. xxxv, 
vv. J6 ff. . . . 
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is attested by numerous inscriptions of his reign found in 
various· parts of Ceylon. His long reign was a prosperous one 
and his benefactions to the Buddhist religion made his rule 
acceptable to the sa1igha. 

The death of Vasabha was followed by a brief period of 
divided t=ttle. The chronicles recor4 that he was succeeded by 
Tissa 'of the Crooked Nose' ; but inscriptions attest to the 
fact that two brothers of Tissa set themselves up as indepen
dent rulers in vadous parts of the island, while he was reigning 
at Anuradhapura. 1 The weakness resulting from this state of 
affairs was taken advantage of by. the Chola king Karikala who 
raided the island and took away many thousands of Sinhalese 
as captives to South India. Tissa's son Gajabahu I (IIJ-135) 
unified the kingdom and felt himself strong enough to satisfy 
Sinhalese honour by undertaking a counter-invasion of the 
Chola country. In tlus enterprise, which has passed into legend, 
he is said to have been eminently successful. Not content with 
liberating the Sinl1alese taken away as captives in the previous 
reign he, it is said, brought with him an equal number of the 
Chola king's subjects to Ceyloit. 

Cajah::ihu's personal name was GamaJ.ti Abhaya, by which 
he is referred to in numerous inscriptions of his found in 
various ·parts of the island. · The epithet by which he is 
universally mentioned in Sinhalese literature as well as in the 
chronicles is found in one record only. 2 The fact that he bore 
such a title indic~tes that he "·as noted for· his prowess durin~ 
his life-time. The stories of his exploits in South India may 
therefore be taken as based on fact, notwithstanding that they 
arc found, overladen with details of a fictitious and marvellous 
character, in writings of a comparatively recent date and do 
not find mention in the Mahii1.1Llllhsa and other early sources. 
Gajabiihu is mentioned in the Tamil poem Silcippadikiiram. as 

I EZ. IV, 214 ff. 
• AIC. No. 5. 
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. one of the kings present at the court of the Chera king on the 
occasion of the consecration of a shrine to. Kannagi, the heroine 
wl10 has been deified as the ideal of a chaste and faithful wife. 
The cult of this goddess, Pattini, . which is now obsolete in 
So\lth India, · is still widely prevalent among the Sinhalese 
villagers and has given rise to a considerable folk-literature in 
which Gajabahu ·occupies a pr.ominent positiol1. as the ruler who 
was instrumental in introduCing it to the island .. In the. fblk
lore of. the Sinhalese, Gajabahu takes a place second only to 
that .of Duttbagainat;11, the ~ational}1e~o. · . 

The settled conditions established in the reign of Gajabahu 
prevailed for over half a century after his demise. He was 
succeeded by. his cotisin Mahailaka N~ga: (I35-I4I) who was 
also his brother-in,law .1 Two of Mahallaka . Naga's sons~ 

. Bbatika T:issa (I4I-I§.sl. arid Kanittha Tissa · ( t6S .. I93) reigned. 
one after. the other.. The period covered by the reigns of these 
three ki~gs 5aw the construction of m~ny irrigation .works and 
the foup.<iation an:d endowment of numerous Buddhjst 'Viharas. 
Scores. of inscriptions of these rulers, recording' grants to 
Buddhist shrines, have been discovered in various parts of the 
island. · . · · 

The d·eath of.Kauittha T;ssa was followed by discord in 
the royal famll}\ which; however, was not of Jong duration. 
Kanittha Tissa>was succeeded by his son Khujjanaga who; after 
a reign of .two years, . was mu~dered by his younger brother 
Ku;iic~naga, The last named, in . his turn, was ousted by 
Sirinaga, .his senapati. Sirinaga. :i · (Ig6-2IS), is stated in the 
Mtthii:vamsa to have been the brother-in-law of Kuiichanaga, ·. 
From·.· inscriptions, however; .·we ·can glean the . additiohal in~. 
formation that he was a son of BhatikaTissa and had, there
fore, a prior claim to the throne than his two predecessors. 2 

1 For the relationship between these two ni~marchs, see ]RAS: 
CB:· ·XXX, 452. 

2 'EZ. IV, 22?. 
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·Sirinaga I was succeeded by his son Tissa who, on account of 
his concern for the proper administration of justice, earned 
the epithet of Voharika (Skt. 'Vya'Vaharika) • 

. It was during the reign of Vohiirika Tissa (215-237) that 
a. sect of Buddhists, called the Vetullaka in the M4hii:vamsa 
and the Vital}.~a-vadins in the Dipa'Va'litsa, is mentioned for 
the first time in the historical records of Ceylon. There is 
little doubt that the Vetullakas were Mahayanists/ particularly 
of the Madhyamika persuasion. The Vetullakas seem to have 
had considerable success in their propaganda and the inmates 
of the Abhayagiri Vihara were ready to give them a respectful 
heari,ng. But the orthodox fraternity of the Mahavihara did 
not brook any com,Promise with them and persuaded the king 
to have an inquisition made into their doctrines. This task 
was entrusted by the king to a learned minister named _Kapila, 
who, after due investigation, pronounced the views of the 
Vetullakas to be not in harmony with the genuine teachings 
of the Buddha. They were, therefore, banished from the island, 
but not for a long period, for we find them disturbing the 
peace of the orthodox Mahavihara monks time and again. 

In spite of his just rule and his concern for the purity of 
the Church, the end of Voharika Tissa was not happy. His 
younger brother, Abhayanaga, carried on an intrigue with the 
queen and fled abroad when the affair came to the notice of 
the king. The p~rtisans of Abhayaniiga, by wily stratagems, 
alienated the people from Voharika Tissa, and when he was 
assured that the time was ripe, Abhayanaga returned to the 
island and raised the standard of revolt, backed by a numerous 
band of Tamil soldiers whom he had enlisted in his service. 
Realising that he had no chance in an armed struggle, 
Voharika Tissa attempted to escape to the mountains with 
the queen, but was pursued, captured and put to death by 

I See Paranavitana, Mahayanism in Ceylon, CJS. sec. G, Vol. II. 
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Abhayanaga. The latter married the woman who was. the 
cause of this fraternal discord ·and ascended the throne· at 
Anuradhapura. Abhayanaga's reign of eight years was not 
memorable for any . outstanding events. So were the brief 
reigns of his t\vo succes5ors, Sirinaga II and Vijaya, the son 
and grandson respectively of Voharika Tissa. 

After Vijaya, the throne was occupied in succesSion by 
two' princes who came from Rohal}.a. Their relationship to their 
predecessors is not giv~n in the chronicles, but they are stated 
to have been of the Lambakal}.l}.a clan to which the t:ulers of 
Ceylon during this period all belonged. Sarhgha Tissa, the first 
of these two intruders, ruled for four years and came to an 
untimely end. He was succeeded by Sirisanghabodhi whose 
extreme devotion to the Bodhisattva ideal_ made him unfit for 
the duties and cares of kingship. The commander-in-chief of 
the army, Go~habhaya, rose in revolt and Sirisanghabodhi, in 
order to avoid bloodshed, left the palace and resorted to 'the 
forest where he adopted a hermit's life. Gothabhaya mounted 
the vacant throne and, fearing that Sirisailghabodhi might be 
restored by. the people, who loved him for his rare virtues, 
proclaimed a large reward for his head. The story continues 
that Sirisailghabodhi, onlearning of this from a peasant, himself 
made an offering of his o\vn head so that the peasant, the new 
king and he may all be benefitted, . the first by obtaining the 
prize set on his head, the second by being firmly establishr l 
on the throne and he himself by practising the virtue of sup· .:me 
self-sacrifice thus qualifying for Buddhahood in the n.iture. 
The place where Sirisailghabodhi is said to have pUtormed this 
heroic action is marked. by; a. temnle built" in his honour by 
Gothabhaya and is ev~n . now" a p~pular place of pilgrimage. 
Sirisail.ghabodhi ·will no doubt be counted a failure by modern 
historians; but that was not the j11dgment of the people of 
ancient Ceylon. He is considered to have shed great lustre on 
the island's royal line and his name was home a~a title by 
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every alt~rnate ruler of Ceylon fof a thousand years after his 
death. · 

Gothabhaya (254-26?) appears .from the chronicles to have 
been an adventurer who managed to seize the throne by 
questionable means. From an inscription of .his/ however, it 
appears that he was a son of Sirinaga II and had, therefore, a 
legitimate right to the throne. During his reign, the heterodox 
Vetullakas (the Mahiiyiinists) again came into prominence and 
\vere able to gain many followers amon·g the niembers of the 
Abhayagiri community. Following the example of Vohiirika 
Tissa, Gothabhaya proscribed them .. He went further ; he 
selected sixty of their leadit'ig members, placed brand marks on 
their bodies and banished them. The disgraced 'Vetullaka 
monks went to I~iiveripattana itt South India, where one of 
them had a pupil named Sat1ghamitta who, having learnt of the. 
barbarous treatment accorded to his teacher and others of his· 
t,ersuation, resolved to come to Ceylon 'in order to teach a 
le~son . to the Mahavihara monks at whose instigation the king 
]tad acted in this wise. Sai:Ighamitta managed to win royal 
favour and was appointed tutor to the two sons of the king. 
The elder prince, Jettha Tissa;· was not impressed by his· 
teachings, but the younger, Mahasena, became a ready conyert. 
Satighamitta realised that he could carry out his plans when 
·Mahasena, in due course, came to the throne. 

When Gothabhaya died, there seems to have been a dis
satisfied faction among the dignitaries of state. But Jettha Tissa 
(267-277) took effective, though drastic, action and nipped in 
the bud any possible schemes against him. Jettha Tissa was 
succeeded by his younger brother Mahasena (277-304) who was 
one of the most outstanding among the rulers of ancient Ceylon. 
Satighamitta, who had left the shores of this island during the 
reign. of Jettha Tissa, returned with Mahasena's accession 

' EZ. V, 2Z3-28. 
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>;;/ 
and did not lose any time in starting his campaign against the 
orthodox community. Acting on his advi<;e, the king ordered 
the l\Iahavihara nionks to accept the V etulla ot Mahayana 
doctrines: 1'hey refused and the king issued an edict pro~ 
hibiting the towpspeople to give alms to them. The inmates 

·of the Mahavihara, rather than submit to the king in matters 
spiritual, left their monastery and took refuge in Rohal)a. The 
king appropriated their properties, destroyed many of their 
establishments and utilised the material to embellish the( 
Abhayagiri Vihiira. This persecution of the most important · 
religiou,s community in the island gave rise to popular resent
ment and the leaders of . the anti-Mahavihara faction were 
murdered by the orthodox partisans. A civil war was narrowly 
averted by the personal friendship, which existed between 
Mahasena and the leader of the insurgent forces ; but the king 
had perforce to change his religious policy and make peace 
with the Mahavihara. 

Later, however, Mahasena again quarrelled with the 
Mahiivihara when he founded a new monastery, the Jetava
narama, encroaching on the grounds of the ancient institution. 
Jetavana Vihiira developed into .the headquarters of the third 
great sect among the three into which the Buddhist church of 
ancient Ceylon was divided. The slUPa built in this vi1Uira. by 
Mahasena was the largest in Ceylon and perhaps surpassed. ii1 
size any other monument of its class anywhere in Jhe world. 
Mahasena also constructed a number of large irrigation 
reservoirs, one of which, the Minneri, covers an area of nearly 
sooo acres. His public works which were designed to benefit 
the land by ensuring a regular supply of water to irrigate the 
rice fields, so impressed the people with their magnitude that 
he was deified after his death. He still receives worship from 
the peasants in some parts of the island. 

The reign of SirimeghaVal)l)a (304-332), the son and 
successor of Mahasena, is noteworthy for the arrival in Ceylon 

I7 
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of the Tooth Relic of the Buddha from Dantapura in Kaliilga 
This became, in course of time, the palladium of the Sinhalese 
kings and, housed now in Kandy, is sHU an object of great 
devotion to the Buddhists of the island. SirimeghavaJ].J;la was 
a contemporary .of Samudra-gupta, the great Gupta emperor of 
North India, and we learn from Chinese sources that the 
Sinhalese monarch sent envoys to the Indian potentate and 
obtained from him permission to build a convent at Buddha 
Gayii for the benefit of pilgrims from Ceylon to that holy place. 1 

SirimeghavaJ;ll).a's younger brother, Jettha Tissa II, who was 
known for his proficiency in ivory carving, ruled for nine years. 
and was succeeded by his son Buddhadiisa (341-370). This 
monarch was famous for his skill in medicine and surgery and a 
number of marvellous cures are attributed to him. He estab
lished hospitals all over the island, not only 'for human beings 
but also for animals, and maintained physicians in charge of 
them. He also provided for the mental uplift of his subjects 
by appointing preachers to expound the religion to them. 
Buddhadiisa's son, Upatissa II (370-412) was a man of a 
benevolent disposition and, though wearing a crown, practised 
the virtues of a Bodhisattva. This, however, did not protect 
him from his younger brother Mahaniima, who had adopted a 
religious life and developed an intimacy with the queen. 
:Mahaniima persuaded the queen to murder Upatissa and himself 
ascended the throne. 

Mahiinama's reign (412-434) was memorable for the labours 
of the great Pali commentator Buddhaghosha, whose writings 
have settled the doctrines of the form of Buddhism now pre
va1ling in Ceylon as well as in Burma, Siam and Cambodia. 
Buddhaghosha's literary output has so impressed later genera
tions that legends have grown around his name and it is now 
difficult to have a really historical account of his career. 

1 See p. 149 above. 
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Ceylon tradition asserts that he was a Brahmin of North India 
who, after his conversion to Buddhism, was entrusted by his 
teacher with the task of translating into Pali the vast exegetical 
literature on the Theravada canon which then existed in the 
Sinhalese language. Buddhaghosha h~mself testifies to b,is 
connection with the Tamil country and mentions Kanchi as a 
place where he resided for some time. 1 

• Budd.hadatta, another 
Pali commentator who is believed to have been a contemporary 
of Buddhaghosha, wrote at Kaveripattana when the Kalabhra 
king- Achyuta was ruling over the Chola country. 2 In Buddha
ghosha's writings the Sinhalese king of his day; is mentioned as 
Siripala, Sirinivasa or Sirikuc;l<J_a. In some of hi~ inscriptions, 
~~'fahanama is referred to by the name Tiripali ,~vhich is 
equivalent to Siripalita in PalL 3 Chinese annals record that an 
envoy sent by a king of Ceylon named Mohanan arrived -in that 
country in the year 428 A.D. The king referred to is no doubt 
Mahanama. 

MalW.nama's death was followed by the extinction of the 
dynasty which, founded by Vasabha, continued to hold sway 
over the island for more than three hundred years. A son of 
his, named Sotthisena, born of a. Tamil consort, ascended the 
throne but was immediately ousted in favour of the husband of 
Mahii.nama's daughter born of the consccrafed queen. The 

• latter died after one year and an impostor named 1\:Iittasena held 
the sceptre for a similarly brief period when an invasion from 
South India imposed foreign rule on Ceylon for about" tweiity
five years. 

The leaders of this Tamil invasion seem to have hailed 
from the PatJ-Q.ya country, for the first of them to rule 
Ce-ylon ·was called P~r,iu. He was succeeded, in turn, by five 
of his confederates, namely Parinda, Khudda Pii.rinda, Tiritara. 

' See the Colophone of the Manomthapzrra~Ji. 
1 See the Colophon of the Vinaya--vintcchaya (P.T.S.), p, 229. 
1 C_TS. Sec. G. II, 18. 
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Dathiya and Pithiya. Though these· rulets were of South 
Indian origin they seem to have patronised Buddhism and 
adopted Sinhalese institutions. Inscriptions of three of them, 
Parinda, Khudda Parinda and Dathiya, have been discovered in 
various parts of the island. These records are in old Sinl~alese 
and register donations to Buddhist shrines. 1 Khudda Parinda 
bore the epithet of Buddhadasa. 2 

Many Sinhalese nobles, however, did not submit to 
Dravidian rule and maintained themsclve;; iu various parts of 
the island to which the Tamils were unable to penetrate. The 
national movement against the Tamils found a leader in the 
person of Dhatusena, who is said to have belonged to the 
Maurya race. He spent his boyhood in a Buddhist 'Vihiira where 
one of his uncles, who was a member of the. Order, protected 
him from many dangers. Arrived at man's estate, Dhatusena 
rallied the national forces round him and started the campaign 
for the liberation of his people when Khudda Parinda was in 
power. The three Tamil rulers who succeeded Khudda Parinda 
were all killed in battle by Dhatusena who, after ,vanfJuishing 
his enemies in a protracted series of campaigns, ascended the 
throne of Anuradhapura about 463 A.D. 

Dhatusena was a liberal patron of Buddhism and founded 
many -vihiiras and repaired dilapidated ones. He is, however,. 
best remembered for the great contribution he made to the 
wonderful irrigation system of ancient Ceylon. One of the 
reservoirs constructed by him, the Kalavava, is an immense \\'ork 
covering an area of over 4000 acres and irrigating a vast tract 
of paddy fields. 

Dhatusena's end was tragic. At the instigation of his 
son-in-law, the commander-in-chief of the army, Kassapa, a 
son of Dhatusena by a wife of inferior status, usurped the 
throne and murdered the old king by walling him in the 

' CJS. Sec. G. II, 181. 
I EZ. IV, 113. 
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chamber in which he was imprisoned. The rightful prince, 
Moggallana, fled to India vowing to avenge the foul crime. 
The parricide Kassapa I (479-497) betook himself to the impreg
nable rock fortress of Sigiri, on the summit of which he built 
a magnificent palace and reigned for eighteen years. The 
;emnants of the paintings with whiCh he adorned the preci
pitous side of the Sigiri rock are well-known and are counted 
among the most precious relics of the ancient pictorial art 'Of 
India and Ceylon. Moggalliina eventually returned from India 
with an army· and Kas~apa, instead of waiting for the invader 
in his great stronghold, went forward with his forces .to give 
battle to Moggallana. In the encounter which ensued, Kassapa's 
army broke its ranks and fled, and the parricide, finding, every
thing lost, committed suicide- on the battle-field. 

Moggalliina I (497-515) gave vent to his wrath by' slaymg 
all who had taken Kassapa's side and had a hand in the murder 
of his father. After a reign of eighteen years, he was sue· 
ceeded by . his son ·kumarailii.sa (srs-534) who, for several 
centuries, has enjoyed a reputation, to which he had no claim, 
as the poet who composed the ]anakiharatJ:a. 1 Kumiradiisa's 
son,. Kittisena, came to an untimely end after a reign of nine 
months and with him the direct line of Dhatusena became 
extinct. 

The . elements of culture which the Aryan-speaking immi
grants from North India brought to Ceylon in the fifth or 
sixth century B.C. and the religious and artistic movements 
which arrived in Ceylon in the third century B.c., through the 
missionary zeal of Asoka, attained, in many respects,· to a 
high degree of efflorescence during the period dealt with in. 
this chapter. The largest stupa in the island was built during 

' {'>- manu.script of this poem discovered soni~ years. ago m Malabar, 
contams ev1dence to show that. Kumaradasa, the author ·of the 
Janakiharana, was a scion of tl1e 'Si~h&lese ·.royal family. but was a 
Persona&e · d.iscittct from the ·tin g ot t ba.t 'name. 
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this period and the irrigation reservoirs and channels then 
constructed evoke the admiratiop of modern tngineers. The 
sculpture attributable to this epoch is of high merit and bears 
affinity to that produced by the schools of Amaravati and 
NagarjunikovQ.a. The height to which the art of painting 
attained can be judged from the Sigiriya frescoes. 

In spite of occasional palace intrigues, which hardly 
affected the life of the people, and an interlude of Tamil rule, 
which lasted for only a quarter of a· century, the social and 
economic conditions of the island during this period seem to~ 
have been of a settled character. Trade flourished between the 
island and various parts of the Indian continent and further 
afield ; envoys were dispatched by Sinhalese kings to the courts 
of powerful Indian monarchs, to Rome and to China. There 
was lively intercourse between the Buddhists of Ceylon and 
their co-religionists in India. Sinhalese convents were estab
lished at Buddha Gaya and NagarjunikovQ.a and the Sinhalese 
monks and nuns had some share in the attempts made during 
these centuries for the propagation of Buddhism in East Asia. 
The reputation enjoyed by the great religious establishments 
of Anuradhapura as strongholds of the Theravada Buddhism 
attracted to them seekers after the Truth from distant lands 
and a considerable commentatorial and exegetical literature in 
Pali, produced during this epoch by the Mahavihara of 
Anuradhapura, is still extant. 

APPENDIX 

NOTE ON THE CHRONOI,.OGY. 

The dates given above are in accordance with the chrono
logical table appended to L. ·C. Wijesinha's translation of the 
Mahii'Vamsa. They have been computed, on the basi~ of the 
Buddhist era starting 543 B.C., current in. Ceylon, bv adding 
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up the lengths of reigns given in the chronicles and taking into 
consideration the traditional dates in the Buddhist era .given in 
literary sources for certain important events. Wickremasinghe 
(E.Z. III, 1-47) and Geiger (Cula'Vamsa, translation, Vol. II, 
Pp. 1"47) have both elaborated chronological tables prepared on 
the assumption that a Buddhist era with 483 B.C. as its epoch 

.was current in Ceylon during the earlier period of its history! 
\Vi~:kremasinghe holds that such an era ~as in use for the 
whole period dealt wi.th in this chapter. while Geiger opines 
that its use extended up to the end of Mahasena's reign. 

The theory has landed both these scholars in considerable 
difficulties in effecting the transition from one Buddhist era. to 
the other. Chinese references to Ceylon during the period 
between the fifth and eighth centuries published by Sylvain 
Levi (]A. 1900, pp. 297 ff, 401 ff) furnish us with indisputable 
evidence to J)rove that Wiiesinha's dates are J)referable to those 
of WickremasiJ:!ghe and Geiger; Pien-e-tien, chap. 66., records 
that in the.fifth year of Iuen-kia (428 A.D.), the king of Ceylon, 
Mo-ho~rian by name, sent an embassy to. the Chinese court. 
There is no difficulty in recognising the name Mahanama in 
"Mo-ho-nan" and there was only one king of Ceylo:n .by this 
name. According to Wijesinha's tables, Mahanama reigned 
from 412 to 434· Thedate·ofthe Chinese embasS'y falls correctly 
within this period. Computing on the basis .of a Buddhist era 
begim;ing 4.83 B.C. Wickremasinghe makes Mahanama ascend 
the. throne in 468 A.D., forty years after his envoy arrived in 
China. . 

The Nil{)iiya Sangraha, a work ~£ the fourteenth century, 
gives 8i8 B.E. as the date of Mahiisena's accession. Adding up 
the lengths of intervening reigns as given in the Mahii'Vllmsa~ · 
the first year of Mahaniima would fall in 953 B.E., i.e., 410 A.D. 
which <enables the latter, to be on the tMone in 428 A. o. 
when his envoys were received· by the Chinese emperor. . On 
the same computation Sirimegbavru;u;ta should have ascended 
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the throne in 845 B.E. (302 A.D.) and this is not in conflict with 
the fact that he \\"as a contemporary of Samudra-gupta, as we 
learn from the Chinese writer \Vang-Hieun-t'se. 

There is no valid ground to doubt the general accuracy of 
the chronicle for the three or four centuries preceding. Maha
niima's reign. The great majority of the kings of this period 
are mentioned in contemporary records and when regnal years 
rtre given in these records, they do not come in conflict with 
the data furnished by the chronicles. Sylvain Uvi, who has 
tested numerous dates from the fifth to eighth centuries by 
means of Chinese references, concludes that "the accuracy of 
the Sinhalese annals is triumphantly vindicated by this test". 
Vincent Smith, than whom there was no severer critic of the 
Sinhalese chronicles, confesses that 'there is not, I believe, any 
reason to doubt the substantial accuracy of the Ceylonese dates 
even for the much earlier time of Dutthagiimavi, about B.C. 161' 

(IA. XXI, 195). The question is not whether the Parini111ii1Ja of 
the Buddha actually took place in 483 or 543 B.C., but whether 
a Buddhist P.ra with 483 B.C. as its starting point was current 
in CeylQn at any period. The evidence available not only dis
proves the contention of Wickremasinghe, Geiger and others 
that such an era was in use during the period covered by this 
chapter, bttt establishes that dates were computed during this 
period in the traditional Buddhist era of Ceylon having 543 B.C. 

as its epoch. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANISATION 

The prosperity of a· country and the happiness of its 
inhabitants depend to a great extent upon the efficiehcy of its 
:government and the ideals which inspire its administration.' 
Let us, therefore, novv review the administrative machinery 
·of our periodJand find out how far it was well ~eveloped and 
efficient, and how far it could succeed in promoting the moral 
.and inaterial progress of the people of the country. 

{!__n the Vakataka-Gupta period; the:e were t~vo t~pes of 
·states in· the country, monarchical and non-monarchtcal or 
republican. Monarchies existed throughout the country, but 
·republics were flourishing only in· certain parts ·of northern 
India. Derriociacy was lietter develope~ in the sphere of the 
village government in south India than in the north ; it is, 
therefore, rather surprising to find ·that its application in the 
higher branches of government should not have resulted in the 
development of republics to the south of the Vindhyas as it 
did. to its north. 

I. REPUBLICAN STATES. 1 

Let us first consider the non-monarchical states of our 
period. The chief ones among these were those of the Madras 
in the Central Punjab, the Ku1;1indas in the Kangni valley, the 
Yaudheyas in the south-eastern Pu~jab, the Arju'U'ayanas in 

' Standard works and authorities on political science define republic 
• .as ~ state, where the _sovereign power rests, not with a single person 

as zn monarchy, but m. a. group. or college .of persons, 'more or less 
numerous. Oligarchies, aristocracies· and democracie> have all been 
lab.e~led as rep17blics. Thus Sparta, Athens, Carthage, Rome, medieval 
Ve~t~e, the. Umted Nethe~lands and Poland have all been described by 
poltttcal wnters as republu:s, though. none of thelll · posses_sed that full 
representative character_ which $0llle a-re · inclined· ·to _ consider. -~ · the 
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the Agra-Jaipur area and the Malavas in the Central Rajputana. 
In Central Indil;l also there were some small non-monarchical 
states like those of the Priirjunas, Sanakanlkas,l Kakas and 
Abhiras.' Their earlier history is not known. These tribes had 
a non-monarchical form of government since early times and it 
continued to prevail among most of them down to the end of 
the 4th century A.D. 

The Allahabad inscription of Samudra-gupta associates no 
kings with headships of these states ; it descri~s how the 
Miilavas, the Yaudheyas etc., and not their kings, eame forward 
to offer submission to the great Gupta Emperor. It is, there
fore, clear that they had no kings and were non-monarchical 
states. The sovereignty, however, does not appear to have been 
vested in the whole population. The evidence of the early 
Buddhist literature and the accounts of the Greek writers tend 
to show that'111 the !}On-monarchical states of the 4th century 
B.C. the Central Assembly consisted mostly of the members of 
the landed military aristocracy of the Kshatriya clas~ The 
same was very probably the case in our age also. I.._"''.'he towns 
and villages, however, had their. own popular councils consist
ing of the elders hailing from all classes and professions. 

The Central Executive of the republics was originally 
elected by the Central Assembly J but it was tending to become 
hereditary in our age. The Nandsa Yupa inscription shows 
that in times of difficulties the government of the Malavas used 
to be vested in aristocratic families, whose heads hereditarily 
used to lead the state armies in times of ~ar and organise the 
civil administration in times of peace. They however enjoyed 

distinguishing mark of a republic. With this theoretic background and 
historical evidence, we can safely call the ga~q states of ancient India 
as republics, since sovereignty was vested in a· fairly numerous group 
of persons, who elected the executive. We have no sufficient evidence· 
to accurately describe the constitutions of the different gar;a sta.tes,. 
which appear to have differed considerably from one another. 

• But cf. p. 144 above. · 
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·ao regal titles like the Riijii.s and Mah.iiiajas. 1 The headship of 
the Sariakanika state had become hereditary and the regal title 
Mahiiriija had ~ been associated ~ith it2

• The head of the 
Yaudheya state. was permitted the ·.regal title Malvii:riija; but his 
post was elective3 and he was not permitted to put his name on 
the state coinage.4 How precisely the Yaudheyas elected their 
Mahiiriija,-who was also their commander-in-chief,-we do not 
know. Probably only the members of their aristocracy and per
haps the presidents. of the city councils and village Pafichiiyats 
took part in the election, the choice being confined to the rival 

' claimants from a few leading families. The Kul).indas, the 
Yaudheyas and the Arjunayanas had probably formed a con
federation i~ c. 200 A.D., the military and the foreign affain 
being in the hands of a triumvirate representing the federating 
units. We do not hear anything further about these republics 
from the sth century A.D. Their distinctively republican (gatta) 
coinage also comes to an end by c. 400 A.D. 

The circumstances· that led to the disappearance of the 
republics from northern India are not yet fully known. Dr. 
Jayaswal ha~ attributed this phenomenon to the imperialism of 
the Guptas. 'Samudra"gupta like Alexander killed the free 
spirit of the country. He destroyed . the Mala\ras and the 
Yaudheyas, who were the nursery of freedom, and many others 
of their class'. 5 This does not seem to be true. The Malavas 
and the Arjunayanas, the Yaudheyas and the Madras had only 
accepted in a general way the imperial position of Sani~dra-

1 It is however _interesting to note that· the Malava ruling families 
had started the clatm that their stock was as resoectahle as. that of 
the royal family of the Ikshviikus; cf. ~fqd(Hilfii!~ +11844~ 
~I Nandsa Yupa Inscription (unpublished). 

• CII. III, 25. . 

•~ljiiOI:J(~ +I(I<Jajfh{l~hli<ffl: CII. III, 252. 

• The. legend always is ~ ~: ; it never metitjons the name 
of any C'Yaudheya Maharllja • 

. • HIJ. p. 210. 
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gupta. They offered him tribute but retained their autonomy. 
Their territories were never ·directly administered by the 
Guptas, and so their administrative procedure and it1stitutions 
could not have been much affected. It should be remembered 
that their independence had been completely eclipsed under the 
Mauryas and the Kushiii}as, but they ·once more emerged as 
republics when the above imperialisms declined. The Gupta 
imperialism had not interfered with their autonomy and it is, 
therefore, difficult to understand how it could have been fatal 
to their democratic institutions. 

The X andsa inscription shows that early in the 3rd century 
the lea~ership of the Malavas had already begun to pass into 
hereditary families which were .;:laiming to be as respectable 
as the Ikshiiku-rajarshis. The leaders of the Yaudheyas and 
the Sanakanikas had assumed the titles of. Maharajas and 
Ma.hasen-ii:Pa.tis in the 4th century A..D. The same probably was 
the case with the ancient state of the Lichchhavis, for Kumara
devi was an heiress to its dominions. When the headships of 
states thus passed into the hands of hereditary presidents, who 
were military leaders and claimed royal titles, they could no 
longer be distinguished from monarchies. Why the demo
cratic traditions were allowed to be weakened by permitting the 
posts of presidents to become hereditary, we do not know. It 
may be that the growing tendency to regard monarchy as 
divine may have induced the republics to accept the leadership 
of hereditary presidents, styled as Mahiirajas. Probably it was 
also realised that the monarchical state, which could easily 
develop into an empire, was a better protection agai11st aggres
sion than the republican one, which usually could not expand 
beyond its homeland. · 

2. MoNARCHICAL GoVERNMENTS : THE PosiTION oF 'tHE KING. 

"Hereditary monarchy was the prevatling type ot govern
_rntnLin our. period/ Jn the South. even great kings were 
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··usually content with the. title of Mahar.iija ;1 in the North, 
however,, the Scythian title Riijiitiriija was transformed into 
Mahariijiidhiriija; 2 and it soon became popular with great con· 

_ querors and imperial rulers. The doctrine of the ,divinity of 
'"king, which had been already started earlier under the joint 

auspices of Hindu thinker.s and Scythian rulers, 3 was becoming 
more and more popular in our period) Samudracgupta is des
cribed as a god come down to' live upon this earth/ and. 
Kadamba and Salatikayana rulers as fifth Lokapa.la.s or divine 
protectors. 5 

\ The. divinity of king, however, was not taken too 
literally either by the rulers or by the ruled. No one among 

. the former came forward to openly claim infallibility for him
self or for his decrees on account of his theoretical divinity. 
Political thinkers and statesmen only conceded a .certain func
tional resemblance. between the king and the divine guardi~ns, 
when they gave a qualified assent to the theory of· king's 
divinity. They ·expressly point otit that divinity does not invest 
the king with infallibility. Both the Smritis and the inscrip
tions of our age emphasise that a king can become a successful 
ruler, only if he waits upon the elders, studies the art of govern
ment, cultivates religiousness and protects his subjects as 
efficiently as the divine guardians. •. He must make assiduous 
efforts to master the political science, to cultivate fortitude and. 
to acquire leadership ; otherwise he would fail in his task. 

' It is on very rare occasions that some southern rulers have·· usecl 
the title MP-h8Jifjiidhi1'iija and Dlzannamahiirajadltiraia. See' also ante, 
p. 106. 

' The title M"harajadhiriija no doubt occurs in the Brii.hnuu.ta litera
ture, but its popularity in Northern India at this period was due to the 
cognate title RiijCLtilla.ia brought into vogue by Scythian rulers. 

3 The dcvaknlas of the Kusha1,1a rulers at Matlmra and their title 
Dcvaputm, 'the son ot heaven', show that they subscribed to the doctrine 
of the divinity of kings, which is guardedly accepted by Manusmriti, 
ch. VII, 4-7. 

• Lokadhiimuo devasya : Allahahad prasasli. CII. III, S. 
5 IA. V, 151; EI. VIII, 234; EC. V, Belu.r No. 245. 
"IA. V, 155; see also EI. VIII, 161,235, etc. 
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Kings who were haughty, irreligious, immodest and tyrannical, 
were never regarded as divine, nor was their right to oppress 
their subjects ever conceded ; they are held to public oppro
brium in the epigraphs of our period. 1 

Smritis continue to emphasise the necessity of training 
princes in the political science and military arts, and inscriptions 
show that their views were generally followed in practice. The 
Kadamba king Mrigendra-varman is, for instance, described in 
one record as a ruler whose intellect was sharpened and view
point liberalised by ·the study of different -sciences, and whose 
body was built up by various military exercises including riding 
and controlling horses and elephants. 2 We do not get such 
details about the training of the Gupta, the Vakataka or the 
Pallava princes, but we can safely conclude that a similar course 
was followed in their case also. Literary education was often 
entrusted to the most famous scholars of the age ; thus Vasu
bandhu, it seems, was one of the tutors of Samudra-gupta and 
K.alidasa that of Pravara-sena II. Fine arts like music were also 
taught to princes ; Samudra-gupta was a good connoisseur of 
music and the Kadamba king Simha-vannan enjoyed a similar 
reputation. 3 

3· OTHER MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL FAMILY. 
/ 

The crown usually passed to the eldest son, who was 
installed to the office of the heir-apparent when he had come 
of age and finished his training. Sometimes, however, a junior 
son was specially selected by the father to succeed .him when 

1 anfcriatCI~~<M'14~~·~~
;;fm~~mffu: tfi~T ~: II CII. III, 146. 

• <:ft~'Mii~l~;fa<crf.r~~fctf<lfct2fct(lli?l~: ~m~ 
~~ +(+J!!J ~~m{: I IA. VII, 37. 

• EI. VI, 18. 
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he was convinced that the interests of the state demanded that 
·.step. 1v'Such cases were, however, rare and exceptional. Among 
the Western Kshatrapas, howeve~, a peculiar mode of succession 
was established from c. 200 A.D., and the crown passed from 
the eldest brother to the younger ones in succession. When 
the youngest brother died after having his turn t9 rule, he used 
to be succeeded by the surviving eldest son of the eldest 
brother. 2 

Younger brothers of the crown prince were usually appointed 
to· the post of provincial governors.,_...... Thus Govinda-gupta, ·a 
younger brother of Kumara-gupta I, was a governor of Malava 
under him. R·ajakumiiras or junior princes were ruling as 
provincial governors under the Palhivas. 3 ..-If a king had no sons, 
the younger brother used to act as heir-apparent. Cases of 
kingdoms being divided among royal brothers in· order to · 
accommodate their rival claims are very few.?-This happened 
in the Vakataka dynasty at the death of the emperor Pravara
sena I, when his empire was divided among his four sons. Irt 
the Gupta dynasty. a divi!iion of the kingdom seems to have 
taken' place during the closing decades of its existence. . In 
both the cases, the consequences were far from beneficial ; the 
personal ambitions of the rival princes were no doubt satisfied, 
but at the cost of the prestige and the power of the dynasties 

. concerned. It is, therefore, no wonder· that the political theory 
and practice of our period should have disapproved of this 
procedure. 

The heir-apparent used to .be invested with several 
administrative powers; but their precise scope is not known. 
Probably they varied in different cases according to personal 
factors. i.Jnder the Guptas, the Yuvariija had his separate 

' This was most probably the case with Samudra-gupta. See pp. 137-
38. • 

·'Ante, p. 50. 
3 EJ. I, 5 ff. 
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military establishmem ;1 under the Kadambas he used to make 
even important appointments. 2 Under the Pallava ~dministra
tion, we find him making land grants and issuing orders tt' 
provincial officers apparently on his own responsibility. 3 lf 
the king \YaS old, a good deal of the administrative work would 
fall upon the heir-apparent, as was the case towards the end 
of the reign of the Gupta emperor Kumara-gupta I, or· the 
Kadamba mler Krishva-varman.4 

Queens of reigning kings and princesses do not appear to 
be taking any active part in the administration during our 
period-!" Kumaradevl, the wife of Chandra-gupta I, who figures 
on her husband's coins, was probably a regnant queen ; but 
there is no evidence to show that she was taking any active 
part in the Gupta administration. The same seems to have 
been the case with Dhmvadevi, the famous queen of Chandra
gupta II. .f1. number of queens and princesses figure in the 
Ikshvaku records from Andhradda, but they too do not seem 
to be entrusted with any administrative duties. A queen of 
king Mahasenadeva of Kosala gave a copper-plate charter, but 
it was confirmed by her husband. Yu-variijiii Charudevi of the 
Pallava dynasty is, however, seen granting a charter without 
the sanction of either her husband or her father-in-law. 5 The 
omission of this permission may be accidental in this case, or 
it may be that the queens in the Dt:avidian south took a more 
active part in the administration in this period also, as they 
undoubtedly did later under the Chalukyas. Dowager queens, 
however, \\·ere often assuming the rei:t;J.s of administration in 
our period even in the North ; the instance of the Vakataka 
queen Prabhavati-gupta is well known in this connection. 

' A seal bf a general belonging to tJ1e establishment of the heir
apparent has been found at Vaisiill; A ST. 1903-4, p. 108. 

2 1A. VII, 34. 
3 El. VI, 84 . 

. 'Ibid. IX, 1i2. 
• Ibid. VIII, 146. 
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4· POWERS OF THE' KING, 

·~i~gs were, as usual, the centre· of all military, political, 
admimstrative and judicial powers. They no doubt governed 
with the assistance of a ministry, but the ultimate responsibility 
of a final decision rested with· them}· They w~;e often their_ 
own commanders-in-chief and used to lead important inilitaFy. 
campaigns. ~1 viceroys, governors and important military and· 
civil officers were appointed by, and responsible to., them. 'l'he 
secretari~t at the capital worked under their ·.persanal direction . 
and supervision, and the provincial governors and their officers·· 
wen~ under their control and guidanceT They distributed titleS 
and favours in recognition of meritorious service or literary and 
artistic works of distinction. ~o all appearance, kings were 
thus almost autocratic ru~~ut in reality ~he case was 'cdtisi- · 
derably different. They(Shared their powers with ministers_ 
and· other high officers1 who, though not theoretically ·responsible' 
to the people, were•'expected tocontrolthe king, if-lie was acting 
against the established laws and customs. ''{<ings had' also no 
legislative powers and were expected to carry· out rules and 
laws framed ·not by themselves but by the wise rishis (sages) 
of the bygone ageS\ Large powers were also delegated to lOcal 
bodies like the village Paiichiiyats and town councils ; altiwst.~if 
functions of the government, except that of organising the army, 
determining foreign policy and declaring and conductilig ~.War, 
were discharged through the agency of the local bodie~; '~here 
the representatives of the locality had a powerful voice. No 
doubt, ·there was no central popular assembly-like the :kbdem 
parliament ; nevertheless people did not suffer from. the evil 
consequences of autocracy) ~wing .to the. above. delegation of 

- - -~ . . "' . . 

1 Purohita (chief priest) ,_$en{!pati (commander-in-c;hief), · ministers, 
ambassadors and spies are ."referred' to as constituting 'The Great Five
fold Group' in early Tamil literature; Muduraikkanji, II, :499,. 510.· 
They must obviously have exercised -considerable in1luence·,over' the.: 
L' . . .. • . . ... ,ng. 

r8 
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large powers to the local bodies. Smritis and epigraphs of our 
period emphasise that a good king should be particularly careful 
in winning. popularity among his subjects by respecting their 
wishes and promoting their welfare, 1 and there is every reason 
W believe that the rulers ordinarily lived up to this ideal. The 
Chinese pilgrim Fa-bien seems to be paraphra~ing the language 
of some of the inscriptions of our age when he describes how 
the people under the Gupta nile were virtuous, happy and 
prosperous, and had no occasions to complain against the auto
cracy or high-handedness of the government. 2 

5· MINISTRY. 

As stated already, the king carried on ·the administration 
with the help of a ministry. Sm)itis and inscriptions often 
refer to ministers as Mantrins or Saclzivas,3 hut do not give us 
any inform~'"tion either about the strength of the ministry or 
;about ,the portfolios held by its different members. It is only 
the foreign minister who is fre(Jttently referred to in our 
records. .We may, however, be not wrong in assuming that 
the ecclesiastical, military, revenue, land and trade departments 
·were under .. the charge of different members of the ministry.) 
it appears that the administrative heads of the different 
departments were often not distinguished from ministers, nor 
were the ministerial posts always regarded as superior to those 
of the departmental heads. Thus, for instance, Prithvishel}a 
was first a minister (mantrin) of Kumara-gupta I ; he was later 

. • Cf. ~(arilqf<qla;f!<l'l¥J ~ ~~ 1 
rA. V, 51; see also EI. Vlll, 235. 

• Cf. Legge: A Record of Buddhist Kittgdoms, Chap. XVI with 
n, 6, 21·23 of the Junagadh inscription of Skanda-gupta, CII. III, 58 ff. 

' The form amatya is not generally used in the sense of a minister 
in the Jecords of our period. It denotes officers of a low grade in 
Bllatikayana, Gupta and Parivriijaka records; see AS/. 1911-12, p. 52; 
CII. III, 96; lA. V, 126. · 
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' 
promoted to the post of a general ( mah:abaliidhikrita-)_1 MilitarY 
leadership was one of the important qualifications necessary for 
a minister. vHarishel}.a, who · was a foreign minister under 
Samudra~gupta, was a military general (mahiibaliidhikrita). 
The same was probably the case with Saba;· who held the same 
office under Chandra-gupta II); he is known to have accompanied 
the emperor in his campaign against the Western Kshatrapas. 
Provincial governors under the Vakatakas and the Ikshvakus 
were military commanders and the same may have been the 
case .with their ministers as well. Besides possessing a 
proficiency in the military art, ministers were expected to be 
well grounded in the political science as well ; some of them 
like ·Saba and Harishel}.a were also p~ets and authors. Th~re 
was often a tendency for the ministerial office to become 
hereditary. The families 9,£ Saba2 and Ppthvishel}.a, .referred to 
above, were holding the . ministerial posts for more · than one 
generation: Sftryadatta. was a foreign minister under the 
Parivrajakas in 482 A.D. and his son Vibhudatta 28 years later. 3 

Under the Uchchakalpa administration Gallu was foreign . 
minister in 496 A.D. and his younger brother Manoratha in 
512 A.D! Learning and ability often descend for a generation 
or two in undiminished quantity and quality, and so the 
occasional transmisSion of office in the same family is often to 
the advantage of the state.. , ,. 

6. THE MACHINUY AND DEPARTMENTS OF· CltNTRAL 

GoVERNMENT. 

It is unfortunate that we· have ·no direct and detailed 
information about the machinery of the Central Government; 

I ~~: W;ft···~ ~: I EI. X, 71. 

• Cf. ~#CC4SIIHEIIM6tf: used as an epithet of Siiba; CII. III,, 35. 
• Ibid. pp. 104 & 108. 
• Ibid. p. 128 
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etther of the GuptasJ or of the Vakatal;:as, or of the Palla vas. 
The details of the district administration under the Guptas and 
some other evidence that we get from the contemporary seals 
and inscriptions enable us, however, to reconstruct, to some 
extent, the picture of the central administration during our 
period. The capital of the kingdom was the headquarters 
of the central secretariat, whose 'chief officer was called 
Sar'Vlidhyaksha, or the general superintendent of the administra
tion, in the. Pallava, Vakataka, and Kadamba inscriptions. 1 

This officer conveyed the orders of the central government to 
the provincial- and district officers through. special messengers 
and inspectors who were often described as the carriers of 
royal orders. 2 

The central secretariat accommodated the offices of the 
different. ministers and the heads of departments. Each office· 
bad its own seal with which its communications were invariably 
.~amped for authentication. Routine business was transacted 
by each minister on his own responsibility, but important 
matters were referred to the whole council, which was presided 
over by the king himself. If the king was absent from the 
meeting, the practice w~s to refer the council's conclusion to 
him· for final approval and disposal. 3 Kings often went on 
tours of inspection, when they were sometimes requested. to 
make grants for religious purposes. It is on such occasions 
that they often passed oral orders, referred to in some of our 
grants."' .There is, however, no doubt that these orders were 
noted by their private secretaries and communicated to the 
central secretariat for proper recording and appropriate action. 5 

The private secretaries were called by the term rahasi-niyuktas ; 

1IA. V, 155; VI, 25; EI. XXII, 172. 
·~~4fc(&e¥1itile"'tf"''if<Ui: I EI. VIII, 162. 
• Malavikiignimitm, Act V. 
f EI. VI, 38; Cll. III, 155. 

S"ij@I@41Mfilflaa: ({fef.tg'&i if~ I EI. XIX, 103. 
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the English term is almost a literal translation of the 
corresponding Sanskrit expression. 

Pratihiiras and M ahapratihiiras, who figure in the record& 
of our period, were imp~rtant officers in the royal cou,rt,. They 
regulated its ceremonial ·and granted the necessary pernuts tor· 
admission to the royal <presence. · They do not seem t<f be; 
taking any other part in the administration. ' . 

The ~iiitary department was undoubtedly the mo$t_ 
imp,ortant department at the centre. The king was its head 
in all the states of our period, except when he happened to be 
a minor. He was assisted by the heir-apparent, if he was old 
enough to bear this responsibility. There were a number of 

• . - . ! ·~ 

M ahiiseniipatis under the king in the Gupta empire and it is 
. " quite possible that they and their armies were posted in lits 

different provinces to overawe the neighbouring powers and 
prospective local enemies. Mahiidav-tJa-nayakas appear to have 
been the subordinates of Mahiiseniipatis. 1 The army had 
different quarter-mast~rs in different place~, the seals of some 
of whom have been found} The fighting force was divided 
into infantry, cavalry and the elephant corps. Each branch 
had its different cadre of officers and they bore significant titles 
like asvap.atis, mahiis1Japatis, . pilupatis · arid mahaPilupati; 
(captains and bigradiers in the cavalry and elephant corps). 
\Veapons. used in the army were bows and arrows, sword~, 

battle-axes, spears, javelins, barbed darts, etc. and the soldiers 
were provided with arm ours and helmets. 3 

The police department must have had its own chief, but 
his designation is not known. The dav-4aPiiSikas; referred to 
in the seals fro1,n Basarh, were probably of the status ,of the 
monern district superintendents of police. Ordinary J~'.einber~ 
of the police force were known as chiitas and bhatas, 

• 1 ASI. 1911-12, p. 52. 
• Ibld. 1903-41 p. 108. 
• Raghuva,nsa, VII, vv. 48-9. 
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The revenue minister supervised the collection of taxes 
&lld revenues. These were paid partly in kind and partly in 
cash, and so the government had to make elaborate arrange~ 
ments for the proper administration df its granaries. Forests 
and mines of salt and metals were the state property and their 
administration also was most probably in the charge of the 
revenue department. The administration of the waste lands, 
which also were owned by the state, was left in charge of the 
municipal board or the village council, in whose jurisdiction 
they were situated. 1 

Hindu tradition required the king to administer justice 
himself, when he was present at the capital. ·If ill-health or 
wessure of other work prevented him from discharging this 
duty, the Chief Justice presided over the court at the capital, 
and decided cases w~th the help of jurors. The Supreme Court 
tried important local cases and also entertained appeals against 
the decisions of the lower courts in the moffusil. The evidence 
of the contemporary Smritis like Niirad~ and Brihaspati shows 
that the judicial procedure was very well developed in the 
Gupta period. We may well presume that the sound rules 
which have been laid down in these Smritis about restraint, 
res judicata, the relative importance of the oral and the doctt
~entary evidence, etc., were evolved in the Gupta, Vakataka · 
md Pallava law-courts. The class of professional pleaders had 
not yet come into existence ; the jurors were expected · to 
analyse the case, ascertain the points favourable for either party 
and weigh them impartially for coming to a proper decision. 
Brahmal}a Durdhara, who proceeds to plead the cause of the 
defendant against his creditors in the famous case from Patali
putra described by Asahii.ya in his commentary on N iirada
Smriti, IV, s, no doubt plays the role of the pleader ; but he 
is rebuked by the judge for advocating the cause of a third 

'EI. XV, taO ff. 
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party in re.turn for a fee. So even in the 8th . centurY· tlu: .. 
pleader class had not' ~cquired a respectable ·status. . . 

The E~&~siastica1 :Minister ·was ·in. charge . of D harmci and: 
morality of the realm. He had his own subordinates at the. 
provincial and district headquarters, who ·were designa~ecJ. as 
Vinayasthitisthiipakas (establishers• ·of ·the moral staiidat:d) •. 1 

· 

This department advised the king ab@Ut the promotion ·of . 
Dharma in its different aspects and suggested suitable objectS 
and occasions for charity. . It also supervised the administration 
of public temples. . Promotion of !_earning by grants to learned 
BrahmaJ}as and' Buddhist and Jaina monasteries cy.rrying on the 
work of education probably . fell within the purv1ew · of thi~ 
department. Officers in. charge of villages thus alienated were 
known as Agrahiirikas. · · · · -(·,. 

. . .. . ~ 

Trade and Industries were· prospering ·in .our period, · 
· bringing considerable revenues to the royal treasury. Their 
affairs were -• probably under the charge of a separate minister, · .. 
though he js not n;ferred to in. our records. Driitigikas or octroi 
officers, who figure in Valabhi and other records, 2 must have 
worked· and· colleCted the duties under his direction. This 
department was probably in . charge of roads· ; the rest-houses 
with which th~y were ~tudded and whith excited the admira
tion of Fa-hien, were probably administered by its 's~bordinate 
staff.. · · ·· · · 

. The . foreign minister, Mahasd;;J.hi-vigrahika,. worked in 
close co-operation with the king and the -military department. 
tie . m'-lst ha.ve been ·one . of the busiest officers in the early 
Gupta period, w~en Samudra~gupta was plan11ing his faJDOU& 
campaigns in the North and the South. Which kingdomS' were 
to be ann~xed and which. were to be· permitted t~ remai~ a.S 
feudatory states· was to be determined by this department. In 
later times t.he kingdoms of the Deccan are kno_wn .. to have 

I • 
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employed several Siindhi-vigrahikas, each being in charge of a 
particular region. Probably the Vakatakas and the Guptas 
had done the same. Foreign ministers were required to be 
great diplomats ; their reputation would spread far and wide 
if they could gain by negotiations what seemed to be achievable 
only by the war. 

7. 'l'HE FEUDATORIES. 

. 'l'here were a large number of feudatory states) owiqg 
allegiance to the Pallavas and the Guptas,( and much of the 
time of the foreign minister and his staff must have been spent 
in supervising the policy and plans of the rulers of these states, 
many of whom were usually cherishing the secret hope of 
becoming independent one day by overthrowing the imperial 
yoke. In later times, the suzerain power and its feudatories 
are known to be entertaining each other's representatives at 
their courts; the same was probably the case also in our period. 
'l'he foreign department, as usual, employed a large number 
of spies . ../ 

It will be convenient to describe here the relations between 
the Imperial Power and its feudatories. 'l'hese varied with 
different states. Feudatories, who had been permitted to rule 
after a smashing defeat, or who were very near the heart of 
the imperial kingdom, or whose resources and poyvers were 
insignificant, enjoyed little internal autonomy. 'l'hey were not 
even the full masters· of the revenues of their kingdoms. 
Narayat;ta Maharaja and Satrughna Maharaja, who were the 
Vakataka feudatories, king Rudradatta, who was a feudatory of 
Vainya-gupta, and the Sendraka king Bhanu5akti, who owed 
allegiance to the Kadambas, felt the necessity of getting the 
imperial sanction for alienating some revenues of their own 
states. 1 Bigger feudatories like the Parivrajakas, the Uchcha-

1 CTI. III, 236 ff; IHQ. VI, 53; IA. VI, 31-2. 
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POSITION OF THE FEUDA-TORiES 

·kalpas, and the Varmans (of Mandasor) could, however, make 
land grants without the· permission of· the Imperial power. 
:Some of themlike the Uchchakalpas do riot even refer to their 
:Suzerain lords 'in their records, but others like -the Parivrajakas 
:and the Varmans (of Mandasor) make a passing reference to 
the Imperial power. Important and powerful feudatory chiefs 
bad their' own' sul?-feudator.ies ; thus king Matrivish\).u of Eran 
·was a subordinate of king Surasmichandra,. who ii1 his turn 
was a feudatory of Budha-gupta. 1 The .Parivriijakas 'also had 

·.their own feudatories. . 
'The Foreign Department insisted ~pon · due obedience to 

the imperial orderS. by· the feudatories.· They ·were, as a general 
:rule, required to pay tribute and come to the imperial court 
:at suitable intervals for offering personal homage. Under the 
·Gupta administration kings, who had been reduced to the 
feudatory status after a conquest, were granted imperial charter 
'l'egranting them· their territories under such conditions ·as were 
:agreed'upon or imposed. They had also to offer their daughters . . 
'in marriage to :the emperor, if the latter was inclined to accept 
them. Tt seems that the Guptas did not permit their feuda
tories to issue any currency of their own2 

; diplomatic pressure 
aJso seems to have been exercised to induce them to use the 
imperial era. 

8. KUMARAMATYAS. 

// Before we ·conclude the survey of the Central Government, 
we have to refer to a class of officers known as Kumiiriimiityas, 
who figUre very prom'inently both in the seals and inscriptions 
of the Gupta period. It was once.believed that Ku~iiriimiitya 
was a minister to the prince of th!i blood royal, who was 

' CII. III, 89. 
• Coins of the Gupta feudatories have not been found, but the same 

is the case with their independent ·contemporaries like t.he Vakitakas 
:and the Pallavas. · · • 
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appointed as an heir-apparent or a viceroy: But a careful 
analysis of the epigraphical evidence shows that such was not 
the case. Harishe1,1a, who was the foreign ininister of Samudra
gupta, and Sikharisvami and Prithvi-shel}a, who Were ministers 
.o the emperors Chandra-gupta II and Kumara-gupta I, are 

all called K umiirtim,iityas ~ 1 'rhese officers were ministers 
serving directly ml<ier emperors ; still they are called K umiirii
mlityas. The latter term, therefore, surelUid not indicate a· 
minister to a prince or an heir-apparent. Kumiiriimiityas 'are 
often seen to be working as dist-rict officers, 2 and sometimes as 
subordinates of even M ahiidaf!cJaniiyakas. 3 The post of a 
Mahiibaliidhikrita or a Mahiidaf!cJaniiyaka was no doubt a higher 
one than that of a Kumiiriimiitya, for Kumiiriimiitya Ppthvi
shel}a was promoted to it after some approved service. • It 
seems that Kumariimiityas, to ·a great extent, ·resembled the 
modern I.C.S. officers, who sometimes work in the district, 
sometimes in the provincial or central _secretariat' and some
ti~es become members of the government itself. Higher posts 
of ministers . and generals were filled by promotion from their 
cadre. v Seals refer to Yu'Variijapiidiya-Kumiiriimiityas and 
ParamabhaHiirakapiidiya-Kumiiriimiityas ; -they seem to be 
Kumiiramiityas attached to . or working in the office of the 
Yu'Variija and the emperor. 5 The 9,esignation K'umiit·iimiitya 
became fairly popular in course of time ; we find officers of 
this designation existing under the. Maitrakas of Valabhi and 
some local dynasties in Kalitiga and Orissa.' The A miityas ~ 
who figure under the Pallavas, were probably discharging 
functions similar to those of the Kumiiriimiityas. 

'EI. X, 52. 
• Ibid. XV, 133. 
• AS!. 1911-2, p. 32. 
• EI. X, 52. _ 

· • ASI. 1903-4, p. 107. Prof. R. D. Banerji interpreted these expres
sions differently. See AIG. pp. 72-5. His view is,_ however, untenable. 

• CII. III, 165; El. XXIII, 201; XI, 28~ 
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9· PROVINCIAL ADMINI,STRATION" 

Let us now survey the provinCial and distriCt administra
tion, It would be first necessary to find out the different' terri
torial divisions that prevailed in OUT period .. Our records show 
that their nomenclatu~e and extent varied with the dtft'erent 
kingdoms. -Big empires. like those of the Guptas were first 
divided into provinces like Surashtra and lVIalava. They were' 
probably known as De.~as. 1 The names of all the provinces of · 

·the Gupta empire have not yet come to light,·· nor do we know 
the designation of the officers entrusted with their government .. 
Only a few .details of the provin~i~l ~dministratioti are kriowi1. . . . . . 

Viceroys of provinces .were appointed by· the emperor. and. 
were responsible for proteCting their territories against external 
invasion and maintaining internal order~ They were to help and 
watch over the feudatory rulers situated. within. their territories. 

!They were to dev~lop their provinces by constructing or· repair- · 
ing works of public utility like irrigation tanks, and strengthen 
the foundation of the empire by promoting good government and 
public confide~e .. trhey could. appoint. their subordinate officers. 
Almost ali the departm~nts that. existed at the imperial c~pital 
probably had their !eplicas ·in the provincial headquarters.· 

·.Provinces were divided ·into bhuktis) which wer~ abortt the 
size of the .Commissioner's divi~ioilsjn ~odern times.{ Bhuktis 
were subdivided into vishayas, roughly corresponding to a 
modern district;! Tira-bhukti was about the s1ze of .the modern 
Darbhanga division ; one 0£ the districts included in it was that 
of Vaisali. PuQ<}:ravardh~na-bhukti comprised the districts of 
Dinajpur, Bogra and Rajshahi in northern Bengal, and Magadha
bhullti of the di~trids of Gaya~ Rajagriha and Pataliputra. The 
bhuktis were in charge of officers known as fjpc,rikas, who were 

'Cf. Sarveshu de§eshu vidhaya goptrln; CII. ·III, 66. 
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appointed by, and responsible to, the emperor himsel£.1 Vishayas 
were governed by Vishayapatis, who were usually appointed by 
the UParikas, but sometimes directly by the emperor himself. 
Often they had the status of a Mahiiriija. Several sealings of the 
offices of bhuktis and 11ishayas have been found, which had once 
closed confidential despatches sent from their offices. It does 
not appear that iit the Gupta empire there was any administra
tive division intervening between the 'Vishaya and the towns 
and villages comprised within it. 2 

. 

Riishtra, riijya and bhukti are the territorial administrative 
divisions to be met with in the Viikiitaka records) Their extent 
is not known, but since no other territorial division is usually 
mentioned between them and the villages granted i"u their juris
diction, we may well presume that all these different names were 
used to denote the same administrative division, usually equal 
in size to the modern district. { Districts were often divided 
into eastern and western section ;3 

villages in them were known after the 
town situated in the area concerned.~ 

sometimes groups of ' 
name of the important 

The early Pallava kingdom was divided into n1shtras, 
madavas ( ?) and desas,· which appear to have been territorial 
divisions in the descending order of dimensions. Their precise 
extent, however, is not known.) 

In the smaller states of our period, like those of the 
Kadambas, and the Salaiikiiyanas, administrative divisions 
larger· than districts did not exist. Districts were known some-

1 It is diJiicult to state what control was exercised over the BJmkU 
officers by the viceroys, since the former seem to have been directly 
responsible to the emperor. · 

2 The spurious plates of Samudra-gupta mention the villages granted 
immediately after the vishayas in which they were situated ;~no inter
mediate division is mentioned.-

Official designations of Uparika and Visluzyapati continued to exist 
in the post-Gupta period also in Bengal and Kaliilga." ]ASB. VII, 
476-7 ; · EI. III, 45. 

• As was the case with Bennakata district: EJ. XXII, 172. 
• lbfli. XXIV, 264. 
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t,imes as riish(ras, · sometimes as 'Vishayas and Sometimes as 
aharattis. Their sub-divisions were known as sth(tlis in 
Kathiawar and Piithakas or Pethas in. Gujarat and Central India. 1 

xo. THE NoN-OFFICIAL DISTRICT CouNCIL. 

Let us now survey the district adlninistration under the 
Guptas. It was presided over by an officer of the Central 

· Government, who was usually called a Vishayapat-i. He often 
belonged to the cadre of the K umiiriimiityas-:/ His office was 
well organised and used to keep careful records and files. t.. The 

· officer in charge of records was called .. Pustapiila r;' his records 
could show the precise dimensions of lands, both ~ultivated and 
uncultivated, situated within the district. ~is subordinates in 
the moffusil were ~ailed AkshaPa(alikas. · 
· There was -certainly no over-centraiisation of governmen 
unqer the Guptas. vThe district administration enjoyed, con 
siderable powers( Even when waste l!inds owned by the central 
government were to be sold, the district authorities had to be 
consulted. In some cases, copper-plates granting such lands 
bore even the seal of. the district administration as a proof of 
its approval. 

The popular element had a large ' voice in the district 
administration. The chief banker, the chief trader, the chief 
artisan and the 'chief Kiiyastha (writer), figured prominently in 
the council which helped the Vishayapati of Kotivarsha in 
Bengal in c. 450 A..D. The members of this council were known 
as Vishayamahattaras . .../ It ·sh~u.ld not, however, be supposed 
that only the big business dominated the district administration ; 
the persons menti~ned above were only the prominent members 
(puroga) of the district council, which consisted of a la:rge 
number of other members as well. \ The Faridpur plate III 
shows that there were about twenty members of the district 

1 CII. III, 136, 173. 
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·council, some of whom, like Kulasvamin and Subhadeva were 
BrahmaJ}.as, and some, like Ghoshac)landra and GuJ}.achandra, 
were non-Brahmins.1 Seals of Vishayamahattaras have also 
been found at Nalanda. They functioned in the district 
.councils under the VishJ}.ukUJ.l.Qins also. 2 

There is no direct evidence to show that similar popular 
<Councils existed at the district headquarters in other contem
porary states ; but probably we shall not be wrong in assuming 
that they functioned in our period under all administrations. 

(Unfortunately we have no information as to how the 
members of the district council were selected or electe~ As 
far as the bankers and traders are concerned they were obviously 
represented by the presidents of their guilds, as the terms, 
Prathama-sresh{hin and prathama-siirthavtiha, show. The same 
was the .case with the writers' class. As far as the remaining 
members of the council are concerned, we shall not be wrong 
in assuming that persons of different classes, who had, by their 
age, experience and character, acquired a pre-eminent status, 
were co-opted on the council by. a general consensus of the 
opinion of the locality. Most probably the district council was 
dominated by the urban interests. It does not seem likely 
that it included any representatives of the villages situated in it. 3 

II. DISTRICT ADMINISTRA'l'ION. 

Officers in charge of districts were responsible for main
taining law and order and collecting government taxes and 
revenues. YThey were assisted in this task by a large staff with 
different qualifications. The names of the subordinate officers 
of the revenue department under the · Guptas are not known, 
but they were ..called Dhru'Vas in Gujarat, and were required to 

'IA. XXXIX, 195 ff. . , 
• ]AHRS. VI, 17 ff. Rash{ragl!imaiiJahattar.ldhikiirins, who figure m 

a. record of SaiJkaragal}a, probably include Rash{ramahattaras, who 
formed a council at the headquarters of a 1'iishfra; Cll. III, 216. 

• But some councils, with headquarters in villages, had different 
constitution, cf. HBR. 268. 
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see that the state got its fair share of the standing crop~ in each 
field. Most probably Y'uktas,_ Ayuktas,· Niyuktas, VyiiPritas 
and A dhikritas who iigure in some of out· rec<>rds were also 
subordinate revenue officers serving as links between. the district 
administration and. the village. The district administration is 
definitely· known to.· be administering . waste .lands ; it is . there
fore very likely that the forest officers,· wl;lo frequently figure 
in our records, worked under the guidance of the district officers. 
Dandaniiy'akas, whose seais are found in large numbers at Bhita, 
and ~vho also figure l.n Brihatphalayana records, 1 were p~obably 
the captains of military units stationed iii the different district~ 
to help the local authorities in maintaining. law and order. 
Daf}qapiisikas or Choroddharatlikas, who figure in the records 
of most of the' northern dyn~sties of o.ur period, and th~ 
Arakshiidhikritas and the Gaulmikas, who figm:e in the Pallava 
records, were obviously the police and C.I.D. officers appointed 
to apprehend criminals a11d to haul them before the law courts. 2 

Cha,as and Bhiifas .were policemen worki!}>g under their direc
tion. Administration of justice in important to.\vns ·and cities 
was carried on by. specially. appointed officers with the assis
tance ·of jurors trained in law· (DharmaS.iistra). The seals of 
the office of Nayiidhikaraf}a, Dharniiidhikarat~a and Dharma~ 
..Siisanadhikarat~a that were found at Nalanda and Vaisali were 
obviously the·. seals of courts of justice functioning at important 

. provincial and district centres like these. places. 3 

_We have t1o information about the administrative n1achinery 
of the Piifhaka., which denoted the sub-division of a district in 
some parts of the country, 4 ·but probably it was similar to that. 
of the district outlined above. 

I EI. VI, ·38.. - . . 
• It is interesting to note that the seals of the officers of this depart

ment often bore the emblem of a standing policeman, with a staff in 
his hand. ASI. 1903-4, p. 108. · · 

1 MAS!. No. 66, pp. 52-J; AS!. 1913-4, p. 128; EI. X( 107. 
_ • e.g. Gujarat and Central India; Cll. III, 136, 173. 
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I 2. POPULAR COURTS. 

r In addition to the official courts at the headquarters of 
districts and provi3ce;, there existed a number of popular 
courts in our perio?Y'Guilds of traders and caravans had their· 
own courts, whiCh took cognisance of disputes arising among: 
their members. I There were also Paiicha.yat courts in towns. 
and villages, which tried all civil and petty criminal cases} All 
parties had to refer their cases in the first instance to these: 
popular courts, and their decrees were regularly enforced by the· 
state, unless they were reversed in appeal by the royal courts .. 
This policy of decentralisation reduced the congestion in the 
official courts and afforded leading citizens and villagers an 
opportunity to compose amicably the quarrels arising in their· 
respective localities. Truth is always easy to discover when a. 
case is tried locally with the help of local juriors. 

13. VII.,LAGE AND TOWN ADMINISTRATION. 

Let us now review the machinery of the gove-rnment of the· 
village, which was the pivot of administration. The jurisdic
tion of the village authorities extended over houses, streets,. 
bazars, burning grounds, temples, wells, tanks, waste lands,. 
forests and cultivable land5) The area of the lands included. 
in different villages varied with local conditions. All lands, 
cultivated and uncultivated, were very carefully iueasured by 
officers known as Simiikaras, as becomes clear from the data 
supplied by inscriptions found both in the South and the North. 1 

Village settlements were usually protected by walls and ditches ;: 
the latter often figure in the description of the village 
boundaries. 2 (Agriculture was the main occupation . of the 

'IA. V, 53 (for the Pallava administration); EI. XV, 130 (for the 
Gupta administration) ; Ibid. XVII, 53 (for the later Gupta period); 
CII. III, 236 (for the Viiklitaka kingdom). 

• El. XIX, 130. 
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villages, but each of them had usually its own compliment of 
weavers, potters, carpenters, oil-pressers and goldsmiths. 

l The village headman, designated as Griimeyaka in some 
places, and Grii'11'1Jadhyaksha in others, was at the· head of the 
village administration.'l Vallabhas and Govallabhas were othet 
officers that worked under him in the Pallava administration, 
but their precise function is not known. The headman was 
assisted in his work- by a non-official local council, the members 
of which were usually known as Mahattaras under the Pallava 
and the Vakataka administration. 2 The same designation pre
vailed in western India; {The council existed in the Gupta 
administration as well, and was known as PMichamar.z,qali in 
Central India and Griimajanapada in Bihar. 

n'he village council discharged almost all the functions of 
government. It looked after village defence, settled village 
disputes, organised works of public utility, acted as a trustee 
for minors, and collected the government revenues and paid 
them into 'the .central treasury." A large number of the seals 
of the village janaPadas have been found at Nalanda belonging 

. to the later Gupta period.8 They would show that the popular 
village councils in Bihar were known as village janaPadas ; 
they met regularly to transact the village. business. Letters 
sent to outsiders communicating their decisions were invariably 
stamped with their official seals.• We have no information as 

to how the members of the village councils were elected or 

' JA. V, 155; Cll. III, 256. The headman was called 11-Iunuda or 
Miluda under the Salankayanas; EI. IX, 58; ]AHRS. I, ·tot: 

• EI. VIII, 145 (for the Pallavas); XIX, 102 (for the Vakatakas). 
• MASI. No. 66, pp. 45-9. ·· · . . 
4 The village councils of our period were administrative bodies and 

have to be distinguished from Mangrams and Podiyils, mentioned in 
early Tamil literature, which were folk-gatherings, meeting mainly for 
religions and !\Ocial purp<)ses, and occasionally transacting some admi
nistrative work that mily crop up. There is, however, no doubt that 
they were evolved out of the latter in south . India. 

I9 
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selected. There is no hint of any elections of the modern type 
in our records and the term Mahattara, the elderly one, 
suggests that senior persons of different classes, who had 
acquired a pre-eminent status by their age, experience and 
character, ··were eleva ted to the · village council by general 
approval. 

\The: town administration was carried on by an officer, 
usually known as Purapala. He had often the status of a 
K umiiriimiitya under the Guptas. If the town or the city 
happened to be the headquarters of a district, the council of 
the Vishayamahattaras probably car.ried on its administration . 
:along with that of the district. When such was not the case, 
we can reasonably assume that the towns, like the villages, 

. had their own popular councils, which assisted the- town prefect 
in the work of the administration. Town councils used to 

. discharge most of the functions of the village councils.) Citizens 
were naturally particular. that their towns should have good 

·water supply, fine gardens, imposing temples and spacious 
halls for public meetings and debates, 1 and town councils had 
to take the necessary steps in the matter. Most of the towns 
and cities were protected by walls and moats. 

We have no information about the sources of revenue of the 
village and town councils~ Very probably an appreciable per
centage of the land reven'ue was handed over to them by the 
Centr~l Government for financing the difierent projects and 
meeting the normal expenditure of the local administration. 

-"It is also likely that the local bodies imposed taxes on shops 
. I 

and houses and ·obtained a fair portion of the octroi duties in 
' their jurisdiction, which were mostly collected in kind. Some 

Pallava records show that barbers, metal-workers and other 
artisans were also taxed;) 

1 CII. III, 75. 
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14. 'l'HE 'l'AxA.TION. 

Let. us now consider the question of the _Central taxation~. 
From - some of our records · it appears that the .traditional 
number of taxes was !8/ but their names are ·nowhere given ... 
Among them, the land~tax of course was the_ most important. It 
was called Bhiigakara in some localities and ,Udraiiga in others, 
and its incidence· seems to have varied from 16 to 25 Per cent 
according to the quality of the land. It was usually collected 
in kind a~ the terrn Bhiigakara clearly suggests and so the 
question of granting remissions for failure ,of crops to some 
extent solved itself. · If the yield was less; the government 
share, which was a certain fraction of it, automatically became 
les!>. 

Octroi duties, mentioned both in the Smritis and inscrip
tions of our period, were the next important sources of revenue. 
Some of them were collected in kind and were assigned· to the 
village and town officers as part of their remuneration. These 
seem to be referred to as Bh~gakaras in our records. 2 Vakataka 
and Pallava inscriptions refer to the tax on :flowers, milk, curd 
and bullocks ; we may presume that octroi duties had. to be 
paid on these and other il!lportant article!; imported in towns 
and villages. Most probably excise duties were imposed. on 
articles' manufactured in the kingdom; the expression BhiUa
pratyiiya,. ~tax on ·what has coine into existence', which occurs 
in some Maitraka and 'I'raikutaka rec_9rds, probablf refers- t~ 
them. 

'l'he State claimed ownership in· waste lands, forests, 
pasture~ and salt-mines, and derived considerable income by 
letting them out or selling their produee. ..,· 

The villagers and citizens had to pay additional imposts, 
when officers of the Central Gove!'nment came for inspection. 

1 EI. I, 6; XV, (25. . 
• Cll III, 193, 198; EI. XXII, 23. 
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They had to provide them, free of cost, wun boiled rice, curd. 
milk, vegetables, grass, fuel, flowers and other necessities or 
luxuries of life, and supply labour, bulls and carts necessary for 
their transport. 1 When police and military officers had to visit 
a locality to detect crim~ or apprehend criminals, their ex
penses also had to be met by the local residents ; donees of the 

· brahmadeya, grants are in many cases seen exempted from this 
impost. 

It is unfortunate that we should possess no details whatso
ever of the taxation under the Gupta empire. 2 Their inscrip
tions are aU silent upon the point. We may however presume 
that most of the above taxes and sources of revenue existed 
under the Gupta administration as well. 

15. GEmtRAI. REVIEW. 

We shall conclude this chapter with a general review of 
the administration and its achievements. ·In the small kingdoms 
of our period, iike those of the Kadambas or the Gatigas, the 
ad111il:listrative machinery was· no doubt simple, but it was fairly 
complex and well de.veloped in larger states, like those of the 
Pallavas or the Guptas. We possess fairly· detailed information 
about the Gupta government and its achievements and can 
well conclude that it was very well organised, both at the centre 
and in provinces./ The central secretariat worked efficiently 
and could keep itself well informed about the happenings in 
districts and villages. Orders of kings, when· oral, were noted 
by. their private secretaries and communicated to the central 
secretariat for proper recording. Many of the plates of our 
period show that they were verified by government authorities 
after they were engraved. Lands were carefully measured by 

., EI.'l, 6; VI, 14. . 
• The spurious ·plates of Samudra-gupta simply refer to customary 

dues samuchitigr4ma-jmityilya, but do not enumerate them. 
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a specially trained staff and detailed records were kept about 
their boundaries and ownership in the headquarters of ·the 
village and district. , . 

-----Government could secure safety to its subjects both from 
foreign invasions and internal disturbances for a long time. 
It did not however put any restrictions in the movements of_ 
people, un.1ess they were tindertaken for the fraudulent pur
pose of avoiding taxation. 1 In the administration ·of criminal 
iaw there was a happy combination of· justice and humanity ; 
criminals were punished promptly, but the punishments were 
not inhuman.· The police and C. I. D. were quite efficient in . 
detecgp.g crimes and bringin:g the delinquents before the law. 

Y'f'he maintenance of law and order however was not the so?e 
-con.cem.of govemment'Yi:t was anxious to develop the resources 
of the countrY, as well,J Its traae-department no doubt collected 
octroi duties; but also promoted commerce by securing safety · 
of roads and ·establishing a gold 'ctirrency of l.ntemational' . 
standard. Mines and forests were developed. Agriculture was 
vromoted by the construction and repairs of tanks and reser
voirs, and the state afforded facilities for bringing waste lands 
under cultivation. 

Government, ho'wever, was not content merely with pro
moting material prosperity of its citizens; it tried to promote 
their moral and spiritual welfare also by appointing special 
religious inspectors . .,.....-Donees._ of Brahmadeya villages were 
particularly required to set high moral standards, so as to 
become an example to others. · State extended its patronage 
impartially to Hinduism, Buddhism -and Jainism. 

There was no central parliament to control the king and 
ministers, but traditional rules about the duties of· kings and 
ministers and the high ideals _that were placed· before them in 
semi-religious works were· sufficiently effective to curb tyranni-

'EI. XXV, 52; Fa-bien, p. 43 
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cal tendencies . ./ Government, moreover, was remarkably 
decentralised, and. most of its functions were transferred to 
district .administration. In the district headquarters, the officers 
of the central government were assisted and controlled by 
popular councils of Mahattaras, whose sanction was necessary 
even if the state wanted to sell the waste land of its own. 
Villages had their own councils,· which functioned as corporate 

. bodies and administered all the branches of its administration; 
including the settlement of disputes and the collection of taxes. 

VPeople were virtuous, rich and prosperous ; cities were 
. teeming with population. The poor and sick were offered free 
relief and medicine in hospitals and charitable institutions. 
Peace and prosperity secured by the government led to a rich 
and remarkable development of art, literature, philosophy and 
science, as will be shown in later chapters. We may, therefore, 
be well proud of the Gupta administrative system, which served 
as the ideal for contemporary and later. states. ./ 



CHAPTER ·XV 

THE COINAGE. 

1n tms cnapter we shall consider the coinage- current in our 
age. Owing to want of space, it is not possible to describe in 
detail all the coin-types issued by the different rulers of our 
period. We can only refer to the main types issued by each 
dynasty, the different n1etals used for them, the weight standards 
followed, and the relative value of the different denominations.· 
The question of the origin and development of the different 
types with special reference to foreign influence, if any, will 
en~age ~ur special attention, and brief reference will also be 
made to the light thrown by important types on the contem
porary history. 

I. TilE CoiNAGE oF THE PUNJAB AND AFGHANISTAN. 

In the Punjab the Later Great Kusha:!J-a rulers, Kanishka HI 
and Vasudeva II, continued to issue gold coins (Pl. I, I & 2), 
closely- resembling some of the earlier Kusha:!J-a types. On the 
obverse, there is the king_ offering oblation at the altar, with 
a legend in Greek, which becomes progressively mote and more 
degenerate. Brahmi letters are introduced in the field, the 
probable significance of whkh has been already discussed (ante, 
pp. I4~r6). The reverse has two types; in one the-re 'is Siva 
standing by. his bull (Pl. I, 2)' as on the coins of Vasudeva I, 
and in the other there is Ardoksho seated on the throne, a:s on 
the coins of Huvishka (Pl. I, -I). The first type was common 
in the Kabul valley and the second in the Western Punjab. 

· When the Later Kusha:!J-as lost Afghanistan to the Sassa-_.. .. 
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nians, the latter introduced a new series of coinage in t~ 
province, which is known as Scytho-Sassanian. The coins ' 
the new series are thin and large ; they bear on the obverse tn~ 
figure of the standing king, and on the reverse, that of Siva 
standing by his bull. The Greek legend on the obverse and 
the Pahlavi legend on the reverse are both corrupt. (Pl. I, 3) 
The weight of thes~ pieces is about 120 grains. 

The Scythian successors of the Later Great Kushfu;tas con· 
tinued their Ardoksho type in the Central and Western Punjal 
wi!h the same weight standard (Pl. I, 4). The Greek legen< 
on their coins became too corrupt and degenerate to be intelli 

. gible. The names of the kings, therefore, began to be written ir 
Brahmi characters under their left arm. A number of Brahm 
letters make their appearance in the field, the significance o 
which has been described already in Chapter I. The weigh 
standard of the later Kush~a and Scythian coins is the sam 
as that of the earlier Imperial Kushav.as. They weigh 12' 

grains on the average, but are often debased. 
The currency of the Kidara Kush~s or the Littl 

Kushavas, who rose to power in c. 350 A.D., is entirel: 
Sassanian ir its type. There .is the bust of the king on th 
obverse, usually supporting the globe on his crown. On th 
reverse there is Fire-altar with an attendant on either sidt: 
The legends are in Pahlavi characters (Pl. I, 5). 

2. THE COINAGE oF 'rHE WESTERN KsHATRAPAS. 

The Saka Kshatrapas of Western India continued thei 
earlier coin-type during this period. Two revolutions too: 
place, one in 304 A.D. and the other about forty years late1 
\Yhich put rival Saka chiefs on the throne, but they brought n 
change in the coin-type. The Abhira ruler lsvara-datta, w:b 
got a 'temporary hold of the Kshatrapa kingdom for about tw 
years, is also seen issuing coins in substantial agreement wit' 
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the established type. The same was the case with the Guptas, 
:who supplanted the Kshatrapas in c. 400. 

'The Saka silver coins have the bust of the king on the 
obverse. In the earlier period, the bust is a portrait of the 
ruler, showing on different coins even the· changes of features 
produced by age (Pl.· II, 3 & 4) .. Later on it became stereo
typed. The obverse has meaningless traces of the circular Greek 
legend, borrowed from the Indo-Bactrian prototype. Kshatrapa 
rulers possessed a remarkable historic sense. The circular 
Brahmi legend on the reverse of their coins carefully mentions 
the name and the title, not only of the ruler but also of his 
father .. But this is not all. From the reign of-~Jlva-daman. 

<(c. 175 A.D.) 1 each coin issued from the mint began to bear the 
date of its issue, given behind the bust of the king. This has 
enabled the modern historian to determine very accurately the 
reign-periods of most of the Kshatrapa rulers. It may be 
-observed here that no other dynasty in ancient India, Indian 
,or foreign, has issued such a long series of dated coins. 

The crescented . three-arched Hill wit4 the Sun and the 
:Moon on either side is the reverse. symbol on the Kshatrapa 
-coins. In course of time the Hill in the centre dominated the 
·other two, which dwindled almost into insignificance. The 
·average weight of the silver coins of the Western Kshatrapas 
is about 35 grains. They are obviously hemidrachms of the 
Persian weight standard .. The Gupta and the Hii1;1a silver 
coins, .based upon the Kshatrapa prototype, are of the same 
weight. The purchasing power of these silver pieces was equal 
to that of two rupees in 1930. 

A few Kshatrapa rulers· issued copper coins also, but they 
-are usually anonymous. Generally they have Elephant on the 
obverse and the three-arched Hill on the reverse, with the Sun 
and the Moon on either side and the date of issue below. 

1 For coins of Jiva-diiman see. Pl. II, 3 & 4. 
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The latter enables us to attribute these coins to the Saka 
Kshatrapas. 

3· THE COINAGE OF THK RRPUBLICS. 

The later Kush.fu}a and Scyth~ rulers of the Punjab· 
issued no copper coins. The moneY' market had been so over
flooded by the copi<?US copper currency of the Great Kusha1;la 
rulers, that there was no necessity to issue any fresh coins. 
Many of the Indian republics, which overthrew the Kush~a 
overlordship and regained their independence, resumed their 
coinage by c. 200 A.D. Among these the Yaudheyas were the 
most powerful and prominent, and their coinage is most wide
spread and abundant. As may be expected, the Yaudheya. 
copper coins bear a Close resemblance to those of the KushaQas 
both in weight and fabric. The figures on their obverse and 
reverse bear a general resemblance to those on the Kushal)a 
coins, but the standing king on the prototype is replaced by · 
Kartikeya, who was the tutelary deity of the Yaudheyas. The 
figure on the reverse recalls no doubt that of Helios or Mao 
on the Kushii!].a coinage; but the accop1panying symbols of 
Kalasa and Conch make it clear that it is intended to stand for 
Lakshmi, (Pl. I, 6). The new Yaudh~ya coinage discards the 
foreign Greek and Kharoshthi alphabets and introduces the 
indigenous Brahmi one. The legend on the obverse, Yaudheya
gatJasya jay a~, undoubtedly refers to the victory of the issuers· 
over their erstwhile overlords. 

The coinage of the Kul)inda republic, resumed in 
c. 200 A.D., also bears a general resemblance to the Kushal)a 
coi11age in weight and fabric. The standing king on the 
obverse is, however, replaced by the figure of Siva, holding 
the trident in his hand. The reverse shows most of the· 
symbols that we· find in the pre-KushaQa KuQinda coinage, 
e.g., the Deer, six-arched Hill, Tree-in-railing, Banner, Ser-
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pentine line,, etc. 
and the Greek. 

The Brahmi script replaces tpe Kharoshth~. 
G 

The average weight of the copper coins of the Yaudheyas 
and the Kut;1indas is about r6o grains.· 

The Malavas of Central Rajputana continued their coinage 
during our period down to c. 400 A.D. As before, they issued 
only copper coins, and they are surprisingly small and tiny .. 
The heaviest of them do not exceed 40 grains in weight, and 
the lightest are as light as' r·7 grains. The average weight is 
about ro grains, which is less than half the weight of the 
modern silver two anna piece. On the earlier coins, the old' 
legend Mliila:v'anam jaya'l], continues to make its appearance 
(Pl. I, 7) and on some pieces it appears reversed owiJ:1.g to the 
mistake of the die-cutter. Later Malava <:oins of our period 
have mysterious legends like, Majupa, Mapojaya, Magajasa, 
etc., which have not yet been satisfactorily explained. It 
cannot be argued that . these are the names of the kings of 
foreign extraction, because the contemporary inscriptions show 
that the Malava stock was at this. time regarded as equally 
respectable with the Iksbvakus. 1 

. 

The Madr~ka republic of the Punjab very probably issued 
coins like its neighbours the. Yaudheya and the Km.1inda 
republics, but they. have not·yet come to light. The Arjunayana 
coinage of our period has also not been discovered. The Kakas 
and the Sanakanikas of Central India .probably issued no coins, 
as coinage was not common in their territory. 

4· THE corNs oF ViRASENA AND AcHYUTA. 

In northern U. P. the coins of a king named Virasena have 
been found, having Tree-in-railing on the obverse and a rude 

' The view that these words are abbreviations. of Ma/.a1!a-.gat;tasya 
jaya(~; initial letters alone being taken, can explain some legends like 
Magaja; but not others like Mapojaya, BhapMnyana or Mapaya.' T!1e 
mystery can be solved only by future discoveries. 
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figure of Lakshmi with king's name on the reverse. (Pl. II, 1). 
At AhJchchhatra in Bareily district, king Achyuta was ruling 
by the middle .of the 4th century A.D. He issued a copious 
copper currency, with the letters Achyu on one side and a wheel 
on the other (PL II, 2). 

On some of his rare coins, there is his bust in the centre 
and the letters a and chyu on either side. This king was over
thrown by Satl.l..udra-gupta in c. 350 A.D. 

5· THE NAGA COINAGE. 

The Naga rulers of Padmavati1 who are the Bharasivas of 
the inscriptions, have left an interesting series of copper 
coins, which are small in size and light in weight like those 
of the Malavas. On the obverse of these coins there is a 
legend giving the name of the king, and on the reverse there 
are various symbols, like the Peacock, Trident, recumbent Bull 
and Wheel, which are mostly Saivite (cf. coin of Bhava-niga, 
Pl. I, 8). The coinage of Gavapati, the last Niiga king who 
was overthrown by Samudra-gupta, was very extensive ; even 
now hundreds of his coins can be seen with the coin dealers of 
Mathura. The weight of the Niiga coins varies from r8 to 36 
grains. 

6. THE COINAGE OF TH!t MAGHAS. 

The Maghas of Kausambi issued a copper currency which 
is crude and inartistic. The coins are irregular in size and their 
symbols badly executed. The weight varies from 45 to 6o 
grains. As may be! expected, the symbols on these coins are 
borwwed from those on the earlier Kausambi currency. They 
are the Bull, three-arched Hill and Tree-within-railing. The 

1 Padmiivati is modern Padam-Pawaya, about 130 miles south of 
Mathura. 
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coins of Bhadra-magha, Siva-magha, Vaisravana, Bhima-varman, 
. Vijaya-magha and Sata-magha. have been discovered so far. 

7· No VAKA'fAKA COINAGE. 

The V~iitakas · succeeded .the Siitavahanas in' the sove
reignty of the Deccan, but did not continue their tradition of 
coinage. No coins of the Vakatakas have been discovered so 
far; 1 

8. Tlm COINAG!t OF THE lMPSRIAI, GUPTAS. 

We now proceed to consider the coinage of the Guptas. 
With the assumption of the imperial title Maha.ra.jiidhiraja, 
Chandra-gupta I started .. his gold coinage. The view of 
Alla.n2 that the coins bearing the figures of Chandra-gupta and 
his queen Kumaradevi 6n the obverse are. commemorative medals 
struck by his son Samudra-gupta is untenable. Chandra-gupta I 
owed his imperial status, to a considerable extent, to the valu
able assistance that he had received from the Lichchhavi rela-

1 The. view 'of Dr. Jayaswal that the coins attributed to Virasena 
are really the coins of Pravara-sena I is quite untenable. The letter 
Pra does not at all occur in the lower left hand comer of these coins, 
as alleged by Jayaswal. Several specimens make it quite clear that the 
reading of the legend at the top is Virasena and not Va1·asena. (Cf. 
Pl. II, 1). Similarly Jayaswal's attribution of the Lankey Bull type to 
Rudra-sena I is untenable. What he read as Rudra is really part of 
the Triratna symb01, as is made quite clear by better preserved 
specimens (cf. Pl. II, 5). 

Further it is worth noting that the coins of Virasetla are found · 
only near Mathura and those of the Lankey Bull type only at 
Kausambi; they are never found anywhere within the boundaries of 
the Vakataka kingdom. This circumstance is quite fatal to their 
attribution to any Vakataka rulers. The contention that the coins so 
long attributed to Pavata should be regarded as the issues of Prithvi
she:Q.a I, is equally untenable. Letters pa, 11a, and ta, are quite· clear 
a~d cannot be read as F:,rithvi-she:Q.a (cf. Pl. II, 6). For further discus-
Slop see ]NSI. V, 130-4. · 

2 CGD. pp. lxiv-lxviii. 
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tions of his wife ; it was, therefore, but natural for him to issue 
throughout his- reign a joint coinage, whose type would be 
acknowledging the Lichchhavi help in a suitable manner. Had 
Samudra-gupta issued these coins as commemorative medals, 
the name of the commemorator would naturally have appeared 
somewhere upon them, as it does on the admittedly comme
morative issues of Agathokles and Eukratides. As it is, 
Samudra-gupta's o"ivn name is conspicuous by its absence on 
these coins. 1 

. . 
On the obverse of the coins of Chandra-gupta I, we see the 

king and his queen Kumaradevi standing and facing each other ; 
the king is probably giving the maniage ring to his consort. 
The names of both are engraved by their sides. On the reverse 
there ~s Durga seated on a lion (Pl. II,· 7). The legend is 
Lichchhavayal}, which is probably in acknowledgement of the 
help the Guptas had received from their Lichchhavi relations.2 

In the realm of numismatics, conservatism was a. very 
.strong force in ancient times ; the early gold issues of the · 
Guptas, therefore, closely resembled those of the later Kushav.as 
to ·whose imperial position they succeeded in the north. The 
obverse of the KusM.v.a prototype, the king standing and offer
ing incense at the altar, is very common in the eaJ;lier stages 

. of the Gupta coinage. The Hindu king is also to be seen wear
ing the Kushav.a overcoat and trousers. His name is written 
perpendicularly under the arm, as on the Kushava prototype. 
The reverse is again a close copy of the Kusha:J.la type, which 
has Ardoksho seated on a high-backed throne. The Kus~a 
monograms also reappear with only slight variations (cf. Kacha-
type, Pl. II, 8). . 

There was, however, a definite move to Hinduise the type 
soon afterwards. The Greek legend on the Kushava prototype 

1 For a detailed discussion of this controversy see Altekar in Num . 
. Suppl. XLYJ.I, 105-111. 

I See ante, pp. 128-29. 
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was replaced by the Briihmi one from the -very outset. The 
peaked Kush3.J;la ·cap was never put upon the head of the 
Gupta emperor·. Ardoksho on the reverse was hinduised usually 
by transforming her into the goddess ~akshmi . and seating her 
·on a iotus. ·Lakshmi, that was thus introduced on the reverse, 
was destined to figure on the gold coinage for more than a 
millennium ; we find ·her not only on the coins of the Chedis 
and Gaha<;lavalas, but also on some coins of Mahmtid bin Sam 
(Pl. II, g). 

The Kush3.J;la prototype, king offering incense at the altar,. 
lingered on for a few 9-ecades, but side by side with it, the 
Gupta mint masters introduced a number of original artistic 
types. Saniudra-gupta's new types were. the· Archer type, the 
Battle-axe type, the Couch type, the 'i'iger-~layer type. and the 
As-vamedha (Horse sacrifice) type (Pl. Ill, I). Chandra"gupta II 
added the Lion-slayer (Pl.) .III, 2), the Horseman and the 
Chhatm (Royal umbrella) types. The. coins of most of these 
types ate quite original in their conception and show no foreign 
influence whatsoever, Their execution is· generally. very fine, 
and the high-water mark of Hindu numismatic art may be seen 
in the As-vamedha type of Samudra-gupta and the Lion-slayer 
type of Chandr9,-gupta II (Pl. III, I & 2), which are .by far the 
best specimens of coins struck in ancient India. The art, how
·ever, began to decline in the reign of Kumara-gupta I. The 
latter rio doubt introducea. two new types, the Peacock type 
and the Elephant-rider type, but his co1ns show a definite artistic 
deterioration, which was hit~r accentuated . by the declining 
fortunes of the empire. Skanda-g~pta \vas content to issue coins 
·of two types only, the King and Lakshmi type and the Archer 
type. His gold coins are heavily debased, a natural· consequence 
.of the depleted condition of the imperial treasury due to pro
longed wars. The successors· of Skanda-gupta were usually 

. content to issue gold coins only of one type, .tlt,e Archer type 
being the favourite one. '· ·, 

1 
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The Gupta gold coins at first followed the KushaJ.la weight. 
standard of r 20 grains, but in the reign of Chandra-gupta II· it 
was raised to 124 gr. Some types of Kumara-grlpta I weigh as 
much as 132 gr. Skanda~gupta raised the weight to 144 grains 
and thus transformed his gold coins into suvtu·tz,as of the tradi
tional Indian standard of 'eighty ratis. Later Gupta rulers 
usually followed this standard. 

The poetic renaissance, which was gathering strength in 
the Gupta age, is seen reflected in the coin legends, the majo
rity of which are metrical and possess considerable poetic merit. 
One of them, introduced by Kumara-gupta I, viz. 'Vijitiivanira
vanipatil] Kumaragupto divam jayati' was destined to have a 
long life of more than two centuries. It was copied with the 
necessary change of the proper name not only by later Gupta 
kings, like Skanda-gupta and Budha-gupta, but also by the 
Httl}.a invader Toram~a and the Maukhari kings, like ISana
varman and Avanti-varman. Even king Harsha .requisitioned 
the same line for his coin-legend. 

Silver coinage was started by the Guptas towards the end 
of the reign of Chandra-gupta II, when they c9trte into contact 
with the silver currency of tlie Western Kshatrll.,pas. The size, 
weight and fabric of these coins are closely similar to .hose of 
the Kshatrapa ones·; and no wonder, for they ware originally 
intended to circulate only in those provinces which wete once 
included in the Kshatrapa kingdom. They, therefore,· bear the 
Kshatrapa bust on the obverse, as also the meaningless traces 

. of the on.ce significant Greek legend. The year of issue is h9w
ever given in the Gupta era and the GarucJ,a, the t nblem of the 
conquering dynasty, replaces the three-arched-Hill on the 
reverse (Pl. III, 3). 

In the reign of Kumara-gupta I, silver coinage was started 
also for the home provinces of the Gupta ;empire, and· a ne\v 
type was introduced which was naturally free from ail.foreign 
influences. The meaningless traees. of Greek letters were dis-
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carded and the Kshatrapa bust was discontinued. The Garuqa' 
on the reverse was replaced by the peacock (Pl. III, 4}, which 
is the mount (vahana) of god Kumara, after whom. Kumara· 
gupta himself was named. Towards the middle of the . sth 
century financial stringency compelled the Guptas to issue silver
plated coins ; they have the Trident on .the reverse. Among the 
later Gupta rulers only Skanda-gupta and Budha-gupta con
tinued the silver coinage of the Peacock variety, but both its 
type and legend were ~ontinued by the Hfu;las,. the Maukharis 
and the Pushyabhutis, 'as observed above already. 

9. THE COINAGE OF THE Hu~AS. 

The Huv.as issued several coin types in silver and copper, 
but none of them is .original. Their earliest coins, intended 
for currency in the conquered provinces of the Sassanian .empire, 
closely imitate the Sassanian prototype. They are thin and 
large and have the Sassanian bust on the obverse and the ;Altar· 
and Fi~e-attendants on the reverse. When the HfiQas annexed· 
Afghanistan and entered the Punjab, this type was gradually 
Indianised by the introduction of Hindu symbols like the .. 
conch, wheel, and trident; the legend was ·written in Brahmi, 
ihstead of Pahlavi. (Pl. III, s). 

When the Hiiv.as conquered the Punjab and Kashmir, they 
issued a copper currency clos~ly imitating the Kushiil}.a :proto:.. 
type with the standing king . on the obverse and the seated 
goddess on the reverse. This type continued to prevail 
in Kashmir in a progressive deteriorating form till the 
end of the Hindu period. With the conquest of Central . 
India, the Hu:pas came into contact with the. Gupta 
coinage. They issued no gold coins, but were content; 
to issue silver ap.d copper pieces . only, closely irnitatihg 
those of the Guptas. The silver coins have . the bust of 
the king on the obverse and the Peacock on the reverse. ·the 

20 
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legend being the same as that on the coins . of Budha-gupta, 
with the proper name changed (cf. coin of Toramal)a, Pl. III, 6). 
The copper coins have the bust of the king on the obverse, the 
reverse showing ·a ·symbol in the upper half and the name of the 
king in the lower (Pl. III, 7). 

The thin broad pieces of the Sassanian type, which have 
the leg-end Shiihi ]avula, are usually attributed to Toram8J].a 
(Pl. III, 8). Mihirakula, the successor of Toram~a, did not 
issue any coins imitating the Gupta coinage, a clear evidence 
that he did not retain a hold on the Gupta provinces for a long 
time. The reverse of his copper coins testifies to his faith in 
Saivism ; they have Bull in the upper half and the legend 
']ayatu Vrishal/ in the lower (Pl. III, g). . 

IO. COINAGE IN SoUTH INDIA. 

Among south Indi~n States, coinage was practically un
known during our period. The 5atavahanas of the earlier age 
had issued some coins, which were current in their territory ; 
the Roman coins, which frequently came as Roman imports, 
were also known. It seems that some of the Roman traders, 
who had settled down in the country, used to issue inferior 
imitations of the original Roman coins. 1 The south~rn States 
of our age however did not care to issue any coinage. We have 
so far come across no coins issued by the Pallavas, the Gangas, 
the Ikshvakus or the Kadambas. The only exception in this 
connection is the petty Salankayana dynasty, which ruled over 
a district or two in Andhradesa. Six copper coins of only one 
of its rulers, Chandra-varman, have so far come to light. 2 

The apathy of south Indian states to issue its own coinage 
need not however cause any surprise.. For coins were not very 
necessary for ordinary <laily transactions and did not fighre 

'JRAS. 1904, pp. 609-614. 
·'"I); R. Bhandarkar Volume,. pp. 213-6. 
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much even in the markets of northern India, th~ Stat~s in which 
used to have their own coinage. During our age things were 
about eight times cheaper than what they were in 1930. The 
Gupta gold coins, weighing about two thirds of . a tolii, were 
there'fore naturally twice as rare in the market as a hundred 
rupee note in modern times.: ·Silver pieces (weighing about 3s 
grains) and copper coins could be used in daily transactions; 
but even the states in northern India did not care to issue them 
in abundant quantity. The copper coins of the Guptas are rarer 
than their gold issues. . . 

The absence of small coins or change did not inconvenience 
the public' . because ordinary daily trade . transactions were 
carried by barter in Villages and cowries in towns and cities? 
Things being extremely cheap, a handful of cowries was quite 
sufficient for making purchases for the daily needs of life.' 
They were· the · only currency o'f daily market transactions 
among all but the richest p~ople down to the r6th century. 
Coins as a matter of fact figure in our records· only in ·large 
transactions like the purchase of land or the creation of per· 
manent endowments.· · • 

II. RELATIVE VALUES Of DIFFERENT COINS .. 

Let us now consider the question of the· relative value of 
the different denominations of coins in different metals. The 
problem is very difficult to deal with, firstly because the data 
are meagre, and secondly because no fixed weight -standard was 
followed, especially in the copper currency. 

The average gold and silver coins of our period wei.gheu 
I 20 and 30 grains respectively. Towards the middle of the sth 
century, the weight of the gold coins was raised to about· 14-8 
grains by the Guptas, and a record belopging to this periOd 

1 Fa-hien, p. 43. 
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suggests that r6 silver piece$ were equal in value to one gold 
coin.1 This would show that the ratio between the prices of 
gold and silver was as high as 7:2. The Gupta coins of r48 
grains were however heavily adulterated and contained only 
about so per cent of gold. The real ratio between the prices of 
the two metal2 seems to have been 7: r which is somewhat 
higher than that in the Satavahana age, which was 9 : r. 

Some Smritis of our period state that r6 copper ParJas, 
weighing 144 grains, were equal in value to r6 silver kiirshiiParJaS 
weighing s6 grains. in our period however the normal silver 
coins issued by the Kshatrapas and the Guptas weighed only. 
30 grains, and they may have been equal to 16 copper PatJ-as, 
which weigh.ed about 8o grains. The Guptas, however have 
issued copper coins, apparently intended to weigh roo, go, 75, 
6o1 so, 40, 30, 20 and ro grains. The copper coins of the Nagas 
vary from 20 to 40 grains, and those of the Malavas from 2 to 
40 grains. The coins of the Yaudheyas were on the other hand 
as heavy as r6o _grains. It is not possible to state at present 
how many copper coins of these different denominations were 
equal to the silver coin of 30 grains. The ratio between the 
prices of silver and copper varied between so : r and 7'? : r. 

' EI. XXI, 81-82. 
• See ]NSI. II, 1-15 for a detailed discussion of this subject. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

COLONIAL AND CULTURAL EXPANSION. 

I. COLONIAL EXPANSION IN INSUL-INDIA. 

I. HINDU COLQNIAL KINGDOMS. 

The early centuries of the Christian era are marked by an 
outburst of maritime and colonial enterprise in India, specially 
in the direction of the East Indies. Its beginnings may be 
traced to a much earlier period 1 but between 200 and 550 A.D.; 

with which this volume deals, we have positive evidence of its 
scope and nature, and are in a position, for the first time, to• 
trace its course with definiteness and in some detail. 

Indian literature, particularly the stories narrated in the 
Buddhist and Jaina books for purposes of edification, contain 
frequertt references to merchants sailing to the east for pur
poses of trade. 1 The various islands and other localities men-

. · tioned in them cannot be always identified, but the stories leave 
the general impression that the eastern coast of Bay of Bengal 
and the islands in the East Indies were regarded in ancient 
India as the veritable El dorado which constantly allured. enter
prising traders by promising immense riches to them. This 
idea is also reflected in the na~e Suvar.J;Iaclvipa or Suvar.J;Iabhiimi 
(Land of Gold) which was us~d as a general designation for this 
vast region. 2 

·By the end of the second century A.D. this commercial 

1 Champa, pp. xi ff. Swvan.Jadvipa, I, 37 ff. Similar stories are also 
found in Jaina works .of later d11te, e.g., in Sa·inaraichcha-kaha by Hari. 
bhadra (c. '750 A.D.). , · 

• Suvarradv'ipa, I, 37 ff. 
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intercourse had not only led to the settlement of Indians in 
various parts of Suvan;tadvipa, but also to the establishment 
of political authority by them in some regions. For the Chinese 
Annals and epigraphic evidence refer to states in Malay 
Peninsula, Java, Cambodia and Annam, with rulers bearing 
Indian names, as having existed in the· second century A.D. 

We may get a more definite idea of the nature of Hindu 
colonisation in this region by dealing with one or two specific 
kingdoms wliich have left behind positive memorials of Hindu 
culture and civilisation. 

2. FU-NAN. 1 

One of the .oldest Hindu kingdoms in this region was 
·situated in Cambodia, and comprised nearly the whole of it 
along with Cochin-China. The Chinese call it Fu-nan and 
have preserved many details of its early history. According to 
the Chinese accounts the primitive people of this country hardly 
possessed any elements of civilisation, as both men and women 
went about naked. Civilisation was first introduced among 
them by Huen-tien (Kau:gc;linya), a follower of the Brahmanical 
religion. In particular he made the women wear clothes. 

Huen-tien's descendants ruled for nearly a century when 
the throne passed to a new dynasty founded by Fan-Che-man, 
the general of the last king. The original form of this royal 
name cannot be restored, though Fan probably stands for 
V arm an. Fan-Che-man laid the foundations of the greatness of 
Fu-nan. He built a powerful navy and conquered ten neigh
bouring kingdoms. Nearly the whole of Siam and parts of Laos 
and Malay Peninsula were brought under the supremacy of the 
kingdom of Fu-nan, which may thus be regarded as the first 
Hindu colonial empire in this region. 

1 Kambuja-desa, pp. 26 ff. 
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Fu-nan established diplomatic relations both with India 
and China. Towards the end of the fourth or t4e begin11i:llg 
of the fifth century A.D., a Brahmin named KauvQ.inya went 
from India to Fu-nan and was elected king by the people: This . 
second stream of colonists, coming direct from India, completed 
the Brahmatiical culture which was introduced more ·than 
three hundred years before. 

Jaya-varman, a successor of Kaut;IQ.inya, sent Naga
varman as ambassador to China in A.D. 484. It appears from 
the report of this ambassador, preserved in Chinese chronicles, 
that the .. dominant religious cult in Fu-nan was Saivistn; but 
Buddhism was also followed by many. During the reign of 
Jaya-varman two Buddhist monks of Fu-nan s.ettled in China 
and translated canonical texts. 

Jaya-varman's chief queen was Kulaprabhlivati. Both she 
and her son have left Sanskrit inscriptions, which show-how 
thoroughly Indian culture and civilisation ·were· implanted in 
this far-off colony. In addition to Saivism and Buddhism the 
inscriptions refer to the prevalence of Vaisht;Iava ~ult. 

Jaya-varman was succeeded by his elder son Rudra-varman. 
Of him also we possess a Sanskrit inscription. He sent several 
embassies to China between 517 and 539 A.D.· and is the last 
king of Fu-nah referred to in the Chinese texts. During or 
shor~ly after his reign Fu-nan was invaded by the rulers of 
Kambuja, which was originally a vassal state in Northern 
Cambodia, but had grown very powerful under able rulers and 
had thrown off the yoke of Fu-nan. Before the end of the 
sixth century' A.D. Fu-nan was conquered by Kambnja which 
now took its place as the dominant power. 

3· CHAMPA. 1 

Another powerful Hindu kingdom was established in the 
country immediately to th~ east of Cambodia. The Hindus 

' Champa, Cbs .. I-III. 
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called 1t Champa, and the country was known by this name 
until the nineteenth century when the Annamites finally drove 
away the king of Champa from his last 'stronghold in the south, 
and the whole country was called after them Annam. 

The first historical Hindu king of Champa, so far known, 
is Sri-Mara, who is mentioned in a Sanskrit inscription, and 
probably reigned in the second century A.D. The Chill€se 
empire at this time extended up to Tonkin immediately to the 
north of Champa. The early Hindu kings of Champa made 
naval raids against the Chinese province and gradually extend
ed the northern. boundary of the kingdom at the expense of 
Tonkin. 

A constant struggle with the imperial Chinese authority in 
Tonkin marks the first century of Hindu rule in Champa, and 
although we are wholly dependent upon the Chinese chronicles 
for an account of the struggle, it reflects great credit upon 
the brave sons of India. In 340 A.D. the king of Champa, 
called Fan-Wen by the Chinese, sent an envoy to the Chinese 
emperor, demanding that the Roan Sonh mountains be re
cognised as the frontier between the two States. As this meant 
the cession of the district of Nhut-Nam, a vast extent of fertile 
territory, the Chinese emperor refused. But in 347 A.D. Fan
Wen led an expedition and conquered Nhut"Nam. In A.D. 349 
he again defeated a vast Chinese army. Although he was him
self wounded in the fight and died the same year, he had the 
satisfaction, before his death, of carrying the northern boundary 
of Champa to its furthest limits in the north. 

During the reigns of the next two kings, Fan-Wen's son 
Fan-Fo (349-380) and grandson Fan-Hu-Ta (38o-413), there 
was a continual war .with the Chinese. The latter scored some 
SlJ,ccess at first and re.covered Nhut-Nam, but F~n-Hu-Ta not 
only reconquered it, but even carried his arms further ·to the 
north, as far as Than Hoa. This king is almost certai.,nly 
identical with tht king of Champa whose full t1ame is ~iven. as 
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Dharma-Maharaja $ri-Bhadra-varman in his Sanskrit ins
criptions. He was a great scholar and was versed in the Vedas. 
He erected .a temple of Siva and called the image Bhadre5vara
svamin, after his own name, following a well-known Indian 
practice. This Siva temple, at Myson, became the national 
sanctuary of the Chams (the name by which the people of 
Champa are known). 

Bhadra-varman's death was followed by a period of 
troubles which ended in the overthrow of the dynasty about 
420 A.D. During this period a king Gatigaraja abdicated· the 
throne in order to spend his last days on the Ganges. 

The new dynasty .. continued the raids against Chinese 
territory. At last the Chinese emperor decided to send an 
expedition on a large scale. The preparations took three years, 
and in 446 A.D. t}leChinese army invaded Champa. The Chams 
opposed a brave resistance and scored some success at first, but 
the vast Chinese army bote down all opposition, and at last 
the capital city Champa-puri fell into their hands. 

The Chinese returned with a rich booty. The king of 
Champa now pursued a policy of peace, and serit ·embassies to 
the Chinese emperor with rich presents which the latter 
regarded as tribute. 

In spite of some internal troubles Champa remained at 
peace >yith China for· the next century. The last two kings 
Vijaya-varman (527 A.D.) and Rudra-varman (534 A.D.) sent 
regular embassies with tributes. 

4· OTHER KINGDOMS. 

In addition to the two kingdoms in Annam and Cambodia, 
there were many other Hindu kingdoms in Indo-Chinese 
peninsula during the first five centuries of the Christian era. 
Unfortunately their political history for this early' period is not 
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known with definite details, and we can only refer to them in 
a general way. 

Beginning from the north-west, Burmese tra4itions refer 
to the establishment of kingdoms by Hindu immigrants, both 
in Upper and Lower Burma, long before the beginning of the 
Christian era. Although we have no positive evidence in 
support of this, archaeological and other evidences leave no 
doubt that there were important Hindu settlements in various. 
parts of the country during the early centuries of the Christian 
era. The kingdom of Srikshetra, with its capital near modern 
Frome, was an important Hindu kingdom, and is referred to in 
Chinese Annals as early as 3rd century A.D. The Hindu 
kingdom of Dvaravati in Siam was also a powerful one, and 
served as the centre from which Hindu culture penetrated into 
the interior of the peninsula. It did not come into prominence 
till after the ·fall of Fu-nan, to which it was subject, but. 
probably existed from an earlier date. 1 

Further south, in the Malay Peninsula, we have definite· 
references to several Hindu States. One of these, founded in 
the second century A.D., is called by the Chinese Lang-kia-su. 
According to the Chinese chronicles a pJ;ince or a member of 
the royal family, having incurred the displeasure of the king,. 
fled to India and was there married to the daughter of a ·king. 
When the king of Lang-kia-su died all on a sudden, the great· 
officers of the state called back the prince and made him king .. 
He died after a reign of 20 years and was succeeded by his son· 
Bhagdato (Bhagadatta) who sent an envoy named Aditya to· 
China in srs A.D. 2 

Hindu kingdoms were also established in various islands: 
in the East Indies during the first centuries of the Christian: 
era. 

'R. C. Majumdar, Hilldu Colonies in the Far East, p .. 222. 
• Suvar'l]adwpa, I, 73. 
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In Java1 the local tradition refers· the first Hindu Cf?lony 
to the first century A.D. But there is no doubt that a Hindu 
~ingdom was established by the beg~nning of · the second 
century A.D.; .for we learn from Chinese chronicles that king 
Deva-varman of· Java sent an embassy to China in 132 A;D. 

Four Sanskrit inscriptions, found in West Java, refer to a king_ 
Pfin;ta-varman and his two ancestors. The inscriptions are not 
dated, bitt may be referred, on palaeographical grounds, to the 
sixth century A.D., though some would refer them to the 
fonfth. We have thus got evidence for the existence of a 
thoroughly Hinduised kingdom in Western Java. Fa-hien, who . 
stayed in Java for five months in 414-415 A.D. during his return 
journey from India, has also described the country as a strong-
hbld of Brahmanical religion. ' 

The neighbouring isla'nd of Bale was .also a rich Hindu· 
kingdom, and one of its kings sent an envoy to China in sr8 A.D. 

; The Hindu kingdom of Snvijaya3 was founded in Sumatra 
in or. before the fourth century A:D. It rose to great power and 
eminence in the seventh century A.D. as will be related later, 
but not much is known of its early_history. Even in the island 
of Borneo, 4 the home of the head-hunting Dayaks, Hindus 
established a kingdom as early as the fourth century A.D., if 
not before. Four Sanskrit inscriptions, which· may be dated 
about 400 A.D., record the rich donations and sacrifices of king 
Mflla-varman, son of Asva-varman and grandson of king 
KUI}Q.unga {Kaut).Q.inya). The stone pill~rs on which the ins
criptions are engraved were the YuPas {sacrificial pillars) set up 
by Brahmat).as to commemorate the great sacrifice called 
Bahu-suvar,akain (large quantity of g?ld) · performed by king 

1 Ibid. Cli. VI, pp. 91 ff. 
• Ibid. Ch. IX, pp. 132 ff. 
• Ibid. Ch. VII, pp. 116 ff. 
4 Ibid. Ch. VIII, pp. 125 ff. 
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Miila-varman and his gift of 2o,ooo cows to the Brahmav.as in 
the holy field of Vaprakesvara. 

The establishment of kingdoms by Hindus in different 
parts of the East Indies and the Indo-Chinese Peninsula may 
not be regarded as the deliberate expansion of political authority 
by any Indian State or States. There is nothing to suggest 
that an Indian monarch planned or equipped any expedition 
to effect any conquest in these far-off lands. They seem to 
have been the result of individual enterprise,-successful efforts 
of men of superior ability, by virtue of their higher culture 
and military skill, to impose their authority upon primitive 
peoples. There is nothing to indicate that the Indian States 
derived any political advantage from this extensive colonisation. 
It is even doubtful whether the colonial powers maintained any 
regular contact with the political powers in India, though the 
daims of Samudra-gupta that he exercised suzerainty over all 
the islands might have reference to some of them. But the 
most outstanding effect of the establishment of these Hindu 
colonies was the spread of Hindu culture and civilisation in 
these regions. 

5· HINDU CIVILISATION IN SUVAR:t:~ADVIPA. 1 

It seems almost to be a universal law, that when an inferior 
civilisation comes into contact with a superior one, it gradually 
tends to be merged into the latter, the rate and the extent of 
this process being determined solely by the capacity of the one 
to assimilate, and of the other to absorb. When the Hindus 
first appeared in 11alayasia, and came into close association 
with her peoples, this process immediately set in, ana produced 
the inevitable result. 

1 The facts relating to any particular colony, as stated below, ·will 
be found in the chapter in Champa or Suvartradv'ipa dealing with its 
history to which reference has been given above; cf. also Suvar!Jadvipa, 
I, 138 ff. 
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The inscriptions discovered ·at Borneo, Java, Annam, 
Cambodia and Malay Peninsula lead inevitably to the conclusion 
that the language, literature, religion, and political and social 
institutions of India made a thorough conquest of these far-off 
iands, and, to a great extent, eliminated or absorbed the native 
.elements in these respects. 

The inscriptions of Fu-nan and Champa show a thorough 
acquaintance with the Puranic religion and mythology. The 
inscriptions of Mftla-vannatt hold out before us a court and a 
·society thoroughly saturated with Brahmanical culture: The 

· inscriptions discovered in Western Java also present before us 
a strongly Brahmanized society and court. We have reference 
to Hindu gods like Vishvu and Indra, and Airavata, the 
elephant of Indra. The Indian months and attendant astro
nomical details; and Indian system of measurement of distance 
are quite familiar to the soil. Besides, in the river-names 
Chandrabhaga and Gomati we have the beginnings. of that 
familiar practice of transplanting Indian geographical names to 
the new colonies. 

The images of various gods and goddesses discovered in 
Borneo and Malay Peninsula corroborate the evidence of the 
inscriptions. Images of Vishl}:u, Brahrtia, Siva, Ga:Q.eSa, Nandi, 
Skanda and Mahakala have been found in Borneo~ and those 
of Durga, Gavesa, Nandi arid Yoni in the Malay Peninsula. 
The thorough preponderance of the Puranic form .Of the Hindu 
religion is also proved by tlfe remains at Tuk Mas in Java. 
Here we get the usual attributes of Vishvu and Siva,-the 
Sarhkha (conch-shell), . Chakra (wheel), Gada (mace), and 
Padma (lotus) of the former, and the Trisula (trident) of the 
latter. Besides, the inscription refers to the sanctity of the 

·Ganges. 
·The images and inscriptions prove that in addition to the 

Brahmanical religion Buddhism had also made its influence 
felt in these regions. Taken collectively, the inscriptions prove 
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that the Sanskrit language and literature were highly cultivated. 
Most of the records are written in good and almost flawless 
Sanskrit. Indian scripts were adopted everywhere. The 
images show the thorough-g()ing influence of Indian Art. 

The archaeological evidence is corroborated and supple
mented by the writings of the Chinese. First of all, we have 
the express statement of Fa-hien that Brahmanism was 
flourishing in Yava-dvipa, and that there was very little trace 
{)f Buddhism. The 200 merchants who boarded the vessel 
along with Fa-hien were all followers of the Brahmanical 
religion. This statement may be taken to imply that trade 
and commerce were still the chief stimulus to Indian colo
nisation. As the merchants belonged mostly to the Brahmanical 
religion, we get an explanation of its preponderance over 
Buddhism in the Archipelago. 

But that Buddhism soon made its influence felt in Java 
appears clearly from the story of Gu:Q.a-varman, preserved in a 
Chinese work compiled in 519 A.D. Gu:Q.a-varman, a prince of 
Kashmir (Ki-pin), was of a religious mMd from his boyhood . 

. When he was thirty years old, the king of Kashmir died without 
issue and the throne was offered to him. But he rejected the 
offer and went to Ceylon. Later he proceeded to Java and 
.converted the Queen-mother to Buddhism. Gradually the king, 
too, vyas persuaded by his mother to adopt the same faith. At 
this time Java was attacke? by hostile troops, and the king 
asked Gu:Q.a-varman whether jt would be contrary to the 
Buddhist law if he fought against his enemy. Gu:Q.a-varman 
replied that it was the duty of everybody to punish robbers. 
The king then went to fight and obtaineJ a great victory. 
Gradually the Buddhist religion was spread throughout the 
country. The king now wished to take to the life of a monk, 
but was dissuaded from this course by his. ministers, on the 
.express condition, that henceforth no living creatures should 
be killed throughout the length and breadth of the kingdom. 
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. The name and fame of Guva-varman had now spread in 
:all directions. · In 424 A.D. the Ch1nese monks requested their 
emperor to invite Guva-varman to Ghina. ·Accordingly, the 
·Chinese emperor sent messengers to Guva-varman and the king 
of Java, Guva-varmai:J. embarked on a vessel, owned by the· 
Hindu merchant Nandin, and reached Nanking in A.D. 43L 
A few montl;l.s later he .died at the age of sixty-five. 
. In addition to religion, the influence of Hind~1 · civilisation 
is also clearly marked in the political and social ideas and the 
system of administration, We may refer in this connection 

. to a State called Tan-Tan, the exact location of which it is 
difficult to determine. This kingdom sent ambassadorS to 
China in .530, 535, and 666 A.D. We get the following account 
in the Chinese ~nnals : "The family name of its king ·was 
Kchsatriya (Kshatriya} and his personal name Silingkia 
{Sriiiga). He daily attends' to business and has eight great 
ministers, called the 'Eight Seats'!,',-.all chosen from among 
the Brahma:ttas. The king rubs his body with perfumes, wears 
a very high hat, and necklace of different kinds of j~wels. He. · 
is clothed in muslin and shod with leather slippers. For short 
-distances he rides in a dtrriage, but for long distances he · 
mounts an elephant. In war they always blow conches· and . 
beat drums." 

The following customs of Ka-la, referred to by the Chinese, 
are also Indian in origin. "Whert they marry they give no 
other presents than areca~nuts, sometimes as many as two 
hundred trays. The wife enters the family of her- husband. 
-'!'heir musical instruments are a kind of guitar, a- transversal 
flute, copper cymbals, and iron drums. Their dead are burned, 
the ashes put 1nto a goldert'jar and sunk .into the sea." 

Two of the· three inscriptions , of Fu-nan, 1 
· ·referred to 

-above, are fairly long compositions and indicat~, more than 

1 These inscriptions have been edited by Coedes; the first two in 
BEFEO. XXXI, 1 ff and the third in ]GIS. IV, 117. 
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anything else, the dominance of Indian literary style and 
Indian social and religious ideas in these colonies.. They refer 
to large settlements of Brahmins, versed in the Vedas, 
the Upavedas and Vedangas and also to the Kshatriyas and 
their high ideals. They faithfully reflect the Indian outlook 
on life and society and may be regarded as undying memorials 
of the triumph of Hindu civilisation in these far-off colonies . 

. 6. THE MALAY PENINSULA. 1 

From a very early period, the Malay Peninsula played a 
very important part in the maritime and colonising activity 
described above. Indeed, its geographical position made it the 
centre of the carrying trade between China and the western 
world. It must have been known to India from very early 
times, probably long before the Christian era. 

Actual remains of, early Hindu civilisation in the Malay 
Peninsula, though scanty, are not altogether lacking. There 
are the remains of a Hindu temple and a few stone images at 
Sungai Batu Estate at the foot of Gunong Jerai (Keddah 
Peak). The remains of a brick~built Buddhist shrine, dis
covered in its neighbourhood, at Keddah, may be dated 
approximately in the fourth or fifth century A.D. on the 
strength of a Sanskrit inscription found in it. Similarly 
remnants of pillars, which once adorned some Buddhist 
temples, have been found in the northern part of Province 
Wellesley. These- also may be dated in the fourth or fifth 
century A.D. on the strength of inscriptions engraved on them. 
A gold -ornament, bearing the figure of Vishvu on his GaruQ.a, 
was unearthed at Selinsing (Perak), and also, in a hole left by 
the roots of . a fallen tree, a Carnelian seal engraved with the 
name of a Hindu prince Sri Vishl}u-varman, in characters of the 
fifth century A.D. 

1 Su1'arttadvt.pa, I, Ch. V, pp. 65 if. 
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Ruins of shrines exist in· the region round 'fa-kua: Pa, 
which has been identified with Ptolemy's Takkola. Opposit~ 
Takua Pa, on the eastern coast, round the ·Bay of Bandon· • 

.. ·are the remains of early settlements, specially in the thr~e 
well-known sites Caiya, Nakhon Sri Dhammarat, and Viertg 
Sra. The· temples and images of these places may·. be: -of 
somewhat later date, but .. the inscriptions fourtd at· Ligor and 
Takua Pa, and the Sanskrit inscriptloti on a pillar a:t Ca'iya 
show that these settlements could not be later than the fourth' 
or fifth century A.D. 

A large number of inscriptions have been discovered 1n 
· different parts of the country. They are written in Sanskrit 

and ili Indian alphabets of about the fourth or fifth · cetitury• 
A.D~ Two of them reproduce a well-known formula of the· 
Buddhist creed, and this proves the spread of Buddhism in that 
region. These inscriptions clearly testify to the fact tha~ the~ 
Indians had ·established colonies in the northern, western· and 
the eastern sides of the Malay Peninsula by at least fourth ·and 
fifth centuries A.D., and that the colonists belonged to both· 
horthern and southern India: 

One of these inscriptions ·refers to "the captain {Mahii
niivika, the great sailor) Buddhagupta, an inhabitant of Ra:kta-' 
mrittilcii". Rakta-mrittik.a, which means 'red clay', has been! 
identified with a place still called Ratigamati .(red day) 12 miles. 
south of Murshidabad. 

The archaeological remains in the Malay Peninsula con
firm what might have been deduced on general grounds· from 
literary evidence. Takkola (modern Takua Pa) was the •first 
landing stage of the Indian traders and colonists. From this 
port some crossed the mountain range over to the rich. wide 
plain on the opposite coast round· the Bay of Bandon .. Ft.om 
this centre they could proceed by land or sea to Siam, Cambodia, 
Annam, and even further east. Thh( trans-perti')lsulat route,' 
marked by the remains of Indian settlements, was f61ltiwed ·by 

2I 
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many who wanted to avoid the long and risky voyage through 
the Straits of Malacca. That this second route was also very ,. 
popular and largely used is, indicated by the archaeological 

'remains in the Province Wellesley. This all-sea route was 
naturally preferred by many traders who wanted to avoid tran
shipment, and offered a shorter passage to Java and southern 
Sumatra. On the whole the Malay Peninsula may be regarded 
as the main. gate of the Indian colonial empire in the Far East. 
The report of the Archaeological Mission in the Malay Penin
sula contains interesting observations regarding Hindu colonisa
tion in this land which may be summed up as follows:-

·~The colonies were large in number and situated in widely 
temote centres, such as Chumphon, Caiya, the Valley of the 
river Bandon, Nakhon Sri Dhammarat (Ligor), Yale (near 
Patani), and Selensing (in Pahang) on the eastern coast ; and 
Malacca, Province Wellesley, Takua Pa, and the common delta 
of the rivers Lanya and Tenasserim, on the western. The most 
important of these ·was unquestionably that of Nakhon Sri 
Dhammarat (Ligor). It was an essentially Buddhist colony 
which probably built the great stuj>a of Nakhon Sri Dhammarat 
and part of the fifty temples which surrounded it. A little 
to the north was the colony of Caiy.a, which appears to have 
been at first Brahmanical, and then IBuddhist. These two 
groups of colonies were mainly agriculturists. The others which 
occupied Selensing, Panga, Puket, and Takua Pa, prospered by 
the exploitation of tin and gold-mines. 

"The available evidence justifies the assumption that the 
region around the Bay of Bandon was a cradle of Further 
Eastern culture, inspired by waves of Indian influence spreading 
across the route from Takua Pa. There is a strong persistent 
local tradition in favour of an early migration of Indians across 
the route from the west. At the same time· persons of an 
Indian cast of features are common on the wes~ coast near 

· 'fak:ua Pa, while colonies of Brahmans. of Indian descent survive 
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at Nakhon Sri Dhammarat and Patalung, ·and trace the arrival. 
of -their ancestor;s from India by an overland· route across the 
Malay Peninsula." 

Ii:. CULTURAL RELATIONS WITH EASTERN 
TURKESTAN AND CHINA. 1 

'the whole of Ea_stem Turkestan,. from Kashgar right up 
to the frontier of China, had grown into a sort of Greater IndiR 
by the beginning of the 4th century A.D •. The slow but regular 
infiltration of Indian civilisation in this area during the preced
ing centuries, and the contact that was being constantly main-. 
tained between China and India by the ·routes of Eastern 
Turkestan, led to the establishment of.· Indian civilisation in 
almost all comers of this region. The kingdoms in the southern 
part of this region were from west to east-Sailade5a (Chinese 
-Shu-lei, 4 Kashgat), Cokkuka (.Chinese-So-kiu, Yarkand), 
Khotathn~ (Chinese-.-Yu-t'ien, Khotf\n), and Calmada (Chinese-'
Che-mo-tang-na, Shan-shan)i; and iti·the northern part-Bharuka 
(Chinese-.-P'o-lu-kia, Uch-Turfan), Kuehl" (Chinese-Kiue-tse, 
Kuchar), Agnidesa (Chinese-Yen;;ki; Kara.sahr) and Kao-ch'ang 
('I'urfan). Among these kingdoms Khotan in the south a:t;td · 
Kuchi ·in the north were-playing the most important role in the 
dissemination of Indian culture in Central Asia and China. · 

Iii some of these localities, specially in the south, there · 
was a stfofl.g Indian element in the native population. This · 
was dtie mainly to a regular Indian immigration in an earlier 
period and the consequent foundation of Indian colonies. 

' The following works may be used as general references for this 
subject: . . , 

(i) Hoernle--Manuscript Remains of Eastern Turkestan. 
(it) Trawls of Fa..hien-translated by H. A. Giles. 

(iii) .P. C. Bagchi-Le Ca~ Bcivddhiqile en Chine, Vol. J. 
(iv) P. C. Bagchi:.._Irnfia and Chlna. 
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Brisk trade relations between North-Western India and some. of 
the kingdoms in this area also led to Indian colonial expan
sion. Evidence of the existence of such colonies is available not 
only from the currency of a Prakrit dialect, akin to the North
western Prakrit, in certain areas in the southern part of Eastern 
Turkestan, but also from the deep cultural influence of India 
in the whole of Eastern Turkestan. 

This influence was further strengthened by the introduction 
of Buddhism in early c~nturies of the Christian era. Buddhism 
became the established religion practically in all kingdoms cif 
Eastern Turkestan in the beginning of the Gupta period. It 
brought to many of the local people a religion and a literary 
culture for the first time. Indian script was adopted in most 
of the localities,-Kashgar, Khotan, Shan-Shan, Kuchar and 
Karasahr. In the earlier period it was the Kharoshthi script 
which got currency in the southern region, but in the Gupta 
period it was the North Indian Brahmi that was adopted in all 
the localities both in the south and the north. The Gupta 
script, as modified in this area, is generally styled "Slanting 
Gupta". The language of culture was also in many places 
Sanskrit.- Fa-hien is the first to speak about it. He says : 
"From this point (Lob region) travelling westwards the nations 
that one passes through are all similar in this respect (i.e•. in 
the practice of the religion of India), and all those who have ' 
left the family (i.e. priests and novices) study Indian books and 
the Indian spoken language"_ That Sanskrit was seriously 
cultivated by the Buddhist monks of Eastern Turkestan is also 
proved by the very large number of Sanskrit Buddhist texts 
discovered in various parts of the country. . There are also 
bilingual texts in Indian script consisting of Sanskrit texts and 
their translations in local languages. These bilingual documents 
furnish the oldest and sometimes the only remains of some of 
the ancient local languages of which no other trace has as yet 
been found. 
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It was customary for the Buddhist scholars of India, 
specially from· Kashmir, to travel loEastern Turkesbm in those 
days. Many of them even settled down 1n the monasteries of 
the principal cities in this region. They were mainlyrespon
sible for the dissemination of. the knowledge ·of the. Sanskrit 
Buddhist texts. They were a source of ·attraction and inspira
tion not only to· the iocal monks but also to the Chinese ... 1'he 
latter were drawn to . them· with the expectation 6£. getting a 
:first-hand. knowledge· of· Buddhist lore. As early as z6o A.D. a 
Chinese Buddhist monk; named Chu She-hing, who was probably 
the first to come out of China for education in the Buddhist lore, 
came. to Khotan to study Sanskrit and the Buddhist te~ts with 
Indian· ·scholars of Gomati-vihara, which was the principal 
religious establishment· there .. When Fa-hien passed through 
Khotail he found the place equally important as a centre of 
Buddhist culture. :In the middle: of the sth century, a Chinese 
noble, Ts'i-kiu King-sheng, who had become a convert to 
Buddhism, passed . sometime in the . Gomati-vihara of Khotan 
studying Sanskrit with Indian scholars. It was therefore con
sidered by the outsiders as good as an Indian centre of Buddhist 
learning. . . . 

It was not merely Buddhism, but along . with it other 
elementii of Indian . culture also. had migrated to Eastern 
Turkestan. The discovery of a number of Indian medical texts 

. of the eady Gupt~ period, and of fragments of other medical 
texts, translated in the local languages, specially in the ancient 
language of K11char, Clearly testifies to . the currency of Indian 
medical system in this region. 

A still more iinportant Indian influence may be observe<I'i:n .. 
the field of Art. The numerous remains of Buddhist iniakes; 
monasteries and grottoes in various parts of the country:.wutaiti, 
relics of Indian sculpture and painting of this peri<>d~ . Apart 
from the question of Indian influence· by the side of other: in;~ 
fluences such as Western Asiatic; Iranian and Chinese, .J1ere-· 
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is also the problem of pure Indian t:r:aditiQn of art being carried 
to Eastern Turkestan. In some places t1re art-relics point out 
to an extension of the Gandhara school without any modifica
tion. The influence of Gupta art, specially· in the fresco paint
ings of the Buddhist grottoes, is not small. In sculpture, too, 
the influence· of this classical Indian art sometimes assumes a 
dominating ch~racter. 

A somewhat detailed account of some of . the principal 
kingdoms in Eastern Turkestan will make the position clearer. 
Two at least, .l.{hotan m the south and Kuchar in the north, 
exercised the most preponderating role in the history of Ser
Indian culture in the period under consideration. Fa-bien has 
left a full account of Buddhism in Khotan. He says: "They 
have all ·received the faith, and find their amusement in religious 
music. The priests number several tens of thousands, most 
of them belonging to the Greater Vehicle. They all obtain their 
food from a common stock.· The people live scattered about; 
t nd before the door of every house they build small pagodas, 
the smallest of which would be about twenty feet in height., 
Fa-bien further tells us that during his stay in Khotan he was 
lodged in the Gomati-vihara. The priests of this Vihara also 
were followers of Mahayana. The monastery accommodated about 
3000 monks. "At the sound of a gong, three thousand priests 
assemble to eat. When they enter the refectory, their demeanour 
is grave and ceremonious ; they sit down in regular order ; 
they all keep silence; they make no clatter~with their bowls 
etc. ; and for' the attendants to serve more food, they do not 

I 

call out to them, but only make signs with their hands." There 
were then fourteen large monasteries in Khotan and, besides, 
numerous small ones. An annual procession o£ images like 
Indian Ratha. Yatras also used to take place in Khotan in those 
days. On this occasion streets used to be swept and all the 
houses decorated. In this procession the Gomati-vihara had 
the first place. "At a distance of three or four li from the city, 
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a four-wheeled-image-car is made over thirty feet in height, 
looking like a movable 'Hall of Buddha' and adorned with the 
seven preciosities, with streaming pennants and embroidered 
canopies. The image .of Buddha is placed in the middle of the· 
.car, with two attendant Bodhisattvas and Devas following 
behind. These are all beautifully carved in gold and silver and 

suspended in the air. When the images are one hundred 
the city gate, the king takes off his cap of State 
new Clothes ; walking barefoot and holding flowers 

incens"' in his hands, with attendants on each side, he 
out of the gate. On meeting the image, he bows his 

. down to the . ground, scatters flowers and burns the in
cense." Fa-hien nekt speaks of the second large monastery in 
the city which he c~lls "the King's New Monastery." It took 
eighty years to builJi it and three generations of kings helped 
in its construction .. \rt was 250 feet in height and was orna
mentally carved and verlaid with gold and silver. The hall 
of Buddha behind i was splendidly decorated. Its beams, 

. and windows are all gilt. Besides this, 
there are apartme ts for priests, also beautifully and fitly 
decorated, b.e.'IJVlia expression in words. The kings of the six 
countri to the east of the Bolor Tagh range (i.e. Eastern 
Tur .estan) make large offerings of whatsoever most valuable 
thi gs they may have, keeping few for their own personal 

The account of Fa-hien which belongs to the closing years 
of the 4th century A.D. gives a true picture of Buddhism as 
practised in Khotan in those days. It shows that the king and 
the people were devout followers of the faith ; they lavfshly 
spent for the maintenance of the church and showed personal 
respects on occasions of public ceremonies. The priests also 
were not yet unworthy of the true traditions of their faith-and 
were strict follower~ of the Buddhistrules of decorum.- ':Besides, . 
the monasteries still enjoyed high prestige as centres qf learn-
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ing. . Contemporary Chinese accounts of Indian Buddhist 
scholars who had gone to China also tell us that the Buddhist 
'monasteries of Khotan possessed Sanskrit manuscripts· which 
could no longer be found . in India. . Thus one of the Indian 
scholars, Dharmakshema, who was working in China in the 
beginning of the sth century, proposed in 433 A.D. 'to go to 

· Khotan in search of the manuscript of the Mah.aparinirvav-a-
Sutra of Mahayana which could be found only there. /~ 
. : · The remains of ancient Buddhist culture have b·een 

·.covered mainly in the abandoned sites of Yotkan; R.-a~ak, D 
dan-Uilik and Niya in the neighbourhood of :Pirodern Khota 
Fragments of manuscripts, images, paintings, .etc. all go to con-, 
firm the fact that Indian Buddhist culture 1las prevalent in this 
area .till t.he eighth century, the most ·flou~ishing period being 
that which corresponds to the Gupta age). · 

It was from Khotan that · this . culttfre spread eastwards 
along ·the southern route up to the. fronf er of China via Shan
shan (Lob region). Khotan was also co nected with Karasahr 
region by a direct route through the Ta im desert which was 

. however rarely followed by the travellers. Fa-hien ·followed 
this route while coming from Karsahar to 'K tan. 
travellers might have followed this route while going .stwards 
fi:om Khotan, but the more usual route, at least in the ater 
'period, was from Kashgar towards Kuchar' by way· of anct ~n~ 
Bharuka (Uch-Turfan). · ·:~ 

The kingdom of Kuchi played the sartie important role i 
the north as that of Khotan in the south. l'he people long 
settled in the country wet:e a white race and spoke' a language 
of the Indo-European family. This lost language has now 
been deciphered ·and interpreted with the help of old Buddhist 
textS'. It has been variously styled by the scholars-Tokharian, 
Kucheim, Arsi etc. The people of Kuchi had adopted 
.Buddhism very early. The Chinese records tell us that in the 
beginning of the -'fourth century the· number of stuPas· and 

. '. 
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temples in the .country was nearly Io,ooo. This figure may 
.not be taken too ·literally. It probably means to say that the 
1iumber was very high. The history of the first Tsin dynasty 
gives a more faithful account pf the s~ate of Buddhism in· Kuchi 
in the 4th and sth centuries A.D. 

The account says: · "The kingdom of Kuchi possessed 
numerous mol).asteries. Their dec~ration _is magnificent. The 
royal palace also ·had standing images· of Buddha as in a 
monastery. There is a convent n~u:ned Ta-mu which had 170 
monks. The. convent' named Che-li. on the northern hill had 
:so monks .. The new convent of the~king named Kien-mu had 
·6o. '.The convent of the king of Web.-su had 70. ·These four 
-convents were under the direction of Buddhasvamin. The 
mo~ks of these convents change their residen~e in every three 
months. Before completing five years after ordination they are 
not permitted to stay in the King;s convent even for one night. 
This convent. has go monks. There is- a young monk there 
named Kiu-kiu (? mo)-lo (Kumarajiva) who has great capacity 
and knowledge and has studied the Mahayana. Buddhasvamin 
·is his teacher but he has changed as Buddhasvarnin is of the 
Agama ·schooL . ' · . . _ · 

"The convent of A-li has 18o nutis, that of Liun-jo-kan has 
:so, and that of A-li-po_ has 30. These three convents are also 
under the direction of Buddhasvamin. The nuns receive regular 
$ikshapadas ; the rule in the foreign countries is that the nuns 
are not allowed to govern themselves. The nuns in these three 
-convents are genern.lly the daughters or wives of kings and 
i:>rinces (of countrie~ )to the east of the Pamirs. ·They come 
from long distances to these monasteries for the sake of the 
law. They regulate their practices .. They have a very severe 
rille. 'I'hey change their residence once irt every three months·. 
Excepting the three chief tiuns. they do not go out. They 
observe five hundred prescriptions of the law." 

Buddhist culture . therefore · had a stronghold . in KuehL 
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Both the rulers ·and the people were devout followers of the· 
faith. The literary remains of ancient Kuchi amply confirm 
this supposition. Apart from Buddhist religion and art, the· 
people of Kuchi had also adopted other elements of Indian 
culture. The kings had adopted Indian names, such as. 
Swarnate (Svan;tadeva), Arte (Haradeva), Suva111apushpa, Hari
pushpa, etc. Indian· system of music was known in Kuchi and 
it was taken to China. by the musicians of that country. .It is. 
probable that Indian families had also migrated to Kuchi and 
intermarried with the local people. There is at least one striking: 
example of such an intermarriage of which the issue stands as. 
a sort of symbol of Ser-Indian intercourse. As the biography 
of this man throws ·a flood of light on how this intercourse was. 
taking place at lea~t in the 4th century it may be treated here· 
in some details. 

The father of this famous man was Kumarayana. He-· 
· belonged to a family ()f ministers in India but abandoned 'his·. 
claim when his turn of succession came, adopted a religious tife· 
and left for foreign countries. He was cordially received by: 
the king of Kuchi and was appointed his Rajaguru. This king· 
was king Po-shun. Kumarayana was not, however, destined to· 
lead a monastic life. The sister of the king of Kuchi, Jiva 
by name, fell in love with Kumarayana and the two were· 

· married. The first issue of this marriage was a. boy who was. 
given the name of Kumarajiva after the names of the father· 
and the mother. After the birth of a second son, who was. 
named Pushyadeva, Jiva embraced the Buddhist faith and. 
became a nun. Kumarajiva was then only seven years. old. 
He was, however, a boy of extraordinary intelligence. He soon 
learnt from his mother to recite the holy texts. His mother 
soon realised the need of taking him to India for further 
education. At the age of nine the boy started with his mother, 
and after travelling in different places at last reached Kashmir. 
He was placed under a famous teacher named Bandhudatta 
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who was a cousin of. the king of Kashmir. He studied the 
Agamas and other texts under the latter's direction. 

After three years of study in Kashniir Kuinanijiva started 
on his return joU-rney with his mother. They stopped for some
time in Kashgar where Kumiirajiva studied the four Veda:s, the 
five sciences, . the· Brahmanical philosophy and astronomy. 
They then •. went to Cokkuka (Yarkand). Kumarajiva was 

. initiated therein Mahayana Buddhism·and. studied the works of 
famous Mahayana teachers ·like . Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, etc. 
After travelling in a few ot~er places they at last return~d to · 
Kuchi where Ku~arajiva took his residence in the "King's new 
monastery.'~ . . . 

Kumarajiv:1's reputation. ,had by theit spread to di:ffetent · 
parts of Eastern Turkestan and both nobles and common people 
soon began t~ flock round hi~ for instruction in the law. He 
used t~ recite the Sutras in the largest monastery of Kuchi~ . 
the' Tsiao-li monastery, aad 'also explain the text; to the people. 
He thus started playing a great ro~e in the dissemination and 
interpretati01i of the Buddhist religion in :Eastern Turkestan. 
Kuchi now faced a Chinese invasion. All kingdoms to the west 
of Kuchi-heJped-the Chinese invader and Kuchi stood alone. 
The king turned down a proposal for surrender and fought 
bravely. But the town fell to the invader. The Chinese general 
set up a new king on ·the throne in · 383 A.D. and returned to 
China with a number of prisoners among whom was also found 
Kumarajiva. But his worth was known to the Chinese and 
he was obliged to remain with the locaf chief of Ku-tsang in 
Kan-su. till 398 A.D. He had the highest regard for Kumatajiva. 

In spite of repeated invitations from the emperor Kumara
jiv_a. was not allowed to proceed to the capital before 401 A.D. 

On; his arrival at the capital a number of scholars was placed 
under him to 'help him in the work of translations of Sariskrl.t 
texts into Chinese. Scholars from various parts of China. came 
to him for study.· His knowledge of Chinese and Sanskrit was 
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perfect and that is why his translations are of a high literary 
value. He translated within a few years about I06 Sanskrit 
texts into Chinese and some of these texts were quite exten
sive. He was the first to interpret the Mahayana philosophy to 
the Chinese. Kumarajiva died in 412 A.D. but the service which 
he rendered to the cause of Buddhism in China was lasting. 
His Chinese disciples gave a new orientation to the faith. Their 
interpretation made Buddhism acceptable to the Chinese and it 
ceased to be looked upon as a foreign religion. 

Kumarajiva was also responsible for attracting best Indian 
scholars ·to China. The number of Indian scholars who had 
gone to China before his time was not conside'.&ble and 
Buddhist missionaries of foreign nationalities were then more 
active. Kumiirajiva had personal touch with the Buddhist 
scholars of Kashmir, and it was through his intervention that 
some of the Kashmirian scholars were induced to go first to 
Kuchi and then to China. One of them was Puv.yatrata who 
came to China most probably in 403 A.D. and worked there in 
collaboration with Kumarajiva. The other was Buddhayasas 
who was also a Kashmirian scholar settled at Kashgar. It was 
probably there that he, came in contact with Kumarajiva. The 
attachment was so great that when Kuchi was invaded by the 
Chinese army Buddhayasas exercised all his influence with the 
king of Ka$hgar and induced him to march with his army to 
the help of Kuchi. But it w~s already too late and the town 
had fallen before he could render any help. Later on 
Buddhayasas went to Kuchi and then to the capital of China 
at the special request of Kumarajiva. During his stay in China 
he collaborated with the ~atter in the work of translation. 
Of other Kashmirian scholars who had gone to China in the 
sth century mention may be made of Gautama Sailghadeva, 
Dharmayasas, Guv.avarman, Guv.abhadra, and Buddhavarman. 
A few other Indian scholars from other patts of India had also 
been to China in this period. Most of them remained in China 
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and died there. They were responsible for numerous tninsla
tions of the canonical texts from the Sanskrit Tripitaka, 
specially of the Sarvastivada school of which the largest centre 
was then in Kashmir. They contributed the most to the inter
pretation of Indian- culture to the Chipese and the establish-

, nient of a relation of amity between the two countries which 
for many centuries yielded a fntitful result. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

INTERCOURSE WITH THE WESTERN WORLD. 

It lias now been ·established on good authority that from 
remote antiquity India had trade relations with westerri · 
countries both by land and sea. The overland . route passed 
through Khyber to the Upper Kabul valley, and thence across 
the Hindu Kush to Balkh, which stood on the great highway 
~onnecting the East and the West: There we:re several routes 
from Balkh both towards Central Asia and China on the east, 
and to the Mediterranean and Black Sea on the West. One of 
the western routes went down the Oxus to the Caspian, and 
the W:\res were then carried, partly by land and partly by river, 
to the Black Sea ports. The other skirted the Karmanian desert 
to the north, and having passed through the 'Caspian Gates' 
reached Antioch by way of Ctesiphon and Hekatompylos. 

The sea-routes from the mouth of the Indus lay, in 
ancient times, along the coast to the mouth of the Euphrates. 
Then ships either proceeded up the Euphrates and touched the 
overland route at the point where it crossed that iiver ; or 
~ontinued the coastal voyage along the shores of Arabia and 
through the Red Sea to its head near Suez. From this point 
goods were carried by land to Egypt on the west and to famous 
ports like Tyre and Sidon on the north. It must not be under
stood, however, that Indian traders travelled djrect from the 
beginning to the end of these routes, for the merchandise often 
changed hands at important towns and harbours. 

· · But even when direct sea-voyage was made the sailors had 
I . 

to keep close to the coast. The great discovery, made by 
Hippalus about 45 A.D., of the "existence of the monsoon winds, 
blowing regularly across the Indian oeean", enabled the ships 
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to sail straight across the Indian Ocean. 1 From Okelis, the 
port at the mouth of the Red. Sea, the monsoon winds would· 
.carry a ship in forty days or even less to. Muziris (Cranganore 
.on the Malabar coast). Thus Alexandria was now less than 
three month's journey from the Indian coast. Henceforth the 
.ships from Southern India could avoid the long coastal voyage. 

The establishment of the Roman empire· gave a · great 
impetus to :the Indian trade. The Pix Romana secured the 
trade .routes, and the articles of luxury from India were in 
;great demand in Rome. 'The volume of trade was, therefore, 
increased to an unprecedented extent. Accordip.g. to Pliny 
nearly fifty million sesfierces flowed every year from Rome to 
India to. pay for the balance of trade. This. statement is borne 
out by the huge hoards of Roman coins unearthed in Indian 
soil.. Sewell, who has made a speda1 study of these coins, is 
of opinionthat the Indo-Roman trade flourished inthe early 
~ays ot the Roman empire, culminated 'about the time of Nero, 
·who· died in A.D. 68, and declined from this time till· it almost 
-ceased after Caracalla (A.D. :zr7). It revived again, th?ugh 
slightly, under the Byzantine Emperors.2 

• 

The general conclusion of Sewell.about the large volume 
.of trade between Indja and Rome during the- first cerititry A.D . 

. admits of no doubt. But his more detailed statements regarding 
the condition of trade in different periods do not stand on the 
:same ground, being based merely on tlie ·negative evidence of . 
Roman ·coins. in India. These coins, mostly discovered in 

.. South India, are undoubtedly the result of direct maritime 
trade between Roman empire and India. But other coins are 

:also known3 and we have to consider also the overland trade, 

1 This is the general view, but Kennedy maintains that the monsoons 
·must have been known from the earliest hmes (]RAS. 1898, pp. 272-3). 

• ]RAS. 1904, pp. 591 ff. . . 
~ 1 According to Cunningham, "Roman gold coins are plentiful down 

to the time of Caracalla". (}ASB. LVIII, 158). Four Roman coins 
·.have recently been discovered. in Bilaspur and Vizagapatam districts,. 
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\vhich, though for a time partly deflected from its course, and 
perhaps reduced in volume, by the rise of Parthian and Sassanid 
kingdom, continued as an important factor for several centuries. 
It :flourished so much in the 4th century A.D. that "silk, worth 
in Aurelian time its weight in gold and a luxury of the rich 
and noble, was in the reign .of Julian sold at. a price which 
brought it within every man's reach."1 

In addition to the old land-route across Iran and Meso
potamia, we find two new routes coming into favour, leading 
to the two famous trade centres, Palmyra and Petra. In the 
first, the gopds were brought by sea from India to the head of 
the Persian Gulf, then along the Euphrates to Vologesia and 
thence by land to Palmyra. In the second, Indian ships coming 
up the R~d Sea unloaded their goods at the two ports on the 
Arabian coast of the Red Sea, viz. Aelana (ancient Ezion Geber) 
and Lenke Kome, and being carried by land to Petra were 
thence transported to Mediterranean ports Ghaza and Rhino
kolura. Fine muslins, pearls, beryls, precious stones, incense, 
and drugs, among others, ·formed, as before, the chief articles 
of trade. After the overthrow of the Nabataean kingdom of 
Petra in A.D. ros, Palmyra gained the commercial pre-eminence 
on the principal land-route between Roman Empire and India, 
and retained this position till it was sacked by Aurelian in 
A.p. 273. After the destruction of Palmyra, Indian trade was 
continued for a time through Batne, near the Euphrates, and a 
day's journey from Edessa. About the close . of the third 
century A.D. Alexandria, too, fell into decay, and the Indian 
trade was carried on through Arab vessels. Adule, a petty 
village on the African coast, grew into a great centre of 
commerce. Roman trade with the east revived under Constan
tine (306-337 A.D.) but even then Roman vessels did not proceed 

of which one is of Commodus (189-90 A.D.) and the other, an imitation 
of a coin of Maximus (216-18 A.D.) (]NSI. V, 171). 

' T'riaulx, The Indian Embassies to Rome, p. 252. 
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beyond Adule, then the chief ·port of Ethiopia .. , The Arab~ and 
. I ' 

Indians now carried on the principal part of the trade· between 
India and . the western world, According to' the Chinese 
chronicles, there . was a great trade between India ·and the 
Roman empire even in the sixth century A.D. . . • 

If we bear in mind this brief account . of Palmyra and 
Alexandria; the two chief emporiums of active commerct: 
between .India and the Roman empire, we may reasonably cpu
elude that it flourished till the third century A.D. and its d,ecline 

. commenced _much later than the time suggested by. ~well. 
Priaulx ;bserved 'that it was during· the· reigns of Severns, 

. his son· Caracalia, and the pseudo-Antonines, that. Alex~ndria 
and Palmyra were mo·st prosperous, and that Roman intercourse 
was at its' height'. 1 Se~ell rejects this view; but it was fully 
endorsed by V. A. Srnith. 2 Priatilx very. truly remarks, in 
support of his· contention, that during this :period·- "Roman 
literature gave more of its attention to Indiari matters, and did 
not,. as of .old, .confine .itself to quotations from the historians 
of Alexander or the narratives of the Seleucidan ambassadors, 
but drew its informati(ln from other and independent sources." 
The trutli· o£ this observation will be-apparent ~vhen we discu~s 
this topic later in the section ; ·and the conclusion is strength
ened by the enumeration of Indian. embassies to Rome, a1:1d the 
further important historical fact that the oriental expeditions
of the Roman emperors in the third century A.D. brought them 
into close and sometimes almost direct contact with India. 

The increased trade between India and Rorrie led to politi
cal intercourse between the two. When Augustus fii1ally came 
out triumphant from the Civil War and established the Princi-

' pate, one or more Indian States sent embassies. Other Indian 
embassies also visited Rome during the first four centuries of 

' Ibid. p. 132. 
• ]ASB. LVIII, 158. 
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the Christian era, and no less than seven are expressly referred 
to . as having been sent to Trajan (A.D. g8-n7), Hadrian 
(n7-r38}, Antoninus Pius (r38-r6r), Heliogabalus (218-222), 
Aurelian (270-275), Constantine (323-353) and Julian (361-363). 
Two more Indian embassies were probably sent to Justinian in 
530 and 552 A.D. • · 

The commercial and political intercourse must have 
brought an increasingly larger number, both of Indians and 
Roman subjects, to visit each other's country. Alexandria, 
which occupied almost the central position, was the great 
meeting ground between the East and the West, and must have 
been visited by large numbers of Indians. An interesting 
evidence of such visit, even in Ptolema'ic days, is preserved 'in 
an inscription on the temple at Dedesiya near the Nile river 
whiCh contains the name of an Indian. 1 Even so late as 470 A.D. 

some Brahmins visited Alexandria and lodged in the house of 
Consul Severus. ·This personal contact between the Indians and 
the peoples of the west must have improved the knowledge of 
each about the other. 

A more accurate knowledge of India is reflected in the 
western literature of the third century A.D. Clement of 
Alexandria, who died about 220 A.D., gives us highly interest
ing accounts of both Brahmins and Buddhists. In particular 
he refers to the former's belief in transmigration and the latter's 
worship of relic-stuPas . . Bardesanes, the Babylonian (3rd 
century A.D.), wrote a very interesting work on Indian Gymno
sophists. Though the work itself is lost, some passages that 
have been preserved in quotation show a remarkably intimate 
knowledge of India, particularly of its two ~religious sects, 
BrahmaJ;J.as and Buddhists. Archelaos of Carrah (278 A.D.) and· 

• Rawlinson, Intercourse between India and the Western World, 
p. 99. Cf. also Warmington, The Commerce between the Rormn~ · 
Empire and India. 
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St~ Jerome (340 A.D.) both mention the Buddha by name· and 
narrate the tradition of his birth. 1 

Among other ·writers may be mentioned Philostratus, 
Callistratus and Dio Cassius. It is interesting to note also that 
Roman art employed itself on Indian subjects as . we gather 
from Callistr~:~tus' description of 'the statue of a drunken and 
reeling Hindu. 

The intimate intercourse between India and the western 
world naturally affected the culture of both. It is difficult to 
estimate the scope and nature of their influenc'e upon each other, 
but some of its aspects can be broadly stated. 2 There is no 
doubt that Indian art a'nd coinage were profoundly affeded by 

· that of the West. The influence of Roman astronomy on the 
progress of that science in India is also undeniable. Romaktt 
Siddhiinta is freely alluded to by Var:ahamihira and the 
Paulisa Siddhiinta is based on the astronomical works o{ Paul 
of Alexandria (c. 378 A.D.). On the other hand Indian medical 
science, astronomical terms and the system of numerals w:ere 

• adopted by Western countries. Some Indian books like Paiicha
tantra were also very popul~r there an'd translated in many 
languages. 

The same reciprocal influence is noticed in t!1e domain of 
religion and philosophy. It is generally agreed that Indian 
philosophy ·exercised a great influence on the development of 
Neo-Platonism. The rise of Christianity affected Indian 
religion which had still some .hold in the West. The 
Syrian writer Zenol;> gives us a. very ·highly interesting 
account of the iconoclastic zeal of Christian missionaries 
which led to the destr~tction of two Hindu temples in 
the Canton of Taron. (Upper Euphrates, west of- Lake Van). 
The temples are .said to ha~e been built by an Indian colony 

' . . 

'F'or an account of the writers named, ·Cf. J. W. McCrindle, Ancient 
India as described in Classical Literature. 

2 ]ASB. INIII, 107 ff; 'JBBRAS. XXill, 217~ . · 
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settled in that region in the second century B.c. About A.D. 304 
St. Gregory appeared before these temples, and in spite of 
heroic defence by the Indians, defeated them· and broke the 
two images of gods whic.h were 12 and rs cubits high. 1 

St. Gregory, who thus anticipated Mahmud of Ghazni and his 
successors, must have been instrumental in destroying i:o a large 
extent the traces of Indian religion in the West. But the fact 
remains that Indian religion, both Brahmanical and Buddhist, 
was still a living force in the region \vhere Christianity arose 
and had its early field of activity. It strengthens the belief 
that th~ similarities noticed between the two may not be 
accidental, but the effect of the old religion upon the new. 
The resemblance .o0f the interior of the Christian church to a 
Buddhist Chaitya, the extreme and extravagant forms of 
asceticism in early Christian sects, such as the Thebaid 
monasticism, metempsychosis, relic-worship and the use of the 
rosary might all have been borrowed by Christianity from 
Indian religious ideas. It is also very likely that the Mani
chaeans and the Gnostics were influenced by Indian ideas. 
Certain it is that several religious leaders of the West took the 
name of Buddha. 

It is, of course, always difficult to define precisely the 
extent of the influence that one ,religion ex.ercised upon the 
other, but of the general influence of Indian. ideas upon 
Christianity there cannot remain any possible doubt. It is more 
difficult to estimate the 'effect of Christianity on India. That 
.Christian missionaries visited India from an early period, and 
small Christian communities were established there, may be 
easily accepted. \Ve have reference to progress of· ·christian 
church in south India in the 'N~tions of India', a pamphlet 
included in the Romance History of Alexander of the Pseudo
Kallisthenes (5th Century) and in the Christian Topography of 

' ]RAS. 1904, p. 309. 
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Cosmas Indikopleustes, a Christian monk who visited India in 
the first half of the sixth century A.D. 

We have described above, in a very bx:ief outline, the 
relations·· between India: and the Western World between 200 

and 550 A.D, The facts, definitely known, are Jew, and hence 
the ·picture is vague and incomplete. But the little that we 

~
kn.· ow is enough to sh_9w that, India d. i~.· ~?t l~ad an isolated life 
but kept contact w1th the great c1v1hsatwns of the West 
through trade a.nd commerce, and this led to political and cul
tural relations. Such relations which began much earlie~ and 
co1itinued in later Reriods, were fairly constant and active 
<luring. the 'period under review. 

. , 

I 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS. 

I. SOCIAL CONDITION 

I. CASTE SYSTEM-INTER-MARRIAGES. 

The caste system in one form or another has characterised 
Hindu society in most of the epochs of its history ; it, there
fore, naturally existed in the society of our age as well. It 
had not yet assumed, however, that rigidity, which we associate 
with it at present, in respect either of inter-marriage, or of 
inter-dining or of the professions: Marriages were usually 
·endogamous, but inter-caste marriages of bridegrooms of higher 
caste with brides of lower ones, which were techniCally known 
as Anuloma marriages, often took place. The Smritis of our 
age, while recognising the validity of such marriages, were not 
prepared to recommend them. But a record of our· age, which 
refers to the marriage of a Brahmal).a bride-groom with a 
Kshatriya bride, describes it as perfectly in co:p.sonance with 
the rules of Srutis and Smritis. 1 We need not then wonder 
how the Vakataka king Rudra-sena, a scion of an orthodox 
Brahmal).a family, should have married Prabhavati-guptii who 
belonged to the Vaisya Gupta family. It is interesting to note 

· that contemporary Smritis permit the wife of a lower caste to 
participate in religious rituals, if the husband had no wife of 
his own caste.2 

1 ~: m+r ~S'itct£ ~~~I 
-~~~enro~~~~~lffi:ll ASWI. IV, 139 . 

. • Yaj. I, 88. 
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Pratiloma. marriages of brides of higher class with the 
bride-grooms of lower ones have been recognised as legal ,by 
Yajiiavalkya, 1 and they oftert took place in society. . Thus 
Kadamba · rulers, . who were BrahmaJ).as, had married their 
dimghters in the family of the Guptas, who wen~ Vaisyas. 

Inter-raciai marriages were also taking ·place. The 
[kshvaku kings, who were orthodox BrahmaJ).as, had n,o 

J,ction to .. accepting a bride from the Saka ro.yal. family o·.f 
yini. The Satavahanas- had done the_ same in an earlier 

od. Iriter•marriage seems to have been one of the ways by 
.vhich foreign tribes were absorbed in Hindu society. - · 

The marriage :With a Sudra girl has been vehemently 
~ondemned by the Smriti writers of our period .. They, how.
~ver, did take place in our society, for the same Smriti writers, 
.vhq taboo this union, provide for a shan~ for the sons of such 
.vedlock. Yajfiavalkya permits the son of a Sudra woman to 
nherit the property ·of BrahmaJ).a father (II. 134) though 
~rihaspati, who wrot~ at the end' of our period, refuses to 
·ecognise this right (Putrabibhiiga section, 44). 

- As our period- advanced, inter-caste marriages began tP 
)ecome more and more ~npopular. _ But they coi1tinued in 
;ociety for a few centuries more. 

\Vhen inter-marriages were allowed, inter-dining could 
Jaturally excite no opposition. Smritis of our period have an. 
objection only "to ·the practice of taking a meal with the Sudras, 
but even among the latter an exception is made in favour of 
one's farnier, barber, milkman and family friend (Y.iij. I, r66)". 

2. CASTE SYSTEM-PROFESSIONS .. 

Professions also were not very ·rigidly determined by caste 
during our period. Contemporary -Smritis afford ample evidence 

· to show how some Brahmal).as were following non-Brahmanical 
professions, and their evidence is confirmed by the data of 

1 Ibid. I, 93. 
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inscriptions, showing how some Brahmav.as were traders, others 
architects1

, and still others government servants. Many like 
Vindhyasakti and Mayftra-5arman, the founders of the Wikataka 
and Kadamba dynasties respectively, used to exchange the sacri
ficial ladle for the sword. The case of Matri-vishv.u, who was 
a Gupta feudatory in Central India, shows how ambitious 
Brahmav.a families gradually made their way to the throne. 
Indra-vishv.u and Varul).a-vishv.u, the great-grandfather ~ 
grandfather respectively of the donor, are described as pi 
Bralunav.as, who spent their time in religious sacrifices. T 
father of the donor is, however, described as the c~use .of the 
greatness of the family ; obviously it was he who gave up the 
priestly life and entered the army, where he eventually made a 
mark, that enabled him to found a principality.' The grantor 
is described as one, who had humbled his enemies on the 
battlefields and thereby spread his fame to the four corners of 
the earth2

• Had our records stated the castes of the military 
officers mentioned in them, it would probably have been found 
that some of the Vaisyas and Sudras also, who had the 
neces~ary martial fervour and ambition, U!\~4 to take to a 
military career. The Gupta emperors were Vaisyas, and it is 
very likely that a large percentage of the infa'btry was recruited 
from the Siidra caste. \ · 

The Kshatriyas in t~eir turn. :i\e often seen following 
commercial and industrial pursuits: The chi~f officers of the 
guild of •oilmen at Indore in U. P. are expressly described as 
Kshatriyas in a fifth century record. 3 Very probably this was 
not an exceptional case Qf Kshatriyas preferring the cosy 
commercial career to the risky military one. 

The Vaisyas were never a homogeneous group even in 
earlier ages, and the\same was the case in our period. The 

' err. rrr, 119 • 
. • Ibid. p. 89. 
• Ibid. p. 70. 
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agriculturists, the merchants, the cattle-tearers, the' smiths, the 
• carpenters, the oil-mongers, the ·weavers, the garland-makers, 

etc.; had developed into full fledged caste-groups. They wen~ 
more conscious of their ov,,~ sub-groups than of their · being 
members of the theoretical Vaisya caste. Inter~marriages. 

between members· of these. sub-castes .probably took l>lace 
·occasionally, though we have· nbdefinite evidence on the point. 

A'number of mixed (satikara) castes, like Murdhavasikta, 
Ambashtha, ·Parasava, Ugra, Karal}a, are mentioned in con
temporary Smritis. 1 It is interesting to note that only Karat;Ia 
among them is mentioned in the records of our period, and it 
.is quite possible that the expression is used there to'denote an· 
office rather than a caste. It is clear that the Smriti vi~w that 
the inter-caste marriages give rise to mixed castes, of low 
status had not yet become popular in society .. And .no wonder, 
for inter-caste marriages were often 'taking place even in 
respectable Brahmal}a familie;, as shown above. A Vakataka 
record shows that the sons of a Brahma~ta father and a Kshatriya 
mother were not known as Murdhavasil{tas1 but as Kashatriyas,2 

as· suggested at one place in the Ma;tu-smriti. 2 The Smriti 
nomenclature of the mixed castes ~\vas gradually becoming 
popular only towards the end of our period, when inter-caste 
marriages tended to become less and less popular. 

, Kayasthas frequently figure in contemporary epigraphical 
·records, usually as professional writers. It is however doubtful 
whether they had developed into a. caste during· our period. 
TKis may account for the non-reference to thein a~ a caste in 
the contemporary Smptis; · 

. The pre-historic view that the Sudras. should be content 
merely to . become. the servants of the twice-born was not . . . 

accepted in 'theory or followed in . practice. Smritis of our 

1 Yaj. I, 91 ff. . 
• AS WI. tv, 140. 
•x, s. 
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period like that of Yajiiavalkya permit them to become traders,. 
artisans and· agriculturists, and there is no doubt that they 
availed themselves of this concession. Many of them also 
enlisted in the army and rose to the position of captains and 
generals. 

Contemporary ·Smptis and the account of Fa-hien show 
that untouchability existed in society more or less in its present 
form. The untouchables lived outside the main settlements-and 
used to strike a piece of wood as they entered them, so that 
men might note their arrival and avoid their contact. They 
used to follow hunting, fishery, scavenging and similar 
despised professions. 

Among the castes referred to above, Brahmal)as and.
Kshatriyas enjoyed the highest status. Though some 
Brahmal)as used to follow secular and un-Brahmanical pro
fessions, the number of those who followed religious and literary 
pursuits was fairly large. The class as a whole, therefore, 
continued to inspire respect as in earlier days. The Kshatriyas 
also were held in high esteem on account of the prestige and 
power they enjoyed. The relations between these two castes 
were usually cordial ; we find several Kshatriya kings of our 
period describing themselves as devout worshippers of 
Brahmavas. 1 Occasionally however pelf and power produced 
their natural consequence and kings or their officers were some
times disrespectful to the needy Brahmal).a. It was the affront 
which he had received from the insolent Kshatriya officers of 
the Pallava government that induced the Brahmava Maytita-
8arman to exchange his sacrificial ladle for the steel sword. 2 

Brahmavas were divided into different sakhas (classes) 
based upon the Vedas which they studied, and our epigraphs 
enable us to get. a fairly accurate idea of their distribution. 

1 !A. V, 155; EI. VIII, 161; CJI. III, 96. 
• EC. VII, 200 ff. 
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\ 

There is sufficient evidence to show' that Orissa, Telingana, 1 

Kosala2 and Central Province3 were the stronghold o£ Yajur
vedin Brahmat;~.as and the same was probably the case with 
U. P., though the evidence is rather inadequate. , The donees 
of most of the numerous grants given to the Brahmat;~.as of the . 
above provinces are usually described as the followers of one 
of the siikhlis of the Yajurveda. Kathiawar' see,ms to have been 
a stronghold of the Siimaveda, for the donees of several Valabhi 
plates of o~r period are described as 8amavedins.4 The 
followers of this Veda are to be occasionally but rarely seen 
among the donees residing in Indore (in U. P), Belur (in , 
Kar!}ataka) a~d · Mangdur (in Telingana). 5 The Atharvavedins 
figure rather rarely in our period and their number, we may 
presume, was not large. We come across one follower of this 
Veda in Mysore, .another in the Belgaum district, a third one 
at Valabhi and a fourth one in the Kangra valley. 6 Brahma!}as 
of all th~ four Vedas living together in one place figure rather 
rarely. This was a natural consequence of the discontinuance 
of the Vedic sacrifices, which usually required the co-operation 

. of the Brahmat;~.as ,of all the Vedas. . · 
It is interesting to note that the J.{igvedins figure very 

. rardy in our records. Why this should be so cannot be ex
plained satisfactorily at present. 

The Kshatriyas continued to enjoy the status of Dvijas 
(twice-born) and had the privilege of tfpanayana and Vedic 
studies. The same also was probably the case with the majority 
of the Vaisyas. All of them had not yet been reduced to the 
status of the Sudras. It is interesting to note that at least in 

· 
1 IA. V, !55; EI. XII, 135. 
I Ibid. VIII, 287; IX, 173-5. 
• CII. III, 96, 103, 193. 
• EI. XI, 108; XVII, 107, 110, 348; XV, 257. 
5 CII. III, 70; EC. V, Belur 245; {A. V, 155. 
• EC. IV, Hs. No. 18; EI. X, 74; XIV, 165 .. 
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some cases they knew their Gotras and Pravaras. 1 As in almost 
all periods of Indian history, the great Vaisya community was 
famous for its charita]:>le disposition. The hospitals in Patali
putra and Magadha, where free relief was given to the needy 
and the sick, were financed by the charity of this community. 
The same was the case with many temples, monasteries and 
free feeding houses. The Vaisyas were organised into guilds, 
which were dominating the trade and industry of the country. 
They also occupied positions of honour and responsibility on 
the town councils. 2 

3· SLAVERY. 

Slavery is not referred to by contemporary foreign writers, 
but it is described in minute details by Narada, who belongs 
to our period. 

Prisoners of war were often reduced to slavery ; debtors 
unable to pay their debts or gamblers unable to pay' off their 
stakes had to become the slaves of their creditors. Sometimes, 
when there was. acute famine, people would voluntarily sell 
themselves to rich persons, who would undertake to feed them. 
Slavery in India, however, was not lifelong. Gamblers, debtors 
and famine-slaves could regain their liberty, if their dues were 
paid ·either by themselves or by their relations or friends. 
Prisoners of war could do the sam<> by finding a sub~titute. If a 
slave saved his master's life, he could not only become free but 
also get a son's share. If a female slave bore a child to her 
master, she became free.· It was thus relatively very easy for 
slaves to regain their freedom ; they also received much better 
treatment in India than they did in the West. These circum
stances wouid ·explain how foreigners like the· Greek writers 
and· Chinese pilgrims failed to detect the existence. of sla¥ery 
m India. 

~ Ibid. VI. 18. 
• Ibid. XV, 129 ff. See ante, pp. 285-86. 
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The emancipation procedure of slaves1 was interesting. 
The master was to take away a jar from his slave's shoulder 
and to smash it. Then he was to sprinkle his head with water 
containing gram and flowers, and· to declare him a free man
three times. 

4· 'I'm: FAMrtv. 

Let us now turn to the ·family life. 
As in earlier centuries the- joint family continued to be 

the characteristic feature of Hindu. society. Smritis of our 
period disapprove of partition. of the family in the lifetime of 
the father, and epigraphs also often disclose patriarchs living 
together with their eight grown-up sons and numerous grand
sons and brothers often continuing to .live jointly even gfter 
the death of their father. 2 In one record we find the donor 

. making a grant for the spiritual welfare of himself, his mother, 
wife, one son, ~ne daughter, his brother, two' nephews and two 
nieces,3 It will thus appear that .even after· the death of' the 
father, brothers and their sons and daughters often continued 
to live together. Cases of separate shares being allotted to the 
fatf!_er and sons in land-grants are rat4er rare. 

The ownership of the ·family prop-erty was vested in the 
father, but the rights of the different sons- and brothers to their 
separate shares were req:>gnised ; they are .separately mentioned 
in the land-grants in a few cases. What later on came to be 
known as the Mitiiksharii system of inheritance was prevailing ; 
the Smritis exclude from Sriiddha a Brahmm;ia who had enf~rced 
partition on his father against his will.- This presupposes son's 
right by birt\1 in the ancestral property and is nof possible under 
the Dliyabhiiga scheme of inheritance. 

-1 Niirada, Chap. V, 25-43. 
• EI. I. 6; XII, 2; XIX, 120. 
• IA. XI, 258. 
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Most of the twelve subsidiary sons mentioned in the early 
Dharmasastra works were getting more and more unpopular.· 
Of the 12 subsidiary sons, the putrikaputra or the daughter's 
son, was the most popular. 1 It is interesting to note that one 
who offered himself in adoption was treated with contempt in 
our age. 'One who leaves his family and goes to another is 
undoubtedly guilty of sin', says Brihaspati. 2 .The son by levirate 
(niyoga) was still regarded as superior to him. Opinion, how
ever, was divided upon this point. Yajiiavalkya and Narada 
had no objection to niyoga, but Brihaspati was opposed to the 
practice. He represented the reform school. 

By birth. right, sons had shares in the family property, 
which were usually equal. On rare occasions we see eldest sons 
receiving larger shares,3 as recommended by some earlier 
Smritis. These cases are, however, exceptional. Opit1ion in 
our period was divided as to whether the widow should have 
the right to inherit the share of her· husband. If he was a 
member of the joint family at the time of his death, the widmv 
got only a maintenance, but if he had separated, Yajiiavalkya 
at:td Brihaspati argued that she should be given her husband's 
share as a life estate. This view of the reform school had not 
yet become popular, and other jurists of our age, like Narada, 
were opposed to it. That reformers had not yet made much 
headway in society would appear clear from the sixth Act of 
the Sakuntalii, where we find the property of a widow, having 
no son, was liable to escheat to the crown. Daughters, having 
brothers, had no share in father's property. The latter was 
expected to spend liberally, usually to the extent of one-fourth 
of the son's share, at the time of their marriages. 

• Ylij. II v. 128. 
1 Dliyabhiiga, v. 75. 

·~'iT·~~~ ;n;lc@('<Hf~~ -~~I 
(CII. III, 199). 
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Pre-puberty marriages became' the order of the day in our 
period~ Writers of the/earlier period, like Manu, permitted a 

. father to keep his daughter unmarried up to any age, if a suit
able bride-groom was not available ; Smritis of otir period like 
Y ajnavalkya and Niirada condemn a guardian to hell, if he does 

. not marry his daughter before. the time of puberty. When girls 
were married at the early age of 12 or 13: naturally they had 
hardly any voice in the settle~ent of their marriage. 1 Their 
U panayana ceremony also became impossible owing to early 
marriages. V:iijfi.avalkya explicitly declares that women were · 
ineligible for the privilege of the Upanayat~a and the Vedic 
studies. Vedic mantras also were not to be recited .at the time 
of the rituals exclusively intended for them.. Our _age, there
fore, denied the Vedic .education to women. In well-to~do 
families, however, literary and cultun11 education was imparted 
to them, and several "''omen figure as authoresses and poetesses 
in our age.2 Niirada and Paras~ra permit remarria~e of widows 
and Chandragupta II had probably married his widowed sister
in~law in c. 375· But the puritanical section of society was 
frowning ·upon widow marri~ge ·and it was becoming more and 
more · unpopular among the higher ' classes as our period . 
advanced. ' 

Widows, who did not marry, led a simple and ascetic life. 
• They wore no ornaments and used no ointments. They did 

1ot decorate their hair, but it .was not shaved either. _ The 
:ustom of the- Sat'i was, no doubt, known to .our age and is 

ision~lly. referred to by Bhiisa, Kiili.diisa .. _an~ Sudraka in 
r works. ·We have, however, only one h1stoncal case of a 

which took place when king Goparaja died on the battle
sro A.D. and his wife immolat€d herself .on his funeral 

Kalidiisa or the writers of some inscriptions · refer to 
they clearly have the old tradition and not the 'contem-

before their mind. · 
, Position of Womet£, pp. 19-20. 
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pyre. 1 It, therefore, appears that it was only on rare occasions 
that widows became Satis during our· period. Among the 
Smriti writers of our age, only Brihaspati refers to the 
possibility of a widow following her husband on the funeral 
pyre ; others lay down detailed rules about the ascetic life 
which the widow was expected to lead and are altogether silent 
about the possibility of her becoming a Safi. The custom, there
fore, had neither become popular nor ~uired a religious 
sanction. 

Sculptures and paintings of our period show that women 
could move freely in society and were not immured in harems. 
Ladies of aristocratic fal!lilies, however, used to put on a veil 
over their face when they were out on a joumey.2 

5· FooD AND DRINK. 

Hindu society was partly ·vegetarian and partly non
vegetarian in our period. When Fa-hien refers to the absence 
of meat shops in the Madhyade5a in c. 400 A.D., he is obviously 
referring to the Buddhist sections of the population. The 
Smritis of our period, like Brihaspati, lay down that only those 
women, whose husbands .are away, should refrain from meat 
and wine. They expressly permit meat-eating in the case of 
sick persons and enjoin it at the time of .Sriiddha. In south 
India, meat dishes were popular in royal courts and fashionable 
society. As a result of the Bhakti and Mahayana movement:' 
which were against meat-eating, the Buddhists and Brahmal}.j 
of our age had gradually begun to eschew meat except at 1t 
time of .Sraddha and sacrifices: 

The evidence of the .Sakuntala shows that non-Brah~ 
had no compunction against drinking wine.3 In south lJI 

' CII. III, 92; see ante, p. 190. 
• Sakuntall£, Act V. 
1 Act VI. 
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£ourts rich Hqubrs, imported from the west, were served at the 
royal table and country wine ·was. :drunk by the poor. 1 

Brahmavas, however, eschewed wine; Hiuen Tsang's state-
. ment that Brahma:Q.as drank syrup while the· Kshatriyas took 
wine2 was probably true of our period as well. 

The ·use of betel \eaves after dinner w~s quite common. 

6. DRICSS AND 0RNAM£NTS •. ·· 

'' The old Indian dress consisting. of an upper garment and 
a lower dhoti, neither of which required any stitching, con
tinued to be the costume of the vast majority of the male popu
lation. The Scythians had, however, introduced coats, over-

. coats . and trousers, and they were often ·worn by Indian kings 
also, as cari be inferred from the effigies of the Gupta emperors 
on some of their coins. The official coun dress bf the kings, 
however, was the old national one and we find Gupta emperors 
huntiqg the lions and tigers with dbotis and sashes. Head-dress 
w;l~. ·vVOrb · ·on·.· auspicious occasions. Shoes were not very 
common; most J>eople· went without them. 

The dress of Women was mote orJess· .the ~Iile as it is today. 
In sotrie part of the country they :wote. ~ petticoat below '9.1ld the 

. sari over it ; in other parts a long silri served. both the purposes. 
A bodice was used below the sari to cover the bust ; its two ends · 
were usually tied together between the breasts. Ja~ets, 

blouses and· frocks· were used by Scythian women. . They did 
not become popular in Hindu society· except amoi;J.g the dancing 
gids. Cotton garments were used for daily pftrposes, but silken 
ones were worn by· rich aiid fashionable persons on festive 
occasions. 

Contemporary sculptures and paintings give us a graphic 
. idea of the variety and grace~ulness of women:s different oma-

1 Pomnar, 11. 84-93, 102-121. 
" Watters, I, p. 178. 
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ments. 1 A large number of them was used over the forehead. 
The designs of the ear-rings were graceful. The variety in the 
necklaces of gold and pearls was striking. More than half a 
dozen types of zones (mekhaliis) were in vogue. A gauzy pearl 
ornament was used over the breasts as well as the thighs. The 
arms were adorned with keyura.s of which there were several 
varieties. A large number of. bangles, often set with pearls or· 
jewels, figured on the forearms. Rings were quite common 
but the nose-ring was still unknown. The number of bangles 
used on the feet was not small. Men were not much behind 
women in their fondness for ornaments. 

The fashions of dressing the hair were as numerous as 
graceful. 2 An examination of the paintings at Ajanta will be 
an eye opener even to the most fashionable ladies of the present 
generation. False hair was often used to increase the volume 
of the braid in order to give it different artistic shapes. The 
use of paints, r>astes and lipsticks was not unknown. 

Water clocks (niiqikiis) were used in government offices, 
temples, monasteries and cultured families to ascertain the time 
of the day. The clock consisted of a small pot, kept floating 
in a larger vessel filled with water. The pot could be filled in 
twenty-four minut-es (ghatikii) by water slowly coming into it 
through a hole made at the bottom. An attendant was necessary 
to empty it out and float it again the moment it was filled. 

Dice and chess were the favourite indoor pastimes and 
hunting, i"amfights and cockfights were the principal outdoor 
amusements. Ball game (kandukakriqii) was popular with 
children and women ; the latter used to gather together on 
festive occasions and have a variety of physical games. Fairs, 
shows and dramas also provided a variety of entertainment. 

1 Altekar, Position of Wo.mcn, pp. 358 ff. 
' Ibid. Pl. VIII. 
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II. ECONOMIC CONDITION .. · 

I. GUILD. 

Let us now survey the economk~Gonditio;tiS of ():Ur times. 
The organisation of trade :u.l~ ~ildJ1s'tfY,:~j11: ~~\!if4>, w?,~ a·f~atur~ 
of ancient Indian ecot;tomi<;. lite §mce ,_V:en' ,:ear-1o/. ti.iJ.JeS, \~tid' it. 
·COntinued to be the same :it1 'out>'pedod 1'as ,\v<iti: C6ht~thp(;)r3,r.y~ 
inscriptions and seals {·e1ei .td tiw g~ilds' no! f~)]JJ~ ;-gf lllei~6ha~ts. 

' ' .· ,· " '\ . ·> . -.. ' . '( _· .. , o,.l '- ·.. .-. 

and hankers, hut .also of'.tj1e ·11ianual worl~et,'s like w:eayers, \liV 
men and stone-cuttcrs. 1 

• lt :is~'t11~1s ~l(~~r. th~t· trad'e~ ,at;d .in
dustries, both high and low, \l'!;i'e ot;ggnl's~d in guilds .. '.In orde-r. 
to s_c~ure capital thJY we~e ah;o ~-6i.i~~- ban~i~~g :rn1~i~leS!; ~tl.d. 
reccJVJng permanent depos1ts guarahteemg .r~gular••.paynieut. of 
interest to be utilised for the spec.ific. charitabtii:~bject_s which 
the donors had in 'view. Even if the members of tl1e guild 
migr~ted in a body to another place offt:ring better trade pro-, 
spects, the public had· full confidence that they would honour 
their obligations. 2 The. affairs of the guild were managed by 

,a .president· and a small executive committee· of four or. five 
llte!llbers. 

: 'The peacc.aud prosperity that prevailed in ot:ir ag;e gave 
a grcnt impeti~s to infer-provincial and inter-state trade, and 
i·t Jniq }ts 6wi1 repercussions oti the development of the guilds. 
As~ Bt1sarl~;- 'the ant:~nt"'Vaisali; which was a seat of provinCial 
gciver~lllet~t. tuider , the· Gvpt~s, ~74 sealings we;e f~·ttnd of a 
j oi ut' g_u.i l<Lof bankers., tradel.·s, &nd · trA~1sp01't merchants, lfaving 
its metfr~t'Sil,ii:~- spi'e,ad '<),;.er:'.*a huge .tmmber of towns and cities 
in northehi·,Ind.i-.t.'.3

, ,;r_hese', sealiJ1gS,,o'~vhfch ,b~long to the end 
of the ·4;th ·. cetit:un( A::D,,; h<ltl Clc)sechhe tett~rs tli'at, were received 
by, the_ pr~vincia.J, ~$6~e}'hn,¢nf of- Vb:fsaH ''itoJu'' the different 
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brancnes of thts great organisation. No clay tablet contains 
the sealing of the guild alone; it is always accompanied by 
the sealing of another private individual. As the great guild 
had its branches in a number of cities, duplicates of its seal 
must have existed in a number of places ; it was, therefore, 
naturally felt necessary that the common seal should be used 
along with the seal of the president or the secretary of each 
local branch to ,authenticate ·its letters. It is interesting to 
note that the seal of Isanadasa appears along with the seal of 
the great guild in 75 cases, that of Matridasa in 38 cases, and 
that of Gomisvam'i in 37 cases. These three merchants must 
have been the presidents or the secretaries of the guild at some 
of its important branches like those in Pataliputi-a, Gaya or 
Allahabad. Ghosha, Harigupta, Bhavasena, etc., whose sealings 
figure jointly with that of the great guild only five or six times, 
were probably managing its br~nches in less important towns, 
which had no occasions to communicate frequently with the 
provincial gov~ent of Vaisali. In some places the branches 
of this guild managed the affairs of local temples. 1 The guild 
ha:d a great reputation and status ; for it often entered into 
transactions jointly with the office of the heir-apparent of the 
great Gupta empire.2 If excavations are carried at other places, 
it is quite likely that seals may be d1.scovered of other great 
guilds, ·operating over wide areas. 

Guilds were autonomous bodies, having their 'own rul~s, 
regulations and bye-laws, which were usually accepted and 
respected by the state.3 Disputes among their members were 
settled by their own executive and not by the state tribunals. 

l In some cases the guild sealing is accompanied with another bear .. 
ing inscriptions like jayatyananto bhagavlin, ]itambhaga't•ata, Nama~]. 
Paitt.pataye. These were obviously sealings of Vaishnava or Saiva 
temples, which probably wanted their financial transactions at Vaisali 
to be done through the agency of the great guild. 

1 In one case the sealing of the guild is accompanied .by the sealing 
of YuvarlijaPiidiyakunUiriinUityiidhikarat;~am. 

• Yiij. II, 191-2. 
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They had their own funds and properties. Many of them were 
tich enough to excavate a cave or build a temple. 1 Individuhl 
members of a guild were both~ rich and cultured ; thus the 
weavers' guild at Da5apura ~r Mandasor in Central India had · 
some members well versed in folk lore, some in astrolo~y and 
some in the military profession. It ·woUld appear. that in the 
.case of eme;gency. a ·guild . could raise a militia from among 
its own members and employees to afford protection to the 
person, . property and merchandise of its members. 

]?artnership transa_ctions were also widely prevalent in the 
Gupta period. At Vajsali letters 'bearing tP,e joint sealings of 
two merchants ·were very frequently received~ clearly attesting 
:to their partnership in different transactions. The Vaisya com-

. munity. enjoyed great prestige and wealth. Its senior members 
usually figured prominently in the town and district councils~ 

. 2. TRADE. 

Unfortunately we have no detailed evidence about the 
principal items of trade carried on by our merchants and guilds. 
Different varieties of cloth, food-grains, spices, salt; btillion and 
precious stones were most probably the main articles of internal 
trade. It was carried both by the road and the river. Principal 
towns and cities like Broach, Ujjayini, Pdithan, Vidisa, 
Prayaga, .Benares, Gaya, Pataliputra, Vaisali, Tau\raliptf, 
Kausambi, Mathura, .b-hicltchhattra, Peshawar, .~tc. ·.were con· 
nected by_ roads, which were fairly well protected 'dUring the 

. Gupta rule. Goods were tr;J.nsported in .carts and .on ·the·~ backs 
of animals, inchidilig elephants where availabl~' Rich river-

. rine traffic was carried aiong the Ganges, the Brahmaputra, the 

.Narmada. the Godiivarij-1:11~ ~. and ·the .Kaveri. Rivet 
traffic in fact w.as' more .convenie~ ~Jess costly, Griod p~ 
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gress had been made in ship-building and Indians could build 
ships big enough to carry soo men on high seas. 

Tamralipti (modern Tamluk), which is now landlocked, 
was the principal ·port in Beng~l and carried on an extensive 
trade with China, Ceylon, Java and Sumatra. The Andhra 
country was studded with a number of potts at the mouths of 
the Godavari and the Krishl).a, of which Kadfira and Ghal).ta
Siila are mentioned by. Ptolemy. Kaveripattanam, modern 
Puhar at the mouth of the Kaveri, and Tondai were the princi
pal ports of the Chola country, Korkai and Saliyur of the 

. Pa1.1<;lya country and Kottayam and Muziris (modern Crangnore) 
of the Malabar coast. They were carrying a txogressively in
creasing traffic ,.;ith the .Eastern Archipelago and China,. which 
helped the spread of Ind!M culture in eastern Asia. 

Most of these ports had also brisk commercial relations 
with the West. There is sufficient evidence to show that some
times Roman and other foreign traders used to settle down in 
them to facilitate ,trade transactions. Early Tamil literature 
has preserved for us some vivid accounts of the port of Pt4Iar, 
-how· Yavana ships used to enter it with swan-shaped lamps. 
at ~heil: tops, how they used to unload their precious cargo, 
how customs officers, 'as vigilant as the horses of the sun'' used 
to seal it with the tiger-signet ring of the king, pending the· 
settlement of the customs duties, and how it was subsequently · 
sold off in big shops, which had their own distinctive flags 
flying over their' buildings. Kings tried to facilitate trade by 
building and maintaining light houses at necessary points and 
also by keeping the sea routes free and safe. We have got an 
interesting account of how kings, like the Chera ruler Imaiya
varamban N edufijeral, used to take effective steps to apprehend 
and punish Yavana and other pirates. 

Ka1yan, Chaul, Broach and Cambay were. the principal 
ports of the Deccan and Gujarat, but we do not get any <;on
temporary account of their activity. An account of the export 
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trade carried by these and other ports has been already given. 
The land .and sea routes to the west have also been described 
there. The principal items of export were pearls, precious 
stones, cloths, perfumes, incense, spices, indigo, drugs, cocoa
nuts, and ivory articles,· and the main ·items .of imports were 
gold-bullion and coins-, silver, copper, tin, lead, silk, camphor, 
corals, dates and horses. 

3. WEALTH OF THE COUNTRY. 

, We get very little information· from contemporary sources 
about the natural wealth and products of the country during 
our age. .We may, however, safely assume that rice,. wheat, 
sugareane, jute, oilseeds, cotton, jwar, bajra, spices, betel
nuts, betel-leaves, medicinal drugs, incense and indigo were 
the main agricultural· products. Forests also contributed , con
siderably to. the national wealth, and supplied teak, ,sandal 
and ebony w·ood. It does not seem that the mines of the 
country produced much gold or silver ; these two metals were 
mostly imported into the country and represented the exce.ss df 
·OUr exports over imports. Mines of precious stones were niost 
probably \vorked in the Deccan, Central India and Chota
nagpur.· 

Cl~th manufacture · was the principal industry of the 
country., and offered employment,d?. millions of people, . both 
male and female. Cloth was manufii~tured allover the country, 
but its famous centres were located in the different tm,vns and 
cities of Gujarat, Bengal, Deccan and Tamil country. · Sculp
ture, inlaying, ivory work, painting, smithy, and ship-building 
were other crafts and industries that offered employment to 
thousands. 

4· CosT oF LIVING, 

Rates of interest varied between 12 and 24 per cent accord
ing to the solvency of the debtor. I£ we assume the former 
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rate on permanent endowments, it will follow that one diniira 
( ~ th of a tolii of goid) was sufficient for the feeding of one 
monk throughout the year. 1 The monthly cost of feeding one 
individual sumptuously was thus about Rs. 2/-. Living, there
fore, was very cheap in the Gupta period and we can well 
understand how cowries could serve the purpose of daily trans
actions. Barter also was exteu~ively resorted to, especially in 
rural areas. Some of the goVernments of o1,1.r age, like those 
of the Ik~hvaku~, the Vakatakas and tpe Pall~vas, did not care 
to issue any currency, probably because it wa;; not required .. for 
daily transactions.· 

5·. AGRARIAN PROBI.,ltMS 

Let us now consider the agrarian problems. It does not 
seem that anything like the modern zemindari syst~m of Bengal 
or the United Provinces existed in the country. It is referred 
to neither in the inscriptions nor in the Suqitis. Occasionally, 
Brah1tlat;J.as, temples and monasteries were assigned entire 
villages, but the donees acquired only the right to receive the 
royal revenuts and could not dispossess any tenants. The 
donees were often re9uired to stay in the villages alienated to 
them, which discouraged absentee landlordism. 

Landlords, not tilling their own lands, used to lease them 
to tenants ; the latter used to receive as the return for their 
labours a share which varied from 33 to 56 per cent of the 
gross produce.2 

Bhumi, Pataka, PaHikii, Dro?JaviiPa, Kulyavapa, Khatt4u- · 
kiiviiPa, N ivartana and V eli are the different land measures 
referred to in our period, but the precise dimensions of most 

_of them are not known.' It seems t~at a Kulya1Jiipa was slightly 
larger than an acre and a Nivartana was equal to about 2%~ 

I CII. III, 261. 
1 Yllj. I, 166; Br. Sm. XVI, 13; El. L'C, 59. 
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acres. . A Veli, which produced .about a thousand Kalams of 
paddy, was most probably equal to six acres. 

The price of land varied according to its nature. In Bengal 
fallow. land was sold at the rate of ·two to thr~e diniiras 
(Rs. so to 75) per kulya'Viipa ; 1 land under cultivation was about 
.35 per .cent dearer.2 

Land was regarded as. a· very valuable piece of propet:ty 
and its transfer could be effected only through the consent of 
the fellow villagers or the permission of the village or town 
council. 8 The actual transfer of ownership was effected in the 

. presence of the village elders.. who formally demarcated the 
piece. 

Let us now very briefly coP:sider the question of the owner
ship of land. The fallow and waste lands belonged to the state, 
but their actual disposal w~s made with the assent and through 
the agency of the local village Paiichiiyat or town council. 

In several villages, the State owned small fields of culti
vable land, which are expressly described as rajya'V~tu4. i.e;, 
Crownlands or the property of the state, in some of our records. 
These fields used to come under the state . ownership usually 
.on account of want of heirs or failure to pay the land-t~. 
Xings are often seen grantirtg them in charity. 5 Donees in 
such .cases acquired full ownership" 6i the land, .and not a right. 
to its iand-tax, in fact they were often not exempted from it.· 
When however entire villages were given away in charity, what 
was donated 'vas. the right to ~eceiv.e the royal dues. The 
inhabitants of these villages were never exhorted to quit their 
private lands in (avour of the donee, but to }:lay him the different 
taxes and to show him proper ~ourtesy ·; future kings were 
besought . to desist not from evicting private owners but from 

1 EI. XV, 129 if. 
• IA. XXXIX, 200 .. 
• Ibid. 
"EI. vm, 235. 
"lA. IX, 103; VII,36. 
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collecting the royal dues. 1 Cases are also on record where an 
entire village was granted to a done~ along with specific fields. 
or plots in it. 2 It is clear that in such cases the state was 
the owner of only some small plots of land in the villages con
cerned, wliich it could easily transfer to the donee. As far as 
the rest of the cultivable land was concerned, it was owned by 
private inqividuals ; the state could not dispossess them, but 
could only direct them to pay the usual taxes to the donee. 
The available evidence thus makes it. clear that the ownership· 
of the cultivable land vested in private individuals or families, 
and not in the state. 

1 CII. III, 118; EI. II, 364. . 
• EC. VII, Sb. 33; Ibid. VI,. Kadur, 162. 



CHAPTER XIX 

· RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY 

I. GENERAL BACKGROUND 
/ 

The Vakataka-Gupta period is an important and interesting 
age in the history of Indian religion and philosophy. The 
protestant movements, Jainism and Buddhism, which got a 

. great impetus in the Mauryan ag~, gave rise to a counter
reformation among the Hindus, who ·began to remedy the 
situation in right earnest without losing much time. By c. roo · 
B.C~ the Bhiirata had been expanded into the Mahiibhiirata and 
Hiridu society was presented with an encyclopaedia of religion, 
philosophy and ethics, in which the main principles of the neo
Hinduism were presented in a popular ~nd .attractive form. A 
little later the philosophical· side of Hinduism was strengthened 
by the systematic exposition of the teachings of its various 
schools that was attempted in the· Mimiimsii-, Brahma-, _Yoga
and Nyiiya-sutras. 

As against agnostic and atheistic Buddhism, which main
tained that salvation was possible .·only through self-exertion, 

· Hinduism offered a religion where God was presented to the 
masses in the theistic form of Krishl}.a, Vishv.u, or Mahadeva, 
always ready and anxious to ·save genuine devotees, who threw· 
themselves upQn his mercy .. This led to the rise of a new 
school in Buddhism in the form of the Mahiiyiina movement at 
about the beginning of the Christian era. This school also 
began to aver that Gautama Buddha was only one incaniation 
of the D.harmakiiya and that the latter will reincarnate Himself 
as ·often as may be 'necessary. Nay, it was tJ;Iaintained that 
the Bodhisattvas are always present and ready to help the 
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weaker brethren and that they would voluntarily transfer their 
own pu?Jya (meril) to them in order to effect their release. 

Considerable thought ferment was created in the domain 
of religion and philosophy during the period 200 B.c. to 200 A.D. 

by the reformation movements referred to above ; and it con
tinued unabated during our period (200 A.D. to 550 A.D.). Nay, 
it is during this period that for the first time we find the con
troversies between the rival movements reflected in the religious 
and philosophical literature. 'l'he Hinayana canon does not 
attempt anY. systematic refutation of the Hindu position, nor 
does the Mahiibhiirata deliver any frontal attacks on Buddhism. 
The new sections that were added to the Brahma-sutras, the 
Yoga-siltras and the Nyliya-sutras during our period are how
ever ketn in refuting the philosophical views of the different 
schools of Buddhism and Jainism. Vatsyayana in his Nyaya
bhashya attempts to combat the views of Nagarjuna and is 
criticised in his turn by Dignaga, who seeks to defend the 
Buddhist view-point. Vatsyayana, however, soon found a 
defender hi Udyotakara, who tried to refute the position of 
Dignaga. We would have got more instances of this conflict 
of mind with wind and ideas with ideas, had the whole of the 
extensive Buddhist literature, produced in our period, been pre
served in its original language. 

2. THE SPIRIT oF ToLERANCE AND HARMONY. 

Hinduism and Buddhism were more or less evenly balanced 
during our period ~nd ·so philosophical conflicts (Siistriirthas) 
were very frequently taking place between the followers of the 
two systems. They· are often referred to in our epigraphs ; thus 
Mahanaman's inscription at Bodhagaya describes how the here
tical philosophers, who opposed the views of the Buddha, were 

1 comptetely overthrown. 1 An epigraph at Aj::tnta exultingly 

1 CII. m; .iii. 
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· observes that Krisht}.a, $ankara and other gods. have 'beat a preci
pitate retreat before the advance of the doctrine,.of the Buddha. 1 

There is no doubt that considerable heat was generated during 
·the philosophical tournaments between the followers of the 
different religions, but there is no evidence to show that it 
appreciably disturbed the even tenor 1of life of their ordinary 
fol1owers. During the succeeding age· (sso to goo A.D.) the 
Buddhists, the }ains, the S~ivas and the. Vaisht}.avas suffered to 
some extent· from mutual .persecution in south India, but during 
our period t]J.e relations of the followers of these sects were 
fairly cordial throughout the length and breadth of the whole 
country. 
. . In spite of "the controversies that were frequently taking 

place between the ambitious philosophers of the different 
schools, 2 society as a whole had come to take the commonsense 
view that there was a substantial uni~ormity undedying their 
fundamental principles; an individual may make such syntheliis 
of their principles as appealed to his temperament and extend 
his patronage· to all without any distinction. Thus ·king 
Damodara-varman of the A.nanda dynasty (c. 375 A.D.) was a 
Buddhist and yet he believed in the efficacy of the Hirat}.ya
garbha ceremony recommended by the neo-Hinduisni of the 
Pur3.t}.as, for ensuring a celestial bo4y after one's death.3 

Brahmat}.a Nathasarman and. his wife Rami of Pm;t<;lravardhana 
(in Bengal) . were pious Hindus, but they felt that they could 
promote their spiritual welfare bY. giving a land-grant in order 
to make a permanent arrangement for the proper worship of· 
}ain.Arhats.4 Emperor Samudra-gupta was no doubt a staunch 

'Burgess and Jndraji, Inscriptions from I he Cave Temples of 
Western India, p. 77. · ·. 

• It was customary in some places in South India to hoist perma 
nent flags, announcing a ,~tanding challenge for debate on behalf of 
celebrated scholars. Perumbli11 . . I. 142. 

• El. XVII, 328 ff. 
4 Ibid. XX, 62. 
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Hindu, who took peculiar pride in resuscitating the Asvamedha 
sacrifice, but he entrusted the education of his son to Vasu
bandhu who was a famous and erudite Buddhist scholar. 
King Sarttamftla of the Ikshviiku family was an enthusiastic 
follower of the Vedic religion, but his sister, daughters and 
daughters-in-law were all Buddhists. Some of them,c however, 
had given donations to Brahma1;1as as well. 1 In the Kadamba 

·family, kings Krish1;1a-varman and Mrigesa-vanuan performed 
Asvamedha sacrifice out of their respect for the Vedic religion, 
atid. made grants to a Jain establishment_.q.ut of their reverence 
for -Mabiivira. 2 There are many records. -in our period which 
show that the Jains used to respect the Hindus and their 
teachers.3 The Guptas were orthodox Hindus, but the best 
tribute to their administration h;.ts helln paid hy some con
temporary Jain rccords.'1 It is well kno:vvn how the Buddhist 
University at Niiland:i owed most of its prosperity to the 
patronage it received from the Hindu Gupta emperors. Among 
the latter's officers also tl~re were some who wet'e l.ltiddhist, 
and one of ·them is seen making a donation to the' 'Buddhist 
establishment at Sanohi for the spiritual benefit of his Vaisl11,1ava 
sovereign Cha1'1dra-gupta II." Vainya,gur>ta, one of the· later 
Gupta kings, was a Saiva and yet he gave a donation to a 
Mahiiyan<1 Bttddhist estahlishn1cnt known as Vaivartika 
Satiglw .. " It is. quite' possible that this Mahiiyi:ina Sa1ighn bore 

lJbid,, p. 16. 
• IA. VI, 24. 
3 Cll. TTT, 47 . 

• ~~Ai ~I:TT<rf $j(rq<!j("fi '!4«ti+ili11J( I /hid. p. 258. 

miT<~f ci~ 51W®4'iii«Wf!l oo ffi~: 
~ ~'l+Rll' f~:tfct4~1d4d: ~~!!Rf!l ~rrd' I Ibid. p. 67. 

"Ibid. p. 31. _ . . 
• IHQ. VI, 53 ff. Dr. Dult's view that the name of the StlliRiza i~ 

Avaivartika, and 1 hat the e:llpressiotf has !he sa inc sense as that in the 
phrases avaivarti/~a sa1niidlt! and auaivariiita bqdhisat.va, (ll,Jid. p. 57f) 
is untenable. An individual Bodhisatwt or his samiidh.i may,Ybe ·belie'v<!d 
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this interesting appellation because it preached the Vaivarta or 
the Maya doctrine. If such . was the case, this donation of a 
Hindu king to the followers of the Buddhist Vajvartika philo
:Sophy may have helped its popularisation in Bengal. We should 
not forget in this connection that Gau~hipada, one of the earliest 
expone11ts of the Mayavada among the Hindu philosophers, 
most probably belonged to ·Bengal. · 

When there was so much of . harmony even between the 
followers of the orthodox and heterodox schools, there is no 
wonder that the different sects of Hinduism should have lived 
in perfect accord. During its earlier career, . the Bhagavata 
religion used to excite a ·certain amount of . opposition in 
orthodox circles owing to its veiled opposition to the Vedic 
sacrifices. In our period, however, we find a staunch Bhagavata 
like Kumara-gupta 1 performing the Vedic Asvamedha sacri-- ~ 
fice. In the 3rd century A.D. there was another ruler, named 
Riifamitra, who performed 

1 
a number of Vedic sacrifices and 

marked their conclusi01l. by a do~1ation for a Saiva temple. 1 

These instances. show how a complete harmony, had been esta-
blished among the follbwers of the Vedic, Bhli.gavata arid Saiva 
sects hv the 4th {:entury A.D. This became possibl,e because of 
·mutual adjustment and accommodation. A. sta:i.tnch follower 
·o_f the Bhagavata religion of the earlier pcriod~1ld 1.1ever · 
have, like Kumara-gupta I,. performed.an Asvaiife'diia sacrifice 
involving the slaughter of a horse .. Ncir would an ou_t~a-nd-otlt' 
Vaidika like J<asakritsna have given at the end· of. a ·sacrificial 
session a donation to a shrine ~f M;ahad~va, who had ·destroyed 
the Vedic sacrifice of Daksha. ·Hinduism of our ,ag·e however 
felt that even a Paramabhiigavala may occasionally perform a 
Vedic sacrifice; and a sta11ncii~Vaidika may $ignalis¢ the t<.'nui• 

to be avaivarlika or infallible.; a whole .Smi~:ha of ,fltbhks at different 
sfag~·s of spiritual ·progress cannot claim this" proud. titie. · 

' El. XXTV 245. . · .. 
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nation of his sacrificial session by a donation even to a Siva 
temple. 

Among the followers of the Puranic deities also, there 
was complete harmony. Families changed their principal deity 
of devotion according to individual inclinations. First three 
Valabhi rulers were Mahesvaras. The fourth was a Bhagavata 
and the fifth was an Adityabhakta (worshipper of the Sun). 
The Nala ruler Bhavatta-varman was a Saiva, but his son 
Skanda-varman, who constructed a . VishJJ.U temple, was a 
Bhagavata. 1 In the Parivrajaka dynasty, Hastin was a Saiva 
but his son Satikshobha was a Vaish\).ava.2 How people regarded 
Brahma, VishJ;tu and Siva as the different aspects of one and 
the same God would become clear from the opening verse of a 
sth century ins.cription from Mysore.11 

3. VEDIC RELIGION. 
I 

In c. 200 B.C~ the Mahiibhii:rata and the Manusmriti made 
a determined effort to defend the Vedic sacrifice; The 
Mimiimsd-siUras of Jaimini were also composed at about the 
same time to expound and· defend the same cause. This 
advocacy was not without an effect during our period. Even 
in Dravidian south the sacrificial post (Vel'Vittutz,a) of the Vedic 
ritual figures as a. thing of common knowledge in popular 
Tamil literature. Down to c. 400 A.D. the Vedic religion was 
fairly popular in society. A number of Vedic sacrifices were 
performed by the rulers of our period; the Asvamedha among 
them being very popular. It was celebrated not only by big 
emperors like Pravara-sena I, (c. 275 A.D.), Samudra-gupta 
(c. 375 A.D.) and Kumiira-gupta I (c. 430 A.D.) but also by 
small kings like S~ntamiiia of the Ikshviiku dynasty (c. 250 

I Ibid. XIX. 102; XXI, 155. 
• CII. III, 106, 114. 

• ~14Uiiiii!Jtfstd41ll OJJI': ~f I EC. VI, Kadir, 162 
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A.D.), Vijayadeva-varman of the Salatikayana family (c. 320 
A.D.) and Dahrasena of the Traiktitaka house (c. 46o A.D.). 

. Even the Kadamba ruler, KrishJ;ta-varman, who was a mere 
feudator~, is known to have performed it .. There is~ no wonder 
that the Bharasivas and the Pallavas, who claimed td be power
ful rulers, shou.ld have performed it several times. The avail·. 
able data show that the Vedic sacrifices were never more 
popular since the revival of Hinduism than during the 3rd and 

··the 4th centuries. The great Vakataka emperor Pravara-sena I 
. not ·only celebrated four Horse-sacrifices, but also J!erformed 
Agnishtoma, Aptoryama, Ukthya, Shotj.asllin, BrihasPatisava 
and Vajapeya. The last mentioned one was celebrated to pro
claim the formal assumption of the imperial title of Samra{ 
by the Vakataka emperor. The early Pallavas performed S() · 

many sacrifices that they claim to have become Satakratukalpa_;' 
'almost similar to Indra' in their greatD.ess. 1 According- to the' 
popular belief Indra owes his position to the successful per
formance of a . hundred sacrifices, and the implication of the · 

· above expression is that the Pallavas had almost reached that • 
limit. . Agnishtoma, Vajapeya and Asvamedha figure promi- • 
nently among the sacrifices performed by them as· well as by 
the Ikshvakus. 2 The Maukharis of Gaya were apetty niling 
family, but they had performed a large number of Vedic sacri
fices hi the 4th century. Indra had to come down to earth so 
frequently to accept their oblations, 'that his poor consort became 
lean and thin owing to her enforced and prolonged separation 
from her husband. 3 The Maukharis of Badva in Kotah state 
were by no means less enthusiastic in the cause of the Vedic 
religion. Sacrificial pillars have been recently discovered com-

1 1A. V, 155. 
I EI. XX, 16; XV, 251. 

a 4~1[dtl&<?l~~f.lut~mrr t~~•w;;i~ ~ f.<mr~ ~ 
~~ CII. ID, 224. ..,. 

24 
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memorating the Triratra sacrifices perfon:D.ed by four of them. 1 

Two other chiefs in Jaipur State performed the same sacrifice 
towards the end of the 3rd century A.D 2 The Malava chief 
who regained independence for his country in 226 A.D. signa-· 
llsed the event by the celebration of the Ekashashti-ratra-sattra, 
which was quite an appropriate one for the occasion.3 The 
PnJ;idarika sacrifice was performed by another local ruler in 
~haratpur State in 372 A.D. 4 

4· -GROWING POPUI:,ARITY OF PURANIC' HINDUISM. 

The popularity of the Vedic sacrifices during our period 
was no doubt due to the special pleading in their favour by 
the Mahlibhiirata, the Manusmriti and the Mimathsa school, as 
a reiction to their condemnation by the Buddhists and the 
Jains. · It did not, however, last long. People were graduiJ;lly 
veering round to the view of the Bhaga1!af!-g:Uii that. the Vedic 
sacrifices, though good in their own way, do not constitute the 
best method to secure spiritual progress and divine favour. 
Froni the sth century A.D. we find them definitely on the 
decline. The Vaks:t:aka emperor Pravara-sena and the Ikshvaku 
king Santamiila performed several Vedic sacrifices ; Samudra
gupta and Komara-gupta I were content with only one of them. 
Stone Y upas commemorating their performance were fairly· 
common in the znd, 3rd and the 4th centuries A.D. ; they 
disappear subsequently. 

It must be further noted that the Vedic sacrifices were in 

1 EI. XXII, 52. 
1 Ibid. XXVI. 118. 
• When the gods :first offered this sacrifice, everything around them 

had become sapless; trees had lost their freshness and kine their 
strength ; as a result of the sacrifice nature regained its original vigour 
and brilliance and there ensued a period of all-round prosperity like 
the one which must have begun in Malava when it got its freedom from 
the foreign rule, 

4 CII. ill, 253. 
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vogue only among the. richer sections of society. '!'he Smritis 
·of our period1 expressly state that they should. be performed 
·only by those who had provisions in their stores sufficient for 
three years. We hardly come across commoners performing 
them. '!'he general population had definitely veered round to 
the Smarta religion dominated by devotion, thanks to the 
teachings of the. Bhagavad-gitii. On private seals of individuals 
-discovered at Bhita, Nalanda and Vaisali, Vaishl).ava and Saiva 
emblems like Sankha (conch), Chakra (wheel), Trisula (trident) 
and Nandi are quite common ; fire altar or Yupa rarely 
makes its appearance. Puranic deities like Vish:v.u and $iva 
appealed more to· the heart of the general population than the 
Vedic gods. '!'he Bharasivas no doubt performed ten Horse
sacrifices, but they constantly carried on their person an 
·emblem not of YilPa, but of $iva. Kumara-gupta I performed 
.a Horse-sacrifice, but was anxious to call hitnself not a Parama
vaidika but a Pa,ranw-bhiigavata. Vakataka Rudra-sena ll 
attributed his prosperity to Chakrapav.i ; the N ala ruler 
Bhavatta-varman felt that his restoration was due to the favour 
·of Mahasena. We do not come across the case of a single 
individual ascribing his greatness or luck to the favour of a 
Vedic deity. . It is clear that Vedic gods had become far and 
distant figures, to be formally invoked at sacrifices and religious· 

' functions ; they h,ad ceased to appeal to the average individual. 
'!'he available evidence tends to show that during our 

period Vaishv.avism was becoming popular. In South India 
this was due to the work of the first three Alviiras, Saroyogin, 
Bhutayogin and Mahadyogin, whose impassioned devotional 
songs in Tamil, which could be understood even by the man in 
the street, naturally made Vaishv.avism very popular. '!'he . 
growing prevalence of Vaishv.avism in northern India cannot 
be attributed to any vernacular devotional poetry. It seems to 

' Yiij. I, 123-5. 
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be d\1-e to. the efforts of . the remodellers of the Puriit;las, the 
majority of which hold up Vish1;1~ as the highest god. A very 
large number of the epigraphs of our period refer to the temples 
of Vish1;1u1

• Among his ten incarnations epigraphic. evidence 
shows that'Variiha2 and Kpsh1;1a were most popular. This vvas 
probably due to the country being recently rescued from 
foreign yoke. The achievements of Krish1;1a often figure in our 
epigraphs by way of similes; and sculptures have been recovered 
at Paharpur in Bengal illustrating some of his feats in his 
childhood . 

. It is interesting to note that the cult of Riima had not 
become popular in our period. Kalidiisa no doubt refers to him 
as an incarnation of VishQu, and there was a temple dedicated 
to him at Ramtek near Nagpur. But there is no evidence to 
show that Riima had become the ob~ect of popular worship 
down to _the end of the 6th century A.D. No king or minister 
of our period describes himself as a devotee of Rama, nor does 
his name figure in Amarakosha as that of a deity. His temples 
also were very rare in our period. 

Siva has also been held up as the highest god in several 
PuriiQas of our period, though their number is relatively small, 
and we find Saivism almost equally popular with VaishQavism; 
If the Gupta, Pallava and Ganga kings were mostly VaishQavas, 
the rulers of the Bhiirasiva, Viikiitaka, Nala, Maitraka, • 
Kadamba and Parivriijaka dynasties were usually Saivas. Saba 
and Ppthvishe1;1a, who were both officers under the VaishQava 
Cuptas, were themselves Saivas. 

The custom of establishing a Siva temple to commemorate 

':Meharauli inscription refers to the erection of a Vish~;tu-dhvaja; 
Gangdhar and Eran records mention the temples of Vish~:tn and Junagadh 
and Bhitari epigraphs describe the construction of the temples of 
Chakrabhrit and Sartigin. There was a temple of Vish~;tupada at Nagari. 

• At Udayagiri a beautiful Gupta sculpture vividly represents the 
rescrue of the earth by Vishl)u in this Vaaraha incarnation. In Pu!JQ.ra· 
vardhana, there was a Varaha temple, as also at Eran. 
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the name of oneself or one's ancestor was fairly popular m :Our 
period. Prithvishel).a .. and Vishv,uvarman, who,; were the 
generals under the Guptas and the Pallavas, both founded 
temples to commemorate their names.1 The ~ustom prevailed 
in 'the Punjab also.· ISvara, the wife of Chandragupta, a_petty 
ruler at Jalandhar, built a Siva· temple in memory. of her 
husband, and Mihitala~shmi dedicated a tempi~ in Kimgra .· 
district to Mihiresvara2

• Siva was worshipped in our period 
in different forms.· His human form can be seen on the'laier 
Kushru;a coins. His earliest phallic emblem goes back ~o a .· 
remote antiquity. The majority of the Siva images of·'the 
Gupta period combine the phallic with the human fonn ; ·they 
are either ekamukha.lingas or chaturmukha·lingas with one or 
four faces of Siya carved upon them. Other emblems of this 
god like trident and bull figure ·frequently on common seals.-· 

At Mathura, the Lakuli:sa sect of the Pasupatas was fairly 
popular. Kusika, one of the four main disciples of its founder 
Lakullsa, · who is regarded as. the last incarnation of .. Siva, 
appears to have established himself at this place in c. ISO .A])~ 
The Pasupata doctrine was preached by him and his disciples 
for more than ten generations at this plac~.' The followers of 

·the sect used . to erect a temple in memory of each departed . 
teacher, _who used to be honoured with the divine epithet 
bhagaviin ; after his d~_ath. Parasara, Upamita, Kapila and 
Udita were the Pasup~ta teachers; who flourished, in the Gupta 
period. 3 • As a result 'of their . teachings, the worship of 
Lakul15a became· popular ; an. image of the deity was discovered 
in the precincts of Mathura in 1945. It belongs to the Gupta 
age. 
. What precisely was . the tiature or' the SivA· worship 
advocated by the Pasupatas ofMathura, we do not ~ow. But 

'EI. X, 60; 1.4. V, 32. 
• EI. r, t3; err. nr, 289~ 
• EJ. XXI. 8. . . 
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there is a sculpture at Mathura belonging to our period showing 
a devotee offering his own head to Siva. When the illness of 
king Prabhakara-vardhana of Thanesvar became critical, his 
relatives and courtiers began to offer oblations of their own flesh 
to secure the king's recovery. It therefore seems that the 
Pasupata religion in the Mathura region was preaching some 
of the extreme practices associated with it. It is not unlikely 
that even human sacrifices may have been offered by a few 
fanatics of the sect on rare occasions.· Hiuen Tsang was about 
to be immolated before Durga, when he was miraculously 
saved by- the sudden occurrence of an unexpected storm. 
Temples or images of Mahishasuramardini, another form of 
Durga, have been found at Udayagiri and Bhumra in Central 
India. 1 Siva had two sons; Kartikeya and Gal).eSa. Of the 
former, we get one temple in the Gupta period, but of the 
latter none has so far been found. Some Gal).esa images attri
buted to the Gupta age have however been recovered. 

Temples of the Sun are extremely rare at present. Such 
was however not the case in our period. There was one solar 
temple at Mandasor (in Malwa), a second one at Gwalior, a 
third one at Indore (in northern U, P.) and a fourth one at 
Asramaka in Baghelkhand. The images of the Sun-god have 
also been found in Bengal. One of the tutelary deities of the 
Salatikayanas of the Andhra country was Chitraratha or the 
Sun. The epigraphical references show tl].at the Sun was 
specially invoked for curing diseases. Devotees of t.he Sun 
used to have either the solar orb or an agniku?J(/,a on their 
seals. 2 

The worship of Nagas, as also of Yakshas, was fairly 
common among the lower classes o£ the population. There was 
a Yaksha temple at Padmavati near Gwalior and a. Mal).inaga 
shrine at Rajgir. 

-.> ASC. X, 50. 
•. ASR. W.C. 1~19, pl. 26. 
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Worship i~ public temples became fairly common in the 
Gupta period and remnants of several_ shrines of the age have 
been found in Central India. Temples were gradually becoming 
centres of Hindu religion and _culture. Their construction and 
decorations encouraged the sculptor, the architect, and painter ; 
their service at public worship required the musician and the 
dancer ; and the public sermons :delivered in their p~ildals in 
the ev~ning 'afforded -~ scope to ·the iervices of the Pauriil}.ika 
and the philosopher .. It was b~t:riatural that temples, ·which 
were thus contributing to the ~~use of culture and ·'l:eligion, _ 
should have been richly endowed. It, is pleasing to note that 
temple authorities spent a part of their income in poor relief 
by founding free feeding houses ; these are, for instance, known 
to have existed in the Kartikeya temple at Bilsad in U. P. and 
,in the Pishtapuri temple at Manapur in Central India. 1 Hindu 
'temples had not however yet -become centres of education iri 
our period as they ~id later on.2 'l'he ritual of the temple 
worship' was almost similar to what it ·is now. 

5. POPULAR _BELIEFS. 

Let us now turn to sonie of the popular religious notions 
of the age. A number of epigraphs of our period, both from 
south and north India, describe it as the Kali age, where 
Dharma declines and immorality prospers ; pious kings are 
usually described as making an effort to restore · the standard 
of the Kpta age.3 Prayaga was regarded as a holy place, 
death at which was regarded ·as highly meritorious.- Persons 
suffering from incurable diseases would· often voluntarily 
terminate their life at the confluence of the Ganges and the 

' CII: III, 44, 115; , EI. XVI, 19; . _ -
• Tire Ghatika (col!ege), located in a- Kafichi temple, seems to be an 

exceptional case. 
;-j_UA. V, 57;. EL VIII, 163, 235; CII. Ill, 44, 145. 
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Jumna. 1 Kings from the Deccan would often visit it on pilgrim
. age and make suitable grants in charity to commemorate the 
~vent.2 The non-reference to the pilgrimage to Benares in the 
:records of our period is probably accidental. 

In his daily life, the average Brahma:J;Ul of our period used 
to perform the religious rites and rituals prescribed in the con
temporary Smptis like those of Yajiiavalkya and Brihaspati. 3 

He offered his Sandhyii prayers morning and evening ; ·the 
noon-time Sandhyii had begun to be advocated, 4. but probably 
.it had not yet become popular. Prii1Jiiyiima, Suryopasthiina 
and Giiyatrijapa formed the main features of the Sandhyii ;6 

it is doubtful whether it included the modern Puranic verses 
,tacked on to. it. When we remember how VaishQ.avism made 
:great strides in our period, it •will be permissible to conjecture 
that the twenty-four names of VisbJ;J.u, with which the modern 
Sandhyii begins, were added on to it in the Gupta age. The 
morning Sandhya was followed by devapujii, the worsliip of 
tutelary deities, and pitriftiljii, the oblations to the manes. A 
perusal of the contemporary Smptis and inscriptions would 
show that Smarta sacrifices like the Paiicha-ma.hiiyajnas were 
daily performed by the pious people,' though it is not likely 

· that the Smarta-agni was maintained by many outside the 
priestly classes. Sixteen Sarhskiiras were regularly performed 
in all the Dvija families and our age was par-ticular in offering 
the Srii.ddha to-the ancestors once every month, and not OljlCe 
in 'the year. Sacrifices like the Chaturmiisyesh# and Agrahiiya.t£-
eshti were performed only in priestly fainilies. 7 · 

1 CII. III; Raghu, VIII, .v. 95,. 
I EI. XIX, 102. . . 
1 One epigraph of our period, dated 532 A.D., describes ideal kings 

as following smlirtam 'Vartma, the Dharma .of Smritis. CII. III, 59.· 
' Yaj. III, 307. 
• Ibid. I, 22 .. 
• lbid. I, 126; EI. XV, 1~0, l33. 
'Yaj, I, 124-26, 
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6. RITES AND CEREMONIES . .. 
The Pura~as in their present form recommend a number 

·of 'Vratas on numerous occasions in the year and prescribe one 
religious rite .. or another almost on every day of the month. 
They are particularly insistent on recommending charity on 
'the occasions· of eclipses, equinoxes and Samkriintis; · · The· 
Pur~as were no doubt remodelled in the Gupta age, but' it 
seems that the chapters that were added at this time did not 
include those which recommend the above practices .. · co'ntem
porary epigraphic evidence shpws, for instance, that the theory, 

· ~hat gifts on the occasions of eclipses and Sa1nkriintis are parti~ 
cularly efficacious, had .n~t yet gained ground in society. 
Among the scores of grants that were made during our J;ierl.od, 
it . is interesting to. note that only two were made on the 
occasions of eclipses1 and one only on the occasion of · the 
Uttariiyana. 2 This is rathe.rsurprising when it is noted that 
:about eighty per cent· of the grants subsequent to c. 6oo 
A.D. were made on the days of eclipses, equinoxes and 
Samkriintis. Purfu,tas reCommend RathasaPtam'i, Maha'Vii~u~'i, 
Kapiliishashthi etc. as particuiarly appropriate occasions for 
-charitable gifts and their advice has been followed by the donors 
-of the latter half of the xst millennium A.D. But during our 
period we come across no grants made on such· occasions. 'l'he 
numerous 'Vratas, mentioned in the, latest redactions of the 
PuratJ.as; had not yet become popular in Hindu society. It was 

. foUowi~g the.simple. and few religious practiCes m~ritioned in 
the Smptis only. The 'Vrata of EkQ.das'i; however, had become 

.fairly popular among the VaishtJ,avas of our period; a number 
of grants made by them are to be seen given on this occasion 

· or on the day previous or· subsequent to it.3 A few grants. were 

. . 'Omgodu grant, c. 350 A.I! .• (El.- XV, 255) and Polamuru grant, 
c. 550 A.D. (]AHRS. VI, 17). . · . 

I CTT. III, 198. . 
· . • Ibid. pp. 75, 246; EI; XXIII, 174; XXIV, 261; BrihaspaUsmritt, 

.Achlira, vv:. 66-:70, also rec9mtpends this 'Vrata very strongly. · 
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also made on the occasion of the full moon day. 1 But the 
majority of grants were given on days which are not recom
mended as particularly holy either in the Smritis or iit the 
Pura1}.as. Astronomical-cum-astrological notions had not yet 
got an ascendancy in society2 and almost any day was regarded 
as equally good fc;>r performing a meritorious act or giving a 
charitable donation. 

Many of the grants given after 6oo A.D. describe how the 
donor proceeded to make the grant in question on realising the 
transitoriness of the mundane glory and prosperity. It is inte
resting to note that this motive is conspicuous by its absence 
in most of the grants of our period. 3 This would show that our 
age was able to keep an even balance between Artha and Kama: 
on one side and Dharma and Moksha on the other. 

7· Hni!DUISM AND FoR~IG~s. 

, The Aryan and Dravidian religion had become completely 
fuseu much before the beginning of our period. It is on very 
rare occasions indeed that we get survivals of pre-Aryan deities. 
or practices even in the popular Tami1 literature. 

The assimilati~e power of Hinduism continued unabated~ 
during our period and it went on admitting foreigp.ers of diverse
cultures and religions within its fold. In bygone centuries it 
had absorbed the Greeks, the Scythians, the Parthians and the 
Kusha1,1as ; in our age it could completely Hinduise the Hfi1}.as,, 

1 EI. X, 75; IA. VII, 28. 
• In the Sanzsklim section of the reconstructed Brihaspatismritf 

great importance is attached to the astrological auspiciousness of the· 
days to be selected for the different Samskiiras. This section of the
Smriti would appear to be later than the Gupta period. Some of the 
modern astrological notions can be seen in the Brihajjiitaka and 
Brihatsatnh.it/i of Varahamihira, but these works were composed towards 
the end of our period. _ . .. 

• It is mentioned only in the J.{andasor inscription of Nara-varman,. 
dated 405 A.D. EI. XII, 320. . 
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who invaded and settled down in the country during c. 450 to 
550 A.D. The Kusha:t;J.a rulers of the Punjab had been already · 
Hinduised by c. rso A.D. The same was the-case with the Sakas 
of Western Indid. It is doubtful whether during our period 
they were regarded as religiously or culturally different from 
the bulk of Hindus. We find that the Ikshvaku king Santamiila. 
.(c. 250 A.D.), who was an orthodox Hindu, had- no objection 
to marry his son to a princess of this Saka family (ante~ p. 66). 
The Hinduisation of the Hu1,1-as also took place in less than a 
generation. Toramal}.a was probably not much influenced by 
the Hindu view of life and philosophy, but his successor 
Mihirakula became a devoted Saiva. A record of his enemy, 
which states that he never bowed down his head 'before .any
body with the exception o£ .Sthavu or Siva, is confirmed by 
the testim~ny of his coins; ,which have the symbols of Trident 
and Bull, and the legend 'jayatu 'IJrishal], 'victory to the bull', 
mount of Siva (cf. PL III, g). 

It may be added that Hinduism was prevailing in Java,_ 
Sumatra and Bonieo.during our period (ante, Ch. XVI) and it is 
quite possible that its followers included not only the descen-

. dants of the first im~igrants but also ~orne converts made by 
them. It has been already shown how Hindu temples were 
flourishing in Mesopotamia and Syria down to the 4th century, 
when they were destroyed by St. Gregory (ante, p. 340). Indian 
religion was thus a livirig force in parts of western As-ia down 
to c. 300 A.D. and may have influenced Christian religious 
dogmas and practices to some extent (ante, p; 340). 

Unfortunately we do not know the preCise. process by 
which non-Hindus were absorbed in the Hindu fold. Probably 
they were attracted by the Hindu religion and philosophy and 
began to w-orship Hindu gods. Brahmal}.as of· our age did not 
only not believe that Hinduism was intended only for those 
who were born within its fold, but they had no objection to 
act as priests to the new-comers and to perform the different 
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samskliras for the various members of their families. The 
Sanskrit language was taught and the Smritis and the Purfu;las 
were expounded to them ; and so within a generation, they 
used to become almost Pucca, Hindus. Inter-caste marriages 
were still taking place in society and even orthodox Hindus 
had no· objection to establish marriage connections with the 
new converts. Their absorption in Hindu society would thus 
become complete. 

8. HINDU PHILOSOPHY. 

Let us now survey the march of Hindu philosophy during 
our period. This task is not very easy because the dates of 
many of the philosophical works are not yet satisfactorily deter~ 
mined. The availabl~ indications, however, show that the 
six systems of the Hindu philosophy were systematised in our 
period and most of their standard works were given their present 
form. The Mimii1hsli-sutras of J aimini were no doubt composed 
in the earlier period, but the Sabara-bhiish;;a, which is the 
standard commentary on them, was composed in C. SOO A.D. 

This . work contains a systematic exposition of the Mimamsii 
philosophy and occupies the same position in the sphere of 
Mimamsii, which the Bhiishyas of Patafijali and $ankara occupy 
in the realm of grammar and Advaita Vedanta respectively. 
The Sabara-bhiishya shows that the Mlmamsii had ceased to, 
concern itself only with the rules about the exposition of rituals, 
but had entered into the whole field of philosophy, advocating 
its own views about the nature of soul, God, salvation, etc .. 
Upavarsha, who is quoted both by Sahara and $ankara,· pro
bably lived by the beginning of the· 3rd century A.D. The 
development of the Vedanta in our period cannot be properly 
gauged ; ·there was controversy going on between the followers 
.of the Vedanta and those of the new schools of Buddhism, 
which is partially echoed in the new s.ections added to the. 
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Brahma-sutras refuting the views of the Madhyamika arid the. 
Yogachiira schools. The problem of the interpretation of the 
Upanishats, the Brahma-sii.tras and the Gitii must have given 
rise to several controversies. in this period, as it did in later 
times, resulting in the advocacy of ]fiiina11iida, Karma1Jiida, 
and fiiiinakarmasamuchchaya1Jiida. But the works produced i~ 
our period on these topics have not been preserved. It is not 
unlikely that some of the predecessors of Sai:tkara, like Upa
varsha, Bhartpprapaficha and Baudhayana, may have flourished 
in the Viikiitaka-Gupta age. 

It was in our period that the Satikhya philosophy was 
given its classical form by ISvarakrishl}a in his well-known 
work Sii.nkhyakiirika composed early in the 4th century A.D. 

'l'his is the earliest, the most authoritative and the most popular 
work on the 5ai:tkhya system and determines its main features 
once for all. -In the realm of Yoga, our period witnessed the 
composition of VyiiSa-bhiishya on the Y oga-sutras of Patafijali 
in c. 300 A.D. 'l'his work for the first time gives the standard 
.exposition of the Yoga philosophy and is quite indispensable to 
understand its main principles. 

The Nyaya-Vai8eshika school of philosophy was also very 
active in our period. · It was. engaged in constant contro
versies with the Madhyamika and Yogachara schools .of 
Buddhist philosophy ; the sections in the N yiiya-sutras of 
Gautama, which seek to' refute the views of these philosophers, 
were probably added in our period .. Vatsyiiyana, a scholar of 
Kafichi, composed the Nyiiya-bhiishya, the most authoritative 
commentary on the Sutras, towards the end of the 4th century 
A.D .. He criticises the views of the Madhyamika school about 
inter-relation (apekshii) and void (sii.nyatii) (IV, r, 39-40 ; 
IV, r, 31-2) and attacks the theory of idealism of the Vogachara 
philosophy (IV, 2, 26-27). A little later flourished Prasastapiida, 
who, under the guise of writing a commentary upon the 
Vaiseshika-siifras, has really given us the earliest independent 
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and systematic exposition of the Vaiseshika philosophy in his 
Padiirthadharma-samgraha. 

A remarkable change was taking place gradually in our 
period in the works on the Nyaya; they were devoting them
selves more and more to the discussion of the problems con
nected with Pramal}as (mechanism of knowledge) and 
syllogism ; the treatment of other heterogeneous topics included 
in the sixteen categories was gradually falling into background. 

g. BUDDHISM. 

The development of the Mahayana religion and philosophy 
had already started by about the Ist century A.D. During our 
period both the Mahayana and IDnayana schools continued to 
prosper. Ceylon, as before, was the stronghold of the Hinayana. 
In the 3rd century the Mahiiyanists tried to get a· foothold in the 
island, but did not succeed in their effort (ante, chap. XIII). 
The Ceylonese started writing their own commentaries on the 
sacred texts. These were first composed in Sinhalese, but that 
language was soon given· up in favour of Pali. Our period 
undoubtedly marks a brilliant epoch in the history of the Pali 
literature of Ceylon. The Dipavamsa and Mahiivamsa, com
posed in c. 350 A.D. and 475 A.D. respectively, are valuable for 
reconstructing the ancient history of Ceylon and India. The 
output of the religious and philosophical literature of the age 
is, however, still more remarkable. In the first 'half of the sth 
century, Buddhaghosha, who according to tradition was a 
Brahmava Buddhist from Gaya, composed at Anuradhapura his 
famous work Visuddhimagga, which lucidly expounds how SUa 
(immaculate character), samiidlii (meditation) and prajiiii (true 
knowledge) lead a person to Nirviiva. .He has also written 
many valuable . commentaries on the Tripi takas and some other 
works. The present day Buddhism, not only of Ceylon but 
also of Burma, Siam and Cambodia, has been considerably in-
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fiuenced by the theories and views propounded by Buddha
ghosha in his different works. A little later, Buddhadatta, 
another immigrant from India, wrote comprehensive works on 
Abhidhamma and Vinaya, viz.; A bhidhammii'Vat:iira,- Rupiirupa

. 'Vibhiiga and Vinaya'Vinichchaya~ 
Ceylonese Buddhists during our period began to pay back 

their spiritual debt to India by sending their own missionaries 
to preach the gospel of the Master in the land of_ his birth. In 
the 3rd century A.D. they were active not only in Andhra and 
Tamil· provinces, KarJJ.ataka and Koilkana, but also in Bengal, 
Kashmir and Gandhara. 1 Ceylon sent her missionaries also to 
China2 oo.d they tra~slated a number of Hinayima texts into 
Chinese. Pious Ceylonese pilgrims continued to visit the holy 
places of Buddhism in large numbers, and a -rest house was 
built in c. 350 A.D. for their convenience at Buddhagaya by 
king MeghavarJJ.a of Ceylon. 

Kashmir,. Gandhara and Afghanistan continued to be the 
strongholds of the Hinayana down to the sth century A.D._ Its 
Sarvastivadin school was strong in Kashmir and its Sanskrit 
canon was completed in,our period. It was due to its missionary 
activity that Hinayana continued to be strong in the North
West of India. 3 Vasubandhu in the earlier part of his life was 
the most authoritative exponent of its philosophy. His famous 
work Abhidhannakosha, written from the point of view of the 

· Vaibhashika school, expounds the fundamental principles of 
Buddhism in such a ma~terly fashion, that it is regarded as 
authoritative by- all schools of Buddhism. 

The Mahayana was however getting gradually stronger as 
our period advanced. This is shown by the Mahayana garb 
which the Buddha biography assumed 'in the Mahii'Vastu, the 

'EI. XX, 22. 
2 Farquhar, _outiines, p. 155. 
• Fa-bien, pp. 29-34. 
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Lalita-vistara, the ]iitakamiilii and the .Divya:vadana. Of these 
the last two works were composed certainly in our period.1 

The growing· popularity of the Mahayana was due partly 
to the greatness of its philosophers and partly to the attractive
ness of the philosophy they propounded. Nagarjuna, Aryadeva. 
Asanga, Vasubandhu and· Dignaga have not many equals among 
Indian philosophers. The creed they preached" appealed much 
more to the ordinary mind than the philosophy of the Hinayana. 
Atheism was replaced by the gospel of a Divine Helper of men. 
and the apprehensions created by the doctrine of anattii (non
existence of soul) .were practically. all removed by the doctrine 
of D'harmakaya, through which an individual could !tet eternal 
existence. Nirva't)a was not the tranquilisation of human aspira
tions, but the fulfilment of human life ; one can live in the 
whirlpool of life and death and yet be above it, as the Bodhi
sattvas do as a matter of fact. The latter are always ready and 
pres~nt to save the genuine devotees and can also transfer to 
them their ·good karma to secure their salvation. What 
mattered was not ]iiiina so much as genuine Bhakti_; a single 
obeisance made to a stupa or Buddha image by a pious devotee 
would secure his eventual salvation. Naturally, a religion 
which offered th~s simple way to attain the spiritual goal.became 
more popular than its rival, which maintained that one must 
depend entirely on one's own exertions for getting the N irvii1Ja. 

The Mahayana religion developeft its two schools of philo
sophy, the Madhyamika and the Yogachara, during our period. 
Of these the former had been already expounded by Nagarjuna 
towards the end of the 2nd century A.D. His pupil Aryadeva 
composed Chatul]sataka during our period (c. 250 A.D.) ; this 
is one of the most authoritative works upon the system. Two of 

1 Winternitz, History II, 276. Vasubandhu's disciple Sthiramati 
has written a commentary on the Abhidharmakosha and other works 
of his master. Sarighabhadra, a rival of Vasubandhu, has attacked the 
doctrines of Koslw in his work Kos1wkllraka. 
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the most famous Prajfia texts, the Vajrachchhedikii Prajfiii• 
Piiramitii and the PrajiiiiPiiramitii-hridayasiitra were also most 
probably composed during our age. Both tliese are of very high 
metaphysical value, and the latter one is the most widely read 
Buddhist text of Japan. · 

Our period is nndoubtedly the golden age of the Y ogachara · 
sch6ol of the Mahayana philosophy. Its founder Maitreyanatha 
flourished in c~ 200 A.D; The most authoritative works of the 
school, MahiiyiinasarhParigraha, Yogiichiirabhiimisiistra and the 

·Mahiiyiinasiitriilankiira were composed at Peshawar in c. JOOA.D. 

by Asaftga, who was a Brahmal}.a convert to Buddhism·. 
Asaftga's younger brother Vasubandhu was, as observed already, 

. a Hinayanist till late in his life. But when he was converted 
.to Mahayana by his brother, he helped the propagation of its 
doctrines by writing a number of importarit.works characterised 
by independence of thought and depth of erudition. Two of 
his works, Vi1itsatikii and· T1·i1h§atika give a masterly refutation 
of a belief in the existence of the external world; while defend
ing the reality of Vijiiiina .. Vasubandhu was also !!. great contro
versialist and has attacked the Saftkhya position of ISvara
krishJ)a in his work Paramiirthasaptati. The Lankavatara-siitra, 
composed probably towards the beginning of the sth century, 1 

is also controversial and shows how the Buddhists were trying 
to refute the views and the.ories of th~ Sankhyas, the Naiyayikas, 

·the Vaiseshikas and the Mimathsakas. But its main importance 
lies in the fui"ther development of the VijfiCinaviida which it 
records. It maintains that all pluralism and differentiations in· 
th1s world are dU:e to ignorance. Vijiiiina is the only reality and 
constitutes ·the essence of the Dharmakiiya. When once it is 
realised, all differences in the empirical world appear no more 

. ' The translation of th_is work into Chinese, made by GuJ;Iaprabha 
m 443 A.n, does not contam the Chapters I, IX and X. It is therefore 
clear that they were added to it later on, probably towards the end of 
the 5th century A.D. · 

2~ 

.. 
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substantial than a magical show. In order to explain the non
reality of the external world, the Sutra compares it to the horns 
of the hare, the son of a barren woman and the circle of fire 
pro~uced when a burning stick is twirled round,-conceptions 
which were destined to loom large in the development of the 
Advaita philosophy. The Sutra· practically assumes the 
Advaitic position when it declares that .A.tman or the Individual 
Soul is identical with Tathagatagarbha, the Cosmic Soul. It 
will be thus seen that the development of the Vijniina-viida in 
out; period paved the way to the enunciation of the Advaitic 
Vedanta by Gauc;lapada and Satikara About two centuries later. 

The Madhyamika and the Yogachara schools, though 
branches of the Mahayana, were dr!fting further and further 
away towards the end of our period. This d'evelopment was 
not welcomed by some Buddhist thinkers and one of them, the 
younger Asvaghosha, attempted a synthesis of their view-points 
in his MahiiyiinasraddhotPiida composed in the sth century A.D. 

The foundations of the Buddhist logic were laid. down in 
our period by Vasubandhu in his work Tarkasiistra. Its further 
development is to be seen in the works of Dignaga, 1 who 
flourished in IGfichi towards the end of the 4th century A.D. 

In his works on logic Dignaga maintains that the syllogism 
should have only three members, and not five, as maintained 
by ·Gautama and Vatsyayana ; being an out and out subjecti
vist he also gives his own definitions of Pratyaksha and 
Anumiina. His attacks on the Hindu logicians evoked counter
attacks on his position by Udyotakara and Kumarila in subse
quent centuries. In fact the activi~y of the Mediaeval school 
of Indian logic has largely centred round the theories of 
Dignaga, which are accepted and implemented qy some of his 
successors, and rejected and refuted by others. Digniiga is 
undoubtedly one of the greatest thinkers and foremost figures 

r E.g. Pram4~am.uchha:ra, Pramii'1;'4~4stranyayapravda, etc. 
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in Indian philosophy, and it is a great pity that one alone· 
among his works, Nyiiyamukha; should have been preserved; 
only in Chinese and Tibetan v~rsions. Nyayafrra7Jesa by his 
disciple Sankar&ya1 has, however, been preserved in Sanskrit_ 
and also be~n published. 

ro. ExTliNT ·oF BUDDHISM. 

The general view that Buddhism was on the. decline in 
the Gupta .period owing to the revival of Hinduism under the 
Guptas is not supported by the above survey of its philosophi
cal activity and output. Nor is it confirmed by the .artistic 
evidence. That the Va.kataka-Gupta . age was the golden age 
of the Buddhist art will be easily conceded by any visitor to 
Sarnath, Paharpur, Ajanta and Nagarjunikonda. 2 It is true 
that Kapilavastri, Ramagrama, Sravasti and Vaisall, which were 
important places connected with the life of the Buddha, were 
deserted when Fa-hien visited them early in the. :fifth century,' 
but this circumstance was probably due to the shifting of !he 
economic and political centre, rather than to the ~ecline of 
Buddhism in the country around them. There is clear evidence 
to show that Kashmir, Afghanistan and the Punjab were the 

· strongholds of Buddhism during our period ; · Fa-hien · saw 
. thousands of monasteries and myriads of monks in these pro

vinces. In the upper Gangetic plain; Hinduism and Buddhism 
seem to have been equally popular and the same was probably 
the case in Bihar and Bengal. Epigraphs have been found at 

1 Some however ascribe this' work to Digniiga himself. 
s Donations in favour of Buddhism ·mentioned in· our epigraphs are . 

no doubt relatively fewer·than those recorded in favour ofHindu temples 
or gods and .Brahmat}.as. The withdrawal of the patronage by a section 
of tlie richer classes does not seem' to have affected the popularity . Of 
Buddhism .. ].llo epigraphs have, however, been ~overed from the 
Punjab, where th~ religion was mos~ popular. · · 
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Mathura, Kausambi and Kasia (the place ·of the Buddha's 
death) showing that these were sufficiently important centres 
of Buddhism. Numerous votive stupas and Buddhist statues 
discovered at Sarnath show that it was a very important centre 
of Buddhism, visited by thousands of :{iilgrims 'coming from 
far and near .. The same was the case with Bodhgaya, where 
a special rest-house was built iri our period for the convenience 
of the· Ceylonese pilgrims. In Bengal Mrigasikhavana was a 
famous centre of Buddhist religion and culture. We have no 
reliable information about the relative position of Hinduism 
and Buddhism in Central and Western India. In western 
Maharashtra, the Buddhist cave temples and monasteries at 
Bhaja, Kuda, Mahar, Bedsa, Junnar, Kanheri, etc. were occu· 
pied at least down to the sth century al).d were being patronised 
not only by the aristocracy, but also by smiths, carpenters, 
garland-makers, goldsmiths, traders and doctors. 

The numerous caves at Ajanta and Ellora show that they 
were famous centres of Buddhism in eastern Mahiirashtra, 
richly endowed by the State and society. Andhra country was 
studded with Buddhist StuPas and Vihiiras, but the most famous 
among them were those at Nagarjunikonda, which were dis
covered and excavated only in tJ:?.e thirties of . the present 
century. I! was most probably at this place that the famous. 
Nagarjuna lived, preached and wrote, and it is no wonder that 
the place should have been one of the most, important, 
thriving and populous centres of Buddhism. During the 3rd 
century it was richly endowed by several members of the 
Ikshvaku royal family, and its description. by Fa-bien shows 
that it continued to thrive dowri to the beginning of the sth 
century A.D. In Tamil country, Kafichi was a famous Buddhist 
centre since the beginnipg of the Christian era. During our 
period it produced the famous Buddhist logician Dignaga and 
supplied an abbot to Nalanda in Dharmapala. In Kathiawar, 
Valabhi was a famous Buddhist centre having a number of 
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monasteries richly endowed by the Maitraka rulers. Some of 
these had started building up libraries also} 

It would appear that the Buddhist monasteries just started 
their educational activities in the latte~ half of our period. 
Their description by Fa-bien does not show that any of them 
had yet become University centres. But soon after his depar
ture both Nalanda and Valahh1 started their career as Univer
sity centres, . when they began to receive rich endowments 
enabling them to offer free tuition, ·boarding and lodging to a 
large number of students. How they "functioned as Buddhist 
centres of learning and disseminated· the doctrines of religion 
throughout Eastern Asia will be described in the next volume. , 

The Buddhist monasteries were usually well-endowed and 
their residents were generally keen in following the rules of 
the Order. Foreigners like Fa-bien were well struck by the 
piety of conduct and strictness of behaviour of the Buddhist 
monks. Monastic authorities were ·very particular to look after 
the needs of strangers and guests coming to them. . . 

Nuns were admitted into the Order early in our period. 
There was a nunnery at Junnar2 inWestem India and Fa-bien's 
account shows that there were others in the Punjab and the 
Gangetic plain at the beginning of the sth century A.D. 3 The 
practice o£ admitting nuns into the Order was getting un
popular and Buddhaghosha observes that . it was no longer 
sanctioned in his time (c. soo A.D.). · 

The differences between the Hinayana and the Mahayana 
were becoming more and more pronounced as our period 
advanced, ·and sometimes there was keen rivalry between the 
followers of the two schools. Their monasteries were there
fore often separate. In smaller places, however, the followers 
of the two schools lived together. 

1 IA. VII, 67; JRAS. 1895, p. 383. 
I ASWI. IV, 23. . 
. • Fa-hien, pp. 43-45. 
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Due to the growing popularity of the Mahayana cult, 
Buddhism became an attractive religion in our period. The 
Buddha image became quite common all over the country ; it 
used to be the centre of rich worship almost similar to that 
which prevails ·today in Hindu ten;tples. ~ There were magni
fi.cient Stii.Pas and Chaityas built everywhere and the image of 
the Buddha was carried in procession in special chariots during 
the week preceding the full moon of Vaisakha, the date of his 
birth and enlightenment. The Buddhist establishments were 
decorated with artistic sculptures and paintings, deScribing the 
scenes of the last and earlier lives of the Blessed One. Buddhism 
was quite free from Tantric practices during our period, but 
towards its end some Mahayana books like Su.'Vart~-aPrabhiisa. 
and Samiidhi'lliija began to introduce magic spells and charms 
which were destined to pave the way to later Tantrism. 

·Buddhism had made considerable headway in China, as 
has been already narrated in Chapter XVI ; and we find Chinese 
pilgrinis like Fa-hien coming to India in our period. Their 
objects were usually twofold, to visit holy places of Buddhism 
and. to procure authentic texts of their sacred canon. The inter
course however was not one-sided, for Indian Buddhists also 
were going to China in large numbers to preach the gospel and 
to translate Sanskrit works into Chinese. The account of their 
work and activities has been already given in Chapter XVI. 

Il. JAINISM. 

The Vakataka-Gupta period is undeubtedly an important 
epoch in the history of Jainism. The knowledge of the Angas 
and Pii'T'VaS, as determined at the council of Pataliputra in 
c. 300 B.C., was again threatening to lapse into oblivion. Matters 
became worse owing to a long famine that occurred early in the 
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fourth century A.D.. In the year 840 of the Vira era1 (313 A.D.) 
two· councils were therefore simultaneously convoked by the 
. Svetambaras, one at Matbura under the presidency of Skandila, 
and the other at Valabhl2 ·under that of (Jain) Nagaduna. These 
councils settled the correct texts of the 5acred writings. The 
texts so determined were later committed to writing at the 
second council at Valabhi held in g8o of the Vira era (453 A.D.), 
which was presided over by Devardhi · Ksbamasrama:Q.a. The 
intellectual urge which characterised the Gupta period resulted 
in the Jains starting to write a number of commentaries upon 

· ·their sacr.ed texts, known as niryuktis and churttis. The most 
important writer of this class is Bhadrabahu . fi, who wrote 
niryuktis upon most of the important canonical works. 

Sanskrit was getting the upper band in our period and it 
is illteresting to note that the Jains were also beginning to 
succumb. to its charm. Umasviti's famou~ work Tattviirthiidlii
gamasutra is written in Sanskrit and not in Prakpt. The same 
is the case with Siddhasena's Nyiiyavatiira and a number of his· 
DwtrimSikiis. 

The precise following of Jainism is difficult to determine in 
our period. Mathura and Valabhi continued to be the strong
holds of Svetambara Jainism. In northern Bengal Pu:Q.c;lra
vardhana was a strong centre of Digambara Jainism .. Epigraphs 
show that Jain establishments existed at Kahaum in Gorakhpur 
district (U. P.) and Upayagiri in Central India, and there is no 
doubt that many more existed in other places in northern India,· 
though we know nothing about them today. In south In~ia 
Kar:Q.ataka and Mysore were strongholds of Digambara Jainism ; 

1 Tliis will correspond to 313 A.D. if we accept the orthodox Jain 
view that the death of Mahiivira took place in 527 B.C. The time will be 
50 years later, if we place this event in 4i7 B.c. as some scholars do at 
present. 

• These .councils are not so well known as the later council of 
Valabhi. But their meeting is attested to by the Na11dich1irni t)f 

· Jinadisa (578 A.D.) and l"ogasiistra-vritti of Hemachandra (1140 A.D.). 
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the religion was richly patronised both by the Kadamba and 
Ganga rulers. In' Tamil country J ainism had gained a firm 
footing since the early centuries of the Christian era, and 
important Tamil works like Naladiyar, Palmoli Nanuru and 
]i'Vakachintiima'1i had been written by eminent Jain scholars. 
During our period in c. 470 A.D. Jains convened a special sangam 
of their own at Madura under the presidency of Vajranandi. In 
south Arcot district, in the village of Patalikii, there was a 
famous Jain monastery, where Loka:vibhanga was composed by 
Muni Sarvanandi in 458 A.D. 1 Kafichi also was a. famous centre 
of J ainism and some of the Pallava and Piil}c;l.ya rulers were its 
followers. There was a keen rivalry between Jainism on one 
side . and Saivism on the other, but it did not result in any 
mutual persecution during our period. 

The ritual of public worship in Jina temples was· rich and 
costly. Baths in perfumed oil and water were given, flower
garlands and scents were offered, and incense and lamps were 
burnt before the image of one 'vho had preached renunciation 
in its extreme form. On special occasions, especially in the 
week preceding the full moon of Kartika, the }ina image was 

· taken out in a grand procession. Jain monasteries were richly 
endowed ; usually half the revenues were spent over the 

· .expenses connected with public rituals and the other half over 
tqe mainte. · 'lnce of the monks and nuns. 

The rich patronage offered to the religion by the state and 
.society was tending to introduce laxity in a section of 'the 
monks, .who began to argue that they need not move throughout 
the year, but may settle down permanently in monasteries. 
Some began to wear coioured and scented clothes and others to 
use carriages and comfortable beds. Prophesying and selling of 
Jin~ images was started by others as a profession. Leaders of 

• The original Pdi.krit work is not available. Its Sanskrit rendering 
made much later gives the above date for the work. 
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the Jain religion came forward in time to condemn these 
tendencies. Their efforts were however only partly successful. 

As is well known, the Digambaras do not accept the canon 
as finally determined at Valabhi. Acco_rding to them the only 
surviving portions of the twelve Aiigas have been preserved in 
the Shatkha'lj.ljiigama, Kas'hiiyapahucf,a ~nd Mahiibandha. The 
dates of these works, which are of course in Prakpt, cannot be 
determined with certainty, but they seem 'to have heel?- composed 
towards the end of the 2nd or· the beginning of the 3rd century 
A.D. Our age therefore is as important in the history of the 
Svetambara literature as in that of the Digambara· one. The 
Digambara works referred to above deal with the ·doctrine of . 
Karman and the causes of bondage which tie down the soul to . 
Sa1hsiira. 

Jain religion and philosophy are remarkably conservative; 
We hardly notice any change or development in them, as we do 
in Hinduism ·or Buddhism. The historian can, ·.therefore, 
hardly refer to any religious practices or philosophical dogmas 
as being evolved in our period. Towards its beginning, how· 
ever, Umasvati composed (in c. 200 A.D.) his famous work 
Tatt'ViirthiidhigamasiUra which is a very useful manual for 
understanding the main features of Jain religion, philosophy, 
cosmography, ontology and ethics. . It is' in fact the most 
important non-canonical work, and has the.merit of explaining 
the fundamental principles .of Jainism in a ·very lucid and 
effective manner. It is accepted both by the. Digambaras and 
the Svetambaras and has been extensively commented . upon. 
It is interesting to note that ·it was in our age that Jain 
philosophers for the first time began to offer n:itional explanations 
for their religious dogmas and tenets. The most prominent 
among these . was. ·undotibtedly ·Siddhasena Divahra, who 
flourished in the sth century A.D. In his famous work 
Sanmati-ttirka he proceeds to support tbe scriptural doctrine of 
Anekiintaviida with cogent arguments based purely on logic; · 
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he Undoubtedly strikes us more as a philosopher . than as a 
theologian. 

The rational tendency of the age gave a great impetus to
the progress of logic among the Jains. Siddhasena Divakara is 
also the father of Jain logic. His Nyiiyavat·ara is the first 
systematic Jain work on this topic and its merit lies in its not 
being sectarian in its outlook. It was Siddhasena who _started 
the practice of writing works on logic in such a manner as not 
to clash with the religious dogmas either of the Hindus or of 
the Buddhists or of the Jains. This method was followed by 
a number of later Buddhist and J~in writers and helped the: 
development of the !>cience in the mediaeval times. 

I2. GENERAl. VIEW. 

Let us now make a general resume of the religious and: 
philosophical condition. Self-complacency had not yet become· 
the characteristic of the mental outlook of the leaders of our 
religious movements and philosophical thought. They were· 
alert and on the look out to see and examine the new ·theories 
and movements that ·were coming into prominence. Every 
philosophical system was anxious to remain up-to-date and it: 
added new sections to its traditional works, reviewing and: 
refuting the theories of the opposing schools. It is in this. 
period that we for the first time see the conflict of mind with 
mind and theory with theory in the sphere of Indian philosophy, 
for direct attacks and refutations of each other's systems did. 
not take place earlier among the fqllowers of Hinduism,. 
Buddhism and Jainism. Philosophical controversies were how
ever carried on with decorum and without creating any bitter
ness ; the followers of different religions continued to live in 
harmony. 

Hinduism still knew how to adjust itself to new surround
ings and abandon gracefully a position that had become 
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untenable. It still continued to believe in the gospel of 
K riv:vanto viSvamaryam ; tbe spread of Hinduism in Indo
China and the East Indies in our period is a glorious example 
in this connection. At home it continued to absorb peacefully· 
the foreign tribes like the Sakas and the Hfil}as, who had come 
as conquerors. 

It was still keeping an even balance between Dharma and 
Moksha on one side and Artha and Kama on the other. It was. 
not yet overgrown with superstitions. Notions of astrology 
had not yet begun to sway the mind of the average Hindu, 
nor was he prescribed an unending series of vrat"as and rituals
to be performed almost on. every day of the year. 

The achievements of 'the Hindu systems of philosophy in 
our period were mostly critkal, and consisted of· readjustments 
necessitated by mutual studies and controversies. But our 
period was undoubtedly the most creative one in the case of the 
Mahayana school of Buddhism. The most original, the most 
daring and the most far-reaching contributions Of this school 
to the progress of philosophy were made by its thinkers who 
flourished in our period. 



CHAPTER XX 

EDUCATION, LITERATURE AND SCIENCES. 

One can hardly understand the spirit, importance and 
characteristics of an age without studying its educational 
institutions, understanding the nature of its literature, and 
ascertaining its achievements in the different branches of 
sciences and fine arts. We therefore now proceed to study the 
education, literature and sciences of our period in this chapter ; 
fine arts will be discussed in Chap. XXII. 

I. EDUCATION. 

Since very early times, private teacher was the pivot of 
ancient Indian system of education. He used to train students 
as a matter of duty, content with such honorarium as may 
be voluntarily paid to him by the guardians of his students. 
This unc-ertain income was supplemented by the . teacher's 
professional earnings as a priest and by such grants and dona
tions, which he occasionally received from the state or wealthy 
citizens. Holy places (tirthas) and capitals of kingdoms thus 
tended to become educational centres from early times, because 
they offered the best chances to the teacher of supplementing 
his uncertain income from the above sources. The same was 
the case in our period. Of the capital cities Pataliputra and 
Valabhi are definitely known to have been famous centres of 
education, and the same must have been the case of Ujjayiui, 
Padmavati, Pravarapura, and Vatsagulma (Basim). To turn 
to tirthas, we find that the Brahma1;1as of Ayodhya were famous 

_for their skill in the exposition of Mantra, Sutra and Bhiishya1
, 
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and the same must have been the case with those of other holy 
places like Benares, Mathura, Nasik and Kafichl. The last
mentioned place was a centre of both Hindu and Buddl).ist 
learning, and one of its famous scholars Dharmapiila became 
the head of the famous University of Nalanda in the 6th 
century.1 

The fame of Taxila was on the decline ; the Shaka kings, 
· who were · ruling over it during ou.r . period, were almpst 
barbarous, and they could not encourage the cause of education. 
When Fa~hien visited the place at the beginning of the 5th 
century A.D., he found there nothing of educational importance. 

I. AGRAHARA VILLAGES AS CENTRES OF LEARNING. 

Agrahiira villages, containing learned Briihmayas enjoying 
shares in their revenues assigned to them for maintenance by 
the state, had become famous.centres of learning in our period. 
King Umavahnan of Kalitiga used to take. care to see that the 
number of the Agrahiira villages in his· kingdom was never less , 
than 36.2 It is almost certain that other kings of our period 
also followed similar policy tn · order to encourage the cause of 
rellgion and education. The donees in the Agrahiira villages, 
however, were not merely· devoted to their own studies, but 
many of them were celebrated·· teachers who could attract 
students from far and wide. Thus the· Brahmal}as of the 
Agrahiira village of Pishtapuram, ·modern Pithapuram in 
Godavari district, were famous both as scholars and teachers 
in the 6th century A.D. 3 The donee of the Pav.Q.uraligapalli 
grant (c. soo A.D.) was a teache~ of hundreds of Brihmal}as. 4 

1 Watters, II, 168-9. 
2 EI. XII, 5. 

a ~"'i'.I"'"'"'""G\!i'"'l"'€11,..,.,1'1"'\"*fl~m~if: ; Tandiwada grant, EI. XVIII, 98 .. 

' liii&IOI~Id+IQIN<fi\q ; MAR. 1929! p. 197. 
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There is therefore no doubt that the Agrahiira villages in our 
period were usually centres of higher education. If a small 

·ruler like Umavarman used to maintain as many as 36 of them, 
their number in larger kingdoms like those of the Vakatakas 

. and the Guptas may well have been easily more than roo. 
Most of the . rulers of these kingdoms were patrons of 
Brahmanism and many of them like Samudra-gupta, Chandra

. gupta II and Pravara-sena II were lovers of learning . 

. Agrahiira villages, therefore, must have been very numerous 
in our period and they were the main centres of higher learning, 

. fipart from capital cities and tirtha.S. 
In South India centres of higher learning were known as 

.Ghatikiis. , We have no detailed information about them during 

. our period,. but it seefD.s that they were something like post
graduate colleges.1 There was a famous Ghatikii at Kafichl, 

. drawing students from far and ,riear. This institution was 
located in a temple and the same was probably the case with 
.other Ghatikiis. We can then well conclude that they were the 
_precursors of the. temple-colleges of the later period. 

2. RisE oF MONASTIC CoLLEGES. 

Buddhist monasteries began to develop into educational 
institutions during our period. When Fa-hien visited Nalanda 
in c. 4ro A.D., there was no educational activity at the place ; 
·but by the end of the sth century this Buddhist monastery 
became a famous University, thanks to the generosity of a 
number of Hindu emperors of the Gupta dynasty. Several 
monasteries were built to accommodate the growing population 
of monk~students. Particular attention was given to the 
development of the library, and the teachers of the University 
were beginning to get international reputation by the end of 

1 Mayiira-§arman ~tarted for· th~ GhatiiUt of Kiifichi along with his 
teacher.. EI. VIII, 31. . .. 
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.-our period. The establishment was a Mahayana one and must 
have natui:ally concentrated on the studies of the works of 
Asanga, Nagarjuna; Vasubandhu and Dignaga. But Hindu and 
Jain systems of philosophy were also taught in the University 
in order to enable th~'! Buddhist controversialist . to meet his 
-opponents on their own ground. Detailed information about 
the organisation and administration of this University will be 
given in Vol. VII. 

We may well presume that other important Buddhist 
monasteries had also· begun; to become centres of learning 

<luring the latter half of our period (c. _400-550 A.D.). There is 
no direct evidence on the point, but since ·they had acquired 
the status of colleges in c.· ·625. A.D., the transformation, w~ 
may presume, must have stahed at least about~ century earlier. 

Let us now survey the curricula followed in our schools 
and colleges. The Vedic studies . definitely fell into the back
ground.· Puriil;las were remodelled in our period and the 
Dharmasastra and the different branches of philosophy developed 
their literature with great rapi~ity. We may, therefore, well 
-_presume that Purfu;tas; . Smritis, logic and metaphysics must 
:have been stud~ed with great enthusias~ in the colleges of our 
·period. Sanskrit grammar, being the k_ey subject, must have 
been ·.studied everywhere. Astronomy-cutn-astrology was 
:gradually becoming popular .1 

The general level of culture and learning was very high 
:among the Brahmat;~-as during our.period on account of the large 
number of A.grahiiras and the assiduosness with which educa
'tion was imparted in them. But the same was not the case 
"\vith the Kshatriyas and Vaisyas. Their Upa;,ayana was being 
gradua1ly discontinued, to the great detriment, not only of their 
Vedic studies, but also of their cultural education. Female 
,education suffered a definite set-back in this period owing to 

'See Altekar, Education in Ancient India (2nd edition) for more 
-detailea :information. about this section. 
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the disappearance of girls' Upanayana. The situation deterio
rated further owing to the lowering of their marriageable age 
to r2, which rendered any serious education worth the naine 
impossible. In cultured families, however, special tutors used 
to be maintained for imparting higher education to girls, some 
of whom became poetesses and authoresses in later life. 

3. TECHNICAl, AND PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

Technical education ·was imparted usually in the family 
itself, as most of the professions had become hereditary. \:Vher 
however this was not possible, young students used to indenture 
themselves as apprentices to artisan masters for an agreed 
number of years. · During the earlier part of this period they 
used to learn the craft, free of charge, but during its latter half 
they were required to work gratis in their masters' workshops, 
as a compensation for their trouble in training them. 1 

We have not much information about primary education. 
In our period, VPanayana and Vedic studies presupposed the 
ability to read and write, and since it was obligatory for the 
Bdihma1;1as, literacy a~ongst them must have been very high. 
The gradual disappearance of UPanayana from the Kshatriyas 
and Vaisyas tended to increase the illiteracy among them. We 
may however well pressume that about 6o% of the regenerated 
classes (d11ijas) could read and write in our period. Most of 
the Sudras and untouchables were illiterates. 

Primary education commenced at about the age of 5 and 
was imparted by teachers who were called Dlirakiichiiryas. 
Very often teachers who taught the Vedic hymns also initiated 
their students in the 3 R's. LiPiSiilas. or primary schools existed 
in several villages. Children of rich families used to write on. 
wooden boards in some kind of colour. In poorer schools, 

1 .Ni!rada, Chap. V, 16-21. 
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alphabets were written by the finger on the ground covered 
with sand or fine dust. The curriculum ,ifi primary schools 
consisted mainly of the, 3 R's. In advanced schools, students 

, were also encouraged to memorise primers of Sanskrit grammar. 

II. SANSKRIT LITERATURE • 

. Let us now take a survey of the literature of the period. 
'The theory that Sanskrit language was in a state of abeyance 
during the post-A5olmn and pre-Gupta period has now . been 
completely exploded. The early works of Buddhists and Jains 
were eomposed in Pali and Prakpts, but their loyalty to 
vernaculars became eventually lukewarm. · Sanskrit had a 
decided superiority , over Pali and Priikpts in the richness 

. of its vocabu~ary, compactness of its form and expressiveness 
of its idioms. As Priikpts began to develop and differentiate 
more. ·and more. from one another, Sanskrit naturally a.tt~ined 
the position of the lirtgua franca, ·and .we find that the 
Mahayana Buddhists accepted it for their sacred canon more 
than ·a century before th~ rise of the Gupta empite. 1 The \ 
attraction of Sanskrit had become so strong even in the se<;ond 
century A.D., that ;1 foreign ruler like Rudra:daman I began ·te 
spend his leisure hours _in its cultivation. If. we are to trust 
his ·court poet, he had even composed a riumber of good and 
.gracefulpoems in that language. 

There can, however, be no doubt that with the rise of the. 
Gupta .empire, the progress of Sanskrit got an additional 

1 The ]litakamlllii of A.rya Sftra, which describes the incidents in 
the past lives of the Buddha in the classical Kavya style, is also a pre
Gupta work. The Lalitavistara, which narrates the· life of the Buddha 
in Sanskrit, is a still earlier work. · These two books show that the 
Buddhists had begun to prefer Sanskrit to Priikrit as ea·rly as. the 1st 

·or 2nd century A.D. even in the case of those works which were intended 
for tl1e masses. 

26 
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,momentum. The Satavahana rulers were staunch followers. of 
Hinduism, and probably they were Brahmal}.as·.' But they QSed 
to patronise Prakrit as their court language. 1 The same was 
the case with the Ikshvakus, the early Pallavas and the 
Vakatakas, who were the immediate· successors of ·the Sata- 1 

vahanas in t}le South. Though the Guptas were Vaisyas, they 
were so zealous admirers of Sanskrit that they are said to have 
enjoined its use even in their harem. 2 This encouragement 
undoubtedly resulted in a great and all-round development of 
Sanskrit literature. 

As observed already, Kii:vya (court poetry) was fairly 
t)opular even in the 2nd century A.D. Its development pre
supposes works on dramaturgy and ]Joetics. The Nafyasiistra 
of Bharata, composed in the earlier period, continued to guide 
the dramatists of our period ; no new work was composed. 
Ramasarma, Medhavi~ and Rajamitra, who flouri5hed between 
c. 200 ·and 400 A.D., made important contributions to the 
uevelopmcnt of the Jlla1i1kiirasiistra (poetics), but their works 
have not been preserved. The e-,uliest extant works on this 
science were composed towards the end of the period by 
Bhamaha, Rudrata, and Dat.l9in." The scienee, however, was 
still in its infancy and was busying itself only with the figures 
of speech ; fundamental problems connected with the essence 
of poetry or with dhvani and rasa were not yet engaging its. 
attention. 

' Hala, one of the Satavahana kings, is the repnteu compiler of the 
Saptasati, an anthology of Prakrit lyrical verses. It is however likely 
that this work was enlarged in our period to its present size. Brihatkatlk:t 
of GUJ.Ta<Jhya was also composed at the Satavahana court. 

• Kavyamimiilnsii, p. 50. 
• De, Sanskrit Poet_ics, II, 40 ff. Aceoruing to another view, bow

·ever, Bhiimaha was not the predecessor but the successor of Dat;tqin. 
J;I{eith, History of Sanshit Literature, p. 375). In that case he would 
hot fall within. our period. 
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The chronology of Sanskrit authors is still to a great extent 
un::.ettleu, hut it seems fairly . certain that Bhasa, Sudraka, 
Kalidiisa, Visiikhadatta and Bharavi flourished in our age. 
Inscriptions of our period reveal the names of some other poets, 
who will also be referred to later. 

Curiously enough the opinion among scholars is sharply 
divided as to whether' we have really discovered the plays of the 

· poet Bhasa, who has been so ltighly praised .by Kalidasa 'and 
Bat.Ja. One school maintains· that the thirteen Trivandrttm 
plays do not really belong to Bhiisa, but to some second-rate 
dramatist. It points out that .none of them gives Bhasa as the 
name of its author; and that many of the· verses attributed to 
that poet by mediceval anthologies. do not. occur in them. The 
opposite school demurs to this conclusion, mainly on the ground 
that the Svapna- Vii.savadattii of the 'frivandrum plays possesses 
most of the features noticed by.· the ancient critics and poets 
about Bhasa's drama of that name. And as there is a marked 
similarity about the language an<l the dra~atic technique of 
the thirteen Trivandrum plays, it is claimed that all of them 
should he ascribed to J3hiisa. This view seems to he the more 
probable one. 1 

Bhasa seems to have flouri~hed about a century or so before 
Kalidasa, and his time may, therefore, he taken to be c. 300 

A.D. So far thirteen plays of his have come to light and they 
are the Madhyamavyiiyoga, the lJuta-Ghatotkacha, the Ka-rrJa
bhiira, the Orubhaitga, the Paiichariitra, the Dulaviikya, the 
Biilacharila, the Pratimii, the !I bhi~heka, the Jlvimiiraka, the 
Pratijiiii-Y augcmdhariiyarJa, the Svapna- Viisavadattii, and the 

' For arguments in favour of the authenticity of the plavs of Hhasa, 
see T. Ganapati Sastri, Blwsa's works, ·a CrUicat Study; Keith, Sanskrit 
Drama; Pusalkar, Bhiisa, a Study. For 'the contrary view, consult 
Barnett, JRAS. 1919,· pp. 233-4; Levi, ZDMG. LXXII, 203-8; Kane, 
Vi<,idllaffiiinavistara, 1920, pp .. 97-102 and Pisharoti, JTIQ. V, 552-558. 
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Chiirudattq.. The majority of these plays are based upon epic 
themes, but Bhasa shows considerable skill in dramatising them. 
Characterisation is effective and the language and style are racy 
and direCt. 

2. KALIDASA. 

Kalidiisa, the' most ~Jamous and gifted poet in Sanskrit 
literature, was mpst probably a contemporary of Chandra-gupta 
II, and may be taken to have lived between c. 36o and 420 A.D. 

Unfortunately modern research has not yet succeeded in con
clusively fixing his date. One sch9ol holds that he flotrrif?hed 
in the first century B.c., and the other maintains that he lived 
in the Gupta period. The first school points out how . the 
tradition asserts that the poet was a contemporary of Vikrama, 
the founder· of the Vikrama era, and how he gives minute 
details about fhe Sutiga times, possible to be known only by a 
contemporary. Vikrama, 'the patron of Kalidasa, can, however, 
also be Chandra-gupta II Vikramaditya, and even a poet of 
later times can give minute details of an earler age from 
sources known to him, but no longer available to. us. The 
advocates of the first school lay partiCular emphasis upon the 
admitted resemblance between some verses of Asvaghosha and 

. : J 
Kalidasa, and point out that if we place Kiilidasa in the Gupj;a 
period, we shall have to suppose that the greatest atii.ong the 
Sanskrit poets had borrowed some of his ideasfrom the Buddihst 
author. This argument also is not very decisive ; for like other 
great poets in all countries,· Kiilidasa may well have taken a 
few ideas from his predecessors. Almost in each·case, however, 
Kiilidasa is seen improving upon the original. 

Literary tradition states that Kalidasa had revised the 
~poem Setubancf.ha of king Pravara-sena. We have shown 
ulready how the author of the Setubandha is none other than 
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the Vak:ataka king Pravara-sena II· (ante, p. U4) ; very pro
bably . Kalidasa was his tutor for some time. Ramagirisvamin 
of Ramtek was highly revered by the Vakatakas, and .it' is quite 
possible that it was during a visit to this place ,jn the company 
of the royal family that the idea occurred to Kalidiisa to. make 
this mountain. the place of exile of his hero in the MeglutdiUa. 
It must be, however, admitted that we· have so far no decisive, 
direct and definite evidence to. place Kalidiisa in th'e Gupta ag~. 
The balance of evidence however suggests that the end of the 
4th century A.D. is the most probable time of the poet.' ; · . 

The Ritusamhiira, the Miila-vik~Agnimitra, the Kumiira
sambha-va,. the Megha{luta, the Sakuntalii ~nd the Raghu
-vamsa are the main works of._Kalidasa and they were probably 
composed in the stated ~rder. Kuntales-varadautya, which was 
probably a drama, ·has also been attributed to. him, ·but, it· has 
not yet been recovered. It is probable that the Setubandha of 
Pravara-sena may have been revised by him.· ~ 

By· a universal consensus of opinion, Kalidasa. has been 
regarded as the best poet in Sanskrit literature, and he well 
deserves this honour. His poetry is characterised by grace, 
simplicity and sentiment and is decorated by striking figUres 
of speech. He is de~rvedly famous for hi; similes> whi~h 
anpeal to us by their beauty, appropriateness and variety. ·I~ 
characterisation he has few equals. · He is superb i'n <;lt=:scribing 
the. emotions of love and pathos. His love of nature is as 
unequalled as his power of describing it. Works of Kalidasa 
are not only noteworthy for their aesthetic beauty and poetic 
appeal, but they are equally v~luable for the ideals which. they 
place before the society. By studying them the reader. knows 
the Hindu ideals about the duties and responsibilities of persons 
in the different grades-~£ society and in the various stages. of 
life. . His writings . abound · with pithy sayings containing 
salutary advice couched in beautiful' langtiage, from which 
persons in all walks of life can derive immense benefit. 
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3. OTHER POETS. 

Sudra~a, the author. of the Mrichchhakatika, also seems to 
have flourished in the 4th cel'ltury A.D. The drama asserts that 
its author was a king, but no ruler of this rather unusual name 
is known so far. The Mrichchhakatika ·is one of the most 

· interesting dramas . in Sanskrit literature, and its rclationshit> 
to the Chiirudatta of Bhasa has given ri~e to several problems. 
and controversies, which have not yet been satisfactorily solved. 

Visakhadatta most probably flourished in the 4th century. 
Some scholars, however, pla~e him a few centuries later. 1 His 
play Mudrii~Riikshasa dramatises the revolution which placed 
Chandra-gupta Maurya on the throne of Magadha. This 
author had written a political drama, named Devi-Chandra-gupta, 
describing how prince Chandra-gupta killed the Saka king in 
the guise of his sister-in-law and eventually ascended the CuJ,Jta 
throne. The entire drama, however, has not yet been 
recovered and we can get only an imperfect idea of its contents. 
from the few extracts preserved in later work~ on dramaturgy 
and poetics. 2 

Bharavi, the author of the Kiriitii.rjuniyam, flourished 
towards the middle of the 6th century.' 'fhe same may have been 
the case with Bhatti, the author of the Riivattavadha popularly 
known as the Hhattil~avya, which illustrates the rules of 
grammar, while narrating the life of Rama. Some scholars 
identify Bhatti with Bhartrihari, the famous author of the three 
$ataf~as. Others do not accept thb view but are still inclined 

· to place Rltartrihari somewhere in the 6th century A.D. 

Whether the grammarian Bhartrihari, the author of the Viihya
padiya, is to be identified with the author or authors of the 

. BhaHikavya and the three $atakas, is still a moot question." 

1 Keith, Sanskrit Drama, p. 204. 
• ]A. 1923, fl. 203; sec also ant1<, pp. Wl-62. 
• Keith, /lis tory of Sanskrit· Literatttre, pp. 116, 176. 
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and Bhartpme~tha are- other authors- of our period 1; 

works have not been preserved, Bhartrim~tha was 
author -of tht! H t.iyagri'Va.'Va.dha. and tn\ditiotl asserts thlit '1t 
so highly appreciated by Matrigupta, the poet king of 

tluJ,t .he sent a golden dish to place- below it-, lest its 
should o.oze out on bare ground. Dramatists Saumil~ 

Kulaputra, who were popular in the days of Kalidasa, are · 
also known to us only by thejr names. ·They probably 
flourished in the 3rd century A.D. 

l Some epigraphs of our period have preserved beautifttl 
I specimens of classical poetry and it is necessary to say a few 
·words about their authors. The foremost among them is 
undoubtedly Harishe~a, •who was a general and foreign minister 
under Samudra-gupta. His panegyric (prasasti) of Samudra
gU:pta, inscribed on · the Asokan pillar at .Allahabad, is un- · 
doubtedly a poem of great merit. Being· partly in prose and 
partly in metre, it belongs to the variety of Kii:vya known as 
Champa. The author shows himself to be a master of both 
the Vaidarbhi_ (simple) and Gauq-i (ornate) styles, the former 
being used for the metrical and the latter for the prose portions 
of the composition. Choice of words is judicious ; figures of 
speech are beautifui. The power of. the poet to give an effective 
and graphic pen-picture of a critical situation, like Samudra
gupta's selection as his father's successor from among aspiring 
princes,. is indeed remarkable. 

Vasula, the author of the panegryic of Va5o-varman (c. 
540 A.o.),' was an equally able poet, though we have only a 
small poem of his preserved .for us. Ravisanti, the author of · 
the Haraha prasasti of the Maukhad king, was his junior 
contemporary .. Vatsabhatti, the author of the Mandasor prllJasti 
of Kumara-gUpta ·and Bandhu-varman, was a poet of no high 
order, but we should be grateful to him for }tis neat poem ; 

1 Rlijataratigit;Ji, IT, 125, 260. 
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it supplies us with valuable data showing that .~lidasa co 
not have flourished after c. 47 5 A.D. Kubja, the author· of t 
Talgunda pra§asti·, shows a remarkable mastery over comp 
cated Sanskrit metres. Saba was a poet in the court 
Chandd-gupta II, but no works of his have been handed dow 
to our time. 

It is a matter of deep regret that the above poets should 
have been content only with writing small prasastis, instead of 
addressing themselves to the task of giving a detailed and 
systematic history of their patrons and their ancestors. 1 The 
Gupta age is undoubtedly the golden age of ancient Indian 
History and it is a great pity that we should have no adequate 
and comprehensive account of itS'" achievements from a con
temporary historian. No works on history were written· in 
India during our period. Ceylon; however, produced the 
D'ipavamsa and the Mahii.vamsa, which throw considerable light 
on the history of the island, and incidentally on some of the 
events in the history of India. 

4· FABLK 

To turr from history to fable, we have to note that the original 
Paiichatantra was composed by Vishl}usarman, sometime during 
the Gupta period. This work is deservedly popular ; it narrates 
its attractive fables in a simple yet elegant style, and is full of 
salutary advice and worldly wisdom. The book has played an 
important part in the literature of the world ; about two hundre<! 
versions of it· are known to exist in more than fifty language! 
of the world ; and about three-fourths of these are non-In,dian. 
It was translated into Pahlavi before 570 A.D. and it reached 
Europe b~fore the rrth century ; its versions into Greek, Latin, 
Spanish, Italian, German, English and old Slavonic language! 
had come into existence before the close of the r6th century.' 

. 
1 It is not impossible that some of these poets mav have written 

historical poems, not preserved to our ages; but this is a rather remote 
possibility. · · 
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5· ~CHNICAI, LITJtRATURR 

Though there was a great boom in Sanskrit literature 
during our period, its output in works on Sa11skrit grammar 
is diSappointing":" This was. undoubtedly due. to the great 

. popularity of the works of Pat;tini, Kiityayami and Pata'iijali, 
·wl;lich rendered the acceptance 'O~a new work extrem~ly 
<lifficult, if ·not almost impossible. · A Buddhist scholar from 
~engai named Chandragomin, however, _composed a book on 
:grammar, called Chandra-vyakaratJa after him, which has been 
recovered from its Tibetan translation. The book seems to have 
become popular among the Buddhists. It omits Pat;tini's rules 
about VediC .. accent and grammar, recasts · some . of· his other 
.5utra.s and adds 35 new ones. The author flourished in the 
.Ist half of the 6th century A.D. Amarasithha, the author of the 
Amarakosha, the most popular Sanskrit dictionary, flourished 
:at about the same tiine. He .was a Buddhist, yet his book has 
become most popular even among the Hindus. Srutabodha, . a 
'handbook on metres, has been ascribed to Kalidasa, but the 
attribution ·is very doubtfuL Varahamihira also deals with 
·metres in one of the section~' of the B,rihatstimhit.a. The seCtion 
-of the AgnipuratJa dealing with metres probably belongs to our 
:age. The same is the case with th.e section of the VishtJudhar
mottara furatJa, which deals with painting and gives detailed 
jnstructions about surface preparation in fresco Paintings and 
·the_ use of the different colours in them. 

6. REUGIOUS AND PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE 

We now proceed to take a brief survey of the religious and 
-philosophical.literature. Puriil}as were in existence in India as 
.early as the later Vedic period.- Theytused to devote themselves 
to the theories about the creation and re-absorption ~f the 
·universe; describe the history of important dynasties and give 
.an • account of the lives and achievements of famous sages; 
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Early in the Gupta age, the custodians of the PuraQaS made 
them up-to-date, by bringing the history of the dynasties of the 
Kali age down to c. 350· A.D, They also added a !lUmber· of 
chapters in glorification of Siva and Vishttu and. thus helped the 
popularisation of the Bhak}i school. As we h~ve shown already, 
the chapters in the Purat;~as, prescribing a number of Vratas, 
had not been added during our period· (ante, p. 377). 

The Smritis of Yajfiavalkya, Narada, Katyayana and 
Brihaspati most probably belong to our period. Yiijnavalkya
smriti is perhaps the most systematic and evenly balanced work 
of its class, for it pays equal attention to the description of 
Achiira (rituals), Vyavahiira (civil law), and Priiyaschitta 
(penances) .1 Civil law and legal procedthe were rapidly 
developing in onr period and the work of Narada, Katyayana 
and Brihaspati are devoted entirely to thdr discussion. In the 
realm of the Arthasastra, it is likely that the Kamandakiya 
Nitisiira was written in our period, probably by a minister of 
the Guptas. It is however mostiy a summary of the previous. 
work of Kautilya. 

The main authors of philosophical works have been already 
mentioned in Chapter XIX, where their contributions to Hindu,. 
Buddhist and Jain metaphysics and logic have been discussed .. 
They need not be, therefore, again discussed here. 

7· DRAVIDIAN L!Tl<:RA'l'URE 

Let us now turn to Dravidian literature. The literature of 
Tamil alone among them goes back to our period. As may 
be expected, it is mostly in poetry, prose being practically 
unknown. Metres used are characterised by great simplicity 

1 All· these three topics are to be seen forming part of the recons
tructe<.l Brihaspati-smriti published as Gaekwa1! 's Oriental Series,. 
Vol. LXXXV; but it is doubtful whether these parts can be attributed 
to one and the same author. 
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of form, neither t_he number of lines to a stanza nor those of 
feet to a line being strictly determined. Complex metres from 
Sanskrit poetry had not yet. hecotnc por>ular. 'fhc thythl1l is 
generally good and the expression both. compact and vivid .. 
Love and· war were the main themes of poetry. 'the poems are 

. remarkal>ly free from clogging literary conventions and replete 
with a simple realism that succeeds with a few bold strokes 
and a rare economy of words in recalling many scenes of daily 
life in town and country, shops and fields, temples and palaces, 
in llrahmat.Ja households and fishermet).'s huts. ·The 'famil 
literature of the Sangam age holds a unique place in the whole 
range of India's literatures in :-~many. languages, including 
Sanskrit, for this tiniversal. realism, hut owing to the. difficulty 
of the early idiom, even Tamilians are not as alive to its beauties 
as one could expeet. · 

The earliest atte1i1pts t~ translate th~ Hiimayatta and the 
Mahabhiirata into Tamil most 'prol>ably go hack to our age ; it 
must however he admitted that these early versions have not 
been preserved to ot1r timcs. 1 

. .. 
We shall now proceed to consider the condition and 

progress .of sciences Jming· our period, and while doing so shalf 
also refer to important authors and their works in this field, 
Mathematics, astronomy,· medicine; chemistry, physics and 
metallurgy have to be mainl~ considered m this connection. 

J. MATH~MA'£ICS. 

Unfortunately no treatises that can be describE:d either as 
textbooks, or as systematic and comprehensive woi·ks on these 

. . . . . . 
1 I am indebted. to P~of. K. A. Nilkantlia Sastri for the information 

about the 'famil literature given above. A. S. A,. 
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subjects, have been handed down to us. A few books have 
been preserved, but they are usually of the nature of short class 
notes' jotted down by a professor lecturing to advanced classes. 
We have,. therefore, to draw our own inferences from these 
works as to the condition and progress of the different sciences 
in our age. Thus, to give one instance, the A ryabhatiyam refers 
to some of the impoitant properties of circles and triangles ; we 
have therefore to conclude that most of the theorems included 
in the first four bookS of Euclid must have been worked out by 
this time. But we have not ·a single work handed down to us 
dealing wifh the whole geometry in a systematic manner. 

The. most epoch-making achievement of our age .in the 
realm of arithmetic was the discovery of the decimal system of 
notation, now accepted and ·followed all over the world, based 
upon the principle of the place~value of the first nine numbers 
and the use of the zero. This notatipn system has immensely 
simplified arithmetical calculations and processes, and we can 
at present hardly imagine that there ever was a time when 
our ancestors all over the world were expressing a number like 
one thousand one hundred and eleven not as r, I II, but by four 
diHerent and distinct symbols, the last one denoting one, the 
third one, te~, the second one, hundred, and the first one, one 
thousand. Symbols for ten, twenty, thirty, forty, etc. as well 
as those for hundred, thousand, etc. were all distinct and 
different. This method of expressing big numbers was very 
cumbersome, but even Europe was following it down to the 
12th century when it learnt the decimal system of notation from 
the Arabs. The Arab .authors like Ibn Washiya (gth century), 
Al Masiidi (roth century) and Alberuni (nth century}, however, 
give the credit of the discovery of the new system to the 
Hindus. 1 It is therefore clear that there is no reason to doubt 

· 1 B. B. Dntt in Bull.etin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, XXIV, 
194 ff. . 
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as to who discovered the system.· Kaye's view that .the Hindus 
were not the discoverers of this notation is altogether untenable. 

· When exactly the Hindu mathematicians made the epoch
making d\scovery is however not known. Nor has the name of 
the discoverer been preserved. The new system of notation is 
followed by VaraP,amibira. (550 A.:t>.) 1 and is referred to by 
Aryabhata•(499 A.D.) in the Aryabha['iyam (II, 2). 2 The method 
of extracting square root ·and cube root which he. describes in 
II, 4 and 5, is just the <nie now in vog~e in India, and it 
distinctly presupposes the decimal place value of numbers. It 
is therefore clear that the new decim~l . system of notation was 
well established among the mathematicians in the. sth century 
and we may therefore place its discov~ry at least a century or 
two earlier.3 ' · · 

Though the mathematicians were using th~ n~w system of 
notation from the sth century A.D., it took. several centuries.· 
for the society as a . .whole to accept it. It is first used in 
epigraphs in the Samkheda inscription of 695 A.D. (EI. II, 20). 
Ordinary people probably looked askance· for a long time at a 
system of notation wh~re th~ same figure say, seven,· would. 
stand for seven, seventy,, seven hundred, seven thousand, etc., 
according to its place. They probably preferred the old system 
where the symbois 7 ,ooo, 7oo, 70 · and 7 were all different and 
distinct, ,. 

1 Varahamihira expresses 584 as 'Veda .( =4), ashta ( '=S) and bhii.ta 
(=5) (Patichasiddhantikii, Act XVIII, 1); the figures mentioned are of 
course to be written from right t:o left. 427. is expressed as sajJta
fvi'Vedasamkhyam (Ibid. I, 8), sapta, ast•i and 'Veda standing for 7, 2 
and 4 respectively. 

I Cf. ~ ~ =<I mt =<I ~ti(>tfi~ (NT ~I 
~:q~~lilk~lwi~~ll 

. • The Bakshali ·aritlinietic (c. 300 A.D.) uses the decimal system; but 
as Its present Ms. belongs to the 9th century A.D., we cannot exclude the 
possibility of its transcriber having introduced the new decimal system 
that had become PC!Pular in the interval. Its original author may or 
may not have used It. 
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The Hakshali manuscript, 1 which is unfortunately frag
mentary, is the only work tha,t gives us a fairly comprehensive 
idea of the state of mathematics during our period. It not only 
deals with elementary topics like fractions, squar.:: roots, 
arithmetical and geometric progressions, etc. but also deals with 
advanced topics like summation of complex series, simultaneou!> 
linear equations and indeterminate equations of the seconrl 
degree. It also shows that some work was being done o_n the 
theory oi numucrs in the direction of extracting the sc1uare root 
of a non-square number. 

'l'he next work we have to consider is the famous 
A rya!Jhafiyam written by Aryabhata I in 499 A.I>. at Pataliputra. 
Problems of mathematics are only incidentally <lealt with in this 
important work. Besides dealing with the rules of involution 
and evolution it deals with the arithmetic progression, hoth of 
numbers, as well as of their squares and cubes. In the realm 
of geometry the work describes several properties of the circle, 
discusses questions connected with projective geometry and 
gives -a valu·e for n, far more accurate than any suggest.ed 
till then. In algebra simultaneous equations with four unknown 
quantities have been solved, and the problem of finding a 
general solution of the indeterminates of the first degree is 
successfully tackled. That trigonometry was also being culti
vated at this time will become clear from the use of the sino 
functions made for solving the problems of astronomy. 

In the realm of arithmetic and algebra, it is admitted on 
all hands. that the Indians had the lead over the contemporary 
Greek mathematicians. In geometry no further progress was 

' This manuscript has been preserved only in fragmentary condi
tion, its greater portion being lost. It was found by a farmer in the 
course of digging at his village Bakshali near the city of Peshawar in 
the year 1881. Kaye's view ·that Bakshali arithmetic belongs to tlw 
12th century A.D. is altogether untenable. The mixed Sanskrit and 
Priikrit dialect, in which it is written, went out of· vogue after the end 
of the 3rd century A.D. For a detailed discussion, see Bulletin of the 
Calcutta Mathematical Society, XXI, 1-60. Kaye : Bakshalf1Manuscr£pt. 
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recorded in our period, probably because neither the needs of 
ritualism nor those of astronomy gave an incentive to its study. 
The problem .of sctuaring a circle, which was attempted hy the 
Sul1;a-siitra writers is, for instance, not taken up in our period .. 

. 2. ASTROJ'j(1MY. 

Let us now co11sider the state and progress of astronomy. 
Down to the beginning -of the 3rd century the Paitiimaha 
Siddhiinla was in use and its astronomy was almost the same as 
that of the Vedii.nga ]yolis-hd. It postulated a year of 366 days, 
added two intercalary months in a yuga of five years and 
<>perated with N akshalras and not with the R iHis (sigJ:is). 

Vasishtha Siddhiinta (c. 300 A.D.) 1;1arks a further progress 
in astronomy. Signs (Riias) displace the Nakshalras and the 
idea of Lagna (i.e . .the point of. ecliptic that is on the eastern 
horizon at any time) is also adumbrated. Its year consisted of 
365"2591 days, and was thus more accurate than that ·of the 
Paitiimaha Siddhiinla. It however did not know how. to wor~
out eclipses. 

Paulisa Siddhiinla 1 (c. 38o A.D.) represents a further progress 
in astronomy, for it lays down a rough rule for calculating the 
lunar and solar eclipses. 

The Romalla Siddhanta (c. 400 A.D.) represented a further 
stage in the progress of the science. As its name suggests, it is 
. based upon the astronomical theories that had reached India 
·from the west. Its Yuga of 2850 years ·was obviously obtained 
by multiplying by 150 the period of 19 years, during which the 
Athenian astronomer Meton had postulated seven intercalary 

' Alberuni says (I; 153) that this Siddllii11ta ·is based upon the works 
~f Pauli sa ( =P;lUlus) of the city of Alexatidria (c. 378 A.D.). But the 
'conjecture is based merely on . the similarity of names. Its validity 
•cannot be coniirmed or contradtcted,. for no astronomical books of the 
Greek author have been handed down. Pauliga can 'also be ·a, purely 
:Sanskiitic Jt.atOe. • · 
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months. Its duration of the day is identical with that of 
Hipparchus. Its degree of anomaly closely follows · those of 
Ptolemy. 

The Surya Siddhliinta is the next one to be considered. It 
was most popular pefore the time 'Of Aryabhata. It had fontm
latM some rules for calculating eclipses and discovered solutions 
for some of the problems in spherical afi!tronomy. But the 
precise nature of this Sidd'!Uinta is difficult t<;> determine now. 
for it has undergone extensive modifications· in later times. 

The authorship of the above five Siddhantas is either 
unknown or attributed to divine or semi-divine persons. The 
information given about them is based upon their summary, as 
given by Varahamihira in the 6th century. We can gd a definite. 
and first hand idea of the progress in astronomy only from the 
Aryabhafiyam of Aryabhata I, who was the earliest known 1 

historical person to write on the subject. He was born in 
Pataliputra in 476 A.D. and he wrote his famous work when he 
was only 23. He is undoubtedly one of the greatest scientists 
produced by India. He was fairly well posted about the main 
theories and conclusions of the Greek astronomers of Alexandria, 
and he had c,arefully studied the works and methods of his 
Indian predecessors. He, however refused to~ follow either· 
of them blindly. · 'I dived deep', he says, in tile ~a.p, of a.stro
nomical theories, true and false, and rescued the precious sunken 
jewel of true knowledge by means of the boat of my own _ 
intellect' .1 His conclusions ·were therefore independent, based 
upon his own observations and researches. He no doubt res
pected $rutis, Smritis and Purfu;tas, but did not flinch from 
stating that eclipses are caused, not by the demons Rahu and· 
Ketu, as stated in some of the works, but by the moon coming 
within the earth's shadow or between the earth and the sun. 
He did not blindly accept the results of the Greek school of 

1 IV, 49. 
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astronomy at Alexandria, but improved upon them by· his own 
observations and calculations .. 

· .Aryabhata was the first Indi~n astronomer to discover that 
the earth rotates round its axis (IV,· g). He was the first'to 
find out sine functions and utilise them in astronomy. 1 He 

. I 

worked out the accurate formula to meas~re ·the increase or 
decrease in the duration of two consecutive days· (IV, 26). He 
obtained the correct equation .. for the orbit of a planet by taking 
the apse (III, 22-3). He postulated an epicyclic theory of his 
own to explain the variations in planetary motions (III, 21). 
His equations of spherical trigonoll}etry to find . out the ·right 
ascension atJ,d dec-lination of any point on the ecliptic ':'re "alsO 
correct (IV, 25). He accurately expressed the angular diameter . . 
of the earth's shadow at th·e moon's orbit (IV, 39-40), and kriew. 
how to find half the duration: of an eclipse and_total obscu~ation 
(IV, 41•2). He has also given niles to ascertain what part of 
the moon will be obscured in an eclipse (IV, 43-4) .. The length 
of his year; 365"25868o5 days (III, r),is nearer its true duration 
(365"2563604) than that postulated,by•Ptolemy, (365"263'IS79); 
the same is .the case about his longitude-of the sun's apogee and 
sidereaL period of the moon's "'nodes; 2 All ·these represent 
striking advances in astronomy,· and it is a pity that-we do not 
know anything about the methods and experiments by whicn 
they became possible. Aryabhata deservedly enjoys very high 
reputation as an astronomer. He had a number of disciples of 
whom Nissatika, PaJ;H;lurarigasviimin and Latadeva may be 
mentioned hete. Of these the last became very famous ; he was 
known as the expert in the '~'hole science (sarvasiddhiintaguru) 
apd ·is -known to have expo11nded Paulisa and Ro1~ilka 
Siddhantas. 

. 
1 Ptolemy has utilised chords instead of si11es for this purpose. 

Before the discovery of the iftyaohaflyam, .Europeans believed that the 
Arabian astronomer Al-Balani was the .. first to discover and utilise sines. 

• P. C. Sengupta in The CitltU.~~J H~ritage of India, II, 374-8_. 

27 
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The next writer on astronomy during our period is Varaha
mihira, who flourished during the 'second and third quarters of 
the 6th century. He has made no original contribution of his 
own to the progress of this science, but the historian will remain 
ever grateful to him for his Paiichasiddhantika, which gives a 
concise account of the five Siddhantas that were in use in India 
during the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D. Brihajjiitaka, Brihat
saJhhita and Laghujiitaka are his other works, but they are 
mainly astrological. The last two of these were later translated 
into Arabic by Alberuni. , 

A few words are necessary here about the controversy1 of 
the Indian indebtedness to Greek astronomy. 'l'he horizon of 
Hindu scholarship and intellect was wide during our period and 
Hindu scholars were keen to note and study the advances made 
in other countries by both their contemporaries and predecessors. 
Varahamihira pays a handsome compliment to the Greek 
astronomers. They are, he says, no doubt Mlechchhas, but 
nevertheiess good experts in astronomy and therefore worthy of 
as high a respect as the sages of yore. 2 The technical termi
nology of Hindu astronomy contains some words like kendra, 
hiirija, drekkiifJa, lipta, etc., which are clearly adaptations of the 
corresponding Greek terms KtVTpov, optt(l)v, l)eKa11os, Ae7TT'I. etc. ; 
they cannot be derived from any Sanskrit roots. The Romaka 
Siddhiinta. dearly betrays Greek influence both in its na1ne and 
contents. 

It is therefore true that Aryabhata and the' unknown author 
of the Suryasiddhiinta knew some Greek results and metho!;ls, 
but they were not. content to copy them blindly. A comparison 
of the astronomical constants of Hipparchus and Ptolemy on the 
one side and Hindu astronomers, like Aryabhata, on the other 
shows that the Hindus had almost in all c:ases arrived at 

1 Thibaut and Dvivedi(ed), Paiiclwsiddhantika, Introduction; Ency
clopaedia of Religion and Ethics : Astronomy. 

• Brihatsamhita, II, 15. 
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independent results; usually more reliabte. 1 It has been 
generally admitted that only a ·very imperfect knowledge~ o! 
Greek astronomy had reached India in the form of almanacs 
and rop.gh summaries. Hindu astronomers, of our age 
critically examined it in the light of the knowledge handed 
down to them from the past, made their own observations, 
determined their own constants with the help of geometry and . 
trigonometry as developed by· them,s~lves, and succeeded in 
formuiating a system' of their own, which was on the whole 
superior to the astrono~y as developed in contemporary tim~s' 
at Alexandria. 

3. MEDICINF. .. 

Let us now turn to the science of medicine. The Charaka~ 
salizhitii and the Sidruta-sa1hhitii, whiCh had practically assumed 
their present . form towards the end of the 2nd century A.D., 

continued to enjoy supreme reputation and confidel!ce during 
our period. A systematic summary of the teachings of th~se . 
works is pr~sented in the Ashtanga-sa1hgraha by Vagbhata I, 
who seems to have flourished in the 6th century. Another work 
·Oil mtfdicine, that is known to have been composed in our period, 
is 1Niivan'itakam, a manuscript of ·whiCh was luckily procured · 
by 

1
Lieut. Bo"ier in rSgb durin~ his st~y ·at Kuchar in Eastern 

•Turkes~an. 2 Niivarzilakam is not a systematic or comprehensive 
work on medici:t;te, but a mere ma.nual of recipes, formulae and 
preScriptions intehded for the use of the busy practitioner. r 2. of 
its formu~ae are taken from the Bhela-san'zhita, 29 from the 
Charaka-san'dzita ;md 6 from the Susruta-sa1hliitii . . It is likely 
that some of its:··formulae, not attributed to. the above three 
authorities, may have peen based upon the iost Sandzitiis of 
Harita, Jatukarv.a, Ksharapa1,1i and Parasara~ who also were, 

' . 

1 P C. S€)'Dgupta, op. cit. pp. 374-8. 
• Hoernle, Bower Manuscript. 
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according to tradition, disciples of Punarvasu like Charaka and 
Susruta. 

Though no new and original \vorks were written during 
our period, there is no doubt that the medical science was 
assiduously -cultivated. India enjoyed high reputation for its 
progress in this science in the contemporary world, as the 
discovery Of the N iivan'itakam in the far off eastern Turkestan 
will clearly show. In her big cities, like Pataliputra, there were 
well managed hospitals, which excited the admiration of 
Chinese visitors. Students were given regular practical training, 
and surgery was still practised within the natural limitations 
imposed by the non-discovery of anaesthetics. Buddhist 
educational institutions, like the Nalanda "University, were taking 
keen interest in the study of medicine, for it was realised that 
physical healing was as important as spiritual healing. . 

The "·eterinary science was not neglected in our age. The 
Hastyiiyurveda of Palakapya was probably composed during 
the later Gupta period. It is an extensive work of r6o chapters 
and deals with the principal diseases of elephants, their 
diagnosi:; and treatment, both medical and surgical. 

4· CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGY. 

Let us now briefly survey the Indi~n achievements in the 
realm of physics, chemistry and metallurgy. Unfortunately no 
books on these subjects, written in our period, have been 
handed down. According to Hiuen Tsang and Taranatha 
Nagarjuna, the famous Buddhist Mahayana philosopher, was 
a great student of chemistry and metallurgy, ·and it is not 
unlikely that ·his disciples at Nagarjunikonda may have 
continued to take interest in the subjects <luring our period 
also. There is no doubt that chemistry _and metallurgy made 
striking progress in our period, but unfortunately we have no 
books preserved to enable us to estimate its nature. Not even 
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the names of the workers irt the field are handed down to us. 
The famous Iron Pillar near· the Qutb-minar on tire outskirts 

·of Delhi, manufactured in our period, stands, however, as a 
silent witness to proclaim the striking metallurgical skill of the 
contemporary Hindus. At a time when the process of making 
iron was but imperfectly known even in the west, Hindu 
metallurgists manufactured this huge iron pillar so skilfully, 
that although it stands 'exposed to the sun and rain for the last 
rsoo years, it shows not the least sign of rusting or corrosion. 
How its iron was so skilfully treated is still a mystery, because 
moder~ 'scientists have admitted that iron of identical co)Jl
position does not stand corrosive action. The pillar is 24 feet 
in height and six and half tons in_ weight ; even the simple 
forging of so large an iron column was out of the. reach of 
human thought elsewhere not only at that time but for many 
centuries afterwards as well . 

.Metallic preparations are sporadically referred to by 
Charaka and Susruta, but they had not yet begun to form 
regular ingredients of the .Ayurvedic matena medica. The use 
.of mercury and iron with proper treatment had begun to be 
advocated by some of the writers of our period, like Varaha
mihira, and it is likely that the close association of medicine 
:and chemistry, which was to achieve great progress in chemical 
knowledge in the later period, began towards the end of our 
age. 

It must be here noted that Varahamihira was a scientist CJf 
encyclopcedic interests, and his Brihatsarhhitii is a veritable 
mine of useful information. Besides being an astronomer, 
mathematician and astrologer, Variihamihira was also a student 
·Of metallurgy, arid has given his own formulae and .processes 
for sharpening swords (Chap. so). He was a good jeweller 
and has supplied useful information for ascertaining the nature 
and ,;alue of gold, emerald, pearls, diamonds, etc. (Chaps. 8o-3). 
Re was a student of botany and has offered his own suggestions 
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about various topics of gardening, including steps to be taken 
for making trees fruit out of season (Chap. 55). He was a 
critical observer of the animal world ~nd has given useful 
information to ascertain the nature of good as well as bad horses, 
elephants, dogs, etc. (Chaps. 62-4). He had studied civil 
engineering and his book contains valuable information about 
the nature and structure of temples, palaces, mansions and 
houses that were in vogue in the sixth century (Chap. 53). He 
took great· interest in water divining and his worl< supplies 
useful information on this topic (Chap. 54). Again, the science 
of meteorology had not escaped his attention ; what kind of 
clouds will bring us rain when accompanied with what kind of 
wind coming from what quarter has been explained by him 
in great details (Chaps. 21-28). It is a great pity that Variiha
mihira could not succeed in founding a school of his own to 
continue ·a systematic study of these different branches of 
science. Had he been followed by a succession of students 
and followers as keenly devoted to these different branches as 
their master, India would certainly not have lagged behind the 
west in her contribution to the progress in the different branches 
of science during the medireval age and modern times. 



CHAPTER XXI. 

ARCHAWLOGICAL REMAINS OF THE GUPTA PERIOD 

The Gupta period is regarded as the golden age of Indian 
history and its archreology is sufficiently important to bear out 
this claim. The extent to which remains of this period are 
found all over Northern India, the artistic and distinctive 
character of the sm~ll antiquities associated with this period, 
the various new forms of architecture and the beautiful forms 

·of pottery all bespeak the prosperity and high culture of the age. 
Gupta influence . continued to dominate Indian culture for a 
suffiCiently long pariod though its progressive deterioration can 

. be marked in every' succeeding century. The torch of culture 
lit in the spacious times of the Guptas was gradually diminishing 
in lustre, but its presence was felt in all nooks and corners 
throughout Northern India. . 

Beginning from the north-east, the province_ of Assam has 
hardly anything to show of its culture heritage before the Gupta 
period. The temple of Dah Parbatiya, a few miles down-streani 
from Tezpur on the north bank of the Brahmaputra, shows a 
typical door-frame of the Gupta period. The graceful river 
godd~i!sses, Ganga and Yamuna, flanking the entrance and the 
geese depicted on the door-frame would find place among the 
best creations of Iridian art. The tetnple, · of which these 
vestiges are preserved, was built of burnt bricks of the typical 
size of the Gupta period. In the secluded position of Assam the 
stimulus received in the Gupta period apparently lasted for a 
longer time than elsewhere, and the use of the Gupta ·era for 
a longer period (up to the gth century) in the inscription of 
Harjjara-varman and the sculptures on the river bank at 
Gauhati and at Deopani are instances in point. The remains 
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of the city of Pragjyotishapura near modern Gauhati, as 
brought to light from time to time, mostly go back to the 
Gupta period. 

Proceeding next to Bengal, it is clear that while stray 
finds of an earlier period have been found in different places, 
no structural remains of an earlier period than the Gupta have 
been unearthed. · It was in this period that the styk of brick 
temple evolved further· west was brought into Bengal and the 
smaller antiquities from most of the earlier sites in Bengal are 
associated with the Gupta period. In the deltaic region the 
formation of new esturial or allpyial belts of land is a con
tinuous process, and it is inconceivable that any large settle
ments were formed further south than the city of Tiimralipti 
(modern Tamluk in Midnapur District) which was also the 
ocean port of North India for a long time .. One monument, 
which if excavated, is likely to provide another example of 
the high terraced brick temple of the Nandangarh-Paharpur 
type is the lofty mound at Bharat Bhayna in a corner of the 
Jessore district surrounded by marshy land. In North Bengal 
the ancient c;ites, almost entirely situated in the area of the 
older reddish loam, known as the Barind soil, in the districts 
~f Dinajpur, Rangpur, Rajshahi, Bogra and Maida, were 
either established or flourishing in the Gupta · period. The 
larger city sites like Pm;u;lravardhana (present Mahasthan neat 
Bogra) and Devkot ·or ·Kotivarsha (modern Bangarh in Dinajpur 
district) must no doubt have been founded in the Mauryan 
period or even earher, but the most- important artistic anti
quities from these cities undoubtedly belo~g to the Gupta 
period. The fortificatiOns of the city wall at Bangarh and 
Mahasthan approximately belong to the Gupta period or to a 
slightly later date. As regards the architecture revealed by 
excavation, the MeQ.h mound at a short distance to the south 
of Mahasthan has revealed an example of the high terraced 
temple type in which the terraces are not well defined, but 
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the filled-up chambers rise in ti'ers or terraces one above the 
·other. 

The oldest temple in the isolated mound · (Gobinda Bhita) 
-overhanging the river to the north-east of the main city of 
Mahasthan also belongs to tp.e Gupta period, showing the 
:shrine surrounded by cells. 'r,he remains of the Gupta city 
lie 10 to 15 ft. below the present field level. At Bangarh an 
.elaborate system of ornamental brick reservoirs connected with 

· ·properly constructed drains is assigned to the Gupta city. The 
gigantic temple at Paharpur was undoubtedly planned in ~he 
]ate Gupta period, the scheme of ornamentation including the 
~ornamental brick mouldings and the stone sculptures being 
:t;eferable to the Gupta age. The temple mounds at Birat in 
Rangpur district, only partially cleared, show a group of ·high 
terraced shrines. A site of the . Gupta period, presumably 
Buddhist, exists at· Biharoil in Rajshahi District where a sa:nd
:stone Buddha of the Sarnath type was· brought to light. At 
Rangamati near Murshidabad, the ancient Karl)e.suvarlJ.a, a 
Buddhist . establishment of late Gupta period has been un

·earthed in which the long hall and a number of large chambers, 
_presumably the remains of a 'Vihiira, were unearthed. 

In the province of Bihar it is clear that the city of 
Pataliputra near modern Patna was restored to the dignity of 
:a secondary, if not the main, capital by the Guptas. Here 
the' excavations at Kumrahar and Bulandibagh yielded a 
number of antiquities of the Gupta period. and even earlier. 
There does. not appear to have been any considerable occupa
tion on this site after the Mauryan except in the Gupta times. 

At Rajgir (ancient Rajagriha), the most ancient capital of 
·the historical period going back to the · time of Buddha and 
beyond,. a very interesting monument known as Maniyar Math. 
was brought to light by excavation in the centre of the hill-girt" 
·valley~ It is a cylindrical shrine having on, the exterior face 
·well preserved. stucco images of . t4e Gupta period in large 
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niches or recesses separated by pilasters. Except for a Linga, 
a Vish:r;m image and a Gal).eSa, the rest consists of hum~n 
:figures with their heads covered by single or multiple heads. 
of cobras, one of the figures being the well-known female 
figure or NagL There is little doubt that this temple was. 
dedicated to the Nagas or in -particular to MaJ;~.i-naga, the pro
tector of Rajgir, as several terracotta snake-hoods and 
large numbers of jars, with multiple spouts of a unique shape, 
were found in the close vicinity of this· shrine. These were 
no doubt the offerings of devotees who must have prayed for 
rain or other blessings at this shrine of MaJ;~.i-naga, whose 
connection is further evidenced by an inscribed Naga stone 
image found in the same compound. Though the hey-day of. 
Rajgir was gone, it was not the deserted city that it has. 
remained ever since the Gupta times. 

N alanda was undoubtedly founded during the Gupta period 
and the earliest remains at this site belong to those times. At 
Bodhgaya it is very likely that the Buddhist establishment was 
not then in . a flourishing. state and that the original temple· 
with the pyramidal sikhara was built in the Gupta period. 
The most extensive Gupta city in the province was, however, 
the city of Vaisali (modem Basarh in North Bihar), a pros
perous provincial metropolis of the ·Gupta empire. A number 
of disjoined but . solid structures forming the rooms, brick
platforms, pavements, etc. were unearthed in course of the two 
excavations conducted here, and among the minor ·antiquities. 
exhumed a large number of Gupta seals, throwing a good deal' 
of light on the life of the times, are included. The artis.tic 
designs on the seals include Lakshmi sprinkled by flanking 
elephants, kalasas (vases), lions, trees, altars, all symbolic of 
the deities which were worshipped. 

Man;hi on the Gogra in Saran District which yielded 
inscribed Gupta bricks, Belwa in the same District and 
Jahangira and Sultanganj near Bhagalpur (the find spot of the: 
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great copper Buddha image now in Birmingham Museum) are 
other important sites which have yielded Gupta antiquities. 

In the Madhyadda, corresponding roughly with the 
present United Provinces, was situated the heart of the Gupta· 
empire~a fact whiCh stimulated the growth of cities an_d towns 
to an unprecedented extent. Thus in each of the provincial 
centres such as Benares, Kausambi, $ravasti, Ahichchhatra and 
Mathura the new culture manifested itself in an unmistakable , 
manner. Countless mounds and ruined sites scattered all over 
the province testify to the way in which Gupta culture spread 
all over the limd, as antiquities of this period are the com
monest of all those originating from the mounds.· It is seldom 
indeed that . a site or settlement founded in an earlier period ' 
was abandoned before the Gupta times, and also that a site 
exhibiting medieval antiquities on the surface does not go back 
at least to the Gupta period. T~e Gupta age therefore saw 
the culmination of the earlier· art styles oti. the one hand and 
the starting point of their decline on the other. In Sainath, · 
the stupa architecture found a new form as in the well-known 
Dhamekh stupa ; ·small shrines like the · ornamental temple 
(No. 136) in the passage between the main shrine and the 
Dhamekh stuPa were built ; the main shrine· itself was recons
tructed and votive' stupas were built by pious pilgrims attracted 
by the popularity of the site. The renowned Gupta school of 
sculpture was at its best in Sarnath, and the antiquities of the 
contemporary city on th.e river bank, recently unearthed near 
Rajghat, offer the most abundant material for the study of the:' 
minor arts of the period. Benares may perhaps be regarded as 
the geographical centre of the Gupta empire and furt)ler 
systematic work on sites such as Bairant in Benares and Masaon 
Dih and Saidpur Bhi.tri in the Ghazipur District is likely to 
yield much more important material for the reconstruction of 
this period. The city of Kausambi (modern Kosam near 
Allahrtbad), which appears to nave been deserted after the 
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Gupta period, seems to have been a continuously flourishing 
city from the Mauryan to the Gupta period, and the pheno
menal number of coins, terracotta figurines and moulded 
animals; heads, etc. belonging to all these periods make this 
an exceptionally rich site, perhaps the richest in India. The 
site of Bhita, .a rich trading city also in the Allahabad District, 
has yielded a great number of Gupta houses and antiquities. 
Garhwa Fort has yielded a number of inscriptions and sculp
tures of an early Gupta d,ate.· In the city of Sravasti in the 
Gonda and Bahraich Districts, the only area properly explored 
is the monastery at Jetavana (now Sahet). Here we find- the 
remains of five brick-built monasteries with a temple and stupa, 
the most important of which belong to the Gupta period. At 
Kasia (the ancient Kusinagara) the main shrines connected with 
the decease (Mahiiparinzrvii?Ja) of the Buddha appear to have 
been rebuilt at this period, particularly the one known as the 
Mathakuvar-ka-kot. 

Other sites of this period in Eastern U. P. are the Kahaum 
(old Kakubha), Khukhundu (old Kishkindhya) and Sohnag in 
the Gorakhpur District. In the central Districts, the sites of 
Bilsad and Sankisa in the Farrukhabad District are p~imarily of 
Gupta date ; the vast site of Atranji in the Etah District repre
sents a larger city that flourished in the Gupta period, though it 
came down from at least the Mauryan period ; the site of 
Chakranagar and the fort of Kudarkot (ancient Gavidhumat), 
both in the Etawah District, are important Gupta sites ; Padham 
.in Mainpuri District and Kampil in the Farrukhabad District 
are other ancient sites which promise to yield remains of the 
Gupta period. The Gupta brick temple at Bhitargaon in the 
Cawnpore District and others, probably belonging to the same 
period, in the Fatehpur District are associated with regular 
mounds representing contemporary settlements. 

At the great site of Ramnagar (ancient Ahichcilhatra) the 
I 

Gupta period was one of the most flourishing in the history of 
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the settlements there. The two highest mounds, whiCh repre
sent. the remains of high terraced Hindu temples, W{!re remark
able for. the details of their planning, construction and scheme 
of decorations. Large-sized terracotta plaques of edimensions 
unknown before, showing scenes related to Saiva worship,-have 
.been found, arid were apparently_ used for decorating the walls 
and the different terraces which were approached by staircases . 

. In the highest temple, which rises nearly 6o feet above the 
surrounding plain, one finds the expression of the lofty spirit 
of the Gupta archit~ct. In the town planni:J?.g of ancient 

"Ahichchhatra the temple appears to have been the centre on 
which the principal roads of the city conv~rge. Among the 
8~ successive st.-ata unearthed at the site of Ahichchhatra, which 
range from the 2nd .century B.C. to the. gth century A.D., the 
most solid constructions are those belonging to the Gupta 
period. Within the compound of a religious enclosure of the 
period have been found three.smaller square temples with a row 
of niches or small shrines for housing images of deities. In the 
peculiar circumstances of the locality ~here stone is. n~t avail-

. able within a considerable dist~nce the Gupta architects seem 
to have reached a high lever of skiil in the manufacture of burnt 
clay images, plaques, etc. The extent to which the citizens in 
the alluvial Gangetic plains depended on the brick-maker, 
potter and clay modeller for their daily life has only to be seen 
to be realized, but the artists of the Gupta period seem to have 
come out particularly successfully from this ordeal and shared 
in the high aesthetic ·and cultural sense of the citizen of the 
period for whom he produced an ever-increasing variety of 
objects. · . · 

The pottery finds from Ahichchhatra, systematically col
lected from the. successive lev~ls. aJ:.ld carefully arranged and 
studied, now enable \lS to have an idea of the sequence of all 
types of pottery from the ,pre-Mauryan period to the early 
mediaeval period. , The_ evolution of a cooking pot from the 
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early rimless types to the hig-handled hatt4is of the last period, 
and the sequences of water jars, drinking vessels, basins, lids 
and other potterv types can now be established. The charac
teristic fe~tures of the pottery of the Paiichala and Gupta 
periods can be distinguished, while the older painted or 
polished wares of the pre-Mauryan or Mauryan periods are not 
to be fonnd, nor do the grey \Yares of the Sunga period survive 
to the Gupta times. The pottery of the Paiichala period (2nd-
3rd Century A.D.) stands distinctly apart both from its pre
decessors and its successors of the Gupta period, and it has 
been found in the greatest profusion in company with terra
cotta animal and human figurines in several of the Ahichchhatra. 
sites. The finish and grace of design, as also the schemes of 
decoration, distinguish the handicrafts of the Gupta period. 
Hundreds of designs, mostly lotuses, rosettes and smaller vege
table patterns incised on the face or in relief among red ware 
which appears to have been used as dishes, bowls and caskets 
and similar other purposes, are abundant on the terracottas, 
bricks and pottery of the Gupta period. 

A section of the excavated site was set apart from the 
early Gupta period for the use of the potters whose large 
cylindrical pits have gone to 10 1 or 12 1 in depth at the main 
site and must undoubtedly have been intended for some special 
purposes, presumably ornamental pottery which required special 
kilns. It appears that the demand for the special kind of 
ornamental pottery continued during the late Gupta period. 
From specimens found in association with the debris covering 
these pits it also appears likely that in this period enamelled 
tiles and pottery were produced in large quantities. Another 
feature of the pottery of the Gupta period is the vast number 
of designs used .for the pottery spouts. Thus the explorations 
at Ahichchhatra and Rajghat have yielded a large number of 
animal heads, such as ,the makara, horse, boar, elephant, lion, 
etc. Among the designs of pottery may be mentioned very 
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graceful· figures of the river Ganges occurring on the handles' 
of drinking v.ases. These were undoubtedly fancied for religious 
uiotives as the association of the sacred river with· a drinki~g 
pot gave the ch? ~-acter of the pure and sacred Ganges water· 
to any other'water that niay be put into the vessel. A number 
of such spouts have been discovered at the site of Naliasar
Sambhar (Sakambhari) near the Sambhar lake in Jaipur State. 

In the Delhi-1\lathura region vestiges of the Gupta period 
are not particularly abundant as compared with the exuberant 
productions of the Kushal}a School, but it was hardly likely 
that the copious material available for sculpture in this region 
was not availed of by the Gupta artist. Some of the best images 
of ___Buddha known to exist are those. that have come from 
Mathura in the Gupta period, but few structitres of the period 
have been preserved there. · The Mathura stone pillar of the 
year 6r of the Emperor Chandra-gupta (II) and the Meharauli 
iron pillar, which is a marvel of its kind, are the· only relics 
left. On the ground of certain bricks of the Gupta period 
found inside the Purana Qila or Indrapat fort, it has been 
surmised that the anti~uity of this place goes back at least 
to the time of the Guptas. · The site of Til pat (Skt. Tilaprastha), 
a few miles ~outh of Tughlaquabad, is at present the only one 
of the ancient places ending with prastha, which has extant 
remains going back to the period under consideration. 

In the Punjab, the third century after Christ witnessed 
the decline of the Kushal}a Empire, though under their suc
cessors, the little Kushal}as, the Pu~jab continued to flourish 
until the devastating invasions of the Hfi.:l)aS swept away what 
remained of the brilliant heterogeneous culture of the Saka
Parthian-Kushat)a epoch. Although the Gupta empire did not 
embrace the greater part of the Punjab, it is very likely that 
.its influence will be fOl;lnd to have permeated that province 
as deeply as Sindh. · The only historic site that has been 
-excavated .on a large scale in the Punjab is the great site of 
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Trudia. The least touched of the three successive cities is 
Sirsukh, the site of the last city, which was founded about the 
2nd Century A.D., when the Bir and Sirkap cities had already 
been reduced to mounds. The great Buddhist establishment 
at the Dharmarajika stuPa \\"as the only part of the city which 
continued throughout the period, and we can trace he.re how 
monastic life changed from the early Scytho-Parthian times to· 
the end of the 5th Century A.D. Numerous monasteries also 
grew up in the outlying hills, such as Jaulian, ?dobra Moradu, 
Kala wan, and Bhamala where the· second Gandhara school \vith 
its beautiful and sensuous stucco figures unmistakably reflected 
the contact with the indigenous Gupta School. The clear 
traces of incendiarism in all these establishments leave no doubt 
as to their -destruction at the hands of invaders, among whom 
were the Hiit}as under Toramava and Mihirakula. Their anta
gonism to Buddhism, the prevailing creed of the North-west, 
is probably responsible ·for their leaving behind them only the 
trail of destruction in this part, while their Saivite leanings 
seem to have been responsible for some constructive activities. 
in Centi'al Ip.dia. The find of some gold coins of the little 
Kushavas from mounds near N ankana Saheb and the excava
tion of some brick towers at Pattan Munara in the Bahawalpur 
State, indicate that more remains of the Gupta period are likely 
to be found in the Punjab on proper investigation. The sites 
of Bhera in Shahpur District, Sangla and Shorkot in Central 
Punjab, the great site of Sunet near Ludhiana, which has 
yielded a number of terracotta seals of the Gupta period, the 
site of Sngh (ancient Srughna) not far from Jumna bank in 
Ambala District, the site of Theh Polar near Kaithal and Amin 
both in Kamal District, the site of Agroha in Hissar District 
and the site near Rohtak town (known as Khokra Kot)-all 
these have been only partially examined ; but what has been 
already found sufficiently proves that these sites were flourish
ing in the Gupta period. Such mounds as the Sar Dheri (in 
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the Peshawar vailey), Sabri Bahlol, Takhti-Bahi and Jatnalgarhi 
and Bala Hissar, which have already been partially examined,. 

,,. have ·yielded~ ·ceramiC·· ~a.i:td·terrattJttlf···and'~ncco···rem~ins ··of.·· 
several periods after the Kusnaita, and other mounds such as 
the Akra mound near Eannu and- the-Kafir Kot in the Dehra 
Isma.il Khan District are bound to add to our knowledge of the 
archaeology of the period, if examined. 

In Kashmir. the Buddhist remains on the hill SlUt: at 
Harwan · (ShaQ.arhadvana) are the most striking monuments of 
the period under review. The vicinity of Hushkur (ancient 
Huvishkapura), Paraspnr (Parihasapura) and Pandrethan (Pura
l}.Qdhishthiana) are other important localities, which. contain 
remains earlier than the eighth century, the glorious age of 
Lalitii.ditya. . 

In Rajputana excavations in the }l:tipur State have revealed 
the existence of a number of settlements of the Gupta period 
at places like the commercial and metallurgical centre of Rairh . 
south-east of Jaipur; the site of Naliasar near the Sambhar 
lake, and Nagar. or Karkotanagara (one of the ancient capitals 
of the Malavas in South Jaipur). At the la.st named place the 
recent excavations re\[ealed that in spite of the continuance of 
this· great city upto the roth century, its most prosperous period 
was no doubt the Gupta period as judged by the excellent town 
planning. Similarly the city of Sambhar (old Sakambharl) 
continued up to the gth or roth Century ; but the strata asso
ciated with the Gupta period show the most solid constructions 
and the most artistic antiquities. 

In Jodhpur, such ancient sites as :flokharan (ancient Push
karav,a), Bhinmal (the early seat of the Gurjaras) and 1\:fandor 
(ancient Mfu;l.Q.avyapura) mt1st have been founded in the Gupta 
period. In Bikanir, Hanumangarh has yielded a number of 
terracotta decorative tiles in 'the late Kushav,a style, along. with 
a number of coins. The excavations at Nagari (ancient· 
Madhyamika) in the Udaipur State have revealed the existence 

:28 
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of remains from the Mauryan period up to the G-upta. The 
Kotah State . has a number of early sites like Badwa and Antah 
which go back to the second or third century. Gangdhar in 
the Jhalawar State has a pillar recording an inscription of 
King Visva-varman; the ruler of Malwa, dated 423-24 A.D., 
and mentioning a long series of public works such as irrigation 
wells, tanks, temples, causeways, etc. 

In the province of Sindh there are· practically no remains 
of any historic period except the Gupta. The whole archaeo
logy of Sindh is thus reduced to the tilree periods, pre-historic, 
Gupta and Muslim, a gap of nearly three millennia separating 
the Indus Valley Civilisation from the Gupta, which terminated 
abruptly '.Yith the advent of the Arabs in the beginning of the 
8th century. Thus although the original relics recovered from 
the Mirpurkhas stupa indicate presumably a Mauryan date, the 
super-structure, ornamentation and figure sculptures clearly 
indicate the Gupta period for the great stupa,. At Mohenjo-daro 
the stiip.~ and monastery on the top of the highest mound have 
been assigned to the 3rd Century A.D., i.e., slightly earlier than 
the Gupta period. The builders, however, made no attempt to 
manufacture any new bricks either for purposes of construc
tion or ornarentation On the other hand, the Gupta builders 
in Sindh left their mark at almost every place of antiquity and 
as the Arab conquest descended somewhat suddenly on Sindh 
before the influence of the Gupta period had waned or dis
appeared, the legacy of the Gupta was not .completely wiped 
out by the Arabs, who were themselves not great builders. 
The vast city of Brahmanabad-Mansura in Northern Sindh was 
in a fl.ourishin9 .condition in the Gupta period, and although a 
large number of buildings were apparently occupied under the 

J . 

early Arabs, such features as the brick wells, drains, libation 
slabs connected with drains by means of earthenware pipes and 
the pottery and ornamental bricks with typical . designs, shell 
inlay pieces and beads-all indicate the predominance of the 
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Gupta influence, which w·as hardly disturbed by the Arab 
<>ccupants. · 

The best examples of Gupta art and architecture in' Sindh 
(;Orne from Mirpurkhas on the border of the eastern desert 
skirting Sindh. The copper image of Brahma, originating from 
this place and now in the Karachi Museum, is I a fine work of 
art ; the terracotta sc~lptures, decorating the exterior of the 
stupa known as Kahu-jo-daro near Mirpurkhas town, are as 
impressive as.the' stone images from Mathura and Samath, 
Most of·ihese terracotta panels show( the Buddha _sea~ed in the 
attitude of meditation on a lotus with a large pillow at the back 
decorated with lotus res~ttes and- floral: patterns. Among the 
carved bricks that were used in the a;~ess mOl11dings a'!,l,d niches 
such typical designs as the incise<i alternate ·Square, quatre-foil, 
meander, interlocked chain, voluted scroll .work, full blown 
flower, inverted lotus Petal and diamonds, are most note
worthy. Small dumpy sq\la~ttng figures with stepped curls 
falling on either· side on circQ!ar medallion, kirttimukhas or 
lion faces and dwarfs are among the figure-sculpture designs. 
Some of the trellis work patt. tns on the panels of the .stupa. 
are those which occur on the Dhamekh stii.Pa at Samath. The 
square plan of the Mirpurkhas stiiPa with a triple chamber· in 
the thickness ·was probably similar to what must· have existed 
in the Mohen-jo-daro st\;.pa. Another extant stupa whiCh still 
preserves intact some of its exterior mouldings is the T.hul
Mir-Rukan in which the ·capitals of the pilasters still retain 
some reminiscence of the Indo-Corinthian. style. The st~a 
known: as Sudheranjo-daro;near Tando Muhammad Khan sho~s 
a square plan of the plinth,. but of the super-structure only the 
steep hard core of clay survives. Here again the carved bricks: 
found in course of clearance leave no doubt .about the Gupta 
date. Although the stuP!l at Depar-Ghangro near Brahmanabad 

. ·I 

also discloses a basem~nt so feet square and the 9.ate is indicated 
l?Y carved bricks, it is· possible that still earlier remain_~· ~ie hurled 
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underneath. Jheiiuk near Tatta must also have been a place 
of . importance in the Gupta period as indicated by the carved 
brl~k-- ~m~menhition . foi.Uicr iif' the 'viCinity 'of. the· 'stupa. site on 
the top. of the hill. The latest addition to our knowledge of 
the Gupta remains in Sindh comes from the site of Jhukar 
where remains showing a later phase of the Indus Civilization 
were found underlying a settlement of-the Gupta period. The 
buildings include very few solid structures, but among them 
were found some remarkable earthenware, coins and seatings. 

In Cutch, no definitely Gupta remains have yet come to 
light. In Kathiawar, the :flourishing Valabhi kingdom, at first 
owing allegiance to the Gupta Empire; has left a larger legacy 
of copper-plate grants than any other dynasty, but their 
material remains are comparatively less common. The lake 
Sudar5ana near Junagadh, last repaired under the Guptas, can 
now hardly be traced on the ground. In the ring of hills 
surrounding the main Girnar hill there are some sites of the 
Gupta period, notably the Buddhist site of Bori. The fame of 
the Somnath shrine at Prabhasa Pattana is known to every 
student of medieval history, but the remains of the earlier 
periods are yet to be investigated. Vala, the ancient Valabhi. 
has occasionally yielded relics of its former greatness and 
Hathab (ancient Hastavapra) near Bhavnagar was an important 
site in the Gupta period. The temple at Gop in Western 
Kathiawar is a typical Gupta product ; and this site as also 
Ghumli, the provenance of some important copper-plates of a 
~therto unknown dynasty and interesting temples, deserve to 
be better investigated. 

We have enough evidence of the prosperity of Malwa and 
the adjoining region to the north and at Mandasor (anci'ent 
Dasaput-a) the local rulers, belonging to the Varman dynasty, 
have left a· number of records covering the sth and 6th cen
turies. The monuments and excavations at Bhilsa (ancient 
Vidisa) and Sanchi have revealed the existence of a very strong 
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centre of Gupta art ttnd architecture in eastern Malwa and the 
excavations at Pawaya (ancient Padmavafi) have·· bi:dught to 
light a large temple and unique terracotta sculptures of the 
ird-4th Century. The poet Kalidasa, admittediy assigned by 
most scholars to the Gupta period, has shown a close acquain
tance with Malwa, and .it is· possible to locate many of the 
contemporary cities, countries and rivers and reconstruct con.: 
temporary life from the literav references checked by finds. of 
contemporary objects. The exhvations at Ujjain have yielded 
a cemetery of the Gupta period with a number of skeletons. 
regularly deposited, the· objects interspersed showmg definitely 
their Gupta date. In the hilly ~ountry of Bundelkhand ·in 
Central India two prosperous feudatory kingdon1s of 
the Guptas have left a number of relics. Places · such as 
.Bhumara, Nachna-Kuthara,· Majhgawan, Kari~Talai {all in 
Central India States) and Eran in Satigo:r District offer a 
number. of remains of this period in the. shape of pillars, stone 
temples, images etc. The Vish\IU temple at Deogarh in Jh• 
district and the ruined temple at Darrah or Mukandamh in . 
the Kotah State offer' very· interesting examples of the types of· 
Gupta temples characteristic of Central India. The pco~uJiar 

feature of these temples is the existence of a raised squar~ 
plinth with a parapet· decorated with sculptures, the cehtre of 
the J;llinth being occupied by a square shrine. The Deogarh 
temple has many decorative reliefs from the Maliiib"Mrata and 
the Rti:m.iiyatta, which are described in the next chapter. 

In the Central Provinces and Berar ·the greater part of 
which· was under t4e powerful V~taka dynasty, such monu
ments as the world-famous rock-cut. caves. at Ajanta are the 
only extant remains, although important relics still lie buriea. 
Ramtek!, the ancient Ramagiri, and the contiguo~s Mansar (or 
Manasa-Sarovara) with its monastic ~tablishment of the Gupta 
period and shell-character records on the adjoining hills deserve·. · 
t() be properly explored. Paonar in Wardha District (a11dent 

}':. 
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Pravatapura, one of the main capitals of the dynasty), situated 
picturesquely on high land between two .rivers, has yet to be 
excavated. Paoni and Bhandak (already seriously despoiled) 
in the Chanda District and Deotek and Padampur in the 
Bhandara District are other important sites in Southern C. P., 
which ought to yield relics of the Vakataka period. In the 
Mahakosala area Sirpur and Rajim in the :R~ipur District and 
Malhar and Chandrapur in the Bilaspur District are the principal 
places where relics of the period are found. In the Jubbulpore 
region the vicinity of Bheraghat has yielded two inscribed red 
sandstone images of the 3rd century A.D. Tripuri (modern 
Tewar) is a site which ·seems to go back to an early period 
though it later became the capital of the Ka}achuris. In Berar, 
the most important ancient site of the period is Basim, ancient 
Vatsagulma. The site of Kundinpur on the bank of the Wardha, 
in Amraoti District, has several mounds, now largely scoured 
by river action. The southern part of the Buldhana District, 
specially the vicinity of the Lonar lake, is another promising 
region where remains of the early period of settlement of the 
Asmaka country can be discovered. 

In Orissa, the site of Sisupalgarh near · Bhuvanesvara 
(likely to be identical with the ancient Tosali) is archaeologi
cally the most important for the late Gupta period. The group 
of Buddhist monuments in the Jajpur hills, known as Udayagiri, 
Lalitagiri and Ratnagiri, has already yielded a number of 
sculptures, attributable to the sixth century ; and the ancient 
capital of Khiching in the Mayurbhanj State also dates back 
to the same period. The later caves in Khandagiri and Udaya
giri, the earliest settlements at Bhuvane5vara and Jajpur, and 
the earlier sites in the Orissa States, such as Baudh, may also 
go back to the same antiquity. The stimuius received by 
Orissa in the Gupta perioc;l is responsible for laying the founda
tions of the great architectural heights reached by that pro
vince during the subsequent periods. 
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In the Deccan, the four centuries beginning with the thir9 
witnessed great changes from · the decline and end of ·the 
.sa.tavabana empire, the period of the Vakat;akas and Kalachuris 
and Kadambas, and finally the rise of the ~halukyas. 

Archaeologically the age of the great· Buddhist caves of the 
.ffinayana School was over, and the coming in of the· Mahayana 
doctrines ushered many changes in the existing caves, piuti
cularly the introduction of Buddha and Tam ·figures in relief. 
The idea that, apart from rock-cut caves, very few actual r"e
mains have survived in the Deccan has so far been responsible 
for the want of proper investigations in the subject. In. the 
Nizam's Dominions, the recent excavations a·t places like 
Kondapur in the Bidar District and at Paithan on the Godavari, 
and the caves at Bhokardhan · (ancient Bhogavardhana) in the ; 
Aurangabad District, have brought out abundant material for '~ 
the study of the 5atavahana and later periods in the Deccan. 
The upper Godavari and Krish~ valleys. have yet to be 
systematically surveyed for remains of the 5atavahana empire .. 
At Kolhapur the old Brahmapuri site on' the banks of the. river 
Panchganga has yielded structural remains, ·which show: that 
the peculiar system of having a foundation of hard layers of 
beaten ciay below the brick layers was in vogue in the South 
as well as in the North in the 3rd century A.D. The site o.f old 

. Belgaum near Vadgaon Madhavpur has· corroborated the same 
observation. Excavatipns at the .. sites of Chandravalli and 
Brahmagiri in the Chitaldrug District of the My~ore State have 
also yielded remains of the 8atavahana and Kadamba periods. 
Halsi (ancient PaHisika) in the Belgaum District and Vanavasi 
(ancient Vaijayanti) in the Kanara District; the two capitals 
of the Kadambas, particularly the latter, have some mounds 
which deser\Te to be excavated.· On the whole, considerable work 
is needed to establish the proper sequence of material cultures · 
in the Deccan. 

The Andhra country, particularly the KrishtUi valley com-
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.pnsmg the modern Districts of Guntur and Krishna, was the 
seat of the prosperous kingdom of the Ikshvakus in the 
beginning of the third century A.D. and the pious kings and 
their queens and other relatives have left ample vestiges of their 
zeal all over the lower Kpsfu}.a basin. -Amaravati and Nagar
jilltikonda (ancient $riparvata) were their principal centres, the 
sculptured marble reliefs from which have given. us such a 
comprehensive idea of their religion, art and culture. The soft 
pink marble of the Eastern Ghats on the Palnad tract seems to 
have provided the Ikshviiku artists with an ideal medium for 
their work which was unavailable anywhere else in the 
peninsula. Among sites which have yielded their relics (m<?stly 
Buddhist ,monuments) and which are still awaiting system'atic 
work are Goli and Rentala in Palanad, Chebrolu south of 
Guntur, Jagayyapetta, Ghantapalle and Bhattiprolu in the 
Krishva delta, Ramireddipalli (or Gummadidurru) and Alluru 
on the right bank of the Krishva. Chezarla near Narasaraopet, 
Guntur District, is another site which has a rare type of apsidal 
temple later converted into a Saiva temple. The site ·of Pithii
puram in the Godavari basin, along with other places like 
Kottura and Eral}<;lapalla, 'Devariishtra and Veligi. also in the 
Andhra country, is yet to be explored for relics of the period. 
Except the Buddhist ~tablishments . at $ankaram, Rama
tirtham and S.alihundam, all in the Vizagapatam District, th.e 
important maritime province anciently known as Kaliliga has 
been very inadequately surveyed for ancient remains, ;:nd even 
the sites of the capitals of the various minor dynasties of the 
period, such as Vishvukuv<;lins, Eastern Gatigas, etc. have not 
been determined. 

In the extreme south of the country, the land ot the 
Tamils, the city of Kanchi or Conjeevaram in the Chingleput 
District has maintained its predominance throughout the histori
cal period and was the capital of the Pallavas, the first of the 
historic dynasties of the South. There are mounds known as 
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Pallavamedu, likely to date back to the middle Pallava period, 
which is also the period of the well-known· Kailasanatha and 
Vaikuv.thaperumal temples at Conjeevaram, as also of the seven 
Pagoda ·monuments. The vast programme of t.emple building 
in the Chola and later periods has h,ardly left any vestiges of 
th.e earlier period in the interior, but the marts on the sea-coast. 
like Arikamedu near fondicherry and Korkai in Tinnevelly 
District, which . had commercial intercourse with _the Roman 
~mpire, yield antiquities of the second and third century A.D. 

Systematic investigation of these sites is at present in progress 
and it is likely that the synchronism offered by dateable anti
quities of the Imperial Roman period will enable archreologists 
to lay out a sequence of material cultures in the. South, by a 
.comparitive study of the results in different sites. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that the Gupta period 
represents the . climax and culmination of the native Indian 
genius in all spheres of intellectual activity found throughout 
the length and breadth of this land. If the period of the 
Mauryan empire showed a remarkable ele•:-ation of the Indian 
mind, it was under the stimulus of a strong central direCtion; 
but in the Gupta epoch, it was a spontaneous exuberance which 
~rmeated every field and filled the entire sub-continent, spread
ing out in other lands beyond the seas. 



CHAPTER XXII 

FINE ARTS 

In the present chapter, we shall take a survey of Fine 
Arts from c. 200 to 650 A.D. This period falls into two con- . 
venient divisions, pre-Gupta, 200 to '320, and Gupta, 320-650. 

In northern India during the pre-Gupta period, the artistic 
activity may no doubt have continued along the old lines at 
famous centres like Mathura and Peshawar, but outstanding 
specimens have not been preserved. It should also be remem
bered that the unsettled political condition in the Punjab and 
the United Provinces, consequent upon the break-up of the 
Kush~a empire and the emergence of a number of small states 
(as described before in Chaps. I and II), was hardly favourable 
for· progress in art. Pre-Gupta art can therefore be studied. 
only in South India. 

I. SOUTH INDIAN ART, C. 20~350 A.D. 

I. SCULPTURE 

South IJ1dia has left a number of important and interesting· 
monuments of art at several centres like Amaravati; Nagarjuni: 
konda, Ghantasala, Gummadidurru and Goli. The continua
tion of the satavahana art·, which was closely akin to the 
Saka-I~ushaJ;Ia art, can be seen at Amaravati (Pl. IV, I), where 
we see the last phase of its activity early in the 3rd century .. 
The ·human figures sculptured at this time are a little more· 
attenuated than those of the preceding period, but they have 
a beauty of their own. Long and lovely yajiioPa'Vitas in pearls~ 
the liot; head motif in the crown, and makari design for the 
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coiffur~ of women are some of the innovations of this period 
· worth mentioning here. The art of Chutukula $atakaq1is of 
Vaijayantipura afso belongs to this period, but a' sculptured 
N:O.ga; is its only spe~imen handed down to us. . 

. . We shall· now proceed to consider the religious monument's 
at Nagarjunikonda, · Ghantasala, Gum!lladidurru and Goli.' 
T.Jtese we7;e mostly built under the patronage of the. kings and 
queens of the Ikshvaku house to whom' belongs the ci:edit of 
keeping the torch of art alive in the Kpsh~.valley during this 
dark period. The sculptUrti at the above places, which naturally 
continues the tradition of the earlier Amaravati school, shows 
considerable merit and vigour 0 

The SttlPa-casing slabs are richly carved. The· Buddha is 
represented sometimes in human form and sometimes as a 
symbol-a flaming pillar surmounted by a wheel and. tristlla. 
In the human form he is often shown seated with legs hanging 
down and resting ~n a foot~stool as in the later Gupta-Vakataka 
SculptUres at Ajanta. Scenes from the life of the. Buddha like 
Renunciation (Pl. IV, 2) and Enlightenment, Birth and Temp
tation are freely depicted in a style closely similar to that at
Amaravati. The Jataka stories also supply many of the themes, 
the Chhad~anta Jataka being depicted at, some length in the 
carvings from Goli. The story of Nanda and Janapadakalyal}i; 
which was a popular theme both in Matliura and the Kpsh~a 
valley, is most effectively rendered at Nagarjunikonda. The 
story of the Sasa Jataka found at Amaravati is repeated at this 
place and Goli. While the full :flush of power of M-iindhiita 
is usually emphasised in sculptures from all these places, it is 
the fall of the emperor and his repentance which are selected 
for special treatment at Nagarjunikonda. Sometimes the 
art of this famous centre reveals closer parallels with that of 
Mathura. The visit of Indra to the Buddha at the Indasela-

' These places are situa~ed in the Guntur and Krishna districts. 
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guha, a favourite theme in Kushal;la sculpture, is beautifully 
portrayed at Nagarjunikonda. The visit of Ajata5atru to the 
Buddha found at Bharhut is also depicted at Amaravatl and 
repeated carefully at Nagarjunikonda. As sculptures worthy 
of special mention we may refer to the lovely scene of tempta
tion from Ghantasala, the finely proportioned flying figures 
over stii.Pas from &mmadidurru, the magnificent panels 
depicting Vessantara's story at Goli, and the boy pulling a toy
horse on wheels, mithuna figures between the panels and the 
Yakshi figures at the end of the long rows of panels at Nagar
junikonda. 

The Northern dress of a Scythian soldier wearing a coat 
and trousers at Nagarjunikonda (Pl. V, I) shows some realistic 
influences from outside. Surprisingly, the bolt in the hand of 
the god Vajrapfu;li, which has three prongs at both ends in 
Amariivati, is at Nagarjunikonda similar to the weapon in 
Gandhara sculpture, where its ends are fiat. 

A comparative study shows that some of the motifs were 
particularly popular. 'l'he figure of the dwarf with the head 
on stomach is one among them. It occurs not only at Amara
vati and Ghantasala during the 3rd century, but recurs later in 
the Gupta-Vakiitaka sculptures and at Ajanta. Not only did 
this motif migrate from . the south through the Vakataka realm 
to the home provinces of the Gupta empire, as we find it 
occurring at Sarnath, but it also crossed the seas and found a 
place among the lovely carvings in Java. 

2. ARCHITECTURE 

The architectural activity in the KrishJ;W. valley for the 
pre-Gupta period is mainly Buddhist and centres round the 
Stupa; naturally its earlier fortn at Amaravati served as the 
model. 'The Stupa of the south, like that in the north, stood 
on a plntform reached by a flight of steps. The plan of the 
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solid stupas in the Kpsh1;1ii valley ·shows two circular- walls, 
one at the hub and the other at the outer end, the space between 

n .th~- two behig'.partHioned ·by·. spok'e~like '\Valfs'Ii.nd the ··space'·. 
interv~ning between the walls being filled up with mud. The 
OUter C~>Sirtg of the drum consisted of richly carved marble 
slabs. ·The hemispherical top of the drum was decorated with 
lime and- mortar work. The four rectangular projections, one 
at each cardrnal point, supported a row of five free-standing. 
pillars labelled in the inscriptions on them as Ayakakhambas 
(Aryakastambhci, Le. a pillar for worship). The ayaka pillars 
together with the ayaka 'platforms on which they stood and the 
simple gateways guarded by lions are special features of the 
stupas in the An.dhra country· not found elsewhere.· The 
pradakshitJaPatha b~tween the stupa and the outer railing was 
approached by steps near the gateways ; the first being semi
circular was known as the 'moon stCine' and decorate~ with 
bands of animals and creeper designs executed in a lovely 
manner. The 'moon stones', at the lower end of the staircase 
becomes a regular feature of Gupta stuPas in Ceylon and are 
also found in the temple at Deogarh. 

The Chaitya remains at Nagarjunikohda 'show that its plan 
was apsidal, the remote end towards the apse having a small 
votive stupa for worship. The approach to the chaityas was, 
as in the case of large stuP4S, by a flight of steps starting with 
a 'moon-stone'. These later structural chaityas are not 
different in plan and form from the earlier rock-out ones in 
Karli and other caves in W.t~stern India. . . 

The V ihiiras or monasteries for the residence of monks 
were composed of a number of' cells a-rranged, as usual, around 
a rectangular courtyard. The foundations of such monasteries 
have been laid bare in excavations at Nagarjunikonda, showing 
that the approach to the cells a.nd · some of the entrances was 
by small steps with 'moon-ston'es' and low flanking makara 
balustrades -': .. , _ __.,, 
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At Nagarjunikonda, there are many pillars in rows which 
have now fallen down, but once formed part of a halt This is 
an example of one of the earliest halls in south India, later 
associated ~ith temples, sometimes having as many as a thousand 
pillars. 

II. ART IN THE GUPTA PERIOD. 

The glories of the Gupta age proper (c. 350-650 A.D.) have 
been made permanent through the visible creations of its art. 
The age witnessed an unprecedented artistic activity all over 
India and synchronised with the growth and perfection of the 
most beautiful art definitions. Different forms of art, e.g., 

. scu.lpture, painting and terracotta, attained a maturity, balance 
and naturalness of expression that have for ~ver remained un
excelled. Some of our most beautiful monuments representing 
the very acme of India's artistic achievement, among which 
the immortal Ajanta frescoes take precedence, are a cultural 
heritage of the Gupta period. 

This all-embracing artistic activity covered almost the whole 
country. Famous provincial centres like Mathura, Benares 
and Patna, besides many new ones, became the seats of the new 
intellectual and spiritual movement, and the economic pros
perity of the age gave a refreshing outlook on life. . Under 
ideal conditions of society and state art and culture flourished 
as never before. Owing to close alliance between art and life 
many details of Gupta life can be gathered from the objects 
of contemporary art, which appear like so many lovely docu
ments of culturP. 

1. ScULPTURE. 

Sculpture has ,contributed most to the high esteem in: which 
the Gupta art is held. Under the stroke of the master's chisel 
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the stone became malleable, as it were, and was transformed 
into figures of permanent beauty . and grace. The success of 
Gupta sculpture lies in its balanced synthesis between the 
Qbtruding ·sensuality of the Kush~a figures and the synibolic 
abstractio,n · of the early mediaeval work. The aggressive 
beauty, as seen in the figures on Mathura rail pillars, is no 
longer in accord with the spirit of the Gupta age ; its sensu-

.. ousness is restrained by a conscious moral sense. Nudity as
a rule is eliminated in Gupta art. The effect of the diaphanous 
drapery in Kusha1,1a art is to reveal the charm of .the flesh ; 
the Gupta artist on the other hand employs drapery to con~eal 
those very charms. _ _ 

The synthesis of the external form with the inner spirit is 
nowhere better illustrated than in Buddha images of this period. 
The three. most outstanding examples are the seated Buddha 
image fren;t Sarnath (Pl. VI), the inscribed image of the stand
ing Buddha in the Mathura Museum, No. A. 5 (Pl. V, 2), and 
the colossal copper statue of Buddha (about 7}~ feet high) from 
Sitltanganj, now in the Birmingham Museum (Pl.. V, 3): The 
:spiritual expres5ion, the tranquil smile and the ~erene contem
plative mood of the Sarnath Buddha posed on .a diamond seat 
in the attitude of preaching. show us the highest triumph of 
Indian art~an attempt to visualise the superman endowed with 
the highest wisdom ( anuttarajnana), detached and austere in 
his discipline, but radiating an aimost divine influence. The. 
other two Bl1ddha images referred to above are also characterised 
by similar artistic qualities: 

We ~otice some innovations in the Gupta age with 
reference to the Buddha statue. Usually it has beautiful curly 
hair ; the Kush:a1,1a Buddha type with a shaven head makes its 

• appearance but once in the Gupta age at Mankuwar (near 
. Allahabad). It was obviously rejected ~s it did ~ot- satisfy 
the aesthetiC instinct of the . age. A second feature_ consisted 
in bands of graceful ornamentation oQLdifferent kinds introduced 

' • ~- > ~ 1~ .~ •• 
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in the halo of the Buddha figure, 1 which in the previons age 
was almost plain. Transparent drapery, plain or with folds, 
tlea:rly ·revealing the formr·was,·intreduced .by .the .Gupta.,artist. 
Several Buddha images have webbed fingers (jiiliingulikara) ; 
they also show a larger variety of mudriis (hand poses). 

The Buddha image in the Gupta school provides important 
testimony as regards the freshness and vitality of that art. As 
Smith remarks in connection with the Samath figure, the Gupta 
Buddha is "absolutely independent of the Gandhlira school,2 

; 

it reveals the fullest fruition of the original Indian genius in 
carving out a figure in perfect harmony with its spiritual con
ceptions. Even the Gandhaian Buddhas, in stucco and clay, 
of this period are profoundly Indianised and hardly show any 
foreign influence. The inspiraton characterising the Gupta 
Buddha figure travelled to Greater India, towards the east and 
the north, where it is palpable as a living force in innumerabk 
images of the succeeding centuries. 

We have seen already in Chap. XIX how there was a 

remarkable revival of 'Hinduism in the Gupta period and it is. 
naturally reflected in its sculpture. Saivism and Vaishv.avism 
were equally popular, and the sculptures and temples of the 
age confirm this conclusion. Some of the most beautiful Siva 
images, like the Sivalii:tga from Khoh (Pl. VII, r) belong to 
the Gupta period. Both the Linga form and the anthromorphic 
image of Siva existed in the Kusha:1,1a period, but their com
bination as evolved in Ekamukhi and Chaturmukhi Sivalinga 
was a characteristic feature of Gupta iconography. The 
Ardhanarisvara form of Siva, which represents a synthesis 
between the eternal pair of opposites by presenting the deity 

' The h~lo on the 1\IIathlira Buddha with its foliated scroll, rosettes. 
geese designs, etc. imitates the full blown lotus and reminds us of 
Raghu, IV, v. 5, where Kiilidiisa compares the halo of Raghu with a 
full blown lotus parasol (padmlitabatra). 

I HFA, p. 170. . 
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as half-male and half-female, was rendered by the artists of 
our age with masterly skill. 

The sculptures of this period give ample evidence to the 
growing popul!J.rity of the worship of Vishl}.u and his different 
incarnations. Perhaps the best qualities of the Gupta plastic; 
art find expression in the superb example of Vishvu from 
l\tlathura (Pl. VII, 2) with its :face revealing a celestial con
tentment and serene spiritual contemplation, similar to that of 
the seated Buddha image in the Sarnath museum,. For the 
first time Gupta statuary begins to show the images of the 
cosmic form of Vishl}.u combining a human head with those 
of a boar and a lion. These are images of Nrisimha-Varaha 
Vishl}.u (M.M. 2525, n: 28). A different form of the cosmic 
aspect (Vi§-uarupa) of Vishl}.u in this period is that in which 
the central human· figure is surrounded by a number of radiat
ing heads, .e,g., the eight armed figure on the great, architrave 
from Garhwa1 (also on a recently found relief from Mathura). 

The attributes of Vishl}.U, sankha, chakr~ etc., appeared in 
their natural form in Kushava figures,· but in Gupta images 
they are often personified as iiyudha~purushas. These figures 
are generally dwarfish as compared with the tall stature of the 
main figure. This agrees with Kalidasa's reference to the 
attendant figures of Viimanas ·or 'short-statured persons' ; he 
also says that each personified attendant was marked .with its 
respective symbol (Raghu, X, v. 6o). 

The great Varaha image at Udayagiri (c. 400 ·A.D.) has 
been rightly regarded as a monument to the genius of the 
Gupta sculptors. Its volume and powerful execution furnish 
a happy contrast to the scenes of lesser dimensions forming the 
background. The two flanking scenes also are of unusual 
significance, representing the birth of the twin rivers Gatiga 
and Yamuna, their confluence at Prayaga and the final merging 

1 ASC. X, 13, Pl. VII, c. 

'· 
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of the combined waters into. the ocean (cf. Raghu, XIII, v. s8). 
The whole sc~e is permeated with a lyrical feeling, and pro
bably conveys' an ideal representation of the Middle Country 
or the Madhyade5a, which was the heart of the wide culture
empire built in this age. Its symbols were the. two river 
goddesses Ganga and Yam una standing on their respective 
vehicles, the crocodile and the tortoise. It is only in Gupta 
art, as in the literature of this period, that the two rivers make 
their appearance for the first time in the scheme· of temple 
architecture, and we cannot but infer that Kalidasa, making 
a pointed reference to them as attendants of the deity, is 
referring to a principal feature of contemporary art (cf. Kumii.
rasambhav.a, VII, v. 42). 

The epigraphic evidence from this period shows that the 
sun worship was fairly popular. The images of the sohir deity 
show that the sun-god was clad in the northern dress, wearing 
coats and trousers attd long buskined boots. This fomt of the 
deity is found right from Afghanistan' to Mathura and Madhya
desa, and seems to have been adopted as the popular represen
tation of this god. He is also shown as accompanied by his 
twq attendants, DaJf4a and Pitigala. 

Owing to the continuous progress made during the pre
ceding few centuries, Gupta· sculptors found themselves in 
possession of well-defined conventions and iconographic canons. 
With this heritage of well-understood forms of art the 
artists handled the complicated legends and myths of the 
many incarnations of Vishlfu and Siva with an easy mastery. 
One is impressed with the genuine simplicity in which grand 
mythi.cal conceptions of religious and metaphysical import are 
visualised by the engraver. The sculpturar representations of 
the epic stories from the Rama and KpshJfa cycles are delineated 

. with effective success in the Deogarh temple belonging to this 
epoch. Here we find the details of the KrishJfa legend com
pletely developed, and· a few of the many pands bear scenes 
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of KrishQ.a's childhood exploits-his surreptitous transfer to 
Gokula, his kicking the milk-cart on which pots of .milk have 
toppled over, and his seizing the demon Kamsa by the hair. 
On another beautiful panel we :find a homely scene snowing 
KrishQ.a,. RukmiQ.i and Sudama. J'he emaciated BrahmaQ.a is 
leaning on his crooked staff and in front of him stands Krish1;1a, · 
.an elegant figure with the effect of his dignity heightened by_ 
the very elaborate and gorgeous coiffure spreading round his 
head, with the'lacly RukmiQ.i by his side steeped in astonish
ment at the measureless bounty~ of her husband· in fulfilling 
the wishes of his friend. The iconogr:aphic wealth of this 
period is further illustrated in the scenes from the Riimaya1Ja 
which once adorned the plinth of this temple. The redemption 
of Ahalyii, tlie departure of Rama, LakshmaQ.a and. Sita to the 
forest, their visit to the hermitage of the sage Agastya and the 
mutilation of SurpalJakha by Lakshmacya are some of. the major 
episodes preserved in· these· panel-reliefs. Gajendramoksha, 
Vishv.u reclining on Ananta (Pl. VIII, r), and Nar~ and 
NarayaQ.a in their Himalayan hermitage (Pl. VIII, 2), sculp
tured in the Deogarh temple, rank among the best specimens 
of Hindu sculpture. 

The art critic can discern the full-fledged Gupta inspiration 
in the Hindu sculptures of the Deccan as well. .This is parti-

. cularly true of the beautiful sculptures in the caves at Mogul
rajpura and Undavalli. 'the carvings at the. latter place treat 
of a number of themes from Hindu mythology like Variiha 
raising the earth, Trivikrama taking three paces, VishQ.U 
rescuing Gajendra, Krishna lifting Govardhana, etc., all of which 
show unmistakable Gupt~ inspiration. 

The sculpture of this period is also rich in charming 
ornamental designs. On a door~jamb from Garhwa we find 
the Kalpalatii motif treated in a very artistic style (Pl. IX-, r). 
The whole scroll, which is deeply sunk and very clearly and_ 
carefully carved, is one of the most pleasing and graceful · 
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specimens of Indian architectural ornament. 1 The foliated 
scroll is a special trait of Gupta art and the artists must have 
unde{gone prolonged and rigorous training in order to attain 
their admirable skill. In ·literary descriptions we find several 
names for this kind of work, viz., patralata, patratiguli, patra
bhanga-mchanii, anekabhangaku[ila-Patriivali, etc. The curves 
and twists with an increasingly deep relief finally reached a 
logical sequence in the almost perforated work on the screens 
and reliefs of medieval temples (c. IIth-r2th century) as seen 
in Chandella art and the Dilwara m~rhle temples. 

2. ARCHITECTURE. 

The wave of creative enthusiasm and the intensely religious 
purpose behind it that swept the country at this time are seen 
at their best in the architectural activity of the period which 
produced the Brahmanical temple. "In the art of building two 
progressive movements of fundamental significance are discern
ible, one relating to its aesthetic character, and the other to 
structural procedure. The former marks the begetting of a new 
sensibility, a change from the mere imitative to the infinitely 
creative, from the servile copying of meaningless forms expres
sive of undeveloped mind and 1,1nskilled forces, to a reasoned 
application of the first principles of architectural compositions. 
The latter records the use for the first time of dressed stone 
masonry, a pronounced step in the technique of building con
struction, the introduction of which· placed a n~w power in the 
hands of the workman. It was when the art was in such a 
formative· state that there emerged the earliest known concep
tion of the Hindu 'house of god'. And with the appearance 

1 This motif of the narldiiSiikhii (the girls springing from the Wi5h· 
fulfilling lilies) is as old as the Jatakas, (Mahiiva~ija JM, JV, 3521. 
Riimiiya1;1a (Kishkindhyli, v. 43, 48) and Mahiibhiirala (Bhishma, VII, 
v. 9). Cf. also A,s-rawala in ']ISOA. 1943, pp. l-8. 
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o£ this type of building, architecture composed of stone masonry 
made its beginning." 1 

The chief surviving temples of the Gupta -age are the 
following :-

1. Vish1;1u temple at Tigawa in Jubbulpore district. 
2. Siva temple at Bhuinara in Nagod State. 
3· Parvati temple at Nachna-Kuthara in Ajaigarh State. 
4-5. Buddhist shrines at Sanchi and Bodhgaya. 
6. The Dasavatara temple at Deogarh. 
7. A ternple in a ntined state but of great merit, f<:mnd at 

, Dah Parbatia on the banks of the Brahmaputra in 
Darrimg district of Assam., 

8. A temple of Siva at Khoh in Nagod State (the beautiful 
Ekamukhi Li1iga and a mass of sculpture shoWing 
lively gatws from this temple are now· deposited in 
the Allahabad Museum). 

Besides these we have temples made· entirely of brick, 
numerous examples of which have been found from Bhitargaon 
in Cawnpore district to Paharpur in Bengal and Sirpur in C. P. 
Of these, the temple at Bhitargaon, .conceived from top to bottom 
in terms of terracotta and brick, is particularly worth mention
ing ; it is bea,utified with several courses of ·well-preserved 
friezes ari~ moulded b1:icks with designs exceedingly varied and 
beautiful. The temple Juis a pyramidal. roof and its walls were 
.decorated on the outside with terracotta panels, depicting scenes 
from Hindu mythology. , Architecturally, the temple is im
portant as possessing the earliest true arch found in India. 

Let us now revert to the Brahamanical stone temples of the 
age. They are the earliest known Hirtdu shrines in stone ~nd 
naturally show the- early phases and features of stone temple 
:architecture. They were small and unimposing structures with 

' P~ Brown; Ind. A1·chit., Buddhist & Hindu, p. 54 
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a square sanctuary, about 10 feet in dimensions, and a portico 
of still smaller proportions. Obviously they were rather shrines 
for images, than places for congregations of the worshippers. 
The roof was usually flat and the stone masonry was finely 
dressed and held together without any kind of mortar. Gupta 
Hindu shrines therefore present a marked contrast to the 
later Hindu temples with high sikha.ras (pinnacles) and exten
sive matz-4aPas (halls). A transition to the later style had 
however begun towards the end of our period and can be seen 
in the Dasavatara temple at Deogarh, which had originally a 
sikhara. of about 40 feet : its stones were secured together by 
dowels and its four porches afforded relatively more space for 
the worshippers to congregate. 

The sanctum of this temple stood on a raised plinth, 
occupying the central square of the open terrace. It had a 
plain interior, but its doorway was exquisitely carved and 
decorated, the jambs showing the figures of Ganga and Yamuna 
carved 011 them (Pl. IX, 2). This was a typically Gupta feature 
and it is possible that the two river goddesses occupying the 
upper corners of the door-jambs were derived from the early 
siilabhaiijikii figures which once festooned the architraves of 
the Buddhist toratz,as. 

In front of the richly carved doorway was usually a shallow 
porch, which ip. later Gupta examples developed into a pillared 
portico, and later still into a full-fledged mukhama;;t4apa. 
Among other specific features should be mentioned the shape 
of the pillars and their capitals of the purtz,a-kalasa d~sign, the 
system: of rendering the architrave of the doorway as a string 
course running round the entire building, and courses of fine 
chaitya window or more properly gavaksha-viitiiyana patterns. 
containing round medallions with figures of gods and goddesses 
or peeping male or female busts. 

Most of these features are seen at their best in the beautiful 
Dasavatara temple at Deogarh. As observed by Percy Brown, 
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when complete, this building was unquestionably one of rare 
merit in the correct ordering of its part, all alike serving the 
purpose of practi~al utility, yet imbued with supreme artistic 
fe_eling. Few monuments can show such a high level of work
manship combined with ripeness and rich refinement in its 
sculptural eff~ct as the Gupta temple at Deogarh. ' 

The doorway leading to the sanctum was the- chief centre 
of attraction in a Gupta temple, serving as an elegant outer 
f~aine 'to. set off the image installed in th~ cella. Looking in . 
detail it was marked by the following decorative features :,-

A projecting image in the centre of the lintel ( dviira-lalata-
. bimba), attendant figures (pratihiiri) occupying the ·tower one
fourth portion of the height of tlie jambs, auspicious birds on 
wings (miiitgalya vihaga) usually flying geese, auspicious tree 
more or less· stylised (§ri'l!riksha), sv.astika, full vase or the pot 
and foliage design (Pfi,n;a-ghata), amorous couples (mithuna), 
foliated scrolls (patra-valli), and dwarfish figures (Pramathas). 
All these -motifs. occur on the Deogarh door-frame except the 
lucky birds which adorn the door-jambs of the Dah Parbatia 
temple in Assam. Another typical feature of decoration con
sisted in the two auspicious · s:ymbols, conch and lotus; being 
either carved or painted on door jambs (cf. the reference in 
Meghaduta, II, v. 17: dV.iiroPiinte likhita-vapushau sankha
padmau cha drish(vii). These two symbols with rising 
arabasque designs are seen in the jambs of the beautifully 
framed panels on the three outer walls at Deogarh. 

The style of such panels or images in exterior wall niches 
(rathika-bimba) ·continued as a common feature into · the 
mediaeval period. Originally it appears to be an adaptation 
from a stuPa having projecting Buddha figures in the -four 
directions. Two other structural features point to the relation
ship of the temple with Buddhist stuPas, firstly, the high square 
platform corresponding to the terraces ( medhi) with a stairway 
(sop,);~.; in the centre of each side, and secondly, four small 
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temples or sanctuaries at the four corners (cf. Divyavadiina, 
pp. 243-44). Many earlier Indian stii-Pas, such as those of Bhallar 
(Taxila) and Mirpur Khas (Sind) or at N agarjunikonda in the 
Krishna valley, stand on a single square or rectangular platform 
with axial approaches on one or four sides. 1 

South India has handed down to us very few structures 
of the Gupta period. Among these, the Kapotesvara temple 
at Chezarla, built by the Ananda kings .of the 4th century, is 
the most interesting. It is. the earliest known Hindu temple • with an apsidal plan, similar to the Buddhist chaityas at Karli 
or Nagarjunikonda. The facade of the vin~iina is shaped like 
a huge chaitya and the back top is curvilinear on an apsidal 
plan. The Durga temple at Aihole (c. 6th century A.D.) and 
the V:1ish:~;tava temple at Ter, which are both apsidal, seem to 
have been inspired by this earlier model. 

Let us now turn to Buddhist structural buildings. StuPas, 
chapels and monasteries have been found at Jaulian, Char
sadda and other ancient sites near Pushkalavati. At Mohra 
Maradu an assembly hall, refectory, kitchen, store room, bath 
room and latrine, associated with a religious establishment, 
indicate the luxurious mode of life of the monk-residents. The 
Sarnath excavations have unearthed the remnants of a Buddha 
temple and a number of monasteries. The latter usually, con
sisted of a number of rooms round a court-yard, sometimes 
having chapels of their own. 

One of the two stupas at Jariisandha-kii-Baithak in Rajgir 
and the Dhamekh stuPa at Sarnath belong to the end of our 
period. The latter one is 128 feet in height and has four niches 
at the four cardinal points for Buddha images. The scroll 
work on this stupa has evoked just praise and the structure is 
also remarkable for the variety of geometric patterns with 
which part of its area has been covered. 

'HilA. p. 205. 
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N arasithha-gupta Baladitya had built a magnificent brick 
temple of the Buddha at Nalanda. It was 300 feet in height 
and evoked admiration of the Chinese travellers who later 
visited the University town. This majestic structure has 
entirely disappeared ; archaeolocial excavations have unearthed 
only its massive basement. The temple was probably similar 
to the well~known Buddha teniple at Bodhgaya. 

We now proceed to sun;ey the cave architecture of the age. 
Excavation of caves (letJa, skt. layana) was quite well-known 
in northern India aud Deccan from c. 250 B.C., but was prac
Vcally unknown to the extreme . south till the 6th century. 1 

The main cave structures 'of our period belong to Ajanta and 
the Andhra country. 

Both Chaitya and Viham caves2 continued to be excavated 
-at Ajanta during our period. Among these, the vihiira caves 

Nos. XVI and XVII, excavated in the last quarter of the 
sth century by a minister and a feudatory of· the Vakataka king 
Harishe1Ja,3 and the chaitya cave No. XIX, finished a little 
laterJ are the most important. From the artistic and architec
tural points of view these are magnificent monuments and no 
visitor can easily forget the grand impression produced upon 
his mind by their architecture, sculpture and paintings. They 
-are undoubtedly among the best ··artistic monuments of the 
·Gupta age and will therefore be briefly described here.. . 

The chaitya cave No. XIX, like its earlier precursors, 
·consists of a nave separated from aisles by a row of pillars,· but 

1 Ring Mahendravarman proudly describes his cave temples, which 
; were. an innovation in the south, as built without bricks, timber, mortar 

:and metal, anishtakam, asudham, alauham, admmam, nirmiipitam 
·(Mandag~pattu Inscription). 

2 The Chaitya cave is a cave temple· enshrining a stiipa or Buddha 
image as the central object of worship. The • Vihiim cave is primarily 
a monastery for the residence of monks; sometimes it also has a small 
chapel. · 

• I:Q.scriptions on their walls give the names of the donors and the 
ruling king. 
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it also shows many new features. In the earlier chaitya caves. 
considerable us'e had been made of wood for the purpose of com
pleting the facade ; here it has been discarded altogether. The· 
rail ornament also disappears from the facade and is replaced 
by a double row of cornice decorated with chaitya window 
motifs. The entrance is flat-roofed, supported by four pillars. 
with a huge •chaitya window above it separated by the cornice· 
(Pl. X). The aisle pillars inside have fluted columns with pot . 
and foliage capitals. But the most striking new feature of the 
chaitya is its zeal for the Buddha figure. In the earlier chaityas· 
at Karli and Nasik, the Blessed One is nowhere to be seen in 
the human form ; at Ajanta he can be seen in the human form 
at the facade, in the frieze of niches above the bracke_ts, and 
carved on the monolithic stuPa inside, which was the main 
object of worship. It was the new· Mahayana belief which had 
brought about this transformation. The rock-cut stiiPa of this 
chaitya consists of a high cylindrical drum, decorated with 
standing or seated Buddha figures between pilasters crowned 
by graceful makara arches. The drum supports the globular 
dome, with the usual pavilion (harmika), and a series of three 
umbrellas (tri-chhatra) one above the other. 

The 'Vihiira cave Nos. XVI and XVII are justly famous for 
-· their paintings, which will be discussed a little later ; they are 

however equally interesting for their architecture. The cave 
No. XVI is a twenty pillared cave, 65 feet square, having six 
residential cells for the monks on either side, two at either· 
end of the verandah and two at the back. Between these two 
cells there is a rectangular sanctuary with a large figure of the 
Buddha, seated in pralambapada posture, i.e., feet hanging 
down. The beauty of the pillars is as remarkable as their 
variety, no two pillars being exactly alike. The general 
harmony of design and form, however, prevents variety from 
being obtrusive. The cave No. XVII is almost similar to 
cave No. XVI. It was long known as the Zodiac cave on 
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account of the 'Wheel of Life' ( bhiivachakra) painted on the 
walls of its verandah. On account of the famous fresco paint
ings, these caves produce an effect -which can be better 
experienced than described. All the walls were once covered 
with painted scenes from the life of the Buddha or the Jatakas 
and the roof and the pillars beautified by arabesque and 
ornamental designs in bold outlines and pleasing colours. 

The caves at Mogulrajapuram, Undavalli and Akkannama
danna, excavated under the Vishl}ukuvc;lins, belong' to the 
Gupta period. It is interesting to note that their plan is 
modelled on that of the Udayagiri caves in Central India, and 
not on that prevailing nearer home at Guntupalli near Bezwada. 
The architecture of these caves is simple. The facades at 
Mogulrajapuram show two pillars in the centre, two pilasters, 
one on either side, and a Dviirapiilaka at each end beside the two 
pilasters. The pillars and pilasters are simple and massive, 
being square in section at the base and the top and octagonal 
in the central part. The corbels are rounded at either end, 
and judging from the less weathered ories, fluted. Right above 
the pillars are chaitya windows with heads introduced in them. 
The floral design flanking the chaitya windows with the .head 
on top is the precursor of similar pattern on Pallava chaitya 
windows. · Above this is sometimes a row of ani~als spiritedly 
carved. On entry the cave presents a verandah with or with
out an additional row of pillars beyond which is a single cell 
or triple cells forming the sanctuary. The Undavalli caves have 
similar architectural features, but are three-storied. 

\Ve must also make a passing reference to the Brahmanical 
'Cave temple at Udayagiri, near Bhopal, having an inscription, 
dated 401 A.D. and referring to the reig~ of Chandra-gupta II. 
It is thus the earliest dated Hindu temple known so far. The 
shrine 'is partly rock-cut and partly stone-built, as a shallow 
pillared portico has been added in front .of the excavated cella. 
This style is just a transition from the pure cave shrines to the 
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structural ones. The por~ico, the carved doorway and the 
pillars with their 'Bowl of ..Plenty' capitals show the typical 
features of the Gupta style. 

3. SECULAR ARCHI'l'EC'l'URE. 

Secular buildings of our period are unfortunately not pre
served, 1 but some idea of early palaces can be formed by a 
study of their sculptural representation at Amaravati and 
Nagar.iunikonda. They were imposing structures several 
storeys high. The types of windows included the arched one 
with finial, the rectangular one and the latticed. Different 
kinds of balustrades are shown ; pilasters and polygonal pillars 
have fine capitals, some on the model of the earlier bell
shaped ones with kalasa motif at the base. The roof was 
sometimes shaped after the hood of a wagon, sometimes after a 
simple rectangular hut, and sometimes circular with a curvilinear 
top and a single tapering finial. The second type was probably 
known as the siilii and the third kutagiira. Both are known 
and described in early literary accounts of palaces. Terraces 
and balconies were sometimes open and sometimes canopied, 

· the latter being known as valabhis. There were separate . 
entrances and exits with fine arched tora~a decoration, as in 
the case of the gateways at Sanchi, which were decorated with 
fresh garlands on occasions. These entrances cut a boundary 
wall much in the same way as in some of our modern high 
class residential buildings. 

The paintings at Ajanta show that . sometimes moderate· 
sized royal pavilions were raised on four cylindrical pillars 
(ma1Jida~4ikiichatushtaya !J.Ccording to BaJ;ta), decorated with 

' It is possible, as suggested by Dr. Coomaraswamy, that the two· 
storeyed pillared hall excavated in rock at Uparkot in the Junagadh 
state, may have· been an· under-ground ·summer chamber of a palace. It 
has a bath ahached to it. · 
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. golden festoons. The royal seat was placed under the canopy 
of this audience hall, which was tastefully decorated. Halls 
of audience, both private and public (iisthiinamatt4aPas), are 
also referred to by BaJ;Ia. Literary evidence further shows that 
the palace apartments were usually decorated with paintings ; 
not only palaces but even the houses of rich citizens were 
furnished with separate picture galleries (chitrasadma) and 
concert halls ( sangitasiilii). 

4· TERRACOTTA. 

Terracottas formed another important branch of Gupta art. 
In this modest medium gifted clay modellers created things of 
real beauty and achieved a wide popular basis for their art. 
The modeller compared favourably and at a par with the 
builder, the painter and the engraver. 1 Clay figurines served 
as poor man's sculpture and contributed largely to popularise 
art and· culture. As small objects easy to reproduce mechani
cally from moulds they were capable of mass production and 
were used both for religious and secular purposes. Men and 
women, passionately fond of recreating beautiful forms, 
employed the terracotta medium with great· zeal and success. 
In their home, the drawing roo~, and the lover's bed-chamber, 
terracotta figurines showing amorous scenes or forms of 
exquisite beauty were displayed. On the exterior walls· of 
houses plaques, . depicting deities,· dwarfs and animals, or 
narrative scenes from epics and mythical stories, were fixed in 
friezes. In the temples and the stupas also, bigger plaques and 
·statues in clay were freely used. On festive occasions tetra
cotta figurines were specially in demand. At the time of 

1 Bal)abhatta skilfully compares these four branches of art. Vaisam
payana seated statesquely in a love-smitten condition is said to appear 
~s static as a pi!lar in a building, a ~gure in painting, a carved statue 
m sculpture or hke a figure modelled m clay (st.amphita iva, lik.hita iva, 
utk!n:uiiva, pnslamayaiva; Xiidambari, p. 276). 
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Rajyasri's marriage multitudes of modellers moulded clay 
figures of fishes, tortoises, crocodiles, cocoanuts, plantains and 
betel-trees. 1 Bal}a speaks also of female clay figurines holding 
auspicious fruits and technically named aiijali-kiirikii as fixed 
in the sides of the altar. 

The terracotta figures may be classified under three heads 
(a) gods and goddesses (b) male and female figures, (c) animal 
figurines and miscellaneous objects. 

Most of the Hindu deities are represented in the terracottas 
of the age ; we have figures of Vish1;1u, Kartikeya, Surya, Durga, 
Ganga and Yamuna found all over the Gangetic plain. Some 
of these, as those of Ganga and Yamuna from the terraced 
brick temple at Ahichchhatra, are almost life-size ; their baking 
must have presented a difficult technical ·problem, tackled with 
success by the .expert potters of the age. 

The group of detached male and female figures shows a 
g-reat variety of forms, including· charming representations of 
aristrocratic men and women, figures of foreigners from Persia 
and Central Asia whose influx in the population introduced 
new facial types too conspicuous to be ignored, and ordinary 
figures of attendants· of all classes as grooms and elephant
riders, jesters and dwarfs (viimanaka), etc. A scientific study 
of the physiognomy of the Sakas, Pahlavas Kushiil}as, Hft1;1as, 
and other. races entering India during the early centuries is 
needed to identify the various facial types from amongst hoards 
of terracotta figurines exposed in numerotts excavations at the 
ancient sites in north India. 

The group of heads made of fine well-baked clay originally 
belonged to smaller plaques which were completely pressed 
out of moulds. The faces, combining elegance of features 
with gorgeous coiffure/ constitute a veritable gallery for the 

1 Harshacha1·ita, tr. by Cowell and Thomas, p. 124. 
• Kalidasa often describes alaka to .Pe the mark of a beautiful face, 

the hair of Indumati being referred to as vali-bhrital}, i.e., frizzled or 
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study of beautiful types admired iti that art-inspired age. 
Hundreds of specimens hold up to our eyes even now 
the charming ideals of feminine beauty immortalised by the 
dassical· poets like Kalidasa and BaJ).a who strive so often to 
paint visions of loveliness as familiar to men and women in 

' their times. The terracotta figurines from the recent excavations 
at Rajghat {cf. Pl. XI) and Ahichchhatra,present a feast of 
beauty to the ey·: and the best female heads skilfully .finished 
appear like lyrics expressed in . clay. They are remarkable, 
firstly, for the pleasing variety .of coiffure, and secondly, for 
paintings in lines and colours still preserved on some of them. 
Traces of painting were found also on terracottas found at 
Bhita, and so painted terracottas seem to have been not un
·COmmon. The colours usually used were red, pink, yellow and 
white. 

Finally it niay ·be observed that much of the terracotta 
work of the· Gupta period is imbued with the spirit of true art 
prevailing at the time. !t can rightly be claimed for the- Gupta 
artist that he adorned. whatever he touched. The vision of 
Bal,labhatta that the four ;quarters in his age appeared· as if 
beautified 'by ~lay modelling (pustamayaiva chakiisire kakubhiih) 
seems to have been ·based on the reality of quantitative pro
·duction of works of art in clay and stucco. 

5· PAINTING. 

The art of painting reached its perfection in the Gupta age. 
T.t appears that training in painting formed a_ necessary item in 
the. cultural make-up of the Gupta citizen and that every cul
tured man and woman tried to attain excellf?nce in it during 

twisted in short crisp ringlets (Raghu, 'VIII, v. 53). Female toilet
experts (Prasadhikas) used scented powder and paste to secure the. 
effect of spiral twisting. Another style consists of hair ·comb.ed in the 
for~ of peacock's feathers, sweeping on the two sides of the central 
partmg (referred to by Kalidiisa as barha-bhara-kesa and bv Dandin as 
barhi-barhavali and Ji!ii-mayura-barhi-blz.angi-kdapasa). . · . · · 
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our age. In Sanskrit dramas and romances portrait painting. 
appears as a frequent' motif; either as a diversion for the love
sick party or as a means of uniting it to its object of love. 

The few paintings in the Bedsa caves noticed by J. Dubreuil 
have been assigned to the third century A.D. Except for them 
pre-Gupta work in painting is almost unkown. The most cele
bra~ed examples of Gupta painting are preserved in the wall 
frescos of the Ajanta caves in Hyderabad, the Bagh caves in 
Gwalior State, the Sittannavasal temple in Pnddukkottai State 
and in the rock-cut chambers at Sigiriya in Ceylon. 

Originally the majority of the caves at Ajanta were em
bellished with paintings, but now they have survived in only' 
six -viz. Nos. I, II, IX, X, XVI, XVII. Caves IX and X 
show the earliest specimens of Indian painting (c. Ist century 
B.c.), after which for about 300 years there is a gap in our 
evidence. There was a remarkable revival in the Gupta age, 
when most of the famous frescoes in caves Nos. I, II, XVI and 
XVII at Ajanta were painted. 

As regards the technique of these pictures, the surface for 
the paintings was prepared in a very simple way. Pulverised 
rock, cowdung, earth and chaff were mixed and the resultant 
composition was thoroughly pressed on the rather porous 
surface of volcanic traprock. The surface was then levelled 
with a trowel, and after it was dried, the drawings in bold 
outline were directly done by the artists in red ochre (dhiiturag,~ 
alekhana). The colours were also simple. Red ochre, yellow 
ochre, indigo, lapis lazuli, lamp black and chalk were used very 
effectively. There was no attempt at modelling, though at times 
shading was done by dotting and crosslines. High light at 
times was added on the ornaments or nose to give them pro
mmence. 

The master painters of Ajanta were in love with nature. 
The flowering trees, quietly flowing streamlets and the roaming 
denizens of the forest have received unqualified appreciation 
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from them. The elephants ancl monkeys, deer and the hare 
are represented with utmost sympathy. They are not mere 
animals to the Indian mind but part and parcel of that pattern 
of creation which the artist, the philosopher and the intelligent 
citizen, all alike learnt to understand sympathetically. 

A broad and comprehensive outlook on life inspired the· 
painters to greet the whole world as part of their repertoire. 
In the words of B3.l;labhatta the mural paintings· made manifest 
the whole universe (darsita 'Visva~apd) as it were and this epithet 
conveys most appropriately the comment of a contemporary 
critic. In the words of Rothenstein : "On the hundred walls 
and pillars of these rock-carved temples a vast 'drama moves 
before otir eyes; a drama played by princes and'sages and heroes, 
by men and women of every condition, against a marvellously 
varied scene, among forests and gardens, in courts and cities, 

. on wide plains and in deep jungles, while above the messengers 
from heaven move swiftly in the sky. From all these emanates 
a great jo~; in the surpassing radiance of the face of the world, 
in the physical nobility of men and \\·omen, in the strength and 
grace of animals and the loveliness and purity of birds and 
flowers ; and \\·oven into this fabric of material beauty we ·see 
the ordered pattern of spiritual values of universe." 

The subjects of these paintings are three-fold, relating to 
decoration, portraiture and narration. The decorative designs 
include patterns and scrolls (patriivali), . figures of animals, . 

· flm,iers and trees. Their variety, according to Griffiths, is irifinite, 
carried into smallest details so that repetition is very rare. 
Graceful figures of fabulous creatures and mythological beings, 
snch as Supan).as (with a human bust' joined to the body of a 
bird), Garuc;las, Yakshas, Gandhar\ras, Apsarasas, ·have been 
used to fill spaces. · 

_ Of the portraits the central figures are those of tl:e various 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. Incidents from the life of Gautama 
Buddha are freely painted. The great Bodhisattva PadampaQi 

-' 
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Avalokitesvara in cave I (Pl. XII) shows the highest attain
ment in the way of figure painting. \Ve may recognize it as the 
very acme of Asiatic pictorial art. The narrative scenes are 
mostly from the Jatakas, which had been already popularised 
by the sculptors. 

The paintings in cave XVI date from about soo and are 
slightly earlier than those in the cave XVII. The scene known 
as the 'Dying Princess11 in cave XVI has received unstinted 
praise from Griffiths, Burgess and Fergusson. "For pathos and 
sentiment and the unmistaken way of telling its story. this 
:picture, I consider, cannot be surpassed in the history of art. 
The Florentine could have put better drawing and the Venetian 
better colour, but neither could have thrown greater expression 
on it". In cave XVII we find a considerable amount of work 
of the narrative style still preserved, and the cave has been 
·called literally a picture gallery illustrating some of the most 
engrossing episodes in the birth, life and death of the Buddha . 
. The art is more graphic and less charming. The 'Mothet and 
:Child' group (Pl. XIII) in cave XVII is undoubtedly a very 
·attractive specimen of Ajanta art. The scene,s of a hunt of lion 
and black buck,, and of elephants in cave XVII are exceptionally 
fine work. According to Mrs. Herringham these pictures are 
composed in a light and shade scheme which can scarcely be 
:paralleled in Italy before the 17th century and the posing and 
grouping are curiously natural and modern. 

The paintings of cave I and II are the~latest of the series 
and they may be assigned to about the early seventh century. 
The special merit of individual figures in cave II consists in 
.clever drawing which shows the artist to have apparently gone 
,out of his way to invent specially difficult poses. The woman 
standing with her left leg bent up (Pl. XIV) and the swinging 

' This scene really represents t:he final €.pisode . of· the SluuJ.danta 
'Jiitaka, where the qneen dies of remorse. when she ~ees t~e tusks of the 
nOble elephant, who was her husband tn the prevtous btrth. 
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figure of lady Iran dati are very pleasing; . A large· picture in 
~ve I (Pl. XV) probably shows the Indian kiiig Pulakesin II 
receiving an embassy from t~e Persian king Khusrit Parvez. 1 

This event must have taken place between A.D.. 626 and 628. 
Several Bacchanalian groups in. cave I show connection with 
'the great embassy picture. These seem to illustrate Khu~ru 
and his queen Shirin drinking together. The faces, the dra:pe'ry 
and other articles are clearly of Persian influence. 

The paintings af Bagh in Malwa represent only an e~ten
sion of the Ajanta school and in variety of design, vigorous 
execution and decorative quality seem to have ranked as high 
as those at Ajanta. The majority of them are of a secular 
nature. In two of the groups the subject is extremely gay, 
illustrating the performance of the hallisaka., a musical dance, 
acted by a troupe of women led by a man; They are elaborately 
dressed, singing and dancing with considerable freedom. These 

~
paintings may be assigned to the middle of t.he sixth or, the 
seventh centnry. 

The paintings in the cave temple Sittannavasal (Siddhiiniim 
1;iisa) in PudukJwttai state, although executed in the time of 
Pallava Mahendra-varman, deserve notice here, as they are in .. 
the best traditions of the classical art as found in Ajanta:. ·The 
ceiling of the cave contains the representation Df a Padma-:vana, 

' a magnificient lake with geese, fish . and buffaloes .frolicking 
among lotuses in bloom and bud, which some youths are shown 
gathering. The figures are drawn with great care and delicacy 
of feeling. The best paintings here are those of a king and his 
queen, and of two dancing nymphs, apsarasas, whose exquisite 
grace and ·elegance are extremely pleasing. 

The paintings in tlie galleries of a rock-cut citadel perched 
upon the summit of a tower-shaped hill 6oo feef high at Sigiriya 
in Ceylon consist of a procession of noble ladies, richly attired · 

' . 
' This is, however, denied by many scholars who believe .it to be 

. representation of a Buddhistic scene (JBRS. XXX, 185 n) ~ 
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and profusely adorned, proceeding to the Buddha temple, 
attended by their maid-servants carrying the materials of· wor
ship. The painters have given us only half or three-quarter 
length portraits, and their work is of high merit. Whether 
they \vere natives of Ceylon or immigrants from India we do 
not know. 

The paintings of our age show the art at its best. The 
. assurance and delicacy of lines, the brilliancy of colours, the 
richness of expression informed with a buoyant feeling and 
pulsating life,· have rendered this art supreme for all times. 

6. GENERAL EsTIMATB: 

The above brief survey of the various aspects of the Gupta 
art must have shown the reader that its characteristic features 
are refinement or elegance, simplicity of expression and domi
nant spiritual purpose.· En ensem-ble the~ characteristics gi~e 
Gupta art an individuality, which has remained Ulichalleng ·. 
so far.· In the first place this art is marked by refinement an 
restraint, which are the signs of a highly developed cultural 
taste and a..:sthetic' enjoyment. The artist no longer relies on 

. volume to give an impression of grandiose, but focuses his 
attention on elegrance which is not lost in tq.e exuberance of 
ornaments. The keynote of his art is balance · and freedom 
from the dead-weight of conventions.. The dictum is at once 
apparent if we compare the standing 1ife-_~ize figure of the 
Gupta Buddha of Yasadinna with the colossal standing Bodhi
sattva in the Sarnath Museum, both from Mathura and in' red 
sandstone. The exuberance -arid whirlpool movement of Amara
vati marbles yielded place to an aesthetic sobriety in the treat
ment of drapery, ornament and other elements of decoration. 

V:,'hatever emerges from the' hands of tl;le Gupta artist 
appears perf~tly natural ; there is no place for over-elaboration. 
This work is not the product of the cra~tsinan's mechanical skill, 
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but the resitlt of the discriminating taste of a true artist who 
is conscious of his self and is master of his technique. The 
art creations become real samples of lalitakalii, a ferm met with 
for the first time in Kalidasa (Raghu, VIII, v. 67). 

Another characteristic of Gupta art is the concept of beauty 
for which we have the very appropriate term rupam,. used again 
by the same great poet. · The men and wonien in this art-loving 
age applied themselves to the worship of beautiful form in many 
ways. But aesthetic culture did not weaken the strong struc
ture and stamina of life or bedim its supreme objective by 
yi~lding to the riotous worship of the senses. Art was wor
shipped. in order to deepen the consciousness of the soul, and 
awaken .it to a new sense of spiritual joy and nobility. Kalidasa, 

. the supreme genius and poet of this age, has expressed this 
attitltde of life devoted to beauty in a sentence addressed to 
Par~ati1 th~ goddess of Personal Charm, by her consort Siva: 
!Q fai~ damsel, the popular saying that bea.~ty does not lead to 

~ sin is·fuU of unexceptionable truthn The path of virtue is the 
~ ~ath '0/ beauty-this appears to be the guiding impulse of life 

.tn the Gupta age. To create lovely forms and harness th~m 
~o the. needs of higher life-this was the golden harmony that 
mad~ Gupta art a thing of such perpetual and inexhaustible 
attraction. · 

TI1is leads us to another distinguishing feature of Gupta 
art, namely its profound religious and spiritual appeal, its basic 
inspiratim~ froin a hig·her source investing it not only with 
great charm brit also with universal· significance. '!'he epic of 
the life which the master artists painted on a ~olossal scale 
in the . c'av~s at Ajanta has become for all times the standing 
couuilentary on the grand ordered patterns of good and evil 
nianifestiilg themselves in each individual's life and also the 
whole world. The pairted forins of gods and sages, of king~ 

. 
1 Yaduchya!e Pa1"'Vati Pf!f'avrittaye na rii:pamityavyabhicltiiri. tlld-

vacltaJ:t. Kumam, V, v. 36. 
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and counsellors, of queens and attendants, embellished with 
personal ch~rm and majesty, present to tht; eye the choicest ex
pressions which spiritual reality can assume in coming down 
from the divine to the human plane. It seems as if art's func
tion was to visualise the ideal of A nuttara-jfiana'lfiiPti, so often 
declared as life's supreme goal in the written records of the age. 
Religion, however, did not impede the free development" of 
art on the purely aesthetic side. In the narrative paintings of 
Ajanta charming and delicate scenes from contemporary life 
are inserted freely. Scenes of home and palace life, toilet _and 
sports, festivities and processions have converted these paint~ 
ings into a record of permanent value and beauty. 

Another distinguishing feature of Gupta art is its simpli
city of style and felicity of expression by which great ideas 
take a concrete form in a natural and easy manner. The 
technique and subject of art were blended in a characteristic 
harmony. The outer form and the inner meaning are knit 
together likt body and mind. In the words of Kalidasa this 
fusion of the inner and .uter elements is like the c~alescence 
of Thought and Speech in a manner as natural and perfect as. 
the union of Parvati and · Paramesvara in the ideal Ardha
narisvara form. The concise formula of "knit like Word and 
Sense" ( Viigarthav-iva-samPriktau) represents the ideal of 
harmony and synthesis achieved 'in this period in. many spheres 
of thought and life, and not the least in the domain of art. 

The above survey of the main characteristics of Gupta art 
will show that it is but natural that there should be a general 
agreement among seholars and art-critics that it represents 
ancient Indian art at its best. It is its strength and the domi
nant position at home that was the real secret of its inspiring 
vitality abroad ... The honourable position, which the Gupta art 
occupied in India, infused it with such power and prestige as 
enabled it to mould the art traditions of the greater part of Asia. 
Transplanted hi new environs. beyond the borders of India with 
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its inherent vigour and richness of contents, this art brought· 
into being the cultural empire of Greater India whose immortal 
glories have been unearthed from the waterless deserts of 
Central Asia and the fertile islands of the east. The conven
tions of fresco painting especially found a congenial hoine in 

I . 

~Central Asia and China, and were received with enthusiasm by 
many foreign races which had come under the influence of 
Buddhism and which looked for inspiration to India in the 
matter ol culture, religion and literature. 
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Serial 'Year 
No. 
1. 282 V.E. 
2. 428 V.E. 

I. 
2. 

MA.LAVAS AND YAUDHEYAS 

Find-place 

N~ndsa Yupa · 
BIJayga.dh Yfipa 

Reference 

EI. XXVI (in press). 
CII. III, 251. 

MAUKHARIS OF BADVA 

Badva Yfipa 
Badva Yfipa 

. MAGHA KINGS 

El. XXIII, 42. 
EI. XXIV, 251. 

The era is assumed to be the .Saka · era; for other views see Chap. II. 

BHIMASENA 

I. sz s:E. Ginja EI. III, 306. 

BHADRA·MAGHA 

2. 81 S.F:. Kosam--8 El. XXIV, 253. 
3. 86 S.F:. ·Kosam--8 El. XVIII, 160. 
4. 87 s.F:: Allahabad Museum El. XXIII, 245. 
5. 87 S.F:. Allahabad Musf'um EI. XXIII, ~45. 

SIVA~!IiAGHA 

6. Kosam--8 EI. XVIII, 159. 

VAISRAVANA 

7. 107 S.F: .. Kosam--8 · EI. XXIV, 146. 
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Serial Year 
BHUJA·VARMAN 

Find-place Reference 
No. 
8. 130 S.E. Kosam-B IC. III, 177. 

I. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

n. 

I. 

2. 
3. 

72 S.E. 

103 s.E. 

122 S.E. 
127(6?) S.E. 

228 s.E. 
232 S.E. 

241 $.E.(?) 

WESTERN KSHATRAPAS 

RUDRA·D<\!\I:AN 1 

Jnnagadh-S 

JIVA-DAMAN I 

Junagadh-S 

RUDRA·SIMHA I 

G\lnda-5 
Junagadh 

RUDR.~·SENA I 

l\Iulwasar 
Jasdan-P 

RUDI!.A·Sll\IHA II 

Watson Museum 

?vfulwasar-S 

SAKA SRIDHARA·VARMAN 

EI. VIII, 36. 

EI. xvm; 339. 

El. XVI, 233. 
El. XVI, 239. 

Bhagnagar Insa. p. 2. 
El. XVI, 236. 

Watson Musemn RePCII't 
for 1919-20, p. 7. 

Bhavnagar Inscr. p. 23. 

Sanchi Museum-S ]ASB.-x.IX, 341. 

A DISTANT DESCI!t:fDANT Of' CHASH'f/I.NA 

l\-Iewasa-S Wat$on Museum RepOI't 
for 1923-4, p. 12. 

!\I:AHADEYI I'RABHUDAMA 

Basarlt clay seal AS! R. 1913-4, p. 136. 

VA.Kii. TAKAS--MAIN BRANCH. 

RUDlU·SENA I 

Deotek-Br 

PRll'HVI·SHENA I 

N achne-ki-Talai-S 
Ganj-5 

POC. VIII, 613. 

en. III,234. 
EJ. XVII, 13. 

l'R-'BHAVA'l'i·GUPTA AND tHE HEIR-APPARENT DIVAKARA-SENA 

4. 13 R.Y. Poona-CP. EI. XV, 30. 
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PRAVARA-SENA II 

Serfal Year Find place Reference 
No. 
5. 2 R.Y. Kothuraka-CP. EI. XXVI, 155. 
6. 13 R.V. Belora-CP. , EI. XXIV ,·_265. 
7. 18 R.Y. Chammak-CP. CII. III, 236. 
8. 18 R.Y. Siwani-CP. CII. III, 243. 
9. 19 R.Y. Riddhapur_:_cp. JASB. XX, 56. 

10. 23 R.Y. Indore-CP. EI. XXIV, 52, 
it. 23 R.Y. Dudia-CP. EI. III, 258. 
12. 23. R.Y. Tirodi-CP. EI. XXII, 167. 
13. 27 R.Y. Pattana-CP. EI. XXIII, 81. 
14. Belora-CP., EI. XXIV, 260. 
15. Patna Museum--CP. ]BORS, XIV, 465. 
16. Mansar-CP. · Nagpu1· University jour-

nat, No. 3, p. 20. 

PRITHVI·SHHMA li 

17. Balaghat-CP. EI. IX, 267. 

NAME OF THE KING LOST 

18. Drug--CP. EI. XXII, 207. 

A PRIVATE VAKATAKA R•:CORD 

19. h. maraoti-S EI. XV, 267. 

VA.KX 'f AKAS-BASIM BRANCH 

VINOHYASAKTI II 

I. 37 R.Y. Basim-CP. EI. XXVI, 137. 

DJtVA-SENA 

2. India Office-CP. NIA. II, 176. 

HARI-SHENA 

3. Ajanta-C. , Ayd. Ar. S. XIV. 
4. Ghatotkacha-C. AS WI. IV, 138. 

NAM!t UNKNOWN 

5. Ajanta.-:.c. ASWL IV, .129. 

··j NA:I;JA_ DYNASTY 

BHAVArTA-VARMAN 

I. 11 R.Y. Rithpur-CP. EI. XIX, 100 . 

. SKANDA~VARMAN 

,2. 12 R.Y. Podagadh-S El. XXI, 153. 



Serial 
No. 

1. 
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Year 

9 R.Y. 

A.BHIRAS AND TRAIKCTAKAS 

AJ>S:IRA KING ISV.~RA-SllNA 

Find-pl.:tce Reference 

Nasik EI. VIII, 88. 

tRAlKUTAKA KING D.~HRA·SENA 

2. 207 Chedi Pardi-CP. El. X, 51. 

3. 
4. 

I. 

2. 

241 
245 

era 
TRAI!iWTAKA KING VYAGHRA-SENA 

Surat-CP. EI. XI, 219. 
Kanheri-CP. B. ]BBRAS. V, 32. 

CONNECTED INSCRIPTIONS 

JIHARA KING BHAGADATTA 

Pauni-S EI. XXIV, II. 

KING SIVANANDI 

Padam Pawaya-S ASIR. 1915-6, p. 107. 

'CHAPTERS VI-XI 
A. ORIGINAL SOURCES 

I. Inscriptions 
I. Fleet, J. F. Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum. Vol. III (Inscriptions 

of the Early Gupta kings and their Successors). Calcutta, 1888. 
2. Sircar D. C.· Select Inscriptions bearing on Indian History and 

Civilisation. Calcutta, 1943. 
A complete list of inscriptions bearing on the history of this period 

is given at the end of this bibliography. Important articles concerning 
their interpretation are given under 'References' against each. 

II. Coins 
I. Allan, J. Catalogue of the Coins of the Gupta Dynasties and of 

SaMiilka king of GauQ.a (in the British Museum). London, 1914. 
2. Smith, V. A. Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. 

Vol. I. Oxford, 1906. 
V. A. Smith's articles on the Gupta Coinage (]RAS. 1889, pp. 1-158; 

]RAS. 1893, pp. 77-148; and ]ASB. LXIII, 164-209), though somewhat 
out of date, may still be consulted with advantage. 

Ill. Traveller's Accounts and Foreign Works 
1. Beal, S. Si-yu-ki Buddhist Records of the Western World, tr. from 

the Chinese Hiuen Tsang. 2 Vpls. London, 
1906, . 

2 Life of Hiuen Tsang by the Shat!}an Hwui-li. 
London, 1911. 
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.3. Chavannes, E. Mchuoire Compose a l'epoque de la grande dynastie 
T'an sur les Religieux Eminents qui allerent chercher a loi 
dans les pays d'Occident, par I-tsing.· Paris, 1894. A summary 
of this work, in English, is given in the Introduction of Beal's 
tr. ·of Life of Hiuen Tsang). 

4. Legge, J. H. Record of the Buddhistic Kingdoms, being an account 
. of the Chinese monk Fa-bien's Travels. Oxford, ·1886. 

5. Takakusu; J. A. Record of the Buddhist Religion as practised in 
India and the Malay Archipelago, by I-tsing. Oxford,. 1896. 

·6. Watters, T. On Yuan Chwang's Travels· in India. 2 vols. London, 
1908. . . 

IV. Literary Works 
1. Aryamafijusrimiilakalpa, ed. by T. Ganapati SastrL Vol.. III. 

Trivandrum, 1925. 
2. · Devi-Chandragupta. 
3. Kaumudimahotsava. 
4. Pttrg·iter, F. E. Dynasties of the Kali Age. OXford, 1913. 

B. MODERN WORKS 

L Historical. Texts 
1. Banerji, R. D. Age of thj': Imperial Guptas .. Benares, 1933. 
2. Basak, R. G. :History of ,Northern-Eastern India. Calcutta, 1934. 
3. Dandekar, R. IN. History of the Guptas. Poona, 1941. 
4. Jayaswal, K. P. Hi!';tory of India, 150-350 A.D. Lahore, 1933 
5. · Imperial History of India. Lahore, 1934. . 
6. Raychaudhuri, H. C. ··Po\itical History of Ancient India (4th ed.). 

Calcutta, 1938·. 
7. · Saletore, R. N. Life in the Gupta Age. Bombay, 1943. 
8. Smith, V. A. Early History of India (4th ed.). Oxford, 1924. 
9. Upadhyaya, B. Gupta Siimrajyaka Itihas (in Hindi). 2. vols. 

Allahabad, 1939. · 
The books of Jayaswal and Saletore are of little use. Most of 

.Jayaswal's theories have· been rejected by scholars and. Saletore's .. 
·chapters on Political history are full of mistakes. The best treatment 
of the Gupta period will be found in Dr. Raychaudhuri's bookc The 
two works by R. D. Banerji and R. N. Dai:J.dekar contain useful informa-

:tion, but are less reliable in respect of details. 

II. Select Articles 
I. Aiyangar, S. K. Studies in Gupta History (published as Suppie-

ments to 'J.IH. V & VI). . 
2. Altekar, A. S. Attribution of Chandragupta-Kumaradevi type (Num. 

Suppl. XLVII, 1QS-:-]RASBL. III). Calcutta, 1937. . 
3. Bhandarkar, D. R. Identification of the Princes and Territories 

mentioned in the Allahabad Pillar. Inscription of Samudragupta 
(IHQ. I, 250). . 

4. Bose, S. K. Studies in Gu{Jta 'Palaeography (IC. IV, 181, 325). 
5. Das Gupta, N. N. On the Successors of Kumar~pta I (B. C. Law 

Volume, p. 617). · 
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6. Ganguly, D. C. Early Home of the Imperial Guptas (IHQ. XIV,. 
532). 

7. Heras, J. Relations between the Guptas, Kadambas and Vakiitakas. 
(]BORS. XII, 455). 

8. Jayaswal, K. P. Kalki (IA. XLVI, 145). 
9. Majumdar, R. C. Successors o£ Kumiiragupta I (]ASB. NS. XVII, 

249). 
10. Saraswati, S. K. Gold Coin of Budhagupta (I C. I, 691-92). 
ll. Sen Cupta, P. C. Gupta Era (]RASBL. VIII, 41). 

Articles on the historical data of Kaumud.imaholsa-ra and DeT>I
Chandragupta have been enumerated in footnotes. 

UST OF GUPTA INSCRIPTIONS 

-Abbreviations :-B-Buddhist Image. Br-Brahmauical Image. C-Cave. 
CP.-Copper-plate. J-Jaina Iniage. P-Pillar. S-Stone. 
(Unless otherwise stated the year refers to the Gupta Era. The 

object on which the inscription is engraved is mentioned after the· 
find-place.) 

SAMUDRA·GUPTA 

Serial Year Find-place Refe~euce 
No: 
I. 5 Nalandii--CP. } El. XXV, 50; XXVI, 135. 
2. 9 Gaya-CP. CIJ. III, 254; IC. X, 77;. 

XI, 225. 
3. 1\llahabad-P CII. III, I; Il!Q. I, 250; 

]BORS. XVIII, 207; 
]RAS. 1935, p. 697; El .. 
XXII, 35. 

4. Eran-S CII. III, 18; ]IH. XIV, 
27; XIX, 27. 

CH.I.NDRA·Gl'PTA II· 

5. 61 :\Iathura-P EI. XXI, 1; IHQ. XVIII, 
2il; ABORI. XVIII,. 
166. 

6. 82 Udayagiri-C en. III, 21. 
7. 88 Gadhwa-S en. III, 36. 
8. 93 San chi-S CII. III, 29. 
9. Mathura-S en. m, 25. 

10. Udayagiri-C CII. III, 34. 
11. Basarh Clav Seals A SR. 1903-4, p. 10i. 

(Govinda-gupta) 

KUMARA·GUPTA I 

12. J6 Rilsad-P CII. III, 42 .. 
13. 98 Gadhwa-S CII. III, 40; cf. also-

pp. 264, 26i. 
14. 106 Udayagiri-C CII. III, 258. 
15.- 113 Dhanaidaha-CP. EI. XVIII, 34i. 



Serial 
No. 
16. 

'17. 
18. 

. 19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 

' 23. 
24. 
25. 

.26. 
27. 
28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 
34. 
35. 

36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 

. 40. 
41. 

Year 

.113 
116 
IIi 
120 
124 
128 
128 
129 

136-8 
141 
141 

146 

v:s. 524 
(467 A.D.) 

154 

157 
159 
163 
165 
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Find-place 

Mathur;:t-.J 
Tumain-S 
Karamdanda-Br. 
Kulaikuri-CP. 
Damodarpur-CP: 
Damodarpur.:...c:e. 
Baigram-CP. 
Mankuwar-B 
Gadhwa-S 
Basarh Clay Seals 
(Ghatotkacha-gupta) 

SKA;.!'DA-GiJPT.\ 

Junagadh Rock 
Kahaum--P 
Rewa--P 

Indore'-CP. 
Bhitari-P 

Reference 

EI. II, 210. 
EI. XXVI, 115. 
EI. x; 71. 
IHQ, XIX, 12. 
EJ. XV; 129. 
EI. XV, 132; XVII, 193. 
EI. XXI, 78. . 
CII. III, 45. ,... 

. CIJ. III, 39. 
ASR. 1903-4, p. 107. 

CII. III, 56; 
CII. III, 65: 
Summary of Papers (Pan 

II), 12th Or. Conf. p . 
.. 39. 
CII: III, 68. 
CII. III, 52. 

GO\;INDA·GUP1'A AND PRABHAKARA 

l\iandasor Fort Wall ASR. 10~2-3, p. 187. 

NARASIMHA·GUPl'.\ 

Nalandii Cl(fy Seal MASI. No. 66, p. 65. 

'KUl\IARA·GUPTA II (OR 

Sarnath-B 
Bhitari Seal 
Niihindii Seal 

BUDHA·GtlPTA 

Sarnath-B 
Paharpur-CP. 
Damodarpur-CP. 
Eran-P 
Damodarpur-CP. 
Niilanaa Seal · 

III) 

ASR. 1914-5, p. 124. 
]ASB. LVIII, 89. 
MASI . . No. 66, pp. 66-7; 

IA. XIX, 225. 

ASR. 1914-5, p. 125. 
EI. XX, ·61. 
EI. XV, 134. 
Cll. III, 88. 
EI. XV, 138; lC. V, 432. 
MASI. No. 66, p .. 64'; 

IHQ, XIX, 119, 272 •. 

(An unpublished inscnption. of Budha~gupta on a pillar at Benares 
·is referred to .in IHQ. XIX, 123,) · · 

. OTHER GUPTA KinGS 

42. (Successor of Bihar-
. Piitil-gupta) · 

CII. III, 47 ;.]BORS. 
XIX, 377; . . ,JC, :X 
170: ' 

3I ~· 
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serial Year Name of the Find-place Reference 
No. King 

169 NanJanpur-CP. • 43. E/. XXIII, 52. 
44. VishQ-n-gupta Niilanrlii Seal El. XXVI, 235; IHQ .. 

xrx, 119 
45. 188 Vainya-gupta Gunaighar-CP. IHQ. VI, 40. 
46. Vainya-gupta Nalandii Seal MASl. No. 66, p .. 67; 

IHQ. XIX, 275. 
47. 191 Bhanu-gupta Hran-P CIT. III, 91; EI. 

XX If, 16'; IHQ. 
XIX, 143. 

48. 224' . Damodarpur- EL XV, 142; XVII, 
CP .. 1~3, fn, l. 

Ir>SCRIPT!ONS lW CON"l,'liMI'ORARY RUI,l(ll6 AN!'l OYNASTWS 

49. 461 (V.S.) Nara-varman Mandasor--S Ef. XII, 315; XIV, 
371. 

5\i. 474 (V.S.) Nara-varman Bihar ~tra- .S · El. XXVI, 130; 

51. 
52. 

53. 
54. 
ss. 
56. 
57. 
58: 
59. 

60. 
61. 

162. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 

480 (V .S.) Vi~va-varman Gimgdhar-S 
4931and Bandhu- :VTanclasor-S 
529 (V.S.) varman 1 

156 
163 
191 
198 
199 
209 

174 
177 
191 
193 
197 
214 

Hast in 
Hast in 
Has tin 
Hastin 
Samkshol>Jw 
Samkshobha 
Hastin and 

Sarvaniitha 
Jayanatha 
Jayanatha 
Sarvaniitkt. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Khoh-CP. 
Khoh-CP. 
Mnjhgawau-CI'. 
Navagram-CI'. 
Betul-CP. 
1\:hoh-CP. 
l3humara-CP. 

Karita!ai-CI'. 
Khoh--CP. 
~ohavai-CP. 
Khoh--CP. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

JBOR.'-i. XXIX, 127 
CL/. III, 72. 
CII. III, 79; I C. III, 

379; IV, 110, 262, 
361 ; VI. 110, 339. 
S. K. Aiyangar 
Com. Vol., p. 69. 

CII. III, 93. 
CII. III, 100. 
CII. Til, 100 
El. XXI, 124. 
Ef. VIII, 284. 
CL/. III, 112. 
Cll. III, 110; IHQ. 

• xxr, 137. 
CII. III, 117. 
CII. III, 121. 
£1. XIX, 129. 
CIT. I II, 125. 
CII. HI, 132. 
Cll. III, 135. 
c ll. rrr, 129. 

(For the era used in Nos. 
p.· 159 fn.) 

60-65, cf. El. XXIII, 171 ; Bh. r,i~t, 

61. Chandra 

68. I (Regnal) 'roramii.\la 
69 15 (Regnal) Mihitakula 

· Yasodharman 10. 

Meharauli-
Iron P 

Eran--S 
Gwalior~<; 
Mandasor-P 

1\. 589 (V.S.) Ya~odhannan Mamlasor-S 

Cll. III, 139. 

Cil. III, 159. 
CII. HI, 162. 
Cll. HI, 142, 150; 

IA. XVIII, 219; 
XX, 188. 
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CHAPTER XII 

SOUTH INDIA 

A. ORIGINAL SOURCF,S 
l!'lscriptions-Detailed references are: given in the· Chapter. 

B. MODERN WORKS 
I. Gopalachari, K. Early History of the Andhra Country. Madras, 

1941. . 
2: Gopalan, R. History of the Pallavas of Kafichi. Madras; 1928. 
3. Jonveau Dubreuil, G. -Ancient History of the Deccan .. Pondicherry, 

1920. ·. . . . 
4. Minakshi, C. Administration and Social Life un<ler the Pallav·a:s. 

Madras, 1938. . 
5. Moraes, G. M. Kadambakula. Bombay, 1931. 
6. Rice, B. L. Mysore and Coo.rg from Inscriptions: :i.ondon, 1909. 
7. Sircar, D. C. Successors o{ the Siitavahanas in the Lower Deccan. 

Calcutta, 1939. 

CHAPTER XIII 
HISTORY OF CEYLON 

A. LI'rERARY SOURCI!S : Pali 
I. Dathii-,·mhsa, cd. & tr. by B. C. Law. Lahore, 1925 . 

. 2. Dipavamsa, ed. & tr. by· _a:. Oldenberg. · London, 1879, 
3. HatthavalJ.agalla-vihara-vamsa, ed. by James d'Aiwis. 
4. Mahavamsa, earlier portion of the chronicle by Mahaniima, ed. by 

W. Geiger (P. T. S.). London, 1908. Tr. by .the same (I~. T. S.). 
\ London, 1912. · 

5. Maliavarhsa, the more recent portions of the chronicle also known 
a>: the. Ciilavarusa, ed. by W. Geiger (P. T. S.). London, 1925. 
Tr. by the same (P. T. S.). London, 1!129. 

6 .. Mahavathsa: Chaps. 1-36 tr. by G. Tumour and 37~100 lr. by I.,. C. 
Wijesinha. Colombo, 1909 . 

. /) 

A. · LITERARY SOURCES : Sin hales(' 
I. -Altanagalu-vatha, ed. by:M. _;Krimii.rat.latutiga. Columbo, 11.!\. 2466. 
2. Dajf\dapiijavaliya, ed. by K. M. Perera. Colombo, 1893. 

·3. Dafadiisirita, ed. by E .. S.- Rajasekhara.' Colombo. 1920. 
· 4. Nikaya .Saitgraha, cd. · hy D. M. de Z. Wickremasinghe: Colombo, 

J890 .. Tr. by C. M. Fernando with an Introrluction by W. F. 
GunawRrahana. Colombo, 1908. 

5. Pfijavaliya, CJ:tap. 34 ed. by M. M:edhankara Thera and tr. under the 
title, 'A Contribution to the History of Ceylon' Ly B. Guna
sckara. Colombo, 1895. 

fl. ]~iijamtniikaraya, erl. by Simon de Silva. Colombo, 190i. 
7. Riijllvaliya, ed. by B. Gunasekara. Colombo, 1911. Tr. by the same. 

· Colnmbo, HlOO. · 
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B. MODERN WORKS 

t. Codrington, H. W. History of Ceylon. London, 1926. 
2. Pridham, C. Historical, Political and Statistical Account of Ceylon 

and its Dependencies. 2 vols. London, 1849. 

C. ARCHAEOT,OGY, EPIGRAPHY, NUMISMATICS AND ART 

t. Archaeological Survey of Ceylon. Annual Reports, 1890-1939. Colombo. 
2. Archaeological Survey of Ceylon. Memoirs, I-IV. Colombo. 
3. Ceylon Journal of Science, Sec. A., I & II. 
4. Codrington, H. \V. Ceylon Coins a)ld Currency in the Memoirs of 

the Colombo Museum. Colombo, 1924. 
5. Coomaraswamy, A. K. History of Indian and Indonesian Art. 

London, 1927. . 
6. Epigraphia Zeylanica; I-IV. . 

The following inscriptions published in EZ. have a special bearing 
on the period dealt with in this chapter : 

t. Perumaiyan-ku!am Rock Inscription of Vasabha-EZ. I," 66-73. 
2. Palu -~'liikichchava Roo:k Inscription of Gajabiihu !--Ibid. 208-11. 
3. Jetavaniirama Slab Inscription of Kanfflha Tissa-Ibid. 252-1\9. 
4. Thiiparilma Slab Inscription of Gajabahu 'I-Ibi.d .. III, 114, 19. 
5. Runavii.lisiia ·Pillar Inscription of Buddhadasa-Ibid. 120-26 .. 
6. Two Rock Inscriptions at Viharegala-Ibid., 163-69. 
7. Tot.ligala Rock Inscription of Sirimeghavat.tl}a-Ibid". · 172-88. 
8. Kataragama Inscriptions-Ibid. 212-25. · .· 
9. Anuradhapura Slab Inscription of Khudda Piirinda-Ibid; IV, 

111-15. 
10. Nagirikanda Rock Inscription of Kumaradiisa-Ibid. 115-28. · · 
II. Habiissa R0ck Inscription-Ibid. 213-17. 
12. Vessagiriya Rock Inscription of Siriniiga II-Ibid. 218-22. 
13. Rock Inscription of Gothiibhaya at Timbiriviiva-Ibid. 223-28. 
14. Vallipuram Gold plate Inscription of the reign of Vasabha

lbid. 2Z9-37. 
15: Fragm ... ntary Inscription from Jetavaniiriima, . now in the 

Colombo Museum--Ibid. 246-52 
7. ~Iuller, E. Ancient Inscriptions in Ceylon. London, 1883. 

D. SELIICT ARTICLES IN JOURNALS 

1. Geiger, Wilhelm. Konigsnamen in den Brahmi Inscriften Cevlons, 
Festschrift fiir M. Winternitz zum Siebsigsten Geburtstag, 
pp. 313-21. Leipzig, 1933. 

2. Levi, Sylvain. Les Missions de Wang :f!iuen-Tse dami l'Inde (].A. 
1900,. pp. 297 ff & 410 ff). The portion relating to Ceylon has 
been translated into English by J. M. Seneviratne and published 
in the ]oumal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Ceylon B1·at1ch, 
XXIV, 74 ff.). 

3. Paranavitana, S. Gajabiihu I and Mahallaka Naga, their relation-
_ ship (JRAS. CB. XXX, 452 ff.). . . 

4. Smtth, V. A. Inscriptions of .Mahiiniima. at Bodhgaya (IA. XXX, 
192-97). . 
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• CHAPTE;R XIV 

THE ,\Dl\PJ'fiSTRATIVE ORGANISATION 

The chapter is' based mainly upon facts collected front ir'•scriptions 
and coin-legends, to which reference has been made in fo<>t notes. The 
following . are additional sources : 
I. Banerji, R. D. Age of the Imperia!' Guptas. Benares, 1933. 
2. Bloch; T. Excavations at Basrah (A SR. 1903-04, pp. 81-!22). 
3. Brihaspati-8mriti (GOS. LXXXV). Baroda, 1941, 
4. Legge, J. A. Record of the B.uddhist Kingdoms, being an. account 

of the Chinese monk Fa-hein's Travels. Oxford, 1886. 
5. Niirada-Smrifi (SBE. XXXIII). Oxford, 1889. 
6. · Saletore, R. N. Life in. the Gupta Age. Bombay, 1943. 
7. Upadhyaya, B. GuptaSiimriijya kii Itihas (Hindi). Allahabad, 1939. 
8. Yajiiavalkya-Smriti. Bombay, 1918. 

CHAPTER XV 

THE COINAGE 

I. Allan, J. Catalogue of the Coins of Ancient India (in the British 
Museum). London, 19.36. 

2. Catalogue .. of th~ Coins . of the Gupta Dynasties and of 
Sasiitika, King of GauQ.a (in the. Hriti~h Museum). 
London, 1914. 

3. Altekar, A. S. New Niiga Coins and the Identity of Bhavaniiga 
(]NSf. V, 21-27). 

4. ------- Some. Alleged Niiga 3\id Vilkiitaka Coins (]NSI. V, 
111-34). 

5. Cunningham, A. · Coins of the Indo-Scythians. London, 1888-92. 
(Reprinted from the Numismatic Chronicle). 

6. Lath Indo-Scythians. London, 1893-94. (Re-
printe~l from the Numismatic Chronicle) .. 

·1. Coins· of ~Iediae\'al India. London, 1894. 

8. Martin. Coins of Kidara and Later Kushiit.tas (Num. Suppl. XLVII, 
23-30---JRASBL. III). Calcutta, 1937. 

9. Motichimdra. 
95-108). 

. I . 

Hoard of Kausambi Coins from Fatehpur (JNSI. II, 

10. Rapsgn, E. J. Indian Coins. Strassburg, 1898. 

11. ----- Catalogue of the Indian Coins of the Andbra Dynasty, 
Western Kshatrapas, ~tc. (in the British :i\iusennl.). 
London, 1908. 

:12. Smith, ·v. A. Catalogue of Coins ·in· the Indian :\lnsemn, Calcutta. 
Vol. I. Oxford, 1906. 
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·. CHAPTER XVI 

COLONIAL AND. CULTURAl., EXPANSION 

!. INSUL-lNDIA 

I. Chaterji, B. R. In<lian Cultural Influence 111 CainhO<li<'t. Calcutta, 
1928. 

2. Majumdar, R. C. Ancient Indian· Colonies in the Far East : 
Vol. I. Champa. Lahore, 1927. 
Vol. II. Suvail;ladvipa. Pts. 1 & 2. Dacca, 

1937-38. 
3. ------- Kamhujadesa. Madras, 1944. 
4. -------- Hindu Colonies in the Far East. Calcutta, 1944_ 

II. EASTERN TuRKESTAN AND CHINA 
I. Bagchi, P. C. I.e Canon Bouddhique en Chine. Vol. I. Paris, 1927 _ 
~- ------ India and China. Calcutta, 1944. 
3. Chakravarti, N. P. India and Central Asia. Cakutta. 
4. Ghoshal, U. N. Ancient Indian Culture in Afghanistan. Calcutta. 
5. Stein, A. Ancient Khotan. Oxford, 1907. 
6. Serindia. Oxford, 1921. 
7. Innerm<)~t A~ia. Oxford, 1928. 

CHAPTER XVII 

IN'fHRCOURSE WI'rH THE WESTERN ~woRU). 

7. Charlesworth,· M. P. Trade-route and Commerce of the Roman 
Empire. Cambridge, 1921. 

2. Kennedy, J. Early Commerce with Babylon (]RAS. 1898, pp. 250 ff). 
3. Priaulx, Osmond de Beauvoir. Indian Travefs of Apollonius of 
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Abhayagiri, 256··57 
Abhayanaga, kg., 254~55 
AbhidhamnW.-va1a·ra, lit., 383 
A.bhidharnutkosha, lit., 383-84 
Abhimanyu, kg., 87, 124 
.AbhJras, peo., 48-51, 53, 92, 143, 238, 

296 
Abhisheka, 403 
Abiria, loct., 143 
Achyuta, kg., 39, 139-41, 154, 300 
Achynta (Kalabhra), kg., 259 
A.dhikrita, off., 287 
Adigan, chief.,-224 
Adimandi, 221 
.Aditya, 314 
.Adityasena, kg., ·208 
A.dityavarman, kg., 205 
Adnle, loct, 336, 337. 
Aelana, loct., 336. 
Afghanistan, loct.,. 13-16, 18-19, 21, 

23, 101, 218, 295, 305, 383,' 387, 450 
Agathokles, kg., 302. 
Agnidesa, loct., 323 
Agnimitra, kg., 131 
Agni-pttro:!!a, lit., 409 
Agnis[!.toma, sac .•. 101,, 231, 369 
Agra, loct., 31, 39, 266 · 
Agrahiira, · 397-99.. · · • 
Agraharikas, off., 279 
Agrahaya1}eshti, .sac., 376 
Agr9ha, loct., 432 
A.hara7Ji, 285 . ·. 
/l.hichchhatra, loct., 39, 139, 300, 357, 

427-30; 462-63 
Ahirwara, loct, 143 

Aihole, loci., 456 
Airavata, 317 
Airikil}a, loct., !74 
Aiyangar, S. K., 128 
Ajaigarh, loct., 453 
Ajanta, loct., 98, 109, I 16, 119-21 • 

364, 387-88,. 437; 443-44, 446, 458, 
460, 464, 466-67, 469-70 

Ajatasatru, kg., 2, 136 
Aja-varinan, kg., 238, 246 
Ajitabllattarikii, q., 115, 240 
Ajmer, 33, 49, 52 
Akhsclionnwar, kg., 194 
Akkannamadanna, loct., 459 
Alathkiirasli'stra, 402 
A.lberuni, auth.., 412, 415, 418 
Alexander (the Great), 33, 142, 267, 

337, 340 

Alexandria, loct., 335-39, 415-17, 419 
·Algepra, 7 
Allahabad, loct., 25-26, 31, 33, 35, 

37, 42, 61, 73, 75-77, 136, 139, 141, 
143, 147, 152-53, 157, 203, 232, 266, 
269, 356, 407, 427·29, 447, 453-

Allan, J., 30.31, 128-29, 138, 147, 158, 
177, 179, 186, 214, 301 

A.lluru, loc£., 440 
AI Masudi, aitth., 412 

' Altekar, A. S., 10-?, 123, 128. 161, 
302, 351, 354; 399 

!.!varas, 371 · 
Amarakantaka, mt., 92 
Am.arakosha, lit., ·372, '409 
Aimirasimba, auth.; 409 
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Amaravati, /oct .• 51, 64, 66, 96, 262, 
440, 442-44, 460, 468 

Amatyas, off., 274, 282 
Amauna, grt., 217 
Ambashtha, 345 
.~moghavarsha, kg., 162 
Amrakardava, ofj.. 167 
Amraoti, loct., 114, 438 
Anaj i, loct., 242 
Xnandas, dy11st., 69-iO, 72-7.',, · 365, 

456 
Anantadevi, q., 1713, 184 
Ananta-8aktivannan, .kg., 79-80 
A~ant!!varman, kg., 8Q-8! 
Anantavarman, kg., 205 
Andhra, pco., 2, 20, 51, 64-65, 67, 

93, 96, 103, 108, 119, 121, 205, 272, 
306, 358, 374, 383, 439, 440, 445, 
457 

Andhrapatha, I oct .. 67 
Anckabhaligaku[ila. 452 
Anekii11tavada, 393 
Angas, 390, 393 
Alijali-kiirikii, 462 
Annam, loct ... 61, 310, 313, 3!6, 321 
Annamites, pco., 312 
Antah, · /oct., 434 
Antioch, loct., 334 
Antoninus Pius, kg., 338 
Anuloma, 342 
Anuriidhapura, loct., 252, 255, 260, 

262, 382 

Anushirwan, kg., 194 
Aphsad, !oct., 206-08 
Apsaras, 465, 467 
Apto,·yiima, sac., 101, 369 
Arakshlidhikrita, off., 287 
A rang, I oct .. 8.'5, 87 
Archelaos of Carrah, 338 
At chi tecture, 444-446, 452-460 
Arcot, /oct., 392 
Ardeshir I, kg .. 17 
Ardhanari~vara, 448, 470 
Ardoksho, 15, 295-96, 302-03 
Arikamedu, /oct., 441· 
Arjunadatta, off., 80 . 
Arjnnayanas, peo., 2, 21, 28, 31-32, 

35, 94, 142-43, 265, 26_7, 299 
Arte, kg., 330 
Arthapati, kg., IIi 

Arthasastra, 410 
Aryabhata, · auth:, 8, 413-14, 416-18 
.i1·yabhatiyam, lit., 412-14, 416-17 
Xryadeva, auth., 331, 384 

Arya-i\liiii.fusri-1mllakalpa, lit., 178 
Arya Sura, auth., 40) 
.lryiivarta, 26, 40, 140, 158 
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.\sat'tga, auth.. 384-85, 399 
Ashfiinga Sa1hgmha, lit., 419 
Asmaka, pco., 88, 96, 438 . 
Asoka, kg., 136, 229, 251, 261 
Xsramaka, I oct., 374 
.\svaghosha, auth.~ 386, 404 
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38, 59, 65, 76, 83, 98, 101, 106, 119, 
153,&157, 169, 173-74, 231, 239, 241-
42, 303, 366-69, 371 

Asva-varman, kg., 315 
Xtavikariijas, 144 
Ataviriijya, 146 
Atal'i-Silntisrf, 65 
Atharvavedins, 347 
Athens, /.oct., 265 
Atiriiira, sac.. 101 
Atranji, 428 
Attan Atti, kg .. 221 
Attila, 178 
Atti-varman; kg., 70-72 
Auchityavichii.racltarchii, lit., 240 
Audumbaras, pco., 33 
Augustus, 337 
Aulikaras, pco., 4 
Aurangabad, loct .• 439 
Aurangzeb, kg., 213 
Aurelian, kg., 336, 338 
A valokitesvara, 466 
Avamukta, lcrct., 145 
Avaui, loct., 249 
:\vanti, /oct., 56, 119 
Av.anti-varman, kg., 304 
Avidheya, kg., 88, 109, 123-24 
Avimii.1·aka; lit., 403 
:\vinita, kg., 250 · 
.iiyakakhambas, 445 
Ayasobhita, kg.; 83 
A.yodhya, !oct., 5, 65, 68, 84, · 156, 

396 
.iyukta, off., 287 
X·yya-varman, kg., 234, 2~9-50 
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Bactria, !oct.; 13-i8, 30, 168 . 
Badami, !oct., 82, 245 
Badva, loct., 40-41, 369. 434 
Bagchi, P. C., 323 
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Basim, 98, 120 . 
Bastar (State), 116, JlS, 146 
Batne, loct., 336 
Baudhiiya~ta Dhanna-siil ra. 

381 
Bagh, loct., 464, 467 
Baghelkhand,. loct., 4!-42, 

100, 105, 109, 144, 374 
9 

Beal S., 195, 198 
92• 9- Beas, r., 31, 168 

Baharaich, /oct., 428 
Bahawalpur (state), 30, 432 
Biihlikas, peo., 178 
Bahu-snt•artlakam, size., 315 · 
Bairant, loct., 427 

Bedsa, loct., 464. 
Belgauin, loct., 439 
Belur, loct.,. 347. 
Belvalkar, S. K., 197 

· Benagouran, !oct., 73 

Bennakata, loct., 284 
· Bennur, pl., 245 
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Iii.. 66, 

Bllkshali, /oct., 413-14 
Balach.arita, lit., 403 
Bii.lii.ditya, 4g., 156, 192-93, 

01, 214, 216, 457 
Balaghat,. loct., 99, 240 

· Bala Hisar, loct .. 433 
Biiliirjuna, kg., 89-91 
Bala-varman, kg., !42 

\ 

Bendiganhalli, pl., 249 . 

.196, 200- I Berar, /oct., 39, 82-83, 9.3, 96-100, 102, 
107, 114, 120, !22-23, 437-38 

Betul; loct., I !4 
1 Bezwada, loct., 64,. 459 

Bali, isl., 315 
Balkh, loct., 18, 194, 334 
Baloda, loct., 90 
Bamhani, loct., 92 

. Bii.t,la (Biit;labharta), auth., 162, 
460-63, 465 

Banda, loct., 39 
Bandar, !oct., 68 
Bandhogarh ins.; 42-43, 45 
Bandbogarh, loct., 42-43, 45, 87 
Bandhudatta, t., 330 · 

I
. Bhadra, kg., 20 . 

Bhadrabahu II, kg.,. 391 

I 
Bhadrabala, kg., 44-45 
Bhadra-magha, ·kg., 43•45, 301 

1 Bhadra-va11nan, kg.; 313 
Bhagadatta (Bhagdato), kg., 314 

403, Bhiigakara, 291 
Bhagalpur, loct., 426 

.Jpuzgavad-gita, lit., 371-72 · 
. Bhiigavata, 31, 367-68 
Bha~iratha, kg., 23840 · 

Bandhuvarmait, chief., 174, 181-~, 

I BhaJa, loct., 388 
Bhallar, loct., 456 
Bhiimaha, auth.., 402 
Bhamala; loct., 432. 202-03, 407 . 
Bhanda:k, !oct., 90-91, 438. 

Baudon, loct., 321-22 . Bhandarkar, D. R;, 48, 83, 124, 141, 
Banerji, R. D., 14, 25, 55, ~61, 28~ 143, !45, 161, 163, 180, 306 
Bimgarh, ./oct., 424~~5 .· BhiinU:cgupta, kg., 86, 189·92, 199, 
Bannu, !oct., 433 204 215 
Banskher~, pl., 176 ' · 
Barabar, loct., 205 Bhanusakti, kg., 245, 280 
Bardesanes, auth.., 338 Bhiinu-var.man,. pre., 238 
Barhil;ta-~iiga, kg., 27 Bhapamyana, 299 
B!!rnahah, pl., 242 Bhiirasiva, dynst,, .25, 26~27; 36-37, 
B:imett, L. D., 403 102, 127, 300, 369 
Barua,. K. L., 142 . Bharata, at~th.., 402 
Basak, R .. G., 207, 215 Bharata:, (Bharai:abiila, alias Naga· 
Bas~rh loct., 130, 355, 426; . . bala:), kg., 92 . 
Bas1m 'f Branch . (of the Vakataka Bharat:pur, 32, 142-43, 370 · 

dynasty), 108, 109, 112, 114, 118, 1 nharavi, auth.., 403, 406 · · 
119-.123, 23!-l, 438 Bharhut, loct.,. 126, 444 
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Bhartri-damau, kg .. 50, 53, 56-58 
Bhatrihari, auth., 406 
Bhartrimet;~tha, auth., 407 
Bhartriprapaiicha, auth., 381 
Bhiisa, auth., 351, 403, 406 
Rhfl.svan, lt,t; .• 23 
Bhd(a, off., 277, 287 
Bhatarivarit~a. 241 
Bhatarka, ltg., 187 
Bhattadeva, k,t; .. 43 
Bhatti. aulh., 406 
R hat(ikiivya, lit., 406 
Bhattiprolu, /oct., 440 
Bhavabhiiti, auth., 39 
Bhavadatta, kg., 82 
Rhavadeva, pre., 90 
Bhava-niiga, kg., 36-39, 102-03, 107 
Ilhavasena, 356 
Bhavatla-varman, k,t; .• 116, 117, 368, 

371 

Bhavishya, kg., 87, 12.3 
BhavishyottaJ·a-purii!Ja, Iii.. 13.1 

. flhavnagar, loci., 136 
Bhela Sathhilii, liL, 419 
Bhera, loct., 432 
Bheraghat, /oct., 438 
Bhilsa, loci., 96, 143-44, 166, 436 
Bhim-nftga, kg., 37 
Bhimasena, kg., 41-42, 44, 85 
Bhima-varman, kg.. 41, 45-46, 3fJ I 
Rhinmal, /oct .• 433 

. Bhita, lac./., '25, 42-4:-l 
Bhita (seal), 102 
Bhitargaon temple, 428, 453 
Bhitari (ins.), 174, 176, 184, 373 
Bhngaka·ra, 291 
Bhogavanlhana, /oct., 439 
Rhokar<lhan, /oct., 439 
Bhopal (State), 459' 
Bhukti, 283, 284 
Bhumara, /oct., 188, J74, 437. 4.'\.1 
Bhii.tapmtyiiya, 2!ll 
Bl;J.iilayogin, 371 
Bhuvane&varn, loct., 438 
Biharoil, loci., 425 
Bijnanr-Bagftt, loct., 96 
Bikanir (State), 433 
Bilaspur, loct., 84, 438 
Bilsad, !oct., 375, 428 
Bir (mound), 432 
Birat, /oct., 425 

Birmingham Museum, 447 
Black Sea, 334 
Bodh-Gaya, loct., 149, 263, 364, 426 

453, 457 
Bodhisattva, 465 
Bolan Pass, 3 
Bori, /oct., 436 
Borneo, isl., 6, 7, 317, 379 
Bralunii, 317, 363, 368, 435 
.Brahmacha1·ya; 11 
Brahmadatta, gov., 187, 216 
Brahmadeya, 293 
.Brahmagiri, toct., 439 
Brahmm)a, i, 55, 67, 71, 96-97, !56, 

221, 235, 246, 279, 286, 315-16, 319. 
322, 338, 34247, 349, 353, 360, 
365-66, 376, 379, 382, 385, 387. 

. 396-97' 399-400, 402, 411, 451 
Brahmanabad, loct., 435 
Brahmanabad-1\fansura, /oct., 434 
Braluuapuri, loct., 439 
Brahmaputra, r., 357, 423, 453 
Rrahma-Siitms, 364, 381 
Brilrad-hiir;zas, (>eo .• 236 
Br!hajjiitaka, lit., 378, 418 
Brihaspati, aut/1., 278, 343, 350, 352, 

410 
Brihaspati-niiga, kg., 37 
Brihaspal-isa'Va, sac .. 101, 36!1 
Brihat-katha, lit., 402 
Brihalphalayana, dynsl., 68-70, 227, 

287 
Brihalproshtha (grant), 78 
Brihat Smhllila, lit., 96, 378, 409, 

418, 421 
Broach, loci., 357-58 
Brown, Percy, 453-54 
Buchireddipalam, pl., 232 
Buddha, 10, 51, 64, 130, 194, 196. 

200, 254, 258, 264, 327, 329, 339. 
363-64, 384, 387. 390, 401, 425, 428, 
431, 435, 439, 443-44, 447-49. 455-
59, 465, 468 

Burlrlhahala, llg., 22 
Budrlhadiisa, kg., 258, 260 
Bucldhadatla, aut h., 259, 38.3 
Bud<lhadeva, mit., 5 
BtHl<lhagaya, /oct., 383 
Ruddhaghosnn. auth .. 5, 258-59. 382. 

389 
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Buddhasvamin, mk., 329 
Iluddha-varman, pre., iS 
Buddha~vannan, pre., 232, 234 
Buddhavarman, sch., 332 
Bti.ddhayasas, seh., 332 
Buddhism, 5, -16, 156, 192, 196, 258-'60, 

262, 293, 311, 317-18, 321, 325-26, 
328-29, 331-32, 363-'64, 382-83; 385, 
387-88, 390, 393~94, 471 

Buddhyailkura, pre.,· 232 
_nudha-gupta, kg., 121, 171,. 184, 

186-92, 212, 215, 281, 304-06, 321 
Buguda, ins., 83 
Biihler, G., 196 · 

· Bu1andibagh, loci., 42.'i 
Buldhana, tact., 43S 
Bunclelkhand, !oct .. 96, 141!, 188, 437 
.Burgess, J., 36S, 41!6 
Byzantine, 335 

Caiya, loct.,_321, 322 
Callistratus,· auth., 339 
Calmada, !oct., 323 
Cambay, /oct., 161, 163, 358 
Cambodia,· 6, 258, .310-11, ,313, 321, 

382 

Canton, loct.; 339 
Caracalla, kg., 335, 337 
Carrah, loct., 3.1R 

iCarthage, loct., 26S 
r Caspian gates, 334 

Caste system, 5, 342 
Ceylon, 221, 251, 254-59, 261-'64, 318, 

358, 382-83, 404, 408, 44fi, 467-68 
Chaitya, 454, 456-59 
Chakrabhrit, 372 -
Chakran agar, lact .. · 428 
Chakravarti, N. P., 42 
Chalukya, dynst., 65, 82, 89, 91, 108, 

123, 125, 160,. 246, 272, 43!) 
Chambal, r., 144 
Champa, loct., 309, 311-13, 316-17 
Chanda, loct., 438 
Cha\J.Q.ada!)!)a, kg., 244 
·Chandella, dynst., 452 
Chandra, kg., 3, 23, 168-69 
Chandrabhaga, see Chen~i. 
Chandradevl, q., IR4 

Chandraditya, kg:, 214 
Chandragomin, auth., 409 
Chandragupta (hrother of Tivara), 
. kg., 91 . 
Chandragupta: (Manrya), kg., 2, 406 
Chandra"gupta I, kg., 103, 104, 106, 
. 126-31, 133-35, 137-38, 155, 158-59, 

169, 272, 301-02 . 
Chandra-gupta II, kg., 3, 8, 23, 24, 

35, 40, 63, 89, 95, !)9, 106, 110-12, 
131, 143-44, 158, 161-'62, 165-68,. 
170-73, 118, 180-81, 272, 275, 282, 
303-04, 351, 366, 398, 404, 406, 408, 
431, 459 

Chandragupta (petty king of Jalan-
dhara), 373 

Chandrai1gti, kg., 1-69 
Chandraprakasa, kg., 155 . 
Chandrapur, lac£., 438 
Chandrapura, locl., 88 
Chandrasena, #g., lll4 
Chandravalli im., 238, 439 
Chandra~varman, l<p;., 74, 77-81, 141, 

169, 306 . 
Chandriivati, 99 
Chandravytikarat~a, ~it., ·197, 409 
Charaka, auth~. 420, 421 
Charakasa1hhilii, lit., 419 
Charsada, lacl.; 456 
CltiirudaUa, til., 404, 406 
Chiirudcvf, q., 231, 232, 272 
Chashtaua, kg., 57, 60 
Chlitas, ojj., 277, 287 
Chattisgarh, sec Chhattisg.uh 

j Chattopadhyaya, K. C., 20'7 
1 Chaturmasyeshfi, sac., 376 
Chat!t~zsalaka, til., 384 
Chaul, loct., 358 
Chavannes, E., 193, 195, 19S 
Chebrolu, lact., 72, 440 
Chedi, dynst., 76, 94, 95, 303 
Che-mo-tang-i:ui, /oct., 323 
Chcnab (Chandrabhiigii). 1·., 33, 143, 

196, 198, 317 
Chendalur, ins., 232-33 
ChCra, peo., 221, 223-26, 253, 25S 
Chczarla, loct., 70-72, 440, 456 
Chhatrc§vara; kg., 31 
Chhattisgarh (Chattisgarh), /oct., 2, 

99, 100, .112, 118, 123, 124 
Chhindwara, /oct .. fi9 
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Chicacole, loct .. 77-78 
Chikura, loct., 82 
China, 177, 193-94, 217, 262-63, 311, 

314-15, 319-20, 322-23, 328, 330-32 
334, 358, 383 471 

Chiratadatta, gq·v., 174, 216 
Chitrakiita, !oct., 107 
Chitral, /oct., 198 
Chitrar11tha-Svamin, 75 
ChoQa, 222 · 
Chola, dynst., 219-20, 222-24, 233, 252, 

259, 358, 441 
Choroddhara~;~ika, off., 287 
Chukuttur, grt., 149, 250 
Chnmphon, !oct., 322 
Chura, ldct., 232, 234 
Chu She-hing, mk., 325 
Chutsas, pea., 15 
Chiitu, · 66 '-
Chiitus, · 229, 230, 236>2~7, 238 
Chiitu-Siitakarl}.is, dynst., 93 
Cochin, loct., 224 
Cochin China, !oct., 6 
Coedes, G., 319 
Cokkuka, /oct., 323, 331 
Commodus, kg., 336 
Conjeeveram, /oct., 145, 440-41 
Constantine, kg., 338 
Constantinople, /oct., 178 
Coomaraswamy, A .. K., 73, 460 
Cosmas (Indicopleustes), nat• .. 195, 

341 . 
Cowel, E. B., 442 
Cowries, 360 
Ctesiphon, loct., 334 
Cunningham, A., 18, 20-21, 196, 335 
Cutch, loct., 436 

Dabhah1, loct., 144 
Dahra-Sena, kg., 119, 121,. 369 
Daksha, 367 . . 
Dakshil].iipatha, 140, 145-46 
Diimaghasada · 

or 
Damajada I, kg., 47 
Damajada Il, kg., 50, "52-53 
Damajada III, kg.. 54 
Damana, kg., 76, 145 
Dama-8ena,··kg:, 49, so, 52, 53 

Diimodara, kg., 246 
Damodara-gupta, kg., 207 
Damodara-sena, kg .. Ill, 113 
Diimodara-varman, kg., 70-72, 365 
Damodarpur, /oct., 215 
Da!}.Qa, 450 
Da(lif,anayaka, off., 287 
Dandan-Kilik, !oct., 328 
Da~;~cjapasika, off., 227, 287 
Da!}.gin, auth .. 402, 463 
Dantapura, !oct., 258 

. Diirakiichiiryas, 400 
Darrah or Mukandarrah, loci .. 437 
Darrang, !oct., 453 
Darsi, /oct & ins., 233 
Dasapura, /oct., 174, 181-82, 202, 357, 

436 

Dasarna, /oct., 96 
Dasavatiira temple (Deogarh), 453-54 
Das Gupta, N., 161-62 
Dathiya, kg., 260 
Dattabhata, 180 
Dattadevi, q., 166 
l)aviika, !oct., 142 
Diiyabhiiga, lit., 349-50 
Dayaks, pea., 315 

· Dayita I, kg., 85 
De, S. K., 402 
Dedesiya, loct., 338 
Dehra Ismail Khan, /oct., 433 
Deogarh, !oct., 437, 445, 450-51, 

453-55 
Deopani, /oct., 423 
Deotek, loct., 438 
Depar Ghatigro, loct., 435 
Desa, 283-84 
Deva (Chandra-gupta· H), kg., 165 
Devagiri, loct., 242-43 
Deva-gupta (Chandra-gupta II), kg., 

166 
Devaki, 176 
Devakula, 269 
Deva-naga, kg., 37 
Devapura, !oct., 80 
Devaraja· (Deva-gupta or Chandra

gupta II), kg .. · 166, 178 
Devariija (Ska,nda-gupta), kg., 178 
Devariishtra, !oct., 76-77, 80, 145-46. 

440 . < . 

Devardhi Kshmasramal}.a, 391 
Deva-sena, kg., 116, 118. 121 
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Devasri (Chandra-gupta II), kg., 166'1 Dviirapiilaka, off., .459 
Deva-varman (of Java), kg., 315· Dvaravati, loct., 314 · 
Deva-varman (Kadamba), kg., 238, DviitritMiklis, ut., 391 

241 . · . I D>ivedi, S., 418 
Deva-varman (Siilailkiiyana), kg., 1 

74-76 • . 
·vevi-Cha.ndt·a-gupta·, lit., 161-63, 406 I · · 

' Devkot, loct., 424 · 1 Edessa, I oct., 336 
Dhanailjaya, kg., 145 I Egypt, loct., 334 
Dhiinyakataka, loct., 64, 67, 72 EkiidaSi, 377 
Dhanyavislu;J.U, feud., 191 · Ekamukhi Linga, 448 
Dhlira!JO.-gotra, 131 · Ekashashti, sac., 34 
Dharanikota, !oct., 64 EkasiUI.Shti-rlitra-sattta, 370 · 
Dharasena, kg~. 187 Ellichpur, loct., 173 
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Dhiiril}.i, q., 131 . Ellora, loct., 388 
Dharmiidh.ikarlrt;La, 287 Ellore, loct., 73-74, 76, 145 . . 
Dharmaditya,, kg., 211 . Eran, !oct. fJ! ins., 86, 107, 144, 186, 
Dharmakshema, sch.,· 328 190-91, 195-96,..--281, 372, .. 437 · 
Dharmlimrita, Ut., 68 Er~4apalla;-'toct., 76, 77, 14S, 440 
DDhharmapii}a, 5h.,b5h, 388,k397 89 Etah, Jocf., 428 

armarii.Ja .1v.1iina Ita, · g., Ethi9pia, loct., 337 
Dharmarajikii (stupa). 432 · Euki-atides, kg., 302 
Dharmasasanlidhikarat~a, 287 ,.. 

-~ .l',UI'hrates, r., 334, 336 
Dharm .... iistra, 287, ,35Q, 399 E · k 224 
Dharmayasas, autJi,;;t332 vvt, g., 
Dhatusena,, kg., 260-61 
Dhavalapeta, grt., 78 
Dholpur, loct.; 39 
Dhmvadevi, q., 161-62, f73, 272 
Dhruvas •. off., 286 
Dhruvasena, kg., 192, 213 
Dhruvasvaniini, q., 100; 180 · 
Digambaras, 391, 393 . · 
Digniiga; auth., 364, 384, 386-88, 
Dilwara, !oct., 452 
Dinara, 360 
Dio cassius, auth., 339 
mpavamsa, lit., 254, 382, 408 
·Di~kalkar, D. B., 182 
Divakara-sena, kg., Ill, 113 
Divekar, H. R., 174 
Divyiivadiina, lit., 384, 456 
Drlingikas, off., 260, 279, 272·. 
Dravidian, 368, 378, 410 
Dro~asilhha, kg., 187 
Durdhara, 278 
Durgi!,, 317, 374, 456, 462 i• 
Diita-Ghatqtkacha, lit., 403 
Dutavallya, lit., 403 
OUtt B. B;,A12 . 
nut\ftagiliWti. }f.g.; 253 · 

. 3~ ' '· . 

Fa-bien, 151, 172, 274, 279, 292~ 315,. 
318, 324., 325-28, 346, 352, 383, 
387-89, .397•98 

Family life, 349-52 · 

399 
I Fan-che-man, kg., 310 

Fan-Fo, kg., 312 
Fan-Hu-Ta, kg., 312 
Fan-wen, kg., 312 
Faridpur plate III, 285 
Farq~1lr; J. N., ~ 
Fathepur, loc~.. 45, 428 
Fergusson, Jai!;les, 466 . 
Fleet, J. F., 137, 145, 174, 198 
Fu-nan, loct., 31Q-ll, 314, 317, 319 
Fyzabad, loct., 84 

I 
Gadahara, dynst., 21, wi . 
Gadaharas, pea.; 20, 33 

I. GiibaQ.avalas, peo., 303. 
Gajabhiihu I, kg., 252-53 
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Gajendramok~ha, 451 G 1 (n 38 1 
G 

1 · I · I ii . ohagat•ad-gWi), 
a erms, kg.. 58 

1 

Gnostics, 3·10 
Gallu, off., 2S7 
Gam~w1 Ahhaya (Gajabalm I) k Godavari, '"-· 3, 64, 73, 76-77 145·46 .• 

252 • &·· I 357-ss. 397, 439-40 • 
Ga~;~a, 266-67 GoR,ra, , .. , 426 
Ga3~J00apati-naga, kg .. 37, 39, 141, 143, Golt, loci., 440, 442-44 

Go lias, Jig., 195, 198 

Gandhiim, loci., 15-16, 22, 177_78, Gontali, r .. 317 
194, · 198, 200, 326, 3S.1, 444 4411 

1 

~om~ti vi1ziira. 325-21l 
Gandhar\'as 465 ' b<Jmm, dyt1st., 88 
Ga!Jesa, 31'7, 374, 426 , <;?op, /oct., 436 · 
Ganga, 449-50, 454, 462 (:-opachandra, Jig., 210-12 
Gatiga, dynst., 82,..231, 23.~-35, 246_50 hopal~~hari, K., 70-71 

292, 306, 372, 392, 440 ' ~oparaJa, kg., 86, 190-91, 3SI 
(Jorakhpur, /oct., 389 

Ganga era, R2 
Gatigaraja, kg .• 313 
Gaiigaraja .i. vy;;tvarmau, l~g .. 247 
Gan~dhar, "''/.· 434 

Gora1tlla grant, 70, 72 
GC>th5.bhaya, kg., 255-51) 
Govallabhas, off., 289 
Gov!nda III, Jig., 91 
Govmda IV, kg., i62 
Govinda Bhita, 425 
Govinda-gupta, gov., 174, 180,- 271 

- G!'ihnadl!yallslla,- otr., 289 
Grlfm<Ijauapada. 289 

211. 212, c;rameyaka., off., :289 

Gan~, loci., 100, 105, 146 
GanJam, lcJCI., 76, 81, 82, HJ, 146 
Garhwa, Iori., 42R, 44!1, 41'1 
Garu4a, 85, 173, 320, 461' 
Gan4apada, ttulll., 3R6 
Gau4as, peo., 83, 205, 209, 

217 

Gaulmikas, ofj., 287 
Gautama, auth., 381, 386 
Gaut1lma Buddha, 461' 
Gautama Saitghn,ll·\·a, sdz ... 1.12 
Gantamiputra SiitaknTl,ti, l•g .. 1, 85 
Gautamiputra Si,·n-ma.:rha, ltg., 44 

102 ~ ' 
Gautamiputra (Vekiitaka), P'~'c .. 38, 

102 
Gat•akslla-'Vlfliiyalla. 454 
Gavidhumat, ioct .. 428 
Gara, loct., 132, 172, 205, 217, 258, 

283, 356-57. 369, 382 
Geiger, W .• 149, 263-64 
Ghantapalle, loct., 440 
Ghantasala, loct., 69, 442-44 
Ghatotkacha, kg., 126, 133 
Ghntot·kacha-gupta, gm•., .173, 185 
Ghazni, loct., 340 
Ghumli, loct., 436 
Giles, H. A., 323 
Ginja ins., 42 
Girinagara, loct., 55 
Gimar, loct., 178, 436 

Gn·eks, s,· 14, 21, 30 
Griffiths, J., 466 
Gudlur · grant, 249 
Guduru, /oct., 69 
Guild, 355, S57 
Gujarat, /oct., 1, 3, 47, 50, 53-54, 

56-58, 61, 63, 100. 108-12, 119, 121-
22, 152, 168-70, 189, 202, 285-87 
338, 359 • 

Guttimadidurru, I oct .. 440 442-44 
Gu!Jahhadra, auth., 332 ' 
Gn~tiidhya, auth., 402 
Gunilighar, grt., 210 
Gut.taprabha, autb., 385. 
Guttavarman, kg., 80 
GuQ.avarman, pre., 318-19, 332 
Gunda 'ins., 48 
Guntupalli, locf., 459 
Guntnr, loct., 65, 67, 69, 70, 72, 440 
Gupta era, 23, 85, 131-32, 144, 158-

59, 166-67, 181, 188 
Gurjaras, peo;, 433 
Gurudaspur, loct., 33 
Gwalior State, 36, 39, 102, 139, 195, 

199, 374, 464 . 
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liala. l<g .. 402 Hirahadagalli, /oct. & ~ns., 231, 237 
Halsi, /oct. & irrs., 239, 241, 24J-45; Hitalal, 85, 91 · 

. 439 · · · Hira!Jyagarblta (ceremony), 7f. 365 
1 H:tuiigut.uw'nla-Dcl·at1a, 67 Hissar, /oct., 432 
~ Hannmangarli, /oct .. 433 · Hituahebhagilu, pl., 243 

Haradeva (Artc). /;g .. 330 Hiuen-Tsaug, 149-50, 192-93, 196, 
I Har~ht1 in~., 90 . . 198-200, 216, 353, .374, 420. 
; Hanbharlra, aut/1 .. 300 Hoan Sonh, mi., 312 

HRridat!d, kg., 78 Hoetnle, A. F. R., 197, 201, 323, 419 
. Ht11·ignptn, '356 : Hom~uzd II, lig., 19, 511 
· Harignptn,. lig., 196 Hilshwrpur, ./oct., .. 13 

,: !lnricFohct}a, lig .. 12!-25, 202, 45i Huen-tien, 310 
Harishet.w, f'., '137-38, 1.~4. 156, 275, Hnltzsch, E:, 75 · 

' 282, 407 1-Tmnayun, kg.; 49. 
'I Firita, <1!1111 .. 4Hl Hiit,tas, peo., 3-<;·, 9, 36, 117; '124, 
.llari-vannan (KrHl:lniba). 11.~·· 23~. 177-78, 183, 192-!15, 197~201, 203-05, 
. 245 · 24!! ' 214; 216-17, 297, .104-05, 379, 3!1S, 
Ifari~arn;an (Mankltari), i1.~ . 20!'-o 431-32, 462 · 
'Harjjm·a~vmlltan, kg., 423 . Hushkur, loci., 433 
•Harslta {ll:trslinvanlltana), 1.-:~.; 90, · Huvishka, kg·., 25, 28, 295, 421 

106, 162, 407 Huvishkapura, /oct., 43..'l 
· 1-lm·s/wclz.m'ild. HI., 37, 39, 85, 161•62, Hyderabad, 'lod.; 464 
. 208, 4{12 . . 

· Hnrslia-kupta !l.ut . .,r Gupt:1), .kJf .• 
' 21ltl, 208 
'Hnrshagupta (Pat,u,luvmhs.i), Jig,, 91 
:Harshavardhnna (HarRha), k.J(., 90, 
l 106, ,162·, 176, 407 
\ Harwan, /oct..; 433 
. Hastiivapra, I oct., 43fi 
Hast!bhoja, kg., 121 
Hastm, feud., 188, 368' 
Hnsti-vannan •. kg;, 74, 75, 1.45 
Haslyiiyun•eda, lit., 421l 

• Hathab, loct., 436. 
; Hathigumplta ins·.; 68 
, Hayagrivavadha, /if.., 407 
1 Hnya-naga, 1•.~ ., 27 
; Hchbata grant, 241. 
: i Hekatompylos, /.oct., 334 
! i Heliogabalus, kg .. 338 
'Hdios, 298 ! Hemachandra, <Wlh., 391 
Hephthalites (Ephthalitts). peo., 193 
Herringham, I,ady, 466 · 
Herzfeld, E., 17, 19 

' Hinduism, 5, 9, 21, 293, 363-64, 367, 
I ?69, 378-79, 387-88..: 393-95, 402, 448 
·:H~ndupur, loci., ,24, 
)Rtppalus, 33.4 

.. , Hipparchu:-:, 418 

Ibn Washiya, auth,, -412 
lkRhvii.kus, dynst .• , 26, 34-35, 57, ~4-

70, 84, 93, 99, 106, 229, 231, 267>68, 
272; 306, 343, 360, 300, 368-70, 379. 
388, 402, 440, 443 

Ilaniiga, kg., 251 
Ilandtraiyau (To\t~llinwn I!antlirai-

yap)., .kg., 222-23, 225 · 
Ilatijt:tchenni, ltg., 220 , 
linaiyavaramban Nen9ufijerl\1 li.dan, 

kg .. 225 . . . 
ltulicopleuste~ (Cosmas), 11a1•,. 19.'5, 

341 .. 

Indore, /oct., 374 
Jndra, 92, 317, 44..~ 
Indrabala, kg., 90 
Iudraji, Bhagavan La!, 3fi5 
Indravarman, kg., 82 
Indra-visln.tu, 344 · 
Indumati; q., 462 
Iran, loct., I, 13, 336 
Irandati, 467-
!siinadiisa, 356 
Isiinadeva,kg., 91 
Jsiinavnrman, kg .. 90, 205·06, 211-12, ' 

304 
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Uvarii, q., 373 
Isvara-datta, kg., 48, 53, 296 
IsvarakrishfJ.a, auth., 381 
Isvaravarman, kg., 205 
I-tsing, 129-31 

Jsggayapeta, loct. & ins., 66, 440 
Jahangira, loct., · 426 
JiihJJ.aveyakula, 248 
Jaimini, auth., 380 
Jaina, 5, 196-97, 233, 244, 365 
Jainism, 5, 292, 363-64, 391-92, 394 
Jaipur, loct., 31, 52, 143, 266, 433, 

438 
Jalalabad, loct., 15 
Jamalgarhi, loct., 433' 
Jlinakihara1J4, lit., 261 
Janapada, 289 
Jariisandha-kii-Baithak, 456 
]l1taka, lit., 443, 446, 452, 459, 466 
Jlftaka1n4lli, lit., 384, 407 
Jiitukar1J.a, auth., 419 
Jaulian, loct., 432, 456 
Java, loct., 6, 7, 9, -151, 310, 315, 

317-19, 322, 358, 379, 444 
Jayabala, kg., 92 
Jayadatta, gov.. 187, 216 
Jayariija (Riishtrakii.ta), .123 
Jayariija (Sarabhapuriya), kg., 86-87 
Jayasithha I, kg., 89 
Jayaswal, K. P., 26, 61, 94, 100, 103, 

133, 148, 161-62, 267, 301 
Jaya-varman (Brihatphaliiyana), kg., 

68-69 
Jaya-varman (of Fu-nan), kg., 311 
Jetavana, 428 · 
Jeypore, loct., 146 
Jhalawar, loct., 434 
Jhansi, loct., 39 
Jherruk, loct., 436 
Jhukar, loct., 436 
Jinadiisa, auth., 391 
Jirjingi grant, 82 
jiva-diiman, kg., 34, 47, 48, 49, 297 
]ivakachintl1mar;i, lit., 392 
Jivita-gupta, kg., 206, 208-09, 211 
}niinavlida, 381 
Joan-Joan (Jouan-Jouan), U'b., 17, 

21, 193 

Jodhpur, loct., 433 
Johiyawar, loct., 30 
Jouan-Jouan (Joan-Joan), trb., 17, 

21, 193 
Jouveau Dubreuil, G., 68, 87, 145-

46, 238,. 240, 464 
Jubbulpore, loct., 438, 453 
Julian, kg., 338 
Jumna, r., 27, 29, 142, 144, 166, 376, 

432 
Junagadh ins., 29, 55, 57, 177, 179, 

274, 436, 460 
Junnar, loct., 388-89 
Justinian, kg., 338 

1Cabul, 19, 22, 147, 3~5 
Kabulistan, 198 
Kiicha, 138, 163 
Kiicha-gupta, 163 
KaQ.ai-yelu-valliilkal, 219 
Kadamba, dynst., 26, 65, 109, · 115, 

ll7, 122, 125, 170, 225-26, 229-31, 
235-46, 248-50, . 269-70, ~72, 280, 
284, 292, 306, 343, 369, 372, 392, 
431 

Klidambar'i, lit., 461 
KaQ.iyalii.r, loct., 219 
Kadur, !oct., 362 
Kafir Kot, loct, 433 
Kahaum, loct, 391, 428 
Kahu-jo-daro, Zoct.. 435 
Kailiisaniitha, 441 
Kaithal, loct., 437 
Kiikapur, loct., 143 
Kiikas, trb., 61, 143, 266, 299 
Kakttbha, loct., 428 
Kiiknstha-varman, kg., 115, 238-40, 

243, 250 
Ka}achuris, trb., 4, 124-~, 188, 438-

39 . 

Kalanjar, rock 1ns., 90 
· Kalawan, loct., 432 
Kiilidiisa, p., 112, 170-71, 239-40, Z70, 

351, 372, 403-05? 407-o9, 437, 448-
50, 462-63, 469, 479 

Kiilindi (Yamuna), r., 188 
Kalinga, loct., .68, 76-83, 119, 145, 

218, 258, 282, 284, 397, 440 
l<AJliidaniir,. p.,. 224 .. 
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451 . 
Nitisiim, lit., 410 

' 142 
loct., 310-11 

' 428. 
Inimporai, kg.; 224 

Kanauj, /.oct., 41 
Kaiichi (Kaiichipura), loct., 5, 67, 

69, 145-46, 219, 222, 225, 227, 230-
33, 236, 244, 249, 259, 381, 386, 388, 
392, 397-98, 440 ' 

Kandara, kg., 70-72 
Kandarapura, loct., 7o-72 , 
Kane, P. V., 403 · 
Kaliga"varman, kg., 109, 238-39 
Kangra, loct.; 29, 33, 142," 265, 373 
Kanheri, loct., 388 
Kanishka I,· kg., 14, 25, 28, 41 
Kanishka, II, lig., 14 
Kanishka; III, kg., 13-16, 20, 25, 29, 

295 
Kan-su, !oct.; 331 
Kantakdaila, loct., 69 
Kanteru grant, 74 
Kantipuri, · !oct., 26-27 
Kantit, !oct., 26 . • 
Kii:Q.va, dynst., 96 
Kanyakubja, loct., 140 
Kapila, t., 373 
KapiliishashJhi, 377 
Kapilavastu, loct., 387 · 
Kapotesvara temple, Chezarla, 70, 

72, 456 
Karat].a, 345 
Kar~sahr, l·oct., 323, 328 
Karikala, kg., 219-20, 223, 233, 252 
Kari-Talai, Ioct., 437 
Karkotanagara, loct., 433 
Karmavada, 381 
Kartu~bhiira, lit., 403 
Kan;tasuvan;ta, loct., 425 
Kan;tata, Kan;tii{aka, loci., 93, 109, 

125, 241, 347, 383, '391 

Karshiipat].as, 308 
Kartikeya, 3Q-31, 65, 173, 298, 374, 

392, 462 
Kartripl!!'a, loct., 142 
KiiSakritsna, 367 
Kashii.yapahug,a, lit., 393 
Kashgar, loct., 323-24, 328, 331:-32 

Ka~hmir, loct., 14, 21-22, .63, 152·, 
' 168, 200, 218, 305, 318, 345, 330-33; . 

383, 387, 407, 433 
Kasia, loct., 387, 428 
Kassapa, kg., 260-61 
KatMsaritsaga.ra, ut., . 177 
Kathiawar, loct., 1, 3, 47, 50, 53-58, 

61-62, 100, 109, 112, 136, 168, 186, 
189, 285, 347, 388, 436 

Katyayana, auth., 410 
Kaumudiimahotsava, lit., 133, 164 
Kaut}.Q.inya (of Fu-nan),· kg., 310-ll 
KaU:Q.Q.inya (of Borneo), kg., 315 
Kaurala, loct., 145 
Kau8iimbi, 41-46, 94, '103-04, 107, 178, 

3oo-o1, 357, 388, 427 
Kadikiputra Bhadra-magha, kg., 45 
Kautilya, auth., 130, 152, 410 
Kautsiputra Pothasiri, kg.,, 41~42 
Kaveri, r., 221, 249, 357, 358 
Kaveripattanam, loct., 256, 259, 358 
Kavyamim4msa, lit., 162, 240, 402 
Kiiyastha, 285, 345 
Kaye, G. R., 413-14 
Keith, A. B., 402-03, 406 .. 
Kekaya, f.Tb., 67-68, 242-43 
Kennedy; r, 335 
Keragalur, pl., 249 
Kerala, !oct.; 148 
Khandagiri, loct., 438 . 
Kharaparikas, trb., 143 
Khliravela, kg., 68, 76 
Khariar grant, 87 

·Kharod ins., 91 
Khi!:hing, loct., -438 
Khoh, loct., 448, 458 
Khokra Kot, loct., 432 · 
Khotatima, 323 . 
Khotan, loct., 323-28 
Khtidda Piirinda, kg., 259-60 
Khu]janiiga, kg., 253 · 
Khusru Parvez, kg., · .467 · . 
Khyber· Pass, .3-4, 23,' 334 
Kidiira Kushat;~a, dynst .• , 21-24, 62, 

296 
Kielhom, F., 197, 240, 243 
Kilakila, 96 
Ki-pin, ·loct., 195 
Kiratih·juniyatn, lit., 406 
Kirtimukha, 435 
Kirti-varman, kg., 246· 
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Kishkilu\hya, !oct .. 428 
Kittisemt, kg .. 261 
Kine-tsc, /oct., 32.1 
Kocccng-m~an, 1{ g.. 220 
Kolar (Knvaliila), /oct.. ::!4!< 
Kollair grant, 74 
Komarti grant, 77 
Konaikkal Irumporai, kg., 224 
Kondanmrli gnmt, 68-6H 
Kot'lgoda, loci, 82-84. 
Kotikat.ti-v:.mnan, kg .. 247-48, 2ii0 
Konow, Stcn, 41, [61-62, 196 
Korkai, /oct., 358, 441 
Koroslwncla grant, Sl 
Kosala (Son them), /oct.. 45, 84-85, 

88-8!!. 91-H2, !l!J-WO, 103, 118-19, 
121-2:~. 145, IH2, 18!\, 272, '347 

Kosam, lt•rl.. 427 
l{oshakiiraka, lit .. 384 
Kotah (State), 40, ~69, 4M, 437 
Kotas, lrh., 13!1-40, 1!\4 
Kotintrsha, /oct., 285, 424 
Kottum, loct., 76, 145-46, 440 
Koyil Ve.l,ll.ti, Ioc;t .. 220 
Kramii<litya, 178, 214 
Krisht.JH, 176, 363, 365, 372, 450-51 
Krishna Deva, H., 41 
Krisln.la-gupta, hg. 200-0S 
Krishna Hao, · ll. V ., 72 
Krisht.ta-vannan (c ~aitga), kg., ::!4\1; 

50 
Krislu.w-varman I (K;ulamba), I< g., 

26, 238, 241-42, 272 
Krislwa-vannnn, 11, kg .. 2JH, 242, 

245-4li ' . 

Kritavtrya, kg .. 23 
Kshiirapiit,li, aullz.. 41!1 
Kshawsh\hi, ~0 
Kshalrapas (western), I, .l4, 40, 47-

63, Ill, 147, /2!l!Hl!l, 304-05, JOS 
Kshatriyas, 10, 2!h~O. 12!l, 266, ~t!l-

20, :l42, 344-47. .15;~. .~!l!l-400 
Kshetm·udrn, <1111/z.. 240 
Kshwlrakas, lrl• .. 15 
Knhc·ra, l>g .. 71! 
Kubja, p.: 408 
Kuchar, 323-25, 328, 419 
Kuchean, 328 
Kuchi, 323, 328-32 
Kudura, loct., 69, 358 . 
Kulaprabhavati, q., 311 

Kulaputra, autn., 407 
Kulasvamin, o.fJ., 286 
Kumat.tan, pre.~ 220 
Kumaradasa, ~g., 261 
Kumaradevi, q'., · 127-30, 158-59, 26g 

'272, 301-02 
Kumiira-gupta (Later Guptf!), kg., 

206-07 . 
Kumara-gupta I, kg., 3, 24, 35, 113, 

117, 159, 173-76, 180-82, '184-85, 
188-89, 202, 215, 271-72, 274, 282, 
303, 305, 367 . 

Kumara-gnpta II, kg., 184-86 
Kumiira-gupta _ITJ, kg .. 184, 214-15 
Kumarajiva, t., 329-32 
Kumlin'imlUyas, off, 281-82, 285, 290 
Kmn(irasambhava, lit .. 405, 450 
Kumiira-varman, kg., 238, 243 
Kumiiravislu;u I, kg., 233-34 
Knmaravish1~u II, kg., 234 
Kumiiravislu;IU III, kf; .. 234 
Kumiirayana, 330 
Kumarila, autft .. 386 
K11mrahar, loct., 425 
Kufichanaga, l~g .. .?53 
Kundinpur, locf., 438 
Kut,l<,lunga, kg., 315 
Knt;~indas, trb., I, 2, 27-28, 31-32, 

265, 267, 298-99 
Knntala, !oct., 66, 88, 108-10, 112, 

115, 119-22, 170, 239-40 
Knntalesvara, 240 
Kuntaldvamdaulva. lit., <tO.'i' 
Knreha Ins., 96 · 
Kuru, l1·b., 196 
Knsnla, kg., 23 

Kushfu.ta, trb. &.dyl!sl., I, 1.:1-l!l, 25:-
31, 33-.34, 37-38, 42-43, 45, 47, 57, 
101, 104, 132, 147-50, 152-53, 169, 
198, 268-69, 296, 2\18, 302-05, 373, 
378-79, 431, 433, 442, 444, 447-49, 
462 

Kushiina (Kidi1r11). d;YllSt.. 2t<~t. 
296, .432 

Kusha11 Slwl1, Ji 
Krisika, 373 
Kusthalapnra, ~zpct., 145. 
Ku-tsang, lovS., 331 C 
Kuvaldla, loct., 248, 250 
Ku'liaJayaml!la, Ut., 196 
K\lveranlgi\, q., 166, 169 
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Lagliujataka, lit., 418 
Lakshmi, 179,· 29~, 30il, 303, 426 
Lakulisa, 373 
Lalitiiditya, kg.A33 
Lalitagiri, loci., 438 
Lalila-vistara, lit., 384, 40 I 

· Laiubakarma. Clan, 251, 25S 
Lang~kia-~U.. loct., 314 · · 
Lailk.ift•atdra-siltra, lit., 385 
Lanya, r., 322 . · · · 
Liita, loci., 119 _ 
I,fitad~''a, auth., 417 
Lauhitya, r., ?03, 209 
Legge, J., 274 
Lenke Kome, !oct., 336 
Levi, S., 161-62, 263-64, 403. 

. Lichchha\•i,. lrb.. 127-31, 133, 1.69. 
268, 302 

. LipiSati'is, 400 
Lokapiilas, 269 
Lokaprakasa, q., 92 
Lok.a-vibhi'iga, lit., 234 
Loka-vibllai1ga, lit .. 392 
Liiders, H., 126 

Mada-vas, 284 
l\1iidhava or Miidhava·varlnan 

(Ganga), kg .. 246-50 
:.\liidhava ·or 1\lihlhava·\'armau 11 

(Ganga),· kg .. 234, 247, 249-50 
Madhavariija ·I (Sainyahhlta); kg .. 

83 . 

Miidhavariija 11 or 1\'liidhava-varmau 
II (SainyabhHa), kg., 83-84, 89 

Madh:wa-vannai1 I (Vish!].ukm.u~in\, 
kg., 26, 89; 106, 122, 124 

l\fadlmban, pl., 176 
l\latlhn-v:anuan, pre!,' 246 
Madhya ma<•yi'iyoga., _lit., 40.~ 
Ma<lhyamikii, lod., 433 __ 
Madras, trb., 2, 20, 33, 35, 2tl5, i!il7 
Jlladrakas, lrb., 142·43, 29U 
Maduraikktli'!ji.- lit .. 227, 273 
Magmlha, I oct., 2, 26, 57, !lO, 127, 

!29, 132, 134, !92, 2.00, 20S-9, 
216-17, 348, 406 . 

1\iagadhaclihukti, 283 
Magaja, kg~; 35, 299 
lltagajaya, kg., ~ 

:.\Iaghas, trb., I, 2,.27, 37, -4H4, 46,· 
. 127, 300 . . 
lllahiibal<ldhikrita, off, .271, 281 
Mahi'ibandha, lit., 393 _ 
Mahi'ibharata, lit., 30, 363-64, ... _ 

370, 411, 437, 452 . . 
Mahiidal)(tanliyaka, off.. 277, 282 · 
Mahiideva, 209, .244,- 363, 367 
Mahadyogin, ajviira, 371 
Mahiikala, 317 
l\lahii~antiira, /oct., 145-46 
Mahiiko§ala, /oct., 438 _ 
l\Iahiikshatrapa, 47-41), · 52·54, · 57-58. 

60-62 107 ' 
::\Jahall;lka Niiga, kg .. 253 
1\Iahiinadi, r., 76 · .. 
l\Iahiiniima, k,g., 258-59, 263-64 
l\Iahiinaman, 364 · · · 
Mahiiparinin•iitJD-siltra, lit., 328. 
Mahtipilupali, <>ff., 277 
Mahlipral-ihlira, off., 2ti 
Mahariishtra; !oct., I, -1'1, .51, 55,_ 93, 

100, 108-09, 114-15, 120, 122-25, 143,. 
388 

Mahiisam~mt.a, feud., 84 
Mah<'jsiindhi-vigrahi.ka, ll/1. .. 279 
l\tahiisena, kg:; 256-57 ·· 
1\Iahiisenadeva, kg., 272 
Mahiisena-gnpta, kg., 208·0!~ _ 
Mahiiscnapati, oJf., 32, 40, 44, 277 
l\lahasthan, loci., 424-Z.."i 
i\lahasvapali-: off.; 277 · 
111 a hal l-ara, off .. 289-90, 294 
Mal1-iit•a1i1sa, lit-., 251-54, 362-63, 382. 

408 
Mali.'i'Vcl!'Utl'i, 377 
Mal~•h•astu, lit., 383 
Mahavihiira, 254, 256-57, 262 · 
l\Iahiivira, 366, 391 
Malr.ii)•iiuastllitparigi·aha, lit,, 3S.i; 
IilahavliHasr1irlilailkiira, Ill:, 38.::; 
l\l11heiulra, mi-., 85, 145,' 203 
J.Ialumdraditya, · 193 
l\lalJ,tndragiri, · mt .. 76, 145 
MllhCIHirn-siJhha, 173 
~.ahetulra-varman I, lig.. 7{), 457, 

467 . . 
Mahishiisuramatdi~i, _ 374 
Mahmud bin Sam, kf'. · ~~ , 
Maitraka, trb.. )86, 189/' 2. ~2.~ 9!,~ 

372, 389 . . . ·' ~'"' 
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Maitreyanatha, t., 385 
.Majumdar, N. G., 41, 55 
Majumdar, R. C., 77, 81, 314 
Malacca, loct., 322 
Malaprabha, r., 236 
Miilatimiidha'lla,. lit., 39 
Malavalli, ins., 230, 237-38 
Malavas, rrb., 1-2, 21, 27-28, 33-35, 

38, 49, 52, 92-94, 117-18, 121-22, 
124, 142-43, 182, 185, 202, 208-09, 
266-68, 271, 21,3, 299-300, 308, 370, 
433 

Miilava Sathvat, 180-81 
Miilaviklignimitra, lit.,. 276, 405 
Malayasia; 316 
Malaya Peninsula,. /oct., 157, 310, 

314, '317, 320-23 
Mallikarjuna, 99 
Malwa, loct., I, 3, 47, 50, 53-55, 59, 

97, 100, 110, 167, 174, 181, 185-86, 
189-92,. 202, 209, 216, 374, 434, 436-
37, 467 

Mamallapuram, loct., 227 
Mana, dynst., 84 
Manabhita (Dharmaraja-Manabhita), 

kg., 89 
Manamatra, kg.,· 87-88 
Maniiilka, kg., 87-88, 123 
Manapura, loct., 87, 375 
Manasa-Sarovara, loct., 437 
Mandasor (Dasapura), loct., 124, 

174, 18_0-82, 185, 197, 199, 202-04, 
357, 374, 378, 407, 436 . 

Mal}.Q.avyapura, loct., 433 
Mandhatri-varman, kg., 238, 243-tA 
Mandor, loct., 433 
Mangram, 289 
MiitiguQ.i, p.,. 224 
Manichaeans, 340 
Mru;tinii.ga, 374, 426 
Manoratha, off., 275 
Manoratnapurat,~-i, Iii., 259 
Mru;ttaraja, kg., 145 
Mantrins, 274 
Manu, auth., 351 
Manu-Smriti, lit., 130, 269, 345, 370 
Mapojaya, kg., 35, 299 
Markat~if,eya PU1'litJ.a, lit., 96 
Marquart, 195 
Marshall, John, 41 
Marudan, p., 224 

Marudi, 221 
Masaou Dih, loct., 42i 
Masulipatam, loct., 68-69, 73 
Mii.tharas, dynst., 79-81 
Mathariputra Virapurasha-datta, kg., 

66-87 
Mathura, !oct., 14, 25, 27, 35-40, 

42, 94, 101, 141, 166, 269, 3~1. 
357, 373-74, 388, 391, 397, 431, 435, 
442-43, 446-50, 468 

Matila, kg., 141 
Matri-gupta, auth., 407 
Matrivara, kg., 78 
Mii.trivishJ.tu, feud., 191, 281, 343 
Mattepad grant, 70-i2 
Maukharis, dynst., 4, 89-90, 203-09, 

211, 216-17, 304-05, 369, 407 
Maukharis ·(of Bad,·a), dynst., 40-41, 

369 
siauryas, dynst., 3, 2i8, 229, 251, 

260, 268, 406 
Maximus, kg:, 336 
Mayavada, 367 
Mayidavolu grant, 67, 231-32 
Mayiirasarman; kg., 231, 235-39, 344, 

34~. 398 
Mayuravarman, kg., 237 
Maynrbhanj, loct., 438 
McCrindle, J. W., 195, 339 
Medhii.vin, auth., 402 
MeghadiUa, lit., 112, 405 
MeghavarQ.a (Sirimeghavat}.l,laJ, kg., 

149, 257-58, 263, 383 
Meharauli pillar, 3, 23, 431 
Mekala, !oct., 84, 92, 118, 182, 185 
Merv, ·zoct., 18 
Mesopotamia, /oct., 336, 379 
Mihirakula, kg., 192-94, 196-204, 214, 

217, 306, 379, 432 . 
Mima1nsli-sl1tms, lit., 363, 368, 380 
Mirashi, V. V., 122 
Mirpurkhas, loct., 434-35, 456 
Mitaksharii, 349 
Mitradevi, q., 184 
Mittasena, kg., 25l:l 
Mlechchhas, 8, 22, 177, 418 
Moggalliina I, kg., 261 
Mogulrajpura, loct., 451, 459 
Mohenjo-daro, 434-35 
Mo-ho-nan (Mahii.nii.ma), kg., 263 
Mohr-a Moradu, loct., 432, 456 
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:::vrookherji, R. K.,. 154 
31:oraes, G: M., 240 

· M6tichandra, 41 
Mrich.chhakafika, ut., 1, 400 
Mrigasikhiivana, loct., 388 _ 
Mrigendra-varman, kg., 270 
Mrige5a,- Mrige5a-varman, kg., 122; 

238, 241, 243-44, 366 . 
Mndgala, dynst., 84 . 
Mudrii-Riikshasa, lit.., 4otj 
:MuduknQ.umi Peruvaludi, kg., 223 
Mughals, 42, 213, 218 
Mujma~ii-t-Tawarikh, Ut., 164 
.Mukhaliilgam, loct., 81 
·.Mulavarman, kg., 315-17 
.Miirdhavasikta, 345 
:Siurm,IQ.a, trb., 20, 147-48 
)1uttiiru, loct., 224 
.Muziris, loct., 335, 338 
Myson, loct., 313 
.Mysore, 67, 368-69 

·Naccinarkkiniyar, auth., 222 
Nachna-Kuthara, loct., 437, 453 
Nachne-ki-Talai; toct., tOO; 140 
Nagabala, -kg., 92 · 
Niigadatta, kg., 31, 40, 141 . 

· Nagar (Karkotanagara), !oct., 433 
Nagarahiira, loct., 15 
Nagardha:n, loct.; 1 H 
'Niigiirjun~, auth., 85, 331, 364, 384, 

399, 420 -
Nagiirjuna Uaina), t., 391 
Nagarjunikonda, loct., 65-66, 262, 

387-88, 420, 440, 442-46, 456, 460 
'.Niigas, peo. & dynst., 1, 2, 14, 17, 

26-27,.3641, 45, 94, 139, 141, 169, 
' 221-22, 300, 308, 374 

Wilgasena-, kg., 31, 39, 139-41, 154 
Niiga-vamian, kg., 311 
Nahapii.na, kg., ·34 
Naiy&yikas, 385 
Nakhan Sri Dhammarat, loct., 321-

23 -
Nakkirar, p., 219, 224 
:Valadiyar, Ut., 392 
Niilandii, loct., 132, 159, 184, 190,-

193, 210, 286-87, 289, 366,., 371, 388-
89, 397~98, 420, 426, 457 

Na}as,. trb. & dynst., 4, 82, 99; 116-
19,' 121-22, 125, 3&8, 371-72 

Naliasar, tact., 422,' 431, 433 
Nii1,1akkiisa, kg., 24243 
Nanda, dynst;, 79, .81 
Nandana, 217 
Nandangarh, loct., 424 __ 
Nanda-Prabhaiijana-varman, kg., 

78-81 
Nandivardhana, loct., 82, 114, 116 
Nandi-varman (Pallava), kg.,-.90, · 234 
N~mdi-varman I (Salatikiiy-ma), kg., 

74 
Nandi-varman II (Siilatikiiyana), kg., 

74-76' . 
Nandsa yupa, ins., .}4, 52, 266-68 
11l'ankin, loct., 319 -
Nanna', Nannadeva, · Nannariijii" 

dhiraja, kg., 90-91 
Nannan, kg., ~. 229 
Namtru, lit., 392 
Niirada, auth,, 348, 350-51, 410 
Nli:rada-Smriti, Ht., 278, 349; 351, 410 
Narasaraopet, loct.,· 440 
Narasimha-gupta, kg., 184-85, 192-

93; 199, 201, 204; 213-14, 457 
Nara-varman, feud., 181, 378 
Niirii.y~a Maharaja, feud., 280 
Narendra, kg., 86-81 
Narendraditya, 211 
Narendra-sena, kg., 92, 115-18, 121, 

182-83, 185,_ 240 

Narmadli; r., 109, 175; 188, 357 
Narseh, kg., 51, .. 56, 58 
· ~arwar.; loct., 139, · 144 
Nasik, tact., 48, · 85, i20, 397. 
Niitha5arman, 365 _ 
Natya~ast-ra, lit., 402 
Nava; kg., 27 
Niivanitakam, lit., ,418, 420 

· ~-ayiidhikarat;Ja, 287 · 
Nayasen<J., p., 68 
Ne~u-nal-vaq,ai, lit., 219 
NeQ.uti~ariiya grant; 232 
NeQ.uii.Jeliyan, kg., 219-20, 223-34 
Nelcynda, loc.t., 245 
Nelveli, loct., 90 
Nero, kg., 335 
Nhut-Nam, loct., 312 
NiQ.ur, loct., 224 
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.'V'ik/lya Sah.!imlw, lit.. 2ti.'> 
Nilakal,l\ha, loct., 24.'i 
Nilmnbar, pl .. 244 
Nilarijja, kg .. 145 
Nile, r., 338 
Nissanka, 417 
.\'itisi11a, lit., 410 
N ityiinam,a, 91 
Ni~·a, lod., 328 
Niyoga, 350 
Niyuklas, ·off., 287 
Nyliya-bhiishya, lit .. JHI 
Nyciyamukha, Iii., 387 
Nyayapra1•da, lit., 387 
Nyaya-sulra.1, lit .. 30..1-04 
Nyiiylivatiira. lit.. :.;94 

Okelis, /oct., 33.'\ 
Ojiyar, r., 221 
Omgodn grant, 2.12, 3i7 
Orissa, 2, 82, 146, 28:?. 34i, 4.1R 
Ottakkiittan, p. 230 
Oxus, r., 193-!14, 3.1~ 

360, 369, 372-73, 392, 402, Hll-4 t •. 
459, 467 

I J>almoU, lit., 392 
, !'almyra, !oct., 336c37 
! J>alnad, loci., 440 

Pa1,1as, 308 
Piiiichiila, trb., 430 
Pai!chamal,u;tali, · 289 
Patic1um'itra, lit., 403 

: Paiichasiddhlintikli, lit., 413, 4111 

I 
Pa1ichatantra, lit., 339, 408 

· Pailchltyat, 267, 273, 288, 361 
Pa1,14ava, trb .. 32, 90, 124 
Pandrethau, /oct., 433 

I 
Pandurangapalli gr. ant, SS, 122, .>91 
PiiJ.ujnrangasviimin, 417 

· Piili4uvarilM, dynst .• 88-92 
I Piil.l4Ya, trb. & dynst., 21\l-21, 22."1-

24, 259, 358, 392 
/·P~n~ll:· loci., 322 

1 
Pawm, aut h. • 409 
Pannalill, 182 

· Panni, loct., 438 
Para, r .•. 39 
Paramurtha, mrth., 156, 217 

1

: J>aramlirlhasaptatf, lit., 385 
Pnrm,1ar, p., 221 

1 Paranavitaua, S., 149, 2.~4 

I 
Pariisara, auth .. 419 
Para~ara, t., 373 · 

P11<iam-pawaya, /oct .• 36, 300 Piirasava, 345 
Ppdl\aiii, lod .. 421{ P:iraspnr (Parihiisupura), /oct., 4.'1.' 
Padirrupa~lrt, Iii .. 22.~-26 1 Pnrgiter, F. E.; i34-35 
l'udnwpiil,ll, 465 : Parigi, !oct., 248 
Padmiivatl, loci .. 27-28, .3{i-39. 41.1 Parihiisapura (Paraspnr), /oct., 43,:; 

45, 102, 107, 139, 300, 374, i.W6, 4.H Parikud grant, 83 
Paharpnr, /oct., ,->72, -387, 424-lS. -15~ 1 \iir!nc~t.. k,l! •• 259 
Pahlavas, lrb .. 4112 I anvr:uakas, pco.. I 10, I 18, 18!1, 
Pahlm·i 296,. 304, 4Ufl 274-75, 280-81, 368, 372 
Paiknli' ins., .'iti · l'11rivriijaka Maharajas, 186, 188, lfl1 
P11inting, 463-tll{ 204 
l'ititt'imaha. SiddMui<l. Iii .. 41-" Pariyiitrika, loci .• 238 
Paithnn, loci., .157, 4311 Part)adatta, gov., 179. 18ti 
Palakiipya, autlr .. 420 Piirvati, 453, 470 
l'alnkka, l!gct., 14~ Piisana, kg.,_ 20 
PaJak k~lfla;.l. foci., !4.'\ I>iisur.atas, 373-74 
Palasikii, /oct .. 240, 243-44 .Piitaliputra, loct., 112, 127, 129, 140, 
Pallava, trb. & dynst., 4, 67, 69, 166, .278, 283, 348, 356-57, 390, 396, 

. 72-73, 76, 90, 145-46, 225, 229-39, 414, 420, 425 
241-44, 246, 24s:so, 270-72, 276, 278, Patalung, !oct., 323 . 
281-82, 284;~87, 289, 291, 300, 34tl, Pataiijali, qutiJ.., 380-81, 40!h. 

'· 
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P.lthakas, off., 285, 287 
Patrabhailga-rachau,l, 452 
Patralatii, 452 
Patrliliguli, 452 . 
Pa!titw.ppatai, lit., 221, 227 
Pattini, 253 . 
Pauusa· Siddhiittta, lit., 339, 415, 417 
Pavapar, !oCt., I 14. 
Pavata,. kg., 301 ' 
Pavvaiya, /oct., ·196 
Pawaya, to ct., 437 
Peddavegi,. loct., 73-75, 145 
P,::nnar; r.; ·22\ , . 
Penukonda, pt., ~4. 246,. 248-50 
PerMiriyar, auth.; 2?.2 
Perava, ·kg,, 2() 
Perlptzts, lit., 143 
Persepolis,. tact:, 19 
Persia, !oct., 17, 178, 462 
PerumbiitJ-iirmppacjai, lit.; 228 
perum Sera! Adan, kg., ·221 
Peshawar, 5, 15, 20-21, 156, 357, 433, 

442 . . . 

Petra, t.oct. •. 336 

Prabliaftjanavarmau (Viisishtha); 
. kg., .80. . . . 
Prabhiisa pattana, /oCt., 436, 
Prabhiivatl, q., 243 
Prabh1ivatl•guptii, g., 3, 95. \l9, )05-. 

06, 110-13, 272 
Pradakshi!Japatha, 44S 

· Priigjyotishapura, loct.; 424 
Prajiitipat·atnitii-hridayasiil ra. IU .• 

385 
Prakasaditya, kg., iss . 
Prarjunas, trb., 143, 266 
Prasanna, Prasimnamiitra, k.g .. 86-Bi 

•
1 

Prashthasriya; 43 . 
Prathama-siift.ltavli1w, 286 
Pmthama srcsh(hin, 286· 

· Pratihiiras, dynst., 277 
Pratijiia-y angandharayatw.. tjt.. 40-'. 
PmWoma, 342 
Prat.im4, lit, 403 • 
Pravarapura, loct.. 114, :396, 438 
Pravarariija, kg., 88 
Pra~·aras, 348 · 
Pravara-sena I, kg., 26, 38, 44; 58· 

60, 94-95, 98-90, 101-103, 105-06, · Philostratus, aut h., 339 
Phison, r:·, 195 · 
Pillai Sivaraja, K. N., 220 
Pilupatis, off, . 277 
Piro, kg., 22-23 
Piroch, 22 

116, 119-20, 123, 271, 301; 368-69 
Pri!Vara-sena II, kg., 3, 131, 89, 106, 

11()-16, 120, 270, 398, ·lOS 
Pravara-sena II (Basim branch), kg., 

·I 120 
Pisharoti, K, .R., 403 
Pishtapura, loct., 76-77, 

Prityaga, /oct.. tttl, 1"4. 207, 357, 
79-82, .. 145, 375, 449 . 

. 397 , .. 
· Pishtapuri, /oct., 375 . . 
"Pithapnram, loct., 77, 14S, 397 
Pithiya, kg., 260 · 
Pithut,1qa (Prithuda), lt>cl., t\1\·6!1. · 
Pliny, auth., 335. '·· 
Podagarh ins., .82 
Podiyils, 289.,, 
l'okharan, /oct., 433 
Polilmnrn grant, 377 
Po-h1-kii:t, /oct .. 323 
Photla plates, 106, 112-1.1 

. Po-shun, :kg., .330 
Ppthasiri, kg., 43, 46 • . 
P.othasiri (Kautslputra), kg., 41·.42 
~·o-tiao, kg., 17 
Ptabh1ikara, kg;, 180, 185 ·· 
. ;rrabhiikara-niiga, .. k'g •.• 37 
l'rabMkaravardhana, kg .. , 374. 

' ' • ..r . . 

Prehara, it>ct., 231, 236 
PrianlN, Osmond de Beanvoir, 
Prithivi-Maharaja, kg .. 82 
Pritl:iivi'seua, kg .. 49,50, 52-53 
Prithvl-shet.Ia I, kg., 95, 100, 

108-10, 120 ' ' . 
105. 

Prithvl-shetp II, kg.. IOU, lttl-19. 
. 121-22, 240 . . 

Prithvl-shetJa, oft., 274-75, 282, 373 
Ptolemy, <111/Tz., 8, 68, 73, 321, 358,. 
. 417-18 ' . 

Pnhar, loct., 227-28, 358 
l'uket, loci., 322 '· 
Pulakesin .I; kg., 245-46 
Pulaki'!Sin II, kg .. 106 
Pulindasena, 83-84 . 
Punata; · !oct., 238 

, : P.ittl{tllrika, sac~, 370 .. 
. ..-:.::· .. ::'·· 
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Pul}.Q.ravardlfutla, loct., 174, 216, 283; 
365, 372, 391, 424 

Puram, Purananurru, lit., 223 
Puriil}.adhishthana, loct., 433 
Puriil}.as, lit., 7, 13, 20-21, 26, 36-37, 

41, 46, 51, 65, 70, 95-98, 114, 134, 
249, 365, 372, 377-78, 380, 399, 409-
10, 416 

Purapala, off, 290 
Puri, ·loct., 82 
Purika, loct., 114 
Piirl}.a-varman, kg·, 315 
Purohita, 273 
Piiru-gupta, kg., 171, 176, 184-86 
Purushapura, loct., 15, 140 
Pil·rvas, 390 
Pusalker, A. D., 403 
T'ushkaliivati, !oct., 456 
Pushkaral}.a, loct., 433 
Pushpa (Pushpapura), loct, 139 
Pushpasri, Pushvasri, kg., '4tl 
Pushyabhiiti, dynst., 305 
Pnshy?mitras, trb., 117, 154, 174 
Pustaplila, off., 285 
Putrikiipzttra, 350 

Raghavan, V., 161 
Raghu, kg., 238, 240 
Raghu, Raghuvamsa, lit., 7, 277, 

448-49 
Ragolu grant, '79-80 
Rahasi-niyuktas, off., 276 
Raipur, loct., 84, 87, 438 
Rairh, loct., 433 
Rajagriha, loct., 283, 425 
Riijamitra, auth., 402 
Rajamitra, kg., 367 
Riijasekhara, auth., 240 
Rajasirilha II, kg., 224 

. Rajatara:ngir;fi, lit., 197, 407 
Rajghat, lod., 427, 430, 465 
Rajgir, loct., 374, 425-26, 456 
Rajim grant, 90, 438 
Rajya, 'zs4 · 
Rajyasri, q., 462 
Riijyavardhana, kg., 176 
Rajyavastu, 361 
Raktamrittika, !oct., 321 
Ramachandramurty, V. S., 70, ~3 

Ramagiri, loct., 437 
Ramagiri-svamin, 112, 405 
Rama-gupta, kg., 22, 161-65 
Rama Rao, M., 70-72 
Ramasarma, auth., 402 
Riimatirtham, loct., 440 
RiimiiyQ.~;~a, 411, 437, 451-52 
Ramireddipalli, loct., 440 
Ramnagar, loct., 428 
Ramtek, loct., 112; 114, 372, 405, 437 
Rat]abhita, feud, 83 · 
Ral}.adurjaya, kg., 82. 
Rangamati, loct., 321, 425 
Rapson, E. J., 48-49, 53 
Rashtra, 284-85 
Rashtrakiitas, dynst., 4, 87-88, 91, 

108-{)9, 122-24, 162 

I 
Rlishtramahatta,-as, off., 286 
Ratnagiri, loct .. 438 
Ratnakar, J., 169 
Rava7Javadha, lit., 406 
Ravi, 1·., 33, 142-43 -
Ravisiinti; auth., 407 
Ravi-varman, kg., 122, 238, 243-45 
Raychaudhuri, H. C., 88, 141, 159, 

161, 175 . 
Rawak, loct., 328 
Rawlinson, H. G., 338 
Rentala, loct., 440 
Rhinokolura, loct., 336 

· Ribhupala, off., .216 
Rice, Stanley, 250 
:Rigvedins, 347 
Rithapur, pl., 106, Ill 
.Ritusamhiira, lit., 405 
Rohana, loct., 255, 257 
Rohtak, loct., 29, 432 
Romaka Siddhlinta, lit., 339, ~15, 

417 
Rome, 265, 335, 337, 451 
Rothenstein, W., 465 
Rudra-bhiiti, 48 
Rudr~-daman I, kg., 1, 29, 47, 52, 

I 93, 230 
Rudra-daman II, kg., 58, 60-61, 107 
Rudradatta, 78 · 
Rudradatta, feud, 210, 280 
Rudradeva, kg., 104, 141 
Rudradhara-bhattiirika, q., 51, 66 · 
Rudra-sena I (Kshatrapa), kg., 49-

1 53 
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Rudra-sena II- (Kshatrapa), ·kg., 53- 76, 99, 145, 269, 274, 284, 289, 306, 
55 66 . ' 369, ' 374 

Rud~a-sena III (Kshatrapa), kg., 2, Salihundam, loct., 440 
57; 6o-62 Saliyur, loct., 358_ 

R_ 'udra-sena ;rv (Kshatrapa), kg., 62

1 

Samacharadeva_, kg.,_· 211 
Rudra-sena I (Vakataka), kg., 38, Samiidhiriija, lit.,· 390: 

60,. 98, 102-08, 119, 309 Samariiichchha-kahii, lit., 309 
Rudra-sena II (Vaka~aka), kg., 95, Samarkand, loct., 18 · 

110-11, 169, 342, 371 · Samatata, /oct., 142 
Rudra-sirliha I, kg.;-.34, 47~49 Siimaveda, ut., 347 
Rudra.:shhha II, kg., 57-59, 61 Sambandar, p., 224 
Rudra-simha III, kg., 62-63 Sambhar lake, 431, 433 
Rudrata, auth., 402 · Sambhuyasas, kg.,· 84 
Rudra-varmari (of Champa), kg., 313. Samgha Tissa, k,~r., 255 
Rudra-varman (of Fu-nail), kg., 311 Samkheda ins., 413 
Rufupumsha-datta, kg., 67 Samkriintis, 377 
Riipiirupavibniiga, lit., 383 Samkshobha, kg., 188, 368 

saba, p., 275, ·408 
. Sahara, trb., 90, 380 
Sabha, kg,, .251 
Sachivas, 274 
Sahet, lact., 428 
Sabri Bahlol, loct., 433 
sailadesa, loct.,. 323 
Sailodbhavas, dynst., 82-84 ·. 
Sainyabhita-Madhavaraja II, 
' 83-84 ,, . . 
Saiva,_ 224 

kg.,' 

Saivism, 75, 110, 306, 311, 372, .392, 
410, 448 

Saka_ (Sakas), pem. & dynst., 1-2, 13, 
. 18-19, 34, 51, 54-57, 62-63, 66, 93,-

100, 147"50, 152-53, 164-65, 167-69, 
171,- 232~33, 246, .296, .343, 379, 406, 
431' 442, 462 ,, ' 

Saka era, 13, 41-42 
Sakata, ·:zoct., 143,· i96-98 

Sa1!lskiiras, 376, 378, 380 
Samudra-gupta·, kg., 2-3, 8, 20, 22, 

26, 31, 33-35, 37, 39-40, 46, 61, 73,. 
75-76, 85, 103-07, 126-30, 132-33, 
135-61, 163-66, 170-72, 174, 190, 203, 
232, 234, 237; 258, 264, 266-67, 269-. 
71, 275, 279, 282, 2&4, 292, 300, 
302-_03, 316, 365, 368, 370, 398; 407 

Sanakiinika, peo., 143-44, 167, 266, 
' 268, 299 ' . 
Sartchi, !oct., 55, 147; 167, '436,. 453, · 

460 
.Siindhivigmhika, off., 380 
Sangali plates, 163 • -. . 
Saitghabhadra, auth., "384' 
Sangha-daman, kg., 49-50, 52 
Sangla, loct., ~32 _ 
Sangoli plates, 245 
Sanjan plate, 1.61 
Sankaraga:l}.a, kg., 286 
Sankaram, lact., 440 
Satikararya, aut h., 387 
Sankisa, loct., 428 
Sanmati-tarka, lit., · 393 

Sakambhari, !oct., 431, 433 
Saka Moda, 51 _ · 
Sakiin Shiih, 18, 56 
sakastan, ·zoct., 19 
Sakasthana, loct., 238· 

santamiila I . (Viisishthiputra), kg.; 
• - ·, 64-68, 106, 366, 368, '370, 379 

santamiila II (Vasishthiputra Ehu-· 
vula), kg., 67 . · 

Saketa, loct., 134. 
Sakunaka _grant, 79-80 · 
sakuntalii, lit.\ 7, 350; 352, · 405 
siilabhanfika, 454 -
Salatikayana, dynst., 69-70, 73, 75-

Siinti-varman, kg., ··238, 241-44 
Sapta§afi, lit., 402 --• 
sarabha,. sarabharaja, kg., 86 
sarabhaptira, ·-ioct., 86-88 
Sarangarh grant, 87 
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Siir{lpallik.il, loci., 78 
Sarasvati, R., 161 
Saraswati, S. K., 87, 186 
Sar Dhcri, loci., 432 
Sardiilavarmati, kg., 205 
Sarma, Somasekhani, 72 
Sarnath, /oct., 156, 187, 38i-88, 425, 

427, 435, 444, 447-49, 456, 467 

Saroyogi11, ajviira, 371 
Sarva Bhattaraka, kg., 62 
Sarviidhyakslza, ajf., 276 
Snrva-niiga, gov., 40 
Sarvanandin, aut h., 234 
Sarvaniitha, fetid., 18~ 
Sarva-sena, kg., 98-99, 102, 107-08, 

119 
Sarvastivfida,, 333 
Sarvnyasas, kg., 2J 
Sasanakota, Pl., 247, 250 
sasiil'tka, Jig., 83-84, 201 
Sas~ani::ms, pea. & dymt., I, 17-19, 

21-23, 27, 47, 51, 53, 56-58, 60, 62, 
101,. 296, 305-06 

Sastri, Ganapati, 403 
Snstri, K. A., Nilakanta, 145, 147, 

411 

Si.itakanti, kg .. 230 
siitakart.tis (Chiitu-kula). dy11si.. \43 
sat.zkntf.ul."a/f'a. 369 
Sata-maghn, kg., 46, .301 
Satara, loci., ;;s, 88, 120, 173, 175 
Satavahanas, pco. & dynsl .. I, 47, 

49-51, 55, 64, 66, 6!1, 85, 93, !16-Hi, 
126. 2.2!1-31, ,101, 306, 343, 402, 439, 
442 

Salhiannthai<~r, R., 14tl 
Sali, 244, 3..~1. 352 
Satrap, 14, 22, 169, 171 
Satrnglu.m :1\lahiiriija, ft.'ud ., 2811 
Satsabhamalla, p.rc. 70, i2 
Satya-daman, kg., 47-50 
Satva-sithha, 62 
Sat\milla, <111111., 40i-
Savatha. k_c: .. 20 
Sayindaka, loci., 238 
Sculpture. 442-44, 446-452 
Scythian, pco., H, 21, 32, 51, 53, 132, 

269, 2H6,.298, 353, 378, 44t 
Seistali, /oct., 14, 16, 18-19, 56 

. Selengsing. loci .. 322 

Seleucidan, 337 
Senapati, 35, 272 
Sendraka,t1·b., 245, 280 
Sengiu;tiin, kg., 224 
Sen Gupta, P. C., 417·, 419 
Setubandha, lit., I 12, I 14, 404-05 
Severns, co1!sul. 338 
Severns, kg., 337 
Sewell, R., 335, 337 
Shac)arhfidvana, loct.. 133 
Slzahan-Shah, 17 
Shaka, dynst., 21, 148 
Shalada, llg .. 148 
Shan-shan, .. loci., 324, 328 
~hapur I, kg., 27 · 
Shapur II, hg., 19, 22, 58; 60 
Shapnr III, l<g., 23 
Shaf.klza1}giigama, lit., 393 
Shiladas, trb., 20, 21 
Shimoga plates, 243-44 
Sho~t.asill, sac .. 101, 369 
Shorkol ins, 23, 432 
Shu-lei, loci .. 323 
Sialkot, loci .. 33, 143 
Sil:lm, 258, 310, 314, 321, · 382 
Sicirlhasenr~ Di1·iikar:~. au/11 ... J91. 

3H3-94 
Sidon, lcJct., 334 
Sigiriya, 262, 467 
.'ii h lzam, 454 
$tkharisviiml, off, 282 
.')ikshapadas: 32!1 
SiHiditya, I< g., 23 
Silappadik<imm, Iii., 2!;2 
Simcilwras, o[f .. 288 
Sizhhala, 147-51 ; history of, 251-tl4 
Sithhapura, loci., 77:81 
Sitliha-lictw, kg., 62 
Sititha-vannan (of Dasapura), l1g .. 

181 
Sititha-VIInnnn ~Miillhava Mahiiclhi

riija-Gaitga), kg., 247, 250 
Sititha-varman (of Chttknttur grant 

-Ca.t'tga), lig .. 250 
Siritha-1·arman (Kadamba), kg., 238. 

245 

Sizitha-rannan (fa.lhcr of Sithha-
visht,tu-Pallava), k~; .. 235 

I 
Sititha-varman I (Paltrwa), lig., 23..1-

34, 249-50 
Sititha·\'arman II (l'allava), k.~ ., 234 



Sithhavisht.tu, kg., 2Js 
Si11<lh, ·/oct., I; 13; 18-19, 47; 52..53, 

56, 62,. 152, 431, 434, 436, 456 
Sindhu, 1"., 39 
Singupurnm,, locf., 77 
~innamaniir plates,, 224: 
Sircar, D.' C., 73, 81 
SirikutJqa, kg., 259 
Sirimeghavm.wa, kg., 2!"7-58, 26.1 
~iriniiga I, kg., 253 
Siriniiga II, llg., 253-56 
Siriniviisn, kg., 259 · 
Siripiila, kg., 259 
Siripiilita, 259 
Siripuram grant, 80-81 
Sir.isat'tghabo<lhi, kg. 255 
Sirkap,- /oct., 432 . 
Sirpnr, /oct.., 86, 89, 4,18 
Sirsi grant, 244. 
Sirsuk.h, lod., 432 
SintPiin, lit., 220 
Sisupalgarh, loct., 438 
Sittannavasal; 464, 467 
Siva, 15-16, 18, 36, 64, fl9, 72, 75, 224, 

240, 313, 317, 368, 372-73, ·148, 4!'0, 
453, 469 . 

Si\•alitig-q, 36, 448 
siva-maghq, kg., 45-413_, '1112, 3111 
sivananda-varman, lig., _242· 
Sivarathn, PI'C., 238 . -
Sivas.kanda-varman (l.'ltiitu); hg .. Iii, 

237 
Sivqskanua-vannan (Pallava\, kg .. 

67 
Skanda-gupta, kg., 3, 118, 135, 171, 

174-80, 182-86, 189-!10, 194, 197-98, 
274, 303-05 

SkmHla-naga, 'kg .. • 17 
Skalldapun'i!Ja, lit-., 189 . 
Skan<la-vnr,man (Nala), !-g., 117, 368 
Skanda-varman I (Pallava), li.~ .• 231-

32, 2..~4 
Sknnda-varman H (Pallava), · kg .. · 

234 
Skanda-varman III (Pallava). kg., 

234, 250 . ' 
Skanda-,·arman (Salatikayana), kg .. 

74-75 
Slavery, 348-49 
Smith,.V . .'\., 127, 138, 141, 155, 196, 

264, 337, 448 
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Smritis, 7, I!, . .:!-6!1-70, · 273, 278, 
291, 308; 342~43, 345-46, 349, 3!'-I·S?. 

-·371, 376, '378, ,Jf~l, 410, 416 
Sohanng,. locL, 428 
So-kiu; lod., 323 

Somadeva, at/ll:li., 177, 197 
Rmlmv:ath~i; dynst., 89, 124 

, &lmdvara _III, -ltg., 160 
Somnath, locl., 430 
Sotthisena, kg., 259 
S'-nidti ha, 349, 3S2, 376 .. 
Sravasu, loci.., 387, 427-28 
Sridhnra-varman, kg., 5S 
sti-gupta, /;:g., 129-31 ' 
Sri-kshetra, _ 314 · 

. Sri-miira, kg., 312 
~rinh·asa, kg .. 83 
Sriparvata, 2..'6, 440 

. Sripnra; loct., 88-90 
SriSaila, !oct.. 99 
.SriSttilasllr.ala-mJI«'iilllya, lit., 99 
~ri ( ?) "Sonm, I: g., 34~ 52 
Srivij,lya, loci., J i5 
Sruglllla, Sugh, loci., 432. 
Sruugavarapukota ·grant, 80 
$mt11bodlla; lit., 409 · 
_s;mtis, 342, · 416 , 
St. Gregory, 340, 379 
St: Jerome, 339 · 
Stein,· Aurel, 193, · 198 
Sthalis 285 
Sthanakut.J,liira (Tnlgu1tda), to d., · 

'239-

Snbhade,·a, <IJJ., 286 
Sudarsana lake·, 179, 436 
Sudeva, Sudevariija; kg., 87-8!1 
SudheranjO-daro, /oct., 43!;, 
Siidraka, auth., 351, 403, 400 
Sudras, 343-45, 400 
Stilikas, peo .. 205 · 
Suftanganj, •!oct., 426, 44i 
.<;ulva-sah·a, lit., 415 
Sumatra, I oct.; 6, -7:. 9, 151, 315; -322, 

358, 3~9. 

Sunagara, /oct., 18 
Sundaramiirti, 224 
Suuet, I oct., 432 
Sutiga, dynst., 96, 126, 404, 430 
Sung-Yim,_ :177, 194, 198 
Sura, kg., 85-86 
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Surashtra, loct., 169, 179, 187~ 230, 
283 

Sura.Smichandra, gov., 188, 281 
Siiryadatta, off., 275 
Siiryaghosha, kg., 9! 
Su.rya Siadh4nta, Zit.,. 416, 418 
Siiryavarman, pre., 89-90 
Susarman, 188 . 
Susruta, auth., 420-21 
Su.frutlhSamhita, lit., 420 

· Susunia ins., 141 
Sutlej, r., 3, 24, 31, 33, 142 
SiUras, 386 
Suvan;~abhiimi, loct., 309 
Suvar.t;~advipa, 309-10, 314, 316, 320 
Suva11}.a-nadi, 85 
SuvartuJprabhasa, ut,, 390 
Suva11}.apushpa, kg., 330 
Suvisiikha, off., 230 
Svamidasa, feud., 172 
Svamidatta, kg., 76, 145 
SvaptUJ--Vasa:vadattii, Ut., 403 
Svar.t;~adeva, Swarnate, kg., 330 
Svayamvara, 351 
Sveta01baras, 391 
Syria, 379 

Tadagani ins., 246 . 
TaQ.atigala Madhava, ·kg., Z50 
Tagara (Ter), loct., 45d 
Takakusu, J., 155 
Takka Yagapparani, Ut., 230 
Talai-yalanganam, loct., 223-24 
Talakad, loct., 248-50 
Ta01brapura, loct., 72 
Tamralipti, loct., 357-58, 424 
Tandivada plates, 82 
Tan-tan, loct., 319 
Tara, 439 
Taranatha, autn., 420 
Taron, loct.,' 339 
Tattvarthiidhigamasiltra, Ut., 391, 

393 
·Taxila, loct., 397, 432, 456 
Tekkali Charter, 7-8 · 
Tenasseri01, r., 322 
Ter {Tagara), loct., 456 
Terracotta, 461-63 
Tewar (Tripuri), loct., . 438 

Thakurdiya grant, 88 
Thaneswara, loct., 374 
Theh Polar, loct., 43~ 
Thibaut, G., 418 
Tbo01as, F. W., 462 
Thul-Mir-Rukan, 435 
Tigawa, lcct., 453 
Ti;aprastha, Tilpat, lcct., 43t · 
Tira-bhuktl, loct., 283 
Tiraiyar, 222, 229 
Tiripali, kg., 259 
Tiritthana grant, 77-78 
Tirukkural, lit., 223 
Tiruman~ai Xlviir, 224 
Tirunarruyfir, loct., 224 
Tissa, kg., 252, ·254 
Tissa (Bhatika), kg., 253 · 
Tissa (Jettha), kg., 256, 258 
Tissa (Kanitttha), kg., 253 
Tissa (Sazhgha), kg., 255 
Tissa (Vohiirika), kg., 254-56 
Tivara, Tivaradeva, Tivararaja, kg .• 

88-91, 124 
Tivaranagara, 89 
Tokharian, 328' 
Tokharistan; loct., 198 
Tondai, loct., 222, 358 
Toi].Q.aima:r;l<,.~laUl, loct, 222, 229 
Tondaiman JlaUl Teraiyan, kg., 219,. 

222 
Tondaiyar, 222-23, 225 
Tora01~a, kg., 190-91', 194-99, 202, 

206, 212, ·304, 306, 379, 432 
Tosali, loct., 84, 438 
Trade, 357-59 
Traikiita, mt., 238 
Traikutaka, dynst., 1.19, 121, 291~ 

369 

Trajan, kg., 338 
Traya-naga, ltg ;, 27 
Trika01ala (maharaja), 172 
TrikiHa, loct., 71 
Trinetra Pallava, 221 
Triparvata, mt., 241 
Tripitakas, lit.; 382 
Tripuri, loct., 438 

. Trirlitra, sac., 41, 370 
Trivikra01a, 451 
Tsiao-li monastery, 331 
Tukharistan, loct., 19 

'Tuk Mas., loct.;. 317 , 
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Tumbavana, !oct., 174 · 
Tutigabhadra, r ..• 231, 236 
Turfan, I oct .. 323 
·Turkestan, 322, 324-27; 331, 419 
Turks, 194 
Tushara, peo., 13, 20 
Tyre, locf.., 334 

Uchahara, !oct., 188 
Uchchakalpa, dynst., 109-10, 1.46, 

188-89, 275, 280-81 -
Uchchangi, Lchchhl·iti.gi, !oct., 244 
Uch-Turfan, !oct., 323, 328 
Udayagiri, 143, 166, 372, 374, 391, 

438 449 459 ' . 
· Uday~na, 'kg.; 90, 92, 194 ' 

Udayendiram; loct., 232-33 
Udita, t., 373 
qdranga, 291 
Udyotakara, auth., 364, 386 
Ugra (caste), 345 
Ugrasena, kg.; 145 
Ujjayinl. locl., 40, 51, 53, 55, \16, 

168, 171, 343, 357, 396, 437 
·.Ukthya, sac., 101, 369 
Umasvati, auth., 391, 393 
Umavannan, kg., 78, 80-81, 397-98 
l:ndavalli, 451, 459 
U!].Q.ikaviitikii grant 87-88 
Upamita, t., 373 ' 
Upan~yana, 11, 347, 350, 399, 400 
Upamshats, lit., 381 
Uparika, o-ff.,~ 283-84 
Uparika-mahiiriija; 216 
Uparkot, loct., 460 
Upatissa II, kg., 258 
Upavarsha, auth., 381 
Uraiyur; loct.; 227 
Urubhanga, lit., 403 
Uruttirangat}.l,tanar, p., 219 
Uruvapalli grant, 232 
Ushavadata, 34 
Uttamabhadras, pco., 34 
Uttarliyatta, 377. 

Vagbhaia I,- auth., 419 
Vahaipparanda!ai, !oct, 221 

33 

I . 
Viihhkas, peo., 168-69 
Vaidya, C. V., 189 
Vaijayanti, !oct., 238-39, 241, 243-45, 

439 
Vaijayantipura, loct., 443 

·vaikuntha Perumal temple, 441 
Vainya-gupta, kg., 189-90, 192, 210-11; 

366 . 
VaiMili, loct., 51, 130, 159, 180, 272 

. 283-84, 355, 357, 371,.387, 426 
Vai§eshik.a-siitras, lit., 381 · 
Vaishl.tava, 114, 166, 224, 356, 365, 

368, 371, 37i, 456 
Vaishl}.avism, 75, 371, 374, 448 
Vaisrava!}a, hg., 44-45, 301 
Vaisyas (caste), 11; 342c4s, 347-48 

357, 399-400, 402 ·. 
Vli.fapeya, sac., 65, 101, IOS-06, 231, 

361· . 
Va.frachchhedikii Prafiiiipiimmita, 

lit., 383 . 
Vajrapa!}i, 444 
Vakataka, dynst., I, 3-4, 6, 26, 36, 

38-39, 44, 54, 58-61, 82, 89, 93cJ25,· 
127, 131, 146, 169, 182, !85, 202, .. 
239-40, 265, 270-72, 276, 278, 280-
81, 284, 288-89, 291, 301, 342, 344-· 
45 360, 363, :ffi9-72, 381' 387, 390;. 
398, 402, 405, 437-39, 443-44, 457 

Vakesvara, loct., 72 
Viikyapaaiya, lit., 406 

Vala, · Va,labhi, !oct., 62, 186, 192, 
213, 279, 282, 347, 368, 388-89, 391, .. 
393, 396, 436 

Valkha, loct., 172 
l'allabhas, off., 289 
Vamana, ·auth., '155-56 
Vanavasi-, loct., 66, 225, 229-30, 231!, 

244-45, 439 
Vatiga, loct., 168, 209-10,.217 
Vaqji, loct., 224, '227 
1\farahamihira·, auth., 339, 378, 409,_ 

412-13, 416, 418, 421, 422 
Varahran II, kg., ·18, 56 
Varahran, III, kg., 56 . 
Vardhamiina-bhukti,. !oct., 210-ll · 
Vardhamiina.pura, loct., 78 

I 
Varnians,. dyn. st.; 9.0, 121, 281, 3to; 

436 .. · 
Varo Shiif!j, kg., 22 

. Varut}.a-visntju, 44§ .. 
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Viiru1,1ika, loci., 209 
Vasabha, kg., 251-52, 2!."9 
Vasata, q., 91 · 
Vasishtha, dynst ., 80-81 
Vasishtha Siddhiinta, lit., 415 
ViiSishthipntra Saktivarman, kg., 79 
Vasithiputa Siri Vichitasena, kg., 

45 
Vasubanuhu, au.tll .. 5, 155-56, 270, 

383, 385-86, 399 
·vasndeva I, kg .. 1.3-16, 2.5, 42-43, 

295 
\'iiimdeva II, kg., 14, 16-7, 20, 29, 295 
Vasnla, p., 407 
Vasu-naga, kg., 37 
Vatsabhatti, p., 407 
Vatsagulma. /ocf.., 396·, 438 
Vatsaraja, kg., 92 
Vatsyayana, a{tfh., ,164, 381, 386 
Vayurakshita (general), 180 
Vedtiilga jyotis/za, lit., 415 
Veliirpalaiyam Plates, 233 
Veldkundi grant, .223 .. 
Vengi, /oct., 69, 73~ 75, 145, 440 
Vetigipura, !oct., 73 
Vel,lt~i, battle at, 220-21 
Vetulla, Vetullaka, sect .. 254, 256-57 
Vibhishat;a, ; kg., 85 
Vibhudatta, off., 275 
.Vibhu-naga, kg., 37 
Vichitasena, k.g., 46 
Vidarbha, /oct., 88, 96 
Vidisa, loci., 96-97, 141, 143, 357, 436 
Vieng Sra, !oct., 321 · 
Vijaya, kg., 255 . 
Vijayadeva-varman, kg., 369 
Vijayalaya, kg., 224 
'\Tijaya-magha, kg., 46, 301 
Vijayapuri, loct., 65-66 
Vijayasena, fend., 210 
Vijaya-sena, kg., 53-54 
Vijaya-varrnan, kg., 313 
flijnlinavada, 385-So 
Vikramendra, kg., 82 · 
Vikramendra (Visht~ukul,14.in); kg., 

l22 
Vikranta era, 404 
Vi1hsatikli, lit., 385 
Vinayasthitistnapakas, off., 279 
Vi-naya-vinichchaya, lit., 259, 383 . 

Vindhyasakti, kg .. 54, 59, 95-96, 98, 
344 

Vindhyasakti II, kg., 112, 120 
Vindhyasena, kg., 108, 119-20, 239 
Vfra-diiman, kg., 53-54 
Vira era, 393 
Virakorcha-varntan, k.g .. 234 
Virapurusha-datta, k.g., 51, 64, 66 
Vira5arutan, t., 235 
Vfrasena, kg .. 27, 37, 94, 101, 166, 

167, 299, 301 
Vira-varntan, kg., 234 
Vira-varman, pre., 249 
Viriipaksha, go·v., 15 
Visadeva, kg., 126 
Visakhadatta, auth., 161-62, 403, 406 
Visakhavarman, kg., 81 
Vis/uzya, 283-85 
Vishayamalzatlams. ofj .. 285-86, 290 
Vishayapatis, o{i., 284-85 
VishQ.n, 74, 114, 214, 222, 248, 317, 

320, 363, 368, 372, 374, 410, 426, 
437, 449-51, 453, 462 

Vishtmdltannottara punltza, lit., 409 
Vishr;tugopa (Gaitga), kg., 249 
Vishr.mgopa (Pallava). kg., 145, 232 
Vish1,1ugopa-varman I, pre., 23-t 
Vislwugopa-vam1an II, kg., 234 
Vislll)u-gupta, kg.. 184, 214-15 
Vishr;tukut,IQ.in, dy11sl., 26, 71, 76, 

89, 286, 440 
Vish?,tupurlitJa, lit.. 134, 194 
Vishnusarman, aull1.: 408 
Vish~u-varman, kg., 238, 241-42, 

244-45 . 

Visht.tn·varntan, pr~ .. 320 
Visht,Iuvriddha gotra, 96 
l'iSttddhimagga, lit., 382 
V iSvamitrasvami, feud., 172 
Visva-sena, kg., 50, 56-57 
Visva-si.jjlha, kg., 54-55 
Vi§va-varman, kg., 181, 434 
Vit31,1Q.a-vii.din, 254 
Voharika Tissa, kg., 254·56 
Vratas, 377, 410 
Vratyas, 128 
Vyiighra-niiga, kg., 37 
Vyiighraraja (of Ganj), feud., 100, 

105, 109, 146.. ,· . 
Vyaghraraja (of Mahiikantara), kg., 

105; 145-46 
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Vyiighraraja (Vchchakalpa), feud., 
109, 146 

Vyaghrasena, kg., 119 
Vyiiprltas, off, 287 

Vl'ang-Hiuen-t'se, autil., 264 
'Warmington, E. H., 338 · 
Watters, T., 197, 397 
Wei, dynst., 194 
Wickremasinghe, D. M. ·,Je Z., 263-

64 

Wijesinha, L. C., 26Z-63 
Winternitz, M., 1§1-62, 384 

Yajiisri satakan)i, kg., l, .49. 
Yajiiavalkya, auth., 343, 345, 350-51; 

376, 410 

Yajiia-vannan, llg., 205 
Yaj11n•eda, 347 
Yakshas, 112, 465 

· Yakshi, 444 
Yale, loct., 322 
Yamuna, r .. 423, 449-50, 454. 462 

.Varkand, !oct., 323, 331 
Y asadinna, 46S ·, 
Yaso-daman I, kg., 53 
Vas<rdiim11u H, kg., 57-60 
\'asodharman, kg., 124, 197, 199, 

201-05, 209, 213-17 
Yaso-varman, kg .. 407 
Yaudheyas, peo., 1-2, 14, 17, 21, 27-
. 35, 37-38,. 93, 142-43, 265-68, 298-
99, 308 

'Yava-dvipa, 318 
Yavana, 13, ZQ-21, 178, 225, 358 
Yen-ki, loct., 323 
\.:"e-tha, peo., 193~94 
Yoga, 363 
.Yoglicharabhurnislistra, lit., 385 
Yogaslistravritti, lit., 391 
Yoga-siitms, lit., .364 
Yotkan, /oct:, 328 
Yuktas, off., 287 
Yu-tien, !oct., 328 
Yuvamaharaja Vishl]ugopa-vanuan . 

I, 234 

Zabulistan, /oct., 198 
Zenob, aut h., 339 
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. Kanishka III, Vasudeva II,~ Scytho-Sassaiiian; La~er Scythian, ;: , / . 
. Kidara Kushfu.la, Ma~ava, Y ~udheylj, Bhavaniig<l·. 
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RLATE II 

1 

Virasena, Achyuta, Jiva-daman, Lankey Bull, Pavata, Chandra-gupta I. 
and Kumiiradevi, Samudra•gupta~Kacha. Muhammad bin Sam. 
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Samud~~-gupta_::_Asvamedha, Chandra-gupia·II..:._Lion~sfayei:, '.
Kumara-g~pta· I, Hiil).a-;-Sassanian prototype,' · 

Tora~aQa, Shahi Javula, Mihir~kula. 



PLATE IV 

I. Scene from Buddha's Life, Amaravati. 

2. The Great Renunciation, Nagarjunikonda. 
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Buddha, Sarnath. 
( Coppight Archawlogical Survey of India 
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1. Anantasayana,.VishQu, Dasavatara tempk, 
Dcogarh. 
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2. Nara<'liirayaJ;la, Dasavatara temple, 
Dcoga~h. 

( Cof') right, Archaeolugical Survey of ~11d.a } 
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PLATE X 

Facade of Chaitya hall. Cave XIX. Ajanta. 
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figuriw·s, 



PLATE Xll 

· Avalokitdvara. Ajanta.· 
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PLATE XV 




